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1 Central Arms Company Boxlock Double Barrel Shotgun Action
serial #T48105, 12 ga, 29 3/4'' barrels both choked full with mostly shiny
bores showing a couple patches of moderate oxidation each. The metal
surfaces are pewter gray with oxidation, freckling and crisp factory
markings. Barrels are sighted with a small bead at the muzzle and full
function is unclear due to lack of forend metal. [Note that a “firearm”
does not classify Federally as a C&R.](1X229931) {FIREARM}

2 Unmarked Belgian Percussion Coat Pistol
.52 cal, 9" barrels with lightly oxidized bores. The barrels of this pistol
show an attractive faux etched damascus pattern throughout toning to a
mild gray-brown patina and the patent breech showing some smoky
case-hardened colors and mild oxidation staining. The barrels show
antique Belgian proof marks and the back action lockplates show mild
oxidation staining and some silvery case-hardened patina. The arm is
equipped with German silver tailpipe, wedge escutcheons and buttcap
with small storage compartment. The triggerguard is toned to ocher with
some mild tarnish and there are some light foliate embellishments. The
checkered hardwood stock remains in very fine to near excellent
condition showing a dark finish with some scattered light handling
marks. The locks seem to function well mechanically and the original
ramrod is included. (13A9802-46) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

3 Remington No. 6 Falling Block Sporting Rifle
serial#450577, 32 RF, 20" barrel with a bright very good plus to near
excellent bore showing a small area of light pitting or oxidation nearer
the breech and otherwise strong rifling throughout. The barrel of this rifle
retains about 90-92% original blue with the loss due to some overall light
oxidation staining and mild thinning. The frame retains a similar amount
of attractive case-hardened colors showing some overall muting to
silvery gray patina and scattered light freckling. There is a patch of
heavy oxidation at the heel of the buttplate and all markings remain
intact and crisp, the barrel stamped with "DX" date code corresponding
to September 1929. The walnut stock and forend remain in about very
good condition retaining much of their original finish, the buttstock
showing a 3 1/2" crack at the lower tang and 2" crack at the upper tang
and otherwise just a few minor handling marks. The original sights are
intact including the simple tang peep sight and the action seems to
function well mechanically. (13A9802-25) {C&R} (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550

4 Stevens Crack Shot Falling Block Sporting Rifle
serial #U68, 22 LR, 20" barrel with a mostly bright very good bore
showing some light oxidation and a few shallow pinprick pits in the
grooves with strong rifling throughout. The barrel and small action parts
of this rifle retain about 92% original blue with the loss due to overall
light oxidation staining and mild thinning. The frame shows generous
case-hardened colors toning to a mild brown patina overall with
scattered light oxidation staining. The screw heads show light slot wear
and all markings remain strong. The walnut stocks remain in very fine
condition showing some scattered light dings and handling marks with
the buttstock showing a little minor play. The original sights are intact
and the action seems to function well mechanically. (13A9802-23)
{C&R} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

5 Dual-Purpose Percussion-Converted Militia Musket-Fowler with Welch
Keene & Co. Lock
About 14 bore, 36 1/2" part round part octagon barrel with turned medial
at the point of transition and a good moderately oxidized bore. The
barrel of this attractive musket-fowler has mostly toned to a deep
plum-brown patina showing some scattered areas of old minor oxidation
staining, some light pitting and erosion mostly nearer the breech.
Conversion is by drum and nipple method utilizing a converted flint
lockplate with pronounced teat and step at the rear which has mostly
toned to silvery gunmetal showing some old oxidation staining. The
hammer is embellished with a simple foliate sprig, the lockplate is clearly
marked "WELCH KEENE / & Co" and the barrel shows period British
commercial proofs. The arm is equipped with brass and silver hardware
including brass nosecap, three nicely shaped ramrod thimbles, tailpipe,
long tang triggerguard with nice acorn finial, buttplate and sideplate,
these being embellished with a couple small panoplies of arms. The
barrel is secured by three wedges with silver escutcheons that have
taken on a nice tarnished patina along with an inlaid silver front sight
and there is a silver monogram plate atop the wrist that shows a
softened monogram. The stock appears to be walnut and rates good
showing a 7 1/2" moderate portion missing along the left edge of the
forearm, a few scattered thin cracks, dings and remnants of an antique
finish; the area around the nipple shows evident scorching. The arm has
provisions for fitting sling swivels (no longer present), bayonet lug on the
underside of muzzle and includes a military-style antique ramrod. The
lock seems to function well mechanically. A nice example for over the
mantel. (13A9802-8) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

6 Unmarked Percussion Mule Ear-Style Sporting Rifle
.60 cal, 32" round barrel with a good bore showing some scattered light
oxidation, minor pitting and bright areas with strong rifling. This is an
interesting example utilizing a back action style lockplate, necessitating
a rather lengthy hammer; it is of straight style seen on mule ear type
guns, although the "ear" appears to have broken off long ago. The metal
surfaces have mostly toned to a pewter-gunmetal patina showing some
scattered smoothed-over fine pitting and remnants of old minor oxidation
staining. The underside of the barrel is marked with what appears to be
a small "JAE" and the lockplate, nosecap and buttplate tang show some
very simple border embellishments. The rifle is equipped with a German
silver sideplate, pewter nosecap, pewter buttplate, brass toe plate and
there is a 3 1/4" inlay along the left side of the butt that appears to be
some kind of antique hard rubber or celluloid material, again showing a
softened "JAE" marking. The smooth pistolgrip buttstock appears to be
of gumwood or something similar while the forend is hardwood showing
a dark varnish, the stocks remain in very good plus condition showing
some scattered light dings, thinning finish along the forend and a tiny
drying crack near the right side base of the pistolgrip. Some of the
screws appear to be replacements, the rifle is equipped with a fixed
semi-buckhorn rear sight, brass blade front and an antique brass-tipped
ramrod is included. The lock seems to function well mechanically.
(13A9802-15) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

7 Needham Conversion Model 1861 Breechloading Rifle-Musket
58 CF, 28 1/4" barrel with a mostly bright good bore showing some
areas of light oxidation scattered about, an area of moderate dings 2
1/2" ahead of the front barrel band, that leave shallow impressions in the
bore, and otherwise strong rifling. This example was shortened during
the period of use, now being equipped with two barrel bands and the tip
of the stock has been neatly contoured and is not fitted with a nosecap.
The metal surfaces are mostly a pewter gunmetal patina showing some
areas of smoothed over light pitting and remnants of old oxidation
staining. The lockplate markings remain mostly strong showing the
familiar Bridesburg marking of Alfred Jenks & Son, mostly intact Federal
Eagle and 1863 date at the rear while the buttplate tang shows "US / C /
33". The walnut stock rates about fair-good showing a number of
moderate cracks and a small chip behind and below the lockplate and
through the lock screws on the left flat, some areas of synthetic filler
along the left side butt and the expected overall light dings. There is a
large "16" stamped on the left side butt, smaller "33" on the right side
and heel. The proper sights are intact, an antique ramrod is present, the
breechblock does not close quite securely but this is alleviated when the
hammer is down and the action otherwise seems to function well
mechanically. (13A9802-21) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

8 U.S. Model 1884 Trapdoor Cadet Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #555363, 45-70, 29 1/2" barrel with a mostly bright very good bore
showing some scattered light pitting and minor oxidation with strong
rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle have mostly toned to a
deep oxidized brown patina showing some scattered cleaned light pitting
along the barrel with a few areas more moderate behind the rear sight
and along the lockplate. There are some remnants of original finish
around the protected edges of the breechblock and lockplate and the
markings remain partially intact with a good Federal Eagle on the
lockplate and the "US / SPRINGFIELD" obscured by old pitting. The
smooth walnut stock remains in about good condition showing a small
crack at the rear lock screw and behind the nosecap, a few small areas
of filler mostly near the comb line and the overall expected dings and
handling marks. The 1892-dated cartouche remains partially legible. The
sling and stacking swivels remain intact along with the original sights
and cleaning rod and the three position tumbler seems to function well
mechanically. (13A9802-16) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

9 Savage Model 1899 Lever Action Rifle
serial #104172, 303 Savage, 22 1/2" shortened barrel with a dark
moderately oxidized bore showing evident rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces of this rifle have mostly toned to a mottled gray patina with the
barrel showing streaks of original blue, the action with areas of cleaned
light pitting and scattered oxidation staining. The sear nut on the right
side frame is missing, the buttplate appears to have been gold-washed
and the barrel markings remain intact and strong. The walnut buttstock
and forend with schnabel tip remain in good condition showing a number
of thin cracks and slivers missing at the toe, a few tight hairline cracks at
the tangs, scattered light dings and added sling swivel holes. There is
some rudimentary wide checkering that has been added, the rifle is
sighted with semi-buckhorn sporting rear and brass bead front and the
action seems to function well mechanically. (13A9802-38) {C&R}
(200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
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10 Stevens Model 75 Slide Action Rifle
serial #2126, 22 S,L,LR, 24" round barrel with a mostly bright good bore
showing a few small spots of light pitting and oxidation with otherwise
strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain a relatively even mix
of original blue and gray-brown patina showing some silvering along the
high edges, scattered light dings and a spot of minor pitting along the
left side barrel. Some of the screw heads show slot wear and the barrel
markings remain intact and strong. The smooth walnut buttstock and
grooved forend remain in good condition, most of the wear is along the
buttstock showing some small thin cracks at the upper tang, 3" thin
crack at the lower tang and the upper tang metal is a little proud of the
stock. The rear sight elevator appears to be a replacement and the
action seems to function well mechanically. (13A9802-31) {C&R}
(75/125)
Est. 75 - 125

11 Winchester Model 131 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #Z208440, 22 S,L,LR, 20 3/4" barrel with a bright very good plus
bore showing the faintest hint of a shallow ring a few inches back from
the muzzle and otherwise strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces
of this rifle retain about 92% original blue showing some overall light
oxidation staining along the barrel, a small area of slightly heavier
oxidation along the bolt knob and scattered light handling marks. The
hardwood stock remains in very good condition showing some scattered
light scuffs, minor staining and a tiny hole on the right side near the
buttplate. The original sights and magazine are present and the original
buttplate is intact showing some scuffing. The action seems to function
well mechanically. (13A9802-27) {MODERN} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

12 Meriden Firearms Co. "The New Aubrey" Double Hammergun
serial #14229, 12 ga, 20" shortened damascus barrels with partially
bright bores showing some scattered oxidation and raised dents, more
moderate along the left barrel. The barrels show remnants of
plum-brown finish and strong damascus patterns with spots of old
oxidation staining, some scattered light pitting and areas thinning to
gray. The frame and lockplates are a mottled gray-brown patina showing
some subtle remnants of color case-hardening with some scattered old
oxidation staining, some areas of light dings and tool marks. Some of
the screw heads show moderate slot wear and the markings remain
intact and strong. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip buttstock and
forend remain in about good condition showing worn finish, a couple thin
hairline cracks and scattered old abrasions. The checkered hard rubber
buttplate is a period replacement, barrel lock-up is still quite solid and
the locks are functional. (13A9802-24) {C&R} (75/125)
Est. 75 - 125

13 New Hampshire Underhammer Percussion Fowler by James Eaton
12 bore, 42" barrel with a moderately oxidized bore. The barrel of this
long fowler shows remnants of plum-brown finish overall thinning to a
mild gray patina along with some areas of moderate old oxidation and
some rather heavy old dings and vise marks on either side of the
breech. The ramrod tailpipe is starting to separate and the hammer and
nipple show pitting and light oxidation. The breech flat markings have
softened from the years but remain legible with "J. EATON / CONCORD
NH / PATENT". The screw heads show light slot wear and there is a
crack atop the brass breech collar. The smooth hardwood stock remains
in good condition showing a bit of older added finish, a small
smoothed-over chip at the right edge where it meets the breech, and a
few thin drying cracks along the butt and left side wrist. There is a very
subtle small cheekpiece on the left side butt with decorative inlay and
German silver oval inlays on either side of the wrist. The fowler is
equipped with simple fixed sights, a simple antique ramrod is present
and the hammer is rather loose but functional at full cock. A solid
long-barreled example from this New Hampshire maker. (13A9802-9)
{ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

14 U.S. Model 1861 Percussion Rifle-Musket by James Mowry
About .67 cal, 40" barrel with an oxidized bore showing no rifling. The
metal surfaces are a dark oxidized brown patina, the barrel partially
smooth along its length with scattered old oxidation, heavier overall with
moderate erosion nearer the breech and along the edges of the
lockplate. The hammer shows some light chipping and the breech
markings have mostly been lost to erosion, though the lockplate
markings remain mostly intact with 1863 date at the rear, partially
obscured Federal Eagle and "U.S. / NORWICH." in the center. The
walnut stock is rather dry and shows prominent raised grain, it has
darkened from the years and rates about good showing a few missing
thin slivers, small cracks behind lockplate and near the lock screw and
other light handling marks. The middle sling swivel is attached to the
band in a somewhat awkward manner utilizing a more modern screw
and nut; an original ramrod is present and the lock is functional. A salty
old contract musket for over the mantel. (13A9802-11) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

15 Unmarked Belgian Percussion Fowler
About 14 bore, 38" part round part octagon barrel with turned medial at
the point of transition and a moderately oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces of this fowler have mostly toned to a mottled plum-brown patina
showing some scattered light dings and old oxidation staining with a bit
more noticeable erosion at the breech. There is an antique Belgian proof
on the left side breech flat and remnants of a gold band. The back action
lockplate shows some light foliate embellishments and silvery
case-hardened patina. The fowler is equipped with dual brass ramrod
thimbles and tailpipe, wedge escutcheons and triggerguard that show
remnants of German silver finish. There is a small crack at the upper
tang through the rear screw and the triggerguard screws are more
modern brass replacements. The hardwood stock remains in very good
condition showing a little added finish, scattered light dings and handling
marks. The stock features a rather large carved boar's head behind the
triggerguard tang and the lock remains functional. (13A9802-19)
{ANTIQUE} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250

16 Unmarked American Percussion Fowler
12 bore, 42" barrel with a moderately oxidized bore. This fowler has
been constructed utilizing a percussion-converted U.S. martial barrel
and commercial lock. The metal surfaces are mostly a mottled pewter
gray patina showing some scattered old dings and pinprick pitting, a bit
heavier along the lockplate and breech. The breech retains martial
proofs "NW / PM" along with 1834 date and the lockplate shows light
embellishments and "WARRANTED" with the lock maker name
obscured. The brass hardware is of rather simple tasteful construction
consisting of nosecap, dual ramrod thimbles with tailpipe, triggerguard,
buttplate, sideplate and diamond inlay atop the wrist. The brass is taking
on a mild patina and shows some scattered light dings and the sideplate
stamped with small block letters "H. GODDARD". The walnut stock
remains in good condition showing a number of repaired slivers and thin
cracks along the edges of the forend, some repairs around the lockplate,
scattered dings and a smoothed-over old chip at the toe. The edges are
otherwise quite nice and a trumped-shaped martial ramrod is present.
The hammer screw is a replacement and the lock is somewhat weak but
functional. (13A9802-7) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500

17 U.S. Model 1866 Second Allin Conversion "Short" Rifle by Springfield
Armory
50-70, 33" barrel with a fair bore showing some scattered bright areas,
patches of moderate oxidation and good rifling. This rifle appears to be a
Bannerman example with neatly filled-in middle band spring slot and
smoothed-over stock flats. The barrel has mostly toned to a mottled gray
patina showing some scattered old oxidation, pinprick pitting and a small
ding at the muzzle. The breechblock assembly and lockplate show some
faint wisps of smoky color case-hardening along with some old oxidation
staining. The hammer screw head has been dressed bright and the
markings remain intact, the lockplate dated 1864 with Federal Eagle in
the center and arsenal markings and the breechblock with proper "1866
/ (Eagle Head)". The walnut stock remains in very good condition
showing a thin sliver missing along the left edge forend, some scuffing
near the tip from the barrel band and some scattered light dings. A
proper ramrod is included, the appropriate sights are intact and the lock
seems to function well mechanically. (13A9802-5) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

18 Allen & Thurber Co. Double Action Bar Hammer Single Shot Percussion
Pistol
serial #310, .36 cal., 3 1/2" part round part octagon barrel with a lightly
oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces have toned to pewter and
brown with light handling marks. There are a few wedges of factory
engraving on the side of the frame. The smooth walnut factory grips are
numbered to the gun and rate very good with handling marks. The
hammer, spring and barrel are numbered to the gun and function
mechanically. The barrel is marked "ALLEN THURBER & CO." and the
side of the hammer "ALLENS PATENT". (8A9721-16) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500

19 Unmarked Double Barrel Percussion Pistol
.40 cal., 4" octagon over/under smooth bore barrels with oxidized bores.
The metal surfaces are an even brown patina with some pewter on the
frontstrap with scattered oxidation blemishes. The one-piece walnut grip
has later added checkering and rates good to very good as lightly
cleaned and varnished showing handling marks. The triggers were
removed and replaced, the left was installed backwards, the trigger
return springs do not function, although the hammer will cock if the
triggers are pushed forward manually. The upper frame plate/backstrap
is not solidly affixed to the lower frame and cams upwards if both
hammers are cocked together. (8A9721-17) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
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20 Belgian Double Barrel Percussion Pistol
.40 cal., 2 3/4" plain barrels with oxidized bores showing traces of the
original rifling. The sides and top of the frame have a few wedges of
engraving, the metal surfaces toned to a brown patina with moderate
pitting around the nipples and scattered lighter oxidation and pitting on
the remaining areas. The checkered walnut grip rates good to very good
with light to sometimes moderate handling marks and is missing a metal
monogram plate on the bend of the backstrap. The top grip screw is
missing and the mechanism still functions but the safety notches need
attention. (8A9721-15) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

21 Unmarked Contemporary Single Shot Flintlock Pistol
.45 cal., 5 1/2" octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces are mainly toning to brown on the barrel with the lock more
pewter. The surfaces show light oxidation stains and pitting. The brass
triggerguard is ochre with light tarnish and excellent condition. The
one-piece hardwood stock remains in excellent condition as cleaned
and refinished showing a shallow check on the left side near the
lockplate. The gun functions mechanically with a crisp action. The gun
features a drift adjustable rear sight, brass blade front sight and no
ramrod is present. (8A9721-20) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150

22 Armi San Marco Black Watch Scottish Flintlock Pistol
serial #A51035, .577 cal., 7" smoothbore barrel with the bore showing
scattered light oxidation stains. The barrel is left in-the-white and shows
scattered light oxidation staining. The lock is a mix of brown and blue
with some oxidation staining. The one-piece brass stock has toned to
ochre with scattered tarnish and handling marks. The pistol features a
finial-shaped trigger and a belt hook. The gun functions mechanically
and the steel ramrod is missing. (8A9721-19) {ANTIQUE}  (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

23 Pair of Mediterranean Flintlock Pistols
.61 cal., 9" smooth bore barrels with oxidized and pitted bores. The
metal surfaces on one gun has mostly toned to brown with limited
pewter, showing scattered light oxidation mostly on the sideplate. The
second gun is mostly gunmetal with moderate oxidation stains on the
barrel and to a lesser extent on the lock and sideplate. Both guns are
adorned in a similar fashion with a bold relief engraved middle eastern
montage on the first 3 1/2" of barrel. There is light cross-hatch engraving
on the sideplate and wedges of scroll on the hammer and lockplate. The
iron triggerguards end in a flared finial with a crude starburst on the bow
of the guard. The one-piece walnut stocks are relief carved in similar
middle eastern style motif along the pistolgrip and forend. The silver
buttcaps have ornate relief engraved floral scroll with silver wire inlays
on the frontstraps and backstraps of the grip. Both stocks rate fair
showing light wear, the first gun has several cracks around the lock
plate, wire repair binding the stock to the barrel and the buttcap rates
fair showing cracked and crumbling filler below the cap with tears in the
metal. The second gun has a crack forward of the lockplate and on the
bottom of the forend but the buttcap remains in very good to excellent
condition with the connected side straps starting to loosen a bit and the
forend barrel band is missing. The lock and frizzen do not work on the
first gun but are functional on the second. An interesting pair of pistols.
(8A9785-4) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

24 Spanish Jukar Single Shot Percussion "Philadelphia" Derringer
serial #148893, .45 cal., 2 7/8" octagon barrel with an excellent bore.
The barrel shows light cleaning to pewter with tool and handling marks.
The lock is also pewter with the hammer toned to smoky gray and the
brass furniture rates excellent. The one-piece factory stock rates very
good as lightly re-varnished with handling marks. The mechanism still
functions. (8A9808-70) {ANTIQUE} (25/50)
Est. 25 - 50

25 Ruger New Vaquero Single Action Revolver
serial #510-50302, 45 Colt, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The high
gloss stainless steel surfaces rates excellent with a few handling marks.
The smooth walnut grips are unmarked replacements that rate about
excellent as repaired showing no wear. The right panel has a tiny check
on the butt that extends up the back showing an epoxy repair to stabilize
it and it has not penetrated to the front of the grip. The gun has the fixed
sights, internal lock system (no key provided) and the base pin is a
knurled locking replacement by Belt Mountain. The gun times and locks
up correctly. (8A9314-17) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr.
Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

26 Ruger New Model Blackhawk Revolver
serial #47-59726, 45 Colt, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with a few handling marks. The
smooth faux ivory factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions
rate excellent. The gun features a blue finished serrated ramp front
sight, adjustable rear sight and it times and locks up correctly. A nice
weather resistant gun. (8A9314-265) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg
Sr. Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

27 Ruger New Model Blackhawk Revolver
serial #34-87459, 357 Magnum, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue finish with a few handling
marks and high edge wear. The polished brass grip frame a later added
aftermarket part in excellent condition. The smooth laminated walnut
factory grips feature silver Ruger Phoenix medallions and rate excellent.
The gun features a serrated ramp front sight, adjustable rear sight and it
times and locks up correctly. A versatile revolver with a little added
panache. (8A9314-153) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr.
Collection] (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550

28 Ruger Old Model Super Single Six Revolver
serial #60-10222, 22 Magnum RF, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
This revolver started life as a convertible but the long rifle cylinder is not
provided. The metal surfaces of this 1969-manufactured revolver retain
about 97-98% original blue and anodized finishes with most of the loss
to high edge wear and few areas of lightly cleaned oxidation and pitting
on the cylinder. The smooth walnut factory grips with black Ruger
Phoenix medallions rate very good to excellent showing light handling.
This gun features a Patridge front sight, adjustable rear sight and it
times and locks up correctly. The transfer bar safety update has not
been installed on this gun. (8A9314-309) {C&R} [Robert C. Greenberg
Sr. Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

29 Ruger Old Model Super Single Six Revolver
serial #60-93477, 22 LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue and anodized finishes showing
high edge wear and handling marks. The smooth walnut factory grips
with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent showing light
handling marks. This gun features a Patridge front sight, adjustable rear
sight and it times and locks up as good as the day it left the plant in
1972. The transfer bar safety update has not been installed on this gun.
(8A9314-308) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection]
(250/450)
Est. 250 - 450

30 Ruger Old Model Single Six Revolver
serial #77361, 22 LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this revolver retain about 85% original blue and anodized
finishes, the barrel is toning to brown with edge wear, a tiny spot of
lightly cleaned pitting is located on the recoil shield and there are
scattered handling marks. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with
black Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent showing minor handling
marks and the color has toned to brown. This 1957 gun features a
serrated half-moon front sight, drift adjustable rear sight, it has a type II
steel ejector rod with offset slot and a dimple faced ejector rod
thumbpiece. The gun times and locks up correctly. The transfer bar
safety update has not been installed on this gun. It should make a great
field gun. (8A9314-311) {C&R} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection]
(150/250)
Est. 150 - 250

31 Ruger New Model Super Single Six SSM Revolver
serial #650-15135, 32 H&R Magnum, 4 5/8" barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and anodized
finishes with a few light handling marks. The smooth walnut factory grips
with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The revolver times
and locks up correctly and appears to have seen very little use. The gun
features a serrated ramp front sight and adjustable rear sight. A great
little trail or small game gun. (8A9314-266) {MODERN} [Robert C.
Greenberg Sr. Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

32 Ruger Old Model Single Six Revolver
serial #89855, 22 LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% original blue and anodized finishes showing
high edge wear and a few scattered handling marks. The checkered
hard rubber factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix medallions rate
excellent showing minor handling marks. This gun features a serrated
half-moon front sight, drift adjustable rear sight, it has a type II steel
ejector rod with offset slot and a dimple faced ejector rod thumbpiece.
The 1958-manufactured six-gun times and locks up correctly and has
seen light but honest use. The transfer bar safety update has not been
installed on this gun. (8A9314-121) {C&R} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr.
Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
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33 Ruger Old Model Blackhawk Revolver
serial #50-02469, 30 Carbine, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1969-manufactured revolver retain about 97%
original and reapplied blue and enamel finishes, the high edges showing
wear and scattered light handling marks. The grip frame has later
applied dull black enamel finish showing some edge wear. The smooth
walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix rate excellent with a few
minor handling marks. This revolver features a serrated ramp front sight,
fully adjustable rear sight and times and locks up correctly. The transfer
bar safety update has not been installed on this gun. (8A9314-250)
{C&R} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

34 Ruger Old Model Blackhawk Revolver
serial #2794, 41 Magnum, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
first-year production gun (1965) has been factory-quality refinished with
about 98% plus remaining, showing scattered light high edge wear and
old pitting is occasionally visible under the new finish. The smooth
walnut factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix medallions rate about
excellent as re-varnished showing a few handling marks. This revolver
features a serrated ramp front sight, fully adjustable rear sight and it
times and locks up correctly. The transfer bar safety update has not
been installed on this gun. (8A9314-304) {C&R} [Robert C. Greenberg
Sr. Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

35 Ruger Old Model Blackhawk Revolver
serial #31-28940, 357 Magnum, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
This 1972-manufatured revolver retains about 98% original blue with
light high edge wear and handling marks. The anodized grip frame and
ejector rod housing have been buffed to a bright in-the-white finish with
minor handling marks. The smooth walnut factory grips with black Ruger
Phoenix medallions rate excellent as re-varnished. The gun has a
mechanical issue and binds during the cocking cycle. The triggerguard
is bent from an impact that occurred prior to the anodizing being buffed
off . This revolver features a serrated ramp front sight and fully
adjustable rear sight. The transfer bar safety update has been installed
on this gun. (8A9314-115) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr.
Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

36 Ruger Old Model Blackhawk Revolver
serial #7522, 41 Magnum, 4 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1967-manufactured revolver has been factory quality refinished with
about 99% remaining showing scattered light high edge wear and old
pitting visible under the new finish. The grip frame has quality reapplied
satin black enamel but the ejector rod housing is original anodized
finish. The smooth walnut factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix
medallions are oil finished and rate very good to excellent showing a few
handling marks. This revolver features a serrated ramp front sight, fully
adjustable rear sight and it times and locks up correctly. The transfer bar
safety update has not been installed on this gun. (8A9314-305) {C&R}
[Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

37 Ruger Old Model Blackhawk Revolver
serial #45-20346, 45 Colt, 4 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1972-manufactured revolver has been factory quality refinished with
about 99% remaining showing minor handling wear and old pitting
visible under the new finish. The grip frame has original anodized finish
with slight flaking on the butt. The smooth walnut factory grips with black
Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent as re-varnished. This revolver
features a serrated ramp front sight, fully adjustable rear sight and it
times and locks up correctly. The transfer bar safety update has not
been installed on this gun. (8A9314-254) {MODERN} [Robert C.
Greenberg Sr. Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

38 Ruger Old Model Super Blackhawk Revolver
serial #80-52813,  44 Mag., 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This Old
Model "Super" has been professionally refinished and has a latter added
factory brass grip frame. The metal surfaces retain about 98% reapplied
blue finish showing light high edge wear. The brass grip frame rates
about excellent and the ejector rod housing retains about 99% original
anodized finish. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger
Phoenix medallions rate very good to excellent showing light edge wear
along the butt. This revolver features a serrated ramp front sight, fully
adjustable rear sight, it times and locks up correctly and the brass frame
has the correct "MR-3DB" factory frame markings. The transfer bar
safety update has not been installed on this gun. (8A9314-160)
{MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

39 Ruger New Model Super Blackhawk Revolver
serial #83-74276, .44 Mag.,7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes
showing light handling marks. The smooth walnut factory grips with
silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. This revolver features a
serrated ramp front sight, fully adjustable rear sight and it times and
locks up correctly. (8A9314-286) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr.
Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500

40 Ruger Old Model Super Blackhawk Revolver
serial #80-39747, .44 Mag., 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% professionally reapplied blue finish
showing minor handling marks, scattered light old pitting under the new
finish and the grip frame is toning to plum. The smooth walnut factory
grips with black Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. This revolver
features a serrated ramp front sight, fully adjustable rear sight and it
times and locks up correctly. The transfer bar safety update has not
been installed on this gun. (8A9314-168) {MODERN} [Robert C.
Greenberg Sr. Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

41 Ruger Old Model Super Blackhawk Revolver
serial #24022, .44 Mag.,7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1966-manufactured revolver remains in excellent condition and retains
about 98% original blue and anodized finishes showing light handling
marks and edge wear. The smooth walnut factory grips with black Ruger
Phoenix medallions rate very good to excellent showing light handling
marks mostly on the butt. This revolver features a serrated ramp front
sight, fully adjustable rear sight and it times and locks up correctly. The
transfer bar safety update has not been installed on this gun. A nice Old
Model for the upstart collector, hunter or shooter. (8A9314-65) {C&R}
[Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

42 Ruger Old Model Super Blackhawk Revolver
serial #80-49232, .44 Mag, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1972-manufactured revolver remains in excellent condition and retains
about 98% original blue and anodized finishes showing light handling
marks and edge wear. The walnut factory grips with black Ruger
Phoenix medallions have later added machine or laser engraving and
rate excellent overall. The left panel features the bust of a charging bear
on a punch dot background with oak leaf accents. The right panel has
the same arrangements except there is a whitetail deer head. The
engraver signed his work with a figure of a skeleton key on the butt of
each panel. This revolver features a serrated ramp front sight, fully
adjustable rear sight and it times and locks up correctly. The transfer bar
safety update has not been installed on this gun. The grips add a little
panache to an otherwise factory gun. (8A9314-170) {MODERN} [Robert
C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

43 Ruger Old Model Super Blackhawk Revolver
serial #15285, .44 Mag., 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1964-manufactured revolver remains in excellent condition and retains
about 98% original blue and anodized finishes showing light handling
marks and light scuff on the topstrap from a scope base. The grips are
J. Scott #60 Pearlite aftermarket stocks with dark phenolic backer that
rate excellent. This revolver features a serrated ramp front sight, fully
adjustable rear sight and it times and locks up correctly. There is a
drilled and tapped hole in the center of the topstrap that has a filler
screw. The transfer bar safety update has not been installed on this gun.
(8A9314-62) {C&R} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

44 Ruger Old Model Lightweight Single Six Revolver
serial #212400, 22 LR, 4 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore. This "all-blue
Lightweight steel" model retains about 70% original blue and blue
colored anodized finishes showing high edge wear and handling marks
on the aluminum frame and grip frame. The steel cylinder is toning to
blue-gray with high edge wear while the barrel and ejector rod housing
are brown showing strong original blue on the protected side of the
ejector rod housing. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with black
Ruger Phoenix medallions rate about excellent with light handling marks
and are starting to tone to brown. This 1958-manufactured gun features
a half-moon serrated front sight, drift adjustable rear sight with factory
drilled and tapped lock screw hole (actual screw is missing), steel
cylinder, steel ejector rod housing with straight slot, ejector thumb piece
has a dimpled face, it times and locks up correctly and has a round
loading gate. The transfer bar safety update has been installed in this
gun. It still retains great appeal as a light hunting, trail or trapline gun.
(8A9314-85) {C&R} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (150/350)
Est. 150 - 350
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45 Early Ruger Old Model Single Six Flat Gate Revolver
serial #707, 22 LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
second-year production revolver (1954) retains about 85% original blue
and anodized finishes showing moderate edge wear and handling
marks, the barrel and ejector rod housing are toning to brown and
accounts for most of the finish loss in addition to scattered light oxidation
stains on some of the surfaces. The grip frame is a soft medium gray, a
natural condition that occurred to the early anodizing from aging; it
shows some light handling marks. As was prevalent with early Single Six
frames, portions would tone to a coppery sheen and sometimes other
colors due to a reaction of the bluing salts to the silicone added to the
metal alloy to help it flow, this problem was eliminated early-on by
reducing and balancing the amounts of silicone added to the metal. The
grips are unmarked aftermarket replacements featuring diamond
checkered panels with later added varnish that rate excellent overall.
Aside from the desirable "coppery" finish already mentioned, this gun
features the early half-moon front sight with smooth face, short throw
steel ejector rod housing with offset slot, square serrated thumbpiece,
flat faced breech, lack of hyphen between the moniker "Single Six" and
the flat gate. The gun still times and locks up correctly and the rear sight
is an ad-hoc replacement from a Government Model 1911 pistol. The
transfer bar safety update has not been installed on this gun. A nice
piece of Ruger history with honest wear for the upstart collector.
(8A9314-81) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500

46 Ruger Old Model Single Six Flat Gate Revolver
serial #46352, 22 LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1956-manufactured revolver retain about 90% original
blue and anodized finishes showing high edge wear and handling
marks. The grip frame has faded to medium gray, a common occurrence
with early Single Sixes. The grips are contoured smooth varnished
walnut with black Ruger Phoenix medallions that rate very good showing
handling marks, small dents on the butt and a small gap between the left
panel and the frame. The walnut grips were offered as an option starting
in 1955. The revolver features a half-moon front sight with serrated face,
long throw steel ejector rod housing with offset slot, square serrated
thumbpiece and the flat gate. The transfer bar safety update has not
been installed on this gun. (8A9314-95) {C&R} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr.
Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500

47 Ruger Old Model Single Six Flat Gate Revolver
serial #15811, 22 LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1955-manufactured revolver retain about 95% original
blue and anodized finishes showing high edge wear and handling
marks. The grip frame has faded to medium gray, a common occurrence
with early Single Sixes and shows light high edge wear. The grips are
Jay Scott #24 faux ivory, the left panel is smooth, the right is molded
with a faux relief carved eagle with spread wings and they rate excellent
overall. The revolver features a half-moon front sight with serrated face,
short throw steel ejector rod housing with offset slot, square serrated
thumbpiece and the flat gate. The transfer bar safety update has not
been installed on this gun. (8A9314-90) {MODERN} [Robert C.
Greenberg Sr. Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

48 Ruger New Model Super Single Six Revolver
serial #260-64242, 22 LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue and anodized finishes
showing light high edge wear and handling marks. The grips are
unmarked aftermarket checkered walnut in excellent condition. The
revolver features a serrated ramp front sight, white outline adjustable
rear sight and it times and locks up correctly. (8A9314-75) {MODERN}
[Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450

49 Ruger New Model Super Single Six SSM Revolver
serial #650-00341, 32 H&R Magnum, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and anodized
finishes showing a few minor handling marks. The smooth factory walnut
grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions remain in excellent condition.
The revolver features a serrated ramp front sight, adjustable rear sight
and it times and locks up correctly. A beautiful condition revolver
chambered for a great small game or target cartridge. (8A9314-271)
{MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (450/650)
Est. 450 - 650

50 Ruger Old Model Single Six Magnum Revolver
serial #315597, 22 Magnum RF, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
This lovely 1960-manufactured revolver remains in excellent condition
with about 99% original blue and anodized finishes. The smooth walnut
factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix medallions rate very good to
excellent with light denting and handling marks. The revolver features a
serrated half-moon front sight, drift adjustable rear sight, steel straight
slot ejector rod housing, flat round thumbpiece on the ejector rod and
"RUGER SINGLE-SIX / WIN. .22 RF MAG. CAL." marking on the frame.
The gun remains in beautiful condition and times and locks up correctly.
The revolver includes a two-piece un-numbered factory box that is
correctly end labeled to the gun and rates very good with light handling
marks and peeling on the side of the lid in the center. Also included is a
manual. A beautiful example of a 22 Magnum Single Six. (8A9769-26)
{C&R} (450/650)
Est. 450 - 650

51 Ruger Old Model Single Six Revolver
serial #110122, 22 LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this lovely 1958-manufactured revolver retain about 99%
original blue and anodized finishes showing minor edge wear and
handling marks. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with black
Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The revolver features a
serrated half-moon front sight, short throw steel ejector rod housing with
offset slot, round thumbpiece with dimpled face and round loading gate.
The gun remains in beautiful condition and times and locks up correctly.
The gun includes an un-numbered two-piece factory box that is correctly
end labeled to the gun and rates about very good with handling wear
and one end of the base has a cut in it. The transfer bar safety update
has not been installed on this gun. A lovely example of a Single Six for
the collector. (8A9769-30) {C&R}   (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550

52 Ruger Old Model Single Six Convertible Revolver
serial #20-92854, 22 LR / 22 Magnum RF, 9 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1971-manufactured revolver retain
about 97% original blue and anodized finishes, most of the loss due to
high edge wear on the 22 LR cylinder, a lightly cleaned area of pinprick
pitting on the magnum cylinder. The smooth walnut factory grips with
silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The revolver features a
serrated half-moon front sight, aluminum ejector rod housing with
straight slot and round thumbpiece with flat face. The gun remains in
excellent condition and times and locks up correctly. The gun includes
an un-labeled hinged factory box that rates excellent overall with later
added writing on the ends, un-numbered 22 Magnum RF cylinder and a
manual. The transfer bar safety update has not been installed on this
gun. (8A9769-22) {MODERN}   (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

53 Ruger Old Model Single Six Convertible Revolver
serial #462716, 22 LR / 22 Magnum RF, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this lovely 1966-manufactured revolver
retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with a few light
scratches. The smooth walnut factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix
medallions rate excellent. The revolver features a serrated half-moon
front sight, aluminum ejector rod housing with straight slot and round
ejector thumbpiece with a flat face. The gun remains in excellent
condition and times and locks up correctly. It includes a two-piece
factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun and
rates excellent overall with later added writing on the label end and
spare 22 Magnum RF cylinder that is correctly numbered to the gun, felt
bag and box for the cylinder. The transfer bar safety update has not
been installed on this gun. A great example of an Old Model convertible
in wonderful condition. (8A9769-19) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

54 Ruger Old Model Single Six Revolver
serial #123509, 22 LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This gun
remains in beautiful condition. The metal surfaces of this
1958-manufactured revolver retain about 99% original blue and
anodized finishes. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with black
Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The gun features a serrated
half-moon front sight, steel ejector rod housing with straight slot and
round ejector thumbpiece with a dimpled face. This lovely gun times and
locks up correctly and includes an un-numbered two-piece factory box
that is correctly end labeled to the gun and rates very good to excellent
with light scuffing and limited peeling on the corners; it also includes a
warranty card. The transfer bar safety update has not been installed on
this gun. An excellent addition to any Ruger collection. (8A9769-16)
{C&R} (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
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55 Ruger Old Model Super Single Six Revolver
serial #60-14358, 22 LR, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
beautiful gun remains in wonderful condition. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original blue and anodized finishes. The smooth walnut
factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. This
revolver features a Patridge front sight, adjustable rear sight and
aluminum ejector rod housing with straight slot. The gun times and locks
up correctly and appears to have seen little if any use. It includes a
factory two-piece box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the
gun, manual and paperwork. The box rates excellent with a few handling
marks. The transfer bar safety update has not been installed on this
gun. A superb condition "Super" for the serious collector. (8A9769-31)
{C&R} (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550

56 Ruger Old Model Single Six Convertible Revolver
serial #824693, 22 LR / 22 Magnum RF, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. An excellent condition Ruger produced in 1968. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes, including
the spare 22 Magnum RF cylinder, showing minor edge wear. The
smooth walnut factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix medallions rate
excellent. This was the final or eighth variation of the Old Model Single
Six and features a serrated half-moon front sight, drift adjustable rear
sight and aluminum ejector rod housing with straight slot. The gun times
and locks up correctly and appears to have seen little use. It includes a
factory two-piece box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the
gun, 22 Magnum RF cylinder correctly numbered to the gun with felt bag
and box, manual and paperwork. The box rates excellent with minor
handling marks. The transfer bar safety update has not been installed
on this gun. An admirable "Convertible" for the collector. (8A9769-32)
{C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

57 Ruger Old Model Single Six Revolver
serial #160231, 22 LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This gun
remains in beautiful condition. The metal surfaces of this
1960-manufactured revolver retain about 99% original blue and
anodized finishes. The smooth walnut factory grips with black Ruger
Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The left panel is plain grained but the
right has some nice swirls of figure. This gun features a serrated
half-moon front sight, steel ejector rod housing with straight slot and
round ejector thumbpiece with a flat face and times and locks up
correctly. It includes an un-numbered two-piece factory box that is
correctly end labeled to the gun and rates about excellent with light
scuffing and a minor repair and also includes a manual. The transfer bar
safety update has not been installed on this gun. An excellent addition to
any Ruger collection. (8A9769-21) {C&R} (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550

58 Ruger Old Model Single Six Convertible Revolver
serial #21-07030, 22 LR / 22 Magnum RF, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. An excellent 1971-manufactured Single Six. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes, including the
spare 22 Magnum RF cylinder, showing minor edge wear and handling
marks. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix
medallions rate excellent. This last variation of the Old Model Single Six
features a serrated half-moon front sight, drift adjustable rear sight and
aluminum ejector rod housing with straight slot. The gun times and locks
up correctly and appears to have seen minimal use. It includes a factory
two-piece box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, 22
Magnum RF cylinder correctly numbered to the gun with felt bag and
box, manual and paperwork. The box rates excellent with minor handling
marks. The transfer bar safety update has not been installed on this
gun. A fantastic Single Six for the collector. (8A9769-1) {MODERN}
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

59 Ruger New Model Super Blackhawk Liberty Model Revolver
serial #81-85426, 44 Magnum, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 96% original blue and anodized finishes with
most of the loss to thinning on the grip frame in addition to high edge
wear and handling marks. The grips are unmarked faux stag that rate
excellent. The revolver features a serrated ramp front sight, adjustable
rear sight and "MADE IN THE 200TH YEAR OF AMERICAN LIBERTY"
on the top of the barrel. The gun still times and locks up correctly. It
includes a mismatched factory hard case. A fine hunting handgun.
(8A9314-288) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection]
(350/550)
Est. 350 - 550

60 Ruger New Model Blackhawk Convertible Revolver
serial #48-10408, 45 Colt / 45 ACP, 4 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore.
This lovely gun appears to be as new in the box. It retains about 99%
plus original blue and anodized finishes. The smooth walnut factory
grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The revolver
features a serrated ramp front sight, adjustable rear sight and it times
and locks up correctly. It includes a factory hard case that is correctly
end labeled and numbered to the gun, 45 ACP-cylinder correctly
numbered to the gun, fired case, cable lock with a pair of keys, manual
and paperwork. The ability to use 45 ACP ammunition will lower
ammunition cost and adds versatility. (8A9314-263) {MODERN} [Robert
C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

61 Ruger Old Model Single Six Magnum Convertible Revolver
serial #359272, 22 Magnum RF / 22 LR, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. The Single Six revolvers with 6 1/2" barrels were sold as 22
Magnum Rimfire's (main cylinder) with a spare 22 LR cylinder. The
metal surfaces of this 1963-manufactured revolver retain about 97%
original blue and anodized finishes including the spare cylinder showing
minor edge wear, handling marks and a scuff on the front of the
triggerguard that was polished bright. The smooth walnut factory grips
with black Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The revolver
features a serrated half-moon front sight, drift adjustable rear sight, steel
straight slot ejector rod housing, flat round thumbpiece on the ejector
rod, "XR-3 RED" grip frame and standard "SINGLE-SIX" frame marking.
This gun remains in beautiful condition and times and locks up correctly
with both cylinders. The magnum cylinder is not numbered, as-is correct,
and long rifle cylinder is correctly scratch-numbered to the gun. The
revolver includes a later hinged un-numbered and unlabeled factory box,
felt bag, manual and paperwork. The transfer bar safety update has not
been installed in this gun. An excellent condition 22 magnum convertible
revolver. (8A9314-211) {C&R} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection]
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

62 Ruger New Model Super Blackhawk Revolver
serial #83-73711, 44 Magnum, 7 1/2" Mag-Na-Ported barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue and
anodized finishes showing a few handling marks and high edge wear.
The smooth faux ivory Ajax grips rate excellent. The revolver features a
serrated ramp front sight, adjustable white outline rear sight, later added
aftermarket trigger return spring and the barrel has been
Mag-Na-Ported. The gun times and locks up correctly and it includes a
factory hinged box and manual. (8A9314-282) {MODERN} [Robert C.
Greenberg Sr. Collection] (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550

63 Ruger New Model Super Single Six Convertible Revolver
serial #65-06558, 22 LR / 22 Magnum RF, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue and anodized
finishes, including the magnum cylinder, showing light high edge wear, a
few handling marks and a minor oxidation stain on the magnum cylinder.
The unmarked replacement faux stag grips show minor handling marks
but the wood backer on each panel shows a nearly full-length check on
the back side that does not appear to penetrate into the polymer. It
features a serrated ramp front sight, adjustable rear sight and it times
and locks up correctly with both cylinders. It includes a red hinged
factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun,
unfluted 22 Magnum cylinder correctly numbered to the gun, felt cylinder
pouch, box for cylinder, manual and paperwork. A great little plinker or
woods gun. (8A9314-222) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr.
Collection] (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450

64 Ruger New Model Super Single Six Convertible Liberty Model Revolver
serial #64-81912, 22 LR / 22 Magnum RF, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue and anodized
finishes, including the magnum cylinder, showing high edge wear, a few
handling marks and a minor oxidation stain on the long rifle cylinder. The
unmarked replacement walnut aftermarket grips rate excellent. It
features a serrated ramp front sight, adjustable rear sight and it times
and locks up correctly with both cylinders. The top of the barrel is
marked "MADE IN THE 200TH YEAR OF AMERICAN LIBERTY". It
includes a mismatched two-piece factory box, unfluted 22 magnum
cylinder correctly numbered to the gun, felt cylinder pouch and a
manual. (8A9314-227) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection]
(250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
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65 Ruger Old Model Single Six Convertible Revolver
serial #21-06624, 22 LR / 22 Magnum RF, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. An excellent 1971-manufactured Single Six. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes, including the
spare 22 Magnum RF cylinder. The smooth walnut factory grips with
silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate about very good showing scattered
handling marks. This gun features a serrated half-moon front sight, drift
adjustable rear sight and aluminum ejector rod housing with straight slot.
The gun still times and locks up correctly and appears to have seen little
if any use. It includes an unmarked factory hinged box, unfluted 22
magnum RF cylinder correctly numbered to the gun with felt bag,
manual and paperwork. The box rates excellent with minor handling
marks. The transfer bar safety update has not been installed on this
gun. A fantastic Single Six for the collector. (8A9314-210) {MODERN}
[Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

66 Ruger Old Model Super Single Six Revolver
serial #60-84828, 22 LR, replacement 4 5/8" factory barrel with an
excellent bore. Factory records indicate this gun originally shipped in
February 1972 with a 6 1/2" barrel. The metal surfaces retain about 97%
original blue and anodized finishes with most of the loss due to thinning
finish on the ejector rod housing. The smooth walnut factory grips with
black Ruger Phoenix medallions rate very good showing light dings. This
revolver features a Patridge front sight, adjustable rear sight and steel
ejector rod housing with straight slot. The gun still times and locks up
correctly and appears to have seen only light use. It includes an
unmarked factory hinged box, 22 magnum cylinder that is correctly
numbered to the gun and a red felt pouch. The transfer bar safety
update has not been installed on this gun. A handy little revolver for
range or field. (8A9314-214) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr.
Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

67 Ruger Old Model Single Six Magnum Convertible Revolver
serial #329696, 22 Magnum RF / 22 LR, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. The Single Six revolvers with 6 1/2" barrels were sold as 22
Magnum Rimfire's (main cylinder) with a spare 22 LR cylinder. The
metal surfaces of this 1961-manufactured revolver retain about 97%
original blue and anodized finishes including the 22 Long Rifle cylinder
showing light high edge wear and handling marks. The smooth walnut
factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix medallions rate very good
showing handling marks and a tiny area of flaking finish. The revolver
features a serrated half-moon front sight, drift adjustable rear sight, steel
straight slot ejector rod housing, flat round thumbpiece on the ejector
rod, "XR3" grip frame and "RUGER SINGLE-SIX / WIN. .22 RF MAG.
CAL." frame marking. This gun remains in excellent condition and it
times and locks up correctly with both cylinders. The magnum cylinder is
not numbered, as is correct, and the long rifle cylinder is correctly
stamped numbered to the gun. The revolver includes a hinged
unmarked factory box. Also included is the spare aforementioned 22 LR
cylinder correctly numbered to the gun. The transfer bar safety update
has not been installed in this gun. Another variation of the time honored
Single Six. (8A9314-204) {C&R} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection]
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

68 Ruger Old Model Super Single Six Revolver
serial #529271, 22 LR, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. It was
observed that several chambers in the long rifle cylinder have moderate
oxidation, the magnum cylinder has clean chambers. The metal surfaces
1967-manufactured revolver retain about 97% original blue and
anodized finishes with high edge wear and handling marks. The smooth
walnut factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix medallions rate near
excellent showing light handling marks. This revolver features a Patridge
front sight, adjustable rear sight and aluminum ejector rod housing with
straight slot. The gun still times and locks up correctly. It includes an
un-numbered two-piece factory box correctly end labeled to the gun, 22
magnum cylinder that is correctly numbered to the gun with a red felt
pouch and cylinder box and a manual. The transfer bar safety update
has not been installed on this gun. (8A9314-217) {C&R} [Robert C.
Greenberg Sr. Collection] (150/350)
Est. 150 - 350

69 Ruger New Model Super Single Six Convertible Revolver
serial #262-31865, 22 LR / 22 Magnum RF, 9 1/2" barrel with an
excellent bore. This New Model remains in excellent condition. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes,
including the magnum cylinder. The unmarked faux stag aftermarket
grips rate excellent. It features a serrated ramp front sight, adjustable
rear sight and it times and locks up correctly with both cylinders. It
includes an un-numbered two-piece factory box that is correctly end
labeled to the gun, unfluted 22 magnum cylinder correctly numbered to
the gun, manual and paperwork. (8A9314-232) {MODERN} [Robert C.
Greenberg Sr. Collection] (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550

70 Ruger Old Model Blackhawk Revolver
serial #45-22662, 45 Colt, 4 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1973-manufactured revolver retain about 99% factory
quality reapplied blue finish with a few areas of pitting visible under the
new finish, the grip frame rates excellent with what appears to be later
applied satin enamel paint. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver
Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The revolver features a
serrated ramp front sight, adjustable rear sight and it times and locks up
correctly. The base pin latch spring is missing and will need
replacement, a simple procedure. The transfer bar safety update has not
been installed on this gun. (8A9314-256) {MODERN} [Robert C.
Greenberg Sr. Collection] (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450

71 Ruger New Model Blackhawk Convertible Liberty Model Revolver
serial #46-22371, 45 Colt / 45 ACP, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue and anodized
finishes, including the spare cylinder, showing high edge wear and a few
handling marks. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger
Phoenix medallions rate near excellent with a few handling marks. It
features a serrated ramp front sight, adjustable rear sight, both cylinders
are electric penciled to the gun and it times and locks up correctly with
both cylinders. The top of the barrel is marked "MADE IN THE 200TH
YEAR OF AMERICAN LIBERTY". It includes a single hinged factory
box, 45 Colt-cylinder, manual and paperwork. (8A9314-274) {MODERN}
[Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500

72 Ruger Old Model Super Single Six Convertible Revolver
serial #61-01897, 22 LR / 22 Magnum RF, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1972-manufactured revolver retain
about 99% original blue and anodized finishes showing slight handling
marks and high edge wear, including the spare unfluted magnum
cylinder. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix
medallions rate excellent. The revolver features a Patridge front sight,
adjustable rear sight, aluminum ejector rod housing with straight slot,
ejector rod with round head and flat face, both cylinders are stamp
numbered to the gun and both still time and lock up correctly. It includes
an unmarked hinged factory box, aforementioned unfluted 22 Magnum
RF cylinder and felt cylinder pouch. The transfer bar safety update has
not been installed on this gun. (8A9314-216) {MODERN} [Robert C.
Greenberg Sr. Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500

73 Ruger Old Model Blackhawk Convertible Revolver
serial #45-15740, 45 Colt / 45 ACP, 4 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1972-manufactured revolver retain about 99%
professionally reapplied blue finish with a few areas of pitting visible
under the new finish, the grip frame rates excellent with what appears to
be later applied satin enamel paint. The smooth walnut factory grips with
black Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The revolver features a
serrated ramp front sight, adjustable rear sight, both cylinders are
correctly scratch-numbered to the gun and both still time and lock up
correctly. It includes an unmarked hinged factory box and the
aforementioned 45 ACP cylinder. The transfer bar safety update has
been installed on this gun. (8A9314-76) {MODERN} [Robert C.
Greenberg Sr. Collection] (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450

74 Ruger New Model Super Single Six SSM Revolver
serial #650-15546, 32 H&R Magnum, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. This lovely gun appears to have seen little if any use. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes. The
smooth factory walnut grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions remain
in excellent condition. The revolver features a serrated ramp front sight,
adjustable rear sight and it times and locks up correctly. The revolver
includes an un-numbered hinged factory box that is correctly end
labeled to the gun, manual and paperwork. The label fell off the box but
is provided. An excellent condition revolver chambered for a great
cartridge. (8A9314-267) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr.
Collection] (450/650)
Est. 450 - 650
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75 Ruger Old Model Single Six Magnum Convertible Revolver
serial #480677, 22 Magnum RF / 22 LR, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. The Single Six revolvers with 6 1/2" barrels were sold as 22
Magnum Rimfire's (main cylinder) with a spare 22 LR cylinder. The
metal surfaces of this 1967-manufactured revolver retain about 98%
original blue and anodized finishes including the 22 Long Rifle cylinder
showing light high edge wear, handling marks and a few oxidation
stains. The smooth walnut factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix
medallions rate very good showing handling marks and a tiny area of
flaking finish. The revolver features a serrated half-moon front sight, drift
adjustable rear sight, aluminum straight slot ejector rod housing, flat
faced round thumbpiece on the ejector rod, "XR3-RED" grip frame and
"RUGER .22 CAL. / SINGLE-SIX." frame marking. This gun remains in
excellent condition and it times and locks up correctly with both
cylinders. Both cylinders are electric pencil numbered to the gun. The
revolver includes a hinged unmarked factory box. Also included is the
spare aforementioned 22 LR cylinder, red felt bag and a manual. The
transfer bar safety update has not been installed in this gun.
(8A9314-212) {C&R} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

76 Czechoslovakian Model 52 Semi-Auto Pistol by Ceska Zbrojovka
serial #Z14427, 7.62x25mm Tokarev, 4 3/4" barrel with an excellent
bore. This 1953-dated importer-marked pistol retains about 99% arsenal
quality reapplied Parkerized finish. The serrated factory synthetic grips
rate very good with light handling marks. The pistol has a refurbish date
of 1991 and is marked "VOP 91" on the right side of the frame. It
includes a leather flap holster that rates excellent, a pair of magazines,
green braided lanyard and a cleaning rod. (8A9807-316) {C&R}
(200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

77 Libia Semi-Auto Vest Pocket Pistol by Fabrique D'Armes De Guerre De
Grande Precision
serial #38728, 25 ACP, 1 7/8" barrel with a moderately frosted bore.
This gun has been partially disassembled with parts missing as outlined
below. The metal surfaces have been cleaned to gunmetal gray with
fairly even pinprick pitting on most surfaces. The checkered hard rubber
factory grips with Libia logo rate excellent. All appropriate parts are
correctly assembly numbered to the gun. The firing pin and firing pin
spring have been removed and are provided however, the manual
safety assembly and firing pin spring guide are missing from the firearm.
Also included is a single unmarked magazine. (88940-78) {C&R} (20/40)
Est. 20 - 40

78 Smith & Wesson Victory Model Lend-Lease Revolver
serial #709485, 38 S&W, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this importer-marked revolver retain about 99% reapplied
arsenal grade Parkerized finish showing light handling marks and limited
edge wear. The service trigger and hammer are gray with operational
wear, the left side of the trigger is stamped with the number "2039" and
the lanyard ring was refinished in Parkerizing. The smooth walnut
factory grips are numbered to another gun and rate about excellent as
partially refurbished. The left panel appears original but the right shows
signs of a well-done light cleaning and oil finish. The barrel is original to
the gun and correctly numbered to it, while the cylinder, extractor and
crane are replacements and all bear different serial numbers. The
markings are soft with the British Broad Arrow still visible and the U.S.
Property markings are only partially visible. The gun still times and locks
up correctly. (8A9791-1) {C&R} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450

79 Unmarked Single Action Pocket Revolver
serial #529, 22 RF, 2 1/4" plain barrel showing scattered light oxidation
and pinprick pitting. The metal surfaces of this spur trigger revolver
retain about 95% original nickel plate showing scattered light oxidation
stains mostly prominent on the cylinder. The checkered hard rubber
factory grips rate about excellent. The mechanism no longer functions,
the trigger does not return and the cylinder no longer advances.
(8A9815-6) {ANTIQUE} (20/40)
Est. 20 - 40

80 Stoeger Arms Luger Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #10326, 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this pistol retain about 98% original blue and anodized
finishes showing scattered light edge wear and handling marks. The
checkered synthetic faux wood grips rate excellent. The pistol features a
serrated dovetailed semi-ramp front sight, fixed rear sight and manual
"Luger" style safety. It includes a single ten-shot factory magazine.
(8A9738-299) {MODERN} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

81 High Standard SK-100 Sport-King Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #453818, 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This second
model pistol retains about 95% original blue finish showing thinning to
brown on the grip frame, high edge wear and light scattered oxidation
blemishes. The checkered synthetic factory grips feature a thumb rest
and High Standard logo and rate very good to excellent with handling
marks. This pistol has serrated ramp front sight, drift adjustable rear
sight, push button barrel take down, slide lock and manual safety. It
includes a single factory magazine. (8A9867-5) {C&R} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250

82 Navy Arms Remington Model 1858 Percussion Revolver by Pietta
serial #022768, .44 cal., 7 7/8" octagon barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces are in-the-white and remain in excellent condition
with a few light handling marks. The brass triggerguard is excellent with
light scattered tarnish. The smooth walnut factory grips are assembly
numbered to the gun and rate about excellent. The gun still times and
locks up correctly and appears to have seen little use. The gun includes
a walnut stained hardwood presentation case with five red felt lined
compartments. The case rates about very good showing handling marks
and soiling on the interior. Also included are a brass round ball / conical
ball mould, partial tin of Remington percussion caps, approximately (28)
.457 round balls showing light oxidation and a key for the surface
mounted lock. (8A9896-46) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250

83 Belgian "Colt 1860 New Model Army" Percussion Revolver
serial #569, .44 cal., 8" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this replica revolver retain about 70% original blue and
case-hardened colors showing scattered moderate high edge and
handling wear, the worn areas have toned to gray and pewter. The
frame is mostly gray with strong remnants of case-hardened colors on
the recoil shield and protected areas. The brass triggerguard strap is
ochre with light scattered tarnish. The smooth one-piece factory grips
rate about excellent with light handling marks. The gun is fashioned after
the Colt 1860 Army and still times and locks up correctly. It includes a
walnut presentation case with five red felt lined compartments and the
initials "LAN" on the cover in raised metal letters. The case rates about
very good with handling marks and soiling on the interior. Also included
are a key to the flush mounted lock that still operates but the locking tap
on the cover is broken off and will need replacement, unmarked oiler
bottle, spare wedge and approximately (23) .457 round balls.
(8A9896-47) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150

84 Harrington & Richardson Model 1905 Double Action Revolver
serial #35445, 32 S&W, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with a few sparse
oxidation blemishes. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original nickel
plate with a few scattered light oxidation blemishes and handling marks.
The triggerguard has full blue finish and the hammer and trigger retain
bold case-hardened colors with operational wear. The checkered hard
rubber factory grips with H&R "target" logo are numbered to the gun and
rate excellent. The revolver still times and locks up correctly, and the
topstrap is marked "H&R DOUBLE ACTION / MODEL 1905 .32 CAL".
(8A9786-7) {C&R} [Frank Grzasko Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

85 U.S. Pistol Company Double Action Pocket Revolver
serial #868, 32 S&W, 2 3/4" plain barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original nickel plate with the
front strap worn to pewter in addition to clouding on the cylinder,
oxidation stains, handling wear and marks. The smooth trigger and
hammer are gray with light oxidation staining and a hint of
case-hardened colors on the right side of the hammer. The diamond
checkered hard rubber grips with "S" logo rate about excellent. The gun
still functions, times and locks up in double action while the single action
sear no longer functions, the mainspring has been removed and is
provided. (8A9786-6) {C&R} [Frank Grzasko Collection] (20/40)
Est. 20 - 40

86 Harrington & Richardson Model 733 "Side-Kick" Double Action Revolver
serial #AC18888, 32 S&W Long, 2 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 90% original chrome plate with most of
the loss due to oxidation blemishes on the cylinder in addition to a few
on the frame plus light clouding and handling marks. The checkered
synthetic factory grips with H&R logo rate fair showing minimal wear and
handling marks, the small molded-in grip studs on the rear of each panel
that fit into corresponding frame holes to prevent turning are broken off
except one top panel stud. One of the grip screws is an ad-hoc
replacement. The gun appears to function in single and double action
although the mainspring has been removed as the mainspring guide
assembly is missing the base plate and the plastic yoke at the top is
broken. The remains of the mainspring assembly are provided and the
hammer pin has an added Phillips head screw to secure it, which seems
to do the job. (8A9786-8) {MODERN} [Frank Grzasko Collection]
(50/150)
Est. 50 - 150
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87 Harrington & Richardson Premier Second Model Revolver
serial #455838, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. This gun has
a number of parts missing. The metal surfaces have been cleaned to
pewter with few traces of nickel plate remaining, the triggerguard is gray
and has been lightly engraved with a small recessed triangular point and
a pair of parallel gold-filled lines above it. The grips are checkered
non-factory replacements that are too short for the frame but seem to
work as modified. There are a number of parts missing, a few include
but are not limited to the mainspring, hook, hook spring, trigger spring
and number of others. The triggerguard or trigger are incorrect as the
trigger cannot fully reset. (8A9786-16) {MODERN} [Frank Grzasko
Collection] (10/30)
Est. 10 - 30

88 Whitney Arms Co. No. 1 1/2 Single Action Pocket Revolver
serial #8304B, 32 RF, 3 3/8" octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized and
pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 60% original nickel plate
with moderate oxidation on the barrel and cylinder plus light pitting. The
smooth walnut factory grips are correctly numbered to the gun and rate
very good showing handling marks. The base pin detent no longer
functions, the hammer mechanism still works although the mainspring is
weak and the cylinder no longer advances with poor lockup at full cock.
The barrel and grips are numbered to the gun while the cylinder is
numbered to another gun. (8A9786-15) {ANTIQUE} [Frank Grzasko
Collection] (25/50)
Est. 25 - 50

89 Forehand Arms Company Double Action Revolver
serial #895948, 32 S&W Long, 3 1/4" barrel with an oxidized and pitted
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 55% original nickel plate, the
barrel flaked to mostly brown with scattered light to moderate oxidation
blemishes on the other surfaces and light surface pitting. The
triggerguard is mostly brown with remnants of original blue in the
protected areas. The trigger has oxidized with scattered oxidation on the
hammer showing some light case-hardened colors. The un-numbered
checkered hard rubber factory grips feature a "F&W" in a banner over a
Federal Shield and eight-pointed star around the escutcheon. The gun
appears to time and lock up correctly, all appropriate parts are
numbered to the gun and barrel-to-frame fit remains tight. (8A9786-17)
{C&R} [Frank Grzasko Collection] (50/150)
Est. 50 - 150

90 French Contract Izarra "Ruby" Semi-Auto Pistol by Bonifacio Echeverria
Eibar
serial #30062, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a very good to excellent bore
showing very light frosting. The metal surfaces of this French Military
acceptance marked pistol have been lightly cleaned and have toned to a
mix of pewter and brown with oxidation stains, pitting and handling
marks. The fully checkered walnut factory grips rate about good to very
good with generally light to sometimes moderate diamond point
compression and handling marks. The recoil spring assembly is missing
although the pistol appears to function otherwise. The slide and barrel
are numbered to the gun and this gun features a later arsenal added
"knob" on the left side of the slide to prevent a tight holster from
disengaging the safety lever. There is a "[circle] I" makers mark on the
frame and base of the magazine. It includes a single maker marked
magazine. (8A9786-19) {C&R} [Frank Grzasko Collection] (50/150)
Est. 50 - 150

91 Unmarked Vest Pocket Semi Auto Pistol
serial #3602, 25 ACP, (no barrel with gun). The metal surfaces of this
unmarked gun retain about 99% re-applied blue finish and show
evidence they were cleaned and tooled leaving moderate marks and
scattered old pitting under the new finish. There are a set of Bayard
grips with the gun but they are not for this pistol (panels are too long). It
appears both panels have light to extensive modifications at the tops to
allow the lower grip screw hole to be used. The firing mechanism
appears to work, the slide and recoil spring assembly is provided but the
barrel is missing. It includes a repurposed wood jewelry type box and a
single unmarked magazine. (8A9896-30) {MODERN} (10/30)
Est. 10 - 30

92 Hopkins & Allen Double Action No. 6 Revolver
serial #2536, 32 S&W, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with a lightly frosted and
pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original nickel plate
showing scattered oxidation and handling marks. There are no grips with
the gun and the mainspring is missing. The mechanism seems to work
and has a spurless hammer. (8A9786-13) {MODERN} [Frank Grzasko
Collection] (25/50)
Est. 25 - 50

93 Glock Model 22 Semi-Auto Pistol Frame (Only)
serial #GKZ666. The polymer surfaces of this Gen 3 frame rate excellent
showing light handling marks. There is no slide, barrel assembly or
magazine present. The frame has all the original parts and they appear
to function. A nice base to build a custom Glock. (8A9797-18)
{MODERN} (50/150)
Est. 50 - 150

94 Smith & Wesson Model 1905 Military & Police 32-20 Hand Ejector
Revolver
serial #128257, 32-20 W.C.F., 5" barrel with a near excellent bore
showing very light oxidation stains and few small pits. The metal
surfaces of this 4th change revolver retain about 95% original blue, the
grip frame starting to tone to brown along with high edge wear and
handling marks. The service hammer and trigger retain rich
case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The walnut factory
grips with silver S&W medallions are numbered to another gun, the
stamped numbers are mostly illegible and the fit to the frame is quite
good. The grips have been heavily modified by removing the
checkering, cutting a pair of flute-like grooves in each panel and lightly
refinishing them. They show past heavy use with moderate chips along
the butt in addition to other handling marks. All appropriate parts are
correctly numbered to the gun and it times and locks up correctly. A
salty old Hand Ejector that has seen some honest use. (8A9319-673)
{C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

95 Smith & Wesson No. 1 1/2 Single Action Revolver
serial #86521, 32 S&W, 3 1/2" barrel with a near excellent bore showing
three small areas of lightly oxidized shallow pitting. The metal surfaces
retain about 97% original nickel plate showing scattered oxidation
stains, flaking finish and handling marks. The trigger has toned to
silvery-gray but the hammer retains bold case-hardened colors with
operational wear. The diamond checkered factory grips with S&W logo
are numbered to the gun and rate excellent. This little gun features the
later mainspring strain screw, has a crisp action, times and locks up
correctly with solid barrel-to-frame fit and all appropriate parts are
correctly numbered to the gun. An excellent condition No. 1 1/2.
(8A9848-10) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

96 AYA/J.C. Higgins Model 100 Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #76019, 12 ga., 28” barrels choked tight modified and full with
bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue
which is thinning in areas along the barrels to a blue-dark gray patina
under direct light, the left muzzle is toning to gunmetal gray with spots of
light oxidation around each muzzle and small spots of the same
scattered overall. There is a small area toning to gunmetal gray on the
left breech while the forend iron and top lever are flaking to brown. The
triggerguard has broken off and is included and the right breech of the
barrel is stamped “FABRICA AGUIRRE Y ARANZABAL-MADE IN
SPAIN”, the left “J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 100 / ‘SEARS ROEBUCK &
COMPANY’ 590.0”, the rib reads “12 GAUGE-2.3/4”
SHELLS-FULL-MOD” and the AYA symbol is on the underside of the
frame. The buttstock is missing and the checkered walnut
semi-beavertail forend rates very good with a small crack in forward left
edge and some light handling marks. The barrels are sighted with a
silver bead, the shotgun features a single selective trigger and a
non-automatic safety and the action will need mechanical attention as
the trigger is not functioning properly. (23A9873-9) {MODERN}  (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100

97 Stevens Favorite Falling Block Rifle
serial #W11, 32 Long RF, 22” part octagon part round barrel with a
good-fair bore showing light pitting throughout the worn rifling. The metal
surfaces are toning to a brown patina with a few spots of old light
oxidation on the flats of the frame and along the barrel. The barrel
address and caliber markings are worn but legible, there is a repaired
crack through each of the tangs and the takedown feature functions
properly and the barrel locks up tightly. The schnabel tip walnut forend
rates very good with a small sliver missing from the right wood line, the
straight grip stock rating closer to good with a flexing crack on each side
of the toe along, a small chip missing from the left side of the toe and
some light handling marks overall. There is a crack through the lower
screw hole and small chips missing from the toe of the Stevens
Favorite-marked hard rubber buttplate. There are two added holes in
each of the tangs, the sights are intact and the action appears to
function well mechanically. (23A9887-6) {C&R} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
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98 Scarce Whitney-Howard Single Barrel Shotgun
serial #295, 20 ga., 31 3/4” plain barrel choked full with an oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces are toning to a brown patina with numerous
minor small pits along the barrel and on the top of the frame, a couple
dings in the muzzle, some light silvering on the high edges and wear
points and some scattered small spots of old light oxidation and light
handling marks. There is a narrow streak of silvering on each side of the
breech displaying the Charles Howards patent dates on the right and the
Whitney Arms address on the left with both being partially-obscured by
pits. The walnut stock rates perhaps very good with a coat of period
added finish, a few cracks around the tangs, an abrasion on the left side
of the stock and some scattered minor handling marks from the years.
The barrel is sighted with a brass bead and the lever action appears to
function well mechanically. According to Flayderman, less than 2,000
Whitney-Howard breechloading arms were manufactured between
1866-1870. (23A9837-17) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

99 Early Parker Underlifter Double Hammergun
serial #4852, 12 ga., 30” barrels choked modified and improved cylinder
with bright perhaps good bores showing scattered areas of light pitting
and small spots of old light oxidation along with a light dent midway
down the right barrel which is visible in the bore. This early gun is
equipped with front action locks. The barrels are a mottled gray-brown
patina with some scattered minor handling marks including the
aforementioned ding and some scattered small spots of old light
oxidation. The remaining metal surfaces have aged to a mottled gray
patina with scattered small freckles and spots of light oxidation staining
and remnants of original case-hardened colors on the water table while
the steel buttplate displays a mostly brown patina with some fine
pinprick pitting. The barrel rib is marked “PARKER BROS MAKERS
MERIDEN CONN ‘DECARBONIZED STEEL’”, the underside of the
frame is marked “PATENTED NOV. 13. 1866”, the barrel lug and water
table are both marked “S”, the underside of the left barrel displays “JL”
and the triggerguard, barrels and forend are serialized to the frame. The
left lockplate is stamped “Parker Bros” while the “P” has been made into
a “B” on the right lockplate to read “Barker Bros”. The smooth American
walnut straight grip stock and splinter forend rate perhaps very good
plus with a moderate 1 1/2” chip missing from the left side of the upper
tang, a short hairline crack behind each lockplate and a few small areas
of cloudiness in the finish around the rear of the action. There is an
unobtrusive repaired crack in the left wood line of the forend and a short
sliver missing from the right wood line and the forend features a stylized
metal tip and oval wedge escutcheons. The hammers are slightly out of
time, barrel lockup is a little loose, light can be seen around the breech
faces and standing breech and the barrels are sighted with a brass
bead. An early shotgun from this classic American maker. (23A9768-3)
{ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500

100 Scarce Hopkins & Allen Bonnie Blue Blank Derringer
serial #858, .22 RF blank, 2 1/4” barrel with an oxidized bore. According
to Flayderman, these very scarce derringers were manufactured around
the 1870s and were intended as noise-makers only as their barrels were
not bored through. The metal surfaces are toning to a brown patina with
some scattered tiny spots of old light oxidation and some light pitting
throughout. The walnut grip panels rate perhaps very good plus with a
couple cracks and a few tiny chips along the wood line. This interesting
little pistol is comprised of only two moving parts and the hammer and
breechblock are a single unit. The action appears to function well
mechanically on this unusual and collectible derringer. (23A9762-10)
{ANTIQUE} (150/300)
Est. 150 - 300

101 Rossi Model S411220 Single Shot Youth Rifle/Shotgun
serial #SR115141, 22 LR/.410 bore, 22” plain smooth bore barrel
choked improved cylinder and 18 1/2” rifled barrel with bright excellent
bores. This light and handy youth-sized gun features the ability to switch
between a rifle and shotgun barrel quickly and without tools. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue with perhaps a faint storage mark or
two while the checkered tan polymer pistolgrip stock and forend rate
excellent, again with just a couple slight storage marks. The stock
features a 12 3/4” length of pull and there is a sling swivel on the toeline
and on the underside of the forend. The shotgun barrel is sighted with a
brass bead while the rifle barrel is equipped with a red fiber optic bead
front sight and green fiber optic two-dot rear sight and a Weaver 92A
scope base is mounted to the breech. The gun is equipped with a
hammer block safety, crossbolt safety and Taurus Security System
internal hammer lock, and the action appears to function well
mechanically. Included is the original Ross-logoed black nylon carrying
case with room for both barrels and frame, manual and paperwork and
two keys for the internal lock. This excellent condition and versatile gun
should be perfect for introducing a youth to the shooting sports.
(23A9862-17) {MODERN} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

102 Ranger Model 103-8 Bolt Action Rifle
22 S, L, LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 80-85% original blue which is thinning to a gunmetal gray
patina toward the muzzle, and toning to plum on the triggerguard, with
some light handling marks and spots of moderate oxidation along the
barrel, and on the buttplate. The American hardwood pistolgrip stock
rates about very good with a small dent and crack ahead of the stock
bolt and a moderately-crazed added varnish. The sights remain intact
save for a missing rear sight elevator and the action will need
mechanical attention as the trigger assembly appears to be missing
pieces, causing the trigger to be non-functional, rifle will not cock.
(239891-5) {C&R} (40/80)
Est. 40 - 80

103 U.S. Model 1873 Trapdoor Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #147736, 45-70, 32 5/8" barrel with a mostly bright very good bore
showing some scattered patches of light oxidation and strong rifling
throughout. The barrel is a dark plum-brown patina showing some
scattered old oxidation and areas of light pitting. The remaining parts
show remnants of silvery case-hardened patina again with some
scattered old oxidation and light pitting and all markings remain intact
and quite strong. The walnut stock remains in good to about very good
condition showing some areas darkened from oxidation leaching and
some scattered moderate dings and abrasions most noticeable along
the left side, particularly around the rear lock screw. The cleaning rod
and original sights are intact and the lock with three-position tumbler
functions crisply. (13A9802-6) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

104 Austrian Model 1849 Percussion Musket
.80 cal smoothbore 33 1/4" barrel with a moderately oxidized bore. This
rifle was converted to smoothbore and the bayonet lug, front sling swivel
and rear sight leaf were removed. The metal surfaces have mostly toned
to a mottled plum-brown patina showing some scattered light dings,
areas of old oxidation staining and some light pitting around the breech.
The brass hardware is mostly a pale ocher tone showing some scattered
light dings and rough areas from an old cleaning attempt. The rear of the
lockplate shows what appears to be a small off-struck Austrian eagle
stamp, the top barrel flat with a unit marking "20R / 3CC / 19" and the
smaller parts with an assortment of numbers. The hardwood stock
remains in about very good condition showing some thin drying cracks
along the edges of the ramrod channel, toe line and around the buttplate
along with some scattered light dings. The edges remain very good and
the initials "VB" are carved along the right side butt. An original slightly
bent ramrod is included and the lock seems to function well
mechanically. (13A9802-20) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

105 Unmarked Percussion Fowler with Tower Lock
About 10 bore 34" barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The barrel is mostly
a smooth gray patina showing some streaks of plum-brown finish, a few
spots of old light pitting and minor oxidation. The barrel shows two small
proof marks on the left flat that actually appear to be French and the
lockplate shows the familiar crown at the rear and "1862 / TOWER" in
the center. The brass hardware consists of dual ramrod thimbles with
tailpipe, triggerguard and buttplate and have been cleaned mostly bright.
The walnut stock and hardwood under-rib remain in about very good
condition as lightly cleaned showing a small filler repair ahead of the
lockplate and along the right side butt, small repaired cracks at the
upper tang and some scattered mild staining. The under-rib shows a
couple of small cracks near the tip and a brass-tipped hickory ramrod
with worm hardware is present; it also shows a few repaired cracks. The
lock seems to function well mechanically. An interesting fowler for the
mantel. (13A9802-17) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

106 Remington New York State Contract Rolling Block Rifle
50-70, 36" barrel with a fair, moderately oxidized bore showing good
rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle have mostly toned to a
mottled pewter patina showing evidence of an old cleaning with
remnants of light pitting overall, scattered oxidation staining and some
light dings. The Remington markings along the upper tang are partially
intact, the first line rather worn, and the right side frame shows "NY / A".
The front barrel band is a replacement from a different rifle and the
screw heads show light slot wear. The walnut stocks remain in about
good condition showing worn finish and overall light dings, the forend
shows a few scattered thin cracks at the rear and some more moderate
abrasions overall. The cartouches have softened from the years and
remain partially visible, the original sights and cleaning rod are intact
and the lock is functional. (13A9802-1) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
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107 Stevens Favorite Falling Block Rifle
serial #K723, 32 RF Long, 22" part round part octagon barrel with a fair
bore showing scattered light pitting, a bit more moderate nearer the
breech, and good rifling. The barrel retains about 70% original blue with
areas toning to a deep plum-brown patina, a few scattered light dings
and mild freckling. The action is a dark plum-brown patina showing
some scattered light oxidation staining and some small dings, the
breechblock and hammer showing remnants of original blue. The walnut
stocks remain in about very good condition as lightly cleaned showing a
repaired chip at the heel, smoothed-over small chip at the toe, some
light staining and areas shy of the tangs. The buttplate is a reproduction
and the action remains functional. (13A9802-30) {C&R} (75/125)
Est. 75 - 125

108 Whitney Phoenix Breechloading Shotgun
serial #378, 14 ga, 30" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces
of this shotgun have toned to a mix of mottled gray and plum-brown
patina showing some scattered areas of old oxidation staining and
partially smoothed-over light pitting. The frame screw heads and holes
show some heavy slot wear and tool marks and the markings remain
intact and strong. The walnut stocks remain in good condition showing
some areas darkened from the years, a few repaired cracks around the
upper tang and overall light dings. The action seems to function well
mechanically. (13A9802-34) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250

109 American Single Barrel Percussion Fowler by S. Allen
16 bore, 30 1/2" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces have
mostly toned to pewter gunmetal patina showing some scattered areas
of oxidation staining and plum-brown, with some more moderate pitting
and a few tool marks around the breech. The hammer and breech tang
are rather roughly constructed, the breech tang shows some noticeable
grind marks and dings around the edges. The barrel is stamped in small
lettering "S.ALLEN" and the lockplate is embellished with light foliate
scrollwork and lock-maker-marked "LANE & READ / BOSTON". The
fowler features brass triggerguard, tailpipe, buttplate and lock screw
escutcheon that are lightly embellished along with German silver wedge
escutcheons and un-engraved monogram plate atop the wrist which is
flanked by some light wire inlay. The smooth walnut stock with horn tip
remains in about very good condition showing a few small chips at the
upper tang and toe, a few light dings and mild staining. What appears to
be the original ramrod is included and the lock remains functional.
(13A9802-36) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

110 Baker Gun Co. "New Baker" Double Hammergun
serial #17302, 10 ga, 30" damascus barrels with pitted bores and a
slight ding at the right muzzle. The barrels are a mix of dark gray and
brown patina showing remnants of an older reapplied finish with
scattered spots of old oxidation staining, handling marks and a 10" patch
toned to gunmetal along the left barrel. The remaining metal surfaces
are dark gray showing some areas of old light pitting and minor
oxidation. The "NEW BAKER" markings on the frame remain mostly
legible and the "Batavia, NY" address on the bottom is difficult to
discern. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend remain in
good condition showing a thin crack and 2 3/4" sliver along the left edge
forend, some gaps where the buttstock meets the frame, scattered light
dings and handling marks. The original hard rubber buttplate with Baker
monogram is intact showing a tiny chip and small dings around the
edges. The barrels are off-face and lock-up shows play and the
hammers remain functional. (13A9802-35) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

111 Stevens Favorite Falling Block Rifle
serial #U66, 32 RF Long, 22" part round part octagon barrel with a fair
bore showing scattered oxidation, light pitting and otherwise strong
rifling. The metal surfaces have mostly toned to plum-brown patina
showing some scattered light dings and specks of old oxidation. There
are remnants of original blue in the protected areas along the barrel and
along the hammer and breechblock. The screw heads show light slot
wear and there is a 1/4" crack at the upper tang right side where it
meets the frame. The walnut stocks remain in good condition showing a
2" crack at the right side wrist, small crack at the toe, some light dings
and mild staining. The Beach combination front sight shows some
moderate oxidation and the globe is broken off; the action remains
functional. (13A9802-26) {C&R} (75/125)
Est. 75 - 125

112 Stevens Model 1915 Favorite Falling Block Rifle
serial #Z347, 22 LR, 24" part round part octagon barrel with a dark bore
showing moderate oxidation and evident rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces are a mottled gray-brown patina with overall oxidation staining
and some dings along the edges. The screw heads show slot wear,
markings remain intact and strong and the breechblock retains much of
its original blue. The walnut stocks remain in good condition showing a
few thin hairline cracks at the tangs and left side butt, some light dings
and handling marks. The original buttplate and sporting sights remain
intact and the action is functional. (13A9802-29) {C&R} (75/125)
Est. 75 - 125

113 Spanish Contract Remington Rolling Block Saddle Ring Carbine
43 Reformado, 20 1/2" barrel with a fair bore showing scattered patches
of oxidation, light pitting and somewhat worn but visible rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this carbine are mostly a mix of
pewter gunmetal and gray-brown patina showing partially
smoothed-over old pitting overall and scattered handling marks. The
Remington address and patent dates at the upper tang remain mostly
intact and legible and the barrel is stamped "FB" behind the rear sight,
the rear sight assembly appears to be a more modern replacement that
has been "aged". The walnut stocks remain in good condition showing
some remnants of older added finish, the expected overall light dings
and handling marks and a few thin cracks along the handguard and at
the lower tang. The saddle ring is intact and the action seems to function
well mechanically. (13A9802-32) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500

114 Remington Model 740 Woodsmaster Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #121111, 30-06, 22" barrel with a bright very good bore showing a
few pinprick pits and light oxidation scattered about with otherwise
strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this January 1956 date-coded rifle
retain perhaps 75% original blue showing overall toning and thinning to
gray-brown patina, some scattered light oxidation staining and a few
small dings around the ejection port. The checkered walnut pistolgrip
stock and forend remain in about good condition showing a 1 1/2"
synthetic filler repair and 4" repaired crack along the right side tip of the
forend along with some other scattered light dings and slightly worn
checkering. The rifle is equipped with a flip-up rear sight, plain bead
front and tip-off mount with Weaver 1" rings and a Bushnell Sportview
3x-9x,40 Wide Angle scope with duplex reticle and slightly discolored
but serviceable optics. One magazine is included and the action seems
to function well mechanically. (13A9802-39) {C&R} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300

115 Antique Bridle Cutter-Halberd Head
This is a forked pole arm head with a single 5 1/2” spear point blade and
single 6 1/2” crescent-shaped rearward curving blade. These are affixed
to a blacksmith made socket with incise rings and threaded interior. The
spear tip has been blunted from being dropped or some manner of
impact, it certainly could be straightened out and sharpened if one
wished, overall the head has a very honest appearance as-is. It is an
overall plum brown patina showing light oxidation and light pitting, one
area on the recurve of the crescent a bit more moderate. The overall
length is just shy of 7” and the socket I.D. is about 7/16”. (38433-85)
(25/50)
Est. 25 - 50

116 Antique Halberd Head
This is an antique halberd, likely Victorian-era, of iron with two long
attaching straps at the socket. The spear-shaped head is 7 1/2” in length
and dual edged with a 5” downward curving beak and a 4 1/8”
crescent-shaped blade. There are round piercings at the base of the
spear head and short recurved curls at the base of the beak and blade.
There are dual turned medials at the socket which is about 13/16” in
diameter, each of the attaching straps is 11” in length with three small
holes for iron nails. Overall length from the tip of spearhead to base of
socket is 14 1/2”. The iron surfaces are a pewter and brown oxidized
patina. (39869-5) (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

117 Contemporary Partizan Head
This is a contemporary partizan head with light etched decoration, and a
blackened finish. The spear point is about 8” in length and there are two
forward-curving beaks roughly 1 3/4” in length and a 3” socket with dual
turned medials and a 1/2” inside diameter. The etched decoration is
loose open flowing scroll on the face, much lighter and less coverage on
the rear face with the number “47” stamped mid-way up the point. It
rates very good overall and has an overall length of 13”. (39869-5B)
(20/40)
Est. 20 - 40
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118 Modern Halberd Head
This is a modern-made halberd head, for theatrical or decorative
purposes. It has a 12” spear point with raised medial front and back its
full-length and a roughly 7” downward-curving beak with a sharply
forward-curving crescent-shaped blade about 5 1/4” in length. The
socket is roughly 5” with a ball shaped medial and about 3/4” inside
diameter. There is a raised cast-in-relief depiction of the sun on both
faces of the portion between blade and beak and there are fancy
recurving swirls at the base of each. There is a slight bit of etched
decoration on the spear point and the blade, the blade showing an old
welded repair, the construction of the halberd head itself showing welds
attaching socket and spear point, rather than being cast as one-piece. It
is an overall gray patina and is attractive. (39869-5A) (30/50)
Est. 30 - 50

119 Knife and Holster Lot
This lot includes a single Cutman Cutlery "Bowie Knife" with factory
sheath. The knife features a 6 1/8" polished clip point blade showing
very light scattered freckling, sharpening marks and scratches. The knife
has a 4 1/2" long stacked leather handle with single brass guard and
polished aluminum pommel in excellent condition. Overall length is 10
5/8" and includes a single factory sheath with embossed Indian Chief
head on the front, seams remain intact reinforced with nickel plate rivets
and tip protected by nickel plate thin metal guard. It also features a
slotted belt loop and around-the-handle retention strap. The lot also
includes a single left-hand homemade flap style holster for a sporting
semi-auto pistol such as the High Standard Sport-King. The laced
seams are intact but the retention snap is missing on the flap.
(89867-6,5)

120 Colt Hunting Knife
measures 10 3/4” overall, with a 5 7/8” blade with a trailing point. The
metal surfaces of the blade are in very good condition with scattered
spots of light oxidation and light handling marks, and the dark brown
laminated hardwood handle is in excellent condition. The blade is
marked “COLT / SHEFFIELD / ENGLAND” on the obverse and a
Rampant Colt is marked on the reverse. The blade appears to have
remained unsharpened since leaving the factory. Included with the knife
is a leather “Colt” marked scabbard, fabric pouch, and factory box model
marked “U1030”. (14A9519-12)

121 Colt Hunting Knife
measures 10 5/8” overall, with a 5 3/4” blade with a trailing point. The
metal surfaces of the blade are in very good to very good plus condition
with some specks of oxidation and a few fine handling marks, likely from
the light application of steel wool. The brown laminate hardwood handle
is in excellent condition. The blade is marked “COLT / SHEFFIELD /
ENGLAND” on the obverse and a Rampant Colt is marked on the
reverse. The blade appears to have had an edge professionally applied
and remains sharp. Included with the knife is a leather “Colt” marked
scabbard, fabric pouch, and factory box model marked “U1031”.
(14A9519-13)

122 Colt Hunting Knife
measures 10 1/4” overall, with a 5 1/2” blade with an upswept trailing
point. The metal surfaces of the blade are in very good plus condition
with light freckling and areas of cloudiness on the blade and a few spots
of light oxidation on the tang, the curved brass guard and pommel show
light tarnishing, and the dark brown hardwood grip panels are in
excellent condition. The blade is marked “COLT / HARTFORD CT.” on
the obverse with some softening on the letters. The blade appears to
have remained unsharpened since leaving the factory. Included with the
knife is a leather “Colt” marked scabbard showing verdigris on one brass
snap, a fabric pouch, and factory box model marked “U1110”.
(14A9519-14)

123 Decorative Knives
Two decorative knives of a vaguely Middle-Eastern design. The first is
13 3/4” overall with an 8 1/2” single-edged trailing point blade. The
obverse of the blade is engraved with an unidentified language, some
characters are perhaps Cyrillic or a related script. The reverse shows
geometric and floral designs and the number “1818”. The handle is cast
tin with floral designs in relief on the grip. The scabbard is wood with
sheet tin mounts, a band of maroon baize, and tin escutcheons on either
side including an embossed portrait of striking resemblance to Queen
Victoria’s “Young Head” design as found on Victorian coins prior to
1876. The second knife is 14 1/4” overall with a 10 1/4” single-edged
clipped point blade engraved on either side with simple crescent
markings and the number “1821” on the reverse face. The hilt is cast
pewter with scroll relief designs with dark patina in the recesses. The
scabbard is similar to the first with tin mounts and a red baize band; the
upper escutcheons are each centered by a blue faux gemstone. Both
knives are in overall good condition, showing some light areas of
oxidation on here and there on the blades, dark patina in the recesses of
the hilt and areas of gray on the scabbards. The lower mount of the first
scabbard is loose and can be removed, and the baize has begun to peel
at the edges. A neat pair of decorative knives. (128989-2)

124 Franklin Mint Collector Series James Dietz Vietnam War Vehicle Cased
Knife Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. Each measures 4 1/2” folded
and features a 3 5/8” single-edged stainless steel clipped point blade
with 1” of serrations on the forward edge above the choil. Each knife
features an illustration of a well-known Vietnam War-era U.S. military
vehicle by painter James Dietz inlaid in the reverse-side grip with the
name of the vehicle laser-etched on the reverse face of the blade.
Includes the B-52D Stratofortress, the USN F-4 Phantom, the Mk II
River Patrol Boat, the UH-1B Huey helicopter, the M107 175mm Gun
and the M113 APC. All items are in mint or near mint condition with only
negligible blemishes if any. (129003-7X)

125 Franklin Mint Collector Series Eastern Folding Tanto Cased Knife Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. The handles feature
elements styled after East Asian artwork, each centered on the reverse
face by a mythologically significant animal: includes the Crane, the
Phoenix, the Horse, the Dragon, the Tiger and the Peacock. Each knife
measures 4 1/4” folded and features a 3 1/2” slightly curved tanto point
blade. All items are in mint or near mint condition with only negligible
blemishes if any. (129003-7Y)

126 Franklin Mint Collector Series Brewery Cased Knife Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. The handles are each
decorated on the reverse face with logos and slogans from a variety of
commercial beer breweries. Represented brands include Red Dog,
Yuengling, Corona, B. Stroh Brewing Co., Miller and Moosehead Beer.
Each knife measures 4” folded and features a 3” single-edged stainless
drop point blade. All knives are in mint or near-mint condition with only
negligible blemishes if any. The case exhibits some light handling marks
on the transparent lid and some warping at the joints but otherwise rates
excellent. (129003-7B)

127 Franklin Mint Collector Series Colt Firearms Cased Knife Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. Each handle measures 4
1/4” folded and is decorated with a different Colt firearm escutcheon on
the reverse face; the reverse face of the 3 1/8” clipped point blades are
each engraved with the Colt logo, foliate scroll and the name of the
represented firearm. Represented arms include the Single Action Army
revolver, the 1877 Double-Action Lightning revolver, the 1890 Bisley
Model revolver, the 1911 pistol, the 1915 .22 Target pistol and the 1955
Python revolver. The escutcheon of the 1915 Target pistol has been lost
from the knife, otherwise all knives are excellent with only minimal
handling wear if any. The case would also rate excellent if not for some
very light handling marks, minor warping of the joints and the loss of
hinges on otherwise unblemished lid. (129003-7P)

128 Franklin Mint Collector Series Harley Davidson Cased Knife Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. Each 4 3/4” handle is shaped
as a Harley Davidson eagle inlaid with a picture of an iconic Harley
Davidson motorcycle. Each 3 1/4” spear point blade is etched on the
face with the name of the appropriate vehicle. Represented motorcycles
include the Electra Glide, the Heritage Softail, two of “The Ultimate
Chopper” from the film Easy Rider (1969), the 1990 Fat Boy and the
Sportster. All items are in mint condition with no discernible blemishes.
(129003-7G)

129 Franklin Mint Collector Series Harley Davidson Cased Knife Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. Each 4 3/4” handle is shaped
as a Harley Davidson eagle inlaid with a picture of an iconic Harley
Davidson motorcycle. Each 3 1/4” spear point blade is etched on the
face with the name of the appropriate vehicle. Represented motorcycles
include the Model 74, “The Ultimate Chopper” from the film Easy Rider
(1969), the 1990 Fat Boy, the Sportster, the Electra Glide and the
Heritage Softail. All items are in mint condition with no discernible
blemishes. (129003-7Q)

130 Franklin Mint Collector Series North American Wildlife Cased Knife Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. Each measures 4 1/8” and
features a 3” single-edged drop point blade. The knives are each
decorated on the reverse handle with inlaid illustrations of iconic fish and
game wildlife with a relief portrait of each animal in the brass bolster.
Represented fauna include salmon, brown bear, duck, whitetail deer,
bighorn sheep and largemouth bass. All knives are in mint condition with
no discernible blemishes. The case is nearly unblemished and would
rate excellent except for the loss of the lid. (129003-7A)

131 Franklin Mint Collector Series Classic Automobiles Cased Knife Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. Each 4 1/4” handle is
decorated on the obverse side by an inlaid illustration of a classic 1950’s
car, an escutcheon of the accompanying brand on the upper bolster and
a design feature from the respective car’s rear fender at the tip. The 2
1/2” spear point blades are each etched with the name and year of the
appropriate model. Represented vehicles include the 1953 Chevrolet
Corvette, the 1957 Chevrolet Bel Air, the 1956 Ford Thunderbird, the
1959 Cadillac El Dorado, the 1958 Edsel Citation convertible and the
1950 Ford Custom Deluxe “Woody” Wagon. All items are in mint or near
mint condition except for some minor patina on the bolsters visible under
light. (129003-7L)
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132 Franklin Mint Collector Series Gas Station Cased Knife Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. Each 4 1/2” handle is
modeled after a classic gas pump design of a different iconic gas station
brand; the 2 1/2” drop point blades are each laser-etched with the
respective company’s logo and slogan. Represented brands include BP
(“We Keep You Moving”), Mobilgas (“The Sign of Friendly Service”),
Texaco (“Texaco Star Power for Car Power”), Flying A Gasoline (“Put’s
Wings on Your Car” [sic]), Texaco Sky Chief (“Sky Chief Packs Punch”)
and Sunoco (“Fuelpower to Fit Your Car’s Horsepower”). All items are in
mint condition with no discernible blemishes. (129003-7K)

133 Franklin Mint Collector Series American Eagle Cased Knife Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. Each measures 5 1/4” closed
and features a 3 1/2” clipped point blade. All feature an eagle’s head
pommel and a variety of decorations including: Painted head in accurate
animal colors, walnut grip, brass bolsters with black enamel inlay;
yellow-anodized head, faux moss agate handles, brass bolsters with
black enamel inlay; black aluminum head, brown plastic foliate relief with
faux amber inlay, black aluminum bolsters with mother-of-pearl inlay;
brass head, white plastic handles with eagle illustration, antiqued brass
bolsters with ivory inlay; silvered brass head, jigged brown handles with
gilt eagle in oval inlay, stainless steel bolsters with jasper (or similar)
inlay; anodized aluminum head, white aluminum handles with geometric
stylized eagle sigil, stainless bolsters with turquoise diamond
escutcheon. All items are in mint condition with no discernible
blemishes. (129003-7J)

134 Franklin Mint Collector Series Fly Fishing Cased Knife Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. Each measures 4 1/2” closed
with a 3 1/2” single-edged stainless trailing point blade. Each is
decorated on the reverse face of the handles by a metallic escutcheon
in the shape of a fish and an inlaid compartment in the bolster holding a
fly lure appropriate to the depicted fish. All items are in mint condition
with no discernible blemishes. (129003-7F)

135 Franklin Mint Collector Series NASCAR Richard Petty Cased Knife Set
Six folding knifes in a walnut display case. Each features a different
color anodized finish on the handles and is decorated on the reverse
face by inlays of the NASCAR checkered flag, the number “43”, and a
center panel, unique for each knife, depicting a portrait of driver Richard
Petty alongside an illustration of Petty’s car taking the lead in a race. All
items are in mint condition with no discernible blemishes except for the
yellow-anodized knife, which shows some light cloudiness on the
obverse handle and otherwise rates excellent. (129003-7S)

136 Franklin Mint Collector Series North American Game Cased Knife Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. Each measures 4” closed
and features a 3” spear point stainless steel blade. The handles are
decorated on the reverse side by inlaid illustrations of various North
American game animals, each with a portrait of the respective animal
cast-in-relief in the brass bolster on that side. Represented fauna
include wild boar, red fox, pronghorn antelope, elk, mallard duck and
common pheasant. All knives are in mint condition with no discernible
blemishes and the case would rate excellent except for the loss of the
lid. (129003-7C)

137 Franklin Mint Collector Series Labrador Retriever Cased Knife Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. Each measures 4 1/8” folded
and features a 3” single-edged drop point stainless steel blade. The
knives are decorated in two panels on the reverse face, each knife
showing a unique (except for one pair of duplicates) color illustration of
Labrador Retrievers in pastoral settings and a wood panel inlaid with an
oval brass disc showing a game bird. The obverse handle of each knife
is inlaid with a wooden panel matching the reverse. All knives are in mint
condition with no discernible blemishes. The case rates very good plus
to excellent with few handling marks and very minor warping at the
joints. The lid is no longer attached but is otherwise excellent.
(129003-7T)

138 Franklin Mint Collector Series Civil War Officers Cased Knife Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. Each measures 4 1/4” closed
and features a 3” single-edged stainless steel blade with a
straight-backed point. The knives are each decorated on the handles
with inlaid full-body portraits of iconic U.S. Civil War officers, three Union
and three Confederate, with appropriate U.S. or C.S. flags and colors for
each. The blades are etched with the name, date and location on a state
map of a major battle in which each respective officer played a major
role. Represented officers and battlefields include: General Ulysses S.
Grant & the Siege of Vicksburg, Mississippi; General Robert E. Lee &
the Battle of Fredericksburg, Virginia; Major General George A. Custer &
The Pursuit to Appomattox, Virginia; Major General J.E.B. “Jeb” Stuart &
the Battle of Brandy Station, Virginia; Vice Admiral David G. Farragut &
the Battle of Mobile Bay, Alabama; Lieutenant General Thomas
“Stonewall” Jackson & the battle of Chancellorsville, Virginia. All knives
are in mint or near mint condition with few if any blemishes. The case
would rate excellent if not for some minor handling marks and some
minimal warping of the joints which prevent the lid from functioning
perfectly. (129003-7R)

139 Franklin Mint Collector Series Civil War Officers Cased Knife Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. Each measures 4 1/4” closed
and features a 3” single-edged stainless steel blade with a
straight-backed point. The handles are each decorated by inlaid
full-body portraits of iconic U.S. Civil War officers, two Union and four
Confederate, with appropriate U.S. or C.S. flags and colors for each.
The blades are etched with the name, date and location on a state map
of a major battle in which each respective officer played a major role.
Represented officers and battlefields include: Major General George A.
Custer & The Pursuit to Appomattox, Virginia; Vice Admiral David G.
Farragut & the Battle of Mobile Bay, Alabama; Brigadier General P.G.T.
Beauregard & the Battle of Manassas, Virginia; Major General J.E.B.
“Jeb” Stuart & the Battle of Brandy Station, Virginia; Lieutenant General
Wade Hampton, The First Battle of Bull Run at Manassas, Virginia;
General Robert E. Lee, the Battle of Fredericksburg, Virginia. All knives
are in mint condition with few if any blemishes and the case is excellent
with sparse minute handling marks here or there. (129003-7I)

140 Franklin Mint Collector Series Civil War Officers Cased Knife Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. Each measures 4 1/4” closed
and features a 3” single-edged stainless steel blade with a
straight-backed point. The handles are each decorated by inlaid
full-body portraits of iconic U.S. Civil War officers, two Union and four
Confederate, with appropriate U.S. or C.S. flags and colors for each.
The blades are etched with the name, date and location on a state map
of a major battle in which each respective officer played a major role.
Represented officers and battlefields include: Major General George E.
Pickett, Pickett’s Charge at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania; Lieutenant
General James Longstreet, the Second Battle of Bull Run, Manassas,
Virginia; General Ulysses S. Grant, the Siege of Vicksburg, Mississippi;
Colonel Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain, the Battle of Gettysburg,
Pennsylvania; Lieutenant General Thomas “Stonewall” Jackson & the
Battle of Chancellorsville, Virginia; Colonel John Mosby, the blade
etched to Mosby’s Rangers rather than a battlefield. All items are in mint
or near mint condition with minimal wear if any. (129003-7H)

141 Franklin Mint Collector Series Civil War Custom Display Set
Two folding knives and two reproduction Civil War belt plates, one U.S.
and one C.S. The two knives are 4 1/4” closed and each feature a 3”
single-edged stainless steel blade with a straight-backed point. The
handles are decorated with full-body portraits of General Ulysses S.
Grant and General Robert E. Lee, respectively, with appropriate U.S. or
C.S. flags and colors for each. The blades are etched with the name,
date and location on a state map of major battles associated with the
generals: the Siege of Vicksburg, Mississippi for General Grant and the
Battle of Fredericksburg, Virginia for General Lee. The knives and plates
are attached to a black backing by hidden Velcro strips on the rear of
each item and the set is displayed in an oak wall-hanging frame. All
items are in excellent condition. (129003-7V)

142 Franklin Mint Collector Series Ford Classic Trucks Cased Knife Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. Each measures 4 1/8” folded
with a 3” single-edged spear point blade. The handles are decorated
with brass or pewter escutcheons of Ford trucks through the ages and
an inlaid era-appropriate Ford wheel matching the vehicle. The blades
are etched with the year and model of the depicted truck. Represented
vehicles include: the 1925 Model T (with truckbed); the 1930 Model A;
the 1938 Half-Ton; the 1946 Half-Ton; the 1956 F-100; the 1975 F-150.
All knives are in mint condition with no discernible blemishes and the
case is excellent with minimal handling wear. (129003-7N)

143 Franklin Mint Collector Series Railroad Locomotive Cased Knife Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. Each measures 4” closed
with a 2 3/4” single-edged drop point blade. The handles of each knife
are decorated by brass escutcheons depicting an iconic locomotive
engine and the blades are etched with the corresponding name and
company of the depicted train. Represented trains include: the
Broadway Limited of Pennsylvania Railroad; the Union Pacific Big Boy;
the Royal Bavarian S3/6; the Empire State Express of the New York
Central & Hudson Express; the Crescent Limited of Southern Railway;
the Jupiter of Central Pacific Railroad. All items are in mint or near mint
condition with minimal wear if any. (129003-7U)

144 Franklin Mint Collector Series Boris Vallejo Fantasy Pinup Cased Knife
Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. The handles are dragons in
various colors each serving as an oval frame for a unique pinup painting
by artist Boris Vallejo in his characteristic hyper-representational style
depicting well-muscled women in revealing “Sword & Sorcery” themed
costumes and fantasy backdrops. The knives measure 4 1/4” folded and
feature blades shaped either as flames (3”) or dragon’s wings (3 1/4”)
with gold laser-etched detailing on the faces. All items are in mint or
near mint condition with only negligible blemishes if any. (129003-7M)
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145 Franklin Mint Collector Series Boris Vallejo Fantasy Pinup & Playboy
Collector’s Edition Cased Knife Set
Six folding knives in a walnut display case. The first five knives feature
handles in the shape of dragons of various colors each serving as an
oval frame for a pinup painting by artist Boris Vallejo. Three are
duplicates, two are unique. The paintings showcase Vallejo’s
characteristic hyper-representational style depicting well-muscled
women in revealing “Sword & Sorcery”-themed costumes on fantasy
backdrops. The knives measure 4 1/4” folded and feature blades
shaped either as flames (3”) or dragon’s wings (3 1/4”) with gold
laser-etched detailing on the faces. The sixth knife is a Playboy
Collector’s Edition knife measuring 4” closed with two 3” blades shaped
like the iconic ears of the Playboy Bunny logo. The black handle is inlaid
with a miniature cover image from the July 1964 issue with a label to
that effect and the Playboy logo in gold. All knives are in excellent
condition. The case is near excellent except for a bit of warping at the
joints which has loosened the lid. (129003-7D)

146 Smith & Wesson Collectible Wildlife Cased Knife Set
Fifteen (15) Smith & Wesson folding knives in an oak display frame with
locking brass latches (key not included). Each knife measures 3” closed
and has a 2 1/2” stainless steel blade. The handles are each decorated
by a color illustration of an iconic North American animal, mostly game.
Represented fauna include elk, whitetail deer, brown bear, armadillo,
largemouth bass, salmon, trout, mallard duck, Canada goose, common
pheasant and bald eagle. All items are in mint condition with no
discernible blemishes. (129003-7W)

147 Franklin Mint Collectible Gold Rush Bowie Knife
12 3/4” overall, 7 1/2” single-edged clipped point Bowie blade. The
obverse face of the blade is laser-etched with the date “1849” flanked by
riband on either side reading “Hope” and “Fortitude” entwined with foliate
scroll. The hilt is silver-plated with a synthetic pearl grip and a
gold-plated bear’s head pommel. A silver & gold mining pan is inlaid on
the obverse side of the grip. Overall the knife is in excellent condition
with no blemishes except some unobtrusive silver tarnish on the top face
of the guard and a few tiny instances of wear on the blade etching.
(129003-5A)

148 Franklin Mint Collectible Jim Bowie Knife
13 3/4” overall, 8 3/4” single-edged clipped point Bowie blade with a
thick fine-toothed sawback spine. The obverse face is frost-etched with
a signature reading “J. Bowie”. The hilt is steel with a burnt oak grip. The
tiniest of barely visible handling marks can be seen under strong light,
otherwise the knife is in mint condition. (129003-5B)

149 Franklin Mint Collectible Frontier Bowie Knife
12 1/4” overall, 7 3/4” single-edged clipped point Bowie blade. The
obverse face is etched with a landscape depicting a caravan of covered
wagons making their way across the American frontier. The metal
surfaces of the hilt are silver-plated and the grip is composed of
alternating bands of silver and rawhide-stitched suede leather. The
blade is in mint condition with no discernible blemishes. The hilt rates
near excellent with some light patina and handling marks scattered
across the metal surfaces. (129003-5C)

150 Franklin Mint Collectible Viking Knife
15 1/2” overall, 8 1/2” double-edged spear point blade. The center flat of
either face of the blade is decorated by a gold Norse-style lattice design
with repeating dragon ship’s heads. The cruciform hilt is nickel-plated
and inlaid with a red gemstone on either side, the faux ivory grips are
engraved with geometric patterns and the silver-plated pommel is
shaped as a dragon’s head with faux ruby eyes and a gold sphere in its
maw. The knife is in near mint condition, showing no blemishes save for
a bit of finish wear at the ears of the pommel. (129003-5D)

151 Franklin Mint Collectible Grizzly Bear Hunting Knife
10 1/2” overall, 6” single-edged trailing point blade with a ridged thumb
rest at the base of the spine. The reverse face is etched with a grizzly
bounding through a landscape of the American Northwest. The hilt
features a single forward guard and a bird’s head pommel, both of
brass, and a varnished oak grip between black, red and brass spacers.
The reverse face of the grip is inlaid with a gilt brass disc depicting a
portrait of a grizzly bear. The knife is in mint condition with no discernible
blemishes. (129003-5E)

152 Franklin Mint Collectible Bighorn Ram Bowie Knife
13” overall, 7” single-edged clipped point Bowie blade inlaid with a
pierced brass relief of clashing bighorn rams. The guard is a brass relief
of curled ram’s horns and the finger-grooved grip is a tight-grained
hardwood in red-brown finish. Overall the knife is excellent, nearly
unblemished except for the barest of scuffs on the reverse side of the
grip. (129003-5F)

153 Franklin Mint Collectible Ulysses S. Grant Bowie Knife
10” overall, 5 1/2” single-edged clipped point Bowie blade etched on the
reverse face with a portrait of General Ulysses S. Grant. The hilt is
mounted in gilt and yellow brass alongside patriotic Stars & Stripes
bands, terminating in a brass Federal Eagle pommel. Inlaid on the
reverse face of the handle there is a portrait of General Grant on a
warhorse, saber drawn, in a yellow brass frame titled “The Siege of /
VICKSBURG” in two lines. The knife is in mint condition with no
discernible blemishes. (129003-5G)

154 Franklin Mint Collectible “Arab Jambiya” Knife
12” overall, 7 1/2” curved double-edged blade with a deeply trailing
point. The hilt is cast bright brass with maroon and floral designs on the
obverse face. The knife is in mint condition with no discernible
blemishes. (129003-5H)

155 Fixed Blade Alligator Sheath Knives
Two knives in alligator-skin sheaths. The first is 7 3/4” overall with a 4”
single-edged clipped point blade. The hilt is nickel silver with
finger-grooved bone grips. The second knife is 9 3/4” overall with a 5
1/2” single-edged clipped point blade depicting an alligator etched in
black on the reverse face. The guard and pommel are brass and the
handle is bone carved with simple crescent designs between black and
white spacers. Tiny handling marks can be seen here and there on the
metal surfaces of the first knife, otherwise both are in excellent
condition, as are both sheaths. (129003-5I)

156 Deer’s Hoof Sheath Knives
Two fixed blade knives each with a taxidermy deer hoof for a handle.
The first 10 1/4” overall with a 5” single-edged straight point blade with 1
1/2” of serrations above the choil and saw teeth and a bottle opener on
the spine. The sheath is plain leather and appears a bit short for this
blade. Both knife and sheath are excellent with few if any blemishes.
The second knife is 10 1/2” overall with 5” single-edged straight point
blade with single unstopped fullers. Light handling and maintenance
marks can be seen across the blade and hints of tarnish and verdigris
are visible on the flat brass S-guard, otherwise the knife is excellent and
the grip is unblemished. The excellent leather sheath is tooled on the
front face with a buck’s head and a small oak branch design. An
interesting pair sure to make a fine conversation piece. (129003-5J)

157 Western Cutlery Co. Sheath Knives
Two knives. First, a Western 666 sheath knife measuring 8 3/4” overall
with a 4 1/2” single-edged trailing clipped point blade. The hilt comprises
a single brass guard, jigged faux bone grips between black, white and
red leather spacers and an aluminum pommel. The knife rates excellent
except for some very tiny handling marks on the pommel and the leather
sheath is unblemished. The second knife is an older Western, model
unspecified, measuring 8” overall with a 4 1/8” single-edged clipped
point blade with single unstopped fullers. The hilt comprises a brass
single guard, aluminum pommel and translucent dark amber plastic
grips with faux mother-of-pearl inlays. The steel is an overall smoky
pewter with very light sharpening marks along the fine edge. The hilt
shows only very light patina on the guard and tiny handling marks on the
pommel. Overall the knife is in good condition. The included russet
leather sheath is stitched with buff leather strips and embossed on the
front face with oak leaf designs. The initials “D.S.” are carved into the
rear of the belt loop. The first three stitches have come loose and minor
scuffing can be seen here and there, otherwise the sheath is near
excellent. A nice pair of Western knives. (129003-5K)

158 Case XX 2 Finn Sheath Knife
One Case sheath knife in a black leather sheath. Also includes an
additional miniature sheath knife. The Case knife is 8 1/2” overall with a
4 1/4” single-edged clipped point blade. The metal surfaces of the hilt
are bright aluminum and the grip is black contoured bakelite with shallow
finger grooves. Tiny unobtrusive handling marks can be seen on the grip
and on the blade, otherwise the knife is unblemished and rates
excellent. The Case-marked black leather sheath shows some light
scuffing at the edges of the belt loop but little to no other wear and rates
excellent as well. The miniature knife is 4” overall with a 2” single-edged
clipped point blade. The hilt is modeled after the common “Italian
switchblade stiletto” pattern, though the knife is a fixed blade, and the
ricasso is marked only “USA” on the reverse face. The knife is in near
excellent condition with some light instances of patina on the hilt and
tiny handling marks on the blade. The leather sheath is marked “Dalton
Gang Hide Out” on the front face and rates excellent. (129003-5L)

159 Uncle Henry 144 Fixed Blade Sheath Knife
8 1/2” overall, 3 7/8” single-edged clipped point blade with a ridged
thumb rest. The obverse face of the blade is etched “Georgia” next to a
flower blossom. The full tang handle features faux stag grips and brass
bolsters. Aside from some very light patina on the brass the knife is
unblemished and excellent. The brown leather sheath is also excellent
with little to no wear. (129003-5M)
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160 Frost Cutlery Panther Bowie Knife
20 1/4” with a 13” curved single-edged blade, this large decorative knife
is a Jim Frost design with stylish fantasy embellishments. The grip is a
“Cocabola Swirl” laminate and the heavy aluminum pommel is cast as a
fierce panther’s head. Other than some negligible instances of storage
wear visible under strong light, the knife is in excellent condition. The
leather sheath shows some small verdigris stains but is otherwise
unblemished. Both are included in the original factory two-piece box. A
dramatic fantasy blade for the wall. (129003-8)

161 Franklin Mint Collector Series Knives
Five folding knives from a mix of Franklin Mint Collector Series sets.
First, a Don Garlits International Drag Racing Hall of Fame knife, 4 1/2”
folded, 3” single-edged spear point blade with Don Garlits’ signature on
a frost-etched background. The grips are decorated by Goodyear tires, a
color illustration of Garlits’ vehicle on the front face and an assortment of
“Big Daddy’s Stats” on the rear. The next is 3 1/2” folded with a 2 1/4”
single-edged drop point blade, decorated by a 1948 Model B tractor on
the handle with the model name etched on the blade. Next, three knives
from the Ford Truck set: 4” folded, 3 1/8” single-edged drop point
blades. The handles are each decorated with an iconic Ford truck and
period-appropriate tire. The blades are etched with the Ford logo and
corresponding model. Includes the 1925 Model T, the 1940 Half-Ton
and the 1975 F-150. All knives are in excellent condition with few if any
blemishes. (129003-6A)

162 Franklin Mint Collector Series Native American Knives
Three folding knives with Native American motifs. Each is 4” folded with
a 3” single-edged spear point blade. The handles are decorated by
scenic paintings of Native American tribesmen on the front with the
painting’s title on the rear and the bolsters feature an escutcheon of
either a dreamcatcher or a feathered tomahawk. Includes “Deliverance”,
“Spirit of the Plains” and “Man Who Walks Alone”. All knives are in mint
condition with no discernible blemishes. (129003-6B)

163 Buck & Miscellaneous Folding Knives
Five folding knives. First, a Buck 112 measuring 4 1/4” closed with a 3”
single-edged clipped point blade, brass bolsters and walnut handles.
The reverse face is laser-etched with a logo reading “Mighty”. Other than
very light handling marks, the knife is in excellent condition. Next, a
Buck folding knife, 3 1/2” closed with a 2 1/2” single-edged
straight-clipped point blade, stainless steel handles, thumb studs and a
tip-down pocket clip. The knife shows light storage wear but is otherwise
excellent. Next, another Buck folder, 3” folded with a 2” single-edged
partially serrated spear point blade and black pebble-grain polymer
handles. The knife is unblemished and rates excellent. Next, an
unmarked folder 4 1/4” folded with a 3 1/2” clipped point blade etched
with an eagle on the reverse face. The bolsters are brass and the
handles are gray plastic molded in a conifer forest motif with inlaid
yellow-anodized eagles on either face. The knife is in excellent
condition. The final knife is of identical dimensions to the previous, with
brass bolsters and black plastic grips centered by yellow-anodized eagle
escutcheons. The reverse-side grip has become detached (which may
be easily repaired with new adhesive) and the metal surfaces show very
slight handling marks. Overall the knife rates good. (129003-6C)

164 United Cutlery Harley Davidson Collectible Folding Knives
Three collectible Harley Davidson lockback folding knives by United
Cutlery. The first is an HD-17, 3 1/2” folded with a 3” single-edged satin
stainless drop point blade with aluminum bolsters and black rubber inlaid
grips. Next is an HD-4, 4 1/2” closed, 3 1/2” single-edged drop point
satin stainless blade with a partially serrated edge and a pierced thumb
hole. The handles are aluminum with an inlaid black leather panel on the
reverse face and a tip-down pocket clip on the obverse. Third is an
HD-25, 4 1/2” closed, 3 1/2” single-edged partially serrated satin
stainless drop point blade. The handles are black powder-coated
aluminum with pierced circles and a tip-down pocket clip on the obverse.
All knives are as-new in original packaging. (129003-6D)

165 Small Folding Knives
Nine small pocket & pen knives. Five are single-bladed, four have tools
including files, small scissors, a second blade or, in one instance, a
warped corkscrew tool. Most are excellent with minimal wear, others
very good with light handling and/or sharpening marks. (129003-6E)

166 Franklin Mint Collector Series Mixed Folding Knives
Five Franklin Mint collectible knives from various different sets. First, a
Buffalo Nickel knife with a 2 3/4” by 1 3/8” rectangular handle centered
on the front face by a U.S. Buffalo Nickel. Features a 1 1/2” pen knife
blade and a 1 5/8” file. The second knife, 4” closed with a 3” drop point
blade, features a painting of a pair of redhead ducks on the front handle
and a brass relief portrait of the same in the bolster. Third, a Miller
brewery knife, 4” closed with a 3” spear point blade, featuring the Miller
logo and slogan in bright yellow brass on a faux walnut field in a brass
frame. Fourth, a locomotive engine knife, 4” closed with a 3” drop point
blade, featuring the Central Pacific Railroad “Jupiter” engine with
corresponding label on the blade. Fifth, a “tanto”-style folder, 4” closed
with a 3 1/4” single-edged tanto point blade, with an East Asian dragon
escutcheon on the handle. All knives are excellent with few if any
discernible blemishes. (129003-6F)

167 Folding Knives & Multitools
Five pocket utility folders with multiple blades and tools. First, a
Victorinox Swiss Army knife, 3 1/2” closed, red handles, with 3” knife
blade, 1 1/2” knife blade, 3” cross-cut saw, awl/punch, scissors, bottle
opener, can opener, and corkscrew. The knife rates excellent. Second,
a Camillus 1960-dated U.S. military multitool pocket knife, 3 3/4” closed,
checkered stainless steel handles, with 2 3/4” knife blade,
screwdriver/bottle opener, can opener, and punch. The handles are
hand-scratched in various areas with lettering reading “USN”, “DRS”
(likely owner’s initials) and “1958-1962” (perhaps length of service). The
knife rates excellent with no blemishes aside from the markings. Third,
another Camillus 1960 knife of the same description, rating good with
scattered minute handling marks and flecks of minor oxidation. Fourth,
an all-steel Liter-brand advertising knife (MacDermid) with a 2”
sheepsfoot blade, nail file and can opener/flathead screwdriver, rating
good with light handling marks and a bit of looseness at the hinges.
Finally, a Leatherman Micra multitool, 2 1/2” folded, with 1 1/2” knife
blade, scissors, flathead and phillips screwdrivers, bottle opener/punch,
file, and tweezers, in excellent condition with minimal handling wear.
(129003-6G)

168 Franklin Mint & Jaguar Mixed Collectible Folding Knives
Five knives, comprising one Jaguar and four Franklin Mint Collector
Series knives in a variety of designs. The Jaguar knife measures 4 1/4”
closed with a 3 1/4” single-edged clipped point blade. The handle
features brass bolsters in foliate relief and faux ivory grips with a
scrimshaw of an alligator on the reverse face. The second measures 5
1/4” closed with a 3 1/2” single-edged clipped point blade. The handle is
nickel-plated with a pewter howling wolf’s head pommel and the grip is
inlaid with a portrait of a wolf howling at the moon. Third, a Colt
commemorative knife, 4 1/4” closed with a 3” single-edged clipped point
blade, decorated with a handle escutcheon of a Colt 1877 Double-Action
“Lightning” revolver and corresponding label on the blade. The fourth is
4 1/4” closed with a 3 1/4” blade, decorated by an illustration of a snow
leopard with a mountainous backdrop. The fifth measures 5” closed with
a 3 1/2” clipped point blade. The pommel is a painted eagle’s head in
natural animal colors and the grips are varnished hardwood with brass
bolsters. All knives are in excellent condition with few if any blemishes.
(129003-6H)

169 Assorted Folding Knives
Six knives. First, three Flying Falcon Wave Raider knives, 4 1/4” closed
with 3” single-edged partially serrated blade, pierced black polymer
handles and tip-down pocket clips. Next, a Frost Cutlery Flying Falcon
(no relation to the previous), 3 1/2” closed, 2 1/2” partially serrated blade
with black and white plastic grips and a tip-up pocket clip. Next, a
Kershaw Black Colt, 4” folded, 3 1/4” single-edged clipped point blade
and black rubber finger-grooved grips. Finally, an unmarked “Italian
Stiletto”-pattern folder, 5” closed with a 4” single-edged clipped point
blade and a yellow brass crocodile inlaid in the reverse grip. All knives
are in excellent condition with no discernible blemishes. (129003-6I)

170 Case Folding Knives
Three Case folding knives. First, a Case XX 58L SS Lockback Folder, 4
1/4” closed, 3 1/4” single-edged clipped point blade, brass bolsters and
bone handles. Includes a tooled leather Case-marked belt sheath. The
knife is excellent with no discernible blemishes. Next, an older Case
folder, 3 1/4” closed, with two blades: 2” and 1 1/2”, both spear point.
The bolsters are aluminum and the handles black bakelite. The knife
rates good with speckled gray and ocher patina on the blades and light
handling marks across the handles. Third, a Ducks Unlimited
commemorative pocket folder, 2 3/4” closed, with two blades: 2” clipped
point, 1 1/2” spear point. The bolsters are nickel and the handles bone.
The knife is excellent with few if any blemishes. (129003-6J)
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171 Schrade Uncle Henry Lockback Folding Knives
Two “Uncle Henry”-marked Schrade folding knives. The first is 3 3/4”
closed with a 3 3/4” single-edged clipped point blade. The bolsters are
aluminum and the grips are cherry or similar hardwood. The knife is
excellent with no discernible blemishes. The second is 5” closed with a
4” single-edged clipped point blade, brass bolsters and faux stag
handles. The blade is excellent, the brass is very good plus with an
overall golden-brown patina and scattered instances of ocher, green and
brown tarnish. Each knife includes an original Schrade leather belt
pouch, both of which are excellent. (129003-6K)

172 Smith & Wesson S.W.A.T. Linerlock Folding Knife
5” closed, 3 3/4” single-edged spear point blade with a reverse face
thumbstud. The handles are satin aluminum with inlaid black stippled
rubber panels and a tip-down pocket clip. Includes a black genuine
leather belt pouch with an eagle’s head tooled on the closing flap. Knife
and pouch are both in mint condition. (129003-6L)

173 Colt Ridge Runner Folding Knife
4 3/4” closed, 3 1/2” single-edged satin stainless clipped point blade,
hardwood laminate grips with a silver Colt medallion inlaid in the reverse
grip. Includes the original Colt-marked tooled leather belt pouch. Knife
and pouch are both in mint condition. (129003-6M)

174 Remington R-7 Turkey Hunter Folding Knife
4 1/4” closed, 3 1/2” single-edged straight point canted blade, jigged
Delrin grips and aluminum bolsters. The knife also features a steel
punch and a choke wrench for 10 and 12 ga. Remington chokes. The
knife is in excellent condition with no discernible blemishes. (129003-6N)

175 Handcrafted Sheath Knives
Two fixed blade knives. The first is a skinner measuring 11 1/2” overall
with a 7 1/2” single-edged curved blade with a spear point. The blade is
brightly polished and shows remnant ridges from the series of grinds
which form the tapered cross section from the thick spine to the razor
edge. Areas of speckled smoky gray patina can be seen here and there
on the faces. The sturdy well-fitted handle is wood in two spheres
ending in an inverted cone. A crack is present on the rear of the grip
which has no impact on fit or function. The leather sheath is whole with
surface-level handling marks; the stitching has been lost from the front
edge, partially replaced by a length of steel wire. Overall the knife is a
highly functional and well-made tool in very fine condition. The second
knife is 11 1/4” overall with a 6 1/4” double-edged spear point blade
ground from a file or rasp. The handle is a contoured cylinder of
varnished hardwood with a brass ferrule. The handle shows some light
handling marks but no more than surface-level wear. The blade shows
only expected polishing and sharpening marks. The sheath is wood
bound in leather with light surface scuffing throughout and excellent
stitching. Overall the knife rates very good with only slight cosmetic
wear. (128433-85A)

176 Handcrafted Sheath Knives
Two fixed blade knives. The first is 11” in length with a 6 1/2” full tang
single-edged spear point blade. The handles are walnut with aluminum
bolsters. Areas of smoky gray patina be seen scattered across the
faces, otherwise the knife is polished bright and in excellent condition.
The second knife is 10” overall with 5 1/2” blade. The blade consists of
an octagonal rod in the first 2” from the hilt which has been hammered
to a double-edged spear point blade with a diamond cross-section in the
last 3 1/2”. The cruciform guard is held loosely by nails and shows about
30 degrees of play to the right and left but otherwise stays in position.
The grip is burnt oak contoured like the haft of a small axe or similar tool
and may be repurposed from such an item. The metal surfaces show an
overall dusky gray patina except for the original sharpening marks on
the blade and the handle shows only minor scuffs. The leather sheath is
stiff with some dark patina and instances of finish flaking but tight
complete stitching and little to no material loss. Overall the knife is in fine
condition. A nice pair of interesting handmade knives. (128433-85B)

177 Nigerian Ogboni Ceremonial Knife
18” overall with a 12” blade, this knife features the Yoruba religious
iconography of the Ogboni fraternal society of Nigeria. The brass hilt is
cast as a male figure holding traditional ritual devices. The blade
features an extended tang for use as a grip, a 9” concave cutting edge
and a rounded tip. The brass figure exhibits strong green verdigris over
the majority of the surfaces. The blade is an overall ocher tone with
areas of mottled tan and dark gray, showing pitting across the faces and
numerous impact marks along the edges. A fascinating relic example of
a Nigerian ceremonial blade. (128433-85C)

178 Handcrafted “Rifleman’s Knife”
15 1/4” overall, 10” double-edged leaf-shaped spear point blade. The
canted handle is polished natural antler with an offshoot set with a piece
of steel machined into a bullet starter. The base of the prong has
chipped where the starter is attached but the piece remains in place,
though a bit loose. The blade is an overall dark pewter with scattered
areas of pinprick pitting visible under light. The edges are a bit rough but
remain cutting sharp. The handle is unblemished except the
aforementioned chip. An interesting primitive-style knife. (128433-85E)

179 Antique Handcrafted Sheath Knife
11” overall, 6 1/2” full tang single-edged blade with a slightly trailing
point. The flat steel crossguard features a thin extension bent into a
finger ring with the end tucked between the tang and the reverse-side
handle. The handles are oak, flared at the butt and fastened by simple
iron nails. The blade exhibits a smoky gray patina overall with numerous
sharpening marks, some of which are from a later sharpening by
machine or grindstone, and the edge itself is razor sharp. The handle
exhibits only minor handling marks from the years and an unobtrusive
non-flexing crack behind the finger ring. The sheath is leather with
hammered sheet steel mounts held by iron rivets. The leather exhibits a
strong age patina and the steel shows a mottled patina of tin-gray and
brown. Other than the patina the leather shows little to no deterioration
and no material loss. Knife and sheath are both in fine condition. A very
nice old knife and still a highly serviceable tool, this is an intriguing find
for collectors of primitive blades. (128433-85F)

180 Antique Handmade Sheath Knife
12” overall, 7 1/2” single-edged spear point blade with a 2 1/2”
sharpened false edge. The blade is engraved by hand with various
designs including simple scrollwork, a rudimentary landscape on the
obverse face depicting a hunter and dog in pursuit of a rabbit, a
Freemason’s Square & Compass symbol, the date “1896” and the name
“Tony Falkenbach” on the reverse face. The blade is polished to a
reflective sheen and exhibits an overall tone of mottled gray with black
and ocher staining. The etching remains crisp and the edges are sharp
with tiny maintenance marks and minute remnant nicks. The hilt is
excellent with few if any blemishes, comprising a flat nickel silver guard
and a stag handle with a hammered steel pommel. The sheath is black
leather with sheet steel mounts and rates very good, showing light
surface wear and a few finish cracks in the leather and an overall
mottled ocher and gray patina on the steel. A nicely maintained
craftsman’s sheath knife. (128433-85G)

181 Rare James Westa Bowie-Style Hunting Knife
10 3/4” overall, 6 3/4” single-edged clipped point blade. The reverse
face flat is engraved with the address of rare maker “James Westa /
Lord St. / Sheffield” and the ricasso is marked “DCL”. Absence of an
“England” marking suggests this knife predates U.S. 1891 import
regulations. The grips are horn in natural colors of translucent yellow
and opaque tobacco. An added period leather binding is shrunk to fit the
grip. Bright marks can be seen along the edge of the blade from an
aggressive sharpening, as can areas of shallow dark gray pitting, pewter
patina throughout and hints of ocher mostly at the ricasso. The nickel
silver guard is mottled with a light gray patina and a few darker spots.
Overall the blade is in poor condition, the hilt is fair. The leather sheath
appears to be a slightly later well-made custom piece in overall good
condition with a few light surface scuffs and moderate crazing on the
belt hanger as well as several areas of replacement stitching along the
seams. (128433-85H) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250

182 Vintage Custom Ivory Handle Bowie Knife
This unmarked Bowie knife measures 12 3/4” overall with a 7 3/4”
single-edged trailing clipped point blade. The workshop-machined blade
is bright, excellent and razor sharp, showing only light sharpening marks
near the edge and occasional flecks of dark gray patina here or there.
The brass guard shows a pleasing golden brown patina with areas of
green staining from leather contact. The grips are ivory held by brass
pins, showing a softly streaked yellow-cream color. A 1” segment near
the pommel on the obverse grip has broken loose but is still retained by
the pins; the reverse grip has lost some material at the guard which has
been replaced by a ceramic or similar material of comparable color. The
leather sheath shows moderate amounts of light surface-level scuffing
and crazing throughout while retaining tight complete stitching and
showing no material loss. Overall the sheath rates very good.
(128433-85I)

183 Superb Antique Marsh Brothers & Co. Sheffield Hunting Knife
11” overall, 7” single-edged clipped point blade. The flat of the reverse
face is marked “The Hunter’s Companion” and the ricasso is marked
“Marsh / Bros. & Co. / Celebrated / Cutlery”. The guard is die-cast nickel
silver with foliate and floral designs, the grips are black ash or similar
hardwood with inlaid mother-of-pearl rings on the reverse face. The
blade is excellent, featuring a professional-grade mirror bright polish,
crisp markings and sparse remnants of subtle dark gray pinprick pitting
here and there. Tiny sharpening and handling marks can be seen here
and there on the blade and smooth razor edge under strong light but no
other wear of note. The hilt is also excellent, nearly unblemished except
for negligible handling marks on the grips and a pewter patina on the
tang. The leather sheath rates very fine, showing little wear except some
light crazing at the tip and a small stitch repair of the belt loop. A highly
attractive example of premium Sheffield cutlery. (128433-85J) (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
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184 Handcrafted Ivory Handle Bowie Knife
14 1/2” overall, 8 1/2” single-edged clipped point blade with a single
stopped fuller on the reverse face. The blade features decorative
geometric designs stamped on the reverse face and the large octagonal
ivory handle is decorated with red and black painted linear engraving.
The steel shows a speckled gray patina across the otherwise bright
faces and tiny light handling marks can be seen scattered throughout.
The handle is toned to a light cream color and rates near excellent with
a few instances of paint loss, tiny non-flexing cracks at the rivets and
guard and only minute handling marks visible under strong light. An
impressive ivory-hilted art knife. (128433-85K)

185 Antique Sinhalese Piha-Kaetta
This attractively decorated South Asian knife measures 10” overall and
features a 6 1/2” blade with a slightly forward-canted straight dropped
point and single stopped fullers. The blade is decorated at the base and
in the fullers with die-cast silver plating with elegant scrollwork. The hilt
is a strikingly intricate brass foliate scroll relief with swirls of inlaid silver
and the contoured handle is carved tobacco-toned horn. The steel
surfaces of the blade are a smooth smoky pewter with pinprick pitting
spaced throughout. The plating is very good plus to excellent, showing
some peeling along the spine and a small area of loss on the obverse
face with the balance of the silver and brass remaining excellent. The
handle has lost a segment behind the rear brass pin on either side but is
otherwise undamaged. Despite its wear, this remains a fine example of
this beautiful and elegant knife form. (128433-85L

186 Fixed Blade Knives
Two knives. First, a large custom knife measuring 15 3/4” overall with an
11 3/4” single-edged clipped point Bowie blade with a single unstopped
fuller on the obverse face. The brass handles are curiously mounted
such that the quillons are perpendicular to the blade and appear to be
repurposed from what may be a doorstop or furniture fitting. The blade is
an overall smooth gray tone freckled throughout by fine shallow pitting
and shows slight roughness along the length of the edge. The brass
surfaces show some mottled light patina and are toned to an overall light
goldenrod. Overall the knife is in good condition. Second, a souvenir
jambiya measuring 14 1/2” overall with a 9” curved trailing point blade
with a 4” sharpened false edge. The handle is dark brown hardwood and
the pommel is plated in brass. The blade shows minute sharpening
marks, hints of gray patina and some light scabbard wear. The handle
shows only surface-level scuffs. The scabbard is bright yellow brass and
rates excellent. (128433-85M)

187 Socket Bayonets
Two bayonets. First, a U.S. Model 1816 bayonet: 3” socket with a
bottom-bridged three-step T-mortise; 16” triangular prow point blade with
hollow-ground back fullers and partial face fuller running 9” from the tip.
The steel is cleaned to a reflective bright with areas of brown staining on
the socket and gray patina in the back flutes. Small instances of
oxidation can be seen scattered here and there. Overall the bayonet
rates very good. The second bayonet is an ornamental piece pairing to
an unknown arm. The brass socket is 3 1/8” with an open three-step
L-mortise decorated by engraved checkering along the body and
pierced raised bands near either end. The shank is cast brass in the
shape of a face. The steel blade is 9 1/2” from the end of the shank,
double-edged with a spear point and double tapered unstopped central
fullers. The steel is a dark gray mottled with dark ocher. Soft engraving
can be seen depicting foliate on the top face and a two-headed
waterfowl on the back face. The brass shows an overall mottled copper
and tobacco tone; the rear of the socket has been compressed on one
side, shrinking the opening of the mortise. Overall the bayonet is in good
condition and remains an attractive antique. (128433-85N)

188 U.S. M1 Bayonet by PAL
Pairs with the U.S. M1 Garand Rifle. 14 1/2” overall, 10” single-edged
spear point blade with a single unstopped fuller running through the tip.
This blade has been arsenal-shortened to M1 specifications from an
earlier M1942 bayonet. The ricasso is marked “PAL / U.S. (around
Flaming Bomb) / 1943” on the reverse face. The arsenal-applied
Parkerization retains about 98% finish with only slight instances of
thinning at the edges of the guard. The ribbed black plastic grips rate
excellent with only two or three tiny handling marks. Overall the bayonet
is in excellent condition. The correct M7 scabbard shows some speckled
ocher patina on the throat, very light handling marks throughout and the
beginnings of a crack along one of the seams. Still, the blemishes are
minor and the scabbard rates very good plus. (129064-1)

189 Unmarked Japanese Sword Blade
This hiltless Japanese sword measures 32” from the tang, 26 1/2” from
the choil. The blade is a shinogi-zukuri profile with a copper habaki. The
sword is in fair to good condition, showing a mottled smoky gray and
brown patina across the length. Handling and small impact marks can
be seen along the faces and spine. The cutting edge exhibits some
areas of roughness and a perpendicular hairline crack starting to form at
the midpoint. The tang shows moderately strong oxidation across much
of the surface and no signs of any markings or signature. The only
included fittings are the pierced iron tsuba and an iron throat ring from a
scabbard. Both show a strong dark patina mottled with dark ocher-brown
oxidation staining. The blade is well-made and could be a serviceable
cutter if not for the aforementioned crack. A good candidate for
restoration which will clean up nicely. (129316-12A)

190 Knights of Pythias Uniform Rank Fraternal Sword by The Henderson
Ames Co.
34 1/2” overall, 24 1/2” double-edged spear point blade with a diamond
cross-section. The ricasso is marked “The / Henderson / Ames Co. /
Kalamazoo / Mich” on the reverse face. Either face of the blade is
frost-etched with panels showing typical Knights of Pythias fraternal
symbols such as armored knights, “FCB” coat-of-arms, cala lilies and
Greco-Roman architecture as well as elegant foliate scrollwork between
the images. The obverse face is inscribed to the “Worcester Company
No. 7” in Blackletter script. The hilt is silver-plated brass with a fixed
obverse counterguard, folding reverse counterguard and single
knucklebow. The obverse guard is marked “U R” around a cala lily in a
checkered diamond and the reverse guard is centered by an “FCB”
shield emblem. The pommel is also cast with a cala lily and “FCB” shield
on the obverse and reverse, respectively. The blade is near excellent,
toned to an overall smoky pewter gray; the etching nonetheless remains
crisp and few if any handling marks are visible. The hilt retains generous
amounts of silver finish with a distinguished dark patina; streaks of
copper-toned brass can be seen at the edges and higher surfaces. The
interior faces of the guards retain strong bright silver with occasional
streaks of black. The japanned black grip is bound in brass spirals and
rates near excellent with only minor surface scuffing. Overall a very fine
fraternal sword. (129316-12B)

191 Commercial AK-47 Automatic Bayonet
One folding bayonet with an automatic push-button release. 7 1/4”
closed, 6 1/4” single-edged clipped point blade with short unstopped
fullers. The metal surfaces are stainless steel and the grips are
cherry-colored hardwood laminate. The bayonet is in mint condition,
showing no discernible blemishes and a crisp excellent release. A
camouflage nylon belt pouch in excellent condition is included.
[Automatic knives may be sold to New Hampshire residents only.]
(129316-8BA)

192 KA-BAR Tanto No. 1245
12 3/4” overall, 8” partially serrated single-edged tanto point blade with a
rubber grip and a black powder finish. The knife is in near-mint condition
with a flawless razor sharp factory edge and only the barest hints of
scabbard wear hardly worth the mention. The scabbard is black
glass-strengthened nylon with nylon web snap-button closing straps and
also rates excellent. A fantastic KA-BAR in like-new condition.
(129316-8BB)

193 Switchblade Stiletto Knives
Two automatic lockback folding stiletto knives. The first measures 7”
closed and has a 6” single-edged spear point blade with a 2 1/2” false
edge. The grips are stag with brass pins stainless steel bolsters. The
factory sharp edge is untouched and the action functions flawlessly. The
second knife measures 6” overall and has a 4 3/4” single-edged spear
point blade with a 2” unsharpened false edge. The grips are faux pearl
with brass pins. Tiny handling marks can be seen on the blade and hints
of cloudiness appear on the bolsters, otherwise the finish is excellent.
The action stops just short of a full open and must be manually pushed
the last few degrees into a locked position. [Automatic Knives May Be
Sold to New Hampshire Residents Only.] (129316-8BC)

194 Buck 113 Ranger NRA Edition Fixed Blade Knife
7 1/4” overall, 3” full tang single-edged drop point blade. The contoured
handles are Delrin with brass pins and brass bolsters. The NRA eagle
logo is engraved on the obverse bolster. Hints of very slight tarnish are
visible at the forward edges of the bolsters, otherwise the knife is in mint
condition. Includes the original factory box. (129316-8BD)
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195 Fixed Blade Sheath Knives
Two knives with leather sheaths. The first is a Cutco knife measuring 10”
overall with a 5 1/4” single-edged fully serrated blade. The contoured
one-piece handle is faux pearl with a nickel silver bolster and pommel.
The knife is in mint condition with a perfect mirror finish and the leather
sheath is excellent with only negligible expected handling scuffs hardly
worth mention. The second knife is a Normark Fiskars knife measuring 9
1/4” overall with a 5” single-edged blade with a Scandi grind and a very
subtle clipped point. The blade exhibits a smooth sharp edge with
sharpening and handling marks along the length. The handle is black
bakelite marked “Normark” on the obverse face with a brass bolster and
pommel cap. Light handling marks can be seen on the grip and the
brass is a pale yellow mottled by thin instances of tarnish. Overall the
knife is in good condition. The sheath rates very good plus to excellent,
showing some light scuffing and handling marks but overall only
superficial wear. (129316-8BE)

196 AK-47 & British No. 9 Mk. 1 Bayonets
Two AK-47 bayonets and one British no. 9 Mk. 1 bayonet for the
Lee-Enfield No. 4 rifle. The AK-47 bayonets each measure 12 1/2”
overall with 8” single-edged spear point blades with single unstopped
fullers. The bayonets appear to be recent production and are in
excellent condition, unblemished except for some light scuffing around
the grooves of the wood grips from previous mounting. The No. 9
bayonet is also excellent, numbered to the scabbard (331925) and
shows only light oil stains and pinprick instances of patina on the socket
and scabbard from storage. The edge is razor sharp and appears
untouched from the factory. A high-condition example. (129316-8BF)

197 U.S. M7 Bayonet in Unopened Original Packaging
Pairs with the U.S. M16 rifle. One U.S. M7 bayonet & scabbard in
complete original factory packaging. The box is dated “12-76” and the
plastic sleeve of the bayonet is dated “1-74”. The shipping box has been
opened, the plastic bayonet sleeve remains factory sealed and the
scabbard has never been unwrapped. A pristine unopened U.S.
bayonet. (129316-8BG)

198 U.S. M6 Bayonet by Imperial In Original Packaging
Pairs with the U.S. M14 rifle. One M6 bayonet, sans scabbard, in
original factory packing including plastic sleeve, foil wrap and unmarked
cardboard box. The plastic sleeve is dated “9/68”. The sleeve and foil
have been opened and the bayonet removed for examination several
times prior to consignment and appear to have always been carefully
repackaged. The bayonet is in factory mint condition with no signs of
use or wear. A pristine and carefully handled U.S. bayonet with original
packaging. (129316-8BH)

199 U.S. M6 Bayonet by Imperial
Pairs with the U.S. M14 rifle. 11 1/2” overall, 6 3/4” single-edged spear
point blade with a 3” sharpened false edge. The bayonet is in excellent
near mint condition with no signs of use or previous mounting and only
negligible storage and handling scuffs hardly worth mention. The
included U.S. M8A1 scabbard is also excellent with no blemishes except
some accumulations of verdigris on the brass fittings of the closing
strap. (129316-8BI)

200 U.S. M6 Bayonet by Columbus Milpar
Pairs with the U.S. M14 rifle. 11 1/2” overall, 6 3/4” single-edged spear
point blade with a 3” sharpened false edge. A piece of cloth tape marked
“P-5” is adhered to the left grip and the same is painted in white on the
pommel. The blade shows expertly re-ground bevels and quality applied
blue, possibly from an arsenal rework, retaining about 85% finish on the
blade with silvering from scabbard contact and 70% thinning polished
Parkerization visible on the hilt. The checkered black plastic grip is
excellent, showing no blemishes of note. The included U.S. M8A1
scabbard is near excellent, showing no blemishes save some
accumulations of verdigris on the brass fittings of the closing strap.
(129316-8BJ)

201 U.S. M6 Bayonet by Imperial
Pairs with the U.S. M14 rifle. 11 1/2” overall, 6 3/4” single-edged spear
point blade with a 3” sharpened false edge. The number “101” is painted
in white on the pommel. The metal surfaces retain a strong 98% original
Parkerization with some light silvering at the edges of the guard. The
checkered black plastic grips show a few light scuffs at the edges and
some remnants of OD green paint along the spine but otherwise little
wear. Overall the bayonet is excellent. The included M8A1 scabbard
would rate excellent as well except for accumulations of verdigris on the
brass fittings of the closing strap. (129316-8BK)

202 U.S. M1942 Bayonet by Union Fork & Hoe
Pairs with the U.S. M1903 and M1 Garand rifles. 20 1/2” overall, 16”
single-edged spear point blade with single unstopped fullers and a 5
1/2” false edge. The ricasso is marked “UFH / U.S. (around Flaming
Bomb) / 1942” on the reverse face. The bayonet rates excellent,
retaining about 98% original Parkerized finish with tiny instances of
silvering at the edges of the guard; the ribbed brown plastic grips are
unblemished. The matching U.S. M3 scabbard is also excellent, showing
only negligible storage scuffs. (129316-8BL)

203 U.S. M1942 Bayonet by Oneida Ltd.
Pairs with the U.S. M1903 and M1 Garand rifles. 20 1/2” overall, 15”
single-edged spear point blade with single unstopped fullers and a 5
1/2” false edge. The ricasso is marked “OL / U.S. (around Flaming
Bomb) / 1942” on the reverse face and with a softened crossed cannons
insignia on the obverse. The bayonet is in excellent condition, retaining
about 98% Parkerized finish on the metal surfaces with a small area of
silvering near the tip and showing no discernible blemishes on the
ribbed black plastic grip. The matching M3 scabbard is near excellent
with some light handling scuffs on the body and a slight ocher tint on the
throat. (129316-8BM)

204 U.S. M1942 Bayonet by Utica Cutlery
Pairs with the U.S. M1903 and M1 Garand rifles. 20 1/2” overall, 15”
single-edged spear point blade with single unstopped fullers and a 5
1/2” false edge. The ricasso is marked “U.C. / U.S. (around Flaming
Bomb) / 1942” on the reverse face and with a softened crossed cannons
insignia on the obverse. The bayonet is in excellent condition, the metal
surfaces retaining about 95% original parkerized finish with areas of
silvering on the guard and the ribbed black plastic grips showing few if
any blemishes. The matching M3 scabbard is also excellent, showing
little to no wear. (129316-8BN)

205 U.S. M1 Bayonet by Utica Cutlery
Pairs with the U.S. M1 Garand rifle. 14 1/2” overall, 10” single-edged
spear point blade with single unstopped fullers and a 3” false edge. The
ricasso is marked “U.C. / U.S. (around Flaming Bomb)” on the reverse
face. The bayonet retains about 98% original Parkerized finish on the
metal surfaces and would rate excellent except for light instances of
silvering on the guard and occasional tiny handling marks scattered
across the grips and blade. The matching M7 scabbard is also near
excellent with just a few light handling marks here and there.
(129316-8BP)

206 U.S. Military Machetes
Two U.S. military issue machetes. First, a WWII-vintage “True Temper”
machete: 23” overall, 18” single-edged Latin-style blade with tan plastic
grips. The blade is marked with a softened “True Temper / 1945” next to
“U.S.” lettering on the reverse face of the ricasso. The blade exhibits a
mottled thinning blue & pewter and the edge is bright, having been
sharpened several times, possibly in-theater. Areas of roughness can be
seen along the edge and the grips show light scuffs and stains,
otherwise the machete is in very good condition and remains a very
serviceable tool. The matching OD green canvas web sheath, also
1945-dated, rates excellent, showing only expected light age fading and
some dark patina on the copper throat mounts. Second, a “U.S.”-marked
Ontario Knife Co. machete: 23” overall, 18” Latin-style blade with black
plastic grips. The blade retains a strong 95% matte blue finish scattered
by cloudy hints of ocher throughout. The resharpened edge is bright with
remnant areas of blue on the bevels. The handles are worn but in good
condition: the lobed extensions at the end of each grip have separated
from their respective handles, held in place by the end rivet. The
obverse grip has a chip at the base of the blade and areas of roughness
and pitting are present on either handle. Despite the wear, the grips
remain firmly affixed and the tool is functionally unimpeded. A pair of
highly capable U.S. military machetes with some rugged character.
(129316-8BQ)

207 Mexican Caribbean Souvenir Cutlass
36” overall, 29 1/2” single-edged blade with a straight-backed point.
Either face of the stainless steel blade is etched along the length with
panels of foliate and floral scroll centered by the text “Caribe Mexicano”.
The thick hilt is cast aluminum with a half-basket guard, eagle’s head
pommel and a grooved one-piece wraparound hardwood grip bound in
twisted brass wire. The guard is decorated by geometric waves and a
raised disc on the top face engraved with a rudimentary eagle. Overall
the sword rates very good plus to excellent, showing only very minor
hints of gray patina and negligible handling marks here and there on the
metal surfaces. The included leather sheath also rates very good,
having lightened and softened somewhat but showing no damage of
note. (129869-5C)
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208 WWII German Fighting Knife
11” overall, 6 1/2” single-edged spear point blade with a 3 1/2” false
edge. The flat steel guard shows a shallow S-curve and the grips are
plain hickory or ash held by three steel pins. A small droop wing eagle
over “6” proof mark can be seen on the obverse face of the ricasso,
otherwise the knife is unmarked. The metal surfaces are very good plus,
overall bright with thin clouds of smoky pewter and dusky ocher patina
scattered across the faces, and light scabbard marks along the length of
the blade. The grips show only a few tiny handling marks and rate
excellent. The scabbard is black-painted steel with a spring clip,
retaining about 80% original paint finish. Areas of exposed steel and
mild oxidation can be seen at the edges and near the tip and tiny
expected handling marks are visible throughout. Overall the scabbard is
very good plus to excellent. A nice German trench or “boot” fighting
knife. (129869-2) (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

209 Italian M.V.S.N. Dagger
12 3/4” overall, 8 1/4” double-edged spear point blade. The cutting
surfaces are longer on the reverse edge, running 7 1/4” from the tip and
5 1/2” on the obverse. The blade has been cleaned, the primary bevels
machine-ground and the lower half of the faces showing fine machine
polishing marks across the width. Remnant hints of pinprick pitting can
be seen in the upper portion of the blade, visible only under strong light.
The guard features a nice 90% original slightly thinning blue with
silvering at the edges and occasional specks of oxidation. The
finger-grooved one-piece grip shows a few light handling marks but
otherwise rates very fine. The steel scabbard is embossed on the front
face with a fasces symbol above the letters “M.V.S.N.” (Milizia Volontara
par la Sicurezza Nazionale). The scabbard retains about 90% original
black paint finish with flaking areas of exposed gray and light handling
marks scattered throughout. An altogether very good cleaned example
as carried by Mussolini’s “Blackshirts”. (129373-34B) (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

210 Custom Handmade Bowie Knife
One contemporary handmade bowie knife, 14 3/4” overall, 9 1/2”
single-edged full tang clipped point blade with a 6” unsharpened false
edge. The grips are russet leather strips held by brass screws. The
blade is bright, razor sharp and excellent with few if any blemishes,
showing only a few instances of uneven grinding on the bevels. The
leather shows no more than light handling wear. Includes a handmade
riveted leather belt sheath. (128302-4R)

211 British No. 4 Mk. II and No. 9 Mk. 1 Bayonets
Three socket bayonets for the Lee-Enfield No. 4 rifle family, comprising
two No. 9 Mk. 1 knife bayonets and one No. 4 Mk. II spike bayonet. The
knife bayonets are 10” overall and have 8” single-edged clipped point
blades with single unstopped fullers and crisp British proofs. The first is
finished bright with a matte black socket and rates excellent, showing
few blemishes except very light scabbard and handling wear and small
oil stains at the middle of either face of the blade. The included
scabbard also rates excellent, retaining about 98% original matte blue
finish with minimal wear. The second is parkerized with a black paint
finish on the socket. No scabbard is present, the bayonet is in fine
condition with a few light handling marks and instances of exposed gray
steel at the edges of the socket. The spike bayonet is 10” overall and
has an 8” spike with a two-sided point. The bayonet retains about 98%
arsenal-quality parkerization and rates excellent with only minimal
handling marks and slightly softened proofs. (129793-24A)

212 Rizzuto Italian Switchblade Stilletto
This out-the-front automatic folding knife measures 5” closed and has a
4” stainless single-edged spear point blade with a 1 1/2” false edge. The
handle features black plastic grips held by brass pins and aluminum
bolsters. The release is jammed and will require repair or replacement.
Otherwise the grips and metal surfaces are in fine condition with minimal
wear. A good practice project for the tinkerer. [Automatic Knives Sold to
NH Residents Only.] (127842-3)

213 U.S. M7 Bayonet by Conetta
Pairs with the U.S. M16 family of rifles. 11 5/8” overall, 6 1/2”
single-edged spear point blade with a 3 1/2” sharp false edge. The
guard is marked “U.S. M7 / Conetta” on the top face. The metal surfaces
retain a strong 99% original parkerized finish with only the slightest wear
from expected scabbard contact and the checkered black plastic grips
are unblemished. Overall the bayonet rates excellent. The U.S. M8A1
scabbard is excellent as well, showing barely visible instances of ocher
staining on the parkerized throat and hints of pale verdigris on the brass
fittings but otherwise little to no wear. (129519-15)

214 LaserLyte Pistol Bayonet
This 5 3/4” overall tactical attachment will fit most large frame pistols
with a lower rail system. LaserLyte paired with K-Bar to create this quick
detachable “Fighting Knife” style bayonet. The bayonet has a 2 3/4”
medium carbon stainless blade with Black Oxide Teflon finish and a
glass filled nylon handle with integrated mount and release. This unit
looks like a miniature version of the iconic K-Bar fighting knife and
remains sealed in its original factory packaging. This
as-new-dealer-stock item includes a polymer sheath and is in excellent
condition. (109413-87C)

215 LaserLyte Pistol Bayonet
This 5 3/4” overall tactical attachment will fit most large frame pistols
with a lower rail system. LaserLyte paired with K-Bar to create this quick
detachable “Fighting Knife” style bayonet. The bayonet has a 2 3/4”
medium carbon stainless blade with Black Oxide Teflon finish and a
glass filled nylon handle with integrated mount and release. This unit
looks like a miniature version of the iconic K-Bar fighting knife and
remains sealed in its original factory packaging. This
as-new-dealer-stock item includes a polymer sheath and is in excellent
condition. (109413-87D)

216 Excellent Scarce Portuguese AR-10 Bayonet by Artillerie Inrichtingen
Pairs with the Portuguese contract AR-10 rifle as produced by Artillerie
Inrichtingen. This Dutch-manufactured bayonet measures 12” overall
with a 7 1/2” single-edged spear point blade and 4 1/2” sharp false
edge. The only identifying mark is the Artillerie Inrichtingen trademark on
the reverse face of the ricasso. The metal surfaces show a nearly
flawless 99% original parkerized finish and the one-piece wraparound
walnut grip is wholly unblemished. The scabbard shows only very light
handling wear and also rates excellent. Artillerie Inrichtingen produced
1556 AR-10 rifles for Portugal in 1960, an additional 240
Portuguese-type rifles for Dutch Army trials (only a few of which used
this type of bayonet) and an unspecified small quantity of rifles for Italy,
thought to be fewer than 500, delivered by 1962. Total production of this
bayonet pattern may be estimated to between 1600 and 2100 units.
Given its pristine condition, this specimen is likely among the few used
for the Dutch Army trials. A marvelous scarce find for fans of the
Armalite rifle family. (129519-16)

217 Unit-Marked WWII German Police Dress Bayonet by E. & F. Hörster
17 1/2” overall, 13” single-edged spear point blade with single
unstopped fullers running through the tip. This example has been
shortened, likely a 3rd Reich conversion from an earlier Weimar Police
bayonet. The ricasso is marked “E.&F. Hörster / Solingen” on the
reverse face and trademarked on the obverse. The guard is unit-marked
“S.Ka.I.64” on the reverse. The blade is finished mirror bright and rates
near excellent, showing only tiny handling marks across the faces and
sparse barely visible specks of gray patina here or there, mostly on the
spine. The metal surfaces of the hilt are aluminum in nickel plate with
detailed relief of oak leaf panels on the guard and feathers on the
eagle’s head pommel. The grips are stag held by aluminum pins and the
obverse grip is adorned by an aluminum Reichsadler emblem. Small
areas of exposed bright aluminum can be seen on the higher surfaces,
otherwise the hilt shows few if any signs of wear. The scabbard is steel
in black leather with nickel-plated mounts and a correct leather frog. The
leather shows some light surface-level handling marks across the body
and a small bulge in the seam on the reverse face. The steel tip shows
some subtle cloudy freckling visible under light. Included is an excellent
green and silver portepee on a black, silver and red band. A highly
attractive police bayonet in very fine condition. (127331-1A) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

218 WWII German Fire Department Dress Dagger by Eickhorn
14 1/2” overall, 9 3/4” single-edged spear point blade with single
unstopped fullers. The ricasso is stamped with an Eickhorn trademark
on the reverse face. The blade is finished mirror-bright and rates
excellent, showing only scattered minute handling marks and scabbard
wear visible under light. The metal surfaces of the hilt are nickel-plated
aluminum and show sparse tiny instances of bubbling but are otherwise
excellent, the checkered black plastic grips are unblemished. The steel
scabbard is japanned black with a black leather frog. The leather
exhibits some minimal crazing and light fading, the scabbard shows no
more than superficial handling marks and also rates excellent. Includes
a red and dark yellow portepee on a black leather strap with brass wire
embroidery. The knot is excellent with no blemishes, the strap is very
fine with with some light edge wear on the leather and slight
accumulations of verdigris around the wire. A highly attractive fireman’s
dress dagger in wonderful condition. (127331-1B) (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
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219 WWII German Dress Bayonet by C.D. Schaaf
14 7/8” overall, 10” single-edged spear point blade with single
unstopped fullers. The ricasso is marked “C.D. Schaaf / Solingen” on the
obverse and stamped with Schaaf’s trademark on the reverse. The
blade is bright and excellent, showing a mirror finish with no discernible
blemishes. The hilt is nickel-plated with checkered black plastic grips.
The metal surfaces show barely visible scattered pinprick bubbling here
and there and some minute flaking at the edges, otherwise the grips are
unblemished and the hilt rates excellent as a whole. The steel scabbard
is japanned black and also rates excellent, showing no more than
superficial handling marks and instances of light silvering at the edges.
A high condition dress bayonet. (127331-1C)

220 WW2 German Dress Bayonet by Weyersberg, Kirschbaum & Cie.
12 1/2” overall, 7 1/2” single-edged spear point blade with a 2” beveled
false edge. The ricasso is marked “WKC” beneath the Weyersberg,
Kirschbaum & Cie. Knight’s Helm trademark on the obverse face. The
blade is bright and excellent with only the barest of handling marks. The
nickel-plated hilt is also excellent with pristine checkered black plastic
grips. The metal shows some hints of cloudiness visible on the pommel
under light but otherwise few blemishes. The steel scabbard is japanned
black and in similarly great condition with only superficial handling marks
in the finish here and there. A splendid short dress bayonet.
(127331-1D)

221 Persian VZ-23 Bayonet
21” overall, 15 3/4” single-edged spear point blade with single
unstopped fullers. The base of the pommel is marked with Farsi
characters and stamped with a crown. The bright excellent blade is
unblemished save for a bit of scabbard wear at the tip. Areas of the hilt
are darkened by subtle watery gray patina and superficial handling
marks can be seen on the wood grips, otherwise the hilt rates excellent
as well. The steel scabbard retains about 90% original blue finish with
some small areas of finish loss oil-stained to tan, otherwise the scabbard
is in great condition with some minimal tiny handling marks. A high
condition bayonet for the Persian Mauser. (127331-1E)

222 WW2 German Model 1884/98 3rd Pattern Bayonet
15 1/4” overall, 10” single-edged spear point blade with single
unstopped fullers. The bayonet is wholly unmarked except for a single
letter “o” on the forward edge of the ricasso beneath the choil. The metal
surfaces are finished bright and rate excellent with no more than
superficial handling marks and sparse tiny flecks of gray patina visible
under close inspection. The wooden grips are in very fine condition with
light handling marks only. The steel scabbard is stamped with
Waffenamt “WaA88” on the tip finial and retains a strong 98% blue with
only very light scattered handling marks. Overall an excellent bayonet.
(127331-1F)

223 WW2 German Model 1884/98 3rd Pattern Bayonet
15 1/4” overall, 10” single-edged spear point blade with single
unstopped fullers. The ricasso is coded “44ffc” on the reverse face and
numbered “5337 / d” on the obverse. The pommel is stamped with
Waffenamt “WaA510”. The metal surfaces retain an attractive 98%
original blue, showing some light thinning on the guard and tiny
pinpricks of ocher staining visible on the pommel under light. The ribbed
brown composite grips are unblemished. The few blemishes are hardly
worth mention and do little to detract from the excellent condition of the
arm. The scabbard is numbered to the bayonet and includes a
1944-dated leather frog which also appears original. The body has been
neatly parkerized over a speckled patina of mottled ocher and shows no
more than very light instances of silvering. The frog is very fine and
would rate excellent except for some crazing and usage wear on the
closing strap. Overall this is a desirable example in splendid condition.
(127331-1G)

224 WW2 German Model 1884/98 3rd Pattern Bayonet
15 1/4” overall, 10” single-edged spear point blade with single
unstopped fullers. The ricasso is coded “S/173G” on the reverse face
and numbered “9812e” on the obverse. The metal surfaces show a crisp
95% expertly applied blue with just a few instances of silvering here and
there mostly on the sides of the guard. The wooden grips show only
minute handling marks hardly worth mention. The scabbard is numbered
to the bayonet and includes a correct black leather frog which is quite
likely the original. The scabbard also retains about 95% applied blue.
Superficial handling marks, remnant pinprick pitting and thin streaks of
finish wear at the edges stained to brown can be seen on close
inspection; still, these blemishes detract very little from the overall
condition. The frog shows no more than surface-level scuffing and very
light edge wear. Altogether this is a skillfully restored and well-kept piece
which rates very fine to excellent as refinished. (127331-1H)

225 Smith & Wesson No. 1 Second Issue Revolver
serial #47102, 22 Short, 3 3/16" octagon barrel with a very lightly frosted
bore. The barrel has toned to brown while the cylinder is predominately
brown with original blue mixed in. The brass frame retains about 99%
original silver plate with light high edge wear, the surfaces also show
light handling marks, oxidation stains and limited pitting. The trigger is
toned to brown as are portions of the hammer, although it still retains a
few strong swirls of case-hardened colors. The smooth rosewood factory
grips rate near excellent with light handling marks and are numbered to
the gun. Assembly numbered parts are correct to the gun, it features
three-patent dates on the cylinder, it times and locks up correctly and
barrel-to-frame fit is tight. A fine little Second Issue. (1X8A9896-38)
{ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

226 Winchester Model 59 Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #79914, 12 ga., 26" Versalite barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The steel and fiberglass barrel retains 98% original black finish with a
few tiny scratches and a lightly flaking ring at the end of the threaded
section of the barrel. The alloy receiver retains 98% anodized finish with
tiny light scratches and wear along the edges. The receiver is engraved
with loose scroll and bird scenes. The checkered pistolgrip walnut
buttstock and forearm remain very good plus with light handling marks.
The buttstock has been fitted with a slightly oversized Pachmayr White
Line recoil pad providing a 13 1/4" length of pull. A modified Versalite
choke tube is included. A very good plus Model 59 that is
interchangeable-choke-tube equipped. (2X59755-1) {C&R} (250/500)
Est. 250 - 500

227 Western Arms/Ithaca Long Range Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #23791, 12 ga., 30" dual ivory bead barrels choked modified and
improved modified with excellent bright bores. The barrels retain
perhaps 80% evenly thinning older applied blue toning to brown with
traces of original damascus pattern along the protected edges of the rib.
The action shows evidence of being cleaned with nicely applied bright
case colors. The smooth pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend have
been cleaned as well with a nicely applied oil finish. Length of pull to the
Hawkins ventilated rubber recoil pad measures 14 3/4" with drops of 1
7/8" and 3". The gun locks up tightly with the top lever resting at center
and is equipped with double triggers and a non-automatic safety. A
nicely refinished Long Range double. (1X59768-23) {C&R} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300

228 Marlin Model 336RC Lever Action Carbine
serial #L4296, 35 Rem, 20” JM-marked barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue finish with
light oxidation around the rear sight, specks of oxidation on the receiver
and hammer. The lever shows scattered light dings and remnants of fine
pitting under an added blue finish lightly toning to brown. The hardwood
stock and forend are in near excellent condition with some tiny chips
around the Marlin “bull’s eye” in the toe line, and a few light handling
marks. The carbine retains the bead-on-blade front sight and
sporting-style rear sight, and a 6” Weaver-style rail has been mounted to
the top of the receiver; the carbine is sighted with a Weaver 2.5x scope
mounted in 1” weaver rings, with a crosshair reticle and clear glass. The
carbine appears to function well mechanically. A nice Marlin carbine to
take into the deer woods. (14A9843-7) {C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
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229 Early Westley Richards Bar-In-Wood Double Hammergun
serial #12433, 12 bore (2 1/2"), 27 13/16" Damascus barrels choked
about improved cylinder with partially bright bores showing light pitting
their full-length, some perhaps a bit more moderate though quite small.
This is an early centerfire gun, likely made around 1871-1873, not far
from the surveyed 16 bore centerfire number 12336 made in 1870. The
barrels appear to be purpose-made for centerfire while the standing
breech shows dovetailed retainers for the firing pins. The barrels of this
shotgun have mostly toned to a silvery pewter patina showing some
sparsely scattered remnants of old oxidation staining and fine pinprick
pits. The barrels still show some subtle swirling Damascus patterns and
the rib retains strong brown finish. The markings remain crisp and clear,
the rib marked with the 170 New Bond Street London address and the
dolls head extension with "PATENTED OCTOBER 10th 1865". The
standing breech is marked "WESTLEY RICHARDS" and the water table
"PATENT / 2396". The lockplates are quite nice featuring graceful
rebounding pinfire-style hammers with wonderful dolphin head
engraving, both plates are neatly maker-marked and embellished with
fine English scrollwork and retain generous case-hardened colors. The
triggerguard has mostly toned to plum-brown patina and the Westley
Richards top lever retains about 90% original bright blue showing some
light flaking and mild oxidation staining. The checkered round knob
pistolgrip walnut buttstock and crab joint forend with horn tip remain in
very good plus condition showing worn finish, some old smoothed-over
tiny chips along the edges of the forend and buttstock and a small
slightly raised 1" crack above the right lockplate. There are some other
more minor scattered handling marks and the stock features dropper
points, silver wedge escutcheons and a silver monogram plate along the
toe line that is neatly engraved with what appears to be "ECE" or "EEC".
Length-of-pull to the black checkered hard rubber buttplate is about 13
7/8" with drops of 1 7/8" and 3". Lock-up shows a little bit of lateral play,
the barrels are slightly off-face and the locks function crisply. A very
respectable example from the early days of centerfire shotshells that
would make a fine addition British arms collection. (1X13B9738-52)
{ANTIQUE} [Kris Congdon Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

230 Hunter Arms Gladiator Double Shotgun Frame
serial #4120F, (12 ga frame), The metal surfaces are a mixture of
pewter and flakes of a later-added blue with moderate freckling,
machining marks and scattered blemishes. It does not appear as though
all internal parts are present and the trigger guard is missing. Transfers
as a “firearm”. (223929-6) {FIREARM}

231 Unmarked Boxlock Double Shotgun Frame
serial #16759, The metal surfaces are pewter gray with scattered
blemishes and light oxidation staining. The rear portion of the frame has
been purposefully cut-away with the internals exposed, it is unclear if the
mechanism is completely functional but visual inspection of the thumb
safety shows that it is a working component, this is a neat view at the
inner workings of this type of firearm. Transfers as a “firearm”.
(223658-4) {FIREARM}

232 U.S. Air Force Academy Cadet Sword by Vanguard
35” overall, 30” double-edged stainless spear point blade with a
diamond cross-section. The ricasso is frost-etched with a panel reading
“U.S. Air Force Academy” in a winged frame on the reverse and etched
with the Vanguard logo on the obverse. The blade is bright and
excellent, nearly unblemished except for negligible scabbard marks and
a few tiny specks of ocher staining on the right side of the panel. The
cruciform pewter hilt features eagle’s head quillons, a terrestrial globe
pommel and an Air Force Academy shield in relief on the obverse face
of the guard. The hilt rates excellent with no discernible blemishes. The
scabbard is nickeled steel with silvered brass mounts and shows little to
no finish loss and only very tiny negligible handling marks on the body.
The rear face of the collar is inscribed “To Lowell Thomas / In
Appeciation from / The Class of ’67 / U.S. Air Force Academy”. Any
connection to the famed war journalist, author and radio broadcaster of
that name is unknown. An attractive and minty Academy Cadet sword.
(1X129838-28) [Bruce Shroyer Collection] (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150

233 German Model 1884/98 Bayonet
15 1/4” overall, 10” single-edged spear point blade with single
unstopped fullers. The ricasso is marked “10979 / RP” on the obverse
face and “Paul Weyersberg / & Co. / Solingen” on the reverse. The
blade retains about 65% original blue, toning to gray with hints of patina
toward the tip and showing light silvering from polishing marks and
scabbard wear along the length. The metal surfaces of the hilt are
mostly pewter-gray with hints of about 40% original blue mostly on the
crosspiece and flashguard. The chocolate brown phenolic resin grips are
excellent with minimal wear. No scabbard is included. A very good plus
to fine bayonet overall. (1X129737-10A) (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150

234 U.S. Model 1892/98 Krag Bayonet
No scabbard. 16” overall, 11 1/2” single-edged spear point blade with
single unstopped fullers and a 4 1/4” false edge. The ricasso is marked
“US” on the obverse face and dated “1899” on the reverse. The metal
surfaces show an overall mottled dark pewter patina throughout except
the pommel which is toned to a smooth brown. The edge shows strong
sharpening marks on either face of the bevels and is near razor sharp
with only a few tiny remnant impact nicks here or there. The walnut grips
are about excellent, showing only very light handling marks. A good and
somewhat salty Krag bayonet. (1X129833-99J)

235 Fixed Blade Knives
Two knives: First, a large skinning knife: 9” overall, 5 3/4” full tang blade
with a 4 1/2” crescent cutting edge, concave spine, forefinger cutout and
finger ring both below the choil. The grips are multicolored stained
hardwood laminate held by bright steel pins and the tang extends to a
lanyard hole at the end of the handle. The knife is in excellent condition
with light sharpening marks along the primary bevel. Second, a
flat-edged prop knife measuring 12 3/4” overall, with an 8” undulating
stainless steel blade, sheet steel S-guard with side-turned quillons and a
one-piece walnut grip with an engraved orange-painted Asiatic dragon
on the reverse face. The knife is in excellent condition with a few
isolated specks of gray patina on the otherwise mirror-bright surface.
(1X129627-16B)

236 5.56/223 Ammunition
Eight boxes total, five full 20-round boxes of excellent condition PMC
5.56mm ball M193 rifle ammunition in camouflage boxes and three full
20-round boxes of excellent condition China North Industrial .223 ball
rifle ammunition. (229307-12)

237 Collectible Remington Racecar Tin 22LR
One racecar-shaped tin containing seven 50-round boxes of .22 LR
cartridges including 22 Target, 22 Thunderbolt, 22 Cyclone, 22 Viper, 22
Yellow Jacket, 22 Golden Bullet and 22 Golden bullet HP. The exterior
graphic box is near excellent and the #75 Ford Thunderbird tin is as-new
excellent still sealed in the factory shrink wrap. (229307-2)

238 458 Winchester Magnum Ammunition
Two excellent condition 20-round boxes of Remington Hi-Speed
510-grain soft point rifle cartridges, the brass is mostly-bright and the
projectiles are corrosion-free. (229307-6)

239 458 Winchester Magnum Ammunition
Two excellent condition 20-round boxes of Remington Hi-Speed
510-grain soft point rifle cartridges, the brass is mostly-bright and the
projectiles are corrosion-free. (229307-6A)

240 458 Winchester Magnum Ammunition
One excellent condition 20-round box of Remington Hi-Speed 510-grain
soft point rifle cartridges, the brass is mostly-bright and the projectiles
are corrosion-free. (229307-6B)

241 M72 .30-06 Match Ammunition
Four full 20-round boxes of Frankford Arsenal 172-grain “CALIBER .30
MATCH” rifle ammunition. The red, white and blue label has a Federal
Eagle imposed over a large “MATCH” with “1959” and “FRANKFORD
ARSENAL”. The boxes are in excellent condition with “1347” stamped
on the bottom edge, only one box is open on one end, the visible
cartridges appear to have only minor signs of tarnish. (229307-9)

242 M72 .30-06 Match Ammunition
Five full 20-round boxes of Frankford Arsenal 172-grain “CALIBER .30
MATCH” rifle ammunition, The red, white and blue label has a Federal
Eagle imposed over a large “MATCH” with “1959” and “FRANKFORD
ARSENAL”. The boxes are in near excellent condition with “1347”
stamped on the bottom edge of two boxes and “1495” on the other
three. Only one box is open on one end, the visible cartridges have
some signs of tarnish. (229307-9A)

243 M2 .30-06 Ball Ammunition
Four full 20-round boxes of Lake City Ordnance “CALIBER .30 M 2” Lot
#13134.  A couple of the boxes have scotch tape repairs, the tips of
some of the cartridges have begun to poke through the bottom on two
boxes and one box is partially-open, the handful of visible cartridges
appear mostly-bright. Also included are nine slightly-tarnished black tip
armor piercing 30-06 rifle cartridges. (229307-9B)

244 Remington Kleanbore 300 H&H Magnum Match Ammunition
One full 20-round green-and-red box of 180-grain taper heel rifle
cartridges, the box is near excellent with the glue cleanly-separating
along the bottom seam and the cartridges remaining mostly-bright.
(229307-10)

245 Remington 22 LR Ammunition
One tan-colored near excellent condition “Five-Pounder” tin containing
675 high velocity 22 LR cartridges, the cartridges are bright and the tin
shows three full-color scenes from the Remington Wildlife Art Collection
“PLATE A”. (229293-23)
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246 Remington 22 LR Ammunition
One tan-colored near excellent condition “Five-Pounder” tin containing
675 high velocity 22 LR cartridges, the cartridges are bright and the tin
shows three full-color scenes from the Remington Wildlife Art Collection
“PLATE B”. (229293-23A)

247 Remington 22 LR Ammunition
One tan-colored near excellent condition “Five-Pounder” tin containing
675 high velocity 22 LR cartridges, the cartridges are bright and the tin
shows three full-color scenes from the Remington Wildlife Art Collection
“PLATE D”. (229293-23B)

248 Federal Champion 22 LR Ammunition
One sealed 525-round “VALUE PACK” box of 36-grain copper-plated
hollow-point Federal Champion cartridges. (229293-23C)

249 Federal Champion 22 LR Ammunition
One sealed 525-round “VALUE PACK” box of 36-grain copper-plated
hollow-point Federal Champion cartridges. (229293-23D)

250 22 LR Ammunition
450-rounds total, four 100-round factory plastic trays of Winchester
Super-X high velocity .22 LR cartridges and one 50-round box of
Federal Premium HV Match 40-grain solid .22 LR cartridges all in
excellent condition. (229293-23E)

251 22 LR Ammunition
450-rounds total, four 100-round factory plastic trays of Winchester
Super-X high velocity .22 LR cartridges and one 50-round box of
Federal Premium HV Match 40-grain solid .22 LR cartridges all in
excellent condition. (229293-23F)

252 Federal Champion 22 LR Ammunition
One sealed 525-round “VALUE PACK” box of 36-grain copper-plated
hollow-point Federal Champion cartridges. (229293-23G)

253 22 LR Ammunition
423 rounds total, two 100-round factory plastic trays of Winchester
Super-X high velocity .22 LR cartridges, one 100-round factory plastic
tray of CCI 22 Mini Mag .22 LR cartridges, one 50-round box of 40-grain
solid Federal Premium HV Match .22 LR cartridges and two boxes of
PMC Zapper high velocity .22 LR cartridges, one is a full 50 rounds and
the other contains 23 rounds. All boxes and cartridges remain in
excellent condition. (2299293-23H)

254 22 LR Ammunition
445 rounds total, one oval-shaped green collectible Remington 175th
Anniversary tin containing 325-rounds of .22 LR high velocity cartridges,
the exterior sleeve is good with worn edges and flaps, the tin is near
excellent with some small blemishes on the lid and the cartridges
remaining bright. One sealed 50-round tray of Remington Match Xtra
Plus .22 LR manufactured by Eley LTD with the beginnings of tarnish on
the projectiles, one full 50-round box of Aguila 20-grain subsonic .22 LR
in excellent condition and one 20-round box of 31-grain 1/15 oz. #12
shot CCI .22LR shotshells in excellent condition. (229293-23I)

255 Remington 22 LR With Collectible Mug
One white collectible mug with green “REMINGTON” under the image of
a black lab waiting patiently in some reeds. The mug contains
350-rounds of Remington Golden Bullets .22 LR cartridges still sealed in
a bag and shrink-wrapped inside the mug. (229293-23J)

256 22 LR Ammunition
One full 525-round factory box of Remington Golden Bullet 36-grain
brass-plated hollow point .22 LR cartridges in excellent condition and
one sealed 375-round CCI AR Tactical 40-grain copper-plated round
nose .22 LR cartridges in excellent condition.  (229293-23L)

257 22 LR Ammunition
Approximately 300 rounds of Remington Golden Bullet 36-grain
brass-plated hollow point .22 LR cartridges in excellent condition and
one sealed 375-round CCI AR Tactical 40-grain copper-plated round
nose .22 LR cartridges in excellent condition. (229293-23K)

258 Federal Premium 22 LR Ammunition
One sealed 500-round brick of Federal Premium Gold Medal Target
40-grain .22 LR cartridges. (229582-1AS)

259 Federal Champion 22 LR Ammunition
One sealed 500-round brick of Federal Champion 40-grain solid .22 LR
cartridges. (229582-AT)

260 Federal Champion 22 LR Ammunition
One sealed 500-round brick of Federal Champion 40-grain solid .22 LR
cartridges. (229582-AU)

261 Federal Champion 22 LR Ammunition
One sealed 500-round brick of Federal Champion 40-grain solid .22 LR
cartridges. (229582-AV)

262 Federal Champion 22 LR Ammunition
One sealed 500-round brick of Federal Champion 40-grain solid .22 LR
cartridges. (229582-AW)

263 SK Pistol Match 22 LR Ammunition
One 500-round brick (10 50-round boxes) of SK Pistol Match “spezial”
.22 LR “RANDFEUERPATRONEN” (rimfire) cartridges in excellent
condition. (229582-AX)

264 22 LR Ammunition
550 rounds total, four 50-round boxes of Federal Champion 40-grain
solid .22 LR cartridges in excellent condition and seven 50-round CCI
Standard Velocity 40-grain round nose lead bullet .22 LR cartridges in
excellent condition. (229582-1AY)

265 CCI 22 LR Ammunition
550 rounds total, 11 50-round factory boxes of CCI Standard Velocity
40-grain round nose lead bullet .22 LR cartridges in excellent condition.
(229582-1AZ)

266 Aguila Golden Eagle 22 LR Ammunition
One 500-round brick (10 50-round boxes) of Aguila Golden Eagle Match
Pistol 40-grain .22 LR cartridges in excellent condition. (229582-1AAA)

267 22 LR Ammunition
550 rounds total, three 50-round boxes of Federal Champion
40-grain.22 LR cartridges in excellent condition, three 50-round boxes of
Federal Premium HV Match 40-grain solid.22 LR cartridges in excellent
condition and five 50-round boxes of CCI Standard Velocity 40-grain
round nose lead bullet .22 LR cartridges in excellent condition.
(229582-1AAB)

268 CCI 22 LR Ammunition
550-round total, 11 50-round boxes of CCI Standard Velocity 40-grain
round nose lead bullet .22 LR cartridges in excellent condition.
(229582-1AAC)

269 Federal 22 LR Ammunition
two sealed 325-round boxes of Federal Auto Match 40 grain .22 LR
cartridges in excellent condition. (229582-1AAD)

270 22 LR Ammunition
550 rounds total, seven 50-round boxes of Federal Premium HV Match
40-grain solid .22 LR cartridges in excellent condition, two boxes of
Blazer 40-grain .22 LR cartridges in excellent condition and two
50-round boxes of Armscor 40-grain standard velocity solid point .22 LR
cartridges in excellent condition. (229582-1AAE)

271 22 LR Ammunition
525 rounds total, one box of 40-grain Federal Auto Match .22 LR
cartridges in excellent condition, two boxes of Winchester subsonic
40-grain.22 LR cartridges in excellent condition and two boxes of Aguila
Rifle Match Competition .22 40-grain LR cartridges in excellent
condition. (229582-1AAF)

272 Black Talon 40 S&W Ammunition
One excellent condition 20-round factory box of 180-grain SXT
Winchester Black Talon nickel-cased pistol cartridges. (229582-1ABA)

273 Black Talon 45 ACP Ammunition
One excellent condition 20-round factory box of 230-grain SXT
Winchester Black Talon nickel-cased pistol cartridges. (229582-1ABD)

274 Black Talon 45 ACP Ammunition
One excellent condition 20-round factory box of 230-grain SXT
Winchester Black Talon nickel-cased pistol cartridges. (229582-1AAZ)

275 Black Talon 45 ACP Ammunition
One excellent condition 20-round factory box of 230-grain SXT
Winchester Black Talon nickel-cased pistol cartridges. (229582-1ABB)

276 38 Special Ammunition
145 rounds total, one 50-round factory box of S&W Nyclad 148-grain 38
Special wadcutter brass-cased revolver cartridges in excellent condition,
one 50-round box of 125-grain S&W 38 Special +P JHP nickel-cased
revolver cartridges in excellent condition and a 45-round styrofoam tray
of Remington 38 Special JHP nickel-cased revolver cartridges in
excellent condition. (229582-1AAR)

277 30-30 Accelerator Ammunition
Two full 20-round factory boxes of Remington Accelerator 55-grain S.P.
30-30 rifle cartridges in excellent condition. (229582-1AAY)

278 PMC Starfire 40 S&W Ammunition
Two full 20-round factory boxes of PMC 180-grain 40 S&W Eldorado
Starfire JHP pistol cartridges in excellent condition. (229582-1ABC)

279 38 Special Ammunition
150 rounds total, one 50-round factory box of Remington 158-grain 38
Special lead round nose nickel-cased revolver cartridges in near
excellent condition, one 50-round factory box of 158-grain JHP S&W 38
Special +P nickel-cased revolver cartridges in excellent condition and
one 50-round factory box of 110-grain JHP S&W 38 Special +P
nickel-cased revolver cartridges in excellent condition. (229582-1AAQ)

280 256 Win Mag Ammunition
One 50-round factory box of Winchester Super-X 60-grain HP
Expanding 256 Winchester Magnum rifle or handgun cartridges in
excellent condition. (229582-1AAX)

281 32 S&W Long Ammunition
Two full 50-round factory boxes of Fiocchi 100-grain 32 S&W Long
wadcutter pistol cartridges in excellent condition. (229582-1ACF)

282 32 S&W Long Ammunition
Three full 50-round factory boxes of Fiocchi 100-grain 32 S&W Long
wadcutter pistol cartridges in excellent condition. (229582-1ACC)
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283 38 Special Match Ammunition
Two full 50-round factory boxes, one box of Federal 148-grain 38
Special Match lead wadcutter cartridges in near excellent condition and
one box of 148-grain Canadian Industries Limited Pistol Match 38
Special cartridges in very good plus condition showing some mild tarnish
on the cases and projectiles. (229582-1ABX)

284 38 Super Auto +P Ammunition
Two full 50-round factory boxes of UMC 130-grain 38 Super Auto
nickel-cased FMJ pistol cartridges in excellent condition.
(229582-1ABW)

285 41 Rem Mag Ammunition
Two full 50-round factory boxes of PMC 210-grain JHP 41 Rem. Mag
revolver cartridges in excellent condition, one of the boxes showing
some minor damage. (229582-1ACD)

286 38 ACP Ammunition
Two full 50-round factory boxes of Remington 130-grain 38 Automatic
Colt Pistol FMJ pistol cartridges in excellent condition. (229582-1ACB)

287 38 ACP Ammunition
Two full 50-round factory boxes of Remington 130-grain 38 Automatic
Colt Pistol FMJ pistol cartridges in excellent condition. (229582-1ACA)

288 38 ACP Ammunition
Two full 50-round factory boxes of Remington 130-grain 38 Automatic
Colt Pistol FMJ pistol cartridges in excellent condition. (229582-1AAP)

289 45 Schofield and 40 S&W Ammunition
One full 50-round box of Ultramax 45 S&W Schofield in excellent
condition and two full 50-round factory boxes of Remington UMC
180-grain 40 S&W cartridges in excellent condition. (229582-1ACE)

290 45 ACP Defense and Ball Ammunition
108 rounds total, 8 rounds of Federal Premium 230-grain Hydra-Shok
hollow point pistol cartridges in excellent condition, 25 rounds of CCI
Blazer 200-grain aluminum case JHP cartridges in excellent condition, a
25-round sealed factory tray of Speer Lawman 200-grain JHP cartridges
and one 50-round box of Twin Cities Arsenal M1911 Ball ammo lot
18097 in near excellent condition. (229582-1ABU)

291 Assorted 22 Rimfire Ammunition
43 rounds of Winchester Super-X high velocity 22 short, 25 rounds of
American Eagle 36-grain.22 LR copper-plated hollow points, one full
50-round factory box of RWS .22 LR cartridges, one 45-round tray of
CCI plated hollow point .22 LR cartridges, a partial 30-round factory box
of Hansen Cartridge Co. .22 LR cartridges, 40 rounds of CCI .22 short
target cartridges, one full 50-round tray of CCI MaxiMag .22 Magnum
Rimfire cartridges and one full 50-round tray of CCI Stinger .22 LR
cartridges tray of all in near excellent condition. (229582-1ABZ)

292 22 LR Ammunition
600 rounds total, one 500-round brick of Remington 22 Thunderbolt .22
LR cartridges and one 100-round tray of CCI Mini Mag HP .22 LR
cartridges, all in excellent condition. (229573-10)

293 22 LR Ammunition
578 rounds total, two 100-round factory trays of CCI 29-grain high
velocity copper-plated round nose .22 LR cartridges, one 98-round
factory tray of CCI standard velocity .22 LR cartridges, one 100-round
factory tray of CCI Mini Mag HP .22 LR cartridges, one 100-round
factory tray of CCI Mini Mag .22 LR cartridges and one 80-round factory
tray of CCI Standard Velocity .22 LR cartridges, all in excellent
condition. (229573-10A)

294 30 Carbine Ammunition
150 rounds total, three full 50-round factory boxes of HSM FMJ
110-grain 30 Carbine cartridges in excellent condition. (229573-10B)

295 30 Carbine Ammunition
120 rounds total, two full 50-round factory boxes and one partial of HSM
FMJ 110-grain 30 Carbine cartridges in excellent condition.
(229573-10C)

296 Winchester WRF
One 250-round box (five 50-round boxes) of 1994 Limited Edition
45-grain Winchester WRF copper-plated flat-nose cartridges in excellent
condition. (229573-10E)

297 Winchester WRF Ammunition
One 250-round box (five 50-round boxes) of 1994 Limited Edition
45-grain Winchester WRF copper-plated flat-nose cartridges in excellent
condition. (229573-10D)

298 30-30 Win Ammunition
36 rounds total, one 16-round factory box of Remington Core-Lokt HP
170-grain cartridges in near excellent condition and one 20-round
factory box of Remington Core-Lokt 150-grain soft point cartridges with
bright brass and white residue forming on the soft point. (229573-10W)

299 12 Ga Slug Ammunition
18 3” slugs total, 13 Winchester Super-X .50 cal. 1 oz. sabot slugs and
five Federal Hi-Shok 1 oz. rifled slugs, all in excellent condition.
(229573-10U)

300 20 Ga Slug Ammunition
25 slugs total, (five five-round boxes) of Remington Slugger 2 3/4”, 5/8
oz., 20 ga. rifled slugs in excellent condition. (229573-10X)

301 30 Carbine Ammunition
100 rounds total, five full 20-round boxes of Federal 110-grain soft point
cartridges in excellent condition. (229573-10Z)

302 12 Ga Slug Ammunition
20 3” slugs total, four five-round factory boxes of Activ 1 1/4 oz. rifled
slugs in excellent condition. (229573-10Y)

303 17 HMR Ammunition
Four full 50-round factory trays of Hornady V-Max Varmint Express
17-grain cartridges in excellent condition. (229573-10V)

304 444 Marlin Ammunition
34 rounds total, one full and one partial factory box of Remington
240-grain soft point cartridges and six pieces of fired brass all in
excellent condition. (229573-10AC)

305 300 Win Mag Ammunition
Two full 20-round factory boxes of Remington 190-grain pointed soft
point boat tail rifle cartridges in excellent condition. (229573-10AB)

306 300 Win Mag Ammunition
31 rounds total, one full 20-round factory box of Remington 190-grain
Extended Range Boat Tail rifle cartridges in excellent condition and 11
rounds of Remington 190-grain pointed soft point boat tail rifle cartridges
in near excellent condition with some slight tarnish, seven pieces of fired
brass are included. (229573-10AJ)

307 12 Ga Slugs Ammunition
20 3” slugs total, four full 5-round factory boxes of Winchester Super-X
.50 cal 1 oz. BRI sabot slugs in excellent condition. (229573-10AL)

308 Rifle Cartridges Ammunition
One full 20-round factory box of 100-grain Remington Express .250
Savage PSP in excellent condition, one full 20-round factory box of
Remington Premier Varmint 75-grain 6mm Rem V-Max Boat Tail rifle
cartridges in excellent condition and 10 rounds of Federal Classic
80-grain 6mm Rem. Sierra Pro-Hunter SP rifle cartridges in excellent
condition. (229573-10AR)

309 22 Winchester Auto and Magnum
Ammunition Five full 50-round factory boxes of Old Western Scrounger
45-grain .22 Winchester Automatic cartridges (for Model 1903) in
excellent condition and four full 50-round factory boxes of Winchester
Super-X 40-grain.22 Magnum JHP cartridges in excellent condition.
(229573-10BA)

310 32 Winchester Special Ammunition
32 rounds total, one full 20-round factory box of Remington 170-grain
Core-Lokt SP cartridges in excellent condition and 12 rounds of vintage
Western Super-X 170-grain expanding silvertip in near excellent
condition with a bit of tarnish found on the brass. (229573-10AX)

311 38 S&W and 38 Special Ammunition
50 rounds of Remington JHP 38 Special nickel-cased cartridges in
excellent condition, four full 50-round boxes of Winchester Super-X
145-grain 38 S&W nickel-cased lead round nose cartridges in excellent
condition. (229869-4)

312 380 ACP and 38 Special Ammunition
one full 50-round box of Winchester Super-X 148-grain lead wadcutter
cartridges, on full 50-round box of 150-grain Winchester lead round
nose cartridges showing slight tarnish and 99 rounds of 95-grain
Remington UMC Target nickel-cased FMJ cartridges, all in overall
excellent condition. (229869-4A)

313 7.62x39 Ammunition
59 loose rounds of TulAmmo steel-cased 7.62 x 39 cartridges in
excellent condition and seven full 20-round boxes of TulAmmo 122-grain
steel cased 7.62 x 39 with cursory inspection of each boxes showing
excellent condition cartridges. (229869-4B)

314 7.62 x 39 Ammunition
10 full 20-round boxes of TulAmmo 122-grain steel-cased FMJ 7.62 x 39
cartridges in excellent condition. (229869-4C)

315 7.62 x 39 Ammunition
10 full 20-round boxes of TulAmmo 122-grain steel-cased FMJ 7.62 x 39
cartridges in excellent condition. (229869-4D)

316 7.62 x 39 Ammunition
10 full 20-round boxes of TulAmmo 122-grain steel-cased FMJ 7.62 x 39
cartridges in excellent condition. (229869-4E)

317 25 ACP, 32 ACP and Vintage 30-30 Ammunition
13 U.S. Cartridge Co. flat soft point 30-30 cartridges dulled and
slightly-tarnished with “U.S.C. CO.” headstamp, 10 Remington open
point mushroom 30-30 cartridges slightly-dulled and tarnished with
“REM-UMC” headstamp, 9 Winchester soft point 30-30 cartridges
slightly-dulled and tarnished with “WRA 30 WCF” headstamp, one full
50-round box of 50-grain FMJ Winchester 25 ACP cartridges in excellent
condition, 43 Federal Cartridge Co. FMJ 25 Auto cartridges with about
half showing moderate tarnish, 35 Winchester FMJ 32 Auto
slightly-dulled cartridges, 35 Western FMJ 32 ACP slightly-dulled
cartridges, 7 Winchester Western Expanding point 25 ACP, 10 Federal
Silvertip cartridges in excellent condition housed in a Western blue
yellow and white bullseye box and one full 50-round box of 71-grain FMJ
Western X cartridges in excellent condition. (229869-4F)
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318 Collectible Box of Federal Monark Shotshells
One 25 shell one-piece multi-colored box of Federal Monark smokeless
powder 16 ga., 2 1/2" No. 8 shotshells. The front and rear of box shows
flying mallard, the left, right and bottom sides show pictures of a red
shotshell. The box remains in excellent condition with sharp clean
corners and only the slightest amount of age staining mostly-found on
the bottom. The shells remain excellent with dark red paper hulls and
bright brass bases. (228179-1Y)

319 Collectible Box of Federal Monark Shotshells
One 25 shell one-piece multi-colored box of Federal Monark smokeless
powder 16 ga., 2 1/2" No. 8 shotshells. The front and rear of box shows
flying mallard, the left, right and bottom sides show pictures of a red
shotshell. The box remains in excellent condition with sharp clean
corners and only the slightest amount of age staining. The shells remain
excellent with dark red paper hulls and bright brass bases. (228179-1R)

320 Collectible Federal Monark Box
One empty one-piece multi-colored box of Federal Monark smokeless
powder for 12 ga. shotshells. The front and rear of box shows flying
mallard, the left, right and bottom sides show pictures of a red shotshell.
The box has is a mellow ivory color, some spots being slightly darker,
the edges have begun to fox and there is a small crease on one of the
sides near the top and a couple minor handling marks. (228179-1Z)

321 44 Rem Mag Ammunition
70 rounds total, one full 20-round box of Federal 180-grain JHP
cartridges in excellent condition and one full 50-round box of 180-grain
JHP PMC cartridges in excellent condition. (229127-2)

322 357 Magnum Ammunition
130 rounds total, two full 50-round boxes of Western Super X 158-grain
lead nickel-cased cartridges in excellent condition and one partial
30-round box of 180-grain JHP PMC cartridges in excellent condition.
(229127-2A)

323 357 Magnum Ammunition
150 rounds total, two full 50-round boxes of Remington 140-grain
nickel-cased semi-JHP cartridges in excellent condition and one full
50-round box of Western Super X 357 Magnum 158-grain lead
nickel-cased cartridges in excellent condition. (229127-2B)

324 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
149 rounds total, one full 50-round box of Remington 38 Special +P
125-grain nickel-cased semi-JSP cartridges, one partial 49-round box of
Remington 200-grain nickel-cased lead round nose cartridges and one
full 50-round box of Western Super X 158-grain lead nickel-cased
cartridges, all in excellent condition. (229127-2C)

325 9mm Ammunition
250 rounds (five 50-round boxes) of Remington 115-grain FMJ
cartridges in excellent condition. (229127-2D)

326 30-06 Ammunition
39 rounds total, one partial 19-round box of Winchester 150-grain
Power-Point cartridges in near excellent condition, 13 rounds of Federal
SP cartridges in excellent condition and seven Remington SP cartridges
in excellent condition. (229127-2E)

327 38 Special and 38 S&W Ammunition
140 rounds total, one full 50-round box of Remington 200-grain lead
round nose nickel-cased 38 Special, one partial 40-round box of
Winchester Super X 95-grain silvertip HP nickel-cased 38 Special +P
and one full 50-round box of Remington 146-grain lead round nose 38
S&W, all in excellent condition. (229127-2F)

328 308 Match Ammunition
Four full 20-round boxes of Federal Premium 168-grain Sierra
Matchking BTHP Gold Medal Match rifle cartridges in excellent
condition. (229094-6G)

329 308 Match Ammunition
Three full 20-round boxes and one partial box with 18 pieces of fired
brass and two cartridges of Federal Premium 168-grain Sierra
Matchking BTHP Gold Medal Match rifle cartridges in excellent
condition. (229094-6E)

330 308 Match Ammunition
Four full 20-round boxes of Federal Premium 168-grain Sierra
Matchking BTHP Gold Medal Match rifle cartridges in excellent
condition. (229094-6F)

331 308 Match Ammunition
Four full 20-round boxes of Federal Premium 168-grain Sierra
Matchking BTHP Gold Medal Match rifle cartridges in excellent
condition. (229094-6H)

332 308 Match Ammunition
Four full 20-round boxes of Federal Premium 168-grain Sierra
Matchking BTHP Gold Medal Match rifle cartridges in excellent
condition. (229094-6I)

333 308 Win Ammunition
51 rounds total, two full 20-round boxes and one partial box of
Remington 150-grain Core-Lokt PSP rifle cartridges, one box with the
beginnings of scattered tarnish on the brass with the remainder being in
near excellent condition. (229094-6M)

334 Remington 30-06 Ammunition
75 rounds total, three full 20-round boxes and one partial box of
Remington 165-grain Core-Lokt PSP rifle cartridges in overall near
excellent condition with some minor scattered  tarnish. (229094-6J)

335 308 Match
64 rounds total, two full 20-round boxes and a partial four-round box of
PPU 168-grain HPBT Match cartridges and one full 20-round box of
Black Hills Gold 150-grain Nosler Ballistic Tip Match cartridges, all in
near excellent condition. (229094-6K)

336 308 Win Ammunition
Three full 20-round boxes, two boxes of Federal Premium 168-grain
Sierra Matchking BTHP cartridges in near excellent condition and one
box of Remington 150-grain Core-Lokt PSP cartridges in very good plus
condition showing some minor tarnish on the brass. (229094-6L)

337 308 Win Ammunition
49 rounds total, two full boxes and one partial box of Remington
150-grain Core-Lokt PSP cartridges in excellent condition. (229094-6M)

338 45 ACP Ammunition
100 rounds total, two full 50-round boxes of Magtech 230-grain FMC
cartridges in excellent condition. (229094-5)

339 38 S&W Black Powder Ammunition
This lot includes a single box of forty-nine rounds of Buffalo Arms Co. 38
S&W loaded with .358" 150 gr. round nose hollow base lead bullet in
Star Line brass and an unknown charge of black powder.  The
ammunition is in excellent condition and includes an MTM Case-Gard
plastic cartridge box.  (89784-3)

340 22 Winchester Magnum RF Ammunition
This lot includes (1) box of 50 rounds yellow box Winchester Super-X 22
Winchester Magnum RF 40 grain JHP ammunition, (2) boxes of 50
rounds each yellow box Winchester Super-X 22 Winchester Magnum RF
40 grain FMJ ammunition, (1) partial box of 48 rounds white box
Winchester Super-X 22 Winchester Magnum RF 40 grain FMJ
ammunition and (1) mixed box of 50 rounds CCI (44 rounds) and
Winchester (6 rounds) 22 Winchester Magnum RF 40 grain JHP
ammunition.  Overall, the ammunition and boxes rate very good to
excellent.  (88179-2DE) [David Whipple Collection]

341 22 Winchester Magnum RF Ammunition
This lot includes (4) boxes of 50 rounds each white box Winchester
Super-X 22 Winchester Magnum RF 40 grain JHP ammunition and one
partial sleeve of 13 rounds CCI 22 Winchester Magnum RF "Maxi Mag"
Shotshells with 1/8 oz. #11 shot equaling about 172 pellets per shell. 
They all rate excellent.  (88179-2DF) [David Whipple Collection]

342 22 Winchester Auto and 22 Winchester RF Ammunition
This lot includes (1) full box of 50 rounds Winchester "1994 Limited
Edition" 22 Winchester RF 45 gr. Lead Lubaloy coated ammunition in
excellent condition, approximately (24) rounds period Winchester 22
Winchester RF ammunition with "H" headstamp in very good condition;
(1) box of Western 22 Winchester Auto RF ammunition 45 gr. Lubaloy
coated bullets, the ammunition has a diamond headstamp and remains
in excellent condition, the box shows little wear but is missing an end
flap and approximately (96) rounds of period Remington 22 Winchester
Auto RF ammunition with "U" headstamp in very good to excellent
condition.  (88179-2DG) [David Whipple Collection]

343 Assorted 22 Long Rifle Ammunition
This lot consists of (2) green and white boxes of 50 rounds and 48
rounds respectively Remington Standard Velocity 22 LR 40 gr. solid
target ammunition in excellent condition the boxes in very good
condition, (1) red and white box of 50 rounds Remington 22 LR
Hi-Speed 40 gr. solid "Golden Bullet" ammunition in excellent condition;
(2) green with white banner boxes of 50 rounds each Remington
Hi-Speed 22 LR lead hollow point with brass case, "U" headstamp, the
ammunition rates near excellent the boxes are about good with repair
cellophane tape; (1) partial green with white banner box of 47 rounds
Remington Hi-Speed 22 LR lead hollow point with nickel plated case
and "HI / U / SPEED" headstamp, the ammunition rates near excellent
and the box about good with repair cellophane tape; (1) red with green
banner box of 45 rounds Remington Hi-Speed 22 LR lead solid with
brass case and "HI / U / SPEED" headstamp, the ammunition rates
excellent and the box about fair with one flap torn off but provided and
(1) partial red with green banner box of 44 rounds Remington Hi-Speed
22 LR lead hollow point with brass case and "U" headstamp, the
ammunition rates very good to excellent and the box about good to very
good.   (88179-2DH) [David Whipple Collection]
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344 Collectible Western Auto 22 RF Ammunition
This lot includes (1) black box of 50 rounds of Western Auto Revelation
22 Short ammunition with lead round nose bullet, "R" headstamp, the
ammunition rates about excellent and the box about good to very good;
(2) black boxes of 50 rounds each Western Auto Revelation 22 Short
ammunition with copper plate lead round nose bullet, "F" headstamp,
the ammunition rates excellent, the boxes very good with price stickers;
(1) black box of 50 rounds Western Auto Revelation 22 Long
ammunition with copper plate lead round nose bullet, "F" headstamp,
the ammunition rates excellent, the boxes very good with price stickers;
(1) black box of 50 rounds Western Auto Revelation 22 LR ammunition
with copper plate lead round nose bullet, "F" headstamp, the
ammunition rates excellent, the boxes very good with lightly crushed
side; and (1) black box of 50 rounds Western Auto Revelation 22 LR
ammunition with copper plate lead hollow point bullet, "F" headstamp,
the ammunition rates excellent, the boxes very good with price stickers. 
(88179-2DI) [David Whipple Collection]

345 Collectible Sears and J.C. Higgins 22 RF Ammunition
This lot includes (1) partial red box of 48 rounds Sears 22 Long
ammunition with copper plate round nose bullet, "F" headstamp, the
ammunition rates excellent and the box about very good; (1) partial blue
and brown box of 45 rounds Sears Roebuck "Sta-Klean" 22 Short
ammunition lead round nose bullet with "XR" headstamp that rates very
good to excellent and the box about good to very good with light
handling wear and cellophane tape; (1) red and white box of 50 rounds
Sears 22 Short ammunition with copper plated round nose bullet with
"S" headstamp, the box and ammunition rate excellent; (1) red box of 50
rounds Sears 22 LR copper plated round nose bullets with "F"
headstamp, the bullets and box in excellent condition; (1) red, white and
black box of 50 rounds J.C. Higgins "Sta-Klean" No. 300 22 Short
ammunition lead round nose bullet with "XR" headstamp, the box and
ammunition rate excellent; (1) red and white box of 50 rounds Sears 22
LR 40 gr. lead round nose bullets with "S" headstamp, the bullets and
box are in excellent condition; (1) red, white and black box of 50 rounds
J.C. Higgins "Sta-Klean" No. 302 22 LR ammunition with lead round
nose bullet and "XR" headstamp, the ammunition rates very good to
excellent and the box about good; (1) blue box of 50 rounds J.C. Higgins
"Sta-Klean" No. 300 22 Short ammunition with lead round nose bullet
with "XR" headstamp, the ammunition rates excellent and the box very
good to excellent; and (1) blue box with orange and white band of 50
rounds Sears Roebuck "Sta-Klean" No. 317 22 Long ammunition with
lead round nose Kopper Kote bullet with no headstamp, the box and
ammunition rate excellent.  (88179-2DJ) [David Whipple Collection]

346 Collectible Peters 22 RF Ammunition
This lot includes (1) bronze colored Peters with flying duck box of 50
rounds Remington 22 LR 40 gr. round nose high velocity ammunition in
excellent condition; (1) red and white box with Peters in a circular blue
background with 50 rounds of Remington Peters 22 LR High Velocity
"Golden Bullet" ammunition in excellent condition, (1) blue with red
banner box of 50 rounds Peters 22 LR High Velocity round nose
ammunition with "PETERS / HV" headstamp, the ammunition in
excellent condition and the box in very good condition; and (1) partial
red box of 43 rounds of Peters 22 Short round nose Target ammunition
in near excellent condition.  (88179-2DK) [David Whipple Collection]

347 Mixed 22 RF Ammunition
This lot includes (2) boxes of 50 and 45 rounds respectively Winchester
Wildcat 22 LR 40 gr. high velocity round nose ammunition, (1) box of 50
rounds Eley "HV Moving Target" 22 LR 40 gr. round nose lead bullet, (1)
box of 50 rounds Federal "Power-Flite" 22 LR 40 gr. round nose lead
ammunition, (1) box of 50 rounds Federal No. 711 Gold Medal Match 22
LR 40 gr. round nose standard velocity ammunition, (1) box of 50
rounds Remington Viper 22 LR Hyper Velocity 36 gr. copper plated
truncated cone ammunition, (1) box of 50 rounds Federal Lightning 22
LR high velocity 40 gr. round nose lead ammunition, (1) box of 50
rounds C-I-L Imperial 22 LR high velocity 40 gr. copper plated round
nose ammunition, (1) sleeve of 100 rounds Western Super-X 22 LR high
velocity copper plated 37 gr. hollow point ammunition and (1) box of 50
rounds Remington 22 Short high velocity 29 gr. round nose ammunition.
 All the ammunition rates excellent.  (88179-2DL) [David Whipple
Collection]

348 Mixed 16 Gauge Field Loads
This lot consists of (11) full boxes of 25 rounds each and (1) partial box
of 24 rounds Remington "Mohawk Long Range" 16 gauge 2 3/4", 1 1/8
oz., #6 shot, 3 3/4-dram equivalent plastic hull shotshells in excellent
condition as are the boxes although a few of the boxes show repairs; (2)
full boxes of 25 rounds each Federal "Game Load" 16 gauge 2 3/4", 1
oz., #6 shot, 2 1/2-dram equivalent plastic hull shotshells all in excellent
condition including the boxes; (1) partial box of 19 rounds
Winchester-Western "Duck & Pheasant" 16 gauge 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz., #6
shot, maximum dram equivalent plastic hull shotshells in excellent
condition, including the box and; (1) full box of 25 rounds Remington
"Express Power Piston Magnum" 16 gauge 2 3/4", #4 shot plastic hull
shotshells in excellent condition repackaged into a Federal 16 gauge
shotshell box.  (88179-2DM) [David Whipple Collection]

349 Vintage and Shooting 16 Gauge Shotshells
This lot includes (1) full box of 25 rounds Western "Super-X" 16 gauge 2
3/4", 1 1/8 oz., #4 shot, maximum-dram equivalent paper hull shotshells
in excellent condition, the box rates near excellent with light wear and
slight tearing on the edges plus it includes the "Warning – Do not reload
and resale" loose label packed in the box; (2) full boxes of 25 rounds
each Western "Super-X" 16 gauge 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz., #5 shot,
maximum-dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in excellent condition,
one box rates excellent with minor wear and the second rates very good
with slight tearing on the edges, handling marks and scuffing where a
sticker was removed plus both include the "Warning – Do not reload and
resale" loose label packed in the box; (1) partial box of 15 rounds
Western "Super-X" 16 gauge 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz., #7 1/2 shot,
maximum-dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in excellent condition,
the box rates excellent with light wear; (1) full box of 25 rounds
Winchester "Super Speed" 16 gauge 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz., #5 shot, 3
1/4-dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in excellent condition, the box
rates also excellent with slight handling wear; (1) full box of 25 rounds
Western "Super-X" 16 gauge 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz., #6 shot (four rounds are
#5 shot), maximum-dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in excellent
condition, the box rates about good with light wear and torn flap; (1)
partial box of 22 rounds Winchester "Super Speed" 16 gauge 2 3/4", 1
1/8 oz., #7 1/2 shot, 3 1/4-dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in
excellent condition although the writing on the hulls are fading, the box
rates fair with moderate handling wear and slight tearing and; (1) full box
of 25 rounds Winchester-Western "Duck & Pheasant" 16 gauge 2 3/4", 1
1/8 oz., #6 shot, maximum dram equivalent plastic hull shotshells in
excellent condition, including the box although it has a price sticker on it.
 (88179-2DN) [David Whipple Collection]

350 Vintage 410 Bore Shotshells
This lot includes (1) full box of 25 rounds and (1) partial box of 16
rounds Remington "Express Extra Long Range" 410 bore 2 1/2", 1/2 oz.,
#6 shot paper hull shotshells in excellent condition and the red and
green boxes also rate excellent; (1) partial box of 20 rounds Remington
"Express Extra Long Range" 410 bore 3", 3/4 oz., #4 shot, paper hull
shotshells in excellent condition and the red and green box also rates
excellent with a price sticker on the flap; (1) full box of 25 rounds
Western "Super-X" 410 bore 2 1/2", 1/2 oz., #6 shot, maximum dram
equivalent paper hull shotshells in excellent condition and the yellow box
also rate excellent; ; (1) partial box of 22 rounds Western "Super-X" 410
bore 3", 3/4 oz., #7 1/2 shot, maximum dram equivalent paper hull
shotshells in very good to excellent condition and the yellow box rates
about good to very good with light edge scuffing and a tear on one edge;
(1) partial box of 13 rounds Western "Super-X" 410 bore 3", 3/4 oz., #6
shot, maximum dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in very good to
excellent condition and the yellow box rates about good with edge
scuffing and several creases; (1) full box of 25 rounds Sears Roebuck
and Co. "Sportload" 410 bore 3", 3/4 oz., #7 1/2 shot, maximum dram
equivalent paper hull shotshells in excellent condition and the yellow
and red box rates about very good with a section of light scuffing on one
flap from the removal of a price sticker and; (1) full box of 25 rounds
Sears Roebuck and Co. "Extra-Range" 410 bore 3", 3/4 oz., #7 1/2 shot
paper hull shotshells in excellent condition and the white, red and black
box rates excellent.  (88179-2DP) [David Whipple Collection]

351 Field and Target 28 Gauge Shotshells
This lot includes (1) full box of 25 rounds Remington "Express" 28 gauge
2 3/4", 3/4 oz., #7 1/2 shot, 2 1/4 dram equivalent plastic hull shotshells
in excellent condition and (1) full box of 25 rounds Remington "Premier
STS Target Load" 28 gauge 2 3/4", 3/4 oz., #9 shot, 2 dram equivalent
plastic hull shotshells in excellent condition. (88179-2DQ) [David
Whipple Collection]
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352 Vintage 410 Bore Shotshells
This lot includes (2) full boxes of 25 rounds each Remington "Nitro
Express Extra Long Range" 410 bore 3", 3/4 oz., #5 shot paper hull
shotshells in excellent condition and the green and beige colored boxes
also rate excellent and good respectively, one box has tearing on the
end flap and corner plus this box has one round of the same ammunition
but with #7 1/2 shot and a second round of "Express" with #6 shot;  (1)
partial box of 23 rounds of American Eagle 410 bore 3", 3/4 oz., #6 shot
paper hull shotshells in fair condition, the shot is bulging the sidewalls of
the case probably from oxidizing while the red and white box rates
excellent; (1) partial box of 17 rounds mix of Remington and Peters 410
bore 3", #5 or #6 shot paper and plastic hull shotshells in good and
excellent condition in a blue and white Peters box that rates about good
and; (1) partial box of 22 rounds Canuck 410 bore 2 1/2", "ball" paper
hull shotshells in very good to excellent condition and the two-piece red
and tan box rates about very good with storage wear, handling marks
and light scuffing on the edges.   (8A8179-2DR) [David Whipple
Collection]

353 Vintage 12 Gauge Shotshells
This lot includes (1) full box of 25 rounds Winchester "Ranger" 12 gauge
2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz., #7 1/2 shot, 3 1/4 dram equivalent paper hull shotshells
in excellent condition, the box is missing the top flap; (1) full box of 25
rounds Winchester "Ranger Super Target Load" 12 gauge 2 3/4", 1 1/8
oz., #7 1/2 shot, 3 dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in excellent
condition, the box rates near excellent showing light handling wear; (1)
full box of 25 rounds and (1) partial box of 23 rounds Winchester
"Ranger" 12 gauge 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz., #8 shot, 3 1/4 dram equivalent
paper hull shotshells in excellent condition, the boxes rate about good
showing moderate handling and one is missing a dust flap and; (2) full
boxes of 25 rounds each Winchester "Ranger / Mark 5" 12 gauge 2 3/4",
1 1/8 oz., #7 1/2 shot, 3 dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in
excellent condition, the boxes rate very good and good respectively
showing varying degrees of handling.  (88179-2DS) [David Whipple
Collection]

354 Vintage and Contemporary 12 Gauge Shotshells
This lot includes (1) partial box of 22 rounds of Remington "Target
Loads" 12 gauge 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz., #8 shot, 3 dram equivalent paper hull
shotshells in good condition showing scattered light oxidation, the yellow
and green box rates good to very good with light soiling; (1) full box of
25 rounds Remington "Nitro 27 Premier Target Loads" 12 gauge 2 3/4",
1 1/8 oz., #8 shot, "handicap" dram equivalent plastic hull shotshells in
excellent condition; (1) box of 25 rounds Remington "Shur Shot" 12
gauge 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz., #8 shot, 3 dram equivalent paper hull shotshells
in excellent condition, the box shows light wear and rates very good to
excellent; 1) full box of 25 rounds C.I.L "Target Loads" 12 gauge 2 3/4",
1 1/8 oz., #8 shot, 3 dram equivalent plastic hull shotshells in excellent
condition, the yellow and blue box rates excellent; (1) full box of 25
rounds J.C. Higgins "Sportload" 12 gauge 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz., #6 shot, 3
1/4 dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in very good to excellent
condition showing occasional oxidation blemish, the box shows light
wear and rates very good to excellent; (2) empty Alcan "Gamemax" 12
gauge shotshell boxes in excellent condition and; (43) mixed loose
Winchester "Super-X" 12 gauge 2 3/4", mix of #6 & #7 1/2 shot, paper
hull shotshells in about good condition, the walls on a number of the
shells are starting to bulge probably from the shot oxidizing. 
(88179-2DT) [David Whipple Collection]

355 10 & 12 Gauge Blank And Popper Loads
This lot includes (1) full box of 25 rounds Western "Popper-Load" 12
gauge 2 3/4" smokeless powder field trial loads in very good to excellent
condition with light oxidation on a few heads, the red retriever with duck
in his mouth box rates excellent and; (2) full boxes of 25 rounds each
Winchester "Ranger" 10 gauge 2 7/8" black powder blank loads in very
good to excellent condition showing light scattered oxidation on some of
the heads, the boxes rate near excellent with light later added writing in
pencil. (88179-2DU) [David Whipple Collection]

356 Vintage and Contemporary 16 Gauge Shotshells
This lot includes (2) full boxes of 25 rounds each Federal "Game Loads"
16 gauge 2 3/4", 1 oz., #8 shot, 2 1/2 dram equivalent plastic hull
shotshells in excellent condition; (1) full box of 25 rounds Remington
"Rabbit/Squirrel Load" 16 gauge 2 3/4", 1 oz., #6 shot, 2 1/2 dram
equivalent plastic hull shotshells in excellent condition; (1) full box of 25
rounds Winchester "Rabbit & Squirrel Load" 16 gauge 2 3/4", 1 oz., #6
shot, 2 1/2 dram equivalent plastic hull shotshells in excellent condition
although one shell has a defective crimp from the factory; (1) full box of
25 rounds Western "Xpert" 16 gauge 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz., #8 shot, 2 3/4
dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in excellent condition, the yellow
and blue box rates excellent and it includes the "Warning – Do not
reload and resale" loose label packed in the box; (1) full box of 25
rounds Remington "Auto Express / Extra Heavy Loads" 16 gauge 2 3/4",
1 1/8 oz., #4 shot, 3 1/4 dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in very
good condition showing slight swelling on the shot column, the green
and beige colored box rates excellent; (1) partial box of 15 rounds of
Winchester "Super-X" 16 gauge 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz., #6 shot, maximum
dram equivalent plastic hull shotshells in excellent condition and; (3) full
boxes of 25 rounds each Remington "Target Loads" 16 gauge 2 3/4", 1
oz., #9 shot, 2 1/2 dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in excellent
condition, the red and beige boxes also rate excellent although one box
has a seam on the side that has separated.  (88179-2DV) [David
Whipple Collection]

357 Vintage and Contemporary 20-Gauge Shotshells
This lot includes (1) full box of 25 rounds Remington "Express Extra
Long Range" 20 gauge 2 3/4", 1 oz., #6 shot, 2 3/4 dram equivalent
paper hull shotshells in excellent condition, the red and beige box very
good plus with light edge wear;  (2) full boxes of 25 rounds each Federal
"Game Loads" 20 gauge 2 3/4", 7/8 oz., #8 shot, 2 1/2 dram equivalent
plastic hull shotshells in excellent condition; (1) full box of 25 rounds
Remington "Magnum Express" 20 gauge 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz., #7 1/2 shot, 3
dram equivalent plastic hull shotshells in very good to excellent condition
showing occasional spot of light oxidation and; (1) partial box of 19
rounds Winchester "Super-X / Mark 5" 20 gauge 2 3/4", 1 oz., #4 shot,
maximum dram equivalent plastic hull shotshells in excellent condition. 
(88179-2DW) [David Whipple Collection]

358 410 Bore Proof Loads
This lot consists of (2) boxes of 25 rounds each Winchester "Super-X"
410 bore 3", paper hull shotshells definitive high-pressure proof loads in
excellent condition.  Each round is marked "DANGER / PROOF LOAD /
3 IN. GUNS ONLY / DANGER / HIGH PRESSURE" on a light beige
background.  The boxes do not give load data but each one has a
surcharge that reads as follows: DANGER – HIGH PRESSURE
DEFINITIVE PROOF CARTRIDGES FOR / USE ONLY IN PROOF
RANGE.  THESE CARTRIDGES ARE LOADED / TO S.A.A.M.I.
RECOMMENDATIONS. FIREARMS TO BE FIRED ONLY / FROM A
FIXED REST WITH OPERATOR PROPERLY PROTECTED".  It would
be wise to heed that warning.  (88179-2DX) [David Whipple Collection]

359 Collectible Shotshell Hulls
This lot includes (2) boxes of 25 hulls each Winchester "Ranger" 12
gauge, 2 5/8" primed paper shotshell hulls in excellent condition.  They
are packed in factory two-piece white boxes with label, one box has
been opened the other is still factory sealed, both rate near excellent. 
Also included are (1) box of 25 hulls Winchester "Super Speed" 28
gauge, 2 3/4" primed shotshell hulls in an unopened box in excellent
condition; (1) box of 25 hulls Winchester "Super Speed" 410 bore, 2 1/2"
primed shotshell hulls in an unopened box in excellent condition and; (1)
box of 25 rounds fired Herters 12 gauge, 2 3/4" all plastic "Blue
Powermag" shotshell hulls in the original box.  These shells are similar
to the old Wanda or Activ all plastic shotshells from the 1960's or 80's
respectively.  (8A8179-2DY) [David Whipple Collection]

360 Rare 14 Gauge Winchester Shotshells
This lot consists of the rare Winchester "Ranger" 14 gauge 2 1/8", 1 1/8
oz., #8 shot, 3 dram equivalent all aluminum hulls in original with
five-star fold crimp packaged in a two-piece factory box.  Overall, the
box rates excellent with a few light creases.  The ammunition rates very
good to excellent showing little wear, strong printing but five cartridges
show some light corrosion on the primers.  Research indicates there
were perhaps 28 experimental Model 59s made in this gauge with a
small run of ammunition for testing on Nolin farms.  In the end the
powers-that-be at Winchester thought it would be costly to try and
educate the public on the new style short aluminum shotshells and the
project was terminated.  (8A8179-2DZ) [David Whipple Collection]
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361 Collectible Shotshells
This lot consists of (1) two-piece green box of 25 rounds with tan label
and white "Mallard" label Remington Nitro Express 20 gauge 2 3/4", # 4
shot shotshells.  The box shows light edge wear, tearing on the label
and red ink writing on both labels.  The front (Mallard label side) has
been cut but the rear portion is intact and the box unopened.  The
second box is a partial box of 17 rounds Winchester 32 gauge (14mm) 2
3/4", mix of #4 and #8 shot, paper hull shotshells in good condition
showing light oxidation and soiling of the hull.  The box rates about
excellent.   (8A8179-2EA) [David Whipple Collection]

362 Vintage 16 Gauge Shotshells
This lot consists of (1) full yellow and green box of 25 rounds Remington
"Target Loads" 16 gauge 2 3/4", 1 oz., #9, 2 1/2 dram equivalent plastic
hull shotshells in excellent condition, the box rates fair with little wear but
has a 1 3/4" tear on one side and; (6) full red boxes of 25 rounds each
Remington "Shur Shot Skeet" 16 gauge 2 3/4", 1 oz., #9 chilled "Red
Dot" paper hull shotshells in about good condition showing varying
degrees of tarnish and oxidation on heads, boxes rate about good to
very good with very light soiling, minor tears (one box the top flap is torn
completely off but is provided) and handling wear.   (88179-2EB) [David
Whipple Collection]

363 Vintage 410 Bore Shotshells
This lot includes (1) full red and green box of 25 rounds Remington
"Express" 410 bore 2 1/2", #7 1/2 shot paper hull shotshells (weight of
shot not given) in very good condition showing light to moderate tarnish
on the heads, the box rates fair with edge wear, one corner torn nearly
its length and another tear extending into the panel; (1) full red and tan
box of 25 rounds and (1) partial red and tan box of 14 rounds
Winchester "Super-X" 410 bore 2 1/2", 1/2 oz., #6 shot, maximum dram
equivalent paper hull shotshells, the full box of shells rate good with little
wear but all the hulls show bulging around the shot column and the box
rates good to very good, the partial box of shells rate mostly excellent
the box about good and; (3) full yellow and blue boxes of 25 rounds
each J.C. Higgins "Extra Range" 410 bore 3", 3/4 oz., #7 1/2, maximum
dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in near excellent condition
showing occasional oxidation stains on the heads, the boxes rate
excellent.  (88179-2EC) [David Whipple Collection]

364 Vintage 410 Bore Shotshells
This lot includes (1) full yellow and blue box of 25 rounds Peters "Skeet
Loads" 410 bore 2 1/2", 1/2 oz., #9 plastic hull shotshells, the box and
shells are in excellent condition; (1) full beige and green highlighted box
of 25 rounds Remington "Nitro Express" 410 bore 2 1/2", 1/2 oz., #6
shot, paper hull shotshells, the box and shells are in excellent condition
with light grease pencil writing on the box; (2) full beige and green
highlighted boxes of 25 rounds each Remington "Nitro Express" 410
bore 3", 3/4 oz., #4 shot, paper hull shotshells, the box and shells are in
excellent condition overall with light wear on the boxes; (1) full red and
white box of 5 rounds J.C. Higgins "Extra Range Rifled Slugs" 410 bore
2 1/2", 1/5 oz., rifled slug paper hull shotshells, the shells are in
excellent condition, the box shows light handling wear; (1) full tan box of
5 rounds Western Auto "Revelation" 410 bore 2 1/2", 1/5 oz., rifled slug
plastic hull shotshells, the shells are in excellent condition, the box
shows light handling wear; (1) partial yellow box of 18 rounds Remington
"Power Piston / Skeet Loads" 410 bore 2 1/2", 1/2 oz., #9 shot,
maximum dram equivalent plastic hull shotshells, the box and shells are
in excellent condition and; (1) partial beige and green highlighted box of
5 rounds each Remington "Nitro Express" 410 bore 3", 3/4 oz., #6 shot,
paper hull shotshells, the shells are in excellent condition and the box
about very good with light wear.  (88179-2ED) [David Whipple
Collection]

365 410 Bore Sporting and Target Shotshells
This lot includes (1) full box of 25 and (1) partial box of 23 rounds
Remington "Express" 410 bore 3", 11/16 oz., #7 1/2 shot, maximum
dram equivalent plastic hull shotshells in excellent condition;  (1) full box
of 25 rounds Remington "Express" 410 bore 3", 11/16 oz., #4 shot,
maximum dram equivalent plastic hull shotshells in excellent condition;
(1) full box of 25 rounds Western "Super-X" 410 bore 3", 3/4 oz., #6
shot, maximum dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in excellent
condition; (1) full black box of 25 rounds Winchester "AA Target" 410
bore 2 1/2", 1/2 oz., #9 shot, maximum dram equivalent plastic hull
shotshells in excellent condition and; (1) full white box of 25 rounds
Winchester "AA Skeet" 410 bore 2 1/2", 1/2 oz., #9 shot, maximum dram
equivalent plastic hull shotshells in excellent condition.  (88179-2EE)
[David Whipple Collection]

366 22 Rimfire Ammunition
This lot includes (1) partial "525 value pack" box of Remington "Golden
Bullet" 22 LR, 36 gr. hollow point ammunition in excellent condition with
approximately 400 rounds left; (1) partial box of approximately 35 rounds
Western "Super Speed" 22 LR, 40 gr round nose in excellent condition,
the box rates fair, (1) vintage two-piece box of approximately 75 rounds
UMC 22 BB Caps in very good to excellent condition and; (1) bag
weighing approximately 5.6 pounds (roughly about 800 rounds)
containing a variety of 22 Short, Long, Long Rifle and the occasional 22
Winchester Magnum RF ammunition in very good condition with
scattered light lead oxide.  (88179-2EF) [David Whipple Collection]

367 Collectible U.S. Cartridge Co. Shotshells
This lot consists of a single unopened box of 25 rounds United States
Cartridge Company "Defiance" 12 gauge 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz., #9 shot,
3-dram equivalent paper hull shotshells.  The box is a two-piece kraft
material box with blue, white and red wrap around label that shows light
edge wear and scuffing.  The label shows a red colored shotshell on the
two sides of the label and a red banner declaring "SPECIALLY
DESIGNED FOR / SKEET SHOOTING".  (8A8179-2EG) [David Whipple
Collection]

368 Collectible Winchester "Leader" 16 Gauge Shotshells
This lot consists of (1) unopened box of 25 rounds Winchester "Leader /
Paper Shotshells" 16 gauge 2 3/4", 7/8 oz., #6 shot, paper hull
shotshells.  The box is a two-piece box of kraft material with wrap
around label.  The label is cut on one side but the other side is not open
and the cover cannot be removed.  The top of the cover has "Leader"
across the face on a background of yellow lightning bolts, one end has a
pair of red shotshells crossed on one another and the other end a large
red "W" with "Leader" across the trademark and one line indicating "20
GRAINS OF BALLISTITE".  Other than the cut label and minor handling
marks the box rates excellent.  (8A8179-2EH) [David Whipple
Collection]

369 Collectible Winchester "Repeater" 16 Gauge Shotshells
This lot consists of (1) box of 25 rounds Winchester "Repeater / Paper
Shotshells" 16 gauge 2 3/4", 1 oz., #7 1/2 shot, 2 1/2-dram equivalent
paper hull shotshells.  The ammunition rates good to very good showing
light tarnish and oxidation stains and the hulls are bulging around the
shot column.  It is a two-piece box of kraft material with wrap around
label.  The top of the cover has "Repeater" across the face on a
background of yellow lightning bolts, one end has a pair of yellow
shotshells crossed on one another and the other end a large red "W"
with "Repeater" across the trademark and one line indicating "2 1/2
DRAMS DUPONT".  The box and label show's light handling marks with
light to moderate edge wear and tearing on the right side of the cover
showing a repair to the inside.  (8A8179-2EI) [David Whipple Collection]

370 Vintage 12 Gauge Shotshells
This lot includes (1) full red and blue "flushing Grouse and Mallard" box
of 25 rounds Eatonia "with shatter wad" "Long Range" 12 gauge 2 3/4",
1 1/4 oz., #6 shot, 3 3/4-dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in
excellent condition as is the box and the box is marked "Made Expressly
for / EATON'S OF CANADA"; (1) full red and yellow box of 25 rounds
Winchester "Ranger Super Target Loads" 12 gauge 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz., 7
1/2 shot, 3-dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in excellent condition
the box showing light edge wear; (1) full box of 25 rounds Sears
Roebuck and Company "Mallard Sportload" 12 gauge 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz.,
#4 shot, 3 1/4 dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in excellent
condition, box about very good; (1) partial box of 19 rounds Sears
Roebuck and Company "Mallard Sportload" 12 gauge 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz.,
#6 shot, 3 1/4 dram equivalent paper hull shotshell in excellent
condition, box about good and; (1) partial box of 21 rounds assorted
vintage 12 gauge 2 3/4" shotshells, mostly paper hulls.  (88179-2EJ)
[David Whipple Collection]
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371 Assorted Slug Loaded Shotshells
This lot includes (1) full box of 5 rounds Sears "Extra Range" 16 gauge 2
3/4", 7/8 oz., rifled slug with plastic hulls in very good condition showing
slight oxidation stains; (1) partial box of 4 rounds Imperial "Special Long
Range" 16 gauge 2 3/4", 7/8 oz., rifled slug with paper hulls in excellent
condition; (2) full boxes of 5 rounds each Sears "Extra Range" 12 gauge
2 3/4", 7/8 oz., rifled slug with plastic hulls in excellent condition; (1) full
box of 5 rounds Winchester "Magnum" 12 gauge 2 3/4", OO buck-12
Pellet shotshells with plastic hulls in excellent condition in mismatched
box; (1) full box of 5 rounds Winchester "Super-X" 12 gauge 2 3/4", rifled
slug shotshells with paper hulls in excellent condition, the yellow box
rates good with missing dust flaps and writing on the box; (2) full boxes
of 5 rounds each Sears "Extra Range" 20 gauge 2 3/4", 5/8 oz., rifled
slug with plastic hulls in excellent condition overall with a few very light
oxidation stains; (1) full box of 5 rounds Remington "Nitro Express" 20
gauge 2 3/4", 5/8 oz., rifled slug with paper hulls in excellent condition;
(1) full box of 5 rounds Sears Roebuck and Company "Sportload" 20
gauge 2 3/4", 5/8 oz., rifled slug with paper hulls in excellent condition,
the yellow box has one torn and one missing dust flap and; (1) full box of
5 rounds Winchester "Super Speed" 20 gauge 2 1/2", 5/8 oz., rifled slug
with paper hulls in excellent condition, the box rates very good to
excellent.  (88179-2EK) [David Whipple Collection]

372 U.M.C. Co. 4 Gauge Shotshells
This lot consists of (15) Union Metallic Cartridge Company "No. 4", 4
gauge, 4", blank paper shotshells in very good to excellent condition
with tarnish and minor handling marks.  Also included is a single "W &
ch" headstamped, 4 gauge, 3", blank shotshell with paper hull in good
condition showing very light oxidation and handling marks. 
(8B8179-2EL) [David Whipple Collection]

373 Eley 2" 12 Gauge Shotshells
This lot consists of (1) full box of Imperial Metal Industries Eley-Kynoch
12 gauge 2", #5 shot paper hull shotshells (weight of shot not marked) in
an unopened two-piece box with orange label that wraps around the
box.  The box rates about excellent with light handling marks.  The
second box is (1) full box of Imperial Chemical Industries Eley 12 gauge
2", mostly #5 shot with several #6 and #7 size shot mixed in, paper hull
shotshells (weight of shot not marked) in a two-piece box with orange
label that wraps around the box.  The box rates about excellent with light
handling marks.  Great ammunition for that fine British Double Gun. 
(88179-2EM) [David Whipple Collection]

374 Collectible 10 Gauge Shotshells
This lot includes (1) unopened box of 25 rounds Remington UMC "New
Club" 10 gauge, 2 7/8" paper hull shotshells (no load data given).  The
two-piece kraft box with wrap around label rates about very good
showing a few small tears on the edges of the base and one large tear
on the length of the covers right side and a smaller tear on the left side. 
The label is white with green plaques connected by gold chains.  The
second box is (1) partial box of 9 rounds of Remington UMC "Nitro
Express" 10 gauge, 2 7/8", #6 shot, paper hull shotshells in about very
good condition showing generally light oxidation stains.  The two-piece
kraft box rates fair with moderate crushing, tearing and soiling. 
(8A8179-2EN) [David Whipple Collection]

375 Collectible 16 Gauge Shotshells
This lot includes (1) partial box of 20 rounds Remington UMC "Nitro
Club" 16 gauge 2 5/8", 1 oz., #7 1/2 shot, paper hull shotshells in good
to very good condition with light soiling and oxidation, the box is a
two-piece kraft with white and tan label featuring a flying Mallard on the
cover and shotshell picture on the side.  The box rates about very good. 
Also included are (1) full box of 25 rounds Winchester "Repeater" 16
gauge 2 5/8", 1 oz., #6 shot paper hull shotshells in very good to
excellent condition with light storage wear, the box is a two-piece kraft
with white and yellow label with slight tearing on the edges, light to
moderate wear on the edges and small torn off piece on one side of the
cover.  The last box is (1) full box of 25 rounds Remington "Nitro Club
Game Loads" 16 gauge 2 5/8", #5 shot, paper hull shotshells in very
good to excellent condition with light storage wear and a few pellets
starting to bulge the hulls.  The box is a two-piece Kraft with white and
yellow label with a flying Mallard on the side in about poor condition, the
bottom of the base is failing and there is a full-length tear on the right
side of the covers right edge.  (8A8179-2EO) [David Whipple Collection]

376 Collectible 12 Gauge Shotshells
This lot includes (1) box of 25 rounds Winchester "Super Speed Long
Range – Short Shot String" 12 gauge 2 3/4", 1 1/4" oz., #6 shot, 3
3/4-dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in excellent condition.  The
beige colored box with red borders has a yellow oval with "Super W
Speed" and rates very good to excellent showing two small tears on the
edges and light soiling.  Inside the box is a small notice label "The Super
Speed shotshells in this box are made with steel heads of lower height
than standard brass heads to conserve critical metal needed in the
manufacture of military ammunition for our armed forces."  The second
box is (1) full box of 25 rounds Remington "Shur Shot" 12 gauge 2 5/8",
#4 shot paper hull shotshells that rate very good showing slight bulging
in the area of the shot column, the two-piece kraft box rates about good
showing a repair to the right side of the cover, handling marks and light
pencil writing.  The label was not cut on this box to open and remains
intact and folded into the box cover.  (8A8179-2EP) [David Whipple
Collection]

377 Vintage 20 Gauge Shotshells
This lot includes (1) partial box of 20 rounds Western "Super-X" 20
gauge, 3" Magnum, 1 1/4 oz., #6 shot, maximum dram equivalent plastic
shotshells in excellent condition, the box rates very good to excellent;
(1) full red colored box of 25 rounds Western "Super-X" 20 gauge, 2
3/4", 1 oz., #5 shot, maximum dram equivalent paper shotshells and box
in excellent condition; (1) full yellow and blue colored box of 25 rounds
Western "Super-X" 20 gauge, 2 3/4", 1 oz., #6 shot, maximum dram
equivalent paper shotshells in excellent condition, the box rates very
good; (1) partial yellow and red colored box of 15 rounds Western
"Super-Speed" 20 gauge, 2 3/4", twenty pellet #3 Buckshot, maximum
dram equivalent paper shotshells in excellent condition, the box rates
fair to good; (1) full box of 25 rounds Remington "Shur Shot Skeet
Loads" 20 gauge, 2 3/4", 7/8 oz., #9 shot, 2 1/4 dram equivalent paper
shotshells in excellent condition, the box rates fair; (1) full box of 25
rounds Remington "Shur Shot" packaged and marked for sales in
Mexico 20 gauge, 2 3/4" (69mm), 3/4 oz. #O Buck, 2 1/4 dram
equivalent plastic shotshells in excellent condition, the box rates good,
all writing is in Spanish except the brand name and style of shells and it
has a gold colored surcharge with the buck shot size; (1) full box of 25
rounds Montgomery Wards "Red Head Reliance" 20 gauge, 2 3/4", 7/8
oz., #4 shot, 2 1/4 dram equivalent paper shotshells in excellent
condition, the box rates very good and includes a separate "WARNING"
label inside the box and; (1) full mixed box of 25 rounds Western Auto,
Sears Roebuck and J.C. Higgins 20 gauge 2 3/4", all loaded with #6
shot, paper hull shotshells in excellent condition packaged in a fair to
good condition Western Auto Revelation box.  (8A8179-2EQ) [David
Whipple Collection]

378 Vintage Brass Shotgun Hulls and Military Shotshell Ammunition
This lot includes a partial box of 10 rounds Winchester 12 gauge
unprimed empty 2 1/2" brass shotshells with boxer primer pocket in
excellent condition in a mismatched two-piece Winchester "OO Buck"
marked box in fair condition showing tearing on the edges and handling
wear.  Also included is (1) box of 25 rounds Western "M35" 410 bore, 2
3/4", #6 shot aluminum cased shotshells in excellent condition. 
(8A8179-2ER) [David Whipple Collection]

379 Vintage 28 Gauge Shotshells
This lot includes (1) box of 25 rounds Winchester "Repeater" 28 gauge 2
1/2", 5/8 oz, #6 shot, "1 3/4 drams bulk smokeless" paper hull shotshells
in good condition showing oxidation and handling wear, the two-piece
craft box rates good with light storage wear but moderate soiling; (1) box
of 25 rounds Winchester "Repeater" 28 gauge 2 1/2", 5/8 oz, #6 shot, 1
3/4 dram equivalent, paper hull shotshells in very good condition
showing scattered oxidation and slight handling wear, the two-piece
craft box with dark blue label rates very good with light storage wear and
a few light repairs with cellophane tape and; (1) box of 25 rounds
Remington "Shur Shot" 28 gauge 2 1/2", 5/8 oz, #6 shot, 1 3/4 dram
equivalent paper hull shotshells in very good to excellent condition, the
box rates very good with light storage wear.  (8A8179-2ES) [David
Whipple Collection]

380 Vintage 16 Gauge Shotshells
This lot includes (2) full boxes of 25 rounds each and (1) partial box of
23 rounds Remington "Scatter Loads" 16 gauge, 2 9/16", 1 oz., #7 1/2
shot, 2 1/2 dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in very good condition
showing light tarnish and oxidation, two of the yellow boxes rate about
good to very good with soiling and torn dust flaps and the third box rates
fair with a torn end flap and missing dust flap; (1) full box of 25 rounds
Remington "Shur Shot" 16 gauge, 2 9/16", 1 oz., #8 shot, 2 1/2 dram
equivalent paper hull shotshells in very good condition showing light
tarnish and oxidation, the yellow box rates about very good with edge
wear and soiling and; (1) partial box of 16 rounds Remington "Express"
16 gauge, 2 9/16", 1 1/8 oz., #6 shot, 3 dram equivalent paper hull
shotshells in very good condition showing light tarnish and oxidation, the
box rates about good.  (8A8179-2ET) [David Whipple Collection]
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381 Vintage 20 Gauge Shotshells
This lot includes (1) partial tan with red borders colored box of 24 rounds
Western "Super-Speed" 20 gauge, 2 1/2", 1 oz., #4 shot, 2 3/4-dram
equivalent paper shotshells in very good condition showing scattered
light oxidation, the box rates good to very good with a small tear and
handling wear; (1) partial yellow colored box of 20 rounds Winchester
"Ranger" 20 gauge, 2 1/2", 7/8 oz., #8 shot, 2 1/4 dram equivalent paper
shotshells in excellent condition, the box rates good and; (1) full green
and red box of 25 rounds Remington "Shur Shot Scatter Loads" 20
gauge, 2 1/2", 7/8 oz., #8 shot, 2 1/4 dram equivalent paper hull
shotshells in excellent condition, the box rates about good to very good
with storage wear, small tear and scuffing.  (8A8179-2EU) [David
Whipple Collection]

382 Vintage Shotshells
This lot includes (1) partial blue labeled box of 10 rounds of Winchester
"Repeater / Brush" 16 gauge, 2 9/16", 1 oz., #7 1/2 shot, 2 1/2-dram
equivalent paper hull shotshells in very good condition showing light
soiling, the box rates about good and ; (1) full blue and yellow box of 25
rounds Western "Thicket Loads" 12 gauge, 2 3/4", 1 1/8oz., #7 1/2 shot,
paper hull shotshells in excellent condition, the box rates good with
soiling on the top cover, a few tears and storage wear.  (8A8179-2EV)
[David Whipple Collection]

383 Vintage 16 gauge shotshells
This lot includes (1) full yellow and blue box of 25 rounds of Winchester
"Ranger Super Trap with Minimax Powder" 16 gauge, 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz.,
#8 shot, 2 3/4-dram equivalent paper hull shotshells in very good to
excellent condition showing very light scattered oxidation staining, the
box rates about good; (1) full brown and tan box of 25 rounds of Peters
"Victor" 16 gauge, 2 9/16", 1 oz., #8 shot, 2 1/2-dram equivalent paper
hull shotshells in excellent condition, the box rates about very good; (1)
partial box of 24 rounds mixed 16 gauge, 2 9/16" paper hull shotshells
with Western and Peters headstamps in good to very good condition
with storage wear, oxidation stains and soiling, the box is Western
"Super-X" 16 gauge box in fair condition; (1) full tan with red borders
colored box of 25 rounds Winchester "Super Speed / Long Range-Short
Shot String" 16 gauge, 2 9/16", 1 1/8 oz., #5 shot, 3 dram equivalent
paper hull shotshells in very good condition showing little storage wear
but they are starting to bulge around the areas of the shot column, the
box rates near excellent.  (8A8179-2EW) [David Whipple Collection]

384 Mixed Vintage Shotshells
This lot includes (1) partial two-piece kraft box with orange and blue
label of United States Cartridge Company "Romax" 16 gauge, 2 9/16",
3/4 oz., OO Buck shot, 2 3/4 drams of black powder paper hull
shotshells in fair condition showing moderate oxidation, heads showing
signs of cracking and storage wear, the box rates about good with light
to moderate soiling and handling wear; (1) full two-piece kraft box with
orange and blue label of 25 rounds United States Cartridge Company
"Climax / The Black Shell" 12 gauge, 2 3/4", 1 1/4 oz., #7 1/2 shot, 3
dram paper hull shotshells in near excellent condition (one round is a
UMC mixed-in),the box rates about poor to fair with light to moderate
soiling, handling wear and tearing; (1) unopened full two-piece kraft box
with orange and blue label of 25 rounds United States Cartridge
Company "Ajax" 12 gauge, 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz., #4 shot, 28 grains of
Balistite paper hull shotshells in very good to excellent condition, the box
rates about poor with a portion of the cover torn off leaving an access
hole big enough to remove two rounds and; (1) mixed full box of
American Cartridge Co. "American Eagle X-L Shotshells" 12 gauge 2
3/4", 1 1/8oz., #4 shot, 3 1/4 dram equivalent paper hull shotshells (18
rounds total) the rest a mix of Western and Peters shotshells, all in very
good to excellent condition the box rates poor.   (8A8179-2EX) [David
Whipple Collection]

385 Mixed Lot of 22 Rimfire Ammunition
This includes: (1) partial sleeve of 91 rounds CCI 22 CB (short)
ammunition; (1) full and (1) partial red and green box totaling 85 rounds
Remington "Hi-Speed Golden Bullets" 22 LR 40 grain round nose
ammunition; (1) partial red and white box of 37 rounds Remington
"Hi-Speed Golden Bullets" 22 LR 40 grain round nose ammunition; (2)
full yellow boxes of 50 rounds each Winchester "Super-X" 22 LR 37
grain hollow point ammunition; (1) partial green box totaling 34 rounds
Remington "New and Improved " 22 LR 40 grain round nose
ammunition; (1) partial blue and yellow box of 43 rounds Western
"Super-X" 22 LR 40 grain round nose bullets; (1) partial green and white
box of 14 rounds Remington "Standard Velocity" 22 Short 40 grain
round nose ammunition; (134) loose Winchester Super-X 22 LR 37 grain
hollow point ammunition.  (89529-1A)

386 Vintage Camp Perry-Style Wooden .22 Rimfire Ammunition Box and 22
Short Ammunition
One attractive and high-quality honey-stained hardwood hinged top
50-round .22 rimfire box capable of storing blanks through 22 LR. The
top of the lid is marked “KIRKWOOD BROS., INC, / GUN SHOP / 23
ELM ST. BOSTON, MASS.” and features a decorative clasp. Included
with the box are 48 rounds of assorted vintage 22 Short and 2 rounds of
.22 blanks. There is a mix of brass and copper cases with various
headstamps including “U”, “H”, “XR”, “P”. Ammunition rates very good to
excellent with some cases showing some minor tarnish and most of the
lead tips displaying some light oxidation. A very fine box that would be
perfect for storing target ammunition or would make a great decoration
along with some nice vintage 22 Short. (23A9814-2)

387 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Three full 50-round boxes (150 total) of FNH USA 40 gr. Hornady V-Max
cartridges in excellent condition. (239731-1ACS)

388 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Three full 50-round boxes (150 total) of FNH USA 40 gr. Hornady V-Max
cartridges in excellent condition with one of the boxes having a minor
tear in the upper lid. (239731-1ACT)

389 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of FNH USA 40 gr. Hornady V-Max
cartridges and one 50-round box of American Eagle 40 gr. FMJ in
excellent condition. (239731-1ACU)

390 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of FNH USA 40 gr. Hornady V-Max
cartridges and one 50-round box of American Eagle 40 gr. FMJ in
excellent condition with one of the boxes showing some minor corner
and edge wear. (239731-1ACV)

391 22 Magnum Ammunition
Four sealed 50-round boxes (200 total) of 22 Magnum as follows: One
50-round box of Speer Gold Dot 40 gr. GDHP-SB optimized for personal
defense using short-barreled handguns. One 50-round box of CCI
Maxi-Mag 30 gr. JHP+V and two 50-round boxes (100 total) of CCI
Maxi-Mag 40 gr. JHP. (239731-1ACW)

392 22 LR Ammunition
One sealed 525-round Value Pack of Federal Champion 36 gr. copper
plated HP high velocity ammunition. (239731-1ACX)

393 5.56 NATO Ammunition
Three open-top 30-round boxes (90 rounds total) packed on 10-round
stripper clips of Federal 55 gr. FMJ XM193 with one stripper clip guide.
(239731-1ACY)

394 5.56 NATO Ammunition
Three open-top 30-round boxes (90 rounds total) packed on 10-round
stripper clips of Federal 55 gr. FMJ XM193. (239731-1ACZ)

395 5.56 NATO Ammunition
Four open-top 30-round boxes (120 rounds total) packed on 10-round
stripper clips of Federal 55 gr. FMJ XM193. (239731-1ADA)

396 5.56 NATO Ammunition
Four open-top 30-round boxes (120 rounds total) packed on 10-round
stripper clips of Federal 55 gr. FMJ XM193. (239731-1ADB)

397 30-06 Ammunition
Three full 20-round boxes (60 total) of Remington High Velocity 180 gr.
Bronze Pt. ammunition in about excellent condition with handwritten
dates on the side flaps. (239731-1ADE)

398 30-06 Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes and one partial 14-round box (54 total) of
Remington High Velocity 180 gr. Bronze Pt. and one full 20-round box of
Remington High Velocity 150 gr. Bronze Pt. All ammunition remains in
about excellent condition with handwritten dates on the side flaps.
(239731-1ADF)

399 22 LR Ammunition
Five full 50-round boxes and one partial 45-round box (295 total) of CCI
Stinger 32 gr. copper-plated HP ammunition. Ammunition rates about
excellent with the boxes showing some minor storage wear and three
different label styles. (239731-1ADG)

400 22 LR Ammunition
584 rounds as follows: Three full 50-round boxes (150 total) of Federal
Lightning 40 gr. LRN, eight full 50-round boxes and one partial 34-round
box (434 total) of Remington 22 Thunderbolt 40 gr. LRN. Ammunition
rates about excellent. (239731-1ADK)

401 .410 Bore Ammunition
One full case of ten 25-round boxes (250 total) of Remington Express
Long Range 2 1/2” #6 shot in about excellent condition. (239731-4W)

402 .410 Bore Ammunition
One full case of 10 25-round boxes (250 total) of Remington Express
Long Range 2 1/2” #7 1/2 shot in about excellent condition. (239731-4X)
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403 Assorted Pistol Ammunition
Five items as follows: One full 50-round box of WPA Polyformance 9mm
115 gr. FMJ, one full 50-round box of Winchester 40 S&W 180 gr. FMJ,
one partial 12-round box of Winchester 45 ACP 230 gr. ball with
headstamps dated to 1983, one full 50-round box of Federal 380 ACP
95 gr. MC and one partial 48-round box of American Eagle 95 gr. MC.
All ammunition rates about excellent. (239731-1ADL)

404 12 ga. Ammunition
Four boxes of 2 3/4” 9 pellet 00 buckshot as follows: Two full 15-round
boxes (30 total) of Winchester Super-X, one full 25-round box of Estate
and one 25-round box of Olin Corp. Military Grade. All 80 rounds rate
about excellent. (239731-1ADM)

405 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Three full 50-round boxes (150 total) of FNH USA 40 gr. Hornady V-Max
cartridges in excellent condition. (239731-1ADQ)

406 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Three full 50-round boxes (150 total) of FNH USA 40 gr. Hornady V-Max
cartridges in excellent condition. (239731-1ADR)

407 223 Rem Ammunition
Three items as follows: Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of Fiocchi 55
gr. FMJ and one full 20-round box of American Eagle 62 gr. FMJ BT all
in about excellent condition. (239731-1ADT)

408 300 Win Mag Ammunition
Two items as follows: One full 20-round box of Remington High Velocity
180 gr. Core-Lokt PSP and one partial 18-round box of Remington High
Velocity 150 gr. Core-Lokt PSP along with two fired brass cases. The 38
rounds of ammunition rate about very good with some minor tarnish on
the cases and the case heads toning to light purple patina, a few rounds
show some small spots of bloom on the case heads and light oxidation
on the exposed lead tips.  (239731-1ADU)

409 300 Win Mag Ammunition
30 rounds as follows: One full 20-round box and one 10-round belt slide
of Federal Premium 200 gr. BTSP in about very good plus condition with
a few rounds showing some minor tarnish on the cases and headstamps
and a few showing some light oxidation on the exposed lead tips.
(239731-AEB)

410 223 Rem Ammunition
Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of Fiocchi 55 gr. FMJ in about
excellent condition with one round displaying a few small spots of
tarnish. (239731-1AET)

411 223 Rem Ammunition
Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of Fiocchi 55 gr. FMJ in about
excellent condition. (239731-1AEU)

412 22 Magnum Ammunition
Six full 50-round boxes (300 total) as follows: four 50-round boxes (200
total) of CCI Maxi-Mag 40 gr. JHP and two full 50-round (100 total)
boxes of Winchester Super-X 40 gr. JHP. Ammunition rates about
excellent with a small crack and tiny chip in the edge of one of the
plastic CCI boxes. (239731-1AEW)

413 22 LR Ammunition
10 full 50-round boxes (500 total) of Remington 22 Thunderbolt
Hi-Speed 40 gr. LRN cartridges in about excellent condition.
(239731-1AFA)

414 22 LR Ammunition
10 full 50-round boxes (500 total) of Remington 22 Thunderbolt
Hi-Speed 40 gr. LRN cartridges in about excellent condition.
(239731-1AFB)

415 22 LR Ammunition
10 full 50-round boxes (500 total) of Remington 22 Thunderbolt
Hi-Speed 40 gr. LRN cartridges in about excellent condition.
(239731-1AFC)

416 22 LR Ammunition
10 full 50-round boxes (500 total) of Remington Viper 22 Hyper Velocity
36 gr. copper plated truncated cone cartridges in about excellent
condition with one box having a tiny tear in the top. (239731-1AFD)

417 22 LR Ammunition
10 full 50-round boxes (500 total) of Remington Viper 22 Hyper Velocity
36 gr. copper-plated truncated cone cartridges in about excellent
condition (239731-1AFF)

418 22 LR Ammunition
11 full 50-round boxes and one partial 36-round box (586 total) of
Remington High Velocity 36 gr. copper-plated HP cartridges in about
excellent condition with some of the boxes showing some minor storage
wear. (239731-1AFG)

419 22 LR Ammunition
Eight items total as follows: Two full 100-round boxes (200 total) of CCI
Mini-Mag 40 gr. copper-plated RN, five full 50-round boxes (250 total) of
Federal Lightning high velocity 40 gr. LRN, one 50-round box of
Western Super-X 40 gr. Lubaloy-coated RN with all cartridges in about
excellent condition. (239731-1AFH)

420 30-30 Win Ammunition
Five full 20-round boxes (100 total) as follows: Four boxes of Remington
High Velocity 170 gr. Core-Lokt SP and one box of Remington
Kleanbore 170 gr. Core-Lokt SP. Ammunition rates very good plus with
most having minor tarnish on the cases and some rounds showing light
oxidation on the exposed lead tips. The boxes show minor storage wear
while the Kleanbore box is missing one side flap. (239731-1AFL)

421 30-30 Win Ammunition
Six items as follows: One partial 17-round box of Fiocchi 150 gr. RNSP,
one partial 17-round box of Western Super-X 170 gr. Silvertip EXP., one
full 20-round box and one partial 18-round box (38 total) of Federal
Hi-Shok 170 gr. SP, one partial 12-round box of assorted 170 gr. SP
ammunition all with “R-P” headstamps, and one partial 14-round box of
assorted SP ammunition with assorted headstamps including
“SUPER-X”, “SUPER SPEED” and “REM-UMC”. The 98 total rounds
rate very good to very good plus with most rounds displaying minor
tarnish on the cases and some rounds having light oxidation on the soft
points. (239731-1AFR)

422 12 ga. Ammunition
Five full 5-round boxes (25 total) of Remington Slugger 2 3/4” 1 oz.
HPRS slugs in about excellent condition. (239731-1AFU)

423 12 ga. Ammunition
Five full 5-round boxes (25 total) of Remington Slugger 2 3/4” 1 oz.
HPRS slugs in about excellent condition. (239731-1AFV)

424 243 Win and 308 Win Ammunition
Two items as follow: One full 20-round box of Winchester Super-X 243
Win 100 gr. Power-Point and one full 20-round box of American Eagle
308 Win 150 gr. FMJBT all in about excellent condition. (239731-1AGA)

425 12 ga. Ammunition
46 assorted rounds of 12 ga. 2 3/4” ammunition as follows: One full
25-round box of Federal Premium Black Cloud FS Steel 1 oz. #4 shot
with Flight Control wad, two full 5-round boxes and one loose round (11
total) of Federal Tactical 1 oz. Hydra-Shok HP rifled slugs, three rounds
of Federal Game Load 1 oz. #6 shot, three rounds of Remington 1 oz.
#4 shot, one round of Winchester Western Upland 1 oz. #5 shot, one
round of Western Super-X Mark 5 #2 shot magnum, one round of
Winchester Ranger 1 1/2 oz. #5 shot and one unmarked high brass
round of Peters. (239731-4Y)

426 16 ga. Ammunition
Four full 25-round boxes (100 total) of Remington Express Long Range
2 3/4” 1 1/8 oz. #6 shot, item #SP166. Ammunition rates about
excellent. (239731-4Z)

427 16 ga. Ammunition
Three full 25-round boxes and one partial 24-round box of Remington
Express Long Range 2 3/4” 1 1/8 oz. #6 shot, item #SP166 and one
round of Winchester Super-Speed Mark 5 2 3/4” 1 1/8 oz. #5 shot.
Ammunition rates about excellent. (239731-4AA)

428 16 ga. Ammunition
Four full 25-round boxes of Remington Express Long Range 2 3/4” 1 1/8
oz. #7 1/2 shot all in about excellent condition. (239731-4AB)

429 16 ga. Ammunition
Seven items as follows: Two full 25-round boxes (50 total) of Remington
Express 2 3/4” 1 1/8 oz. #4 shot, one full 25-round box of Remington
ShurShot Field Load 2 3/4” 1 1/8 oz. #6 shot, one partial 24-round box
of Remington Express Magnum 2 3/4” 1 1/4” oz. #2 shot, one full
5-round box of Remington Slugger 2 3/4” 4/5 oz. HP rifled slugs, one full
5-round box and one partial 3-round box (8 total) of Western Super-X 2
3/4” 4/5 oz. rifled slugs. All 112 rounds of ammunition rate about
excellent. (239731-4AC)

430 357 Magnum Ammunition
Approximately 150 loose rounds of Zero Ammunition Company 357
Magnum semi-jacketed hollow point nickel-cased ammunition in
excellent condition. (239731-1AHP)

431 357 Magnum Ammunition
Approximately 150 loose rounds of Zero Ammunition Company 357
Magnum semi-jacketed hollow point nickel-cased ammunition in
excellent condition. (239731-1AHQ)

432 357 Magnum Ammunition
Approximately 150 loose rounds of Zero Ammunition Company 357
Magnum semi-jacketed hollow point nickel-cased ammunition in
excellent condition. (239731-1AHR)

433 357 Magnum Ammunition
Approximately 150 loose rounds of Zero Ammunition Company 357
Magnum semi-jacketed hollow point nickel-cased ammunition in
excellent condition. (239731-1AHV)

434 357 Magnum Ammunition
Approximately 150 loose rounds of Zero Ammunition Company 357
Magnum semi-jacketed hollow point nickel-cased ammunition in
excellent condition. (239731-1AHW)
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435 38 Special +P Ammunition
Approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal and Zero Ammunition
Company 38 Special +P jacketed hollow point nickel-cased ammunition
in about excellent condition with some very light oxidation on the
exposed lead. (239731-1AHX)

436 38 Special +P Ammunition
Approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal and Zero Ammunition
Company 38 Special +P jacketed hollow point nickel-cased ammunition
in about excellent condition with some very light oxidation on the
exposed lead and one case showing some minor tarnish.
(239731-1AJD)

437 38 Special +P Ammunition
Approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal and Zero Ammunition
Company 38 Special +P jacketed hollow point nickel-cased ammunition
in about excellent condition with some very light oxidation on the
exposed lead. (239731-1AJE)

438 38 Special +P Ammunition
Approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal and Zero Ammunition
Company 38 Special +P jacketed hollow point nickel-cased ammunition
in about excellent condition with some very light oxidation on the
exposed lead. (239731-1AJF)

439 38 Special +P Ammunition
Approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal and Zero Ammunition
Company 38 Special +P jacketed hollow point nickel-cased ammunition
in about excellent condition with some very light oxidation on the
exposed lead. (239731-1AJG)

440 12 ga. Ammunition
Approximately 100 loose rounds of Federal Gold Medal 2 3/4” 1 1/8 oz.
#7 1/2 shot and Winchester AA Plus Trap 2 3/4” 1 1/8 oz. #8 shot in
about excellent condition. (239731-1AJH)

441 12 ga. Ammunition
Approximately 100 loose rounds of Federal Gold Medal 2 3/4” 1 1/8 oz.
#7 1/2 shot and Winchester AA Plus Trap 2 3/4” 1 1/8 oz. #8 shot in
about excellent condition. (239731-1AJJ)

442 12 ga. Ammunition
Approximately 61 loose rounds of Federal Gold Medal 2 3/4” 1 1/8 oz.
#7 1/2 shot and Winchester AA Plus Trap 2 3/4” 1 1/8 oz. #8 shot in
about excellent condition. Also included are five rounds of Remington 2
3/4” lead slugs in about excellent condition, and 15 rounds of assorted
paper-hulled shotshells of various shot sizes including four slugs in very
good plus condition showing some light tarnish on the case heads.
(239731-1AJR)

443 44 Magnum Ammunition
Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of Sellier & Bellot 240 gr. SP
cartridges in excellent condition. (239731-2A)

444 44 Magnum Ammunition
Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of Sellier & Bellot 240 gr. SP
cartridges in excellent condition with some very light wear on the corners
of the boxes. (239731-2B)

445 30-06 Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes (40 total) of Winchester Super-X 150 gr.
Power-Point ammunition in about excellent condition with a few rounds
showing some tiny speckles of tarnish. (239731-2C)

446 270 Win Ammunition
Three full 20-round boxes (60 total) as follows: Two boxes of Winchester
Super-X 150 gr. Power Point and one box of Winchester Super-X 130
gr. Power Point in about excellent condition with a few rounds showing
some tiny speckles of tarnish. (239731-2)

447 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Five full 20-round boxes (100 total) of Winchester Super-X 123 gr.
Power Point brass-cased ammunition in excellent condition with a
couple boxes showing some minor storage wear. (239731-2D)

448 223 Rem Ammunition
Five sealed 20-round boxes (100 total) of American Eagle AR223 55 gr.
FMJ. (239731-2AC)

449 223 Rem Ammunition
Three full 20-round boxes (60 total) of Federal Fusion MSR 62 gr.
ammunition in excellent condition. (239731-2AD)

450 5.56 NATO Ammunition
Approximately 100 loose rounds of 62 gr. M855 “Green Tip” ammunition
with NATO cross, “LC” and “13” headstamps in excellent condition.
(239731-2AE)

451 12 ga. Ammunition
One sealed 100-round pack of Winchester Universal 2 3/4” 1 1/8 oz. #7
1/2 shot. (239731-2AF)

452 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Three sealed 50-round boxes (150 total) of American Eagle 40 gr. FMJ.
(239731-2F)

453 28 ga. Ammunition
Three full 25-round boxes (75 total) of Estate High Velocity Hunting
Load 2 3/4” 3/4 oz. #7 1/2 shot in excellent condition. (239731-2G)

454 308 Win Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes (40 total) of Winchester Super-X 150 gr. Power
Point ammunition in excellent condition. (239731-2AG)

455 308 Win Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes (40 total) of Winchester Super-X 150 gr. Power
Point ammunition in excellent condition. (239731-2AH)

456 308 Win Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes (40 total) of Winchester Super-X 150 gr. Power
Point ammunition in excellent condition. (239731-2AJ)

457 6mm Rem Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes (40 total) of Remington Express Core-Lokt 100
gr. Core-Lokt PSP in about excellent condition. (239731-2AK)

458 7mm-08 Rem, 7mm Mauser & 7mm WSM Ammunition
Four items total: Two full 20-round boxes (40 total) of Remington
Express Core-Lokt 7mm-08 140 gr. Core-Lokt PSP, one 20-round box of
Federal Premium Vital Shok 7mm Mauser 140 gr. Nosler Partition and
one 20-round box of Winchester Supreme 7mm WSM 160 gr. Fail Safe
all in about excellent condition. (239731-2AL)

459 7mm-08 Rem Ammunition
Three items total: Two full 20-round boxes (40 total) of Federal Power
Shok 150 gr. SP and one 20-round box of Federal Power Shok 150 gr.
SP RN all in excellent condition. (239731-2AM)

460 270 Win Ammunition
Three items total: Two full 20-round boxes (40 total) of Winchester
Super-X 130 gr. Power Point and one full 20-round box of Winchester
Super-X 150 gr. Power Point all in about excellent condition.
(239731-2AN)

461 40 S&W Ammunition
Three items total: One sealed 100-round Win Pack of Winchester 165
gr. FMJ and two 50-round boxes (100 total) of Winchester 180 gr. FMJ
with some tiny spots of tarnish on the case heads and some light
storage wear on the boxes. (239731-2AP)

462 30 Carbine Ammunition
120 rounds of Korean military surplus 30 Carbine ball ammunition in
20-round packages on 10-round stripper clips with guides stored in a
green cotton six pocket bandoleer. Case heads are stamped “PSD / 86”
while the front of the bandoleer has Korean military markings and the
rear is stamped “CAL. 30 CARBINE / BALL KM 1 / 10 RD CLIPS” along
with the lot number. Ammunition rates very good plus with some spots of
minor tarnish and a few of the stripper clips display some small spots of
light oxidation. (239731-2AQ)

463 30-06 Ammunition
100 rounds of belted US military surplus M2 AP ammunition in very
good plus condition showing some light tarnish with the case heads
stamped “43 / TW”. (239731-2AR)

464 44 Magnum Ammunition
Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of Winchester USA 240 gr. JSP in
about excellent condition showing some tiny speckles of light tarnish.
(239731-2AS)

465 44 Magnum Ammunition
Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of Winchester USA 240 gr. JSP in
about excellent condition showing some tiny speckles of light tarnish.
(239731-2AT)

466 44 Magnum Ammunition
Four items total: One full 50-round box of Winchester USA 240 gr. JSP,
two full 20-round boxes (40 total) of Speer Gold Dot 270 gr. GDSP and
one full 20-round box of Federal 240 gr. hollow SP all in about excellent
condition with the Federal cases displaying some light tarnish.
(239731-2AU)

467 270 WSM Ammunition
Three Items as follows: One full 20-round box of Winchester Super-X
150 gr. Power-Point, one full 20-round box and one partial 6-round box
(26 total) of Winchester Supreme 130 gr. Ballistic Silvertip ammunition
along with 14 fired nickel-plated cases. (239731-2AV)

468 7mm-08 Rem Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes (40 total) as follows: One box of Federal
Premium Vital Shok 140 gr. Nosler Ballistic Tip and one box of Federal
Premium Vital Shok 140 gr. Barnes Triple-Shok all in excellent condition.
(239731-2AW)

469 5.56 NATO Ammunition
Five sealed 20-round boxes of Federal XM193 55 gr. MC BT cartridges.
(239731-2AX)

470 223 Rem & 5.56 NATO Ammunition
Five items as follows: Three full 40-round boxes (120 total) of
Winchester 223 Rem 45 gr. JHP and two full 20-round boxes (40 total)
of Federal 5.56 NATO XM193F 55 gr. MC BT all in about excellent
condition. (239731-2-AY)

471 308 Win Ammunition
Two items total: One 20-round box of Winchester PDX1 308 Defender
120 gr. Split Core HP low flash cartridges and one 20-round box of
Winchester Super-X 150 gr. Power-Point cartridges all in excellent
condition. (239731-2AZ)
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472 270 WSM Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 total) as follows: One box of Federal Premium
Vital Shok 150 gr. Nosler Partition and one box of Federal Premium Vital
Shok 130 gr. Nosler Ballistic Tip in excellent condition. (239731-2BA)

473 30 Carbine Ammunition
Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of Magtech 110 gr. FMC in excellent
condition. (239731-2BB)

474 30 Carbine Ammunition
Three full 50-round boxes (150 total) of Magtech 110 gr. FMC in
excellent condition with two of the boxes having some minor storage
wear. (239731-2BC)

475 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Five items as follows: One 40 round pack of Winchester 123 gr. FMJ
and four 20-round boxes (80 total) of Fiocchi 123 gr. FMJ all in excellent
condition. (239731-2BD)

476 30-06 Ammunition
Three full 20-round boxes (60 total) of Remington Express Accelerator
55 gr. PSP in excellent condition with the boxes showing minor storage
wear. (239731-2BE)

477 45 Colt Ammunition
Four items total: One full 50-round box of Magtech Cowboy Action
Loads 250 gr. LFN, two full 20-round and one partial 15-round box (55
total) of Winchester Super-X 225 gr. Silvertip HP all in about excellent
condition with the partial box showing some light storage wear.
(239731-2BF)

478 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Three full 50-round boxes (150 total) of American Eagle 40 gr. FMJ in
excellent condition with one box showing some cellophane tape
reinforcements. (239731-2BG)

479 22 LR Ammunition
One 500-round brick of Remington Mohawk Hi-Speed LRN cartridges in
near excellent condition with a few rounds showing some spots of light
tarnish while the box displays some minor storage wear. (239731-2BH)

480 45 ACP Match Ammunition
Four full 50-round boxes (200 total) of Olin Corp. 230 gr. Match ball
ammunition with case heads and boxes dated 1974 in about excellent
condition. (239731-2BJ)

481 38 Special +P Ammunition
Two items total: One partial 95-round Value Pack of Remington UMC
125 gr. SJHP ammunition with four rounds of Federal SJHP and one
50-round box of Super Vel 110 gr. JHP all in about excellent condition
with the Super Vel rounds showing some faint oxidation the lead tips.
(239731-2BK)

482 22 Magnum Ammunition
Four sealed 50-round boxes (200 total) as follows: Two boxes of Speer
Gold Dot Short Barrel 40 gr. GDHP-SB and two boxes of CCI Maxi- Mag
30 gr. JHP +V all in excellent condition. (239731-2BL)

483 357 Sig Ammunition
Three full 50-round boxes (150 total) of Speer Lawman 125 gr. TMJ
Clean-Fire ammunition in about excellent condition with some cases
showing some tiny spots of tarnish. (239731-2BM)

484 357 Sig Ammunition
Three full 50-round boxes (150 total) of Speer Lawman 125 gr. TMJ
Clean-Fire ammunition in about excellent condition with some cases
showing some tiny spots of tarnish. (239731-2BN)

485 357 Sig Ammunition
Three items as follows: Two full 50-round boxes of Speer Gold Dot 125
gr. GDHP and one full 50-round box of Speer Lawman 125 gr. TMJ
Clean-Fire. All ammunition rates about excellent (150 total rounds in lot).
(239731-2BP)

486 357 Sig Ammunition
Three full 50-round boxes (150 total) of CCI Blazer 125 gr. TMJ
ammunition in excellent condition with the boxes showing slight storage
wear. (239731-2BQ)

487 357 Sig Ammunition
Five items as follows: Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of Speer
Lawman 125 gr. TMJ Clean-Fire, one full 50-round box of CCI Blazer
125 gr. TMJ, and one partial 14-round box of Speer Lawman 125 gr.
TMJ Clean-Fire with one round of Speer Gold Dot 125 gr. GDHP and
one bag of approximately 80 loose FMJ rounds with Speer headstamps.
All ammunition rates about excellent. (239731-2BR)

488 40 S&W Ammunition
Four items as follows: Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of Speer
Lawman 180 gr. TMJ Clean-Fire in excellent condition and two full
20-round boxes (40 total) of Winchester Super-X 180 gr. JHP in about
excellent condition with a few tiny spots of tarnish and one of the boxes
has a small tear in the side label. (239731-2BS)

489 40 S&W Ammunition
Thee items as follows: One full 50-round box of Speer Lawman 165 gr.
TMJ showing some small spots of tarnish on the case heads, one full
50-round box and one partial 35-round box of CCI Blazer 180 gr. TMJ
(85 total) along with four rounds of Speer Gold Dot 40 S&W of unknown
grain weight all in about excellent condition. (239731-2BT)

490 45 ACP Ammunition
Five items as follows: One full 50-round box of Blazer Brass 230 gr. FMJ
showing some tiny spots of tarnish on the case heads, one full 50-round
box of PPU 230 gr. FMJ in excellent condition, one full 25-round box of
Remington Golden Saber 185 gr. brass jacketed HP, one partial
29-round box of Remington High Velocity 230 gr. MC with a few tiny
spots of tarnish on the case heads and the box has a couple torn side
flaps, and one partial 13-round box of Winchester Western 185 gr.
Silvertip HP with lightly-tarnished cases. (239731-2BU)

491 9mm Ammunition
Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of American Eagle 115 gr. MC in
about excellent condition with some of the rounds displaying tiny spots
of tarnish on the case heads. (239731-2BV)

492 9mm Ammunition
Three items total: Two full 50-round boxes and one partial 24-round box
(124 total) of Federal Premium 147 gr. Hydra-Shok JHP in excellent
condition with some light storage wear on the boxes. (239731-2BW)

493 9mm Ammunition
Five items as follows: One full 50-round box of PMC 115 gr. FMJ, two
full 50-round boxes (100 total) of Speer Lawman 115 gr. FMJ with “9
practice” written on the boxes, one partial 53-round Value Pack of
Winchester 115 gr. FMJ with “9 P” written on the top of the box. Also
included are three rounds of Speer Lawman 115 gr. FMJ, eight rounds
of JHP with “RP” headstamps, and 21 rounds of FMJ with sealed case
necks and primers with the case head marked “VPT / 44” stored within a
Federal box showing some minor storage wear. All ammunition rates
about excellent. (239731-2BX)

494 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Three 50-round boxes (150 total) of FNH USA 40 gr. Hornady V-Max
cartridges in excellent condition. (239731-2BY)

495 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) of FNH USA 40 gr. Hornady V-Max
cartridges in excellent condition with a tear in the lid of one box.
(239731-2BZ)

496 243 Win Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Remington Core-Lokt 100 gr.
Core-Lokt PSP in excellent condition with some minor storage wear on
the boxes. (239731-2CA)

497 308 Win Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Winchester Super-X 150 gr.
Power-Point in about excellent condition with some rounds displaying
some tiny spots of tarnish. (239731-2CB)

498 308 Win Ammunition
Three full 20-round boxes (60 total) as follows: One box of Winchester
Deer Season XP 150 gr. Extreme Point, one box of Federal Power Shok
Deer Thugs 180 gr. BSP and one box of Winchester Super-X 150 gr.
Power-Point all in about excellent condition with some rounds displaying
a few tiny spots of tarnish and the boxes some minor storage wear.
(239731-2CC)

499 9mm Ammunition
Three items as follows: One full 50-round box of Remington High
Velocity 115 gr. JHP, one full 100-round Value Pack of Winchester 115
gr. FMJ, and one partial 36-round box of Remington 124 gr. MC along
with eight rounds of JHP with “R-P” headstamps of unknown weight. All
ammunition rates very good plus to excellent with some light tarnish on
the rounds in the partial box and the boxes display minor storage wear.
(239731-2CD)

500 41 Rem Magnum Ammunition
One 50-round box of Remington High Velocity 210 gr. SP in excellent
condition. (239731-2CE)

501 38 Special +P Ammunition
Three items as follows: One 50-round box of Federal Hi-Power 110 gr.
JHP and two 50-round boxes (100 total) of Winchester Western Super-X
110 gr. JHP all in about excellent condition. (239731-2CP)

502 38 Special +P Ammunition
Four items as follows: Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of Winchester
Super-X 158 gr. LHP, one 50-round box of Federal 125 gr. JHP, and
one 50-round box of Winchester Western Super-X 95 gr. Silvertip HP all
in about excellent condition. (239731-2CQ)
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503 357 Magnum Ammunition
Five items as follows: One full 50-round box of Zero Ammunition
Company 125 gr. JHP, one full 50-round box of Remington Hi-Speed
158 gr. Metal Pt., one full 20-round box of Winchester Supreme 180 gr.
Partition Gold, one full 50-round Case-Gard 50 plastic box of Federal
125 gr. JHP, and one 50-round box of assorted JHP ammunition with
various headstamps including: Winchester, Zero, Federal and Super
Vel. All ammunition rates about excellent with the assorted JHPs
showing some light oxidation on the lead tips. (239731-2CR)

504 9mm Ammunition
Three items as follows: Two 50-round boxes (100 total) of American
Eagle 115 gr. MC and one 50-round box of Winchester 115 gr. FMC with
the Winchester cartridges showing some very light tarnish on cases.
(239731-2CS)

505 38 Special Ammunition
Three items as follows: Two 50-round boxes (100 total) of Winchester
150 gr. lead and one 50-round box of Remington Kleanbore 158 gr.
steel jacket all in about excellent condition with lightly-tarnished cases.
(239731-2CT)

506 22 LR Ammunition
10 full 50-round boxes (500 total) of Remington Viper 22 Hyper Velocity
36 gr. copper-plated truncated cone cartridges in about excellent
condition (239731-2CU)

507 5.56 NATO & 223 Rem Ammunition
Nine items as follows: One sealed 20-round box of American Eagle 5.56
NATO XM855 62 gr. FMJ BT, two 30-round boxes (60 total) of 5.56
NATO XM855 62 gr. FMJ on 10-round stripper clips, three 10-round
stripper clips (30 total) of 5.56 NATO 55 gr. FMJ with Lake City
headstamps dated to 1976 and 1977, two sealed 20-round boxes (40
total) of American Eagle 223 Rem AR223 55 gr. FMJ, and one 20-round
box of American Eagle 223 Rem 55 gr. FMJ BT. All ammunition rates
very good plus to excellent with some spots of tarnishing on the
1977-dated cartridges. (239731-2CV)

508 45 ACP Match Ammunition
Four items total: Three full 50-round boxes (150 total) of Olin Corp. 230
gr. Match ball ammunition with case heads and boxes dated 1974 and
one full 20-round box of Winchester Western 185 gr. Silvertip HP all in
about excellent condition. (239731-2CW)

509 45 ACP Match Ammunition
Five items total: Three full 50-round boxes (150 total) of Olin Corp. 230
gr. Match ball ammunition with case heads and boxes dated 1974, one
partial 1-round box of Winchester Western 180 gr. Silvertip along with 14
rounds of JHP with “RP” headstamps, and one partial 19-round box of
military surplus Remington UMC with headstamps dated to 1918 in a
box missing its lid with a torn front label marked “20 PISTOL BALL
CARTRIDGES CAL. .45 / MODEL OF 1911 / FOR AUTOMATIC
PISTOL CAL. .45 MODEL OF 1911”. Ammunition rates about excellent
while the vintage Remington UMC cartridges show some minor tarnish
and corrosion on the case heads.  (239731-2CX)

510 300 Win Mag Ammunition
Two items total: One 20-round box of Remington Core-Lokt 180 gr.
Core-Lokt PSP and five PSP rounds with nickel-plated cases and
Federal headstamps of unknown projectile weight. (239731-2CY)

511 308 Win & 7.62 NATO Ammunition
Six items total: one 20-round box containing eight rounds of 308 Win
PSP and 12 rounds of 308 Win RNSP all with Remington headstamps
stored within a Remington Hi-Speed box labeled for 180 gr. Core-Lokt,
one partial 17-round box of Federal 308 Win Hi-Shok 150 gr. SP, one
Federal-marked plastic belt slide containing eight rounds of 7.62 NATO
with sealed primers and case heads stamped “PS / 82”, one
Federal-marked plastic belt slide containing six rounds of Federal 308
Win Gold Medal Match and one round of Federal 308 Win PSP both of
unknown projectile weight, and one full 20-round and one partial
11-round plastic box (31 total) of Remington 308 Win RNSP cartridges
of unknown projectile weight. Ammunition rates about excellent save for
the 11-round box of Remington cartridges which displays spots of
corrosion and tarnish. (239731-2CZ)

512 Vintage 25-20 Win Ammunition
One partial 42-round box of Winchester 25-20 Win 86 gr. lead cartridges
in very good condition for their age with light oxidation on the projectiles
and some spots of tarnish on the cases. The green and orange
wrap-over label remains in fine condition with the left and right sides
bearing “K250FT” code. (23A9731-2DA)

513 25 Stevens Short & Long Ammunition
Three items total: Two 50-round boxes (100 total) of Canuck 25 Stevens
Short 65 gr. lead and one 50-round box of Canuck 25 Stevens Long 65
gr. lead all in about excellent condition. (239731-2DB)

514 Assorted .32 Caliber Pistol Ammunition
Five items total: One full 50-round box of Remington High Velocity 32
S&W Long 98 gr. lead in excellent condition, one full 50-round box of
Peters 32 ACP 71 gr. MC in excellent condition, one partial 40-round
box of Peters Rustless 32 ACP 71 gr. MC in perhaps very good
condition showing moderate verdigris and oxidation, one partial
11-round box of Remington Kleanbore 32 S&W 88 gr. lead also
containing eight rounds of Peters 32 ACP FMJ all in about very good
plus condition with some light oxidation on the lead and some tiny spots
of tarnish on the 32 ACP cases, finally there is one partial 42-round box
of Remington 32 S&W 88 gr. lead in very good plus condition with light
oxidation on the lead and some scattered spots of tarnish.
(239731-2DC)

515 380 ACP Ammunition
Three items total: One full 50-round box of Remington High Velocity 95
gr. MC, one partial 36-round box of Winchester Super-X 85 gr. Silvertip
HP, and one partial 36-round box of Federal 90 gr. JHP along with nine
rounds of JHP ammunition with Remington headstamps. Ammunition
rates near excellent while the boxes display minor storage wear with the
Remington box missing two inner side flaps and the Winchester box has
some pen markings and some green paint transfer along one side.
(239731-2DD)

516 38 S&W Ammunition
Three items total: One full 50-round box of Remington Kleanbore 146 gr.
lead, one full 50-round box of Western 145 gr. Lubaloy, and one partial
41-round box of Remington High Velocity 148 gr. lead. All ammunition
rates about excellent with one of the Remington High Velocity rounds
displaying some verdigris on the case while show some minor wear
including torn side flaps, edge wear and one box has black marker on
the bottom. (239731-2DE)

517 38 ACP, 38 Super and 38 Short Colt Ammunition
Three items as follows: One partial 10-round box of Remington
Kleanbore 38 ACP 130 gr. MC, one full 50-round box of Remington
Kleanbore 38 Super 130 gr. MC, and one partial 29-round box of
Remington Kleanbore 38 Short Colt 125 gr. lead. The 38 ACP and 38
Super rate excellent while the 38 Short Colt displays moderate to heavy
oxidation and verdigris. The 38 Short Colt box also display some light
staining and both side flaps are detached and included. (239731-2DF)

518 22 LR Ammunition
Approximately 500 loose rounds of assorted 22 LR with “W” and “U”
headstamps and lead and plated HP projectiles with all rounds in about
excellent condition. (239731-2DG)

519 22 LR Ammunition
Approximately 500 loose rounds of assorted 22 LR with “W” and “F”
headstamps and lead projectiles in about excellent condition.
(239731-2DH)

520 22 LR Ammunition
Approximately 500 loose rounds of assorted 22 LR primarily with
Federal headstamps and lead projectiles in about excellent condition.
(239731-2DJ)

521 Assorted Rimfire Ammunition
Five items total: Two sealed 50-round boxes of CCI TNT 17 HMR 17 gr.
JHP, one full 100-round box of CCI 22 LR copper plated projectiles of
unknown weight, one full 50-round box of Federal 22 LR Power-Flite
lead projectiles and one bag of approximately 250 rounds of 22 LR with
assorted headstamps including “F”, “C”, “U” and all appear to be lead
projectiles. All ammunition rates about excellent with the Federal
Power-flight displaying some lightly-tarnished cases and there are a few
small spots of tarnish on the cases of the boxed CCI 22 LR.
(239731-2DK)

522 38 Special Ammunition
Four items as follows: One full 50-round box of Remington 38 Special
M41 ball with headstamps dated to 1960 with back label marked
“THESE CARTRIDGES ARE ESPECIALLY DESIGNED AND
MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY FOR MILITRAY USE. THEY ARE
NOT SUITABLE FOR CIVILIAN, LAW ENFORCMENT OR OTHER
NON-MILITARY PURPOSES”. Also included is one partial 9-round box
of Winchester Supreme Personal Protection 38 Special +P 130 gr. SXT,
one partial 39-round box of Federal Hi-Power 38 Special +P 110 gr.
JHP, and one partial 44-round box containing eight rounds of 38 Special
with the remaining rounds being +P with the majority being JHP and four
of the rounds are LRN. Ammunition rates about excellent with the M41
box showing some minor storage wear from the years and the assorted
ammunition is in a box labeled for 357 Mag that has “38” written in red
over its end label. (239731-2DL)

523 357 Magnum Ammunition
Approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal SJHP in nickel-plated cases
with sealed primers all in about excellent condition. (239731-2DM)

524 357 Magnum Ammunition
Approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal SJHP in nickel-plated cases
with sealed primers all in about excellent condition. (239731-2DN)
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525 357 Magnum Ammunition
Approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal SJHP in nickel-plated cases
with sealed primers all in about excellent condition. (239731-2DP)

526 357 Magnum Ammunition
Approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal SJHP in nickel-plated cases
with sealed primers all in about excellent condition. (239731-2DQ)

527 357 Magnum Ammunition
Approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal SJHP in nickel-plated cases
with sealed primers all in about excellent condition. (239731-2DR)

528 357 Magnum Ammunition
Approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal SJHP in nickel-plated cases
with sealed primers all in about excellent condition. (239731-2DS)

529 357 Magnum & 38 Special Ammunition
Approximately 100 loose rounds of Federal SJHP and approximately 57
loose rounds of Federal 38 Special LSWC in nickel-plated cases with
sealed primers all in about excellent condition with some very light
oxidation on the exposed lead. (239731-2DT)

530 38 Special Ammunition
Approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal LSWC in nickel-plated cases
with sealed primers in about excellent condition with some very light
oxidation on the lead. (239731-2DU)

531 38 Special Ammunition
Approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal LSWC in nickel-plated cases
with sealed primers in about excellent condition with some very light
oxidation on the lead. (239731-2EP)

532 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Three sealed 50-round boxes (150 total) of FNH USA SS197SR 40 gr.
Hornady V-Max cartridges. (239731-3BM)

533 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Three sealed 50-round boxes (150 total) of FNH USA SS197SR 40 gr.
Hornady V-Max cartridges. (239731-3BN)

534 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Three full 40-round Value Packs (120 total) of Winchester 123 gr. FMJ
brass-cased ammunition in excellent condition. (239731-3BP)

535 223 Rem Ammunition
Two 50-round boxes (100 total) of Fiocchi 55 gr. FMJ in excellent
condition. (239731-3BQ)

536 45-70 Govt. Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes of Winchester Super-X 300 gr. JHP in about
excellent condition with some tiny spots of tarnish and one of the boxes
has very light storage wear. (239731-3BR)

537 45-70 Govt. Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes of Winchester Super-X 300 gr. JHP in about
excellent condition with some tiny spots of tarnish and the boxes show
very light storage wear. (239731-3BS)

538 22 Magnum Ammunition
One 250-round sleeve of Winchester Super-X 40 gr. FMJ in about
excellent condition. Ammunition is packed in five 50-round boxes.
(239731-3BT)

539 22 Magnum Ammunition
Four full 50-round boxes and one partial 18-round box (218 total) of
Winchester Super-X 40 gr. FMJ in about excellent condition. Boxes
come packaged in an outer sleeve. (239731-3BU)

540 22 Magnum Ammunition
Five sealed 50-round boxes (250 total) of CCI Maxi-Mag 40 gr. JHP in
excellent condition. (239731-3BV)

541 243 Win Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes (40 total) as follows: One box of Federal
Premium 70 gr. Nosler Ballistic Tip, one box of Winchester Super-X 100
gr. Power-Point. Ammunition rates about excellent with a few tiny spots
of tarnish on the Winchester rounds. (239731-3BW)

542 264 Win Mag Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes (40 total) of Remington Express Core-Lokt 140
gr. Core-Lokt PSP in about excellent condition. (239731-3BX)

543 264 Win Mag Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes (40 total) of Remington Express Core-Lokt 140
gr. Core-Lokt PSP in about excellent condition. (239731-3BY)

544 325 WSM Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes (40 total) of Winchester Supreme 325 Win
Short Mag 180 gr. Ballistic Silvertip in about excellent condition.
(239731-3BZ)

545 223 WSSM Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes (40 total) of Winchester Supreme 223 Win
Super Short Mag 55 gr. Ballistic Silvertip in about excellent condition.
(239731-3CA)

546 444 Marlin Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes (40 total) of Remington High Velocity 265 gr.
SP ammunition in very good plus to excellent condition with a few
rounds having some lightly-tarnished cases and very light oxidation on
the lead and a couple rounds having some light corrosion on the rims.
The boxes flaps have cellophane and masking tape repairs.
(239731-3CB)

547 22 Magnum Ammunition
Five sealed 50-round boxes (250 total) as follows: Four boxes of CCI
Maxi-Mag 40 gr. JHP and one box of CCI Maxi-Mag 30 gr. JHP+V all in
excellent condition. (239731-3CC)

548 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Three items total: Two full 40-round Value Packs and one partial
36-round pack (116 total) of Winchester 123 gr. FMJ brass-cased
ammunition in excellent condition along with four rounds of TulAmmo
FMJ steel-cased showing a few tiny spots of light oxidation.
(239731-3BP)

549 5.56 NATO & 223 Rem Ammunition
Five items total: Four sealed 20-round boxes (80 total) of Federal 5.56
NATO XM193F 55 gr. MC-BT and one 40-round Value Pack of
Winchester 223 Rem 45 gr. JHP in about excellent condition showing
some tiny spots of tarnish on the case heads. (239731-3CE)

550 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Four items as follows: Two 40-round Value Packs of Winchester 123 gr.
FMJ brass-cased cartridges and two 20-round boxes of WPA Military
Classic 124 gr. FMJ steel-cased cartridges all in about excellent
condition. (239731-3CF)

551 25 ACP Ammunition
Four items as follows: Three full 50-round boxes and one partial
21-round box (171 total) of Sellier & Bellot 50 gr. FMJ with sealed
primers in excellent condition with three of the boxes having masking
tape wrapped around them and one having torn labels. (239731-3CG)

552 17 HMR Ammunition
Five sealed 50-round boxes of Hornady Varmint Express 17 gr. V-Max
in excellent condition. (239731-3CH)

553 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Three items as follows: Two 50-round boxes of FNH USA SS195LF 27
gr. lead free cartridges and one 50-round box of FNH USA SS197SR 40
gr. Hornady V-Max cartridges all in excellent condition. (239731-3CJ)

554 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Three 50-round boxes (150 total) of American Eagle 40 gr. FMJ in
excellent condition. (239731-3CK)

555 243 Win Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes of Remington Core-Lokt 100 gr. Core-Lokt PSP
ammunition in about excellent condition. (239731-3CL)

556 9mm Ammunition
Four items as follows: Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of Blazer
Brass 115 gr. FMJ, one partial 45-round box of Federal Premium 124 gr.
HST JHP, and one full 48-round box of British military 9mm cartridges
with label marked “H.3090 / 48 / CARTRIDGES / 9M/M / MARK IIZ /
(broad arrow) / I.S.A.A.” All ammunition rates about excellent except for
the British cartridges which display spots of tarnish and corrosion on
their cases. (239731-3CM)

557 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Three 50-round boxes (150 total) of American Eagle 40 gr. FMJ in
excellent condition. (239731-3CN)

558 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Three 50-round boxes (150 total) of American Eagle 40 gr. FMJ in
excellent condition. (239731-3CP)

559 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) of American Eagle 40 gr. FMJ in
excellent condition. (239731-3CQ)

560 40 S&W Ammunition
Four items as follows: One sealed 100-round Value Pack of Winchester
165 gr. FMJ, one full 50-round box of Winchester Ranger 180 gr. SXT,
one partial 29-round box of Winchester Ranger 165 gr. SXT, and one
partial 35-round box of Winchester Super-X 155 gr. Silvertip HP also
containing one round of Winchester Ranger 180 gr. SXT and one round
of Speer Lawman FMJ of unknown projectile weight. All ammunition
rates about excellent. (239731-3CR)

561 22 LR Ammunition in Collectible Tin
One sealed collectible 400-round tin of Remington High Velocity
ammunition. Tin features attractive game scenes on three sides with a
rear label dated to 2002 detailing that this limited edition tin is the first of
a series. (239731-3CS)

562 22 LR Ammunition in Collectible Mug
Three items total: One sealed 350-round bag of copper-plated
ammunition within a large white mug. The mug features Golden
Retriever, Black Labrador and Brittany Spaniel puppies along with
Remington on one side and a paragraph about how wonderful dogs are
on the reverse ending with “From all your friends at Remington / 1995”.
A great collectible for the dog-loving sportsman. Also included are two
sealed 50-round boxes (100 total) of CCI Stinger 32 gr. Copper-plated
HP in excellent condition. (239731-3CT)

563 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Three sealed 50-round boxes (150 total) of FNH USA SS197SR 40 gr.
Hornady V-Max cartridges in excellent condition. (239731-3CU)
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564 7.62x39mm Ammunition
One sealed bag of approximately 100 loose rounds of steel-cased FMJ
with the majority of rounds appearing to be Golden Tiger with purple
sealant around the case necks and primers with all rounds in about
excellent condition. (239731-3CV)

565 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Six 20-round boxes (120 total) as follows: Four boxes of Fiocchi 123 gr.
brass-cased, one box of WPA Military Classic 124 gr. FMJ steel-cased
and one box of WPA Military Classic 124 gr. HP steel-cased all in about
excellent condition. (239731-3CW)

566 308 Win Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Winchester Super-X 150 gr.
Power-Point cartridges in about excellent condition with a few case
heads showing some tiny spots of tarnish. (239731-3CX)

567 308 Win Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Winchester Super-X 150 gr.
Power-Point cartridges in about excellent condition with a few case
heads showing some tiny spots of tarnish. (239731-3CY)

568 308 Win Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Winchester Super-X 150 gr.
Power-Point cartridges in about excellent condition with a few case
heads showing some tiny spots of tarnish. (239731-3CZ)

569 308 Win Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Winchester Super-X 150 gr.
Power-Point cartridges in about excellent condition with a few case
heads showing some tiny spots of tarnish. (239731-3DA)

570 308 Win Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Winchester Super-X 150 gr.
Power-Point cartridges in about excellent condition with a few case
heads showing some tiny spots of tarnish. (239731-3DB)

571 308 Win Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Winchester Super-X 150 gr.
Power-Point cartridges in about excellent condition with a few case
heads showing some tiny spots of tarnish. (239731-3DC)

572 308 Win Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Winchester Super-X 150 gr.
Power-Point cartridges in about excellent condition with a few case
heads showing some tiny spots of tarnish. (239731-3DD)

573 308 Win Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Winchester Super-X 150 gr.
Power-Point cartridges in about excellent condition with a few case
heads showing some tiny spots of tarnish and there is a small slice in
the bottom of one box. (239731-3DE)

574 308 Win Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Federal Fusion 150 gr. cartridges in
excellent condition with the boxes displaying light storage wear.
(239731-3DF)

575 308 Win Ammunition
Three items total: One 20-round box of Federal Fusion 150 gr.
cartridges and two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Winchester Super-X 150
gr. Power-Point all in excellent condition with the Fusion box displaying
light storage wear. (239731-3DG)

576 22 LR Ammunition
One 500-round brick of 10 50-round boxes of Remington 22 Golden
Bullet 40 gr. plated LRN in about excellent condition with some light
wear to the outer box. (239731-3DH)

577 7.62 NATO Ammunition
Six items total: Four full 20-round boxes and one partial 15-round box
(95 total) of MKE ZQI 147 gr. FMJ and one full 20-round box of
Portuguese ball with FNM 83-25 headstamps all in about excellent
condition with a few cellophane tape repairs to the boxes. (239731-3DJ)

578 30 Carbine Ammunition
Two 50-round boxes (100 total) of Remington UMC 110 gr. MC in about
excellent condition with some light edge wear on the boxes.
(239731-3DK)

579 30-06 Ammunition
Three items total: Two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Winchester Super-X
150 gr. Power-Point and one 20-round box of Winchester Super-X 165
gr. Power-Point all in about excellent condition with some very light
oxidation on some of the 150 gr. projectiles. (239731-3DL)

580 30-06 Ammunition
Four items total: Three full 20-round boxes (60 total) of Winchester
Super-X 150 gr. Power-Point and one partial 8-round box of Winchester
Super-Speed Power-Point 180 gr. SP along with two rounds of
Dominion SP ammunition of unknown projectile weight. Ammunition
rates very good plus to near excellent with some very light oxidation on
some of the lead tips and a few scattered spots of tarnish.
(239731-3DM)

581 270 Win Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Winchester Super-X 130 gr.
Power-Point in about excellent condition with some scattered tiny spots
of light tarnish on the case heads. (239731-3DN)

582 270 Win Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Winchester Super-X 130 gr.
Power-Point in about excellent condition with some scattered tiny spots
of light tarnish on the case heads. (239731-3DP)

583 270 Win Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Winchester Super-X 150 gr.
Power-Point in about excellent condition with some scattered tiny spots
of light tarnish on the brass. (239731-3DQ)

584 243 Win Ammunition
Three items total: Two 20-round boxes (40) of Remington Core-Lokt 100
gr. Core-Lokt PSP and one 20-round box of Winchester Super-X 100 gr.
Power-Point all in about excellent condition with some speckles of
tarnish on the Winchester case heads. (239731-3DR)

585 264 Win Mag Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes (40 total) of Winchester Super-X 140 gr.
Power-Point in about excellent condition with some speckles of light
tarnish on the brass cases. (239731-3DS)

586 300 Win Mag Ammunition
Two items as follows: One 20-round box of Remington Core-Lokt 180 gr.
Core-Lokt PSP and one 20-round box of Winchester Super-X 180 gr.
Power-Point all in about excellent condition. (239731-3DT)

587 338 Win Mag Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Winchester Supreme Fail Safe Black
Talon 230 gr. FST in excellent condition. (239731-3DU)

588 22 LR Ammunition
One 500-round brick of 10 50-round boxes of Winchester Super-X 40 gr.
Power-Point copper-plated HP cartridges in excellent condition.
(239731-3DV)

589 22 Magnum Ammunition
Five sealed 50-round boxes (250 total) as follows: Three boxes of Speer
Gold Dot Short Barrel 40 gr. GDHP-SB, one box of CCI Maxi-Mag 40 gr.
JHP and one box of Hornady 30 gr. V-Max all in excellent condition.
(239731-3DW)

590 308 Win Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) as follows: Two boxes of Winchester
Super-X 150 gr. Power-Point and one box of Federal Fusion 150 gr.
cartridges all in about excellent condition. (239731-3DX)

591 44 Magnum Ammunition
Four items as follows: Three full 20-round boxes (60 total) of Winchester
Super-X 210 gr. Silvertip HP and one 50-round box of Winchester 240
gr. JSP all in excellent condition. (239731-3DZ)

592 44 Magnum Ammunition
Two 50-round boxes (100 total) of Winchester 240 gr. JSP in about
excellent condition with a small spot of tarnish on one of the case heads.
(239731-3EA)

593 44 Magnum Ammunition
Two 50-round boxes (100 total) of Winchester 240 gr. JSP in excellent
condition. (239731-3EB)

594 44 Magnum Ammunition
Two 50-round boxes (100 total) of Winchester 240 gr. JSP in excellent
condition. (239731-3EC)

595 22 Magnum Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes (250 total) as follows: Three boxes of Winchester
Super-X 40 gr. JHP, one box of CCI Maxi-Mag 40 gr. TMJ and one box
of CCI Maxi-Mag 40 gr. HP all in excellent condition. (239731-3ED)

596 22 Magnum Ammunition
Six items total: Five sealed 50-round boxes and one partial 38-round
box (288 total) of CCI Maxi-Mag 40 gr. TMJ all in about excellent
condition. (239731-3EE)

597 22 Magnum Ammunition
Six items total: One sealed 50-round box of Speer Gold Dot Short Barrel
40 gr. GDHP-SB and four sealed 50-round and one partial 42-round box
(242 total) of CCI Maxi-Mag 40 gr. JHP all in about excellent condition.
(239731-3EF)

598 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Eight 20-round boxes (160 total) of PPU 123 gr. FMJ brass-cased
cartridges sealed in their factory outer bag. (239731-3EG)

599 270 Win Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Federal Power Shok 150 gr. RNSP in
excellent condition. (239731-3EH)

600 308 Win Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) as follows: Two boxes of Federal
Premium Vital Shok 150 gr. Nosler Ballistic Tip and one box of Federal
Premium Vital Shok 180 gr. Trophy Bonded Tip all in excellent condition.
(239731-3EJ)

601 308 Win Ammunition
Four items as follows: One full 20-round box of Federal Premium Vital
Shok 165 gr. Trophy Bonded Tip, one full 20-round box and one partial
5-round box (25 total) of Federal Premium Vital Shok 165 gr. Sierra
Gameking BTSP, and one partial 12-round box of Winchester Super-X
150 gr. Power-Point all in about excellent condition. (239731-3EK)
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602 308 Win Ammunition
Three items total: One full 20-round box of Winchester Super-X 150 gr.
Power-Point, and one full-20 round box and one partial 15-round box
(35 total) of Federal Power Shok 150 gr. SP all in about excellent
condition. (239731-3EL)

603 270 Win Ammunition
Four items total: One full 20-round and one partial 12-round box (32
total) of Remington Express Core-Lokt 150 gr. Core-Lokt SP, one full
20-round box of Federal Premium Vital Shok 140 gr. Trophy Bonded
Bear Claw, and one full 20-round box of Winchester Super-X 150 gr.
Power-Point all in excellent condition with light tarnish on the Winchester
case heads. (239731-3EM)

604 Limited Edition 44-40 Win Ammunition
One 50-round box of Winchester John Wayne Commemorative 200 gr.
SP cartridges in excellent condition. The front of the box features a
full-color photograph of “The Duke” along with his signature and “100
YEARS OF / JOHN WAYNE” emblem while the back details that this
ammunition is part of a limited edition collector’s set and includes a short
biography of Wayne. (23A9731-3EN)

605 30-06 Ammunition
Three items total: One full 20-round box of Federal Premium Vital Shok
165 gr. Trophy Bonded Tip, one partial 17-round box of Federal
Premium Vital Shok 150 gr. Nosler Ballistic Tip along with three fired
cases, and one partial 17-round box of Federal Premium Vital Shok 165
gr. Nosler Ballistic Tip with one round of Federal PSP all in excellent
condition. (239731-3EP)

606 270 WSM Ammunition
Two items total: One full 20-round box of Winchester Super-X 150 gr.
Power-Point and one partial 14-round box of Federal Premium Vital
Shok 130 gr. Trophy Bonded Tip along with six fired cases all in about
excellent condition with some speckles of tarnish on the Winchester
case heads and some cellophane tape repairs on the ends of the
Federal box. (239731-3EQ)

607 7mm Rem Mag Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes (40 total) as follows: One box of Federal
Premium Vital Shok 160 gr. Nosler Accubond and one box of Federal
Premium Vital Shok 160 gr. Nosler Partition all in excellent condition
with a small spot of tarnish on one of the case heads. (239731-3ER)

608 338 Win Mag Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes (40 total) as follows: One box of Federal
Premium Vital Shok 225 gr. Barnes TSX-Bullet and one box of Federal
Premium Vital Shok 180 gr. Nosler Accubond all in excellent condition
with one box showing some minor storage wear. (239731-3ES)

609 300 WSM Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 total) as follows: One box of Federal Premium
Vital Shok 150 gr. Nosler Ballistic Tip and one box of Federal Premium
Vital Shok 165 gr. Nosler Partition all in excellent condition.
(239731-3ET)

610 300 Win Mag Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) as follows: Two boxes of Federal Deer
Thugs 180 gr. bonded SP and one box of Federal Premium Vital Shok
180 gr. Nosler Partition all in excellent condition. (239731-3EU)

611 280 Rem Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Winchester Supreme 140 gr. Ballistic
Silvertip in excellent condition with some light storage wear on the
boxes. (239731-3EV)

612 260 Rem Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) as follows: Two boxes of Federal
Premium Vital Shok 120 gr. Nosler Ballistic Tip and one box of
Remington Premier 120 gr. AccuTip BT all in excellent condition.
(239731-3EW)

613 22 LR Ammunition
One 500-round brick of Remington 22 Subsonic 38 gr. Low Noise HP in
excellent condition. (239731-3EX)

614 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Three full 50-round boxes (150 total) of FNH USA 40 gr. Hornady V-Max
cartridges in excellent condition. (239731-3EY)

615 5.7x28mm Ammunition
Four items total: Three full 50-round boxes (150 total) of FNH USA 40
gr. Hornady V-Max cartridges and one partial 30-round box of American
Eagle 40 gr. FMJ all in excellent condition. (239731-1ACS)

616 257 Roberts +P & 300 Savage Ammunition
Three items total: One full 20-round box and one partial 8-round box (28
total) of Federal Premium 257 Roberts +P 120 gr. Nosler Partition along
with 12 fired cases and 13 rounds of Remington 300 Savage SP
ammunition of unknown projectile weight all in about excellent condition.
(239731-3FA)

617 30-06 Ammunition
Five items total: One full 20-round box of Remington Core-Lokt 150 gr.
Core-Lokt PSP, one full 20-round box and one partial 8-round box (28
total) of Winchester Super-X 165 gr. Power-Point along with 12 fired
cases, one partial 5-round box of Winchester Super-X 150 gr.
Power-Point along with 15 fired cases. Also included are eight rounds of
Lake City M2 AP ball with headstamps dated to 1953. Ammunition rates
about excellent with some of the Winchester rounds and the military
rounds displaying some light tarnish. (239731-3FB)

618 223 Rem and 5.56 NATO Ammunition
Six items total: One sealed 50-round Value Pack of Remington UMC
223 Rem 55 gr. MC, two 40-round Value Packs (80 total) of Winchester
223 Rem 45 gr. JHP, one 20-round box of Remington Rifle 223 Rem
55-gr. PSP and two sealed 20-round boxes (40 total) of American Eagle
5.56 NATO XM855 62 gr. FMJ-BT. Ammunition rates about excellent
with some tiny speckles of tarnish on the Winchester case heads and
some minor storage wear on the Winchester boxes. (239731-3FC)

619 260 Rem Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Remington Express Core-Lokt 140 gr.
Core-Lokt PSP in excellent condition. (239731-3FD)

620 280 Rem Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 total) as follows: One box of Winchester
Supreme 140 gr. Ballistic Silvertip and one box of Federal Power Shok
150 gr. SP. Ammunition rates about excellent while the boxes show
some minor storage wear. (239731-3FE)

621 325 WSM Ammunition
One 20-round box of Winchester Supreme AccuBond 200 gr. Bonded
cartridges in excellent condition. (239731-3FF)

622 30-30 Win, 32 Win Special & 35 Rem Ammunition
Six items as follows: One full 20-round box and one partial 10-round box
(30 total) of Federal 30-30 Win 170 gr. Hi-Shok SP along with 10 fired
cases, one partial 18-round box of Winchester Super-X 30-30 Win 150
gr. Silvertip along with two fired cases. There is one partial 6-round box
of Remington Kleanbore 32 Win Special 170 gr. SP and one partial
7-round box of Winchester Super-Speed 32 Win Special 170 gr. SP with
22 assorted SP cartridges of unknown projectile weights with various
headstamps including “REM-UMC”, “R-P”, “SUPER-X etc. along with
one fired case. Finally, there is one partial 15-round box of Remington
Hi-Speed 35 Rem 200 gr. Core-Lokt SP along with five rounds of
Winchester Super-Speed 35 Rem RN of unknown projectile weight.
Ammunition rates about very good plus to excellent with some light
tarnish on some of the cases and case-heads while the boxes show
some minor wear from the years with the Winchester 32 Win Special
box missing a few side flaps. (239731-3FG)

623 30 Carbine Ammunition
Two items as follows: One full 50-round box of Remington UMC 110 gr.
MC and one partial 35-round box of Winchester Super-X 110 gr. Hollow
SP also containing one round of Lake City 30 Carbine with headstamp
dated 1943. Ammunition rates about excellent with the Lake City round
displaying some minor tarnish. (239731-3FH)

624 9mm Ammunition
Four items total: Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of American Eagle
115 gr. FMJ, one full 50-round MTM plastic box of mixed FMJ of
unknown projectile weights which is primarily Federal with a few
Remington and NATO headstamps, and one partial 19-round box
containing 17 rounds of Federal FMJ, one round of PMC FMJ and one
round of Speer Gold Dot HP. The assorted ammunition is of unknown
projectile weight and all ammunition rates about excellent with some
very light tarnish on some of the cases. (239731-3FJ)

625 7.62x39mm and 5.56 NATO Ammunition
Eight items total: One 20-round box of Hornady Zombie Max
7.62x39mm 123 gr. Z-Max, one 20-round box of Remington Rifle
7.62x39mm 125 gr. PSP, one 20-round box of Fiocchi 7.62x39mm 123
gr. FMJ, and two 20-round boxes (40 total) of TulAmmo 122 gr. FMJ.
Also included are three 40-round boxes (120 total) of Portuguese 5.56
NATO 55 gr. ball with case heads stamped “FNH / 79-19”. All
ammunition rates excellent with a duct tape repair on one of the 5.56
NATO boxes. (239731-3FK)

626 5.56 NATO Ammunition
Approximately 200 loose rounds of Lake City M855 62 gr. “Green Tip”
ball ammunition with headstamps dated to 2013 in about excellent
condition with some scattered speckles of tarnish on the cases.
(239731-3FL)

627 5.56 NATO Ammunition
Approximately 185 loose rounds of Lake City M855 62 gr. “Green Tip”
ball ammunition with headstamps dated to 2013 in about excellent
condition with some scattered speckles of tarnish on the cases.
(239731-3FM)
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628 380 ACP Ammunition
Three items as follows: One full 100-round Value Pack of Winchester 95
gr. FMJ, one partial 30-round box of Remington High Velocity 88 gr. JHP
and one partial 32-round box of PMC 90 gr. FMJ all in about excellent
condition with some light tarnish on the Remington cartridges.
(239731-3FP)

629 38 Special & 38 Special +P Ammunition
Four items as follows: Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of Winchester
110 gr. FMJ, one full 10-round and one partial 8-round box (18 total) of
CCI 1/4 oz. #9 shot shotshells, and one full 20-round box of PMC 38
Special +P Eldorado Starfire 125 gr. JHP all in about excellent condition.
(239731-3FS)

630 38 Special & 38 Special +P Ammunition
Four items as follows: One partial 39-round box of Federal Hi-Power 38
Special +P 125 gr. JHP, one partial 34-round box of IMI 38 Special M41
ball with “TZZ / 85” headstamps, one partial 20-round box of Federal
Nyclad 38 Special 125 gr. SWCHP also containing two rounds of
Federal 38 Special +P Hydra-Shok JHP, six rounds of Federal LSWC,
seven rounds of WAHIB 38 Special JSP with an X cut into one of the
soft points and three rounds of Federal 38 Special JSP with “FC / 63”
headstamps also with Xs carved into the lead. Finally, there are 10
loose rounds of Winchester 38 Special +P Silvertip HP, 5 loose rounds
of Federal 38 Special Hydra-Shok SJHP and five loose rounds of 38
Special +P JHP. All ammunition rates about excellent. (239731-3FT)

631 12 ga. & 16 ga. Ammunition
Eight items as follows: Two full 5-round boxes (10 total) of Winchester
Supreme Partition Gold 12 ga. 2 3/4” 385 gr. sabot slugs, two full
5-round boxes (10 total) of Federal Power Shok 12 ga. 2 3/4” 1 oz.
sabot slugs, one full 5-round box of Olin Corp. Military Grade 12 ga. 2
3/4” 00 buckshot, one full 5-round box and one partial 3-round box (8
total) of Remington Slugger 16 ga. 2 3/4” 4/5 oz. HP rifled slugs, and
one full 5-round box of Federal Hi-Power 16 ga. 2 3/4” 12 pellet #1
buckshot all in about excellent condition with a couple boxes showing
some light storage wear and the 16 ga. buckshot box has some pen
markings. (239731-3FU)

632 12 ga. & 20 ga. Ammunition
Seven items as follows: One 5-round box of Federal Premium Tactical
Low Recoil 12 ga. 2 3/4” 1 oz. HP slugs, one box of Remington Express
12 ga. 2 3/4” 7/8 oz. slugs, two 5-round boxes (10 total) of Remington
Slugger 12 ga. 2 3/4” 1 oz. HP rifled slugs, one partial 10-round box of
Winchester Super-X 12 ga. 2 3/4” 9 pellet 00 buckshot along with five
rounds of Winchester Super Speed Xtra 12 ga. 2 3/4” #6 shot, and two
5-round boxes (10 total) of Remington Slugger 20 ga. 2 3/4” 5/8 ox. HP
rifled slugs all in about excellent condition. (239731-3FV)

633 Vintage 38 S&W Ammunition
Three items as follow: Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of vintage
Remington Kleanbore 146 gr. LRN in about excellent condition with
some scattered tiny spots of tarnish on the cases while the boxes show
some minor wear from the years with tape repairs on the ends of one of
the inner boxes and “140” written in pencil on the top of each box. Also
included is a 32-round bag of 38 S&W with “US” headstamps showing
some light oxidation on the lead and lightly-tarnished cases.
(239731-3GD)

634 357 Magnum Ammunition
Five items total: One full 50-round box of Winchester Western Super-X
158 gr. JHP, one full 50-round box of Federal Hi-Power 125 gr. JHP,
one full 50-round box and one partial 25-round box (75 total) of Zero
Ammunition Co. 125 gr. JHP also containing 21 rounds of Winchester
Silvertip JHP and four rounds of Federal JHP of unknown projectile
weight. Finally, there is a partial 17-round box of Hansen Combat
Hollowpoint 158 gr. JHP also containing one round of Federal JHP and
one round of Remington JHP of unknown projectile weights. Ammunition
rates very good plus to excellent with some very light oxidation on the
lead of a few of the Federal rounds and very light tarnish on the Hansen
brass. (239731-3GE)

635 357 Sig Ammunition
Three 50-round boxes (150 total) of Speer Gold Dot 125 gr. GDHP in
excellent condition with some light storage wear on the boxes.
(239731-3GF)

636 357 Sig & 40 S&W Ammunition
Four items total: One full 50-round box of Speer Lawman 357 Sig 125
gr. TMJ and one partial 3-round box of Speer Gold Dot 357 Sig 125 gr.
GDHP also containing six rounds of Speer Lawman 125 gr. TMJ and
16-rounds of CCI Blazer 125 gr. TMJ. One full 50-round box of
Winchester 40 S&W 180 gr. FMJ and one partial 2-round box of 40 S&W
Winchester Ranger 165 gr. SXT also containing 17 rounds of
Winchester 40 S&W Black Talon, 13 rounds of Speer Lawman 40 S&W
TMJ and 5 rounds of Winchester 40 S&W FMJ of unknown projectile
weights. All ammunition rates about excellent with a few rounds showing
some tiny spots of light tarnish. (239731-3GG)

637 32 ACP, 32 S&W Long/32 Colt New Police, & 32 S&W Ammunition
Five items as follows: One full 50-round box of Sellier & Bellot 32 ACP
73 gr. FMJ, one full 50-round box and one partial 6-round box (56 total)
of Remington High Velocity 32 ACP 71 gr. MC, one partial 26-round box
of Remington High Velocity 32 S&W Long 98 gr. lead along with 16
rounds of assorted 32 S&W of unknown projectile weight with
Remington, Peters and UMC headstamps. Finally, there is one partial
16-round box labeled Winchester 32 Colt New Police 98 gr. lead.
Ammunition rates very good to near excellent with some light oxidation
on the 32 S&W and 32 Colt New Police lead along with some
accumulated verdigris on a couple cases and some scattered spots of
light tarnish. The Winchester box is missing all its side flaps, the S&B
box is missing its flaps on one side, the label is torn and there are tape
repairs on both sides and the other boxes show minor storage wear.
(239731-3GJ)

638 Assorted Pistol and Rifle Ammunition
Five items total: One full 50-round box of Armscor 22 TCM 40 gr. JHP,
one sealed 50-round box of Hornady Varmint Express 17 HMR 17 gr.
V-Max, one full 50-round box of Remington Kleanbore 25 ACP 50 gr.
MC, 29 assorted loose rounds of 25 ACP FMJ of unknown projectile
weights with assorted headstamps. Finally, there is a partial 19-round
box of vintage UMC 22 Short cartridges. Ammunition rates about
excellent except for the 22 Short which displays oxidation on the lead
and moderate tarnish on the cases and there are a few small spots of
light tarnish on the 25 ACP. The vintage red and green UMC box rates
perhaps very good with a tiny hole in the top along with some light edge
wear and minor crackling. (239731-3GK)

639 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Eight 20-round boxes (160 total) of Wolf 122 gr. FMJ steel case
ammunition in about excellent condition. (239801-2)

640 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Eight 20-round boxes (160 total) of Wolf 122 gr. FMJ steel case
ammunition in about excellent condition. (239801-2A)

641 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Eight 20-round boxes (160 total) of L.C.B. 122 gr. HP steel case
ammunition in about excellent condition. White boxes are labeled in blue
ink “CENTER-FIRE AMMUNITION / CAL. 7,62X39 HP (NON-CORR) /
L.C.B. 122 GR BALL” (239801-2B)

642 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Eight 20-round boxes (160 total) as follows: Six boxes of Wolf 122 gr.
FMJ steel case ammunition and two boxes of L.C.B. 122 gr. HP steel
case ammunition all in about excellent condition. The L.C.B. ammunition
is packaged in white boxes labeled in blue ink “CENTER-FIRE
AMMUNITION / CAL. 7,62X39 HP (NON-CORR) / L.C.B. 122 GR
BALL”. (239801-2C)

643 380 ACP Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) of Independence 90 gr. FMJ in about
excellent condition with some scattered tiny spots of light tarnish on the
brass. (239419-3)

644 380 ACP Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) of Independence 90 gr. FMJ in about
excellent condition with some scattered tiny spots of light tarnish on the
brass. (239419-3A)

645 380 ACP Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) of Independence 90 gr. FMJ in about
excellent condition with some scattered tiny spots of light tarnish on the
brass. (239419-3B)

646 380 ACP Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) of Independence 90 gr. FMJ in about
excellent condition with some scattered tiny spots of light tarnish on the
brass. (239419-3C)

647 9mm Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) of Magtech 115 gr. FMC in excellent
condition. (239419-3D)

648 9mm Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) of Magtech 115 gr. FMC in excellent
condition with a couple of the boxes showing some minor storage wear.
(239419-3E)

649 9mm Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) of Magtech 115 gr. FMC in excellent
condition with some minor storage wear on the boxes. (239419-3F)

650 9mm Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) of Magtech 115 gr. FMC in excellent
condition with some light storage wear on one box. (239419-3G)

651 9mm Ammunition
Two 50-round boxes (100 total) of Magtech 115 gr. FMC and one partial
36-round box of Winchester 115 gr. FMJ in about excellent condition
with a couple tiny spots of light tarnish on the Winchester cartridges.
(239419-3H)
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652 22 LR Ammunition
One sealed 525 Value Pack of Blazer 40 gr. LRN ammunition. Box
shows minor corner wear and a translucent tape repair on one edge.
(239419-3J)

653 7mm-08 Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes and one loose round (41 total) of Hornady
Superformance 139 gr. GMX with one box in excellent condition and the
other box and loose round are in very good condition with some spots
and streaks of light tarnish on the cases and some light storage wear on
the boxes. (239419-3K)

654 380 ACP, 45 Colt, & 22 LR Ammunition
Five items total: One full 50-round box of Winchester 380 ACP 95 gr.
FMC along with 21 loose rounds of 380 ACP FMJ of unknown projectile
weights and various headstamps. One partial 19-round box of Federal
Champion 45 Colt 225 gr. SWHP, and one partial 6-round box of
Winchester Super-X 45 Colt 225 gr. Silvertip HP along with one round of
Winchester 45 Colt lead of unknown projectile weight. Finally, there are
approximately 497 loose rounds of CCI Blazer 22 LR 40 gr. LRN.
Ammunition rates very good plus to excellent with some scattered small
spots of light tarnish on some of the cases and some spots of light
verdigris and specks of white corrosion on the loose 380 ACP
cartridges. (239419-3L)

655 22 LR Ammunition
Nine full 50-round boxes and one partial approximately 37-round box
(about 487 total) of CCI Blazer 40 gr. LRN in excellent condition.
(239419-3M)

656 243 Win, 270 WSM & 30 T/C Ammunition
Four items total: One full 20-round box along with one loose round (21
total) of Federal Power Shok 243 Win 100 gr. SP, one full 20-round box
of Winchester Supreme Accubond 270 WSM 140 gr. Bonded, and one
partial 10-round box of Hornady Custom 30 T/C 150 gr. SST along with
nine fired cases. Also included is a sealed 20-count box of Hornady
Sabots .50 cal. 45-300 XTP Mag projectiles along with sabots.
Ammunition rates about excellent with some minor storage wear on the
boxes. (239419-3N)

657 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Five 20-round boxes (100 total) of Winchester Super-X 123 gr. PSP in
about excellent condition with some very light tarnish on the cases.
(239307-8)

658 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Five 20-round boxes (100 total) as follows: Three boxes of Federal
Classic 123 gr. Hi-Shok SP, one box of Winchester Super-X 123 gr.
PSP and one box of Remington High Velocity 125 gr. PSP all in about
excellent condition with some very light tarnish on the Winchester brass.
(239307-8A)

659 7.5mm Swiss Ammunition
Seven full 20-round boxes (140 total) as follows: Four boxes of Wolf
Gold 174 gr. FMJ BT, one box of Prvi Partizan 174 gr. FMJ BT, and two
boxes of Prvi Partizan 174 gr. SP. All ammunition rates excellent.
(239405-102)

660 30-06 Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Remington High Velocity 180 gr.
Core-Lokt PSP in excellent condition. (239360-1)

661 30-06 Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Remington High Velocity 180 gr.
Core-Lokt PSP in excellent condition with a tear in the corner of one
box. (239360-1A)

662 30-06 Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Remington High Velocity 180 gr.
Core-Lokt PSP in excellent condition. (239360-1B)

663 30-06 Ammunition
Three items as follows: One full 20-round box of Remington High
Velocity 180 gr. Core-Lokt PSP in excellent condition, one full 20-round
box of Remington High Velocity 180 gr. Core-Lokt SP in very good plus
condition with some light tarnish on the cases and a few SP rounds
have white discoloration around the primers and case necks with some
very light storage wear on the box. Finally, there are 14 rounds of M2
AP “black tip” ball cartridges with “LC” headstamps dated to 1950 and
1953 along with one round of ball with “TW / 54” headstamp. Ball
ammunition rates about very good plus to near excellent with some light
tarnish on the cases and is stored within a Federal box. (239360-1C)

664 30-40 Krag Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Remington High Velocity 180 gr.
Core-Lokt PSP in about excellent condition with some very light
oxidation on the exposed lead tips. (239360-1D)

665 30-40 Krag Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Remington High Velocity 180 gr.
Core-Lokt PSP in about excellent condition with some very light
oxidation on the exposed lead tips and a few spots of minor tarnish on
the cases. (239360-1E)

666 264 Win Mag, 270 Win, 32 Win Special Ammunition
Four items total: One partial 18-round box of Western Super-X 264 Win
Magnum 100 gr. PSP, one full 20-round box and one partial 8-round box
(28 total) of Remington High Velocity 270 Win 150 gr. Core-Lokt SP
along with 12 fired cases and one full 20-round box of Remington High
Velocity 32 Win Special 170 gr. Core-Lokt SP. Ammunition rates about
excellent with some light tarnish on the 264 Win Mag cartridges and the
box shows storage wear including cellophane tape repairs. (239360-1F)

667 7mm Mauser Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Hansen Cartridge Co. 175 gr. FMJ in
about excellent condition. (239360-1G)

668 6.5mm Swedish Ammunition
Four items as follows: One full-20 round box and one partial 6-round box
(26 total) of Hansen Cartridge Co. 139 gr. FMJ along with 14 fired
cases, one full 20-round box of Hansen Cartridge Co. 139 gr. Posi-Feed
SP, and 20 rounds of SP of unknown projectile weight with “CA”
headstamps stored within a Hansen box. All ammunition rates about
excellent with “NORMA” written on the Posi-Feed box. (239360-1H)

669 308 Win Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Samson Match Grade 150 gr. SPBT
in about excellent condition with some very light oxidation on the soft
points. (239360-1J)

670 308 Win Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Samson Match Grade 150 gr. SPBT
in about excellent condition with some very light oxidation on the soft
points. (239360-1K)

671 308 Win Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 total) as follows: One box of Samson Match
Grade 150 gr. SPBT and one box of Remington High Velocity 180 gr.
Core-Lokt SP all in about excellent condition with some very light
oxidation on the tips of the Samson cartridges and some light storage
wear on the Remington box. (239360-1L)

672 20 ga. Ammunition
Five items total: Four full 5-round boxes and one partial 4-round box (24
total) of Remington Slugger 2 3/4” 5/8 oz. HP rifled slugs with one round
of Western Super-X 2 3/4” 5/8 oz. slug all in about excellent condition
with some very light oxidation on the lead of the Winchester round.
(239307-3)

673 16 ga. Ammunition
Eight items total: Five full 5-round boxes (25 total) of Remington Slugger
2 3/4” 4/5 oz. HP rifled slugs in excellent condition and three 5-round
boxes (15 total) of Remington Express 2 3/4” 4/5 oz. rifled slugs in near
excellent condition with some of the rounds displaying some light
oxidation and some light storage wear on the boxes. (239307-3A)

674 12 ga. Ammunition
Seven items total: Three 5-round boxes (15 total) of Winchester Super-X
2 3/4” 1 oz. HP rifles slugs, one 5-round box of Western Super-X 2 3/4”
7/8 oz. rifled slugs, one 5-round box of Winchester Western Super-X 2
3/4” 7/8 oz. rifled slugs, and two 5-round boxes (10 total) of Remington
Express 2 3/4” 7/8 oz. rifled slugs. All ammunition rates about excellent
with a few rounds showing very light oxidation on the lead and there is
light storage wear on the boxes and some pen markings on the
Winchester Western box. (239307-3B)

675 41 Long Colt Ammunition
One 50-round box of Buffalo Arms 41 Long Colt 185 gr. lead round nose
black powder cartridges in excellent condition. Ammunition is loaded in
properly-headstamped Starline brass and is packed in a MTM
translucent blue plastic box. (237390-4)

676 38-40 Win Ammunition
Five items as follows: One full 50-round box and one partial 26-round
box (76 total) of Ultramax 180 gr. FP along with 24 fired cases, one full
50-round box of Black Hills 38-40 Win 180 gr. FP, one partial 44-round
box and one partial 34-round box (78 total) of Winchester Super-X 180
gr. SP along with six fired cases. Ammunition rates about excellent with
some minor storage wear on the boxes. (237390-4A)

677 44-40 Win Ammunition
Three items as follows: One full 50-round box of Winchester Super-X
200 gr. SP and one full 50-round box and one partial 41-round box (91
total) of Winchester Cowboy Action Loads 225 gr. LFN along with eight
fired cases. Ammunition rates about excellent with some scattered
speckles of tarnish on the brass. (237390-4B)

678 38-55 Win Ammunition
Three items as follows: Two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Winchester
Super-X 255 gr. SP and one partial 10-round box of Winchester
Western Super-X 255 gr. SP along with 10 fired cases in excellent
condition. (237390-4C)
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679 25-20 Win Ammunition
Three items as follows: One full 50-round box and one partial 9-round
box (59 total) of Winchester Super-X 86 gr. SP along with 34 fired cases
and one full-50 round box and 7 rounds (57 total) of Remington
Hi-Speed 86 gr. SP all in about excellent condition. The seven
Remington rounds are stored within one of the Winchester boxes.
(237390-4D)

680 32-20 Win Ammunition
Four items as follows: Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of Remington
100 gr. lead and one full 50-round box and one partial 25-round box (75
total) of Winchester Super-X 100 gr. lead. Ammunition rates excellent
save for one of the boxes of Remington which displays minor tarnish
and some red discoloration on the case heads along with a spot of
verdigris on one of the cases. The boxes have some light storage wear
with “357” written on the top of one box and a small tear in the side of
another. (237390-4E)

681 Assorted Handgun and Rifle Ammunition
Five items as follows: One full 50-round box of Remington Kleanbore 45
Colt 250 gr. lead, one partial 37-round box of Remington High Velocity
357 Magnum 158 gr. lead, and one partial 35-round box of Winchester
Western 32 ACP 71 gr. FMC. Finally, there is one partial 6-round box of
Remington High Velocity 30-30 Win 170 gr. Core-Lokt SP along with
four fired cases and one partial 9-round box of Remington Express
30-30 Win 150 gr. Core-Lokt SP. All ammunition rates about excellent
except for the 150 gr. 30-30 which shows some light oxidation and light
verdigris on a few of the lead tips with some light storage wear on some
of the boxes. (237390-4F)

682 20 ga. Ammunition
Five 5-round boxes (25 total) of Federal Premium Vital Shok 2 3/4” 275
gr. Trophy Copper sabot slugs in excellent condition. (239178-12)

683 20 ga. Ammunition
Five items total: Four full 5-round boxes and one partial 4-round box (24
total) of Remington Premier AccuTip 3” 260 gr. bonded sabot slugs in
excellent condition with some light storage wear on the boxes.
(239178-12A)

684 20 ga. Ammunition
Five items total: Four full 5-round boxes (20 total) of Remington Premier
AccuTip 3” 260 gr. bonded sabot slugs and one partial 4-round box of
Remington Express 2 3/4” 20 pellet #3 buckshot. All ammunition rates
about excellent with some minor storage wear on the boxes.
(239178-12B)

685 12 ga. Ammunition
Six items total: Three full 5-round boxes and one partial 2-round box (17
total) of Federal Premium Vital Shok 3” 1 oz. Barnes Expander HP sabot
slugs and one full 5-round box and one partial 4-round box (9 total) of
Federal Premium Vital Shok 3” 1 oz. Hydra-Shok HP sabot slugs.
Ammunition rates very good plus to about excellent with some light
oxidation on some of the brass while some of the boxes display minor
storage wear. Two of the Barnes Expander rounds are in a box labeled
for Hydra-Shok rounds. (239178-12C)

686 12 ga. Ammunition
Six items total: Two full 5-round boxes (10 total) of Hornady SST
Shotgun Slug 2 3/4” 300 gr. FTX slugs, two full 5-round boxes (10 total)
of Remington Express 2 3/4” 7/8 oz rifled slugs, one full 5-round box of
Remington Slugger 2 3/4” 1 oz. HP rifled slugs. Also included is one box
containing two rounds of Remington 2 3/4” 1 oz. HP rifled slugs, one
round of Remington 2 3/4” rifled slug of unknown projectile weight, two
rounds of Winchester Western Super-X 2 3/4” 1 oz. HP slugs and one
Remington 16 ga. 2 3/4” slug of unknown projectile weight. Ammunition
rates about excellent with a few rounds showing some light oxidation on
the lead and the boxes have some minor storage wear including a torn
inner flap. (239178-12D)

687 Assorted Handgun and Shotgun Ammunition
Four items total: One partial 36-round box of Winchester Western 44-40
Win 200 gr. SP, one full 5-round box of Federal Premium 12 ga. 2 3/4” 9
pellet 00 buck, one full 5-round box of Remington Express 12 ga. 2 3/4”
9 pellet 00 buck and one partial 4-round box of Remington 12 ga. 2 3/4”
Magnum 12 pellet 00 buck with one round of Remington 16 ga. 2 3/4” #1
buck. Ammunition rates about excellent with some light storage wear on
the boxes. (239178-12E)

688 32-40 Win Ammunition
Three items total: One full 20-round box and one partial 12-round box
(32 total) of Old Western Scrounger 32-40 Win 165 gr. LFN along with
28-fired brass cases with the brass formed from 38-55 Win cases,
twenty of which are stored in a third Old Western Scrounger 32-40 Win
box. Ammunition rates about excellent. (237390-4G)

689 40-65 Win Ammunition
Two items as follows: One full 20-round box and one partial 11-round
box (31 total) of Old Western Scrounger 260 gr. lead black powder
cartridges in excellent condition. Cartridges are loaded in Starline brass
with correct headstamps. (237390-4H)

690 45-70 Govt. Ammunition
Two items as follows: One full 20-round box of Remington High Velocity
405 gr. SP and one partial 14-round box of Bullseye Ammunition 405 gr.
LFP along with 6 fired brass cases. Ammunition rates about excellent
with some spots of verdigris on the Remington brass while the Bullseye
cartridges are new-manufactured and loaded in desirable Starline brass.
(237390-4J)

691 22 LR & 22 Long Ammunition
16 items as follows: Eight full 50-round boxes (400 rounds) of PMC
Target  22 LR standard velocity 40 gr. lead, one full 50-round box of
Remington High Velocity 22 LR 40 gr. lead, one full 50-round box of
Winchester Super-X 22 LR high velocity 40 gr. Lubaloy-coated along
with three loose rounds of the same (53 total) stored within another
Winchester Super-X box, three full 50-round boxes (150 total) of
Winchester Super-X T22 Target 22 LR standard velocity 40 gr. lead, one
partial 95-round box of Remington High Velocity 22 LR high velocity 40
gr. lead and one partial 96-round box of CCI 22 Long 29 gr.
copper-plated RN. All ammunition rates about excellent. (237390-4K)

692 8x57 JRS Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes (40 total) of Norma 123 gr. FMJ in excellent
condition. (239405-103)

693 8x57 JR Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Sellier & Bellot 196 gr. SP in
excellent condition with some very light storage wear on the boxes.
(239405-103A)

694 30-30 Win Ammunition
Three items as follows: Two full 20-round boxes and one partial 8-round
box (48 total) of Remington High Velocity 170 gr. Core-Lokt SP in about
excellent condition along with 12 fired cases. (239307-11)

695 425 Express Ammunition
Two sealed 20-round plastic box (40 total) of A-Square 400 gr.
Dead-Tough SP cartridges. (239405-113)

696 425 Express Ammunition
Three items as follows: Two full 20-round plastic boxes and one partial
16-round plastic box (56 total) of A-Square 400 gr. Dead-Tough SP
along with four fired cases. (239405-113A)

697 8x72 R Sauer Ammunition
One 20-round translucent plastic box of Buffalo Arms 150 gr. spitzer
.323 cal. loaded cartridges loaded in Norma brass formed from 9.3x74 R
cases. Ammunition rates excellent. (239405-104)

698 9.3x72 R Ammunition
One full 10-round box of Norma 9.3x72 R ammunition in about excellent
condition with some very light tarnish on the cases. The orange label is
marked “10 PATRONER / Rostfria / (case head) / kal. 9,3x72 mm. D /
Blyspets / Kulvikt 13 gr. / NORMA”. The back of the box is stamped
“MADE IN SWEDEN” along with “280” while the top flap bears “AB
NORMA / PROJEKTILFABRIK / AMOTFORS. Box rates perhaps very
good with the label on the top flap detaching on three sides and there
are some tears in the left side. (239405-105)

699 7x57 R Ammunition
One full 20-round box of Norma 150 gr. MC in about excellent condition.
(239405-107)

700 9.3x62 Ammunition
Four items as follows: Three full 20-round boxes and one partial
17-round box (77 total) of Prvi Partizan 285 gr. SP ammunition in
excellent condition along with three fired cases. (239405-112)

701 9.3x62 Ammunition
Four 20-round boxes (80 total) as follows: Three boxes of Prvi Partizan
285 gr. SP and one box of Norma 232 gr. SP Vulkan all in excellent
condition with some minor storage wear on the Norma box.
(239405-112A)

702 6.5 Grendel, 6.5mm Mannlicher-Shoenauer & 8mm
Mannlicher-Schoenauer Ammunition
Four items as follows: One full 20-round box of Hornady Custom 6.5
Grendel 123 gr. SST, one partial 3-round box of Kynoch 6.5mm
Mannlicher-Shoenauer 160 gr. SP, one full 20-round box of Dominion
Super-Clean 6.5mm Mannlicher-Shoenauer 160 gr. SP and one full
20-round box of Western 8mm Mannlicher-Shoenauer 200 gr. SP. The
6.5 Grendel cartridges rate excellent while the rest rates about excellent
with some light oxidation on the lead tips. The Mannlicher-Shoenauer
boxes show storage wear with the Western box missing a few flaps
causing it to be held together by shrink wrap and part of the label is
missing from the Kynoch ammunition and “3” is written on the lid.
(239405-106, 108, 109)

703 222 Rem Magnum
Six 20-round boxes (120 total) of Remington High Velocity 55 gr. PSP in
about excellent condition with some light tarnish on some cases and
minor storage wear on some of the boxes. (239405-101)

704 8x57 JR Ammunition
Three items total: One full 20-round box of Norma 196 gr. SP, and one
full 20-round box and one partial 16-round box (36 total) of RWS 196 gr.
RNSP ammunition in about excellent condition. (239101-20)
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705 8x57 JR Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Sellier & Bellot 196 gr. SP
ammunition in about excellent condition. (239101-20A)

706 8x57 JR Ammunition
Three items total: Two full 20-round boxes and one partial 15-round box
(55 total) of Sellier & Bellot 196 gr. SP cartridges in about excellent
condition with “25.00” written on the front label of one box. (239101-20B)

707 8x57 JR Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Sellier & Bellot 196 gr. SP cartridges
in about excellent condition with “25.00” written on the front label of two
of the boxes. (239101-20C)

708 Assorted Pistol and Rifle Ammunition
Five items total: One full 20-round box of Speer Gold Dot 45 ACP 230
gr. GDHP, one partial 8-round box of Federal Nyclad 38 Special 125 gr.
SWCHP, 10 rounds of Remington UMC 30 Mauser FMJ of unknown
projectile weight on a stripper clip, one full 20-round box of Sellier &
Bellot 8x57 JR 196 gr. SP, and one partial 9-round box of Czech 8x57R
196 gr. SP ammunition. All ammunition rates about excellent with some
very light tarnish on the Czech cartridges while the box is tender
showing storage wear, a tape repair on one side and some label wear.
(239101-20D)

709 308 Win Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) as follows: Two boxes of Winchester
Super-X 150 gr. Power-Point and one box of Fiocchi Exacta Rifle Match
180 gr. Sierra MatchKing in about excellent condition with some tiny
speckles of tarnish on the Winchester case heads. (239392-1)

710 Assorted Pistol, Rifle and Shotgun Ammunition
Three items total: One full 50-round box of Sellier & Bellot 45 ACP 230
gr. FMJ, one full 20-round box of Speer Nitrex 30-06 180 gr. Grand Slam
cartridges, and one full 25-round box of Federal Heavy Game Load 12
ga. 2 3/4” 1 1/8 oz. #6 shotshells all in excellent condition. (239392-1A)

711 32 ACP Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) of Remington High Velocity 71 gr. MC in
excellent condition. (239101-20E)

712 32 ACP Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) of Remington High Velocity 71 gr. MC in
excellent condition. (239101-20F)

713 32 ACP Ammunition
Three 50-round boxes (150 total) as follows: Two boxes of Peters 71 gr.
MC and one box of Remington High Velocity 71 gr. MC in excellent
condition with some light storage wear on the boxes. (239101-20G)

714 25 ACP Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) of Aguila 50 gr. FMJ in excellent
condition. (239101-20H)

715 25 ACP Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) of Aguila 50 gr. FMJ in excellent
condition. (239101-20J)

716 25 ACP Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) of Aguila 50 gr. FMJ in excellent
condition with a small tear in the label of one side flap. (239101-20K)

717 25 ACP Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) as follows: Three boxes of Aguila 50 gr.
FMJ and one box of American Eagle 50 gr. MC all in excellent condition.
(239101-20L)

718 25 ACP Ammunition
Six items as follows: Two 50-round boxes (100 total) of UMC 50 gr. MC,
one 50-round box of Hornady Frontier 50 gr. FMJ, one 50-round box
and 25 loose rounds (75 total) of Winchester Super-X 45 gr. Expanding
Point, and one 25-round tray of Federal FMJ of unknown projectile
weight. Ammunition rates about excellent with some very light tarnish on
the loose Winchester rounds. (239101-20M)

719 30-06 Ammunition
58 rounds of 30-06 as follows: 25 rounds of Federal M2 150 gr. ball, 23
rounds of Denver Arsenal M2 150 gr. ball, five rounds of M2 AP “black
tip” with “DM / 43” headstamps and five rounds of M26 tracer with “SL /
53” headstamps. Ammunition includes 15 enbloc clips. (239795-25)

720 7.62 NATO Ammunition
Approximately 100 loose rounds of 7.62 NATO ball ammunition with
various headstamps including “TZ”, “FNM”, “WCC” amongst others and
dated to the mid ‘70s to the early ‘80s all in about excellent condition.
(239793-25A)

721 7.62 NATO & 308 Win Ammunition
Approximately 65 loose rounds of 7.62 NATO ball ammunition with
various headstamps including “TZ”, “WCC”, “SMI” amongst others and
dated to the mid ‘70s to the early ‘80s. Also included are three rounds of
Lake City 7.62 NATO tracer rounds and one 20-round box of Remington
High Velocity 308 Win 180 gr. Core-Lokt SP. Ammunition rates about
excellent with some light tarnish on the tracer rounds and 308 Win.
(239793-25B)

722 7.62x54R Ammunition
Five full 20-round waxed paper packages (100 total) of Hungarian
“Silvertip” light ball ammunition of unknown projectile weight but likely
147-148 grs. Ammunition is steel cased, lacquer coated, has “21 / 77”
headstamps and is in excellent condition. (239793-25C)

723 7.62x54R Ammunition
Five full 20-round waxed paper packages (100 total) of Hungarian
“Silvertip” light ball ammunition of unknown projectile weight but likely
147-148 grs. Ammunition is steel cased, lacquer coated, has “21 / 77”
headstamps and is in excellent condition. (239793-25D)

724 7.62x54R Ammunition
One 20-round waxed paper package and 60 loose rounds (80 total) of
Hungarian “Silvertip” light ball ammunition of unknown projectile weight
but likely 147-148 grs. Ammunition is steel cased, lacquer coated, has
“21 / 77” headstamps and is in excellent condition. (239793-25E)

725 45 ACP Ammunition
Three 50-round boxes (150 total) of Western Super-Match 185 gr. FMC
Clean-Cutting ammunition in about excellent condition with some small
spots of light tarnish on some of the rounds and the boxes display some
light storage wear. (239283-5AF)

726 45 ACP Ammunition
Four items total: Three full 50-round boxes and one partial 20-round box
(170 total) of Western Super-Match 185 gr. FMC Clean-Cutting
ammunition in about excellent condition with some scattered small spots
of light tarnish and the boxes display some very light storage wear with
“part” written on the top of the partial box. (239283-5AG)

727 45 ACP Ammunition
Three 50-round boxes (150 total) of Western Super-Match 185 gr. FMC
Clean-Cutting ammunition in about excellent condition with some
scattered small spots of light tarnish and very light storage wear on the
boxes with one box top appearing to say “16 bx” in pen. (239283-5AH)

728 45 ACP Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) of Western Super-Match 185 gr. FMC
Clean-Cutting ammunition in about excellent condition with some
scattered speckles of light tarnish and very light storage wear on the
boxes. (239283-5AJ)

729 Vintage 6.5x55mm Swedish Ammunition
Three items total: Two full 50-round boxes and one partial box of
approximately 55 rounds (about 155 total) of vintage Norma 6.5x55mm
Swedish SP cartridges with “RP” headstamps dated to the first two
decades of the 20th-century. One of the box’s labels has been taped
over, one box is missing the lid and the third clearly displays “50 stk.
6.5mm. / Patroner med 10.1 gr. blyspiss kule / Brukte hylser / A/S
NORMA PROJEKTILFABRIK / Olso / Spesielt fabrikert for selfangst”,
the last line translating to “Specially made for seal hunting”. Ammunition
rates very good to near excellent with some spots of tarnish throughout,
light oxidation on the lead soft points along with some spots of
corrosion. A few of the boxes have tape repairs with the lidless box
being particularly tender. (239283-5AK)

730 5.56 NATO Ammunition
One sealed 300-round battle pack of South African M1A3 55 gr. ball
which is the equivalent of M193. Ammunition rates excellent with
headstamps dated to 1986 and is packed in 10 30-round boxes within a
labeled brown vinyl battle pack. (239316-7AC)

731 5.56 NATO Ammunition
One sealed 300-round battle pack of South African M1A3 55 gr. ball
which is the equivalent of M193. Ammunition rates excellent with
headstamps dated to 1986 and is packed in 10 30-round boxes within a
labeled brown vinyl battle pack. (239316-7AD)

732 5.56 NATO Ammunition
One sealed 300-round battle pack of South African M1A3 55 gr. ball
which is the equivalent of M193. Ammunition rates excellent with
headstamps dated to 1986 and is packed in 10 30-round boxes within a
brown vinyl battle pack. (239316-7AE)

733 5.56 NATO Ammunition
One sealed 300-round battle pack of South African M1A3 55 gr. ball
which is the equivalent of M193. Ammunition rates excellent with
headstamps dated to 1986 and is packed in 10 30-round boxes within a
brown vinyl battle pack. (239316-7AF)

734 5.56 NATO Ammunition
One sealed 300-round battle pack of South African M1A3 55 gr. ball
which is the equivalent of M193. Ammunition rates excellent with
headstamps dated to 1986 and is packed in 10 30-round boxes within a
brown vinyl battle pack. (239316-7AG)

735 5.56 NATO Ammunition
One sealed 300-round battle pack of South African M1A3 55 gr. ball
which is the equivalent of M193. Ammunition rates excellent with
headstamps dated to 1986 and is packed in 10 30-round boxes within a
brown vinyl battle pack. (239316-7AH)
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736 5.56 NATO Ammunition
One partial 210-round battle pack of South African M1A3 55 gr. ball
which is the equivalent of M193. Ammunition rates excellent with
headstamps dated to 1986 and is packed in seven 30-round boxes
within a labeled brown vinyl battle pack. (239316-7AJ)

737 45 ACP Ammunition
Five items as follows: Three 50-round boxes (150 total) of Winchester
230 gr. FMJ, one 50-round box of American Eagle 230 gr. FMJ and 36
loose rounds of FMJ with Federal and Winchester headstamps of
unknown projectile weight. All ammunition rates about excellent with
some scattered speckles of light tarnish. (239316-4E)

738 7.62x39mm Ammunition
10 20-round boxes (200 total) of TCW Ammunition L.C.B 122 gr. HP
lacquer-coated steel-cased cartridges with sealed primers and case
necks and “Wolf” headstamps in excellent condition with some very light
storage wear on the boxes. (239316-4F)

739 7.62x39mm, 5.56 NATO, & 30-06 Ammunition
11 items as follows: Eight 20-round boxes and 21 loose rounds of TCW
Ammunition L.C.B. 122 gr. HP lacquer-coated steel-cased cartridges
with sealed primers and case necks and “Wolf” headstamps. Also
included are 19 rounds of 5.56 NATO 55 gr. FMJ with “LC / 74”
headstamps on two stripper clips. Finally, there are 9 loose rounds of
30-06 M2 AP “black tip” with “DM / 42” headstamps. Ammunition rates
very good plus to excellent with some light tarnish on the brass cases.
(239316-4G)

740 44 Magnum, 40 S&W, 22 LR Ammunition
Seven items as follows: One 20-round box of Federal Premium 44
Magnum 240 gr. Hydra-Shok JHP, two 20-round boxes (40 total) of
Remington High Velocity 44 Magnum 240 gr. SJHP. Also included are
30 loose rounds of Winchester 40 S&W FMJ of unknown projectile
weight, two 50-round boxes (100 total) of Remington 22 Target 22 LR
standard velocity 40 gr. lead, and 105 loose rounds of Remington 22 LR
lead of unknown projectile weight. Ammunition rates very good plus to
excellent with light corrosion on some of the 22 LR case heads and
some light tarnish on some of the Remington 44 Magnum rounds. All the
boxes show light to moderate storage wear with some of the boxes
missing some side flaps and a few tears in the edges. (239316-4H)

741 45-70 Govt. Ammunition
One 20-round box of Hornady LEVERevolution 325 gr. LEVERevolution
in excellent condition. (239876-2)

742 375 H&H Magnum Ammunition
One 20-round box of Federal Classic 300 gr. Hi-Shok SP in about
excellent condition with a few rounds showing some speckles of light
tarnish and a few scattered light scratches and some slight storage wear
on the box. (239876-2A)

743 22 LR and 22 Short Ammunition
Seven items total: Three 50-round boxes (150 total) of Junior 22 LR lead
of unknown projectile weight, one 50-round box of PMC Target 22 22 LR
lead of unknown projectile weight, one 50-round of RWS Target 22 LR
40 gr. lead, one partial 39-round box of Remington Hi-Speed Golden
Bullet 22 LR  36 gr. plated HP and one 50-round box of Eley Rapid Fire
Match 22 Short lead of unknown projectile weight. Ammunition rates
about very good plus to excellent while the boxes display some minor
storage wear with some small tears on the Remington and RWS box.
(239582-1ACG)

744 12 ga. and .410 bore Ammunition
Three items total: Two 5-round boxes (10 total) of Federal Hi-Power 12
ga. 2 3/4” 9 pellet 00 buck and one 25-round box of Remington Express
.410 bore 2 1/2” 1/2 oz. #7 1/2 shot. Ammunition rates excellent with
some minor storage wear on the Remington box. (239582-1ACI)

745 22 LR Ammunition
One 500-round brick of Federal Champion Target 40 gr. lead in
excellent condition. (239582-1ACL)

746 32-20 Win and 32 H&R Magnum Ammunition
Four items total: Two 50-round boxes (100 total) of Black Hills 32-20
Win 155 gr. FPL, one 50-round box of Federal Hi-Power 32 H&R
Magnum 85 gr. JHP and one partial 8-round box of Federal Hi-Power 32
H&R Magnum 95 gr. lead all in about excellent condition with some
scattered speckles of light tarnish and some moderate storage wear on
the box of the eight rounds of 32 H&R and some light storage wear on
the other Federal box and one of the Black Hills boxes. (239582-1ABY)

747 9mm, 25 ACP & 30 Carbine Ammunition
Five items total: One 50-round box of Remington Kleanbore 115 gr.
JHP, and one 64-round box of 9mm ball of unknown projectile weight
with “DI 43 / 9MM” headstamps. Also included is one 50-round box of
Western 25 ACP 50 gr. FMCHP, one partial 34-round box of Remington
Kleanbore 25 ACP 50 gr. MC and one 50-round box of Winchester 30
Carbine 110 gr. ball. All ammunition rates about excellent with some
light storage wear on the Remington boxes. (239582-1ABT)

748 22 LR Ammunition
Five items total: One sealed 500-round brick of Junior lead, two sealed
50-round boxes (100 total) of Remington Match EPS, one sealed
50-round box of Eley Tenex lead, and one sealed 50-round box of Eley
Club lead. Visible ammunition rates about excellent with some very light
oxidation on the Eley Tenex lead. (239582-1ABV)

749 30-30 Win & 7.62 NATO Match Ammunition
Two items total: One 20-round box of Remington High Velocity 30-30
Win 150 gr. Core-Lokt SP and one partial 10-round box of Lake City
7.62 NATO Match 173 gr. FMJ dated to 1977. Ammunition rates about
excellent with some light tarnish on the 7.62 NATO rounds and minor
storage wear on the boxes with the top of the 7.62 NATO box opened.
(239582-1ACK)

750 22 LR & 22 Magnum Ammunition
Six items total: One sealed 100-round box of CCI 22 LR 40 gr. LRN, one
100-round box of Federal 22 LR plated HP of unknown projectile weight,
one 100-round box of 22 LR lead of unknown projectile weight with “SB”
headstamps, one partial 45-round box of 22 LR lead of unknown
projectile weight with “CBC” headstamps, and one partial 38-round box
of Western Super-X 22 LR #12 chilled shot. Also included is one
50-round box of CCI Maxi-Mag 22 Magnum 40 gr. solid point. All
ammunition rates about excellent. (239582-1AAN)

751 38-40 Win Ammunition
Two items total: One 50-round box of Black Hills 180 gr. FPL and one
partial 27-round box of Remington Hi-Speed 130 gr. Mushroom Bullet
along with 16 rounds of Winchester SP of unknown projectile weight.
The Ammunition rates about excellent while the Black Hills box shows
minor storage wear and the Remington box rates fair with the lid
detached, the right side flaps missing and the box held together with
shrink wrap. (239582-1ACJ)

752 Vintage 32 S&W Long, 32 S&W & 32 Long RF Ammunition
Three items total: One 50-round box of vintage US Cartridge Co. 32
S&W Long LRN black powder cartridges of unknown projectile weight,
one partial 13-round box of vintage Peters 32 S&W 82 gr. lead with
three rounds of Western 32 S&W FMJ. Finally, there is one 36-round
box of Navy Arms Co. 32 Long RF lead of unknown projectile weight.
The Navy Arms ammunition rates excellent while the 32 S&W Long has
oxidation on the lead and verdigris and tarnish on the brass. There is
light oxidation on the 32 S&W lead and light tarnish on the cases while
the box is very tender with the lid coming apart and rips around the
edges. The 32 S&W Long box shows minor storage wear around the
edges and the bottom label is not legible while the Navy Arms box rates
excellent. (239582-1ACH)

753 Assorted Handgun Ammunition
Four items total: One partial 25-round box of Remington 38 Special 158
gr. LRN along with five rounds of PMC 38 Special LRN of unknown
projectile weight. One partial 22-round box of UMC 380 ACP 95 gr. MC,
one partial 23-round box of Winchester Super-X 357 Magnum 145 gr.
Silvertip HP, and one partial 6-round box of Federal Premium 9mm 124
gr. Hydra-Shok JHP. Ammunition rates about excellent while the boxes
show minor storage wear. (239056-1)

754 40 S&W Ammunition
Three full 50-round boxes of bright excellent PMC Bronze 180 gr., FMJ. 
(239412-20SI)

755 20 ga. Ammunition
Five full 5-round boxes of Remington Premier, Copper Solid, 2 3/4", 5/8
oz., HP, Magnum, Sabot Slug in excellent condition.  (239412-9V)

756 20 ga. Ammunition
Five full 5-round boxes of Remington Premier, Copper Solid, 2 3/4", 5/8
oz., HP, Magnum, Sabot Slug in excellent condition.  (239412-9U)

757 20 ga. Ammunition
Seven full 5-round boxes of 2 3/4": (3) of Hornady Superformance, 250
gr., Monoflex, Slug; (3) of Federal Premium, Vital-Shok, Trophy Copper,
275 gr., Sabot Slug; (1) of Remington Premier, Copper Solid, 5/8 oz.,
HP, Magnum Sabot Slug.  The lot rates excellent.  (239412-9Y)

758 20 ga. Ammunition
Nine full 5-round boxes of 2 3/4" slugs: (7) of Brenneke K.O., 3/4 oz.; (2)
of Remington Slugger, 5/8 oz. HP.  The lot rates excellent.  (239412-9Z)

759 20 ga. Ammunition
Five full 5-round boxes of Remington Premier, Copper Solid, 2 3/4", 5/8
oz., HP, Magnum, Sabot Slug rating excellent.  (239412-9T)

760 20 ga. Ammunition
Five full five rd. boxes of Remington Premier, AccuTip, 2 3/4", 260 gr.,
Sabot Slug in excellent condition.  (239412-9W)

761 20 ga. Ammunition
Five full five rd. boxes of Hornady Superformance, 2 3/4", 250 gr.,
Monoflex Slugs rating excellent.  (239412-9X)

762 20 ga. Ammunition
Five full 5-round boxes of Remington Premier, Copper Solid, 2 3/4", 5/8
oz., HP, Magnum, Sabot Slug in excellent condition.  (239412-9S)
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763 22 LR & 22 CB Short Ammunition
Six items total: One full 50-round box and one partial 47-round box (97
total) of CCI Quiet-22 22 LR 40 gr. segmented HP, and one partial
86-round box of 22 LR shot of unknown shot size and “U” and “F”
headstamps. Finally, there are two full 100-round boxes and one partial
55-round box (255 total) of CCI 22 CB Short 29 gr. LRN. All ammunition
rates about excellent. (239573-10M)

764 22 LR Ammunition
Two items total: One 500-round brick of Remington 22 Thunderbolt 40
gr. LRN and one 100-round box of CCI Mini-Mag 36 gr. copper-plated
HP all in excellent condition. (239573-10L)

765 22 Short Ammunition
Three items total: One partial 400-round brick of Remington 22 High
Velocity Golden Bullet 29 gr. solid point and one full 100-round box and
one partial 94-round box (194 total) of CCI 27 gr. plated lead HP.
Ammunition rates excellent. (239573-10Q)

766 45 ACP Ammunition
Three items total: One 50-round box of American Eagle 230 gr. FMJ,
one partial 30-round box of Independence 230 gr. FMJ and one partial
13-round box of Federal Premium Personal Defense Low Recoil 165 gr.
Hydra-Shok. All ammunition rates about excellent with some small spots
of tarnish on the Independence cartridges. (239573-10H)

767 22 LR Ammunition
Two items total: One 500-round brick of Winchester Super-X 40 gr.
Lubaloy-coated lead and one 100-round box of CCI Mini-Mag 40 gr.
copper-plated RN. Ammunition rates excellent with some light edge
wear on the Winchester box. (239573-10R)

768 32 S&W, 32 S&W Long & 380 ACP Ammunition
Five items total: One 50-round box of Remington Express 32 S&W 88
gr. LRN, one partial 15-round box of Remington Kleanbore 32 S&W 88
gr. lead, one 50-round box of Magtech 32 S&W Long 98 gr. JHP, one
50-round box of Western 380 ACP 95 gr. FMC and one partial 38-round
box of Monarch 380 ACP 94 gr. FMJ steel-cased ammunition along with
six rounds of Federal 380 ACP 90 gr. Hydra-Shok HP. All ammunition
rates about excellent with some minor tarnish on the 380 ACP.
(239573-10G)

769 45 ACP Ammunition
Two 50-round boxes (100 total) as follows: One box of Remington UMC
230 gr. MC and one box of Remington High Velocity 230 gr. LRN.
Ammunition rates about excellent with a small spot of verdigris on the
rim of one of the LRN cartridges and some minor storage wear on the
box. (239573-10I)

770 32 S&W Long Ammunition
Four items total: Two 50-round boxes (100 total) of Magtech 98 gr.
SJHP along with one box of 50 fired brass cases. Also included is one
partial 34-round box of vintage Winchester 98 gr. lead in a red, yellow
and blue box. Ammunition rates very good plus to excellent with some
light oxidation and light tarnish on the Winchester cartridges while the
box is missing its side flaps and the bottom label is faded. (239573-10J)

771 22 Magnum, 22 LR, 22 Short Ammunition
Seven items total: Two 50-round boxes (100 total) of Remington High
Velocity 22 Magnum 45 gr. solid, one 50-round box of Eley Subsonic 38
gr. HP, one full 50-round box and one partial 49-round box (99 total) of
Aguila 22 Colibri 20 gr. lead, one partial 39-round box of Aguila 22
Super Colibri 20 gr. lead along with two rounds of CCI 22 Short lead of
unknown projectile weight. Finally, there is one partial 31-round box of
Remington High Velocity 22 Short 29 gr. solid. All ammunition rates
about excellent with some writing on the 22 Magnum boxes.
(239573-10N)

772 22 LR Ammunition
Five items total: One 500-round brick and two 50-round boxes (600
total) of CCI Sidewinder 50’s plated solids of unknown projectile weight,
one 50-round box of CCI Quiet-22 40 gr. segmented HP and one
100-round box of CCI Mini-Mag 36 gr. copper-plated HP. All ammunition
rates very good plus to excellent with some light tarnish. (239573-10K)

773 30-06 & 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Two items total: One five-pouch tan cotton bandoleer with carrying strap
marked “RG-23-2-56B” carrying 40 rounds of 30-06 ball of unknown
projectile weight in five enbloc clips. Cartridges have various
headstamps including “52 / TW”, “PS / 81”, and “FA 60 / MATCH” and
rate very good plus to excellent with some minor tarnish on some and
the retaining clip on the middle pouch of the bandoleer is broken but can
be easily replaced. Also included is one 20-round box of Wolf
7.62x39mm 122 gr. FMJ steel-cased in excellent condition.
(239573-10T)

774 22 LR Ammunition
Seven items as follows: Four 50-round boxes and one bag of
approximately 295 rounds (about 495 total) of Remington 22
Thunderbolt Hi-Speed 40 gr. solid points, one 50-round box of CCI
Quiet-22 40 gr. segmented HP and one partial 36-round box Western
T22 40 gr. lead. All ammunition rates about excellent with some minor
storage wear on the Western cartridges. (239573-10P)

775 22 WRF & 22 Magnum Ammunition
Four items total: One full 50-round box and one partial 49-round box (99
total) of CCI 22 Winchester Rimfire 45 gr. HP and two 20-round boxes of
CCI Maxi-Mag 22 Magnum 1/8 oz. #11 shot. Ammunition rates excellent
with the plastic box of the partial 22 WRF showing minor storage wear.
(239573-10S)

776 7.62x39mm Ammunition
10 20-round boxes (200 total) of Wolf 122 gr. FMJ steel-cased
ammunition in very good plus to excellent condition with some streaks of
light oxidation on some of the cases. (239573-10AE)

777 7.62x39mm Ammunition
10 20-round boxes (200 total) of Wolf 122 gr. FMJ steel-cased
ammunition in very good plus to excellent condition with some streaks of
light oxidation on some of the cases. (239573-10AD)

778 7.62x39mm Ammunition
10 20-round boxes (200 total) of TulAmmo 122 gr. FMJ steel-cased
ammunition in very good plus to excellent condition with some streaks of
light oxidation on some of the cases. (239573-10AF)

779 7.62x39mm Ammunition
10 20-round boxes (200 total) as follows: Three boxes of TulAmmo 122
gr. FMJ, one box of TulAmmo 122 gr. HP and six boxes of Wolf 122 gr.
FMJ all in about very good plus to excellent condition with some streaks
of light oxidation on some of the cases. (239573-10AG)

780 7.62x39mm Ammunition
10 items total: Two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Norinco ChinaSports
122 gr. FMJ with “31 / 94” headstamps, one 20-round box of Norinco
FMJ of unknown projectile weight with “71 / 93” headstamps, and three
20-round boxes (60 total) of HP L.C.B. 123 gr. ball in tan boxes. Also
included are two 20-round boxes (40 total) of PMC 125 gr. PSP
brass-cased ammunition, and one 20-round box of TulAmmo 122 gr.
FMJ. Also included is a bag containing a 10-round pack and two loose
rounds (12 total) of East German M43 training ammunition dated to
1987, one loose round of Wolf FMJ, one loose round of TulAmmo FMJ,
and three rounds of HP with “3 / 95” headstamps. All ammunition rates
about excellent. (239573-10AH)

781 25-20 Win & 32-20 Win Ammunition
Three items total: One 50-round box of Winchester Super-X 25-20 Win
86 gr. SP along with 30 25-20 Win fired brass cases, and one 50-round
box of Dan Wesson 32-20 Win 90 gr. JHP. Ammunition rates about
excellent with some speckles of light tarnish on the Winchester case
heads and very light oxidation on the 32-20 Win lead.  (239573-10AK)

782 45 Colt Ammunition
Four items total: Two 50-round boxes and one loose round (101 total) of
Remington High Velocity 225 gr. LSWC and one 50-round box of
Federal Hi-Power 225 gr. SWCHP ammunition all in about excellent
condition. (239573-10AM)

783 6.5mm Swedish Ammunition
Two items as follows: One full 20-round box and one partial 8-round box
(28 total) of PPU 139 gr. SPBT along with one round of Remington PSP
of unknown projectile wight all in about excellent condition. (239876-2B)

784 45-70 Govt. Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Bullseye Ammunition 405 gr. LFP in
excellent condition. (239573-10AN)

785 30-40 Krag Ammunition
Four items total: One 20-round box of Winchester Super-X 180 gr.
Power-Point in excellent condition, one 20-round box of Western
Super-X 180 gr. Silvertip in excellent condition and one full 20-round box
and one partial 10-round box (30 total) of Remington Kleanbore 220 gr.
Core-Lokt SP in very good plus condition with some small spots of light
tarnish on the brass and very light oxidation on the lead soft points. The
Western and Remington boxes show storage wear with both Remington
boxes having tape repairs, a few missing side flaps and some small
tears.  (239573-10AP)

786 380 ACP Ammunition
Three 50-round boxes (150 total) of CCI Blazer 95 gr. TMJ
aluminum-cased ammunition in excellent condition with some minor
storage wear on the boxes including a couple small tears on the side
flaps and labeling. (239573-10AQ)

787 380 ACP Ammunition
Three 50-round boxes (150 total) as follows: Two boxes of Winchester
95 gr. FMJ and one box of Bullseye Ammunition Co. 95 gr. LRN all in
about excellent condition. (239573-10AS)
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788 380 ACP Ammunition
Six items total: One full 25-round box of Remington HD Ultimate Home
Defense 102 gr. BJHP, one partial 44-round box of American Eagle 95
gr. MC, one partial 20-round box of Magtech 95 gr. FMC along with one
round of Hornady Critical Defense 90 gr. FTX, one partial 43-round box
of Remington High Velocity 95 gr. MC, one partial 29-round box of
Remington UMC 95 gr. MC along with 16 fired brass cases, finally there
is one partial 42-round box of Remington High Velocity 88 gr. JHP.
Ammunition rates about excellent while a few boxes show minor storage
wear with the UMC box displaying moderate storage wear including torn
side flaps. (239573-10AT)

789 7.5mm Swiss Ammunition
Five items as follows: One sealed 60-round package and four sealed
10-round boxes (100 total) of Swiss GP 11 174 gr. FMJ BT ammunition
dated to 1979. GP 11 is excellent quality ammunition known for its
match-grade accuracy. (239573-10AU)

790 303 British Ammunition
Eight items total: One sealed 32-round box of 303 British Mk 7 174 gr.
FMJ cartridges. Rounds are packaged in a brown box labeled “H 3282 /
32 / CARTRIDGES / 303 INCH / Mk 7 / (broad arrow) / I.S.A.A.” Also
included are 35 rounds of FMJ packed on seven 5-round stripper clips.
Clipped ammunition rates perhaps very good with assorted headstamps
and some spots of corrosion, light verdigris and light tarnish and some
scattered spots of light oxidation on the stripper clips. (239573-10AV)

791 7mm Mauser Ammunition
Two sealed 50-round boxes (100 total) of vintage Kynoch 140 gr. solid
pointed ammunition packed on five-round stripper clips dated to 1939.
(239573-10AW)

792 7mm Mauser Ammunition
Two 50-round boxes (one sealed, one partially-opened, 100 total) of
vintage Kynoch 140 gr. solid pointed ammunition packed on five-round
stripper clips dated to 1938. There is a tape reinforcement across the
top of the partially-opened box and one clip of ammunition was
inspected and it rates about excellent. (239573-10AY)

793 7mm Mauser Ammunition & Unprimed Brass Cases
Five items total: One partial 45-round box of vintage Kynoch 140 gr.
solid pointed ammunition packed on five-round stripper clips with “K37”
headstamps and box dated to 1938. Ammunition rates near excellent
while the box rates very good as opened with an excellent label. Also
included are four 20-count boxes (80 total) of Herter’s 7x57mm new
un-primed brass cases in about excellent condition showing some very
light tarnish and a dent in one of the boxes. (239573-10AZ)

794 25 ACP Ammunition
Four items total: One full 25-round box of Geco MC, one partial
40-round box of Sellier & Bellot 50 gr. FMJ, one partial 41-round box of
Winchester 50 gr. FMJ along with one round of Frontier FMJ. Finally,
there is one partial 33-round box of Winchester Western 50 gr. MC. All
ammunition rates about excellent. (239573-10BC)

795 45 ACP Match Ammunition
Three full 50-round boxes (150 total) of Olin Corp. 230 gr. Match ball
ammunition with case heads and boxes dated 1980 in about excellent
condition. (239573-10BD)

796 45 ACP Match Ammunition
Three items total: Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of Olin Corp. 230
gr. Match ball ammunition with case heads and boxes dated 1980 in
about excellent condition along with six rounds of Federal Hydra-Shok
HP of unknown projectile weight on a moon clip. Ammunition rates about
excellent. (239573-10BE)

797 45 ACP Match Ammunition
Three items total: Two full 50-round boxes (100 total) of Federal 230 gr.
Match ball ammunition with case heads and boxes dated 1971 in about
excellent condition along with six rounds of Federal Hydra-Shok HP of
unknown projectile weight on a moon clip. Ammunition rates about
excellent. (239573-10BF)

798 22 LR Match Ammunition
11 items total: 10 sealed 50-round boxes (500 total) of Lapua Match
Grade ammunition of unspecified projectile weight and one partial
8-round box of Eley 22 CB Short solids of unspecified projectile weight
in about excellent condition. (239573-BH)

799 22 LR Match Ammunition
10 items total: Seven full 50-round boxes and one partial 49-round box
(399 total) of Federal Gold Medal Match 40 gr. solid, one 50-round box
of Remington Kleanbore standard velocity 40 gr. lead and one partial
approximately 65-round package of Dynamit Nobel 6mm Flobert CB
caps pointed. Ammunition rates about excellent. (239573-10BG)

800 22 LR Match Ammunition
Nine items total: Eight 50-round boxes (400 total) of Federal Gold Medal
Match 40 solid and one partial 32-round box of Remington Target 40 gr.
lead all in about excellent condition. The partial box of Remington
cartridges is missing its label. (239573-10BJ)

801 Assorted Pistol and Rifle Ammunition
Five items total: One full 50-round box of Olin Mathieson 45 ACP ball
with “WRA / 66” headstamps packed in a brown box marked “50
CARTRIDGES / CALIBER .45 / BALL M1911” in excellent condition.
One partial 42-round box of Remington Kleanbore 9mm 124 gr. MC in
about excellent condition. There is a 9-round bag of 45 ACP ball with
“WRA / 45” in very good plus condition showing light tarnish, a 33-round
bag of 30 Carbine with assorted headstamps dating to the 1940s to
early 1950s in good condition with tarnished brass and some spots of
corrosion and an 8-round bag of 30-06 blanks with assorted
headstamps dating to the early 1950s in very good condition with some
light tarnish and tiny speckles of corrosion. (239573-10BK)

802 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Five sealed 20-round boxes (100 total) of MFS 123 gr. FMJ zinc-plated
steel cased ammunition. (239313-8)

803 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Five sealed 20-round boxes (100 total) of MFS 123 gr. FMJ zinc-plated
steel cased ammunition. (239313-8A)

804 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Five sealed 20-round boxes (100 total) of MFS 123 gr. FMJ zinc-plated
steel cased ammunition. (239313-8B)

805 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Five sealed 20-round boxes (100 total) of MFS 123 gr. FMJ zinc-plated
steel cased ammunition. (239313-8C)

806 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Five sealed 20-round boxes (100 total) of MFS 123 gr. FMJ zinc-plated
steel cased ammunition. (239313-8D)

807 7.62x39mm Ammunition
10 20-round boxes (200 total) of Golden Tiger 124 gr. FMJ BT steel
cased ammunition in excellent condition. (239313-9)

808 7.62x39mm Ammunition
10 20-round boxes (200 total) as follows: Five boxes of Golden Tiger
124 gr. FMJ BT steel cased ammunition in excellent condition and five
sealed boxes of WPA Military Classic 124 gr. HP steel cased
ammunition. (239313-9A)

809 7.62x39mm Ammunition
10 items total: Eight full 20-round boxes (160 total) of Ukraine-produced
Wolf 123 gr. FMJ and one full 20-round box and one partial 18-round
box (38 total) of Russian-produced Wolf 122 gr. FMJ all in excellent with
some of the boxes showing tape repairs. (239313-9B)

810 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Seven items total: One bag of approximately 130 rounds of
copper-washed FMJ of unknown projectile weight with “31 / 78”
headstamps, two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Golden Tiger 124 gr. FMJ
BT, two full 20-round boxes and one partial 10-round box (50 total) of
Vympel 123 gr. SP, and one partial 7-round package of East German
M43 training ammunition dated to 1979. Ammunition rates very good
plus to excellent with some tiny spots of tarnish on the copper-washed
ammunition. (239313-9C)

811 45 ACP & 45 ACP +P Ammunition
Three items total: One full 50-round box of PMC Bronze 45 ACP 230 gr.
FMJ, one full 50-round box of Blazer Brass 45 ACP 230 gr. FMJ and
one partial 19-round box of Hornady TAP 45 ACP +P 200 gr. TAP FPD
all in about excellent condition with some tiny speckles of light tarnish on
the Blazer cartridges and some light storage wear and tiny price stickers
on the boxes. (239313-9D)

812 45 ACP Ammunition
Two items total: One sealed 100-round Value Pack of Winchester 230
gr. FMJ and one 20-round box of Winchester Super-X 185 gr. Silvertip
HP showing some tiny spots of light tarnish on the brass and light
storage wear on the box and small price stickers on both boxes.
(239313-9E)

813 5.56 NATO Ammunition
One 200-round Value Pack of American Eagle Tactical XM193 55 gr.
FMJ packed in two sealed 100-round inner boxes. (239313-9F)

814 223 Rem Ammunition
Five 20-round boxes (100 total) of PMC Bronze 55 gr. FMJ BT in
excellent condition. (239313-9G)

815 5.56 NATO Ammunition
Five 20-round boxes (100 total) of PMC X-TAC 62 gr. Green Tip LAP in
excellent condition. (239313-9H)

816 22 LR Ammunition
Eight items total: Six full 50-round boxes and one partial 42-round box
(342 total) of Remington High Velocity 40 gr. solid point and one partial
32-round box of Federal Power-Flight lead of unknown projectile weight
all in about excellent condition. (239316-4J)

817 223 Rem Ammunition
Five 20-round boxes (100 total) of TulAmmo 55 gr. FMJ steel cased in
excellent condition with a couple boxes showing minor storage wear and
all having small price stickers. (239313-9K)
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818 223 Rem Ammunition
Five 20-round boxes (100 total) of TulAmmo 55 gr. FMJ steel cased in
excellent condition with a couple boxes showing minor storage wear and
all having small price stickers. (239313-9L)

819 223 Rem Ammunition
Five items total: One 20-round box of TulAmmo 55 gr. FMJ steel cased,
two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Wolf 55 gr. copper FMJ steel cased,
and two sealed 20-round boxes (40 total) of Barnaul 62 gr. HPBT steel
cased in excellent condition with some very light storage wear and small
price stickers on the boxes. (239313-9M)

820 223 Rem Ammunition
One sealed 100-round Value Pack of Federal 55 gr. FMJ with the box in
excellent condition showing a small price sticker. (239313-9N)

821 223 Rem Ammunition
One sealed 100-round Value Pack of Federal 55 gr. FMJ with the box in
near excellent condition with a small tear and price sticker on the lid and
some light storage wear on one corner. (239313-9P)

822 223 Rem Ammunition
One sealed 100-round Value Pack of Federal 55 gr. FMJ with the box in
excellent condition showing a small price sticker. (239313-9Q)

823 223 Rem Ammunition
Five items total: Four 20-round boxes (80 total) of Remington UMC 50
gr. JHP and one bag of approximately 50 rounds of Hornady JHP
cartridges of unknown projectile weight. All ammunition rates about
excellent. (239313-9R)

824 223 Rem Ammunition
Six 20-round boxes (120 total) as follows: Three boxes of Remington
UMC 55 gr. MC, one box of Remington Express Rifle 55 gr. MC and two
boxes of Armscor 55 gr. FMJ all in about excellent condition with some
light storage wear on a few of the box corners, a torn side flap on one of
the UMC boxes and a small sticker on the Remington Express box.
(239313-9S)

825 40 S&W Ammunition
Two sealed 100-round Value Packs (200 total) of Winchester 165 gr.
FMJ with the boxes in excellent condition each displaying a small price
sticker. (239313-9T)

826 40 S&W Ammunition
Two 100-round Value Packs (200 total) of Winchester 165 gr. FMJ in
about excellent condition with some translucent packing tape on one
box and a small price sticker on each box. (239313-9U)

827 40 S&W Ammunition
Four items as follows: One full 50-round box of Aguila 180 gr. FMJ, one
full 50-round box of Sellier & Bellot 180 gr. FMJ, five rounds of
Winchester FMJ of unknown projectile weight and one partial 30-round
box of American Eagle 155 gr. FMJ. Ammunition rates about excellent
with some light storage wear on the corners of the full boxes.
(239313-9V)

828 40 S&W Ammunition
Three sealed 20-round boxes (60 total) of Federal Premium Personal
Defense Low Recoil 135 gr. Hydra-Shok JHP in about excellent
condition with a small price sticker on each of the boxes. (239313-9W)

829 44 Magnum and 44 Special Ammunition
Four items total: One full 50-round box and one partial 26-round box (76
total) of PMC Bronze 44 Mag 180 gr. JHP also containing 18 rounds of
Winchester 44 Mag JHP of unknown projectile weight with “W-W
SUPER” headstamps. Also included is one partial 15-round box of
American Eagle 44 Mag 240 gr. JHP and 35 fired brass cases along
with 15 rounds of Remington 44 Special LRN of unknown projectile
weight with “R-P” headstamps. Ammunition rates very good plus to
excellent with some light tarnish on eight of the Winchester cartridges
while a few of the boxes show some light storage wear. (239313-9X)

830 17 Mach 2 Ammunition
11 sealed 50-round boxes (550 total) of Remington Premier Rimfire 17
gr. AccuTip-V BT ammunition. (239313-9Y)

831 17 Mach 2 Ammunition
Eight items total: Five sealed 50-round boxes and one partial 28-round
box (278 total) of Hornady 17 gr. V-Max, one full 50-round box and one
partial 43-round box (93 total) of CCI Fast & Furious 17 gr. V-Max.
Ammunition rates about excellent condition with some very light storage
wear to a few of the labels. (239313-9Z)

832 22 LR Ammunition
One sealed 525-round Value Pack of Federal Champion 36 gr.
copper-plated HP. (239313-9AA)

833 22 LR Ammunition
One sealed 525-round Value Pack of Federal Champion 36 gr.
copper-plated HP. (239313-9AB)

834 22 LR Ammunition
One full 500-round brick of CCI standard velocity 40 gr. LRN in excellent
condition packaged within 10 50-round boxes. (239313-9AC)

835 7mm Rem Magnum Ammunition
Three items total: One 20-round box of Western Super-X Power Point
175 gr. SP and one full 20-round plastic box and one partial 8-round
plastic box (28 total) of SP cartridges of unknown projectile weight with
“R-P” headstamps along with 11 fired brass cases. Ammunition rates
about very good plus with some light tarnish on some of the cases along
with a few scattered small spots of verdigris. (239313-9AD)

836 7.62x39mm & 5.45x39mm Ammunition
Three items total: One bag of approximately 100 rounds of Chinese
steel-cased 7.62x39mm copper-washed FMJ of unknown projectile
weight with “31 / 78” headstamps in very good plus to near excellent
condition with some scattered small spots of tarnish along with two
20-round boxes (40 total) of Wolf 5.45x39mm steel-cased 60 gr. FMJ in
excellent condition. (239313-9AE, 6P)

837 308 Win Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Remington Accelerator 55 gr. SP in in
near excellent condition with some scattered tiny spots of light tarnish
and some light storage wear on the boxes. (239313-6Q)

838 308 Win Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Colt 168 gr. FMJBT zinc-plated steel
case ammunition in about excellent condition with some minor storage
wear on the boxes. (239313-6R)

839 308 Win & 7.62 NATO Ammunition
Seven items total: One full 20-round box of Federal Premium 308 Win
165 gr. BTSP, one partial 16-round box of Remington High Velocity 308
Win 180 gr. Core-Lokt SP, and one partial 18-round box of Western
Super-X 308 Win 180 gr. SP. Also included are two 10-round belt slides
and one partial 8-round belt slide (28 total) of 7.62 NATO FMJ of
unknown projectile weight with sealed primers and case heads marked
“(NATO cross) / WRA 66” along with one 15-round box of 7.62 NATO
FMJ of unknown projectile weight with sealed and crimped primers
marked only “7.62MM”. All ammunition is in about excellent condition
with some very light tarnish on the Western cartridges and some light
storage wear on the boxes. (239313-6S)

840 45 Colt Ammunition
Five items total: Two 50-round boxes (100 total) of Remington High
Velocity 250 gr. lead, one 50-round box of Black Hills 250 gr. RNFP, one
20-round box of Winchester Super-X 225 gr. Silvertip HP and 32 loose
rounds of RNFP of unknown projectile weight with Starline brass
headstamps. All ammunition rates about excellent with some very light
storage wear on the corners of the boxes. (239313-6T)

841 7mm Rem Magnum Ammunition
Four items total: One 20-round box of Remington Core-Lokt 150 gr.
Core-Lokt PSP, one 20-round box of Winchester Super-X 175 gr.
Power-Point, one 20-round box of PPU 174 gr. PSP BT and a box of 20
fired brass cases with Remington headstamps. All ammunition rates
about excellent with some light storage wear on the boxes. (239313-6U)

842 7mm Rem S.A. Ultra Mag Ammunition
One 20-round box of Remington Premier Core-Lokt Ultra 160 gr. PSP
Core-Lokt Ultra cartridges in about excellent condition with a few tiny
speckles of light tarnish and some light storage wear on the box.
(239313-6V)

843 270 Win Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Hornady Custom 140 gr. BTSP
ammunition in about excellent condition. (239313-6W)

844 270 Win Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Hornady Custom 150 gr. SP in about
excellent condition with a few tiny speckles of light tarnish on the case
heads. (239313-6X)

845 22-250 Rem Ammunition
Four items as follow: Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Federal Fusion
55 gr. and one partial 14-round box of Winchester Super-X 55 gr. PSP.
All ammunition is in about excellent condition. (239313-6Y)

846 22 LR Ammunition
10 50-round boxes (500 total) as follows: Eight boxes of Winchester
Super-X high velocity 40 gr. Lubaloy-coated lead and two boxes of
Winchester Super-X 40 gr. Power-Point copper-plated HP in about
excellent condition. (239313-6Z)

847 222 Rem Ammunition
Four 20-round boxes (80 total) of PMC 50 gr. PSP in about excellent
condition. (239313-6AA)

848 222 Rem Ammunition
Four items as follows: One 20-round box and one partial 10-round box
(30 total) of Federal 50 gr. SP and two 30-round boxes (60 total) of
American Eagle 50 gr. SP factory seconds cartridges with boxes marked
“AMMUNITION NOT FOR RESALE”. Ammunition rates about very good
plus with some light tarnish on some of the cases and some minor
storage wear on the boxes along with some black pen markings on the
side flaps of a few boxes. (239313-6AB)
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849 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of PMC Bronze 123 gr. FMJ
brass-cased ammunition in excellent condition with some slight storage
wear on the boxes. (239313-6AC)

850 9mm Ammunition
Three items total: One 50-round box of Speer Lawman 115 gr. TMJ, one
25-round box of Remington Golden Saber 124 gr. brass JHP and one
bag of 10 loose rounds of Federal FMJ of unknown projectile weight.
Ammunition rates about excellent with some scattered speckles of light
tarnish particularly on the loose rounds. (239313-6AD)

851 45 ACP Ammunition
Four items total: One full 50-round box of Olin Corp M1911 ball with
headstamps dated to 1966, one partial 45-round Value Pack of
Winchester 230 gr. FMJ, one partial 31-round box of Blazer Brass 230
gr. FMJ also containing two rounds of Hornady Critical Defense 185 gr.
FTX and one bag of 42 loose rounds of PMC Bronze 230 gr. FMJ.
Ammunition rates very good plus to excellent with some spots of tarnish
on the Blazer cartridges. (239313-6AE)

852 17 Rem Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Remington Premier AccuTip 20 gr.
AccuTip-V ammunition in excellent condition with some light storage
wear on the boxes. (239313-6AF)

853 41 Rem Magnum Ammunition
Three items total: One 50-round box of Remington Express 210 gr. SP,
one partial 18-round box of Winchester Super-X 175 gr. Silvertip HP
along with two rounds of PMC jacket target loads and a box of 18 fired
brass Federal cases. Ammunition rates about excellent with some light
storage wear on the boxes. (239313-6AG)

854 357 Magnum Ammunition
Three items total: One full 50-round box of Winchester 110 gr. JHP, one
partial 44-round box of American Eagle 158 gr. JSP also containing six
rounds of assorted vintage LRN of unknown projectile weights and one
loose round of Remington SJHP of unknown projectile weight.
Ammunition rates excellent save for the six assorted rounds which rate
very good plus with some light tarnish on the cases and light oxidation
on the lead while the Winchester box has a tear on its label.
(239313-6AH)

855 380 ACP Ammunition
Three items total: One full 25-round box and one partial 19-round box
(44 total) of Hornady Critical Defense 90 gr. FTX and one full 20-round
box of Remington Ultimate Defense Compact Handgun 102 gr. BJHP all
in about excellent condition. (239313-6AJ)

856 25 ACP & 380 ACP Ammunition
Three items total: One full 50-round box of Remington UMC 25 ACP 50
gr. MC, one partial 19-round box of Remington High Velocity 25 ACP 50
gr. MC and one full 50-round box of Browning 380 ACP 95 gr. FMJ.
Ammunition rates very good plus to excellent with some light tarnish on
the case heads of the 380 ACP cartridges. (239313-6AK)

857 348 Winchester Ammunition
One 20-round box of Winchester Super-X 200 gr. Silvertip in excellent
condition. Box is labeled “Commemorative Ammunition of Browning
Model 71” with a picture of the rifle. (239313-6AL)

858 256 Win Magnum Ammunition
Three items total: One full 50-round box and one partial 22-round box
(72 total) of Western Super-X 60 gr. Open Pt. Exp. and one 50-count
box of Winchester-Western 256 Win Mag. unprimed brass cases. Items
rate about excellent with some scattered light tarnish on a few of the
cartridges and cases. (239313-6AM)

859 Assorted Rifle Ammunition
Three items total: One 20-round box of Hansen Cartridge Co. 7mm
Mauser 175 gr. FMJ, one 20-round box of Western Super-X 30-30 Win
150 gr. Silvertip expanding bullet and one partial 15-round box of
Western Super-X Lubaloy 35 Rem 200 gr. SP. Ammunition rates very
good plus to excellent with some light tarnish on the 35 Rem cases and
a few tiny spots of verdigris on their case heads while the box shows
minor storage wear on the side flaps and two of the 30-30 case heads
show a small spot of corrosion. (239313-6AN)

860 357 Rem Maximum Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Remington High Velocity 158 gr. SJHP
in about excellent condition with some scattered tiny spots of light
tarnish on the case heads and some slight storage wear on the boxes.
(239313-6AP)

861 Collectible 357 Rem Maximum Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Remington High Velocity SJHP of
unknown projectile weight as the side flaps are marked only “357 REM
MAX. / EXPERIMENTAL”. Ammunition rates about excellent with slight
storage wear on the boxes. (239313-6AQ)

862 38 Special & 38 Special +P Ammunition
Four items total: One full 50-round box of Sellier & Bellot 38 Special 158
gr. FMJ, one full 50-round box of Magtech 38 Special 158 gr. LRN, one
partial 28-round box of Remington Kleanbore 38 Special 158 gr. lead
also containing 6 rounds of Super Vel 38 Special SJHP of unknown
projectiles weight, and one partial 35-round box of S&W 38 Special +P
125 gr. JHP also containing 15 rounds of Federal 38 Special
Hydra-Shok JHP of unknown projectile weight. Ammunition rates about
excellent with a few of the Remington cartridges rating closer to very
good with some light corrosion and tarnish on the cases and primers
and the boxes show minor storage wear. (239313-6AR)

863 30 Carbine & 30-06 Ammunition
One full 50-round box of American Eagle 30 Carbine 110 gr. FMJ in
excellent condition, one bag of four loose rounds of Lake City 30
Carbine FMJ of unknown projectile weight with “51” headstamps, and 16
assorted rounds of 30-06 FMJ and SP cartridges of unknown projectile
weights along with four 8-round enbloc clips. Loose ammunition rates
about very good plus with some minor tarnish on the cases and
projectiles while the enbloc clips show some scattered small spots of
light oxidation. (239313-6AS)

864 Collectible 22 LR Ammunition
One factory sealed 500-round brick of Winchester Boy Scouts of
America 75th Anniversary Commemorative 40 gr. copper-plated lead
ammunition with nickel-plated cases. Box rates near excellent with some
slight wear on one corner and features a full-color picture of scouts
engaging in various activities such as target shooting, canoeing,
swimming and bicycling on the cover. (239313-6AT)

865 17 HMR Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (three sealed, one opened, 200 total) of Hornady
17 gr. V-Max in excellent condition with some cracks to the corners of a
few of the plastic boxes. (239313-6AU)

866 17 HMR Ammunition
Four sealed 50-round boxes (200 total) as follows: Three boxes of
Winchester Super-X 20 gr. XTP JHP and one box of Winchester
Supreme 17 gr. V-Max all in about excellent condition. (239313-6AV)

867 17 HMR Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) as follows: One box of CCI TNT 17 gr.
JHP, one box of CCI 17 gr. V-Max, one box of Hornady Varmint Express
17 gr. V-Max, and one box of Hornady 20 gr. XTP. Ammunition rates
about excellent with one box showing some small tears on the label.
(239313-6AW)

868 22 Magnum Ammunition
Seven items total: Two sealed 50-round boxes (100 total) of Federal
Game-Shok 50 gr. JHP, one 50-round box of Winchester Super-X 40 gr.
FMJ, one 50-round box of CCI Maxi-Mag 40 gr. TMJ, two full 50-round
and one partial 20-round box (120 total) of CCI Maxi-Mag TNT 30 gr.
JHP also containing one round of Federal and one round of CCI TMJ
ammunition of unknown projectile weights. Ammunition rates about
excellent with a crack in the corner of one of the plastic boxes.
(239313-6AX)

869 22 LR Ammunition
One opened 550-round Value Pack containing approximately 510
rounds by weight of Federal 36 gr. copper-plated HP in about excellent
condition. (239313-6AY)

870 22 LR Ammunition
10 items total: Three 50-round boxes (150 total) of Federal Champion
40 gr. solid, one 50-round box of Winchester Super-X 40 gr.
Lubaloy-coated lead, two full 100-round boxes and one partial 60-round
box (260 total) of CCI Mini-Mag 40 gr. copper-plated round nose, one
100-round box of Winchester Super-X 40 gr. Super-Speed RN
copper-plated, one partial 34-round box of American Eagle 38 gr.
copper-plated HP and one partial 35-round box of CCI standard velocity
40 gr. LRN along with one round of Winchester Super-X copper-plated
of unknown projectile weight. Ammunition rates about excellent.
(239313-6AZ)

871 Assorted 22 Rimfire Ammunition & Air Gun Pellets and BBs
13 items total: One partial 90-round box of CCI 22 Long 29 gr.
copper-plated RN, one full 50-round box of vintage Ted Williams/Sears
22 Short Xtra-Range 29 gr. copper-plated, two full 50-round boxes and
one partial 33-round box (133 total) of vintage Ted Williams/Sears 22
Short copper-plated of unspecified projectile weight and one partial
86-round tin of Official Starter .22 cal. crimped extra loud blank
cartridges. Ammunition rates very good to excellent with the vintage
ammunition displaying minor lead oxide and verdigris and one of the
boxes is missing its side flap on one side. Also included are five
partially-full containers of air gun pellets including: one Crosman
Copperhead .177 cal. containing approximately 125, one Crosman
Copperhead .177 cal. pointed containing approximately 100, one Daisy
Precision Max .177 cal. pointed containing approximately 125, one
Daisy .177 cal. containing approximately 250 and one Crosman Super
Pells .22 cal. containing approximately 75. Finally, there are two sealed
1500-count boxes (3000 total) of Crosman Super BBs. (239313-6BB)
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872 Collectible Box of Federal Monark Shotshells
One full 25-round one-piece multicolored box of Federal Monark
smokeless powder 16 ga. 2 1/2” 1 oz. No. 8 shotshells. The front and
rear of the box show a flying mallard while the left, right and bottom
sides show a picture of a shell. The box remains in excellent condition
with clean, sharp corners and only the slightest amount of staining and
rubbing. The shells also rate excellent with dark red paper hulls and
mostly bright brass cases showing only slight tarnish. (23A8179-1X)
[David Whipple Collection]

873 Collectible Box of Federal Monark Shotshells
One full 25-round one-piece multicolored box of Federal Monark
smokeless powder 16 ga. 2 1/2” 1oz. No. 8 shotshells. The front and
rear of the box show a flying mallard while the left, right and bottom
sides show a picture of a shell. The box remains in excellent condition
with clean, sharp corners and only the slightest amount of staining and
rubbing. The shells also rate excellent with dark red paper hulls and
mostly bright brass cases showing only slight tarnish. (23A8179-1V)
[David Whipple Collection]

874 Collectible Box of Federal Monark Shotshells
One full 25-round one-piece multicolored box of Federal Monark
smokeless powder 16 ga. 2 1/2” 1 oz. No. 8 shotshells. The front and
rear of the box show a flying mallard while the left, right and bottom
sides show a picture of a shell. The box remains in fine condition with a
couple tiny slits and bulges in the edges from the rims of the shells while
the graphics are bright and clear with only the slightest amount of
staining and rubbing. The shells rate excellent with dark red paper hulls
and mostly bright brass cases showing only faint tarnish. (23A8179-1W)
[David Whipple Collection]

875 223 Rem & 5.56 NATO Ammunition
Three items total: One 20-round box of Federal 223 Rem 55 gr. MCBT,
one 20-round box of Federal 223 Rem 55 gr. SP and one 20-round box
of PMC 5.56 NATO M193 55 gr. ball ammunition all in about excellent
condition with some slight storage wear on a couple of the boxes.
(239127-3)

876 32 S&W Ammunition
Three items total: Two full 50-round boxes and one 43-round box (143
total) of Remington Kleanbore 88 gr. lead in about excellent condition
with “43 RDS” written in blue pen on the top of the partial box.
(239127-1)

877 32 S&W Ammunition
Three items total: Two full 50-round boxes of Remington Kleanbore 88
gr. lead in about excellent condition and one partial 28-round box of
assorted 32 S&W lead of unknown projectile weights with “W.R.A.”,
“REM-UMC” and “UMC” headstamps in very good to near excellent
condition showing some minor tarnish on the brass and primers. A
couple boxes show some pen markings on the lids with “OLD” written on
the partial box. (239127-1A)

878 32 S&W Long Ammunition
Two 50-round boxes (100 total) of Remington Kleanbore 98 gr. lead in
about excellent condition. (239127-1B)

879 32 S&W Long/ 32 Colt New Police Ammunition
Two full 50-round boxes and one partial 2-round box (102 total) of 32
S&W Long 98 gr. lead with the partial box also containing 25 rounds of
Remington 32 Colt New Police lead of unknown projectiles weights and
15 32 Colt New Police fired brass cases. Ammunition rates about
excellent with some rounds displaying some light tarnish and the partial
box is marked in pen “OLD”. (239127-3A)

880 45 ACP Ammunition
Four items total: One 50-round box of PMC 185 gr. JHP, one 50-round
box of PMC 230 gr. FMC, one partial 35-round box of Winchester 230
gr. ball and one partial 6-round package of Glaser Safety Slugs all in
about excellent condition. (239127-1C)

881 30-06 Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Remington High Velocity 180 gr.
Core-Lokt SP in about excellent condition with a few scattered tiny spots
of light tarnish and one of the boxes is marked “DISPLAY / ONE
MISSING” in pen (box is full). (239127-1D)

882 44 Magnum Ammunition
One 50-round box of I.M.I. Samson 240 gr. JHP and one 50-round box
of PMC 180 gr. JHP all in about excellent condition with some very light
storage wear on the boxes. (239127-1E)

883 44 Magnum Ammunition
One full 50-round box one partial 19-round box (69 total) of Federal 180
gr. JHP in about excellent condition with some very light oxidation on the
lead of the partial box and some very light storage wear on the boxes.
(239127-3B)

884 30-06 Ammunition
Three items total: Two sealed 20-round boxes and one partial 9-round
box (49 total) of Olin Mathieson ball ammunition in boxes marked “BALL
/ CALIBER .30 AN-M2” along with lot numbers. The observed rounds of
the partial box rate about very good plus with “57” dated headstamps
and cases showing minor tarnish. The sealed boxes rate near excellent
while the third box is missing its top flap. (239127-3C)

885 30-06 Ammunition
Three items total: Two 20-round boxes of Federal 125 gr. SP and one
20-round box of Remington Kleanbore 150 gr. Core-Lokt PSP
ammunition all in about excellent condition with some very light storage
wear on the boxes. (239127-1F)

886 30-06 Ammunition
Four items total: One full 20-round box of Remington Hi-Speed 220 gr.
Core-Lokt SP, one partial 19-round box of Remington High Velocity 180
gr. Core-Lokt SP, one partial 10-round box of Remington High-Speed
150 gr. MC also containing four rounds of Federal SP of unknown
projectile weights. Finally, there is a bag of eight loose Remington 30-30
Win Core-Lokt SP rounds of unknown projectile weights. Ammunition
rates very good plus to near excellent with some light tarnish on some of
the cases and very light oxidation on the lead of the Federal cartridges
and “Use First” is written in pen on the top of one of the boxes.
(239127-1G)

887 25 ACP & 32 ACP Ammunition
Six items total: One partial 19-round box of Federal 25 ACP 50 gr. MC,
one partial 19-round box of Remington Kleanbore 25 ACP 50 gr. MC
and one partial 37-round box of Western 25 ACP 50 gr. FMC. Also
included is one 50-round box of Federal 32 ACP 71 gr. MC, one
50-round box of Winchester Western 60 gr. Silvertip HP, and one partial
20-round box of DWM 32 ACP MC of unknown projectile weights along
with five assorted 32 ACP MC also of unknown projectiles weights.
Ammunition rates about excellent save for the DWM cartridges which
rate very good plus with spots of light tarnish while the box has a tear in
its top flap, the Remington box is missing the outer right side flap and
there is a small tear in the right flap of the Federal 25 ACP box.
(239127-1H)

888 38 Special & 38 Special +P Ammunition
Three items total: One full 50-round box of S&W 38 Special 158 gr.
LRN, one partial 36-round box of Remington 38 Special M41 ball with
headstamps dated “64” along with nine fired brass cases. Also included
is one partial 40-round box of Federal 38 Special +P 158 gr. lead along
with four rounds of Remington 38 Special LRN of unknown projectile
weight. Ammunition rates about excellent with some minor storage wear
on the corners of the boxes. (239127-1J)

889 Assorted Handgun Ammunition
Three items total: One full 50-round box of S&W 380 ACP 95 gr. MC,
one full 50-round box of Remington Kleanbore 38 S&W 146 gr. lead and
one bag containing five assorted rounds of 380 ACP MC of unknown
projectile weights, two rounds of 30 Carbine ball of unknown projectiles
weight with “43” headstamps, eight rounds of Remington 45 ACP JHP of
unknown projectile weight and 22 rounds of Winchester 45 ACP ball of
unknown projectile weight with “64” headstamps. Ammunition rates very
good to about excellent with a few of the 45 ACP ball cartridges showing
some scattered spots of minor corrosion and tarnish and the loose 380
ACP and 30 Carbine cartridges showing minor tarnish. The Remington
box shows some minor storage wear from the years. (239127-3D)

890 Assorted 22 Rimfire Ammunition
15 items total: Two sealed 100-round boxes (200 total) of CCI Mini-Mag
22 LR 40 gr. copper-plated RN, two 50-round boxes (100 total) of
Federal Lightning 22 LR 40 gr. lead, one partial 43-round box of
Remington 22 Target 22 LR 40 gr. solids, three full 50-round boxes and
one partial 47-round box (197 total) of Western Super-X 22 LR No. 12
chilled shot, one 50-round box of CCI Maxi-Mag 22 Magnum 40 gr. TMJ,
one 50-round box of Winchester Western Super-X 22 Magnum 40 gr.
MC, two 50-round boxes (100 total) of Remington 22 Target 22 Short 29
gr. solids, and one partial 13-round box of Remington Hi-Speed 22 Short
copper-plated RN of unspecified projectile weight. Also included is a
plastic box of 87 rounds of what appears to be 22 CB Short LRN with
“ICI” headstamps, 19 rounds of what appears to be Fiocchi 22 BB Cap
and four rounds of Winchester Super-X 22 LR copper-plated RN.
Ammunition rates about excellent with the Remington 22 LR showing
some spots of light oxidation on the lead projectiles. (239127-3E)
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891 .410 bore Ammunition
11 items total: One full 25-round box and one partial 23-round box (48
total) of Revelation 3” 11/16 oz. #4 shot, two 25-round boxes (50 total)
of Revelation 3” 11/16 oz. #5 shot, one full 25-round box and one partial
16-round box (36 total) of Revelation 2 1/2” 1/2 oz. #6 shot, one partial
16-round box of Revelation 3” 11/16 oz. #7 1/2 shot also containing five
rounds of Western Super-X 3” #5 shot, one 25-round box of Federal
Hi-Power 3” 11/16 oz. #4 shot, one 25-round box of Federal Hi-Power 3”
11/16 oz. #6 shot, one 25-round box of Winchester AA Target Load 2
1/2” 1/2 oz. #9 shot and one 25-round box of Remington Express
paper-hulled 3” 3/4 oz. #6 shot. Ammunition rates about excellent with
some light storage wear on the boxes. (239127-3F)

892 12 ga. Ammunition
Eight assorted boxes of 2 3/4” shotshells as follows: Two 25-round
boxes (50 total) of Remington Express 1 1/4 oz. #4 shot, one partial
17-round box of Remington ShurShot 1 oz. #4 shot also containing four
paper-hulled 1 oz. #7 1/2 shot, two paper-hulled #5 Maximum Load with
“S.R. & Co.” headstamps and one Winchester Ranger paper-hulled
blank, one partial 22-round box of vintage Canuck Field Load
paper-hulled 1 oz. #6 shot, one 25-round box of Winchester Western AA
Plus Trap Load 1 1/8 oz. #7 1/2 shot, two 25-round boxes (50 total) of
Remington Mohawk Field Load 1 oz. #8 shot and one partial 23-round
box of Federal Game Load 1 oz. #8 shot. Ammunition rates very good
plus to about excellent with some minor storage wear on the boxes and
a tear in the lid and front label of the Federal box. (239127-3G)

893 16 ga. Ammunition
Nine containers of assorted 2 3/4” shotshells as follows: One 25-round
box of Western Upland 1 oz. #8 shot, one 25-round box of Federal Field
Load 1 1/8 oz. #8 shot, one 25-round box of vintage Remington Shur
Shot 1 oz. #6 shot, one partial 22-round box of vintage Remington Nitro
Express 12 pellet #1 buck, one partial 13-round box of vintage
Remington Nitro Express 1 1/8 oz. #7 1/2 chilled shot, one 25-round box
of vintage Western Super-X 1 1/8 oz. #4 shot, one partial 15-round box
of vintage Remington Express 1 1/8 oz #6 shot, a bag of nine loose
Remington Nitro Express slug, three rounds of vintage Western Super
Speed slug and one round of vintage S.R. & Co slug, and one bag of
eight loose Western Super-X #6 shot, 23 loose rounds of Western
Upland 1 oz. #8 shot, one round of Western Super-X of unknown shot
size and one round of Winchester Super Speed of unknown shot size.
Ammunition rates very good to about excellent with some light oxidation
on the lead of the slugs and some minor tarnish on some of the brass.
The boxes show some storage wear from the years with a tear in the
side of the Western Super-X box. (239127-3H)

894 12 ga. Ammunition
One sealed case of 10 25-round boxes (250 total) of Federal Top Gun
Target Load 2 3/4” 1 oz. #7 1/2 shot. (239419-2EE)

895 12 ga. Ammunition
One sealed case of 10 25-round boxes (250 total) of Estate 2 3/4” 1 1/8
oz. #7 1/2 shot. (239419-2FF)

896 16 ga. Ammunition
One sealed case of 10 25-round boxes (250 total) of Federal Upland
Game 2 3/4” 1 oz. #8 shot. (239419-2GG)

897 243 Win Ammunition
Two full 20-round boxes and one partial 5-round box (45 total) of
Federal Power Shok 100 gr. SP along with 15 fired brass cases.
Ammunition rates about excellent with one box showing some light
storage wear. (239419-2E)

898 30 T/C Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60 total) of Hornady Custom 150 gr. SST in
like-new condition. (239419-2F)

899 7mm-08 Rem Ammunition
Four items total: Three full 20-round boxes (60 total) of Remington
Express Core-Lokt 140 gr. Core-Lokt PSP and one partial 16-round box
of Remington Premier AccuTip 140 gr. AccuTip BT in about very good
plus condition showing some scattered small spots of minor tarnish on
the cases. (239419-2G)

900 Assorted Handgun and Rifle Ammunition
Three items total: One 50-round box of Magtech 9mm 115 gr. FMC, one
partial 15-round box of Winchester Super-X 45 Colt 255 gr. LRN, and
one 20-round box of Winchester Super-X 270 WSM 150 gr.
Power-Point. Ammunition rates about excellent with some scattered
small speckles of light tarnish. (239419-2H)

901 16 ga. Ammunition
Eight sealed 25-round boxes (200 total) of Gamebore Traditional Game
2 1/2” 1 oz. #7 shot. Ammunition rates about excellent while the boxes
show some minor storage wear including small tears in the edges from
the rims of the brass. (239419-2J)

902 16 ga. Ammunition
Eight 25-round boxes (200 total) of Gamebore Traditional Game 2 1/2” 1
oz. #6 shot. Ammunition rates about excellent while the boxes show
some minor storage wear including small tears in the edges from the
rims of the brass. (239419-2K)

903 16 ga. Ammunition
Eight 25-round boxes (200 total) of Gamebore Traditional Game 2 1/2”
shotshells as follows: three boxes of 1 oz. #6 shot, five boxes of 1 oz. #7
shot. Ammunition rates about excellent while the boxes show some
minor storage wear including small tears in the edges from the rims of
the brass. (239419-2L)

904 16 ga. Ammunition
Eight 25-round boxes (200 total) of Gamebore Traditional Game 2 1/2” 1
oz. #6 shot. Ammunition rates about excellent while the boxes show
storage wear including tears in the edges from the brass rims.
(239419-2M)

905 .410 bore Ammunition
Six items total: Two 25-round boxes (50 total) of Winchester Super-X 2
1/2” 1/2 oz. #6 shot, one 25-round box of Remington Express Long
Range 3” 11/16 oz. #6 shot, one partial 16-round box of Remington
Express Long Range 2 1/2” 1/2 oz. #6 shot, one 5-round box of Federal
Power Shok 2 1/2” 1/4 oz. rifled slug HP, and one 5-round box of
Winchester Super-X 2 1/2” 1/5 oz. rifled slug HP. All ammunition rates
about excellent with some minor storage wear on the boxes.
(239419-2N)

906 16 ga. Ammunition
Five boxes of 2 3/4” shotshells and one box of 2 1/2” shotshells as
follows: One full 25-round box and one partial 21-round box (46 total) of
Winchester Super-X High Brass Game Loads 1 1/8 oz. #6 shot, one full
25-round box of Winchester Super-X High Brass Game Loads 1 1/8 oz.
#4 shot, one partial 17-round box and one partial 24-round box (41 total)
of Remington Express Long Range 1 1/8 oz. #6 shot. Also included is
one partial 21-round box Gamebore Traditional Game 2 1/2” 1 oz. #6
shot. All ammunition rates about excellent with some minor storage wear
on the boxes including a small tear in the lid of one of the Winchester
boxes. (239419-2P)

907 300 WSM Ammunition
Two items as follows: One 20-round box of Winchester Super-X 180 gr.
Power-Point and one partial 11-round box of Remington Express
Core-Lokt 150 gr. Core-Lokt PSP along with five fired brass cases.
Ammunition rates about excellent with some light tarnish on the
Winchester cartridges. (238899-133B)

908 Assorted Rifle Ammunition
Three items total: One 50-round box of American Eagle 30 Carbine 110
gr. MC, one 20-round box of Remington Core-Lokt 243 Win 100 gr.
Core-Lokt PSP, and one partial 17-round box of Remington Express
Core-Lokt 30-30 Win 170 gr. Core-Lokt SP. Ammunition rates about
excellent with some scattered small spots of light tarnish while the boxes
show some minor storage wear including a couple small tears in the left
flap of the American Eagle box. (238899-133A)

909 20 ga. Ammunition
Nine 25-round boxes (225 total) of Estate Super Sport Competition
Target Load 2 3/4” 7/8 oz. #7 1/2 shot in about excellent condition with
one box showing a small tear in the lid. (239419-3B)

910 20 ga. Ammunition
Nine 25-round boxes (225 total) of Estate Super Sport Competition
Target Load 2 3/4” 7/8 oz. #7 1/2” shot in about excellent condition.
(239419-3A)

911 20 ga. Ammunition
Nine 25-round boxes (225 total) of 2 3/4” shotshells as follows: Six
boxes of Estate Super Sport Competition Target Load 7/8 oz. #7 1/2”
shot, one box of Estate Game and Target Load 7/8 oz. #7 1/2 shot, one
box of Remington Game Loads 7/8 oz. #8 shot, and one Remington
ShurShot Heavy Dove 1 oz. #8 shot. Ammunition rates about excellent
with some slight storage wear on a few of the boxes. (239419-3C)

912 20 ga. Ammunition
Description Update 01/20/2021: Eight items total (not nine)Eight items
total: Two 25-round boxes (50 total) of Remington Game Loads 2 3/4”
7/8 oz. #8 shot, two 25-round boxes of Estate Super Sport Competition
Target Loads 2 3/4” 7/8 oz. #7 1/2 shot, one 25-round box of Winchester
Super-X Game Loads 2 3/4” 7/8 oz. #6 shot, one partial 19-round box of
Winchester Rabbit & Squirrel 2 3/4” 7/8 oz. #6 shot, one 5-round box of
Remington Slugger 2 3/4” 5/8 oz. HP rifles slugs and one 5-round box of
Hevi-Shot Hevi-13 3” 1 1/4 oz. #5 shot. Ammunition rates very good plus
to about excellent with some light tarnish on some of the brass while the
Hevi-Shot box has a piece missing from the lid. (239419-2Q)

913 12 ga. Ammunition
Seven boxes of 2 3/4” shotshells as follows: Three 25-round boxes (75
total) of Estate Super Sport Competition Target Load 1 oz. #7 1/2 shot,
two 25-round boxes (50 total) of Estate Heavy Game Load 1 1/8 oz. #7
1/2 shot, one 25-round box and one partial 20-round box of Federal Top
Gun Target Load 1 1/8 oz. #7 1/2 shot. Ammunition rates about
excellent with some minor storage wear on a couple of the boxes.
(239419-2R)
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914 Vintage 12 ga. Ammunition
Three items total: Two full 25-round boxes (50 total) of vintage Federal
Monark Pigeon Load paper-hulled 2 3/4” 1 1/4 oz. #7 1/2 shot and a bag
of five loose rounds of Winchester Western 12 ga. 2 3/4” Dove & Quail
Load 1 oz. #8 shot and two rounds of Remington 20 ga. 2 3/4” 7/8 oz.
#4 shot. Ammunition rates about excellent save for the two 20 ga.
rounds which rate very good with some very light tarnish on the brass
while one round has a couple spots of light corrosion on the brass.
(239230-4)

915 Assorted Military Blank Ammunition
Seven items total: Two sealed 20-round boxes and one partial 16-round
box (56 total) of M1909 30-06 blanks with brown cardboard boxes
marked “BLANK / CALIBER .30 M1909 / DANGEROUS WITHIN 20
FEET / LAKE CITY ARSENAL.” The observed 16 rounds in the open
box have various headstamps including “TW / 54”, “SL / 54”, “LC / 54”
“SL / 43” etc. Also included are two sealed and one opened 20-round
boxes (60 total) of XM200 5.56 NATO blank cartridges from Twin Cities
Army Ammunition Plant. The opened box displays “68” headstamps.
Finally, there is a bag of 16 loose rounds of Lake City 7.62 NATO blanks
with headstamps dating to the late 1960s. Ammunition rates about very
good plus with some light tarnish on the cases and a few scattered small
spots of light corrosion on a few of the 7.62 NATO rounds. Boxes rate
very good plus with a couple of the 5.56 NATO boxes missing their
labels, the opened boxes are tender along the top and “30-06 B” is
written on the edges of the 30-06 boxes. (238531-3E)

916 Military 30-06 & 45 ACP Ammunition
32 rounds of 30-06 M2 AP “black tip” with assorted headstamps
including “DEN / 42”, and “43 / TW”. Also included are 13 rounds of
30-06 ball with “2-54 / MF / 7.62” and “SL / 43” headstamps along with
eight enbloc clips showing some scattered light oxidation. Finally, there
is a partial 14-round box of Frankford Arsenal 45 ACP M1911 ball with
“42” dated headstamps with label marked “20 CARTRIDGES / PISTOL
BALL / CALIBER .45 M1911”. Ammunition rates very good with light
tarnish on the cases while a few of the 30-06 rounds show some spots
of light verdigris and corrosion. The 45 ACP box has a lightly-faded label
and is dented on the left side and has a small tear in the lid. Also
included is a six-cell khaki-cotton bandoleer marked “TW 18361”.
(238531-3B)

917 44 Magnum Ammunition
Three items total: One full 50-round box of Winchester 240 gr. JSP and
two 20-round boxes of Remington Kleanbore 240 gr. SJHP all in about
excellent condition. (239529-1F)

918 30-30 Win Ammunition
Four items as follows: One 20-round box of Federal Classic 170 gr.
Hi-Shok SPRN, one 20-round box of Federal Classic 150 gr. Hi-Shok
SPFN, one full 20-round box and one partial 8-round box (28 total) of
Remington Hi-Speed 170 gr. Core-Lokt SP. Ammunition rates about
excellent with some very light tarnish on some of the Remington
cartridges. (239529-1H)

919 300 Weatherby Magnum Ammunition
One 20-round box of Federal Premium Safari 180 gr. Nosler Partition in
excellent condition with some slight corner wear on the box. (239529-1I)

920 22 LR Ammunition
Nine 50-round boxes (450 total) of Winchester Western Wildcat 22 40
gr. lead in about excellent condition. (239529-1B)

921 22 LR Ammunition
One 500-round brick of Western Super-X 37 gr. Lubaloy-coated HP in
near excellent condition with some rounds displaying some very light
oxidation around the hollow point. Cartridges are packed in 10 50-round
boxes. (239529-1D)

922 22 LR Ammunition
One 500-round brick of Winchester Western Wildcat 22 40 gr. lead in
about excellent condition. Cartridges are packed in 10 50-round boxes.
(239529-1C)

923 22 LR Ammunition
8 items total: Seven full 50-round boxes and one partial 48-round box
(398 total) of CIL Imperial high velocity lead cartridges of unspecified
projectile weight. Ammunition rates about excellent. (239529-1E)

924 256 Win Mag Ammunition
One 50-round box of Western Super-X 60 gr. Open Pt. Exp. in about
excellent condition with a couple rounds showing some light tarnish.
(239529-1N)

925 256 Win Mag Ammunition
One 50-round box and one partial 18-round box (68 total) of Western
Super-X 60 gr. Open Pt. Exp. along with 22 fired brass cases.
Ammunition rates about excellent with a couple rounds showing some
light tarnish. (239529-1M)

926 45-70 Govt. Ammunition
One partial 13-round box of Remington Kleanbore 405 gr. SP along with
six fired brass cases. Ammunition rates about very good plus with some
slight tarnish on the brass and some very light oxidation on the soft
points. (239529-1L)

927 7.62 NATO Ammunition
Four sealed 20-round boxes (80 total) of Olin Corp. M80 ball of likely
147 gr. weight. The brown cardboard boxes rate near excellent with a
couple showing some tiny protrusions on the bottom from the tips of the
cartridges and the buff-colored labels are marked “20 CARTRIDGES /
7.62MM, NATO / BALL, M80 / LOT WRA. 22420 / OLIN MATHIESON
CHEMICAL CORPORATION”. (239094-6)

928 7.62 NATO Ammunition
Four sealed 20-round boxes (80 total) of Olin Corp. M80 ball of likely
147 gr. weight. The brown cardboard boxes rate near excellent with
buff-colored labels marked “20 CARTRIDGES / 7.62MM, NATO / BALL,
M80 / LOT WRA. 22420 / OLIN MATHIESON CHEMICAL
CORPORATION”. (239094-6A)

929 7.62 NATO Ammunition
Four sealed 20-round boxes (80 total) of Olin Corp. M80 ball of likely
147 gr. weight. The brown cardboard boxes rate near excellent with
buff-colored labels marked “20 CARTRIDGES / 7.62MM, NATO / BALL,
M80 / LOT WRA. 22420 / OLIN MATHIESON CHEMICAL
CORPORATION”. (239094-6B)

930 7.62 NATO Ammunition
Four sealed 20-round boxes (80 total) of Olin Corp. M80 ball of likely
147 gr. weight. The brown cardboard boxes rate near excellent with
buff-colored labels marked “20 CARTRIDGES / 7.62MM, NATO / BALL,
M80 / LOT WRA. 22420 / OLIN MATHIESON CHEMICAL
CORPORATION”. (239094-6C)

931 7.62 NATO Ammunition
Four items total: Three sealed 20-round boxes and one partial 9-round
box (69 total) of Olin Corp. M80 ball of likely 147 gr. weight. The
observed ammunition rates about excellent with “65” headstamps while
the brown cardboard boxes rate near excellent save for the partial box
which is missing its lid and another box shows some tiny protrusions on
the bottom from the tips of the cartridges and all have buff-colored labels
marked “20 CARTRIDGES / 7.62MM, NATO / BALL, M80 / LOT WRA.
22420 / OLIN MATHIESON CHEMICAL CORPORATION”. (239094-6D)

932 30-06 Ammunition
96 rounds of Danish 30-06 ball ammunition of unknown projectile weight
in very good plus to about excellent condition with a few rounds showing
some spots or streaks of minor tarnish and all having “AMA”
headstamps dated to either 1990 or 1991. Ammunition is packed in 12
8-round enbloc clips, a couple of which show some small spots of light
oxidation, with the enbloc clips stored within two unmarked olive drab
cotton six-cell bandoleers with carry straps which are in about excellent
condition. (239094-4)

933 30-06 Ammunition
96 rounds of Danish 30-06 ball ammunition of unknown projectile weight
in about excellent condition with “AMA” headstamps dated to either
1990 or 1991. Ammunition is packed in 12 8-round enbloc clips in
excellent condition and the enbloc clips are stored within two unmarked
olive drab cotton six-cell bandoleers with carry straps in equally
excellent condition. (239094-4A)

934 Vintage 308 Winchester Ammunition
(3) full 20 rd. W3085 code late 1940's red and yellow boxes of
Winchester Super Speed 308 Win., 150 gr. SP cartridges.  The boxes
show some lightly rounded corners and edges, the cartridges remain
excellent with shiny brass cases. (58179-2U) [David Whipple Collection]

935 Vintage Brick of 22 Long Rifle Ammunition
(1) 500 rd. brick containing ten 50 rd. No. 342 multi-color boxes of J.C.
Higgins Copper Plated Xtra-Range  22 LR cartridges.  The inner boxes
and cartridges remain excellent while the outer box shows light marks
and wear along the edges.  (58179-2V) [David Whipple Collection]

936 Vintage Brick of 22 Long Rifle Ammunition
(1) 500 rd. brick containing ten 50 rd. No. 2224 red, white and black
boxes of Peters Target 22 LR Rustless cartridges.  The exterior box
remains fair with moderate age staining, worn edges and a separated
but present endflap and tuck-flaps, the interior boxes and cartridges
remain excellent.  (58179-2W) [David Whipple Collection]

937 25-06 Remington Ammunition
(4) full 20 rd. green and yellow boxes of Remington High Velocity 25-06
Rem., 100 gr. Core-Lokt PSP.  The ammunition remains excellent, the
boxes and inner trays show light to moderate wear.  (58179-2X) [David
Whipple Collection]

938 Vintage 348 Winchester Ammunition
(1) full 20 rd. red and yellow W3482 code box of Winchester Super
Speed Silvertip 348 Win., 200 gr. expanding tip.  The box remains in
very good plus condition with lightly rounded corners and edges and
minor age staining, the cartridges remain excellent.  (58179-2Y) [David
Whipple Collection]

939 Vintage 458 Winchester Magnum Ammunition
(1) full 20 rd. green and red on white 1458 code box of Remington
Hi-Speed 458 Win. Mag., 510 gr. SP. The box remains very good plus
with rounded scuffed corners, edges and minor age staining, the
cartridges remain excellent. (58179-2Z) [David Whipple Collection]
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940 Vintage 458 Winchester Magnum Ammunition
(2) 20 rd. green and red boxes (one containing 19 rds.) of Remington
Kleanbore 458 Win. Mag., 510 gr. SP.  The boxes show moderate wear
and staining, the cartridges remain near excellent with minor tarnish on
some of the rounds.  (58179-2AA) [David Whipple Collection]

941 25-35 Winchester Ammunition
(2) full 20 rd. red and blue on white boxes of Winchester Western Super
X 25-35 Win., 117 gr. SP.  Boxes and cartridges both remain excellent
with some light shelf staining on the boxes.  (58179-2AB) [David
Whipple Collection]

942 25-35 Winchester Ammunition
(2) full 20 rd. red and blue on white boxes of Winchester Western Super
X 25-35 Win., 117 gr. SP.  Boxes and cartridges both remain excellent
with some light shelf staining on the boxes.  (58179-2AC) [David
Whipple Collection]

943 25-35 Winchester Ammunition
Two boxes total: (1) full 20 rd. red and blue on white box of Winchester
Western Super X 25-35 Win., 117 gr. SP; (1) full 20 rd. blue and yellow
box of C-I-L Dominion 25-35 Win., 117 gr. SP. Boxes and ammunition
remain near excellent to excellent, the boxes showing some light shelf
staining and the Dominion box having light wear along the edges. 
(58179-2AD) [David Whipple Collection]

944 22 Savage Ammunition
(2) full 20 rd. yellow and blue boxes of C-I-L Dominion 22 Savage, 70 gr.
SP, one of the boxes contains one rd. of Remington-UMC PSP.  The
ammunition remains excellent  while one the boxes remains excellent
with a tiny scuff or two along the edges while the other shows more
modest staining and scuffing.  (58179-2AE) [David Whipple Collection]

945 45-70, 38-40, 44-40 Ammunition
Four partial and full boxes of Remington High Velocity total: (11) rds. &
(4) fired cases of 45-70 Gvt., 405 gr. SP, (for use in all rifles); (33) rds. &
(17) fired cases of 38-40 Win., 180 gr. SP, (for use in all revolvers and
rifles); (27) rds. & (20) fired cases of 44-40 Win., 200 gr. SP, (for use in
all revolvers & rifles; (1) full 50 rd. box of 25-20 Win., 86 gr. SP, (for use
in all rifles).  Ammunition remains excellent, the boxes show modest
wear and staining.  (58179-2AF) [David Whipple Collection]

946 224 Weatherby Magnum Ammunition
(1) full 20 rd. multi-color "fox" box of Weatherby Ultra Velocity 224 W.M.,
55 gr. SP.  The cartridges remain excellent, box shows staining and
edge wear.  (58179-2AG) [David Whipple Collection]

947 303 Savage Ammunition
(1) full and (1) partial box total: (1) full 20 red, blue and yellow K 3094 C
code box of Winchester Super Speed 190 gr. SP, cartridges remain
excellent, box shows light wear and old price written in black crayon on
top of box; (1) green and red 8130 code box containing 12 rds. of
Remington Kleanbore Express 180 gr. SP Core-Lokt.  Box shows light
wear and staining, cartridges remain excellent.  (58179-2AH) [David
Whipple Collection]

948 380 ACP Ammunition
Three partial and full boxes total: (1) full 50 rd. white and black
Winchester U.S.A. box of 380 ACP, 95 gr., FMC; (1) partial box
containing 17 rds. of identical ammunition; (1) yellow and red box
containing 41 rds. of UMC 95gr. MC. Boxes and cartridges remain
excellent. (58179-2AI) [David Whipple Collection]

949 32 Winchester Special Ammunition
(1) full 20 rd. box of Winchester Super X 32 Win. Spl., 170 gr. Silvertip.
Box shows light wear, cartridges remain excellent. (58179-2AJ) [David
Whipple Collection]

950 270 Winchester Ammunition
Three full and partial boxes total: (1) full 20 rd. box of Remington
Premier 270 Win., 130 gr. Swift Sirocco bonded bullets; (1) full 20 rd.
vintage red, blue and yellow box of Winchester Super Speed 270 Win.,
150 gr. SP (for Winchester models 54 and 70), box shows moderate
wear and missing endflap, the plated cartridges remain near excellent;
(1) partial 20 rd. box of Federal Premium 270 Win., 150 gr. Boat-Tail SP
containing 13 rds. and & fired cases. Boxes show light wear, cartridges
remain excellent. (58179-2AK) [David Whipple Collection]

951 7 mm Rem. Mag., 8 mm Mauser, 30-06 Ammunition
Three full and partial boxes total: (1) full 20 rd. red box of Federal
Hi-Power 7 mm Rem. Mag., 175 gr. SP Hi-Shok; (1) full 20 rd. red box of
Federal 30-06, 180 gr. SP Hi-Shok; (1) partial 20 rd. red box of Federal
8 mm Mauser, 170 gr. SP Hi-Shok containing 12 rds. and 8 fired cases.
Boxes show modest wear, cartridges remain excellent.  (58179-2AL)
[David Whipple Collection]

952 Vintage 41 Short Rim Fire Ammunition
(1) partial red and green "dog bone" box containing 48 rds. of
Remington Kleanbore 41 Short Rim Fire.  The box shows modest
scuffing and staining, the cartridges remain very good with light tarnish
on the copper cases and white oxidation on the lead bullets. 
(58179-2AM) [David Whipple Collection]

953 25-20 Winchester Ammunition
(1) partial 20 rd. yellow and blue C-I-L Dominion box containing 15 rds.
of 25-20 Win., 86 gr. SP. The shows minor edge wear and age staining,
the cartridges remain excellent. (58179-2AN) [David Whipple Collection]

954 11 mm Mauser & 9.3x62 mm Ammunition
Two partial boxes total: (1) natural colored box with matching color label
containing 8 rds. and 10 fired cases with headstamps marked "D / 7 6 /
*". The label reads "20 scharfe Patronen 11/84 / Deutsche Waffen- und
Munitions fabriken / KARLSRUHE (Bader). The box rates fair with
moderate staining, scuffing worn edges and tape repairs, cartridges
show light tarnish and oxidation on the lead bullets; (1) woodgrain and
red box containing 15 rds. of Norma 9.3x62, 232 HP flat base bullet. Box
shows modest stains and edge wear, the cartridges show light tarnish
and spots of verdigris on the brass cases. (58179-2AP) [David Whipple
Collection]

955 38 Special Ammunition
Three boxes total: (1) full 50 rd. red and green box of Remington 38
Spl., 158 gr. lead; (1) full 50 rd. green and white box of Remington
Kleanbore Targetmaster 38 Spl., 148 gr. wadcutter; (1) full 50 rd. green
and red "dog bone" of Remington Kleanbore 38 S. & W. Spl. Sharp
Shoulder, 146 gr. lead wadcutter. The boxes show light edge wear and
staining, the cartridges remain excellent. (58179-2AP1) [David Whipple
Collection]

956 Vintage 300 H&H Magnum Ammunition
(1) opened but full two piece 20 rd. K3083C code box of Winchester
Staynless 300 H&H Mag, 180 gr. Full Patch Boat Tail with yellow, red
and black front and matching wrap-over top label. The front label shows
light staining but remains fully intact, the top label shows similar staining
and remains about 95% intact with wear along the edges and points of
separation.  The natural colored box remains good to about very good
with intact seams, light staining and tiny bullet impression holes along
the bottom.  The cartridges remain very good with a tarnished brass
patina.  (58179-2AQ) [David Whipple Collection]

957 38-55 Winchester Ammunition
Two full and partial boxes total: (1) full 20 rd. black, red and gold foil box
of C-I-L Imperial 38-55 Win., 255 gr. SP. Box shows minor shelf wear,
cartridges remain excellent; (1) vintage two-piece natural colored box
with green front and top labels containing 13 rds. of Winchester 38-55
Win., 255 gr. grooved bullet.  The "7-6" dated top label remains 98%
intact with light edge wear.  The punch-dot coded "5-8" dated front label
remains about 85% intact with tears and scuffing along the edges along
with light staining.  The box remains in good condition, is a bit tender
with separated edges along the top and bottom, moderate staining and
scuffing.  The cartridges remain good to very good with tarnished brass
cases.  (58179-2AR) [David Whipple Collection]

958 32-40 Winchester Ammunition
Two C-I-L boxes total: (1) full 20 rd. red, black and gold foil box of
Imperial 32-40 Win., 170 gr. KKSSP; (1) full 20 rd. red, blue and yellow
box of Dominion 32-40 Win., 170 gr. SP. Boxes remain very good to
near excellent showing light edge wear, the Dominion box has old
markings in black ink on bottom of box, cartridges remain excellent.
(58179-2AS) [David Whipple Collection]

959 35 Remington Ammunition
Three full and partial boxes total: (1) full 20 rd. green and red "dog bone"
box of Remington Kleanbore Express 35 Rem., 200 gr. mushroom
bullet. Box shows light wear and staining mainly at the lower right
corner, the cartridges show moderated tarnish and oxidation on the
headstamps from water damage; (1) full 20 rd. green and red "dog
bone" box of 35 Remington Kleanbore 35 Rem., 200 gr. SP. Box and
cartridges both remain excellent; (1) partial 20 rd. red and white box
containing 12 rds. of Federal 35 Rem., 200 gr. SP Hi-Shock, box shows
wear, cartridges remain excellent.  (58179-2AT) [David Whipple
Collection]

960 35 Remington Ammunition
(2) full 20 rd. green and red "dog bone" boxes of Remington Kleanbore
Express 35 Rem., 200 gr. mushroom bullets.  Boxes show modest age
staining worn edges and fine white paint spatter on one of the boxes,
the cartridges show lightly tarnished brass with spots of modest
oxidation on a few of the cases.  (58179-2AU) [David Whipple
Collection]

961 Vintage 9 mm Luger Ammunition
Two boxes total: (1) full 50 rd. green and red "dog bone" box of
Remington Kleanbore 9 mm Luger, 124 gr. metal cased bullet. Box
remains near excellent with light age staining, cartridges remain bright;
(1) full 16 rd. WWII era natural colored box of 9 mm Luger with blue and
white top labels which partial reads "16 / Pistolenpatronen 08 m.E",
lower left corner is torn and bottom edge shows light wear,  The top flap
is secured with cellophane tape, there is light tarnish on a few of the
bullets.  (58179-2AV) [David Whipple Collection]
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962 Vintage 32 Rimfire Ammunition
Two partial boxes total: (1) two piece natural colored box with green top
label and red wraparound side label containing 42 rds. of Western 32
cal. Long, 96 gr. lead bullet.  The WT-24 labels remain 95-97% intact
with light staining and wear along the edges, bow remains very good
plus to near excellent with modest staining and a separated corner on
the lid.  The cartridges remain near excellent with lightly tarnished
copper cases and oxidation on the lead bullets; (1) two piece natural
colored box with green top label and orange wraparound side label
remaining sealed on one side containing 13 rds. of 32 short and 5 rds. of
 32 long.  Top label remains 98% intact and reads "50  .32 CALIBER /
RIFLE CARTRIDGES / MANUFACTURED BY THE / WINCHESTER /
REPEATING ARMS CO." above address and picture of cartridge, "H"
headstamp logo and Stetson's patent, side label remains 95% intact with
light tears and pencil markings. The box shows light staining with a
thumbnail size compression hole in bottom of box. (58179-2AW) [David
Whipple Collection]

963 Vintage 38 Center Fire Ammunition
Two partial boxes total: (1) partial red and blue box containing 48 rds. of
Winchester Non-Mercuric Staynless .38 Auto Colt full patch. Box
remains in fair condition with modest staining, scuffs and separated
seams repaired with cellophane tape, the cartridges remain near
excellent showing some light tarnish; (1) two piece waxed box with
reproduction partial wrap-over American Metallic Cartridge Co. label
showing opened top break revolver centered between angled "FOR /
SMITH & WESSON" and "38-100 REVOLVER" surrounded by floral
blossoms and American eagle.  There is no left side label, the right side
remains about 60% intact. Included are 25 rds. with lead bullets and
unmarked headstamps.  (58179-2AX) [David Whipple Collection]

964 Vintage 30-06 and 32 S&W Blanks
Two boxes total: (1) factory sealed 20 rd. two piece natural colored box
with matching W3006BL code wrap-over label of Winchester 30-06
SPRINGFIELD BLANK with paper bullets "Adapted to Winchester
Models 54 and 70. Also to U.S. Springfield Model / 1903 chambered for
1906 Cartridge and other rifles. Box and label remain excellent and
intact; (1) partial one-piece yellow, red and blue box containing 40 rds.
of Western 32 S.&W. blanks, "THE LOUDEST YET". Box remains in
excellent condition except for a tiny compression split in the center of
the lower front edge. (58179-2AY) [David Whipple Collection]

965 Vintage 30 Remington Cartridges
(1) full, opened two-piece cardboard box with yellow and blue front and
wrap-over top labels containing 20 rds. of C-I-L Dominion 30 Rem.,
Pneumatic High Velocity cartridges.  The front label shows picture of
cartridge with "bent-D" logo also present on the sides.  The labels
remain mostly intact with light tears and wear along the separated
edges.  The cartridges remain in excellent condition with lightly
mellowed brass cases.  (58179-2AZ) [David Whipple Collection]

966 Vintage Factory Sealed Box of 38 Short Colt Ammunition
(1) Factory sealed two piece natural colored box with light blue top and
wraparound side labels containing 50 rds. of U.S. Cartridge Co. .38
Short Central Fire cartridges "FOR COLT'S D.A. WEBLEY AND OTHER
D.A. REVOLVERS OF THIS CALIBER".  The top label remains 98%
intact with some minor scuffing and age staining, the side label remains
about 90% intact with light folds and tears along the edges and a couple
tiny pin holes.  The box rates excellent remaining fully intact with good
sharp corners. (58179-2BA) [David Whipple Collection]

967 Vintage Box of Peters 30-30 Smokeless Ammunition
(1) full opened two piece cardboard with multi-color wraparound top
label containing 20 rds. of Peters .30-30 Smokeless, 170 gr. MC, "For
Winchester, Marlin And Other Rifles". The 647 code top label with
"CINCINATI, O. U.S.A." callout remain 95% intact with light tears along
the lower edge, the front of label shows picture of cartridge and the
sides have large Peters large red "P" with caliber and bullet type.  The
sides of the lower box have circular "FULL / METAL CASED / BULLET"
labels while the guarantee label on rear of box is missing only the upper
right corner.  The box shows modest staining and a light scuff where a
piece of old tape was once present on the lower front compartment. The
cartridges remain near excellent with lightly mellowed brass cases. 
(58179-2BB) [David Whipple Collection]

968 Collectible Box of U.M.C. 303 Savage Ammunition
(1) full, opened two piece natural colored box with light green wrap-over
top label containing 20 rds. of U.M.C. 303 Savage Central Fire
Cartridges with smokeless powder and 195 gr. expansive bullets.  Top
of label shows oval U.M.C. trademark logos on either side with caliber of
cartridge and company address below while the front shows picture of
cartridge and bullet size. Smaller side labels on lower compartment have
company logo above bullet size and red guarantee "seal" label on back
of box remains nearly intact with light wear along the points of
separation.  The box remains intact with overall light staining, shallow
compression in the top of lid, "Factory" written in cursive on the top right
side and "factory / patched" written in pencil on front of the lower
section.  The cartridges remain excellent with light staining on the
headstamps.  (58179-2BC) [David Whipple Collection]

969 Collectible Box of Remington UMC 45-70 Ammunition
(1) full, opened two piece natural colored box with green wrap-over front
and side labels containing 20 Remington Arms Company 45-70 Govt.
Central Fire cartridges loaded with 405 gr. flat point bullets.  The top of
label lists caliber and company address, the upper front label reads
"FOR WINCHESTER AND MARLIN REPEATING, ALSO REMINGTON,
SPRINGFIELD AND OTHER SINGLE SHOT RIFLES" above red
"REMINGTON / UMC" logo and picture of cartridge, lower front label has
separate red and white UMC and Remington trademark logos.  The side
labels show "BLACK POWDER" above red Remington UMC circular
logo and caliber and bullet type while the green guarantee "seal" on the
rear of box remains nearly intact with minor wear along the edges of
separation.  The cartridges remain about near excellent with some minor
staining to the brass cases, one of which shows some spots of more
active oxidation.  (58179-2BD) [David Whipple Collection]

970 Collectible Box of Remington 250 Savage High Power Ammunition
(1) full, open two piece natural colored box with matching wrap-over and
side labels containing 20 Remington 250 Savage High Power Mushroom
Central Fire cartridges loaded with 87 gr. mushroom bullets.  The 87-T
code top label lists caliber in black and "MUSHROOM" in red above
company name with Bridgeport address, the front label reads "FOR
SAVAGE RIFLES, MODELS 1899 AND 1920" above picture of cartridge
and bullet weight; there is a newer Kleanbore "dog bone" surcharge over
the left side of the picture.  The lower front label shows separate logos
and "FOR SPORTING PURPOSES ONLY" centered between pictures
of bullets before firing and after impact.  The side labels show red
circular Remington / UMC logo above Smokeless Powder and caliber
with type of bullet, the rear of box has Remington Kleanbore Cartridge
cleaning instructions.  The box has darkened over the years and shows
overall light staining and old prices in red crayon and blue ink on the
rear of box.  (58179-2BE) [David Whipple Collection]

971 Collectible Boxes of Winchester 22 Hornet Ammunition
(2) full one piece 50 rd. boxes total: (1) red, blue and yellow K 2208 T
code box of Winchester Super Speed 22 Win. Hornet, 46 gr., HP, "FOR
WINCHESTER MODELS 54 AND 70 RIFLES"; (1) red and blue K 2207
T code box of Winchester Non-Mercuric Staynless, 45 gr. SP with red
"W" in white scroll on riband.  Both boxes remain near excellent having
darkened only lightly with age, light rounding of the corners and slightly
mellowed brass cases.  (58179-2BF) [David Whipple Collection]

972 Collectible Box of 25 Stevens Ammunition
(1) full one piece 50 rd. red, blue and yellow Western Bullseye box of
Western 25 Stevens Rim Fire, 65 gr. Lubaloy bullet.  The box and
cartridges both remain in excellent condition with clean sharp corners
and bright shiny cases.  (58179-2BG) [David Whipple Collection]

973 Vintage Box of C-I-L 32 Remington Ammunition
(1) full 20 rd. blue and yellow box of C-I-L Dominion Super-Clean 32
Rem., 170 gr. SP.  The one piece box remains in about very good
condition with moderate folds in the tuck flap, worn edges and tears
along the top and some light age staining, one of the sides flaps is
detached but included.  The cartridges remain excellent with lightly
mellowed brass cases. (58179-2BH) [David Whipple Collection]

974 Collectible Winchester Grizzly Box of 30 Remington Silvertip
Ammunition
(1) full 20 rd. one piece blue, yellow and red "grizzly" K3090C code box
of Winchester Super Speed 30 Rem., 170 gr. controlled expanding
bullet silvertip cartridges.  The box remains excellent with slight rounding
of some of the corners and some very minor age staining.  The
cartridges remain excellent with bright brass cases.  (58179-2BI) [David
Whipple Collection]

975 Collectible Winchester Grizzly Box of 250-3000 Savage Silvertip
Ammunition
(1) full 20 rd. one piece blue, yellow and red "grizzly" K2510C code box
of Winchester Super Speed 250-3000 Sav., 100 gr. controlled
expanding bullet silvertip cartridge. The box remains in good to very
good condition with worn rounded corners and edges, light scuffs, age
staining and black crayon markings on the endflaps. The cartridges
remain near excellent with lightly mellowed brass cases.  (58179-2BJ)
[David Whipple Collection]
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976 Collectible Winchester Grizzly Box of 30 Army Silvertip Ammunition
(1) full 20 rd. one piece blue, yellow and red "grizzly K3050C code box
of Winchester Super Speed 30 Army (30-40 Krag) 180 gr. controlled
expanding bullet silvertip cartridge. The box remains good to very good
with rounded corners and edges, light scuffs and age staining. The
cartridges remain very good plus with lightly mellowed cases and very
light oxidation on the headstamps. (58179-2BK)

977 Collectible Boxes of UMC 32-40 Winchester Ammunition
(2) full, opened 20 rd. two piece natural colored boxes of U.M.C. 32-40
central fire cartridges loaded with 40 gr. of powder and 165 gr. bullets. 
The green top and side labels remain fully intact with minor tiny scuffs
and age staining. The front labels show red UMC logos with pictures of
cartridge, the sides show identical logos with calibers. The front of boxes
have lightly scuffed salmon colored primer labels while the backs have
fully intact green guarantee "seal" labels with minor wear along the
edges of separation only. The boxes remain in very good condition
remaining nearly fully intact with a split along the bottom of one box
showing remnants of dried adhesive and a small thin split along the lid,
the other box has an intact natural colored registered trademarks label
with small "83" written in ink at one edge.  The cartridges have different
era primers and are in very good plus condition remaining overall bright
with some spots of light tarnish on the otherwise bright brass cases. 
(58179-2BL) [David Whipple Collection]

978 Collectible Box of Winchester 32-40 Cartridges
(1) full, opened 20 rd. two piece natural colored box of Winchester 32-40
Win., 165 gr. grooved bullet and 40 grains of powder.  The undated
labels remain about 90% intact with light scuffing, age staining and a
tear in the right side of the lid. The upper front label shows picture of
cartridge above "ADAPTED TO / WINCHESTER, MARLIN AND
BALLARD RIFLES", the rear of the bottom compartment has lightly
scuffed natural colored primer instructions.  The cartridges remain very
good plus to near excellent with lightly mellowed brass cases and
different era primers.  (58179-2BM) [David Whipple Collection]

979 Collectible Box of Winchester 32-40 Cartridges
(1) full, opened 20 rd. two piece natural colored box of Winchester 32-40
Win., 165 gr. grooved bullet and 40 grains of powder.  The "7-9" dated
green labels remain about 90% intact with tiny tears, scuffs and staining,
the rear of the lower compartment has a natural colored primer
instruction label with primer loading instructions showing small scuffs
along the upper edge.  The box remains fully intact with light staining
and remnants of dried adhesive along the bottom right side. The box
and labels are covered in a clear protective varnish, the cartridges
remain excellent with a nice lightly mellowed brass patina.  (58179-2BN)
[David Whipple Collection]

980 Collectible Box of Savage 30-30 Cartridges
(1) full 20 rd. red and yellow one piece box of Savage 30-30 Winchester
& Savage, 170 gr. expansion controlled bullet with large chief profile. 
The box remains very good plus with light age staining, edge wear and
indentions of old writing which are hard to see but present.  The
cartridges remain very good plus with spots of light tarnish and
oxidation.  (58179-2BP) [David Whipple Collection]

981 Collectible Box of 300 Savage Cartridges
(1) full 20 rd. one piece red and yellow box of Savage 300 Sav., 180 gr.
expansion controlled bullet with large chief profile.  The box remains in
good condition with modest edge and corner wear, light age staining
and a small tear in the bottom right corner of the left endflap.  The
cartridges remain in about very good condition with light oxidation along
the edges of the throat and primer.  (58179-2BQ) [David Whipple
Collection]

982 Collectible Box of 38-55 Winchester Ammunition
(1) full 20 rd. one piece red, blue and yellow K3816C code box of
Winchester 38-55 Win., 255 gr. SP "FOR WINCHESTER, MARLIN,
BALLARD AND SAVAGE RIFLES".  The box remains in about very
good condition with overall light age staining, rounded corners and
edges and a couple minor scuffs.  The cartridges remain very good plus
with spots of minor tarnish on otherwise lightly mellowed brass cases.
(58179-2BR) [David Whipple Collection]

983 Collectible Non-Super Speed Box of 270 Winchester Ammunition
(1) full, one piece "1935" red, blue and yellow K 2704 C code box of
Winchester 270 Win, 100 gr., Staynless Pointed Soft Point, "FOR
WINCHESTER MODELS 54 AND 70". This rare early box without the
"SUPER SPEED" call out remains in very good plus condition with lightly
rounded edges and corners just starting to split, light age staining and
tiny scuffs.  The cartridges remain near excellent, the cases having a
nicely softened patina with some specks of light staining.  (58179-2BS)
[David Whipple Collection]

984 Collectible Box of 35 Winchester Ammunition
(1) full, one piece "1935" red, blue and yellow K 3502 C code box of
Winchester 35 Win., 250 gr., SP., "FOR WINCHESTER MODEL 95
RIFLE".  The box remains in very good plus to near excellent condition
with overall light age staining and slightly rounded corners.  The
cartridges remain very good showing light staining and a few with spots
of light verdigris. (58179-2BT) [David Whipple Collection]

985 Collectible Box of Winchester 250-3000 Savage Ammunition
(1) full, one piece "1945" red, blue and yellow K 2507 C code box of
Winchester Super Speed 250-3000 Sav., 87 gr. SP, "FOR
WINCHESTER MODELS 54 AND 70 / AND SAVAGE REPEATING
RIFLES". The box remains in near excellent condition with minor age
staining and lightly rounded corners, the top right edge showing a light
fold and compression.  The cartridges remain excellent with bright shiny
cases.  (58179-2BU) [David Whipple Collection]

986 Collectible Box of Winchester 30 GOV'T '06 Ammunition
(1) full, one piece "1945" red, blue and yellow K 3054 C code box of
Winchester Super Speed 30 GOV'T '06, 220 gr. SP, ".30 SPRINGFIELD
'06 / ALSO ADAPTED TO WINCHESTER MODELS 54 AND 70".  The
box remains near excellent with lightly rounded corners and edges and
a sporadic tiny scuff here and there.  The cartridges remain near
excellent with shiny cases and only some very light oxidation along the
edges of the primers and throats.  (58179-2BV) [David Whipple
Collection]

987 Collectible Box of Winchester 22 High Power Ammunition
(1) full, one piece "1939" red, blue and yellow K 2202 C code box of
Winchester Super Speed 22 High Power, 70 gr. Pointed Soft Point,
"FOR SAVAGE HIGH POWER RIFLES".  The box remains near
excellent with lightly rounded corners, edges and minor scuffs and
staining.  The cartridges remain near excellent with lightly mellowed
brass cases.  (58179-2BW) [David Whipple Collection]

988 Collectible Box of Winchester 303 Savage Ammunition
(1) full, one piece "1939" red, blue and yellow K 3094 C box of
Winchester Super Speed 303 Sav., 190 gr. SP, "FOR SAVAGE
REPEATING RIFLES". The box remains excellent with sharp clean
corners and only the slightest amount of fine staining. The cartridges
remain excellent as well with bright shiny cases.  (58179-2BX) [David
Whipple Collection]

989 Vintage 8mm French Ordnance Ammunition
(2) original 6 rd. natural color paper packages with matching labels, one
package remains sealed with an opening along the bottom right side,
the other package opened at one side to reveal contents and is slightly
separating along the other side.  The labels remain nearly intact with a
couple small tears on the opened package with fading but decipherable
"E.C. 2 _ 39 / 6 CARTOUCHES / Pe REVOLVER Mle 92 / LOT 42". 
The packages show light age staining and the exposed cartridges
remain in near excellent with some minor staining on the lightly
mellowed brass cases.  (58179-2BY) [David Whipple Collection]

990 Scarce Sealed Box of Winchester 22 Short Spotlight Cartridges
(1) factory sealed 50 rd. two piece box of the famous Winchester 22
Short Spotlight which, upon impact with a hard target left a spot of
visible light where it hit.  The box is in excellent condition with sharp
corners and intact red wrap-over punch-dot coded label with tiny "label
pull" spots on the top of label where the label stuck to box above it in the
brick sleeve from the factory, which is very typical with these boxes. 
(58179-2BZ) [David Whipple Collection]

991 Collectible Sealed Box of Winchester 22 Long Greaseless Smokeless
Rifle Cartridges
(1) factory sealed 50 rd. two piece natural colored box with dark red
wrap-over label of Winchester 22 Long Greaseless Smokeless rifle
cartridges. The label remains 98% intact with minor shelf marks from the
years, the top of label shows Stetson's Patent Oct. 31, 1871, left endflap
has yellow Winchester Smokeless Trade Mark sunburst above K2227R
code and the right endflap has Winchester large red "W" on yellow oval
and "50 / .22 LONG / SMOKELESS / WINCHESTER / MAKE". The box
remains excellent as well with good corners and little if any age staining.
(58179-2CAA) [David Whipple Collection]

992 Collectible Box of Western Super Match Mark II 22 LR Ammunition
(1) full 50 rd. one piece blue, red and yellow K1267R code "bullseye"
box of Western Super Match Mark II 22 LR, 40 gr. lead greased bullet
cartridges. The box remains in near excellent condition with some slight
rounding of edges and fine tiny scuffs. The cartridges remain excellent
with bright shiny cases and bullets. (88179-2CBB) [David Whipple
Collection]

993 Vintage Box of Winchester EZXS 22 LR Long Rifle Pistol Match
Cartridges
(1) full 50 rd. one piece  yellow and red one piece box with children
warning callout.  The box remains in near excellent condition with a light
side compression in the top upper left corner, the cartridges remain
excellent with bright shiny cases and bullets.  (58179-2CC) [David
Whipple Collection]
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994 Collectible Box of Winchester 22 Short Hollow Point Cartridges
(1) full, opened 50 rd. two piece natural colored box with dark red top
and wraparound side label of Winchester 22 Short HP, smokeless
cartridges. The "6-14” dated top label remains about 98% intact with tiny
scuffs and staining and has darkened with age, the picture of cartridge
and the Oct. 31, 1871 while the punch-dot coded "6-14" dated side label
retains 98% intact also having darkened with age showing light staining
and wear along the edges.  The box remains very good plus showing
rounded corners and edges with modest age staining and old repaired
slits along some of the edges and corners.  The cartridges remain good
to very good showing moderate tarnish and oxidation on the cases and
bullets.  (58179-2CD) [David Whipple Collection]

995 Vintage Box of Western Super-X 22 LR Long Range Ammunition
(1) full 50 rd. one piece red, blue and yellow K1225R code box of
Western Super-X 22 LR, long range, wax coated bullet without child
warning. The box remains near excellent with light wear along the
corners and edges.  The cartridges remain excellent with bright cases
and bullets.  (58179-2CE) [David Whipple Collection]

996 Vintage Boxes of Winchester Western 22 Long Ammunition
Two boxes total: (1) full 50 rd. one piece, red, blue and yellow K2216R
code box of Winchester Super Speed 22 Long, Staynless Kopperklad
cartridges.  the box remains in about very good condition with lightly
rounded corners and edges, light scuffing and age staining, the
cartridges remain excellent with bright shiny nickel cases; (1) full 50 rd.
one piece red, blue and yellow K1216R code box of Western Super-X
long range 22 Long, wax coated bullets.  The box remains in good to
very good condition with modestly rounded edges and corners, light
staining and scuffing.  The cartridges remain excellent with bright shiny
nickel cases.  (58179-2CF) [David Whipple Collection]

997 Collectible Box of Winchester Super Speed "Clay Pigeon" 22 LR Shot
Cartridges
(1) full 50 rd. Red, blue and yellow K 2231 R code box of Winchester
Super Speed "CLAY PIGEON" 22 Long Rifle Shot cartridges.  The box
remains in very good plus to near excellent condition with slightly
rounded corners, minor age staining and a light compression at the
upper left corner.  The cartridges remain excellent with bright shiny
nickel cases. (58179-2CG) [David Whipple Collection]

998 Collectible Boxes of Herter's 22 LR Ammunition
(2) full 50 rd. one piece multi-color boxes of Herter's 22 LR high velocity
cartridges.  Rectangular children warning callout in lower right center,
inside left endflap is marked "RF: 88".  Boxes remain in excellent
condition with only slight corner wear and age staining.  Cartridges
remain excellent with bright brass cases and clean "D" marked
headstamps. (58179-2CH) [David Whipple Collection]

999 Vintage box of Remington Palma Match 22 LR Ammunition
(1) full 50 rd. red and white R54PM code box of Remington Palma
Match 22 LR Lesmok cartridges.  The box remains in about very good
plus condition with light edge and corner wear and light age staining. 
The cartridges remain near excellent with minor staining on the lightly
mellowed copper cases.  (58179-2CI) [David Whipple Collection]

1000 Vintage Box of C-I-L Dominion Central V's 22 LR Ammunition
(1) full 50 rd. one piece 1937 second variation multi-color box of C-I-L
Central V's 22 LR greased cartridges.  The box remains in very good
condition with lightly scuffed edges some light scuffing of the edges,
rounding of the corners and minor age staining. The cartridges remain
excellent with lightly mellowed brass cases and lead bullets. 
(58179-2CJ) [David Whipple Collection]

1001 Vintage Box of Montgomery Wards Hawthorne 22 LR Ammunition
(1) full 50 rd. one piece black, white and blue box of Hawthorne 22 LR
High Speed cartridges.  The box remains excellent with good clean
corners and minor shelf wear.  The cartridges remain in excellent
condition with bright brass cases and copper plated bullets. 
(58179-2CK) [David Whipple Collection]

1002 Collectible Box of Nobel 22 LR Ammunition
(1)  full 50 rd. one piece plum, silver and yellow box of Nobel 22 LR
semi-smokeless cartridges.  The box remains very good plus with minor
edge wear and overall light age staining.  The cartridges remain in about
very good condition with mellowed brass cases and spots of oxidation
on some of the headstamps and bullets. (58179-2CL) [David Whipple
Collection]

1003 Vintage Boxes of French 22 LR Cartridges
Two Boxes total: (1) full 50 rd. one piece brown and white box of
Gèvarm 22 LR, 40 gr. non corrosive cartridges.  The box remains in very
good plus condition with remnants of some type of dried adhesive and
light scuffing on the bottom of the box, cartridges remain excellent with
lightly mellowed nickel cases; (1) full 50 rd. one piece red and white box
of Gèvelot 22 LR, 40 gr. cartridges, top of box has a rectangular red
"TYPE 12" surcharge on the left side of box.  The box remains in good
condition with a 1 1/2" split along the top left rear seam and some light
staining on the bottom of the box, the cartridges remain excellent with
shiny bright brass cases.  (58179-2CM) [David Whipple Collection]

1004 Vintage Boxes of French 22 LR Cartridges
Two boxes total : (1) full 50 rd. one piece green, white and red box of
Gèvelot 22 LR GP 40 gr. cartridges marked Made in France. The box
remains in excellent condition with only some minor shelf wear, the
cartridges remain excellent as well with bright nickel cases; (1) full 50 rd.
one piece red, white and blue box of Gevelot 22 LR HP 36 gr. cartridges
marked Made in Canada.  The box remains excellent with the slightest
age staining and the cartridges remain excellent as well with bright
nickel cases. (58179-2CN) [David Whipple Collection]

1005 Vintage Box of French 22 LR GP Tracer
(1) full 50 rd. one piece red, green and red box of Gèvelot 22 LR GP
BALLES TRAÇANTES (FLAME TRACER BULLETS). The box remains
excellent with some very minor age staining and slight compressions at
a couple of the corners.  The cartridges remain excellent with bright
nickel cases and red tip bullets.  (58179-2CP) [David Whipple Collection]

1006 Collectible Box C-I-L Whiz-Bang 22 LR Shot Ammunition
(1) full 50 rd. early one piece blue and tan box of C-I-L WHIZ-BANG
"Super-Clean" 22 Long Rifle Shot cartridges.  The box remains in very
good plus condition with light edge and corner wear and a light fold in
the right endflap.  The cartridges remain excellent with bright brass
cases and clean "D" headstamps.  (58179-2CQ) [David Whipple
Collection]

1007 Collectible Box of C-I-L Whiz-Bang Mushroom 22 LR
(1) full 50 rd. blue, yellow and red third series box of C-I-L Dominion
Whiz-Bang 22 LR "Super-Clean" Mushroom bullet with bent "D" logos
on endflaps.  The box remains in excellent condition with only the
slightest amount of corner wear.  The cartridges remain excellent with
bright brass cases.  (58179-2CR) [David Whipple Collection]

1008 Collectible Sealed Box of U.S. Cartridge Co. 22 NRA Lesmok Cartridges
(1) 50 rd. factory sealed box of United States Cartridge Co. 22 NRA LR
Lesmok hollow point cartridges with blue and orange top and
wrap-around side label.  The top label remains 98% intact with a couple
"clipped" corners, the side label remains 97-98% intact with light tears
and folds along the edges. The box remains excellent as well with sharp
clean corners.  (58179-2CS) [David Whipple Collection]

1009 Collectible Box of United States Cartridge Co. 22 Winchester Auto
Ammunition
(1) full 50 rd. black, blue and orange box of U.S. Cartridge Co.
Self-Cleaning Winchester Auto, coppered bullet cartridges.  The box
remains in excellent condition with some very minor staining and light
compressions in the upper top corners.  The cartridges remain excellent
with slightly mellowed  copper cases. (58179-2CT) [David Whipple
Collection]

1010 Collectible Boxes of United States Cartridge Co. 22 Short Ammunition
Two full boxes total: (1) 50 rd. orange and blue one piece box of 22
Short Copperhead lubricated cartridges with New York, New York
address.  The box remains good to very good with modest edge wear,
tiny tears at the corners and age staining  The cartridges remain in
about very good condition as well with overall light tarnish on the copper
cases and plated bullets; (1) 50 rd. orange, black and blue one piece
box of 22 Short Lesmok cartridges with Lowell, Mass. address.  The box
remains in fair to good condition with a detached but present endflap,
light edge and corner wear.  The cartridges remain about very good with
light tarnish on the copper cases and oxidation on the lead bullets. 
(58179-2CU) [David Whipple Collection]

1011 Collectible Box United States Cartridge Co. 22 Short Blanks
(1) full 50 rd. orange and blue box of US Cartridge Co. 22 Short blanks
with New York, New York address.  The box remains in very good
condition with light age staining, wear along the edges and a tiny tear in
the right endflap.  The cartridges remain in very good plus condition to
near excellent condition with light tarnish on the copper cases. 
(58179-2CV) [David Whipple Collection]

1012 Vintage Box Of Argentine Military 22 LR Cartridges
(1) full 24 rd. brown and yellow one piece late 1950's box of
Fabricaciones Militares (San Lorenzo) 22 "largo rifle" LR Superior
cartridges.  The box remains in very good plus condition with light edge
wear, rounded corners and staining.  The cartridges remain excellent
with bright brass cases.  (58179-2CW) [David Whipple Collection]

1013 Collectible Boxes of C-I-L Match 22 LR Cartridges
Two Total: (1) full 50 rd. yellow, red and brown box of C-I-L 22 LR Pistol
Match cartridges.  The box remains excellent with some very slight
rounding of the corners and faint age staining; (1) yellow, red and
brown, nearly identical to the previous box reading simply "MATCH"
below company logo and "GREASED" callout along the bottom edge. 
The box remains in excellent condition with only the faintest amount of
corner wear.  The cartridges in both boxes remain excellent with bright
cases and crisp "D" headstamps.  (58179-2CX) [David Whipple
Collection]
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1014 Collectible Sealed Box of Winchester 22 LR S.A.A.M.I. Proof Cartridges
(1) factory sealed 50 rd. natural colored box with red printing.  The top of
box reads "DANGER - HIGH PRESSURE / S.A.A.M.I. STANDARD /
Definitive Proof Loaded Cartridges / 50   22 Long Rifle / FOR USE
ONLY IN PROOF RANGE" above shooting instructions and company
address.  The box remains in excellent condition with a couple lightly
compressed corners.  (58179-2CY) [David Whipple Collection]

1015 Collectible Box Of Imperial Chemical Industries I.C.I. "100" 22 LR
Ammunition
(1) full 50 rd. red and yellow one piece box of Imperial Chemical
Industries I.C.I. "100" 22 LR Smokeless Non-corrosive cartridges.  The
box remains near excellent with light age staining and very slight
rounding of some of the corners and edges.  The cartridges remain
excellent with light mellowing of the brass cases.  (58179-2CZ) [David
Whipple Collection]

1016 Collectible Boxes of ICI 22 LR Cartridges
Two boxes total : (1) full 50 rd. yellow and orange box with white circular
center, of ICI Non Rusting Smokeless 22 Long Rifle Solid Rim Fire
Cartridges with picture of cartridge in each corner; (1) full 50 rd. box
nearly identical to the previous box only with black center and hollow
point callout.  The boxes remain excellent with light staining and shelf
wear, the solid head box has a small "75" written in blue ink on the back
of the box.  (58179-2DA) [David Whipple Collection]

1017 Vintage Boxes of Mohawk 22 LR Ammunition
Three full and partial boxes total: (2) brown and yellow 50 rd. MK22
code boxes, one of which contains only 45 rds. of Mohawk High Velocity
of 22 LR Kleanbore cartridges; (1) full rd. red and white RM22 code box
of Mohawk High Velocity 22 LR Kleanbore cartridges. Manufactured by
Remington both styles of boxes remain in very good condition overall
with lightly rounded corners and edges, a couple of folded endflaps and
minor staining. The cartridges remain excellent with lightly mellowed
brass cases. (58179-2DB) [David Whipple Collection]

1018 Collectible Boxes of Canadian Industries Limited 22 LR Cartridges
Three boxes total: (1) full 50 rd. yellow and blue box of C-I-L Canuck 22
LR standard velocity greased bullet cartridges; (1) full 50 rd. yellow and
red box of C-I-L Whiz-Bang 22 LR high velocity shot cartridges; (1) full
50 rd. yellow and red box of C-I-L Whiz-Bang 22 LR high velocity dry
lubricated cartridges.  The boxes remain excellent with clean sharp
corners and only very light age staining, the cartridges remain excellent
with bright brass cases.  (58179-2DC) [David Whipple Collection]

1019 Collectible Boxes of Canadian Industries Limited Whiz-Bang 22
Cartridges
Three boxes of both Long and Long Rifle cartridges total: (1) full 50 rd.
yellow and red box of C-I-L Whiz-Bang 22 LONG high velocity dry
lubricated cartridges with white and black outlined oval logo.  The box
remains in about excellent condition showing light age staining and
minor edge wear, the cartridges remain excellent with bright cartridges;
(1) yellow and red box of C-I-L Whiz-Bang 22 LR high velocity
mushroom cartridges with red and white oval logo; (1) 50 rd. yellow and
red box of C-I-L Whiz-Bang 22 LR high velocity dry lubricated cartridges
with white and black outlined logo.  The boxes remain excellent with only
some slight rounding to a couple edges and corners and minor age
staining. The cartridges remain excellent with bright brass cases. 
(58179-2DD) [David Whipple Collection]

1020 Collectible Box of U.S. Cartridge Co. 10 Ga. Climax Heavies Shotshells
(1) full 25 rd. multi-color box of Climax Heavies 10 ga., 2 7/8", 0 Buck.
This United States Cartridge Co. box has "The Happy Hunter" front and
New York Address on the back making it a 1926-1936 era box. The box
remains good to very good condition with overall minor age staining,
lightly rounded corners and edges and a small shell bump along the
lower edge. The top flap is just starting to separate and there are spots
of modest rust staining along the lower rear of the box from interior base
oxidation, the bottom flap shows a couple small scuffs and fading from
light exposure through the years. The shells remain fair to good with
lightly fading paper hulls and moderate oxidation on the bases along the
bottom of box. The hulls are both red and salmon in color but shells
appear to be all 0 Buck. A good to very good example of the seldom
encountered Climax Heavies box, full and in the larger 10 gauge.
(58179-2CA) [David Whipple Collection]

1021 Collectible Sealed Box of Winchester Repeater Shotshells
(1) full factory sealed 20 ga., two piece natural colored box with
multi-color plain red Winchester "W" wrap-over label. The label remains
about 95% intact with light age staining, a couple scuffs and tears
mainly on the bottom. The box remains very good with light age staining,
slightly rounded corners and a couple shell bumps that have split along
the bottom right edge. (58179-2CB) [David Whipple Collection]

1022 Collectible Box of Remington UMC Nitro Club Shotshells
(1) full 25 rd. two piece natural colored box with multi-color wrap-over
label of 20 ga., 2 1/4 DRS. 3/4 oz. 6CH.  The top shows flying mallard in
front of sunburst above "Smokeless Powder" and arched "REMINGTON
ARMS COMPANY Inc." successor address below.  The front shows
picture of shell with "SMOKELESS" above and "WETPROOF" on shell
and blue "NITRO CLUB" below. The label remains 95-98% intact with
minor age staining, tiny scuffs and lifting folded edges on the bottom
label.  The box remains near excellent with light staining rounded
corners and edges showing tiny shell splits.  The shells remain excellent
with light staining on the red paper hulls and brass bases.  (58179-2DF)
[David Whipple Collection]

1023 Commemorative Sealed Box of Western Super-X Shotshells
(1) factory sealed two piece white box with red, yellow and blue 1922
vintage style label commemorating Olin's 1892-1992 shotshell
centennial except the shells are loaded with modern components. The
label remains bright and fully intact with only some minor shelf staining
on the bottom label, the box remains excellent with crisp clean corners. 
(58179-2DE) [David Whipple Collection]

1024 Vintage Box of Winchester Ranger Shotshells
(1) two piece box with multi-colored flying duck label containing 18 rds.
of 12 ga., 3-1 1/8-6 CH shot loaded with DuPont No. 2 smokeless
powder.  The label remains about 90-95% intact with light staining,
scuffs and tears along the edges.  The box remains in good condition
with modest staining rounded corners, split torn edges and a large glue
repaired hole in the lid penetrating the label.  They remain in good to
very good condition with stained red paper hulls with a ring of light
oxidation along some of the brass bases.  (58179-2DG) [David Whipple
Collection]

1025 Collectible Sealed Box of Winchester Repeater Staynless Shotshells
(1) factory sealed two piece 25 rd. "shoe box" with blue, red and white
wrap-over label of Winchester Repeater 28 ga., 1 3/4 - 5/8 - 7 1/2 Ch.
shotshells.  The punch-dot coded label remains in excellent condition
with some tiny tears and folds along the edges and minor age staining. 
The box remains excellent as well with good clean corners and very light
staining.  (58179-2DH) [David Whipple Collection]

1026 Collectible Box of Peters Deluxe Target U.S. Property Shotshells
(1) one full one piece green, white and brown 25 rd. box of Peters
Deluxe Target 12 ga., lacquered hull 00 buck shotshells.  The box
remains in about very good plus condition with lightly rounded corners,
scuffed edges and light age staining, bottom of box is marked "U.S.
PROPERTY".  The shells remain excellent with brightly lacquered brown
paper hulls and brass bases.  (58179-2DI) [David Whipple Collection]

1027 Vintage Boxes of Western Xpert Super Trap Loads U.S. Property
Shotshells
(1) full 25 rd. and (1) partial 20 rd. blue, yellow and red one piece boxes
of Western Xpert 12 ga., 2 3/4" No. 8 Super Trap Load shotshells, tops
of boxes are marked "U.S. PROPERTY LOT W.C.C. 6444".  The boxes
remain very good with light age staining, side compressions and
rounded corners and edges.  The shells remain near excellent with
lightly mellowed red paper hulls and brass bases.  (58179-2DJ) [David
Whipple Collection]

1028 Vintage Boxes of Federal Monark Shotshells
Two total: (1) full 25 rd. multi-color one piece, red sweater shooter, box
of Federal Monark 3 - 1 1/8 - 9 ch. skeet shells.  The box remains very
good overall with light rounded corners, scuffed edges and minor age
staining.  The shells remain about excellent with lightly mellowed purple
paper hulls and brass cases; (1) full 25 rd. two piece periwinkle colored
box with multi-colored flying mallard wrap-over label. The label remains
about 90% intact with tears at the lower left corners along with other
light tears, folds, staining and an old price written in black crayon at the
upper edge of the top label.  The box remains about excellent with light
staining and slightly rounded corners.  The shells remain very good plus
with light staining on the red paper shells and brass cases. 
(58179-2DK) [David Whipple Collection]

1029 30-06 & 300 WBY Ammunition
This lot consists of three boxes of sporting ammunition.  Two are
Weatherby 300 WBY Magnum 180 grain Nosler Partition loads with one
full box of 20 and the other having seven live rounds and nine pieces of
fired brass.  All are in excellent condition.  The third box is Remington
30-06 180 grain Core Lokt soft points with 17 live rounds that are mostly
bright.  Also included is leather Smith & Wesson cartridge box that holds
11 rounds or Remington 30-06 soft points.  The tan leather rates
excellent with some light handling marks, the brass has some moderate
tarnish and patina.  (48955-59B)
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1030 22 RF Ammunition
This is a vintage lot of two boxes of 22 rimfire ammunition.  First is a tin
of RWS 22 BB caps.  Imported by Stoeger Arms Corp, the tin contains
about 85 rounds and the top label has minor staining but is mostly intact.
 Second is a full box of 50 Remington Kleanbore standard velocity 22
Long Rifle (6122).  The green box features white lettering and red logos
and banners and has some minor wear at the edges and corners.  The
included ammunition all rates excellent with some areas of light tarnish. 
(48989-5)

1031 32-20 & 38 Spl Ammunition
This lot consists of two boxes of vintage ammunition.  First is a box of
Remington Kleanbore 32 Winchester (32-20 Win) 100 grain soft points
(4632) and contains 49 rounds.  The red and green box has some light
foxing and fraying at the corners but is in overall near excellent
condition.  The ammunition has some light tarnish on the brass and fine
white oxidation on the exposed lead.  The second is a full box of 50
Winchester 38 Special 158 grain lead round nose (W38S1P).  The
yellow box features the red “W” logo with Winchester white and blue
banner and remains in excellent condition.  The included ammunition is
in excellent condition as well and features nickel casings.  (48989-5A)

1032 22 Short Ammunition
This lot consists of three sealed bricks of Remington Kleanbore standard
velocity 22 Short ammunition (5522), each brick contains 500 rounds. 
The outer sleeves are green and white with the red Remington logo’s
and have some light foxing and fraying along the edges.  (48989-3A)

1033 22 Short Ammunition
This lot consists of two full bricks of 500 Remington Kleanbore 22 Short
standard velocity ammunition (5522).  The outer sleeves and boxes are
green with red Remington and DuPont logos, and the “Standard
Velocity” banners on the end flaps.  All are in excellent condition. 
(48989-3B)

1034 22 Short Ammunition
This lot consists of two full bricks of 500 Remington Kleanbore 22 Short
standard velocity ammunition (5522).  The outer sleeves and boxes are
green with red Remington and DuPont logos, and the “Standard
Velocity” banners on the end flaps.  All are in excellent condition, one
has some light staining on one edge.  (48989-3C)

1035 Vintage Shotshell Lot
This lot consists of three boxes of vintage shotshells.  First are two
sealed boxes of 25 Winchester 410 bore 2” #7 1/2 paper hull shotshells
(R105 7 1/2C). The boxes have blue labels with red “W” and pinstripes
and are in very good condition.  One has some moderate to heavy
staining and a small amount of flaking, the other has considerably less
staining but has larger areas of loss and the edge of one flap is torn. 
The remaining item is a box of Remington Express 16 gauge 2 9/16”
rifled slugs (RX16RS).  The box is red with green flaps and contains four
rounds of correct ammunition and one round of Western #9 shot.  The
box has some light foxing and fraying at the edges and corners, the
ammunition rates excellent.  (48989-4)

1036 35 Remington Ammunition
This lot consists of five assorted boxes of 35 Remington ammunition. 
First are two full boxes of 20 Winchester Super-Speed 200 grain
Silvertip (W35R3) and one full box of 20, 200 grain Power-Points
(W35R1).  These are the vintage yellow boxes with the red “W” and
Winchester logos and are in excellent condition.  Next are two partial
boxes of vintage Remington Kleanbore ammunition with the red and
green boxes.  One is for 150 grain Core-Lokt (8035) and has 14 rounds,
the other is for 200 grain Core-Lokt (8335) and holds four rounds.  The
boxes have some light fading and fraying and the brass has areas of
minor tarnish.  Also included is a bag of 15 loose Winchester Silvertips. 
(48097-29H)

1037 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot consists of two boxes 45 ACP 230 grain metal case ammunition.
 First is a partial box of Federal Hi-Power (45A) with 38 live rounds and
three pieces of fired brass.  Second is a full box of 50 Remington
(R45AP4).  The ammunition is in excellent condition with some areas of
light tarnish, the boxes each have been hand-labeled with when and
where they were purchased by the previous owner.  (48097-29I)

1038 Mixed Ammunition Lot
This lot consists of four boxes of assorted ammunition.  First are two
boxes of Sellier & Bellot 30-06 150 grain soft point.  One is full with 20
rounds, the other is partial with 13 live rounds, six fired cases and one
round of Winchester Silvertip.  Second is a full box of 50 Remington 22
Hornet 45 grain pointed soft points (R22HN1).  Third is a full box of five
Remington 12 gauge 2 3/4" shotshell slugs.  Lastly are five rounds of
loose Remington 12 gauge 2 3/4” shotshells with four rounds of 00 Buck
and one #6 shot.  All are in excellent condition.  (48097-29J)

1039 6mm Remington Ammunition
This lot consists of two boxes of Remington Hi-Speed 6mm Remington
ammunition. One is a partial box of 100 grain Core-Lokt (1066) with 12
rounds remaining, the other is a full box of 20, 80 grain pointed soft
points (1166). The boxes are green with the red Remington banner and
half white end flaps, and rate near excellent with some light fraying at
the corners. The ammunition rates excellent. (48079-29K)

1040 22-250 Ammunition
This lot consists of four boxes of 22-250 Rem 55 grain pointed soft point
ammunition by Centennial Arms Corp.  These are commercially made
rounds marketed by Centennial who was a distributor located in
Lincolnwood, IL in the 1960’s and 1970’s.  The ammunition and boxes
are all in excellent condition and each box is full with 20 rounds each. 
(49060-17A1)

1041 Lot of Assorted Ammunition
This lot contains about 300 rounds of various live, fired, blank, dummy
and practice ammunition both modern and collectible by various
manufacturers.  Calibers include: 22 Short, 22 Long, 22 LR, 22 Mag, 22
Hornet, 25 ACP, 30 RF, 32 S&W, 25-20, 22-15-60, 25-21, 22 WCF, 30
RF, 50 BMG, 50 BAT, 38 Pinfire, 30 Luger, 41 S.D.A., 44 Webley. 44
Colt, 44 Bulldog, 41 Short, 32 S&W, 32 RF, 38 Colt N.P., 38 Super, 41
CF, 56 RF, 38 Long, 32 S&W shot, 38-40 Shot, 45 ACP shot, 40 S&W,
38 WCF, 44 S&W, 44-40, 38 SPL, 45 Colt, 44 Mag, 45 S&W, 38-44, 351
SL, 35 SLR. 32 SLR, 9mm, 30 Carb, 38-55, 30-40, 30-06, 32-40, 405
Win, 30-30, 303 British, 35 WCF, 45-70, 9.3x74R, 30 REM, 33 CF, 348
WIN, 458 Win Mag, 450 Nitro, 44 XL, 43 Mauser, 40-70, 6.5 Arisaka, 7.7
Arisaka, 9.3x57. 308 Win, 25 Rem, 6.5x53 MS, 8x57 JS, 43 Spanish
Reformado, and a few unmarked antique and surplus rounds.  Also
included are various rimfire and centerfire cartridges of different sizes
and calibers.  All are in very good to excellent overall condition, many
have areas of light to moderate tarnish and some oxidation. 
(49060-17A)

1042 22 Rimfire Ammunition
This lot contains 14 full and partial assorted boxes of 22 LR ammunition.
First are nine full boxes of 50 and one partial box of 20 Federal Target
Standard Velocity (714) in excellent condition. Next is a full box of 50
CCI Stinger HP (0050). Third is a partial box of 30 Wolf Match Extra.
Fourth is a full box of 50 CCI Blazer (00021). Fifth is a plastic tray of
Winchester Super X plated round nose with 97 rounds remaining. All are
in excellent condition. (49060-17B)

1043 Ammunition Lot
Description Update 01/20/2021: Three boxes of Winchester 38
cartridges, not fourThis lot consists of four boxes of Winchester 38
cartridges. There are two boxes of 50 38 S&W Smokeless Blanks
(W38BLP) and one partial box of 20, 38 Caliber plastic target bullets
(BWW38P). Next is partial box of Remington 32 Auto 71 grain metal
case (R32AP) with 37 round and 12 rounds of similar Winchester loads.
Also included are five rounds of Winchester 38 Special jacketed soft
points and seven rounds of Federal 7mm-08 jacketed soft points. All are
in excellent condition. (49060-17C)

1044 6.5x55 Swedish Ammunition
This lot consists of 59 rounds of Swedish 6.5x55 surplus ammunition. 
40 of the rounds are in their original boxes while the remaining 19
rounds are loaded  in stripper clips.  All are in very good condition with
varying amounts of light tarnish and spots of oxidation.  (49060-17D)

1045 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot contains (2) full 50-round boxes, totaling 100 rounds. Both
boxes are surplus military FMJ ammunition, likely 230 gr, black stencil
marked “EVANSVILLE ORDNANCE PLANT” and “OLIN MATHIESON
CHEMICAL CORPORATION” on uncolored cardboard.  Bullets show
scattered light verdigris and scattered tarnishing on brass.
(149731-1ADC)

1046 9mm Ammunition
This lot contains (2) full 100-round boxes of Winchester 9mm, 115 gr,
brass cased ammunition.  Ammunition remains in excellent condition.
(149731-1ADD)

1047 9mm Ammunition
This lot contains (2) full boxes, totaling 150 rounds. First box is
100-round Winchester 9mm, 115 gr, FMJ, brass cased ammunition. 
Second box is 50-round Blazer 9mm, 115 gr, FMJ, aluminum cased
ammunition.  Ammunition remains in excellent condition.
(149731-1ADH)

1048 223 Rem Ammunition
This lot contains (1) full 100-round box of Federal 223 Rem, 55 gr, FMJ,
brass cased ammunition.  The box remains sealed. (149731-1ADJ)

1049 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains (1) bag of approximately 128 loose rounds of mixed
Federal and Remington 38 Special LWC ammunition, primarily in brass
cases with a few nickel cases. Cases show scattered light tarnishing.
(149731-1ADN)
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1050 Mixed Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
mixed 50-round box with 32-rounds of Federal 357 Mag, 158 gr, JSP
ammunition and 18-rounds of mixed Federal, Remington, and
Winchester 38 Special SJHP ammunition; (2) full 50-round boxes of CCI
Maxi Mag 22 WMR, 40 gr, HP ammunition.  Ammunition is in overall
excellent condition. (149731-1ADP)

1051 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of brass cased
Winchester 40 S&W FMJ ammunition, in excellent condition.  Bullet
weight is unknown. (149731-1ADS)

1052 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of brass cased
Winchester 40 S&W FMJ ammunition, in excellent condition.  Bullet
weight is unknown. (149731-1ADV)

1053 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 220 loose rounds of mixed JHP and FMJ
brass cased Winchester 40 S&W ammunition.  Ammunition rates
excellent. (149731-1ADW)

1054 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of mixed JHP and FMJ
brass cased Winchester 40 S&W ammunition. Ammunition rates
excellent. (149731-1ADX)

1055 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 210 loose rounds of mixed JHP and FMJ
brass cased Winchester 40 S&W ammunition.  Ammunition rates
excellent. (149731-1ADY)

1056 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of mixed JHP and FMJ
brass cased Winchester 40 S&W ammunition.  Ammunition rates
excellent. (149731-1ADZ)

1057 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of mixed JHP and FMJ
brass cased Winchester 40 S&W ammunition.  Ammunition rates
excellent. (149731-1AEA)

1058 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of mixed JHP and FMJ
brass cased Winchester 40 S&W ammunition.  Ammunition rates
excellent. (149731-1AEC)

1059 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 220 loose rounds of mixed JHP and FMJ
brass cased Winchester 40 S&W ammunition.  Ammunition rates
excellent. (149731-1AED)

1060 22 LR Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 500 loose rounds of mixed LRN and
copper plated RN 22 LR ammunition from Winchester, Federal, and
Remington.  Ammunition rates excellent. (149731-1AEE)

1061 22 LR Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 500 loose rounds of mixed LRN and
copper plated RN 22 LR ammunition from Winchester, Federal, and
Remington.  Ammunition rates excellent. (149731-1AEF)

1062 22 LR Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 650 loose rounds of mixed LRN and
copper plated RN 22 LR ammunition from Winchester, Federal, and
Remington.  Ammunition rates excellent. (149731-1AEG)

1063 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Zero Bullet
Company 357 Mag SJHP ammunition in excellent condition.
(149731-1AEH)

1064 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Zero Bullet
Company 357 Mag SJHP ammunition in excellent condition.
(149731-1AEJ)

1065 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Zero Bullet
Company 357 Mag SJHP ammunition in excellent condition.
(149731-1AEL)

1066 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 55 loose rounds of Zero Bullet Company
357 Mag SJHP ammunition in excellent condition. (149731-1AEM)

1067 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of Winchester 40 S&W
FMJ ammunition in excellent condition. (149731-1AEN)

1068 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of Winchester 40 S&W
FMJ ammunition in excellent condition. (149731-1AEP)

1069 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of Winchester 40 S&W
FMJ ammunition in excellent condition. (149731-1AEQ)

1070 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of Winchester 40 S&W
FMJ ammunition in excellent condition. (149731-1AER)

1071 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of Winchester 40 S&W
FMJ ammunition in excellent condition. (149731-1AES)

1072 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
+P SJHP ammunition in excellent condition. (149731-1AEV)

1073 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
+P SJHP ammunition in excellent condition. (149731-1AEX)

1074 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
+P SJHP ammunition in excellent condition. (149731-1AEY)

1075 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
+P SJHP ammunition in excellent condition. (149731-1AEZ)

1076 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
+P SJHP ammunition in excellent condition. (149731-1AFE)

1077 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 50 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
+P SJHP ammunition in excellent condition. (149731-1AFJ)

1078 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
LWC ammunition showing light tarnishing on the brass cases.
(149731-1AFK)

1079 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
LWC ammunition showing light tarnishing on the brass cases.
(149731-1AFM)

1080 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
LWC ammunition showing light tarnishing on the brass cases.
(149731-1AFN)

1081 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
LWC ammunition showing light tarnishing on the brass cases.
(149731-1AFP)

1082 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
LWC ammunition showing light tarnishing on the brass cases.
(149731-1AFQ)

1083 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
LWC ammunition showing light tarnishing on the brass cases.
(149731-1AFS)

1084 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
LWC ammunition showing light tarnishing on the brass cases.
(149731-1AFT)

1085 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
LWC ammunition showing light tarnishing on the brass cases.
(149731-1AFW)

1086 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
LWC ammunition showing light tarnishing on the brass cases.
(149731-1AFX)

1087 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
LWC ammunition showing light tarnishing on the brass cases.
(149731-1AFZ)

1088 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
LWC ammunition showing light tarnishing on the brass cases.
(149731-1AGB)

1089 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of mixed JHP and FMJ
(majority FMJ) brass cased Winchester 40 S&W ammunition in excellent
condition. (149731-1AGC)

1090 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of mixed JHP and FMJ
(majority FMJ) brass cased Winchester 40 S&W ammunition in excellent
condition. (149731-1AGD)

1091 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of mixed JHP and FMJ
brass cased Winchester 40 S&W ammunition in excellent condition.
(149731-1AGE)

1092 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of mixed JHP and FMJ
brass cased Winchester 40 S&W ammunition in excellent condition.
(149731-1AGF)
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1093 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 230 loose rounds of mixed JHP and FMJ
brass cased Winchester 40 S&W ammunition in excellent condition.
(149731-1AGG)

1094 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
158 gr SWC ammunition in excellent condition. (149731-1AGH)

1095 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
158 gr SWC ammunition in excellent condition. (149731-1AGJ)

1096 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
158 gr SWC ammunition in excellent condition. (149731-1AGK)

1097 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
158 gr SWC ammunition in excellent condition. (149731-1AGL)

1098 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 88 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
158 gr SWC ammunition in excellent condition. (149731-1AGM)

1099 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 mixed loose rounds of Federal 38
Special +P SJHP ammunition and Zero Bullet Company 357 Magnum
SJHP ammunition, all in excellent condition. (149731-1AGN)

1100 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 mixed loose rounds of Federal 38
Special +P SJHP ammunition and Zero Bullet Company 357 Magnum
SJHP ammunition, all in excellent condition. (149731-1AGP)

1101 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 mixed loose rounds of Federal 38
Special +P SJHP ammunition and Zero Bullet Company 357 Magnum
SJHP ammunition, all in excellent condition. (149731-1AGQ)

1102 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 mixed loose rounds of Federal 38
Special +P SJHP ammunition and Zero Bullet Company 357 Magnum
SJHP ammunition, all in excellent condition. (149731-1AGR)

1103 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 mixed loose rounds of Federal 38
Special +P SJHP ammunition and Zero Bullet Company 357 Magnum
SJHP ammunition, all in excellent condition. (149731-1AGS)

1104 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 mixed loose rounds of Federal 38
Special +P SJHP ammunition and Zero Bullet Company 357 Magnum
SJHP ammunition, all in excellent condition. (149731-1AGT)

1105 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 mixed loose rounds of Federal 38
Special +P SJHP ammunition and Zero Bullet Company 357 Magnum
SJHP ammunition, all in excellent condition. (149731-1AGU)

1106 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 mixed loose rounds of Federal 38
Special +P SJHP ammunition and Zero Bullet Company 357 Magnum
SJHP ammunition, all in excellent condition. (149731-1AGV)

1107 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 mixed loose rounds of Federal 38
Special +P SJHP ammunition and Zero Bullet Company 357 Magnum
SJHP ammunition, all in excellent condition. (149731-1AGW)

1108 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 115 mixed loose rounds of Federal 38
Special +P SJHP ammunition and Zero Bullet Company 357 Magnum
SJHP ammunition, all in excellent condition. (149731-1AGX)

1109 5.56mm NATO Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 100 loose rounds of XM855, 62 gr,
“green tip” 5.56x45mm ammunition in Lake City brass in excellent
condition showing scattered light tarnishing. (149731-1AGY)

1110 5.56mm NATO Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 100 loose rounds of XM855, 62 gr,
“green tip” 5.56x45mm ammunition in Lake City brass in excellent
condition showing scattered light tarnishing. (149731-1AGZ)

1111 5.56mm NATO Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 100 loose rounds of XM855, 62 gr,
“green tip” 5.56x45mm ammunition in Lake City brass in excellent
condition showing scattered light tarnishing. (149731-1AHA)

1112 5.56mm NATO Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 100 loose rounds of XM855, 62 gr,
“green tip” 5.56x45mm ammunition in Lake City brass in excellent
condition showing scattered light tarnishing. (149731-1AHB)

1113 5.56mm NATO Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 100 loose rounds of XM855, 62 gr,
“green tip” 5.56x45mm ammunition in Lake City brass in excellent
condition showing scattered light tarnishing. (149731-1AHC)

1114 5.56mm NATO Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 111 loose rounds of XM855, 62 gr,
“green tip” 5.56x45mm ammunition in Lake City brass in excellent
condition showing scattered light tarnishing. (149731-1AHD)

1115 40 S&W Defense Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 100 loose rounds of mixed Winchester
40 S&W JHP ammunition, appearing to be Silvertips and Ranger SXT,
in excellent condition. (149731-1AHE)

1116 40 S&W Defense Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 100 loose rounds of mixed Winchester
40 S&W JHP ammunition, appearing to be Silvertips and Ranger SXT,
in excellent condition. (149731-1AHF)

1117 40 S&W Defense Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 100 loose rounds of mixed Winchester
40 S&W JHP ammunition, appearing to be Silvertips and Ranger SXT,
in excellent condition. (149731-1AHG)

1118 40 S&W Defense Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 100 loose rounds of mixed Winchester
40 S&W JHP ammunition, appearing to be Silvertips and Ranger SXT,
in excellent condition. (149731-1AHH)

1119 40 S&W Defense Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 100 loose rounds of mixed Winchester
40 S&W JHP ammunition, appearing to be Silvertips and Ranger SXT,
in excellent condition. (149731-1AHJ)

1120 40 S&W Defense Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 100 loose rounds of mixed Winchester
40 S&W JHP ammunition, appearing to be Silvertips and Ranger SXT,
in excellent condition. (149731-1AHK)

1121 40 S&W Defense Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 100 loose rounds of mixed Winchester
40 S&W JHP ammunition, appearing to be Silvertips and Ranger SXT,
in excellent condition. (149731-1AHL)

1122 40 S&W Defense Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 100 loose round of mixed Winchester 40
S&W JHP ammunition, appearing to be Silvertips and Ranger SXT, in
excellent condition. (149731-1AHM)

1123 40 S&W Defense Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 112 loose rounds of mixed Winchester
40 S&W JHP ammunition, appearing to be Silvertips and Ranger SXT,
in excellent condition. (149731-1AHN)

1124 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of mixed Remington,
Zero Bullet Company, Winchester, and Federal 357 Magnum and 38
Special ammunition in very good plus to excellent condition. 
(149731-1AHS)

1125 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of mixed Remington,
Zero Bullet Company, Winchester, and Federal 357 Magnum and 38
Special ammunition in very good plus to excellent condition, showing
scattered spots of light tarnishing and light lead oxidation.
(149731-1AHT)

1126 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of mixed Remington,
Zero Bullet Company, Winchester, and Federal 357 Magnum and 38
Special ammunition in very good plus to excellent condition, showing
scattered spots of light tarnishing and light lead oxidation.
(149731-1AHU)

1127 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of mixed Remington,
Zero Bullet Company, Winchester, and Federal 357 Magnum and 38
Special ammunition in very good plus to excellent condition, showing
scattered spots of light tarnishing and light lead oxidation.
(149731-1AHZ)

1128 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of mixed Remington,
Zero Bullet Company, Winchester, and Federal 357 Magnum and 38
Special ammunition in very good plus to excellent condition, showing
scattered spots of light tarnishing and light lead oxidation.
(149731-1AJA)

1129 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 130 loose rounds of mixed Remington,
Zero Bullet Company, Winchester, and Federal 357 Magnum and 38
Special ammunition in very good plus to excellent condition, showing
scattered spots of light tarnishing and light lead oxidation.
(149731-1AJB)

1130 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of mixed Federal,
Winchester, Zero Bullet Company, and Remington 38 Special and 357
Magnum ammunition in good to excellent condition. (149731-1AJC)
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1131 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of mixed Federal
Winchester, Zero Bullet Company, and Remington 38 Special and 357
Magnum ammunition in good to excellent condition. (149731-1AJK)

1132 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of mixed Federal
Winchester, Zero Bullet Company, and Remington 38 Special and 357
Magnum ammunition in good to excellent condition. (149731-1AJL)

1133 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of mixed Federal
Winchester, Zero Bullet Company, and Remington 38 Special and 357
Magnum ammunition in good to excellent condition. (149731-1AJM)

1134 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 80 loose rounds of mixed Federal
Winchester, Zero Bullet Company, and Remington 38 Special and 357
Magnum ammunition in good to excellent condition. (149731-1AJQ)

1135 Rifled Slug Ammunition
This lot contains eight boxes of ammunition total, detailed as follows: (4)
full 5-round boxes of 12 ga Remington Express 7/8 oz. rifled slugs,
ammunition is in excellent condition and boxes show light rub marks and
fraying at the corners; (3) full 5-round boxes of  12 ga. Remington
Slugger 1 oz. rifled slugs in excellent condition, the boxes showing light
to moderate rub marks and fraying at the corners; (1) full 5-round box of
Federal Classic 3/4 oz. 20 ga HP slugs, in excellent condition.  40
shotshells total. (149731-2E)

1136 16 ga Shotshell Ammunition
This lot contains four box of 16 ga ammunition, detailed as follows: (2)
partial 21-round boxes of Western Super-X 1 1/8 oz., 4  and 6 shot, 16
ga paper shotshells in excellent condition, the boxes showing light wear;
(1) full 25-round box of Remington Express 1 1/8 oz., 6 shot, 16 ga
shotshells in excellent condition, the box showing light wear; (1) full
25-round box of Federal Game Load 1 oz., 6 shot, 16 ga shotshells in
excellent condition.  Total included shotshells is 92. (149731-2H)

1137 Rifled Slug Ammunition
This lot contains 8 full boxes of 12 ga slugs, detailed as follows: (5) full
5-round boxes of Remington Slugger 1 oz. rifled slugs in excellent
condition; (3) full boxes of Remington 7/8 oz. rifled slugs in excellent
condition. Boxes are in near excellent condition with light storage wear.
(149731-2J)

1138 30-30 Winchester Ammunition
This lot contains (4) full boxes of Remington 30-30 Win, 170 gr,
Core-Lokt SP ammunition.  Ammunition is in very good plus to excellent
condition with scattered tarnishing on the brass cases and light lead
oxidation on the exposed bullet tips. 80 rounds of 30-30 Win total.
(149731-2K)

1139 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains (2) boxes, one full 50-round and one partial 40-round,
of Remington 125 gr SJHP ammunition in excellent condition.  The
partial 40-round box contains 34 rounds of Remington 125 gr SJHP
ammunition and 6 rounds of Winchester 357 Magnum SJHP
ammunition. (149731-2L)

1140 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains five full and partial boxes, detailed as follows: (1) full
50-round box of Winchester-Western 38 Special 110 gr, +P+, SJHP
ammunition in excellent condition; (1) full 50-round box of Remington 38
Special 158 gr SWC ammunition in excellent condition; (1) partial
15-round box of Western Super-Match 38 Special 148 gr. LWC
ammunition in excellent condition; (1) partial 44-round box of Western
Super-Match 38 Special 148 gr. LWC ammunition in excellent condition;
(1) full 50-round box of Western Super-Match 38 Special 148 gr LWC
ammunition in excellent condition. (149731-2M)

1141 22 Hornet Ammunition
This lot contains (2) full 50-round boxes of Winchester Super-X 22
Hornet 45 gr SP ammunition in excellent condition.  Boxes show light
wrinkle or two from storage. (149731-2N)

1142 Assorted Rifle Ammunition
This lot contains four full and partial boxes of rifle ammunition, detailed
as follows: (2) full 20-round boxes of Winchester 243 Win 100 gr
Power-Point ammunition in excellent condition; (1) full 20-round box of
Federal 30-06 Springfield 180 gr Hi-Shok SP ammunition in very good
condition with scattered light tarnishing and lead oxidation; (1) partial
11-round box of Winchester 45-70 Govt 405 gr SP ammunition in
excellent condition, with 9 pieces of spent brass. Also included is one
box of Western 30-06 Springfield holding 20 pieces of empty 30-06
brass. (149731-2P)

1143 12 ga Buckshot
This lot contains eight boxes of 12 ga buckshot, detailed as follows: (6)
full 5-round boxes of Winchester Super-X 12 ga, 00 Buck, 9 pellets; (1)
full 5-round box of Remington Express 12 ga, 00 Buck, 9 pellets; (1) full
5-round box of Federal 12 ga, 00 buck, stored within a Remington
Slugger box.  All ammunition remains in excellent condition.
(149731-2Q)

1144 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Description Update 01/20/2021: 20 round boxes qty This lot contains (6)
boxes of Fiocchi 7.62x39mm 123 gr FMJ ammunition in excellent
condition. Ammunition is brass cased. (149731-2R)

1145 7.62x39mm Ammunition
Description Update 01/20/2021: 20 round boxes qtyThis lot contains (6)
boxes of Fiocchi 7.62x39mm 123 gr FMJ ammunition in excellent
condition. Ammunition is brass cased. (149731-2S)

1146 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of 40 S&W ammunition, detailed as
follows: (1) factory sealed 100-round box of Winchester 40 S&W 165 gr
FMJ ammunition, the box and likely the cartridges remaining in excellent
condition; (1) full 50-round box of Sellier & Bellot 40 S&W 180 gr FMJ
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 50-round box of Winchester
Super-X 40 S&W 155 gr Silvertip HP ammunition, showing a few spots
of light tarnishing on the brass but in otherwise excellent condition.
(149731-2T)

1147 357 Sig Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes, two full and one partial, of 357 Sig
ammunition, detailed as follows: (2) full 50-round boxes of Blazer
aluminum cased 357 Sig 125 gr TMJ ammunition in excellent condition,
the boxes showing light storage wear; (1) partial 19 round box of Speer
Gold Dot HP ammunition in excellent condition, the box showing light
storage wear. (149731-2U)

1148 Rifled Slug Ammunition
This lot contains six boxes of 12 ga slugs, detailed as follows: (2) full
5-round boxes of Federal 12 ga 7/8 oz. rifled slugs, one box showing
moderate wear; (3) full 5-round boxes of Remington Slugger 12 ga 1 oz.
HP slugs; (1) full 5-round box of Remington 12 ga 7/8 oz. rifled slugs;
also included are 11 loose Federal Tactical 12 ga rifled slugs.
(149731-2V)

1149 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains six boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) partial
approximately 34-round box of Remington Kleanbore 38 Special 158 gr
LRN in excellent condition; (1) full 50-round box of Remington Arms
Company military surplus M41 38 Special FMJ ammunition in excellent
condition; (1) partial approximately 49-round box of Olin Mathieson
Chemical Corp. military surplus M41 38 Special FMJ ammunition in
largely excellent condition, a few cartridges showing light tarnishing; (1)
full 50-round box of Remington 38 Special Targetmaster 148 gr LWC
ammunition in excellent condition; (1) full 50-round box of PMC 38
Special 158 gr LRN ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial
32-round box of Federal 38 Special +P 125 gr SJHP, in excellent
condition.  Boxes show light rub marks and some fraying at edges and
corners. (149731-2W)

1150 357 Magnum and 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
50-round box of Remington 357 Magnum 158 gr metal point
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 50-round box of Remington
357 Magnum 158 gr LSWC ammunition, in excellent condition; (1)
partial box of 24-rounds of Remington 357 Magnum 125 gr SJHP
ammunition, in excellent condition, and 26 mixed 38 Special cartridges,
a few showing light tarnishing. Boxes show light rub marks and light
wear at the edges and corners. (149731-2X)

1151 25 Auto Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial approximately 47-round box of Federal 25 Auto 50 gr metal case
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 50-round box of Federal 25
Auto 50 gr metal case ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial
approximately 23-round box of Federal 25 Auto 50 gr metal case, also
including 11 rounds Winchester 25 Auto JHP ammunition, majority
showing light tarnishing on brass; (1) partial 41-round box of mixed 25
Auto FMJ ammunition. (149731-2Y)

1152 30-06 Springfield Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes and loose ammunition, detailed as follows:
(1) partial 16-round box of Federal Premium 30-06 150 gr BTSP
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 20-round box of Western
Super-X 30-06 180 gr Silvertip SP ammunition, in excellent condition;
approximately 45 loose mixed rounds of 30-06 M2 AP and Winchester
30-06 Silvertip SP ammunition, showing light tarnishing and occasional
lead oxidation. (149731-2Z)

1153 12 ga Buckshot Ammunition
This lot contains 10 boxes of 12 ga buckshot ammunition, detailed as
follows: (1) partial 3-round box of Federal 3” 12 ga, 00 Buck, 15 pellets
ammunition, in near excellent condition; (6) full 5-round boxes of Federal
2 3/4” 12 ga, 00 Buck, 9 pellets ammunition, in excellent condition; (2)
boxes, one full 5-round and one partial 4-round, of Federal 2 3/4” 12 ga,
00 Buck, 12 pellets ammunition, in excellent condition with a single 12
ga slug included; (1) red plastic MTM shotshell box holding 25-rounds of
Federal 2 3/4” 12 ga, 00 buck ammunition in excellent condition. Boxes
show light storage wear. (149731-2AA)
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1154 Rifled Slug Ammunition
This lot contains five boxes of 12 ga ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
MTM red plastic shotshell case contains 25 rounds of Remington 12 ga
slugs, in excellent condition; (3) full 5-round boxes of Remington 12 ga 1
oz rifled slugs, in very good to excellent condition; (1) full 5-round box of
Winchester Western 12 ga 1 oz. rifled slugs, in excellent condition.
(149731-2AB)

1155 Rifled Slug Ammunition
This lot contains eight boxes of 12 ga ammunition, detailed as follows:
(1) full 5-round box of Remington 12 ga slug ammunition, within a
Remington buckshot box; (1) full 5-round box of Federal 12 ga slug
ammunition, stored in a Federal buckshot box; (1) full 5-round box of
Winchester 2 3/4” 12 ga 1 oz. rifled slug ammunition, in excellent
condition; (5) full 5-round boxes of Remington 2 3/4” 12 ga 7/8 oz rifled
slugs, in excellent condition.  Boxes show light storage wear.
(149731-2CF)

1156 30-30 Ammunition
This lot contains five boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) partial
13-round box of Winchester 30-30 Win 170 gr Silvertip SP ammunition,
in excellent condition; (2) boxes, one full 20-round and one partial
16-round, of Remington 30-30 Win 170 gr Core-Lokt SP ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) partial 19-round box of Remington Kleanbore
170 gr Core-Lokt SP ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial
18-round box of Remington Kleanbore 32 Win Special 170 gr Core-Lokt
SP ammunition, in excellent condition.  Boxes show light storage wear.
Total of 68 cartridges. (149731-2CG)

1157 5.7x28mm Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
sealed 50-round box of American Eagle 5.7x28mm 40 gr FMJ
ammunition; (3) full 50-round boxes of FNH 5.7x28mm 40 gr V-Max
ammunition (SS197SR), in excellent condition. (149731-2CH)

1158 5.7x28mm Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
sealed 50-round box of American Eagle 5.7x28mm 40 gr FMJ
ammunition; (3) sealed 50-round boxes of FNH 5.7x28mm 40 gr V-Max
ammunition (SS197SR).  (149731-2CJ)

1159 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains (3) boxes of Zero Bullet Company remanufactured 38
Special 158 gr SWC ammunition, in excellent condition.  Ammunition
shows mixed headstamps and a combination of brass and nickel cases. 
(149731-2CK)

1160 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (2) full
50-round boxes of Zero Bullet Company remanufactured 38 Special 158
gr SWC, in mixed brass and nickeled cases with assorted headstamps;
(2) boxes, one full 50-round and one partial 40-round, of Winchester
Super-X 38 Special +P 158 gr LHP ammunition, in excellent condition. 
Boxes show light storage wear. (149731-2CL)

1161 Vintage 257 Roberts Ammunition
This lot contains five boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (2)
boxes, one full 20-round and one partial 19-round, of Winchester
Silvertip 257 Roberts 100 gr controlled expanding ammunition, showing
very light tarnishing; (1) partial box of Western Super-X 257 Roberts 117
gr SP Lubaloy ammunition, showing light tarnishing; (2) boxes, one
partial 7-round and one full 20-round, of Winchester 257 Roberts 87 gr
PSP ammunition, showing light tarnishing.  Also included are 19 spent
pieces of “REM-UMC” marked 257 Roberts brass within a Peters box.
Boxes show light wear on the edges and corners, and some flaps are
missing. (149731-2CM)

1162 Rifled Slug Ammunition
This lot contains eight boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (3) full
5-round boxes of Winchester Super-X 12 ga 7/8 oz. slug ammunition, in
excellent condition; (3) full 5-round boxes of Remington Slugger 1 oz.
HP rifled slug ammunition, in excellent condition; (2) boxes, one partial
3-round and one full 5-round, of Winchester 20 ga 3/4 oz. rifled slugs, in
excellent condition. (149731-2CN)

1163 7.62 Nato/308 Win Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (3) full
20-round boxes of ZQI 7.62x51mm 147 gr FMJ ammunition, in excellent
condition; (1) partial box of Federal 308 Win 180 gr SP ammunition, in
excellent condition. (149731-2DV)

1164 30-06 Springfield Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes of ammunition and loose rounds, detailed as
follows: (1) full 20-round box of Remington 30-06 150 gr Core-Lokt PSP
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 12-round box of Federal
30-06 180 gr RNSP ammunition, a few cartridges showing spots of
copper oxidation; approximately 32 loose rounds of mixed Federal and
Winchester 30-06 PSP and RNSP ammunition, showing light tarnishing.
(149731-2DW)

1165 Rifled Slug Ammunition
This lot contains five boxes and mixed loose ammunition, detailed as
follows: (3) full 5-round boxes of Activ 12 ga 1 oz. slug ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) full 5-round box of Winchester Super-X 12 ga 1
oz. slug ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 5-round box of
Remington 12 ga 7/8 oz. rifled slug ammunition; ten loose rounds of
Activ 12 ga 1 oz. slug ammunition, two loose rounds of Winchester
Super-X 1 oz. slug ammunition, and one Remington Kleanbore 410
Bore slug round.  (149731-2DX)

1166 Rifled Slug Ammunition
This lot contains seven boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial 4-round box of BRI 12 ga 445 gr sabot slug ammunition, in
excellent condition; (5) full 5-round boxes of Remington Slugger 12 ga 1
oz. rifled slug ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 5-round box of
Remington 16 ga 4/5 oz. rifled slug ammunition, in excellent condition. 
Also includes six loose Remington 12 ga 1 oz. slugs, in excellent
condition.  Boxes show light storage wear. (149731-2DY)

1167 12 ga & 16 ga Buckshot Ammunition
This lot contains eight boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
5-round box of Western Super-X 12 ga 00 Buck 9 pellets ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) full 5-round box of Federal 12 ga 00 Buck 9
Pellet ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 5-round box of 12 ga 00
Buck 9 Pellet ammunition, in excellent condition; (4) full 5-round boxes
of Remington 12 ga 00 Buck 9 pellets ammunition, in excellent
condition; (1) partial 15-round box of Remington Kleanbore 16 ga 1
Buck paper shotshell ammunition, in near excellent condition, with three
rounds of 12 ga 00 Buck ammunition the markings for which are
illegible, all contained in a Remington Express 20 ga box with light wear
and missing flaps. (149731-2DZ)

1168 22 LR Ammunition
This lot contains about approximately 550 rounds of Remington “Golden
Bullet” 22 LR 36 gr HP ammunition, in excellent condition.  Box shows
light wear on the edges and has one torn flap. (149731-2EA)

1169 30-30 Win Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition and one box of brass,
detailed as follows: (1) full 20-round box of Remington 30-30 Win 170 gr
Core-Lokt SP ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 19-round
box of Federal 30-30 Win 170 gr SP ammunition, in excellent condition;
(1) partial 3-round box of Federal 30-30 Win 170 gr SP ammunition, with
16 pieces of spent brass; (1) Federal box of 16 pieces of spent 30-30
Win brass. (149731-2ED)

1170 357 Sig Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 175 loose rounds of mixed 357 Sig
Speer FMJ and Speer Gold Dot HP ammunition, in excellent condition. 
(149731-2EE)

1171 38 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 160 loose rounds of mixed 38 S&W LRN
ammunition from Winchester, Remington UMC, Western, and Peters. 
Mix of brass and nickeled cases, with brass showing light tarnishing and
light lead oxidation. (149731-2EG)

1172 357 Sig, 9mm, and 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 110 loose mixed JHP and FMJ Federal,
CCI, and Speer 357 Sig and 9mm ammunition, majority 357 Sig, and 25
“PRO LOAD” head-stamped 45 Auto JHP ammunition. (149731-2EH)

1173 357 Magnum and 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose mixed rounds of Federal and
Zero Bullet Company 357 Magnum and 38 Special +P SJHP
ammunition, in excellent condition. (149731-2EJ)

1174 357 Magnum and 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 140 loose mixed rounds of Federal and
Zero Bullet Company 357 Magnum and 38 Special +P SJHP
ammunition, in excellent condition. (149731-2EK)

1175 357 Sig Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 75 loose rounds of mixed Speer FMJ
and JHP 357 Sig ammunition, some brass showing light tarnishing.
(149731-2EL)

1176 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Zero Bullet
Company 38 Special +P SJHP ammunition, in excellent condition.
(149731-2EM)

1177 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 180 loose mixed rounds of Zero Bullet
Company, Winchester, and Remington 38 Special SJHP ammunition, all
largely in excellent condition. (149731-2EN)
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1178 9mm Ammunition
This lot contains sixboxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
50-round box of Blazer aluminum-cased 9mm 115gr FMJ, in excellent
condition; (2) partial Blazer boxes, one containing 37 rounds of
aluminum cased Blazer 9mm 115 gr FMJ and the other holding 46
rounds of Federal 9mm JHP ammunition and 4 rounds of PMC 9mm
FMJ; (1) partial 25-round box of Federal 9mm 115 gr HI-SHOK JHP
ammunition, in excellent condition; (2) full 50-round boxes of American
Eagle 9mm 124 gr FMJ ammunition, in excellent condition. Boxes show
light storage wear. (149731-3)

1179 243 Winchester Ammunition
This lot contains two full 20-round boxes of Winchester 243 Win 100 gr
Power-Point PSP ammunition, in excellent condition.  Boxes show light
storage wear. (149731-3A)

1180 Rimfire Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
factory sealed 50-round box of Hornady Critical Defense 22 WMR 45 gr
FTX ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 200-round box of CCI 22
WMR Maxi-Mag 40 gr JHP ammunition, in excellent condition; (1)
factory sealed 50-round box of Hornady 17 HMR 17 gr V-Max
ammunition, in excellent condition. (149731-3B)

1181 45 Colt Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
50-round box of Trail Blazer Ammunition aluminum cased 45 Colt 230 gr
LFN ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 50-round box of
Winchester Cowboy Action Loads 45 Colt 250 gr LFN ammunition, in
excellent condition. (149731-3C)

1182 223 WSSM Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (3) full
20-round boxes of Winchester 223 Winchester Super Short Magnum 64
gr Power-Point PSP ammunition, in excellent condition with only a few
scattered spots of light tarnish on a cartridge or two. (149731-3D)

1183 270 Weatherby Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
20-round box of Weatherby 270 Weatherby Magnum 140 gr Nosler
Ballistic Tip ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 20-round box of
Weatherby 270 Weatherby Magnum 150 gr Nosler Partition ammunition,
in excellent condition. (149731-3E)

1184 270 Winchester Short Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial 15-round box of Federal Premium 270 WSM 130 gr Trophy
Bonded Tip ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 18-round box
of Federal Premium 270 WSM 130 gr Barnes Triple-Shock X-Bullet
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 20-round box of Federal
Premium 270 WSM 130 gr Barnes Triple-Shock X-Bullet ammunition, in
excellent condition. (149731-3F)

1185 7.62x39 Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
20-round box of Federal Fusion 7.62x39mm 123 gr SP ammunition, in
excellent condition; (3) full 20-round boxes of PPU 7.62x39mm 123 gr
RNSP ammunition, in excellent condition. (149731-3G)

1186 9mm Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial 49-round box of American Eagle 9mm 115 gr metal case
ammunition, in excellent condition; (2) full 50-round boxes of Winchester
Super-X 9mm 115 gr Silvertip HP ammunition, in excellent condition.
(149731-3H)

1187 30-06 Springfield Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial 16-round box of Remington 30-06 180 gr Core-Lokt SP
ammunition, largely in excellent condition with a few rounds showing
spots of light tarnishing on the brass; (1) full 20-round box of Remington
30-06 180 gr Core-Lokt SP ammunition, largely in excellent condition
with a few rounds showing spots of light tarnishing on the brass; (1) full
20-round box of Federal Fusion 30-06 150 gr PSP ammunition, in
excellent condition. (149731-3J)

1188 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial 41-round box of Remington 357 Magnum 125 gr SJHP
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 50-round box of Federal 357
Magnum 158 gr JSP ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) MTM
ammunition wallet containing 18 rounds of Federal 357 Magnum SJHP
ammunition, in excellent condition.  The cardboard boxes show light
wear and tearing of the flaps. (149731-3K)

1189 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (2) full
50-round boxes of Winchester 38 Special 150 gr LRN ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) yellow plastic cartridge box containing 35 mixed
Rem-UMC and S&W 38 Special LRN ammunition, showing light to
moderate tarnishing, and 18 rounds of Rem-UMC 38 S&W LRN
ammunition showing light lead oxidation; (1) green plastic cartridge box
containing 33 rounds of Federal 38 Special +P Nyclad HP ammunition.
(149731-3L)

1190 30-30 Win Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
yellow plastic cartridge box containing 16 vintage Winchester 30 WCF
cupronickel FMJ ammunition; (3) full 20-round boxes of Remington
30-30 Win 170 gr Core-Lokt SP ammunition, in excellent condition; also
included are seven rounds of Federal 30-30 Win SP ammunition, in very
good condition with overall light tarnishing. (149731-3M)

1191 308 Winchester Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (2) full
20-round boxes of Winchester 308 Win 150 gr Power-Point PSP
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 20-round box of Federal
Fusion 308 Win 165 gr PSP ammunition, in excellent condition.
(149731-3N)

1192 44 Remington Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial 19-round box of Federal 44 Rem Mag 240 gr SJHP ammunition,
in near excellent condition with a few spots of light tarnishing; (2) full
50-round boxes of Winchester 44 Rem Mag 240 gr JSP ammunition, in
otherwise excellent condition with one or two spots of light tarnishing.
(149731-3P)

1193 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
20-round box of Winchester 40 S&W 180 gr Black Talon JHP
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 35-round box of Federal 40
S&W 180 gr FMJ FN ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 50-round
box of Federal 40 S&W 180 gr FMJ FN ammunition, in excellent
condition. (149731-3Q)

1194 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 100 loose rounds of Federal 357
Magnum SJHP ammunition, in excellent condition. (149731-3R)

1195 40 S&W Defense Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 100 loose rounds of Winchester 40 S&W
Silvertip JHP ammunition, in excellent condition. (149731-3S)

1196 40 S&W Defense Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Winchester 40 S&W
Silvertip JHP ammunition, in excellent condition. (149731-3T)

1197 12 ga Slug Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 50 loose rounds of Remington 12 ga
slug ammunition, in excellent condition. (149731-3U)

1198 12 ga Slug Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 20 loose rounds of Remington 12 ga
slug ammunition, in excellent condition. (149731-3V)

1199 12 ga Buckshot Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 55 loose rounds of mixed Federal and
Winchester 12 ga 2 3/4” 00 Buck shotshell ammunition, in excellent
condition. (149731-3W)

1200 45 Colt Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial 40-round box of Remington 45 Colt 250 gr LRN ammunition,
showing scattered light tarnishing on the brass; (1) full 20-round box of
Speer Gold Dot 250 gr HP ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full
20-round box of Winchester Super-X 45 Colt 255 gr LRN ammunition, in
excellent condition. (149731-3X)

1201 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
+P Nyclad HP ammunition, in excellent condition.  (149731-3Y)

1202 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 38 Special
+P SJHP ammunition, in excellent condition. (149731-3Z)

1203 30-06 Springfield & 8mm Mauser Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 47 loose rounds of mixed 30-06
ammunition, consisting primarily of M2 AP “black tip” with intermittent
FMJ and Federal SP ammunition.  All show light tarnishing with a few
cartridges showing small spots of copper oxidation. Also included is a
partial 19-round box of Winchester 8mm Mauser 170 gr SP ammunition,
in excellent condition. (149731-3AB)
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1204 22 LR Ammunition
This lot contains nine containers of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial 95-round box of Winchester Super-X 22 LR in excellent condition;
(1) partial 78-round box of mixed Remington, Federal, and one unknown
maker 22LR ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) factory sealed
100-round box of Remington Target 22 LR ammunition; (1) factory
sealed 100-round box of CCI 22 LR Mini-Mag 36 gr HP ammunition; (1)
factory sealed 50-round box of CCI 22 LR Stinger 32 gr HP ammunition;
(1) full 100-round box of Remington 22 LR copper-plated RN
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 45-round box of Federal 22
LR No. 12 lead shot cartridges, in excellent condition; (1) factory sealed
20-round box of CCI 22 LR No. 12 shotshells; (1) partial 47-round box of
Federal and Winchester 22 WMR ammunition. (149731-3AC)

1205 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 97 loose rounds of Zero Bullet Company
357 Magnum SJHP ammunition, in excellent condition. (149731-3AD)

1206 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 225 loose rounds of mixed Speer and
Winchester 40 S&W FMJ ammunition, in excellent condition.
(149731-3AE)

1207 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 120 loose rounds of Winchester 40 S&W
Silvertip JHP ammunition, in excellent condition. (149731-3FN)

1208 12 ga Slugs and Buckshot
This lot contains five boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (2) full
boxes of Federal 12 ga 2 3/4” 00 Buck 9 pellet ammunition, showing
light tarnishing on the brass and the boxes show moderate wear; (1) full
5-round box of Federal 12 ga 7/8 oz. rifled slugs, box showing moderate
wear; (1) partial 3-round box of Imperial 12 ga 1 oz. Poly-Kor slugs, and
two Remington 12 ga slugs, the box showing light wear; (1) full 5-round
box of Remington Slugger 12 ga 1oz. slugs. (149731-3FQ)

1209 12 ga Slugs and Buckshot
This lot contains seven boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (2) full
5-round boxes of Remington 12 ga, No.4 buck, 27 pellet shotshell
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) mixed 5-round box of Remington,
Imperial, and Winchester 12 ga slugs, all in excellent condition; (1) full
5-round Imperial 12 ga 1 oz. Poly-Kor slugs, in excellent condition; (1)
full 5-round box of Remington Slugger 12 ga 1 oz. rifled slugs, in
excellent condition; (1) full 5-round box of Federal 12 ga 7/8 oz. rifled
slugs, in excellent condition; (1) full 5-round box of Winchester Super-X
20 ga 3/4 oz. rifle slugs, in excellent condition.  Boxes show light wear.
(149731-3FR)

1210 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of mixed Winchester
40 S&W FMJ and Silvertip HP ammunition, in excellent condition.
(149731-3FV)

1211 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of mixed Winchester
40 S&W FMJ and Silvertip HP ammunition, in excellent condition.
(149731-3FW)

1212 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of mixed Winchester
40 S&W FMJ and Silvertip HP ammunition, in excellent condition.
(149731-3FX)

1213 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 200 loose rounds of mixed Winchester
40 S&W FMJ and Silvertip HP ammunition, in excellent condition.
(149731-3FY)

1214 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 160 loose rounds of mixed Winchester
40 S&W FMJ and Silvertip HP ammunition, in excellent condition.
(149731-3FZ)

1215 Assorted Ammunition and Accessories
This lot contains assorted ammunition, detailed as follows: 17 rounds of
Winchester 40 S&W Ranger XST JHP ammunition; 29 rounds of Speer
357 Sig Gold Dot HP and one round of Speer 357 Sig FMJ ammunition;
2 Remington 12 ga slugs; 5 rounds of Winchester Super-X 12 ga 00
Buck; 3 rounds of Federal 16 ga No.1 Buckshot; approximately 10
rounds of CCI 22 WMR FMJ; 8 rounds of assorted 22 LR; 20 rounds of
FNH 5.7x28mm ballistic tip and one FN Five-seven 20-round magazine;
12 rounds of Federal 357 Magnum SJHP ammunition with two HKS
speed loaders (10-A and M3) and two Safariland Comp 2 speed
loaders, both with speed loader pouches; and a few assorted single
cartridges. (149731-3GA)

1216 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 150 loose rounds of Federal 357
Magnum SJHP ammunition, in excellent condition. (149731-3GB)

1217 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 159 loose rounds of Federal 357
Magnum SJHP ammunition, in excellent condition. (149731-3GC)

1218 Assorted 38 Special and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains 8 rounds of Federal 357 Magnum SJHP ammunition, 5
rounds of Remington 357 Magnum SJHP ammunition, 2 round of S&W
357 Magnum SJHP ammunition, 50 rounds of Remington 38 Special +P
SJHP ammunition, and one round Zero Bullet Company 38 Special
LSWCHP ammunition; all in excellent condition, with exception of the
Zero Bullet Company cartridge, which shows moderate tarnishing.
Approximately 66 rounds total.  Also included is a partial approximately
20-round box of Winchester 22 Short 29 gr “Kopperklad” RN
ammunition. (149731-3GH)

1219 280 Remington Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) partial
13-round box of Remington 280 Rem 165 gr Core-Lokt SP ammunition,
in excellent condition; (1) full 20-round box of Remington 280 Rem 165
gr Extended Range PSP ammunition, in excellent condition.
(149178-12)

1220 280 Remington Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes of Remington 280 Rem 165 gr Extended
Range PSP ammunition, one full 20-round and one partial 15-round, in
excellent condition. (149178-12A)

1221 270 Winchester Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) partial
18-round box of Hornady Superformance 270 Win 130 gr SST Interlock
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 20-round box of Winchester
Super-X 270 Win 130 gr Power-Point ammunition, in very good plus
condition with scattered light tarnishing on the brass. (149178-12B)

1222 270 Winchester Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
20-round box of Winchester 270 Win 130 gr Power-Point ammunition, in
very good plus condition with scattered light tarnishing on the brass; (2)
full 20-round boxes of Remington Express 270 Win 130 gr Core-Lokt
PSP ammunition, in near excellent condition with scattered specks of
tarnish on the brass. (149178-12C)

1223 240 Weatherby Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains (3) full 20-round boxes of Weatherby 240 Wby Magnum
100 gr SP ammunition, in excellent condition. (149178-12D)

1224 300 Weatherby Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains two full 20-round boxes of Weatherby 300 Wby
Magnum 180 gr Partition SP ammunition, in excellent condition.
(149178-12E)

1225 300 Weatherby Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains two full 20-round boxes of Weatherby 300 Wby
Magnum 180 gr Partition SP ammunition, in excellent condition.
(149178-12F)

1226 25-06 Remington Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes, one full 20-round box and one partial
15-round box, of Hornady Custom 25-06 Rem 117 gr Interlock SST
ammunition, in excellent condition. Boxes show light storage wear.
(149178-12G)

1227 338 Winchester Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes, one full 20-round box and one partial
8-round box, of Winchester 338 Win Mag 200 gr Power-Point SP
ammunition, in very good to very good plus condition with light tarnishing
on the cartridges.  Also included are twelve spent pieces of 338 Win
Mag brass. (149178-12H)

1228 7mm-08 Remington Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes, one full 20-round and one partial 4-round, of
Remington Express 7mm-08 Rem 140 gr Core-Lokt PSP ammunition,
the brass showing scattered spots of light tarnishing.  Also included are
14 pieces of spent brass. (149178-12J)

1229 338 Winchester Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains two full 20-round boxes of Winchester Super-X 338 Win
Mag 200 gr Power-Point SP ammunition, in near excellent condition with
scattered specks of tarnish on the brass. (149178-12K)

1230 30-30 Winchester Ammunition
This lot contains four full 20-round boxes of Hornady Leverevolution
30-30 Win 160 gr FTX ammunition, in excellent condition.  Boxes show
light storage wear. (149178-12L)

1231 30-30 Winchester Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial 6-round box of Hornady Leverevolution 30-30 Win 160 gr FTX
ammunition in excellent condition, and also includes 14 spent pieces of
brass; (1) partial 12-round box of Hornady Leverevolution 30-30 Win 160
gr FTX ammunition in near excellent condition with a few specks of
tarnish on the brass, and includes 8 pieces of spent brass; (2) full
20-round boxes of Hornady Leverevolution 30-30 Win 160 FTX
ammunition, in excellent condition. (149178-12M)
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1232 30-30 Winchester Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
20-round box of Winchester Super-X 30-30 Win 170 gr Power-Point SP
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial box of 15-rounds of
Federal 30-30 Win 170 gr Hi-Shok RNSP ammunition, 3 rounds of
Remington 30-30 Win SP ammunition, and 2 rounds of Winchester
30-30 Win SP ammunition; (1) full 20-round box of Federal 30-30 Win
150 gr FNSP ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 20-round box of
Winchester Super-X 30-30 Win 170 gr Silvertip ammunition, in excellent
condition. (149178-12N)

1233 30-30 Winchester Ammunition
This lot contains five boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (3) full
20-round Winchester Super-X 30-30 Win 170 gr Silvertip ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) partial 19-round box of Winchester Super-X
30-30 Win 170 gr Silvertip ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full
20-round box of Federal 30-30 Win 150 gr FNSP ammunition, in
excellent condition. (149178-12P)

1234 7.62mm NATO Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (4) full
20-round box Winchester 7.62x51mm 174 gr FMJ ammunition, in near
excellent condition with scattered light tarnishing; (1) box containing 10
pieces of spent brass. (149178-12Q)

1235 7.62mm NATO Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (4)
boxes of Winchester 7.62x51mm 147 gr FMJ ammunition, ammunition in
three of the boxes showing tarnishing on the case heads and the final
box of ammunition rating excellent. (149178-12R)

1236 25-06 Remington Ammunition
This lot contains two full 20-round boxes of Hornady Custom 25-06 Rem
117 gr SST ammunition, in excellent condition with a spot or two of
tarnish on the case heads. (149178-12S)

1237 7mm Mauser Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
20-round box of Winchester Super-X 7mm Mauser 145 gr Power-Point
SP ammunition, in near excellent condition with scattered specks of
tarnish; (1) partial 7-round box of Hornady Light Mag 7mm Mauser 139
gr SST ammunition, in excellent condition; (2) full 20-round boxes of
Hornady Light Mag 7mm Mauser 139 gr SST ammunition, in excellent
condition. (149178-12T)

1238 7mm Mauser Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (3) full
20-round boxes of Winchester 7mm Mauser 145 gr Power-Point SP
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 2-round box of Winchester
7mm Mauser 145 gr Power-Point SP ammunition, in excellent condition.
(149178-12U)

1239 240 Weatherby Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes, one full 20-round and one partial 14-round,
of Weatherby 240 Wby Magnum 100 gr PSP ammunition, in excellent
condition. (149178-12V)

1240 338 Winchester Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains one full 20-round box of Winchester Super-X 338 Win
Mag 200 gr Power-Point SP ammunition, in very good plus condition
with scattered tarnish on the brass, 19 pieces of spent 338 Win Mag
brass, 3-rounds of Winchester 300 Win Mag 180 gr Power-Point SP
ammunition, and 14 pieces of spent 300 Win Mag brass. (149178-12W)

1241 Assorted Rifle Ammunition and Brass
This lot contains six boxes of ammunition and brass, detailed as follows:
(1) partial 11-round box of Winchester Super-X 38-55 Win 255 gr SP
ammunition, in very good plus condition showing scattered light
tarnishing due to handling; (1) partial 6-round box of Winchester
Super-X 32 Winchester Special 170 gr Power-Point SP ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) partial 12-round box of Remington 35 Whelen
250 gr SP ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 20-round box of
Remington 30-40 Krag 180 gr Core-Lokt PSP ammunition, in excellent
condition; (1) partial 15-round box of Remington 30-40 Krag 180 gr
Core-Lokt PSP ammunition, in excellent condition. (1) full 20-piece box
of Federal 270 Winchester brass. Boxes show light storage wear.
(149178-12Y)

1242 Assorted Handgun Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial 40-round box of Remington 25 Automatic 50 gr metal case
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 40-round box, 38 rounds
being Federal 380 Auto JHP and 2 rounds being aluminum-cased
Blazer 380 Auto 95 gr FMJ; (1) full 20-round box of Remington 44 Rem
Mag 240 gr SP ammunition, the brass showing light tarnishing; (1)
partial 22-round box of Winchester Super-X 38 Special +P 158 gr Police
Lead Bullet ammunition, in excellent condition. Boxes show light to
moderate storage wear. (149178-12X)

1243 Assorted Rifle Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) partial
13-round box of American Eagle 223 Rem 55 gr FMJBT ammunition in
excellent condition, one cartridge showing light tarnish; (1) full 20-round
box of Hornady Light Mag 6mm Rem 100 gr BTSP Interlock ammunition,
in excellent condition; (1) bag containing 6 loose rounds of Norma 7.65
Argentine SP ammunition, in excellent condition. (149178-12AA)

1244 Collectible 32 Short Colt Ammunition
This lot contains one 50-round, lime green Union Metallic Cartridge Co.
box of 32 Short Colt, in very good plus condition.  The box shows light
wear on the edges, light flaking of the still vibrant green color, the top
label remains in excellent condition with only a few spots of wear and
crisp lettering, the bottom label showing slightly more wear but still
mostly legible, and the label around the sides having been torn due to
opening with some sections absent.  The ammunition remains tightly
packed within the box, the brass appearing untarnished and light lead
oxidation on the lead round nose projectiles. (149731-3GL)

1245 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot contains three 50-round boxes of Remington 45 Auto 185 gr
wadcutter ammunition, in excellent condition. (149582-1AAG)

1246 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot contains two full 50-round boxes of Remington 45 Auto 185 gr
wadcutter ammunition, in excellent condition. (149582-1AAH)

1247 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot contains two full 50-round boxes of Remington 45 Auto 185 gr
wadcutter ammunition, in excellent condition. (149582-1AAJ)

1248 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
50-round box marked “CALIBER .45 MATCH” by Olin Corporation
containing 230 gr 45 Auto FMJ ammunition, in excellent condition; (1)
full 50-round box marked “CALIBER .45 MATCH” by Federal Cartridge
Corporation containing 230 gr 45 Auto FMJ ammunition, in excellent
condition.  Boxes are white cardboard with Federal Eagle stamped on
top cover over “MATCH”. (149582-1AAK)

1249 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot contains two 50-round boxes of 45 Auto 230 gr FMJ ammunition
by Olin Corporation, in excellent condition.  Boxes marked “CALIBER
.45 MATCH” and feature a Federal Eagle overlain “MATCH” on top.
(149582-1AALL)

1250 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot contains three 50-round boxes of 45 Auto 230 gr FMJ
ammunition by Olin Corporation, in excellent condition.  Boxes marked
“CALIBER .45 MATCH” and features a Federal Eagle overlain “MATCH”
on top. (149582-1AAL)

1251 32 S&W Long Ammunition
This lot contains two full 50-round boxes of 32 S&W Long 98 gr LRN
ammunition, one set of 50 in excellent condition and the other showing
green staining on the case heads from the box die.  Boxes are in very
good condition showing moderate wear. (149582-1AAM)

1252 32 S&W Long Ammunition
This lot contains three full 50-round boxes of Fiocchi 32 S&W Long 100
gr wadcutter ammunition, in excellent condition. (149582-1AAW)

1253 32 S&W Long Ammunition
This lot contains three full 50-round boxes of Fiocchi 32 S&W Long 100
gr wadcutter ammunition, in excellent condition. (149582-1AAV)

1254 32 S&W Long Ammunition
This lot contains three full 50-round boxes of Fiocchi 32 S&W Long 100
gr wadcutter ammunition, in excellent condition. (149582-1AAT)

1255 32 S&W Long Ammunition
This lot contains three full 50-round boxes of Fiocchi 32 S&W Long 100
gr wadcutter ammunition, in excellent condition. (149582-1AAS)

1256 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot contains two 50-round boxes of Western Super-Match 45 Auto
Match 185 gr FMC clean-cutting ammunition, in excellent condition. 
Boxes show light storage wear. (149582-1ABS)

1257 30-30 Winchester Ammunition
This lot contains two full 20-round boxes of Remington Accelerator
30-30 Win 55 gr SP sabot ammunition, in excellent condition.  Boxes
show light storage wear, and one Styrofoam base is disintegrating at
one end. (149582-1ABL)

1258 38 Auto & Super Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
50-round box of Winchester 38 Auto +P 125 gr Silvertip HP ammunition,
in excellent condition; (1) full 50-round box of Remington 38 Super Auto
130 gr MC ammunition, in excellent condition. Boxes show light storage
wear. (149582-1ABJ)
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1259 44 Special Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
50-round box of Remington 44 S&W Special 246 gr LRN ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) full 50-round box of Bullseye Ammunition 44
Special 200 gr LRNFP cowboy load ammunition, in near excellent
condition with a two cases showing light tarnishing.  Boxes show light
storage wear. (149582-1ABK)

1260 357 Magnum & 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
50-round box of Winchester Western Super-Match 38 Special 146 gr
lead mid-range wadcutter ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full
50-round box of Super Vel Police Only 357 Magnum 110 gr SJHP
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 45-round Remington 357
Magnum 158 gr LRN ammunition, in excellent condition. Boxes show
light storage wear. (149582-1ABG)

1261 256 Winchester Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains one full 50-round box of Winchester Western 256 Win
Mag 60 gr HP ammunition, in excellent condition.  Box shows light
storage wear. (149582-1ABH)

1262 45 Auto Rim Ammunition
This lot contains one full 50-round box of Remington 45 Auto Rim 230 gr
LRN ammunition, in excellent condition. Box shows light storage wear
with light fraying at the corners. (149582-1ABF)

1263 32 S&W Long/32 Colt New Police Ammunition
This lot contains five boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (2) full
50-round boxes of Remington 32 S&W Long 98 gr LRN ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) full 50-round box of Remington 32 Colt New
Police 100 gr LRN ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial
20-round box of Remington 32 Colt New Police 100 gr LRN ammunition,
in excellent condition; (1) partial 35-round box of Winchester Western 32
S&W 85 gr LRN ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 50-round box
of Remington 32 S&W Long 98 gr LRN ammunition, in excellent
condition. Boxes show light to moderate storage wear. (149582-1ABE)

1264 44 S&W Special Ammunition
This lot contains two full 50-round boxes of Remington 44 S&W Special
246 gr LRN ammunition, in excellent condition. Boxes show light storage
wear. (149582-1ABQ)

1265 32 H&R Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (2) full
50-round boxes of Federal 32 H&R Magnum 95 gr LRN ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) partial 25-round box of Federal 32 H&R Magnum
85 gr JHP ammunition, in excellent condition.  Two boxes show light
storage wear, with more moderate storage wear on the third.
(149582-1ABP)

1266 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (2) full
50-rounds boxes of Winchester Western 45 Auto Super Match 185 gr
Full Metal Case (clean cutting) ammunition, in excellent condition; (1)
partial box of 27 loose round of 45 Auto SWC and 3 loose rounds of 45
Colt LRN ammunition. (149582-1ABN)

1267 22 LR & 25 Auto Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
500-round brick of Federal Champion Target 22 LR LRN ammunition,
containing 10 individual 50-round boxes; (1) full 50-round box of
Western 25 Auto 50 gr FMCHP ammunition, in excellent condition; (1)
partial approximately 35 rounds of Western 25 Auto FMC ammunition, a
few cartridges showing light tarnish. (149582-1ABM)

1268 22 LR Ammunition
This lot contains 14, 50-round boxes of CCI Standard Velocity 22 LR 40
gr LRN ammunition, for a total round count of 700.  (149582-1ABR)

1269 257 Roberts Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial 19-round box of Federal Premium 257 Roberts (+P) 120 gr
Nosler Partition ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 20-round box
of Winchester 257 Roberts (+P) 117 gr Power-Point SP ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) partial 10-round box of Winchester 257 Roberts
(+P) 117 gr Power-Point SP ammunition, in excellent condition.  Federal
box has a tear in one flap. (149573-16)

1270 35 Remington Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial box containing 6 rounds of Remington 35 Rem RNSP and 9
rounds of Winchester 35 Rem RNSP, all in excellent condition; (1) full
20-round box of Remington 35 Rem 200 gr Core-Lokt SP ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) full 20-round box of Remington 35 Rem 150 gr
Core-Lokt PSP ammunition, in excellent condition. Boxes show
occasional light storage wear. (149573-16A)

1271 30-06 Springfield Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (2) full
20-round boxes of Remington 30-06 180 gr Core-Lokt SP ammunition,
in near excellent condition with a few scattered spots of light tarnish; (1)
partial 8-round box of Remington 30-06 180 gr Core-Lokt SP
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) sealed 20-round box of Frankford
Arsenal M72 30-06 Match ammunition, Lot FA 102.  Also included are 8
full enbloc clips for the M1 Garand rifle, four containing FMJ ammunition
and four containing assorted PSP ammunition, all appearing to be in
excellent condition. (149573-16B)

1272 32 ACP/7.65 Browning Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial 33-round box of Winchester 32 Auto 71 gr FMJ ammunition, eight
rounds showing tarnish on the case heads; (1) full 50-round box of
Sellier & Bellot 7.65 Browning  (ACP) 73 gr FMJ ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) full 50-round box of Sellier & Bellot 7.65
Browning/32 Auto 73 gr FMJ ammunition, in excellent condition. Boxes
show light storage wear. (149573-16D)

1273 243 Winchester Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes, detailed as follows: (2) full 20-round boxes
of Remington 243 Win 100 gr Core-Lokt PSP ammunition, in excellent
condition; (1) partial 12-round box of Remington 243 Win 100 gr
Core-Lokt PSP ammunition, showing light lead oxidation at the tip of the
bullets; (1) Winchester box containing 16 pieces of spent brass. Also
included are 5 loose rounds of mixed Winchester and Remington 243
Win SP ammunition, showing a few spots of light tarnishing.
(149573-16C)

1274 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains five boxes, detailed as follows: (3) full 50-round boxes
of military surplus 38 Special M41 Ball ammunition by Federal Cartridge
Corporation, a few cartridges showing light verdigris; (1) partial
approximately 25-round box of military surplus 38 Special M41 Ball
ammunition by Federal Cartridge; (1) partial box containing
approximately 37 pieces of spent 38 Special brass. Boxes are in
excellent condition. (149573-16E)

1275 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
50-round box Sellier & Bellot 38 Special 148 gr LWC ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) full 50-round box of 38 Special LWC ammunition
remanufactured by D & L Shooting Supplies Inc., in excellent condition;
(1) partial 45-round box of aluminum-cased Blazer 38 Special 158 LRN
ammunition, with light tarnish on the bullets. Boxes show light storage
wear. (149573-16F)

1276 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
50-round box of American Eagle 40 S&W 165 gr TSJ ammunition, in
excellent condition; (2) full 20-round boxes of Federal Premium 40 S&W
180 gr Hydra-Shok JHP ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial
23-round box of Speer 40 S&W Gold Dot HP ammunition, in excellent
condition. (149573-16G)

1277 30-06 Springfield Ammunition
This lot contains seven boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
20-round box of Remington 30-06 180 gr Core-Lokt SP ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) full 20-round box of Remington 30-06 180 gr
Core-Lokt SP ammunition,  in excellent condition; (1) partial 18-round
box of Federal Premium 180 gr Nosler Partition SP ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) partial 15-round box of Remington 180 gr
Core-Lokt SP ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 16-round
box of Remington 30-06 180 gr Core-Lokt SP ammunition, in excellent
condition; (1) partial 12-round box of Remington 30-06 RNSP
ammunition, a few showing light to moderate tarnishing; (1) mixed box of
12 30-06 M72 FMJ Match rounds and 8 rounds of Remington 30-06
PSP ammunition. Also included are four boxes of 68 total pieces of
spent 30-06 brass. (149573-16H)

1278 30 Mauser/7.63mm Mauser Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
50-round box of Remington Kleanbore 30 Mauser 85 gr MC ammunition,
in excellent condition; (3) full 50-round boxes of Prvi Partizan 7.63mm
Mauser 85 gr FMJ ammunition, in excellent condition.  Also included are
three 10-round stripper clips of mixed FMJ 30 Mauser ammunition, in
excellent condition. (149573-16J)

1279 30 Mauser/7.63mm Mauser Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial 40-round box of Prvi Partizan 7.63mm Mauser 85 gr FMJ
ammunition, in excellent condition; (2) full 50-round boxes of Prvi
Partizan 7.63mm Mauser 85 gr FMJ ammunition, in excellent condition;
(1) full 50-round box of Remington Kleanbore 30 Mauser 86 gr MC
ammunition, in very good plus condition showing light tarnishing
consistent with age. Also included are three 10-round stripper clips of
mixed 30 Mauser FMJ ammunition, in excellent condition.  Boxes show
light to moderate storage wear, with one flap of the Remington box
separated. (149573-16K)
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1280 7.5mm Swedish Nagant Ammunition
This lot contains one partial 30-round box of 7.5mm Swedish Nagant,
the ammunition generally in excellent condition; also included in the box
are 20 pieces of Berdan primed spent brass.  The natural colored
cardboard box is in very good condition, with the label on the sides and
top largely worn to illegibility, but the remaining lettering remains crisp
and marked in red ink. (149573-16L)

1281 Mixed Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
10-round box of CCI 38/357 1/4 oz. no.9 shotshells; (1) full 50-round box
of Sellier & Bellot 357 Magnum 158 gr SJSP ammunition, in excellent
condition; (1) partial 40-round box of CCI 22LR LRN ammunition, in
excellent condition. (149573-16M)

1282 Vintage 32 Winchester Special Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
20-round box of Sears 32 Win Special 170 gr SP ammunition, in very
good plus condition showing light tarnishing and lead oxidation; (2) full
20-round boxes of Remington 32 Win Special 170 gr Core-Lokt SP
ammunition, showing very light scattered tarnishing on the brass; (1) full
20-round box of Western Super-X 32 Win Special 170 gr SP
ammunition, in excellent condition with very light lead oxidation at the
tip. Boxes show light storage wear. (149313-6)

1283 300 Winchester Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
20-round box of Winchester Super-X 300 Win Mag 220 gr Silvertip
ammunition, a few pieces of brass showing light tarnishing; (1) partial
17-round box of Winchester Western Super-X 300 Win Mag 180 gr PSP
ammunition, in excellent condition. (149313-6A)

1284 300 Winchester Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (2) full
20-round boxes of 300 Win Mag 180 gr Core-Lokt PSP ammunition, in
excellent condition. Boxes show light storage wear. (149313-6B)

1285 25-06 Remington & 270 Winchester Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
20-round box of Winchester Super-X 25-06 Rem 90 gr Positive Exp.
Point ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 2-round box of
Remington 25-06 Rem 100 gr Core-Lokt PSP ammunition, in excellent
condition; (1) full 20-round box of Federal Power-Shok 270 Win 150 gr
SPRN ammunition, in excellent condition.  Boxes show light storage
wear. (149313-6C)

1286 30-06 Springfield Ammunition
This lot contains five 20-round boxes of PPU 30-06 150 gr FMJ
ammunition, marked “…for rifle M1 Garand…”.  Three boxes remain
sealed, and the last two are open but full. Boxes show light storage
wear, with one torn along one corner. (149313-6D)

1287 30-06 Springfield Ammunition
This lot contains (20) full 8-round enbloc clips containing a mix of
Federal, Winchester, and military surplus 30-06 FMJ ammunition and
M2 AP ammunition, all in excellent condition. Included is one fabric
6-pouch bandoleer. (149313-6E)

1288 30-06 Springfield Ammunition
This lot contains (3) full 20-round boxes of Lake City Ordnance Plant
30-06 M2 Ball ammunition, in very good plus condition showing light
tarnish consistent with age.  Top flaps of boxes are torn on one and
missing on two, boxes show general light storage wear, and front label
remains crisp with red color remaining bright. Also included are four
5-round 30-06 FMJ stripper clips. (149313-6F)

1289 30-06 Springfield Ammunition
This lot contains five boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) partial
18-round box of Winchester Supreme 30-06 150 gr Ballistic Silvertip
ammunition, in excellent condition; (3) full 20-round boxes of Remington
30-06 150 gr Core-Lokt PSP ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full
20-round box of American Eagle 30-06 150 gr FMJ ammunition, in
excellent condition.  Boxes show light storage wear. (149313-6G)

1290 30-06 Springfield Ammunition
This lot contains five boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (2) full
20-round boxes of Remington 30-06 Springfield 180 gr Core-Lokt SP
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 20-round box of American
Eagle 30-06 150 gr FMJ ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial
17-round box of Remington 30-06 125 gr PSP ammunition, in excellent
condition. Included is a single 10-round sleeve of Federal 30-06 PSP
ammunition, in excellent condition. (149313-6H)

1291 7.62mm NATO/308 Winchester Ammunition
This lot contains six boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (4) full
20-round boxes of Federal 7.62x51mm 150 gr FMJ ammunition, largely
in excellent condition with a few rounds showing light tarnishing; (2)
sealed 20-round boxes of PPU 308 Win 145 gr FMJBT ammunition.
(149313-6J)

1292 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
20-round box of Remington Golden Saber 357 Magnum 125 gr JHP
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 50-round box of aluminum
cased Blazer 357 Magnum 158 gr SJHP ammunition, in excellent
condition; (1) full 50-round box of American Eagle 357 Magnum 158 gr
SJSP ammunition, in excellent condition.  Boxes show light storage
wear. (149313-6K)

1293 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
50-round box of PMC Bronze 357 Magnum 125 gr JHP, in excellent
condition; (1) full 50-round box of aluminum cased Blazer 357 Magnum
158 gr JHP ammunition, in excellent condition. (149313-6L)

1294 9mm Ammunition
This lot contains two full 100-round boxes of Federal 9mm 115 gr FMJ
RN ammunition.  Boxes contain two smaller boxes, all of which remain
sealed. (149313-6M)

1295 9mm Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
sealed 100-round Federal 9mm 115 gr FMJ RN; (1) full 50-round box of
steel cased Wolf 9mm 115 gr FMJ ammunition; (1) full 50-round box of
Speer Lawman 9mm 115 gr TMJ ammunition. (149313-6N)

1296 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains five boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
sealed 50-round box of M&M Reloads 40 S&W 180 gr CPFP
ammunition; (1) partial 16-round box of PMC Bronze 40 S&W 165 gr
FMJ-FP ammunition, in excellent condition; (2) full 50-round boxes of
Sellier & Bellot 40 S&W 180 gr FMJ ammunition, in excellent condition
with one box showing a tear through the top side; (1) partial 14-round
box of Winchester 40 S&W 180 gr FMJ ammunition, in excellent
condition, and 10 rounds of Remington 40 S&W JHP ammunition in
excellent condition. (149313-6BA)

1297 9mm Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
20-round box of Magtech Guardian Gold 9mm +P 115 gr JHP
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 5-round box of Magtech
Guardian Gold 9mm 115 gr JHP ammunition, in excellent condition; (1)
partial 15-round box of Remington Golden Saber 9mm 124 gr brass
jacketed HP ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial approximately
36-round box of Federal 9mm 115 gr FMJ ammunition, a few rounds
showing light tarnishing of the brass. (149313-6BC)

1298 9mm and 243 Win Ammunition
This lot contains five boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (2) full
20-round boxes of Corbon 9mm +P 115 gr DPX ammunition, showing
scattered specks of tarnishing on the brass but in otherwise excellent
condition; (1) full 50-round box of steel-cased Wolf 9mm 115 gr FMJ
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 7-round box of Federal
9mm 115 gr FMJ ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 40-round
MTM Case-Gard cartridge box containing Remington 243 Win 100 gr
Core-Lokt PSP ammunition, in excellent condition. (149313-6BD)

1299 Vintage 30-40 Krag Ammunition
This lot contains five boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (4) full
20-round boxes of Winchester “.30 Army Full Patch” 220 gr FMJ
ammunition, showing light to moderate tarnishing on the brass and
bullet jackets; (1) partial 15-round box of Winchester “.30 Army Full
Patch” 220 gr FMJ ammunition, showing light to moderate tarnishing on
the brass and bullet jackets.  The natural colored cardboard boxes are in
very good condition showing light flaking and small tears at the edge
and corners, one separated top flap, and the labels remain largely intact
with slight fraying, a few tears, but with the majority of the black lettering
remaining crisp. (148531-3C)

1300 Assorted Rifle and Revolver Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial 10-round box of Peters 8mm Mauser RNSP ammunition stored in
a Remington Kleanbore 308 Winchester box, that ammunition in very
good condition showing light tarnishing on the brass; (1) partial 44-round
box of Remington Kleanbore 32 S&W Long 98 gr LRN ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) full 20-round box of Dominion 303 Savage 190 gr
RNSP ammunition showing some light tarnishing, and the box is in
about good condition with light staining and scattered small tears; (1)
partial 14-round box of Remington Kleanbore 303 British 180 gr
Core-Lokt SP ammunition, in excellent condition. (148531-3D)

1301 6.5x55 Swedish Ammunition
One full 20-round box of Norma 6.5x55 Swedish 156 gr RNSP
ammunition, in excellent condition. Box is in about good condition with
light fraying at the edges and corners, a few folded flaps, and some
added cellophane tape for support. (149230-3)
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1302 256 Winchester Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
approximately 50-round box of Western Super-X 256 Win Mag 60 gr
Open PT. EXP. ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial
approximately 49-round box of Western Super-X 256 Win Mag 60 gr
Open PT. EXP. ammunition, in excellent condition. (149529-1P)

1303 44 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) partial
19-round box of Western Super-X 44 Mag 240 gr SJHP ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) full 50-round box of Western Super-X 44 Mag
240 gr Lubaloy (SWC) ammunition, in near excellent condition with light
lead oxidation.  Boxes remain in excellent condition with vibrant yellow,
white, and red colors. (149529-1J)

1304 38 Special Ammunition
This lot contains (1) full 50-round box of Western Super-X 38 Special
158 gr Lubaloy RN ammunition, in excellent condition.  Box is in near
excellent condition with a few light handling marks and the colors remain
bright. (149529-1Q)

1305 300 Weatherby Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains (1) full 20-round box of Remington 300 Wby Mag 180
gr Core-Lokt PSP ammunition, in excellent condition. (149529-1K)

1306 30-30 Winchester Ammunition
This lot contains five boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) partial
7-round box of Western Super-X 30-30 Win 150 gr Silvertip ammunition,
in excellent condition; (1) partial 18-round box of Western Super-X 30-30
170 gr Silvertip ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 50-round MTM
Case-Gard box containing mixed Winchester and Remington 30-30 Win
SP ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) bag containing 48 mixed
loose round of Winchester, Remington, and Federal 30-30 Win SP
ammunition, some cartridges showing light tarnishing on the brass; (1)
partial 19-round box of Super Ammunition 303 British 140 gr SP
ammunition, only one cartridge showing tarnish. (149529-1G)

1307 357 Magnum Ammunition
Two full boxes comprising (70) rounds: (1) 20-rd box Federal Personal
Defense .357 Mag 130 gr. JHP; (1) 50-rd box Federal Classic .357 Mag
180 gr. Hi-Shok JHP. All cartridges are in excellent condition.
(128302-4A)

1308 45 ACP Ammunition
Three boxes, total about 115 (+/-) rounds: (1) full 50-round box of
American Eagle 230 gr. .45 ACP FMJ; (1) full 50-rd box Olin .45 ACP
230 gr. ball; (1) partial 50-rd. box of the previous.  All cartridges are in
excellent condition. (128302-4B)

1309 38 Special Ammunition
Two full boxes, total (70) rounds: (1) 20-rd box Federal Personal
Defense .38 Spl 110 gr. JHP; (1) 50-rd box Federal Classic .38 Spl +P
158 gr. SWC. All cartridges are in excellent condition. (128302-4C)

1310 38 Special Ammunition
Two 50-rd. boxes, one full and one partial, total (75) rounds, Olin .38 Spl
150 gr. RN. Also includes (9) fired brass cases of the same caliber. All
items are in excellent condition. (128302-4D)

1311 22-250 Remington Ammunition
One full 40-rd box Winchester 22-250 Rem CXP1 Varmint 45 gr. JHP.
All cartridges are in excellent condition. (128302-4E)

1312 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 7.62x39mm,
123 gr., Bimetal FMJ cartridges.  These are non-corrosive Berdan
primed, zinc-plated steel case cartridges in excellent condition. 
(109316-5)

1313 7,62x39mm
this lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 7.62x39mm, 123
gr., Bimetal FMJ cartridges.  These are non-corrosive, Berdan Primed,
zinc-plated steel case cartridges in excellent condition.  (109316-5A)

1314 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 7.62x39mm,
123 gr., Bimetal FMJ cartridges.  These zinc plated steel case,
non-corrosive, Berdan primed cartridges are in excellent condition. 
(109316-5B)

1315 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 7.62x39mm,
123 gr., Bimetal FMJ cartridges.  These zinc-plated steel case, Berdan
primed, non-corrosive cartridges are in excellent condition.  
(109316-5C)

1316 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 7.62x39mm,
123 gr., Bimetal FMJ cartridges.  These are non-corrosive Berdan
primed, zinc-plated steel case cartridges in excellent condition. 
(109316-5D)

1317 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 7.62x39mm,
123 gr., Bi metal FMJ cartridges. These are zinc-plated steel case,
non-corrosive primed cartridges in excellent condition.  (109316-5E)

1318 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 7.62x39mm,
123 gr., Bimetal FMJ cartridges.  These are zinc-plated steel case,
non-corrosive Berdan primed cartridges in excellent condition. 
(109316-5F)

1319 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 7.62x39mm,
123 gr., Bimetal FMJ cartridges.  These are non-corrosive Berdan
primed, zinc-plated steel case cartridges in excellent condition.
(109316-5G)

1320 30-30 Win. Ammunition
This lot contains four full 20 round boxes of Remington 30-30 Win., 150
gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges.  There are three High Velocity boxes and
one express with all cartridges remaining bright in excellent condition. 
(109316-5H)

1321 30-30 Win. Ammunition
This lot includes four full 20 round boxes.  First is a box of Federal
Classic 150 gr., Hi-Shok SPFN.  Second is a box of Winchester Super
X, CXP2, 170 gr., Silvertip.  Third are two boxes of Winchester Super X,
CXP2, 150 gr., Silvertip and all are in excellent condition.  (109316-5I)

1322 30-30 Win. Ammunition
This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of Winchester Super X, CXP2,
170 gr., Silvertip cartridges in excellent condition.  (109316-5J)

1323 30-30 Win. Ammunition
This lot includes four full 20 round boxes.  First is a box of Federal
Hi-Power, 170 gr., SP cartridges.  Second are three boxes of
Winchester Super X, CXP2, 150 gr., Silvertip and all cartridges remain in
excellent condition.  (109316-5K)

1324 30-30 Win. Ammunition
This lot includes four full 20 round boxes.  First are two Remington High
Velocity, 170 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges.  Second is a box of
Remington Express 150 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges.  Third is a box of
Winchester Super X, 170 gr., PPSP cartridges all in excellent condition.
(109316-5L)

1325 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 7.62x39mm,
123 gr., Bimetal FMJ cartridges.  These are non-corrosive Berdan
primed, zinc-plated steel case cartridges in excellent condition.
(109316-5M)

1326 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 7.62x39mm,
123 gr., Bimetal FMJ cartridges.  These are non-corrosive Berdan
primed, zinc-plated steel case cartridges in excellent condition.
(109316-5N)

1327 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 7.62x39mm,
123 gr., Bimetal FMJ cartridges.  These are non-corrosive Berdan
primed, zinc-plated steel case cartridges in excellent condition.
(109316-5Q)

1328 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 7.62x39mm,
123 gr., Bimetal FMJ cartridges.  These are non-corrosive Berdan
primed, zinc-plated steel case cartridges in excellent condition.
(109316-5P)

1329 12 ga Buckshot Ammunition
This lot includes a factory wrapped sleeve of Sellier & Bellot 12 ga., 2
3/4”, 1 1/4 Oz., 00 Buck Shotshells.  These are 12 pellet loads, that
come in ten round boxes, and there are ten boxes to a sleeve.  These
Czech-manufactured shells use non-corrosive primers and are in
excellent condition.  (109316-5R)

1330 12 ga Buckshot Ammunition
This lot includes a factory wrapped sleeve of Sellier & Bellot 12 ga., 2
3/4”, 1 1/4 Oz., 00 Buck Shotshells.  These are 12 pellet loads, that
come in ten round boxes, and there are ten boxes to a sleeve.  These
Czech-manufactured shells use non-corrosive primers and are in
excellent condition.  (109316-5S)

1331 38 Special +P+ Ammunition
This lot includes four full and or partial boxes. First are two full 50 round
boxes of CCI Blazer 38 Special +P, 158 gr., TMJ CF cartridges in
excellent condition. Second are two full 50 round boxes of Federal
Premium 38 Special +P+, 147 gr., JHP cartridges and all are in excellent
condition. (109316-7)

1332 38 Special +P+ Ammunition
This lot includes three boxes. First are two full 50 round boxes of
Federal Premium 147 gr., Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges. Second is a
partial 50 round box (contains 46) of Federal Premium 147 gr.,
Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges all in excellent condition. (109316-7A1)

1333 38 Special +P+ Ammunition
This lot includes three full 50 round boxes of Federal Premium 147 gr.,
Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges in excellent condition. (109316-5T)
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1334 38 Special +P+ Ammunition
This lot includes three full 50 round boxes of Federal Premium 147 gr.,
Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges in excellent condition. (109316-5U)

1335 38 Special +P+ Ammunition
This lot includes three full 50 round boxes of Federal Premium 147 gr.,
Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges in excellent condition. (109316-5V)

1336 30-06 Springfield Ammunition
This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of Federal 30-06.  There are
three boxes of 180 gr., Hi-Shok SP cartridges and a box of 165 gr.,
BTSP cartridges all showing light discoloration on the brass in excellent
condition.  (109316-5W)

1337 30-06 Springfield Ammunition
This lot includes four boxes.  First is a full 20 round box of Federal 180
gr., Hi-Shok SP cartridges with some of the brass having light to
perhaps moderate tarnish.  Second is a full box of Federal 200 gr.,
BTSP cartridges in overall excellent condition.  Third is a full 20 round
box of Federal 150 Hi-Shok SP cartridges with overall mostly bright
brass in excellent condition.  Last is a full 20 round box of assorted
manufacture fired brass in overall good condition.  (109316-5X)

1338 22 Rimfire Ammunition
This lot includes 500 rounds of CCI Mini-Mag 22 LR, 36 gr.,
copper-plated hollow point rimfire cartridges.  They come in five factory
sealed 100 count packs and are in excellent condition.  (109316-5Y)

1339 22 Rimfire Ammunition
This lot includes 500 rounds of CCI Mini-Mag 22 LR, 36 gr.,
copper-plated hollow point rimfire cartridges.  They come in five factory
sealed 100 count packs and are in excellent condition.  (109316-5Z)

1340 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes six full 20 round boxes of JSC Barnaul Machine-Tool
Building Plant 123 gr., HP cartridges.  These are lacquer coated steel
case, non-corrosive primed cartridges in excellent condition. 
(109316-5AA)

1341 7.62x39mm
This lot includes six full 20 round boxes of JSC Barnaul Machine-Tool
Building Plant 123 gr., HP cartridges.  These are lacquer coated steel
case, non-corrosive primed cartridges in excellent condition. 
(109316-5AB)

1342 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes five 20 round boxes and one partial containing (10)
JSC Barnaul Machine-Tool Building Plant 123 gr., HP cartridges.  These
are lacquer coated steel case, non-corrosive primed cartridges in
excellent condition.  (109316-5AC)

1343 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Sellier & Bellot 123 gr., FMJ
lacquer coated, non-corrosive Berdan primed cartridges in excellent
condition. (109316-5AD)

1344 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Sellier & Bellot 123 gr., FMJ
lacquer coated, non-corrosive Berdan primed cartridges in excellent
condition.  (109316-5AE)

1345 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Sellier & Bellot 123 gr., FMJ
lacquer coated, non-corrosive Berdan primed cartridges in excellent
condition.  (109316-5AF)

1346 22 Rimfire Ammunition
This lot contains both 22 LR and 22 Magnum rimfire cartridges.  First are
three sealed 50 round boxes of CCI 22 WMR Maxi-Mag HP, 40 gr., JHP
cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a sealed 100 round box of
CCI 22 CB Long and last is a bag of loose Remington 22 LR (U head
stamp) containing 150+/- lead round nose rimfire cartridges all in
excellent condition.  (109316-5AG)

1347 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Brown Bear, 123 gr., FMJ
cartridges.  These are non-corrosive primed, lacquered steel case
cartridges in excellent condition.   (109316-5AH)

1348 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Brown Bear, 123 gr., FMJ
cartridges.  These are non-corrosive primed, lacquered steel case
cartridges in excellent condition.   (109316-5AI)

1349 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Brown Bear, 123 gr., FMJ
cartridges.  These are non-corrosive primed, lacquered steel case
cartridges in excellent condition.   (109316-5AJ)

1350 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Brown Bear, 123 gr., FMJ
cartridges.  These are non-corrosive primed, lacquered steel case
cartridges in excellent condition.   (109316-5AK)

1351 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Brown Bear, 123 gr., FMJ
cartridges.  These are non-corrosive primed, lacquered steel case
cartridges in excellent condition.   (109316-5AL)

1352 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Brown Bear, 123 gr., FMJ
cartridges.  These are non-corrosive primed, lacquered steel case
cartridges in excellent condition.   (109316-5AM)

1353 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 120 rounds of LC / 69 head stamped 30-06 in eight
round Enbloc clips. The cartridges remain mostly bright and come in a
small OD green munitions can that is marked, “280 Cartridges / Cal. 30
M2 / 8 round clips, bulk / RR-94K032-001” and remain in excellent
condition.  (109316-7W)

1354 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 120 rounds of LC / 69 head stamped 30-06 in eight
round Enbloc clips. The cartridges remain mostly bright and come in a
small OD green munitions can that is marked, “280 Cartridges / Cal. 30
M2 / 8 round clips, bulk / RR-94K032-001” and remain in excellent
condition.  (109316-7A)

1355 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 120 rounds of LC / 69 head stamped 30-06 in eight
round Enbloc clips. The cartridges remain mostly bright and come in a
small OD green munitions can that is marked, “280 Cartridges / Cal. 30
M2 / 8 round clips, bulk / RR-94K032-001” and remain in excellent
condition.  (109316-7B)

1356 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 120 rounds of LC / 69 head stamped 30-06 in eight
round Enbloc clips. The cartridges remain mostly bright and come in a
small OD green munitions can that is marked, “280 Cartridges / Cal. 30
M2 / 8 round clips, bulk / RR-94K032-001” and remain in excellent
condition.  (109316-7C)

1357 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 120 rounds of LC / 69 head stamped 30-06 in eight
round Enbloc clips. The cartridges remain mostly bright and come in a
small OD green munitions can that is marked, “280 Cartridges / Cal. 30
M2 / 8 round clips, bulk / RR-94K032-001” and remain in excellent
condition.  (109316-7D)

1358 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 120 rounds of LC / 69 head stamped 30-06 in eight
round Enbloc clips. The cartridges remain mostly bright and come in a
small OD green munitions can that is marked, “280 Cartridges / Cal. 30
M2 / 8 round clips, bulk / RR-94K032-001” and remain in excellent
condition.  (109316-7G)

1359 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 120 rounds of LC / 69 head stamp 30-06 in eight round
Enbloc clips with mostly bright brass in excellent condition.  (109316-7E)

1360 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 120 rounds of LC / 69 head stamps in eight round
Enbloc clips with mostly bright brass in excellent condition.  (109316-7F)

1361 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 123 gr., FMJ,
cartridges.  They are zinc-plated steel cases and non-corrosive Berdan
primed in excellent condition.  (109316-5AN)

1362 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 123 gr., FMJ
cartridges.  These are zinc-plated steel case, non-corrosive Berdan
primed cartridges in excellent condition.  (109316-5AP)

1363 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 123 gr., FMJ
cartridges.  These are zinc-plated steel case, non-corrosive Berdan
primed cartridges and all are in excellent condition.  (109316-5AQ)

1364 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 123 gr., FMJ
cartridges.  These Berdan primed non-corrosive, zinc-plated steel case
cartridges remain in excellent condition.  (109316-5AR)

1365 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes six full 20 round boxes.  There are five boxes of Silver
Bear 123 gr., FMJ, zinc-plated steel case non-corrosive cartridges and
one box of Brown Bear 123 gr., FMJ, lacquered coated steel case
non-corrosive cartridges, all in excellent condition. (109316-5AS)

1366 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes six full 20 round boxes.  There are five boxes of Silver
Bear 123 gr., FMJ, zinc-plated steel case non-corrosive cartridges and
one box of Brown Bear 123 gr., FMJ, lacquered coated steel case
non-corrosive cartridges, all in excellent condition. (109316-5AT)

1367 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 123 gr., FMJ
cartridges.  These Berdan primed non-corrosive, zinc-plated steel case
cartridges remain in excellent condition.  (109316-5AU)

1368 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 123 gr., FMJ
cartridges.  These Berdan primed non-corrosive, zinc-plated steel case
cartridges remain in excellent condition.  (109316-5AV)
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1369 308 Win. Ammunition
This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of PMC Bronze 308 Win., 147
gr., FMJ-BT cartridges in excellent condition.  (109412-20ADI2)

1370 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 123 gr., FMJ
cartridges.  These Berdan primed non-corrosive, zinc-plated steel case
cartridges remain in excellent condition.  (109316-5AW)

1371 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 123 gr., FMJ
cartridges.  These Berdan primed non-corrosive, zinc-plated steel case
cartridges remain in excellent condition.  (109316-5AX)

1372 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 123 gr., FMJ
cartridges.  These Berdan primed non-corrosive, zinc-plated steel case
cartridges remain in excellent condition.  (109316-5AY)

1373 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 120 rounds of LC / 69 head stamps in eight round
Enbloc clips with mostly bright brass in excellent condition.  (109316-7H)

1374 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 128 rounds of LC / 69 head stamps in eight round
Enbloc clips with mostly bright brass in excellent condition.  (109316-7I)

1375 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 128 rounds of LC / 69 head stamps in eight round
Enbloc clips with mostly bright brass in excellent condition.  (109316-7J)

1376 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 128 rounds of LC / 69 head stamps in eight round
Enbloc clips with mostly bright brass in excellent condition.  (109316-7K)

1377 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 128 rounds of LC / 69 head stamps in eight round
Enbloc clips with mostly bright brass in excellent condition.  (109316-7L)

1378 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 120 rounds of LC / 69 head stamped 30-06 in eight
round Enbloc clips. The cartridges remain mostly bright and come in a
small OD green munitions can that is marked, “280 Cartridges / Cal. 30
M2 / 8 round clips, bulk / RR-94K032-001” and remain in excellent
condition.  (109316-7Q)

1379 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 120 rounds of LC / 69 head stamped 30-06 in eight
round Enbloc clips. The cartridges remain mostly bright and come in a
small OD green munitions can that is marked, “280 Cartridges / Cal. 30
M2 / 8 round clips, bulk / RR-94K032-001” and remain in excellent
condition.  (109316-7U)

1380 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 120 rounds of LC / 66 head stamped 30-06 in eight
round Enbloc clips. The cartridges remain mostly bright and come in a
small OD green munitions can that is marked, “280 Cartridges / Cal. 30
M2 / 8 round clips, bulk / RR-94K032-001” and remain in excellent
condition.  (109316-7M)

1381 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 120 rounds of LC / 69 head stamped 30-06 in eight
round Enbloc clips. The cartridges remain mostly bright and come in a
small OD green munitions can that is marked, “280 Cartridges / Cal. 30
M2 / 8 round clips, bulk / RR-94K032-001” and remain in excellent
condition.  (109316-7P)

1382 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 120 rounds of LC / 69 head stamped 30-06 in eight
round Enbloc clips. The cartridges remain mostly bright and come in a
small OD green munitions can that is marked, “280 Cartridges / Cal. 30
M2 / 8 round clips, bulk / RR-94K032-001” and remain in excellent
condition.  (109316-7N)

1383 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 264 rounds of LC / 69 head stamped 30-06 in eight
round Enbloc clips. The cartridges remain mostly bright and come in a
small OD green munitions can that is marked, “280 Cartridges / Cal. 30
M2 / 8 round clips, bulk / RR-94K032-001” and remain in excellent
condition.  (109316-7R)

1384 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 264 rounds of LC / 69 head stamped 30-06 in eight
round Enbloc clips. The cartridges remain mostly bright and come in a
small OD green munitions can that is marked, “280 Cartridges / Cal. 30
M2 / 8 round clips, bulk / RR-94K032-001” and remain in excellent
condition.  (109316-7T)

1385 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 264 rounds of LC / 69 head stamped 30-06 in eight
round Enbloc clips. The cartridges remain mostly bright and come in a
small OD green munitions can that is marked, “280 Cartridges / Cal. 30
M2 / 8 round clips, bulk / RR-94K032-001” and remain in excellent
condition.  (109316-7S)

1386 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 123 gr., FMJ
cartridges.  These are non-corrosive Berdan primed, zinc-coated steel
case cartridges in excellent condition.  (109316-5AZ)

1387 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 123 gr., FMJ,
non-corrosive Berdan primed, zinc-plated steel case cartridges in
excellent condition.  (109316-5AAA)

1388 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 123 gr., FMJ,
non-corrosive Berdan primed, zinc-plated steel case cartridges in
excellent condition.  (109316-5AAB)

1389 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 123 gr., FMJ,
non-corrosive Berdan primed, Zinc-plated steel case cartridges in
excellent condition.  (109316-5AAC)

1390 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 123 gr., FMJ,
zinc-plated steel case, Berdan primed non-corrosive cartridges in
excellent condition.  (109316-5AAD)

1391 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 123 gr., FMJ,
zinc-plated steel case, Berdan primed non-corrosive cartridges in
excellent condition.  (109316-5AAE)

1392 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 123 gr., FMJ,
Zinc-plated steel case, non-corrosive primed cartridges in excellent
condition.  (109316-5AAF)

1393 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 123 gr., FMJ
zinc-plated steel case, non-corrosive Berdan primed cartridges in
excellent condition.  (109316-5AAG)

1394 7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20 round boxes of Silver Bear 123 gr., FMJ,
zinc-plated steel case, non-corrosive primed cartridges in excellent
condition. (109316-5AAH)

1395 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 144 rounds of HXP / 71 head stamp 30-06 ball
cartridges.  They come in eight round Enbloc clips and six pocket cloth
bandoleers and all remain in excellent condition. (109316-5AAI)

1396 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 144 rounds of HXP / 71 head stamp 30-06 ball
cartridges.  They come in eight round Enbloc clips and six pocket cloth
bandoleers and all remain in excellent condition. (109316-5AAJ)

1397 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 144 rounds of HXP-71 head stamp 30-06 ball
cartridges.  They are in eight round Enbloc clips housed in three six
pocket cloth bandoleers all in excellent condition.  (109316-5AAK)

1398 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 144 rounds of HXP / 71 head stamp 30-06 ball
cartridges.  They come in eight round Enbloc clips and six pocket cloth
bandoleers and all remain in excellent condition. (109316-5AAL)

1399 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 128 rounds of HXP / 71 head stamp 30-06 ball
cartridges.  They come in eight round Enbloc clips and six pocket cloth
bandoleers and all remain in excellent condition. (109316-5AAM)

1400 7.62 NATO Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 90 rounds of Portuguese manufactured 308 ball with
NATO head stamp BF 79 62.  The ammo is in two 20 round M1A
magazines and a 50 rounds are linked. All cartridges are in excellent
condition and come in an OD green munition can.  (109316-7V)

1401 30-M2 Ball Ammunition
This lot includes 136 rounds.  There are seven eight round Enbloc clips
with mixed head stamp (LC / 69, PS / 75, and LC /66) markings and four
sealed 20 round boxes of Lake City Arsenal 30-M2 ball from lot 42201
all in excellent condition.  (109316-5AAN)

1402 30 Caliber Blanks
This lot includes 340 rounds of 30 cal. M1909 blanks.  There are 40
loose rounds with LC / 69 head stamps and 15 sealed 20 round boxes
of Lake City Arsenal Plant 30 cal. M1909 blanks all in excellent
condition.  (109316-5AAP)

1403 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot includes two full 50 round boxes of Winchester Target/Range
180 gr., FMJ brass cased cartridges in the white box with red lettering in
excellent condition.  (109316-5AAQ)

1404 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot includes two full 50 round boxes.  First is a box of Remington
High Velocity 158 gr., SP nickel-plated cartridges in overall very good
condition.  Second is a box of Federal 158 gr., JHP nickel-plated
cartridges in excellent condition.  (109316-5AAR)

1405 30 Carbine Ammunition
This lot includes three full 50 round boxes.  First are two boxes of
Federal American Eagle, 110 gr., MC cartridges in overall very good
condition.  Second is a full box of W.R.A. .30 M1 in a natural color box
with “Repacked” in red surcharge across the face and its contents are
mostly dull colored with some showing minor oxidation.  (109316-5AAS)
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1406 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot includes a variety of manufacturers.  First are two full 20 round
boxes of Federal Self Defense 165 gr., Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges in
factory sealed boxes.  Second is a full 50 round box of Remington
Kleanbore 230 gr., MC bullet with nickel-plated casings.  The box is
missing its end flap and has a tape repaired seam and the cartridges are
in excellent condition.  Last is a bag of 19 loose assorted military
head-stamped 45 ACP cartridges with varying amounts of tarnish and
some with light oxidation.  (109316-5AAT)

1407 308 Win. Ammunition
This lot includes three 20 round boxes of Federal American Eagle 308
Win. Cartridges.  There are two boxes of 150 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges,
one is a full 20 round box, the other a partial containing 10 rounds.  Also
included is a full 20 round box of 150 gr., MC-BT cartridges.  All come
with ten round plastic belt slides and remain in excellent condition. 
(109316-5AAU)

1408 12 ga. Shotshell Ammunition
This lot includes three full 25 round boxes of Winchester AA “Super
Handicap Heavy Target Load” 2 3/4”, 1 1/8 Oz., No.8 shot.  The grey
colored hulls are marked in black stencil with the specifics and these
shotshells remain in excellent condition. (109316-4)

1409 12 ga. Shotshell Ammunition
This lot includes three full 25 round boxes of Winchester AA “Super
Handicap Heavy Target Load” 2 3/4”, 1 1/8 Oz., No.8 shot.  The grey
colored hulls are marked in black stencil with the specifics and these
shotshells remain in excellent condition. (109316-4A)

1410 12 ga. Shotshell Ammunition
This lot includes four full 25 round boxes of Winchester AA “Super
Handicap Heavy Target Load” 2 3/4”, 1 1/8 Oz., No.8 shot.  The grey
colored hulls are marked in black stencil with the specifics and these
shotshells remain in excellent condition. (109316-4B)

1411 30 Carbine Ammunition
This lot includes two full 50 round boxes of Federal American Eagle 110
gr., MC bullet.  The cartridges remain mostly bright in excellent
condition.  (109316-4C)

1412 30 Carbine Ammunition
This lot includes two full 50 round boxes of Federal American Eagle 110
gr., MC bullet.  The cartridges remain mostly bright in excellent
condition.  (109316-4D)

1413 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot includes three full 50 round boxes of Winchester Target/Range
40 S&W, 180 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition. (109316-7Z)

1414 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot includes three full 50 round boxes of Winchester Target/Range
40 S&W, 180 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (109316-7AA)

1415 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of Winchester Target/Range 40
S&W, 180 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (109316-7AB)

1416 Assorted Pistol Ammunition
This lot consists of various pistol ammunition as follows, (50) loose
rounds of Zero nickel cased 38 Special +P Semi Jacketed HP in
excellent condition, (32) loose rounds Zero 357 Mag semi jacketed HP
in excellent condition, (19) loose rounds of Federal 357 Mag semi
jacketed HP in excellent condition, (15) loose rounds of Frankford
Arsenal 45 Auto USGI M26 FMJ tracer head stamped 1953. The cases
exhibit some scattered discoloration, (30) loose rounds of Remington
Peters 32 S&W Long LRN in very good condition. (52) loose rounds of
Winchester 40 S&W HP Silvertip in excellent condition, (5) loose rounds
of Western 38 S&W FMJ in very good condition and (25) loose rounds of
mixed manufacture 25 ACP FMJ with lightly tarnished cases
(259731-2EB)

1417 Assorted Rifle Ammunition
This lot consists of various rifle ammunition as follows, (33) loose rounds
of Remington 30-06 "Accelerator" with .223 cal 55 grain SP sabot cased
sub caliber projectiles.  This ammunition is in excellent condition with a
few rounds showing minor discoloration, one full (20) round box of
Rayson Cartridge Co 30-06 180 grain SP. Head stamp is FN 1958 and
the ammunition appears to be FN mil spec cartridges with the FMJ
projectile pulled and replaced with the round nose hunting soft point, (4)
loose rounds Remington 30-06 PSP with minor corrosion, (10) rounds of
Twin City M193 Ball 55 grain FMJ dated 1972 on a stripper clip with
rounds showing mild tarnishing, One full (20) round box of FN NATO
spec 7.62x51mm FMJ dated 1983 in excellent condition, (13) rounds of
303 British Cupro Nickle Mk VII FMJ on Enfield stripper clips dated
1935. This ammunition is in very good condition and is most likely
corrosive. (259731-2EF)

1418 35 Remington Ammunition
This lot consists of one full (20) round box of Remington 200 Grain
Core-Lokt SP in excellent condition, one partial (10) round box of
Federal 200 grain SP Hi-Shok in excellent condition with slightly
oxidized exposed lead tips, (10) loose rounds of Remington jacketed
RNSP in good condition displaying moderate tarnish and spots of mild
corrosion. (259731-2ER)

1419 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot consists of (65) loose rounds of a mixture of Speer brass case
Flat Nose TMJ and Winchester brass case Flat Nose FMJ in excellent
condition, (160) loose rounds of Winchester "Winclean" brass cased
plated FMJ with an exposed lead flat point in excellent condition.
(259731-2ES)

1420 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot consists of (240) loose rounds of Winchester HP Silvertip
ammunition in very good condition with some minor tarnishing.
(259731-3AH)

1421 40 S&W Ammunition
This lot consists of (100) loose rounds of Winchester FMJ flat nose, (85)
loose rounds of Speer FMJ flat nose, (14) loose rounds of Winchester
nickel cased JHP, (7) loose rounds of Winchester Ranger SXT HP and
(14) loose rounds of Federal Semi Jacketed Flat point. The ammunition
is in very good condition with scattered minor staining and tarnish.
(259731-3AJ)

1422 357 SIG Ammunition
This lot consists of (200) loose rounds of Speer brass cased FMJ flat
nose ammunition in very good condition with scattered minor staining
and tarnish. (259731-3AL)

1423 357 SIG Ammunition
This lot consists of (200) loose rounds of Speer brass cased FMJ flat
nose ammunition in very good condition with scattered minor staining
and tarnish. (259731-3AK)

1424 357 SIG Ammunition
This lot consists of (200) loose rounds of Speer brass cased FMJ flat
nose ammunition in very good condition with scattered minor staining
and tarnish. (259731-3AM)

1425 357 SIG Ammunition
This lot consists of (200) loose rounds of Speer brass cased FMJ flat
nose ammunition in very good condition with scattered minor staining
and tarnish. (259731-3AN)

1426 357 SIG Ammunition
This lot consists of (200) loose rounds of Speer brass cased FMJ flat
nose ammunition in very good condition with scattered minor staining
and tarnish. (259731-3AP)

1427 357 Sig Ammunition
This lot consists of (100) rounds of Speer brass cased FMJ flat nose in
very good condition with scattered minor staining and tarnish, (60)
rounds of nickel cased JHP in excellent condition and (23) rounds of
aluminum cased CCI Blazer FMJ flat point in excellent condition.
(259731-3AQ)

1428 30-06 Ammunition
This lot consists of one (70) round cloth bandolier of Turkish surplus M2
ball head stamped "MKE"/7.9/953 on plated stripper clips. The
ammunition is bright and in very good condition. (259731-3AR)

1429 30-06 Ammunition
This lot consists of (1) partial twenty round box of Utah Ordnance M2
Ball containing (15) rounds of Utah ammunition dated 1942, (3) rounds
of Frankford Arsenal M2 Ball dated 1956. This ammunition displays
some case verdigris on a few rounds and moderate tarnish. The box is
in poor condition and secured with filament tape. Also included is one
(65) round cloth bandolier of Utah Ordnance M2 Ball dated 1942 on
stripper clips, (4) loose rounds of Frankford Arsenal M2 Ball dated 1956
and (1) loose round of Lake City M2 Ball dated 1953. The ammunition is
in good condition showing some case staining and tarnish.
(259731-3AS)

1430 223 Remington Ammunition
This lot consists of two full (50) round boxes of Remington "Value Pack"
55 grain FMJ in factory sealed boxes and (1) full twenty round box of
Remington 55 grain PSP in new condition. (259731-3AT)

1431 7.62x45mm Ammunition
This lot consists of (170) loose rounds of Czech surplus steel cased 132
grn FMJ. The head stamp is "VZ" and dated 1964. This scarce
ammunition is in very good condition awaiting your Vz52 rifle.
(258878-2)
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1432 30-06 M22 Frangible Ball Ammunition
This lot consists of four full (20) round boxes and one partial box
containing (19) rounds of Western Cartridge Co "Caliber .30 M22 Ball
Frangible" in original boxes. The ammunition is loaded with 108 grain
projectiles composed of 50% powdered lead and 50% Bakelite at 1300
FPS, has a green/white tip and is head stamped "WCC 1945". The
boxes have been opened and are in fair condition. This ammunition was
used to train bomber crews in aerial gunnery by shooting at armored
F63 King Cobras set up with sensors and lights that illuminated when
hit. Unknown if piloting the F63 was voluntary or assigned.
(259731-3AU)

1433 38 Special (+P) Ammunition
This lot consists of (145) loose rounds of Federal 125 grain JHP,
manufacture stock number 38E. The ammunition is nickel cased and in
excellent condition. (259731-3AV)

1434 38 Special (+P) Ammunition
This lot consists of (270) loose rounds of mixed Federal and Zero Semi
Jacketed HP. This ammunition is nickel cased and in excellent condition.
(259731-3AW)

1435 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot consists of four full (50) round boxes of US M1911 Ball 230 grain
FMJ in original boxes. The boxes are marked "Olin Corporation" and
"Lot WCC-2-2-26" and have handwritten pricing in ink on the top flap.
The ammunition is head stamped "WCC 1974" and is in excellent
condition with a few rounds in each box showing minor discoloration.
(259801-5)

1436 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot consists of one partial 50 round box containing (48) rounds of
Federal American Eagle 230 grain FMJ Ball ammunition in excellent
condition and two full (50) round boxes of  US M1911 Ball 230 grain
FMJ in original boxes. The boxes are marked "Olin Corporation" and
"Lot WCC-2-2-26". The ammunition is head stamped "WCC 1974" and
is in excellent condition with a few rounds in each box showing minor
discoloration. (259801-5A)

1437 303 British Ammunition
This lot consists of one full (20) round box of Remington 180 grain
Core-Lokt SP in excellent condition and one partial box containing 16
rounds of Prvi Partizan 180 grain PSP in very good condition with a few
rounds showing minor flattened lead tips. (259801-5B)

1438 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot consists of four full (50) round boxes of US M1911 Ball 230 grain
FMJ in original boxes. The boxes are marked "Olin Corporation" and
"Lot WCC-2-2-26". The ammunition is head stamped "WCC 1974" and
is in excellent condition with a few rounds in each box showing minor
discoloration. (259801-4)

1439 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot consists of three full (50) round boxes of US M1911 Ball 230
grain FMJ in original boxes. The boxes are marked "Olin Corporation"
and "Lot WCC-2-2-27". The ammunition is head stamped "WCC 1974"
and is in excellent condition with a few rounds in each box showing
minor discoloration. (259801-4A)

1440 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot consists of three full (50) round boxes of US M1911 Ball 230
grain FMJ in original boxes. The boxes are marked "Olin Corporation"
and "Lot WCC-2-2-27". The ammunition is head stamped "WCC 1974"
and is in excellent condition with a few rounds in each box showing
minor discoloration. (259801-4B)

1441 8mm Mauser Ammunition
This lot consists of one (70) round cloth bandolier of Turkish surplus
8mm Mauser on stripper clips. The ammunition is head stamped "MKE"/
7.9/ 953 and is in very good condition. (259360-3)

1442 8mm Mauser Ammunition
This lot consists of one (70) round cloth bandolier of Turkish surplus
8mm Mauser on stripper clips. The ammunition is head stamped "MKE"/
7.9/ 953 and is in very good condition. (259360-3A)

1443 8mm Mauser Ammunition
This lot consists of one (70) round cloth bandolier of Turkish surplus
8mm Mauser on stripper clips. The ammunition is head stamped "MKE"/
7.9/ 953 and is in very good condition. (259360-3B)

1444 8mm Mauser Ammunition
This lot consists of one (70) round cloth bandolier of Turkish surplus
8mm Mauser on stripper clips. The ammunition is head stamped "MKE"/
7.9/ 953 and is in very good condition. (259360-2)

1445 7.5 French Ammunition
This lot consists of seven full (15) round boxes of surplus FMJ with dark
green lacquered steel projectiles and brass cases. The head stamp is
"ES/7.5/2-1967". The ammunition is on stripper clips in paste boxes with
intact labels and is in excellent condition. Also included are (20) rounds
of Yugoslavian manufactured early Prvi-Partizan head stamped "nny"
RN FMJ on stripper clips. These four clips are stored in unmarked high
quality leather cartridge pouches that appear French in design. Quality
surplus ready for your MAS 49/56. (259360-2A)

1446 7.5 French Ammunition
This lot consists of eight full (15) round boxes of surplus FMJ dark green
lacquered steel FMJ projectiles and brass cases.  The head stamp is
"ES/7.5/2-1967". The ammunition is on stripper clips in paste boxes with
intact labels and is in excellent condition. (259360-2B)

1447 6.5x55mm Swedish Mauser Ammunition
This lot consists of two full (20) round boxes and one partial box
containing (19) rounds of Norma 6.5x55mm 139 grain "power cavity"
JSP, manufacture code "16558". The ammunition is in original boxes in
excellent condition with a few projectiles showing minor tarnish. Quality
manufactured ammo from Sweden. (259283-5AAA)

1448 6.5x55mm Swedish Mauser Ammunition
This lot contains three full (20) round boxes of Federal Premium loaded
with the excellent 140 grain Nosler Partition PSP in original boxes. This
ammunition is in excellent condition. (259283-5A)

1449 30 Luger Ammunition
This lot consists of four full (50) round boxes of Norma 93 grain FMJ
round nose in original boxes in excellent condition. The ballistic data
listed on the box shows a muzzle velocity of 1230 FPS. (259283-5B)

1450 218 BEE Ammunition
This lot consists of two full (50) round boxes of Winchester Super-X 46
grain HP in original boxes. The ammunition is in excellent condition with
some rounds showing minor discoloration on the rims. (259283-5C)

1451 270 Winchester Ammunition
This lot consists of two full (20) round boxes of Federal Hi-Shok 130
grain SP in excellent condition and one full (20) round box of Remington
140 grain "extended range boat tail" SP. The ammunition is in very good
condition with some rounds showing mild verdigris around the case neck
or primer pocket. (259283-5D)

1452 7x61 Super Ammunition
This lot consists of scarce Norma factory loaded ammunition that
includes three full (20) round boxes of Norma 154 grain spire soft point
in excellent condition. The enclosed ballistic chart in the box indicates a
MV of 3210 FPS. This cartridge was a Norma improvement over the
7x61 Sharpe & Hart achieved by thinning the case walls to increase
powder capacity but retaining the same 7x61 S&H cartridge dimensions.
 Purportedly, Norma has not loaded this cartridge since 1998. Scarce
factory loaded ammo to feed the fine Shultz & Larson rifles. (259283-5E)

1453 32-20 Win Ammunition
This lot consists of four full (50) round boxes of Remington High Velocity
100 grn jacketed SP in excellent condition. The manufacture stock
number is R32202 and the boxes are marked "for use in all revolvers
and rifles". (259283-5F)

1454 Mixed Rifle Ammunition
This lot consists of two full (20) round boxes of Remington High Velocity
30-30 Win 170 grn Core-Lokt SP in very good condition with some of the
case rims showing minor discoloration and tarnish, one full (20) round
box of Remington 35 Whelen High Velocity 250 grn pointed SP in
excellent condition, one USGI M5 protective ointment tin containing (6)
rounds of Lake City 1943 dated 30-06 M25 red tipped tracer and (7)
rounds of Denver Ordinance 1943 dated M1909 30-06 blank. This
surplus ammunition is in very good condition. (259283-5I)

1455 Mixed Rifle Ammunition
This lot consists of one partial box containing (15) rounds of vintage
Western Super-X 375 H&H Magnum 270 grain SP "Lubaloy" bullet with
mild tarnish, one full (20) round box of Norma 5.6x52R (22 Savage Hi
Power) 71 grain PSP in very good condition with one round displaying
mild staining, one full (50) round box of Remington 25-20 Win 86 grain
LRN bullets in excellent condition.(259283-5J)

1456 44 S&W Special Ammunition
This lot consists of two full (50) round boxes of PMC 240 grain copper
clad LWC in excellent condition. (259283-5L)

1457 7-30 Waters Ammunition
this lot consists of two full (20) round boxes of Federal Premium 120
grain Boat Tail Soft Point in excellent condition. (259283-5M)

1458 35 Whelen Ammunition
This lot consists of two full (20) round boxes of Remington 200 grain
Core-Lokt PTD Soft Point and two full (20) round boxes of Remington
250 grain Core-Lokt PTD Soft Point. Ammunition is in excellent condition
with small blemishes at the contact points of the packaging sleeves.
(259283-5K)

1459 250 Savage Ammunition
This lot consists of three full (20) round boxes of vintage Western
Super-X 87 grain jacketed SP in excellent condition. The blue and
yellow boxes rate good with one box having a detached end flap.
(259283-5N)

1460 250 Savage Ammunition
This lot consists of three full (20) round boxes of Winchester Super-X
100 grain Silvertip in excellent condition. (259283-5O)
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1461 9.3x74R Ammunition
This lot consists of four full (10) round boxes of DWM 186 grain jacketed
soft point in factory sealed boxes with intact pull strings and matching lot
numbers. The projectile jacket appears to be nickel plated. (259283-5R)

1462 9.3x74R Ammunition
This lot consists of four full (10) round boxes of DWM 186 grain jacketed
soft point in factory sealed boxes with intact pull strings and matching lot
numbers. The projectile jacket appears to be nickel plated. (259283-5S)

1463 9.3x74R Ammunition
This lot consists of four full (10) round boxes of DWM 186 grain jacketed
soft point in factory boxes, one partial box containing (7) rounds of the
above listed ammunition. The boxes have been unsealed, have
matching lot numbers and the ammunition is in excellent condition. Also
included is one partial box containing (4) rounds of RWS 9.3x74R 260
grain H-Mantle plated jacketed soft point in very good condition
displaying mild tarnish. (259283-5P)

1464 25-20 Win Ammunition
this lot contains three full (50) round boxes of Winchester WWX 86 grain
jacketed SP. The ammunition is in original packaging and in excellent
condition. (259283-5T)

1465 25-20 Win Ammunition
This lot consists of three full (50) round boxes of Remington Hi-Speed
86 grain LRN in original packaging. The ammunition is in excellent
condition. (259283-5U)

1466 7.63 Mauser Ammunition
This lot contains one full box of (50) rounds of Century Arms imported
ammunition with a head stamp FNC/7.63/1-78 and "Made in Portugal"
printed on the boxes, one partial box containing (10) rounds, all in
excellent condition and includes four C96 stripper clips in fair condition.
(259283-5V)

1467 45-70 Govt Ammunition
This lot contains two full (20) round boxes and one partial box containing
(6) rounds of Remington "Kleanbore" 405 grain SP. The boxes are in
poor condition however the ammunition is very good with moderate
tarnish on some of the rims. (259283-5X)

1468 Lot of 6.5mm Ammunition
This lot consists of 6.5 Swedish Mauser and 6.5 Mannlicher Schonauer.
First are three sealed (10) round boxes of DWM 6.5x54 MS 159 grain
jacketed RN SP and one opened partial box containing (8) rounds of the
same. This ammunition is in excellent condition. Next is one full (20)
round box of Herter's "International Match Grade" 6.5x55mm 90 grain
HP in excellent condition and (8) loose rounds. This ammunition is in
very good condition with a few rounds showing minor tarnish on the
edge of the rims. One partial box containing (10) rounds of Norma
6.5x55mm Mauser 156 grain RN SP with nickel plated jackets. Five
rounds are bright and 5 have moderate tarnish from exposure.
(259283-5Y)

1469 9.3x74R Ammunition
This lot contains three full (20) round boxes of Hirtenberger 270 grain
Jacketed RN SP. Both boxes and ammunition are in excellent condition.
(259283-5Z)

1470 9.3x74R Ammunition
This lot contains one full (20) round box and one partial box containing
(13) rounds of RWS 270 grain plated jacket soft point round nose bullets
in excellent condition, one partial box containing (18) rounds of RWS
258 grain H-Mantel copper tip RN in excellent condition and one full box
of (20) rounds of RWS H-Mantel jacketed lead tip RN in excellent
condition. (259283-5AA)

1471 Lot of Rifle Ammunition
This lot consists of the following: one full (20) round box of Winchester
Super Speed 270 Win 150 grain jacketed soft point in very good
condition, one partial box containing (8) rounds of Federal High Energy
Premium 270 Win 140 grain Trophy Bonded Bear Claw in excellent
condition, (18) loose rounds of "Rem-UMC 30 USA", This 30-40
ammunition appears to be 180 grain Core-Lokt SP in near excellent
condition, three full (20) round boxes of Sellier & Bellot 7.62x39mm
lacquered steel case 123 grain FMJ in excellent condition.
(259283-5AB)

1472 Lot of Rifle Ammunition
This lot consists of the following: one partial box containing (18) rounds
of Norma 303 British 180 grain SPPBT in very good condition showing
dull cases, one partial box containing (19) rounds of Remington
Hi-Speed 215 grain SP in very good condition, one partial box
containing (16) rounds of vintage Winchester Super Speed 303 Savage
190 grain RN SP in excellent condition and one full (20) round box of
Winchester Super X 25-35 Winchester 117 grain SP in excellent
condition. (259283-5AC)

1473 Rigby's 350 Bore #2 HV Nitro
This lot consists of one full box of (10) rounds of John Rigby & Co.
jacketed SP. The box is in very good condition with a lined out "43
Sackville Street London" address and a stamped King St London
address added. The ammunition is head stamped "Kynoch/
400-350/Nitro" and is in fair condition with significant corrosion and
tarnish that may clean up. (259283-5AE)

1474 Lot of Pistol / 22 RF Ammunition
This lot contains two full (25) round boxes of Kynoch 380 Auto 95 grain
FMJ in very good condition displaying mild tarnish on the case rims, one
unopened blister pack containing (6) rounds of 25 ACP Glaser Safety
Slug, one partial box containing (48) rounds of Winchester 22 Magnum
Super X JHP in excellent condition, one partial box of containing (36)
rounds of Wolf 22 LR "Match Target" 40 grn LRN in excellent condition,
one partial box containing 34 rounds of vintage Western "Expert" 22
Short 29 grain LRN "greased bullets" in very good condition, one partial
box containing (13) rounds of Remington 22 Short "Golden Bullet" plated
RN, and one partial box containing (23) rounds of Remington 22LR
"Thunderbolt" LRN in very good condition. (259283-5AF)

1475 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot consists of three full (50) round boxes of WRA M1911 Ball 230
grain FMJ head stamped "WRA/66". The ammunition is in excellent
condition. (259573-10F)

1476 250 Savage Ammunition
This lot consists of two full (20) round boxes of Winchester Super X 100
grain Silvertip in excellent condition, one full (20) round box of
Remington Hi-Speed 100 grain "Core-Lokt" PSP in very good condition
and one full (20) round box of Remington Hi-Speed 87 grain JHP in very
good condition. (259573-10AA)

1477 12 ga Blank Shotgun Shells
A partial 15-round box of Winchester 10 ga 2 7/8” blackpowder blank
shotshells, and an additional 5 loose 12 ga blanks.  Box is in excellent
condition. (149316-6C)

1478 32 Caliber Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial 42-round box of Remington Kleanbore 32 S&W 88 gr LRN
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 25-round box Federal 32
Auto 71 gr MC ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 18-round
box of Remington 32 Auto 71 gr MC ammunition, in excellent condition;
(1) partial 19-round box of Remington Kleanbore 32 Remington 170 gr
SP ammunition, showing light tarnishing and light lead oxidation.
(149316-6D)

1479 35 Remington Ammunition
This lot contains five boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
20-round box of Remington 35 Rem 200 gr Core-Lokt SP ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) full 20-round box of Remington 35 Rem 150 gr
Core-Lokt PSP ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 20-round box
of mixed Winchester 200 gr 35 Rem SP and Remington 35 Rem PSP
ammunition, in excellent condition; (2) full 20-round boxes of Federal 35
Rem 200 gr HI-SHOK SP ammunition, in excellent condition. (149230-1)

1480 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial 18-round box of Federal Premium 357 Mag 158 gr Hydra-Shok
JHP ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 14-round box of
Federal Premium 357 Mag 158 gr Hyrda-Shok JHP ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) full 20-round box of Federal Premium 357 Mag
158 gr Hyrda-Shok JHP ammunition, in excellent condition. All boxes
show scattered light tears in flaps. (149230-2)

1481 12 ga Shotshell Ammunition
This lot contains (10) 25-round boxes of Estate Cartridge Inc 12 ga 2
3/4” 1 oz. No. 7 1/2 shot.  Boxes show moderate storage rub marks, and
are contained in the original shipping box. (149419-2A)

1482 12 ga Shotshell Ammunition
This lot contains a sealed shipping case of ten 25-round boxes of
Federal 12 ga 2 3/4” 1 oz. No. 7 1/2 shot. (149419-2B)

1483 12 ga Shotshell Ammunition
This lot contains a sealed shipping case of ten 25-round boxes of
Federal 12 ga 2 3/4” 1 oz. No. 7 1/2 shot. (149419-2C)

1484 12 ga Shotshell Ammunition
This lot contains a sealed shipping case of ten 25-round boxes of
Federal 12 ga 2 3/4” 1 oz No. 7 1/2 shot. (149419-2D)

1485 45 ACP Ammunition
200 rounds total, four full 50-round boxes of Remington 230-grain
metal-cased FMJ cartridges in excellent condition. (229094-5A)

1486 9mm Ammunition
200 rounds total, four full 50-round boxes of Remington 115-grain
metal-cased FMJ cartridges in excellent condition. (229094-5B)

1487 9mm Ammunition
197 rounds total, four full 50-round boxes and one partial 47-round box
of Remington 115-grain metal-cased FMJ cartridges in excellent
condition. (229094-5C)
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1488 40 S&W Ammunition
Description Update 01/20/2021: Ammunition is in boxes70 rounds of
UMC 180-grain FMJ cartridges showing some small signs of tarnish on
the heads, 40 rounds of Federal American Eagle 165-grain FMJ
cartridges in excellent condition, 50 rounds of Winchester 180-grain FMJ
cartridges in excellent condition and 50 rounds of Bullseye Shooting
Supplies reloaded 175-grain semi-wadcutter cartridges in near excellent
condition.(229094-5D)

1489 40 S&W Ammunition
150 rounds total, 100 rounds of Federal Premium Hydra-Shok 155-grain,
165-grain and 180-grain JHP nickel-cased cartridges all in excellent
condition and 50 rounds of Bullseye Shooting Supplies reloaded
175-grain semi-wadcutter cartridges in overall near excellent condition.
(Ammunition is not boxed).  (229094-5E)

1490 40 S&W Ammunition
140 rounds total, 50 rounds of Federal Premium 165-grain JHP
nickel-cased cartridges, 20 rounds of Federal premium 155-grain JHP
nickel-cased cartridges, 20 rounds of Federal Premium 180-grain JHP
nickel-cased cartridges, all in excellent condition, a sealed box with 10
CCI .40 S&W 3/16 oz. #9 shot shotshells and 50 rounds of Bullseye
Shooting Supplies reloaded 175-grain semi-wadcutter cartridges in
about very good condition showing some tarnish on the brass and some
lead oxidation. (Ammunition is not boxed). (229094-5F)

1491 40 S&W Ammunition
Description Update 01/20/2021: Ammunition is in boxes160 rounds total,
50 rounds of Federal 180-grain JHP cartridges in near excellent
condition showing a couple small spots of tarnish, 70 rounds of mixed
Federal Premium 165-grain and 180-grain Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges
and 40 rounds of Winchester Super X 180-grain JHP cartridges in near
excellent condition.(229094-5G)

1492 22 LR Ammunition
One full 1000-round brick (two 500-round factory boxes) of Winchester
M-22 40-grain black copper-plated round nose 1255 FPS cartridges in
excellent condition. (229094-5H)

1493 22 LR Ammunition
One full 1000-round brick (two 500-round factory boxes) of Winchester
M-22 40-grain black copper-plated round nose 1255 FPS cartridges in
excellent condition. (229094-5I)

1494 44 Rem Mag Ammunition
100 rounds total, 2 full factory boxes of Federal American Eagle
240-grain JHP cartridges in excellent condition. (229094-5J)

1495 44 Rem Mag Ammunition
100 rounds total, one full factory box of Federal Premium 240-grain
nickel-cased Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges and one full factory box of
Federal American Eagle 240-grain JHP cartridges all in excellent
condition. (229094-5K)

1496 44 Rem Mag Ammunition
100 rounds total, one full factory box of Federal Premium 240-grain
nickel-cased Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges and one full factory box of
Federal American Eagle 240-grain JHP cartridges all in excellent
condition. (229094-5L)

1497 44 Rem Mag Ammunition
123 rounds total, one partial and two full factory boxes of Federal
American Eagle 240-grain JHP cartridges in excellent condition.
(229094-5M)

1498 22 LR Ammunition
650 rounds total, one 500-round brick and three 50-round boxes of
40-grain Federal Gold Medal Target solid round nose cartridges in
excellent condition. (229094-5N)

1499 22 LR Ammunition
One 500-round brick of Aguila Golden Eagle Match pistol 40-grain lead
bullet cartridges in excellent condition. (229094-5P)

1500 22 LR Ammunition
One 500-round brick of Aguila Golden Eagle Match pistol 40-grain lead
bullet cartridges in excellent condition. (229094-5Q)

1501 22 LR Ammunition
One 525-round factory box of Remington 36-grain Golden Bullet
brass-plated HP cartridges in excellent condition. (229094-5R)

1502 22 LR Ammunition
One 525-round factory box of Remington 36-grain Golden Bullet
brass-plated HP cartridges in excellent condition. (229094-5S)

1503 22 LR Ammunition
One 525-round factory box of Remington 36-grain Golden Bullet
brass-plated HP cartridges in excellent condition. (229094-5T)

1504 22 LR, 223 Rem and 380 ACP Ammunition
One full 500-round factory box of Remington Thunderbolt 40-grain lead
round nose 22 LR cartridges, one full 20-round box of PMC Bronze
55-grain FMJBT .223 Remington cartridges and 35 rounds of Remington
95-grain FMJ 380 ACP cartridges, all in excellent condition. (229094-5U)

1505 12 gauge Shotshell Ammunition
This lot includes one case of (10) "value pack" boxes containing
20-rounds each of Remington Game and Target Loads 12 gauge, 2
3/4", 7/8 oz. #8 shot at 1390 FPS.  The ammunition is in excellent
condition.  (89094-7B)

1506 30-06 Ammunition
96 rounds of Danish 30-06 ball ammunition of unknown projectile weight
in about excellent condition with “AMA” headstamps dated to either
1990 or 1991. Ammunition is packed in 12, 8-round enbloc clips in
excellent condition and the enbloc clips are stored within two unmarked
olive drab cotton six-cell bandoleers with carry straps in equally
excellent condition. (239094-4B)

1507 30-06 Ammunition
96 rounds of Danish 30-06 ball ammunition of unknown projectile weight
in very good plus to excellent condition with a few rounds showing some
small spots of light tarnish and all with “AMA” headstamps dated to
either 1990 or 1991. Ammunition is packed in 12, 8-round enbloc clips in
about excellent condition and the enbloc clips are stored within two
unmarked olive drab cotton six-cell bandoleers with carry straps in
equally excellent condition. (239094-4C)

1508 30-06 Ammunition
96 rounds of Danish 30-06 ball ammunition of unknown projectile weight
in near excellent condition with six of the rounds rating closer to very
good showing some small spots of light tarnish and/or light corrosion on
the brass and projectiles and all with “AMA” headstamps dated to either
1990 or 1991. Ammunition is packed in 12, 8-round enbloc clips mostly
in about excellent condition with one clip showing some small spots of
light oxidation and the enbloc clips are stored within two unmarked olive
drab cotton six-cell bandoleers with carry straps in near excellent
condition. (239094-4D)

1509 30-06 Ammunition
96 rounds of Danish 30-06 ball ammunition of unknown projectile weight
in about excellent condition with “AMA” headstamps dated to either
1990 or 1991. Ammunition is packed in 12, 8-round enbloc clips in
excellent condition and the enbloc clips are stored within two unmarked
olive drab cotton six-cell bandoleers with carry straps in about excellent
condition. (239094-4E)

1510 30-06 Ammunition
61 rounds of Danish 30-06 ball ammunition of unknown projectile weight
in about excellent condition with “AMA” headstamps dated to either
1990 or 1991 along with three fired cases. Included are nine 8-round
enbloc clips in about very good plus condition with one clip showing
some tiny spots of light oxidation. The clipped ammunition is stored
within two unmarked olive drab cotton six-cell bandoleers with carry
straps in about excellent condition. (239094-4F)

1511 Assorted 12 ga Shotshells
This lot contains nine boxes of shotshells, detailed as follows: (5) full
20-round boxes Remington 12 ga, 2 3/4”, 7/8 oz., No. 8 shot “Game and
Target” shotshell ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 25-round
box of Remington 12 ga, 2 3/4”, 1 1/8 oz., No. 8 shot “Gun Club Target
Loads” shotshell ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 22-round
box of Remington 12 ga, 2 3/4”, 1 1/8 oz., No. 8 shot “Gun Club Target
Loads” shotshell ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 24-round
box of Remington 12 ga, 2 3/4”, 1 oz., No. 6 shot “Game Load” shotshell
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 19-round box of
Remington Premier Magnum 12 ga, 2 3/4”, 1 1/2” oz., No. 4 shot
ammunition, in excellent condition. (149094-7)

1512 Assorted 410 Bore Shotshells
This lot contains eight boxes of shotshell ammunition, detailed as
follows: (4) full 25-rounds of Estate 410 Bore 2 1/2”, 1/2 oz., No. 9 steel
shot ammunition, in excellent condition; (3) full 25-round boxes of
Winchester Super-X 410 Bore 3”, 3/8 oz., No. 6 shot ammunition, in
excellent condition; (1) full 15-round box of Remington HD Ultimate
Home Defense 410 Bore 2 1/2” 00 Buck shotshell ammunition, in
excellent condition. (149094-7A)

1513 Assorted 12 ga Shotshells
This lot contains six boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (2) partial
8-round boxes of Remington Special Purpose Multirange Duplex 12 ga,
2 3/4”, 1 1/2 oz., BB and No. 4 shot ammunition, in excellent condition;
(1) full 10-round box of Remington Special Purpose Multirange Duplex
12 ga, 2 3/4”, 1 1/2 oz., BB and No. 4 shot ammunition, in excellent
condition; (1) full 10-round box of Remington Special Purpose
Multirange Duplex 12 ga, 2 3/4”, 1 1/2 oz., No. 6 and No. 4 shot
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 10-round box of Remington
Premier Magnum 12 ga, 2 3/4”, 1 1/2 oz., No. 6 shot “turkey load”
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) full 10-round box of Federal
Premium 12 ga, 2 3/4”, 1 1/2 oz., No. 5 shot, high velocity turkey load
ammunition with flitecontrol wad, in excellent condition.  Boxes show
light storage wear. (149094-7D)
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1514 12 ga Shotgun Slug Ammunition
This lot contains ten boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
5-round box of Federal Premium 12 ga, 3”, 1 oz, Hydra-Shok sabot slug
ammunition, in excellent condition; (1) partial 1-round box of Federal
Premium 12 ga, 3”, 1 oz, Hydra-Shok sabot slug ammunition, in
excellent condition; (2) full 5-round boxes of Winchester 12 ga, 2 3/4”, 1
oz rifled slug ammunition, in excellent condition; (2) full 5-round boxes of
Winchester 12 ga, 2 3/4”, 1 oz BRI sabot slug ammunition, in excellent
condition; (2) full 5-round boxes of Federal 12 ga, 2 3/4”, 1 oz Hi-Shok
slug ammunition, in very good plus condition with a few spots of tarnish
on the brass; (2) full 5-round boxes of Winchester Western Super-X 12
ga No 4 Buck ammunition, in excellent condition. (149094-7C)

1515 Collectible Box of Winchester Super Speed 22 LR Cartridges
(1) full yellow, red and blue one piece K 2208 R coded 50 rd. box of
Winchester Super Speed Long Range Staynless 22 LR Staynless
Kopperklad cartridges. The box remains near excellent with light age
staining and slightly rounded corners. The cartridges remain excellent
with bright nickel plated cases. (2X58179-1DT) [David Whipple
Collection]

1516 Vintage Box of Winchester Leader 22 LR Cartridges
(1) full 50 rd. red and yellow K 2388 R coded box of Winchester Leader
22 LR Staynless lead lubricated cartridges. The box remains near
excellent with light staining and slightly rounded corners and edges. The
cartridges remain near excellent as well with only slight staining on the
brass cases and bullets. (2X58179-1DV) [David Whipple Collection]

1517 Vintage Alcan 12 ga. Shotshells
(2) full 25 rd. multi-color boxes of Alcan Ultramax 12 ga., 2 3/4"
shotshells, one box contains No. 5 shot in paper hulls while the other
box contains No. 6 shot in plastic hulls. The boxes remain in very good
condition with light age staining, scuffs, rounded edges and a couple
splits from shell bulging. Both types of shells remain excellent with shiny
hulls and bases. (1X58179-2DT) [David Whipple Collection]

1518 Collectible Box of Federal Monark Shotshells
(1) 25 rd. one piece multi-colored box of Federal Monark smokeless
powder 16 ga., 2 1/2" No. 8 shotshells. The front and rear of box shows
flying mallard while the left, right and bottom sides show pictures of
shell. The box remains in excellent condition with sharp clean corners
and only the slightest amount of age staining. The shells remain
excellent as well with dark red paper hulls and bright brass bases.
(1X58179-1Q) [David Whipple Collection]

1519 Vintage Box of Dominion 222 Remington
(1) full 20 rd. blue and yellow "standing cartridge" box of C-I-L Dominion
222 Rem., 50 gr. PSP. The box remains about near excellent with very
minor age staining, lightly rounded corners and edges and a tiny scuff
on the left endflap. The cartridges remain excellent with bright shiny
cases. (1X58179-2EB) [David Whipple Collection]

1520 Collectible Boxes of C-I-L Whiz-Bang 22 LR
Two total: (1) full 50 rd. 1957 issue one piece top flap box with red C-I-L
on white oval logo and "DRY / LUBRICATED" in lower right corner. Box
remains excellent with sharp corners and only the slightest amounts of
age staining and edge wear. The cartridges remain excellent with bright
shiny cases; (1) full 50 rd. 1960's era one piece top flap box with red
C-I-L on yellow oval logo and "DRY LUB. / RIM FIRE CARTRIDGES" in
the lower right corner. Box remains very good plus to near excellent with
a couple slightly rounded corners, very minor edge wear and a tiny scuff
in the top flap. The cartridges remain excellent with bright shiny cases. A
fabulous pair of top flap Whiz-Bang boxes. (1X58179-2BF) [David
Whipple Collection]

1521 Collectible Boxes of C-I-L Whiz-Bang 22 LR
Two total: (1) full 50 rd. side-flap box of 22 LR dry lubricated high
velocity cartridges with red C-I-L on white oval logo. The box remains
near excellent showing minor shelf wear and age staining and a small
inverted "13" written in blue ink on the lower right corner on the front
side. The cartridges remain excellent with bright shiny cases; (1) full 50
box of identical ammunition only in a one piece side-flap box with black
bordered C-I-L on white oval logo and 1954 callout on bottom of box.
The box remains about very good with overall light age staining, light
side compressions and edge wear. The cartridges remain near excellent
with lightly mellowed brass cases. (1X58179-2BG) [David Whipple
Collection]

1522 Collectible Box of Peters Rustless Filmkote 22 LR
(1) full 50 rd. one piece black and silver No. 2246 box of Peters Rustless
Filmkote 22 LR solid head cartridges with Kings Mills Ohio address. Box
remains very good plus with minor corner and edge wear and light
staining. The cartridges remain excellent with bright copper cases.
(1X58179-2FF) [David Whipple Collection]

1523 Peters Victor 22 LR Ammunition
(1) full 50 rd. black and gold on white 1970's "antique" style box with
"VICTOR" / HI-SPEED" callout. The box remains excellent with sharp
corners and only a few specks of light staining, cartridges remain
excellent with bright shiny cases. (1X58179-2FH) [David Whipple
Collection]

1524 Collectible Box of C-I-L Super-Clean 22 LR
(1) full 50 rd. box of C-I-L Dominion 22 LR Super-Clean cartridges. Blue,
white and red on golden background with bent "D" logo, blue
"SMOKELESS / DRY LUBRICATED / BULLETS" callout in the upper
right corner and red dry lubricated callouts on each endflap. The box
remains very good plus to near excellent with lightly rounded corners
and wear along the edges. The cartridges remain excellent with bright
cases showing the slightest amount of staining and crisp sharp "D"
headstamps. A lovely 1945 era "Dry Lubricated" Super-Clean box.
(1X58179-2BD) [David Whipple Collection]

1525 Collectible Box of Herter's 22 LR
(1) full 50 rd. multi-color box of Herter's 22 LR high velocity cartridges.
Rectangular callout in lower right corner, inside left endflap is marked
"RF: 88". Box remains in excellent condition with only the slightest edge
and corner wear. Cartridges remain excellent with bright brass cases
and clean "D" marked headstamps. A fabulous and attractive Herter's
rimfire box. (1X58179-2BK) [David Whipple Collection]

1526 Collectible Box of Federal Monark 22 LR
(1) full 50 rd. red, white and blue box of Federal Monark No. 711 22 LR,
Lead Lubricated bullets. The box remains about excellent with only
minor shelf wear, the cartridges remain excellent with shiny brass cases.
(1X58179-2FD) [David Whipple Collection]

1527 Antique Box of Frankford Arsenal Revolver Blank Cartridges
(1) opened but full two piece box with natural colored paper wrapper
containing (12) 45 caliber blank cartridges. Other than being opened the
label remains intact with a tiny tear along the top right edge. The plain
label simply reads in a rectangular box "12 / REVOLVER BLANK
CARTRIDGES. / MANUFACTURED AT THE FRANKFORD ARSENAL."
separated by simple line décor. The bottom of the box is stamped "JAN
8 1892" in lightly fading purple ink. The box remains in very good plus
condition with nice corners and a separated lower left corner of the lid
starting to travel along the seam. The cartridges remain in near excellent
condition with light tarnish on the brass cases, a little more prominent on
some of the primers. A lovely simple yet attractive box of Frankford
Arsenal blank cartridges. (2X58179-1CA) [David Whipple Collection]

1528 270 Weatherby Magnum
One partial 20-round box containing (17) .270 Weatherby Mag 130 grain
soft point cartridges. All cartridges rate excellent with some very light
storage patina on the brass. (1X128673-7B)

1529 30-06 Springfield Ammunition
(1) full 20 round box of Barnes Vor-TX 150 gr., Tipped TSX BT
cartridges in excellent condition. (1X109412-23JB)

1530 30-06 Springfield Ammunition
(1) full 20 round box of Barnes Vor-TX 150 gr., Tipped TSX BT
cartridges in excellent condition. (1X109412-23JA)

1531 30-06 Springfield Ammunition
(1) full 20 round box of Barnes Vor-TX 150 gr., Tipped TSX BT
cartridges in excellent condition. (1X109412-23J)

1532 30-06 Springfield Ammunition
(1) full 20 round box of Barnes Vor-TX 150 gr., Tipped TSX BT
cartridges in excellent condition. (1X109412-23JC)

1533 30-06 Springfield Ammunition
(1) full 20 round box of Barnes Vor-TX 150 gr., Tipped TSX BT
cartridges in excellent condition. (1X109412-23JD)

1534 300 Win Mag Ammunition
(1) full factory sealed 20 round box of Barnes Vor-TX, 180 gr., Tipped
TSX BT cartridges in excellent condition. (1X109412-23AL)

1535 300 Win Mag Ammunition
(1) full factory sealed 20 round box of Barnes Vor-TX, 180 gr., Tipped
TSX BT cartridges in excellent condition. (1X109412-23ALB)

1536 300 Win Mag Ammunition
(1) full factory sealed 20 round box of Barnes Vor-TX, 180 gr., Tipped
TSX BT cartridges in excellent condition. (1X109412-23AL)

1537 264 Winchester Magnum Ammunition
(17) rds. of Winchester Super-Speed 264 Win. Mag., 100 gr. SP. along
with (3) fired cases. The ammo remains in excellent condition with lightly
mellowed cases, the box remains about very good with lightly rounded
edges and corners. (2X58179-1AE) [David Whipple Collection]

1538 Para Ordnance P13 Magazines
Two blued factory ”MADE IN CANADA”-marked .45 ACP 13-round
finger rest baseplate magazines in overall excellent condition showing
signs of light operational use. (226654-8L)

1539 Para Ordnance P13 Magazines
Three blued factory .45 ACP 13-round magazines, Item# POMM45, still
in the original plastic wrap with polymer PARA-marked baseplates.
(226654-8P)

1540 1911 Magazines
Two magazines, one a mostly gray and brown patina with “COLT / 45
AUTO.”-marked pinned baseplate and one unmarked two-tone
magazine with a pinned baseplate and freckling throughout.
(226654-8K)
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1541 1911 Magazines
Two magazines total, both marked with an “L” on the top lip of the
baseplate, one marked “C-L” on the bottom of the baseplate, both
manufactured by M. S. Little Mfg. Co. Each magazine retains about 95%
original blue with signs of operational use. (226654-8A)

1542 Extended Magazines
Two magazines total, one 9mm 20-round “M.D.S. CAL9 PARA MADE IN
ITALY”-marked magazine for use with a Beretta 92 series pistol
retaining near 99% original blue with signs of light operational use and
one unmarked 9mm 20-round magazine likely for a Sig Sauer P226
pistol retaining 99% original blue with signs of light operational use.
(226654-8R)

1543 Colt AR-15 Magazines
Two 5.56 cal 20-round magazines in overall very good condition
showing the typical scratches and signs of operational use, each with a
blued-steel Colt-marked baseplate. (226654-8T)

1544 Smith & Wesson 10mm Magazines
Two 10mm 9-round stainless steel factory magazines for use with a
S&W Model 1006, 1026, 1066 or 1086 pistol. The magazines are
excellent with white plastic followers and very minimal signs of
operational use. (226654-8C)

1545 Smith & Wesson 10mm Magazines
Two 10mm 9-round stainless steel factory magazines for use with a
S&W Model 1006, 1026, 1066 or 1086 pistol. The magazines are
excellent with minimal signs of operational use, one with a white follower
and one with a yellow follower. (226654-8)

1546 Smith & Wesson 10mm Magazines
Two 10mm 9-round stainless steel factory magazines for use with a
S&W Model 1006, 1026, 1066 or 1086 pistol. The magazines are near
excellent with a few small scattered blemishes, signs of light operational
use and white plastic followers. (226654-8D)

1547 Sig Sauer P226 Magazines
Two 9mm 15-round blued factory magazines retaining about 98%
original matte finish with signs of light operational use. (226654-8F)

1548 Sig Sauer P226 Magazines
Two 9mm 15-round blued factory magazines retaining about 98%
original matte finish with signs of light operational use. (226654-8E)

1549 Para Ordnance P10 Magazines
Two .45 ACP 10-round magazines, one factory and one MecGar, both in
excellent condition retaining 99% blue. (226654-8N)

1550 Winchester Model 100 Magazines
One near excellent factory magazine with a Winchester-marked concave
arrow baseplate retaining 99% original blue with some slight freckling on
one end, the follower is marked “M-100” and the front of the magazine is
marked “243 / 308”. (226654-8B)

1551 1911 Magazines
Two magazines total, one unmarked pinned-base magazine retaining
perhaps 85% original blue with operational wear and one unmarked
welded baseplate magazine with some light freckles retaining 90%
original blue with signs of operational wear. (226654-8I)

1552 1911 Magazines
Two magazines total, one marked “C-R” on the bottom of the baseplate
with an “R” on the toe (Risdon Tool & Machine Co.) retaining perhaps
95% original blue with some light freckles and one unmarked magazine
retaining perhaps 90% original blue with some concentrated freckles
and operational wear. (226654-8J)

1553 1911 Magazines
two magazines total, both two-tone, one with a “R” on the toe of the
baseplate (Risdon Tool & Machine Co.) retaining about 60%
evenly-thinning blue on the bottom 2/3 and one unmarked retaining
about 40-50% original blue with even thinning, shallow pits and
freckling. (226654-8H)

1554 Sig Sauer P226 Magazines
Two unmarked magazines, one 20-round magazine retaining 99%
original blue and one 15-round retaining 99% original blue. (226654-8Q)

1555 Sig Sauer P226 Magazines
Two 15-round factory magazines both retaining approximately 85-90%
original blue with signs of operational use and “P226” marked on the
left-side. (226654-8G)

1556 1911 Magazines
Five blued magazines total, two excellent condition 8-round Chip
McCormick shooting star magazines with yellow J&J bumpers, one
unmarked near excellent condition 7-round magazine with a Wilson’s
Gun Shop bumper, one very good plus condition 7-round “COLT / 45  
Auto”-marked baseplate with some signs of operational use and a
couple shallow dings that slightly-hamper the follower and one near
excellent condition 7-round “ASSY”-marked government issue
magazine. (228899-119L)

1557 1911 Magazines
Five blued 8-round magazines total, three Metalform magazines with
orange followers, two in excellent condition and one showing some
minor freckling with a black bumper and two Chip McCormick
magazines, one showing some moderate signs of operational use and
one in excellent condition. (228899-119M)

1558 1911 Magazines
Five magazines total, one 8-round stainless steel magazine with a black
Ed Brown bumper in excellent condition, one unmarked blued magazine
in near excellent condition with some operational wear and a
Shaw-marked bumper, one blued 8-round ACT-MAG in near excellent
condition with some small blemishes and a black polymer baseplate,
one blued 10-round Metalform magazine in excellent condition and one
vintage General Shaver magazine with a “G” marked on the lip of the
baseplate and light oxidation staining throughout. (228899-119N)

1559 S&W Model 39 Magazines
Three factory magazines, one with a matte blue finish and a black metal
follower, one with a matte blue finish with black polymer follower and
one polished blue with black polymer follower, all show normal signs of
use with the polished magazine showing some light scratches and
blemishes and all have S&W-marked baseplates. (228899-123B)

1560 S&W Model 39 Magazines
Two stainless steel factory magazines in excellent condition both with
black polymer followers and S&W-marked baseplates. (228899-123A)

1561 S&W Model 39 Magazines
Two polished blue magazines in excellent condition, one with a black
polymer follower and one with a black metal follower, both with
S&W-marked baseplates. (228899-123)

1562 S&W Sigma Series 9mm Magazines
Five near excellent condition stainless steel 10-round factory magazines
with black polymer S&W-marked baseplates and white followers for use
with Sigma Series SW9C, 9E, 9V, 9VE, 9G, 9PSTS pistols.
(228899-129F)

1563 S&W Sigma Series 9mm Magazines
Five near excellent condition stainless steel 10-round factory magazines
with black polymer S&W-marked baseplates and white followers for use
with Sigma Series SW9C, 9E, 9V, 9VE, 9G, 9PSTS pistols.
(228899-129)

1564 S&W Model 4513 Magazines
Two excellent condition 6-round stainless steel factory magazines with
black polymer Smith & Wesson-marked baseplates for use with models
4513TSW or 4553TSW pistols. (228899-129G)

1565 S&W 5900 Series Magazines
Five magazines, two stainless 10-round factory magazines with orange
followers and black polymer S&W-marked baseplate, one stainless
15-round factory magazine with orange follower and black polymer
S&W-marked baseplate, one blued 15-round factory magazine with
metal S&W-marked baseplate and one blued 15-round Mec-Gar
magazine with black polymer baseplate, all in excellent condition.
(228899-129D)

1566 S&W 5900 Series Magazines
Four near excellent condition magazines, two stainless 15-round factory
magazines with orange followers and black polymer S&W-marked
baseplate, one stainless 15-round factory magazine with black follower
and black polymer S&W-marked baseplate and one blued 15-round
factory magazine with metal S&W-marked baseplate and some faint
scattered freckling. (228899-129H)

1567 Kahr 40 S&W Magazines
Three nickel-plated 6-round factory magazines with black polymer
baseplates in excellent condition. (228899-129E)

1568 S&W Sigma Series 40 S&W Magazines
Four near excellent condition stainless steel magazines, one 10-round
and three 14-round, all with black polymer S&W-marked baseplates and
orange followers for use with Sigma Series .40 S&W pistols.
(228899-129A)

1569 Sig Sauer P226 Magazines
Four factory magazines, two blued 10-round magazines marked “SIG
SAUER / P226 / .357 / .40” in near excellent condition and two blued
13-round 9mm magazines marked “SIGSAUER” on the left side, both
near excellent with one showing a bit more operational wear.
(228899-123I)

1570 Walther P99 Magazines
Three blued factory magazines, two 10-round .40 cal. with blue followers
and one 10-round 9mm with a black follower, all in near excellent
condition with polymer “P99”-marked baseplates. (228899-129C)

1571 Beretta 92 and 96 Magazines
Four unmarked stainless magazines, three 15-round 9mm magazines
with black followers and gray baseplates and one 10-round .40 S&W
magazine with black follower and baseplate, all in near excellent
condition. (228899-129J)
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1572 P232 Magazines
Three factory 7-round .380 ACP magazines two stainless with black
polymer followers and one blued with metal follower, all in near excellent
condition with black polymer finger rest baseplates and “SIGSAUER”
marked on the left side near the bottom. (228899-129K)

1573 Kahr 9mm and .40 S&W Magazines
Four stainless steel factory magazines, two 6-round .40 S&W and two
6-round 9mm, all in near excellent condition. (228899-129B)

1574 Sig Sauer P229 Magazines
Four factory 12-round .40 S&W/.357 magazines, three blued and one
stainless, all in very good plus condition with some faint freckling and
signs of operational wear. (228899-129L)

1575 Ruger Mini-30 Magazines
Two blued steel 7.62x39mm magazines for the Ruger Mini-30 as
follows: One factory 5-round magazine and one unmarked aftermarket
30-round magazine both in excellent condition. (239731-3DY)

1576 Colt 10mm Auto Magazine
One blued steel Colt 10mm Auto 8-round magazine for a Government or
Commander model pistols in excellent condition with a couple tiny
specks of light oxidation which appears to function well. (239392-1B)

1577 AK-47 Magazines
Four steel 30-round military pattern 7.62x39mm magazines for AK-47
type rifles. Three magazines retain most of their original blue while the
fourth retains a similar amount of black paint with all showing some very
light high edge wear and one has a few scattered small spots of light
oxidation. The springs are robust and a four-cell East German Strichtarn
“rain pattern” camouflage magazine pouch in surplus condition is
included. (239732-15)

1578 Assorted Box Magazines
Seven items total: One U.S.G.I M3 “Grease Gun” submachine gun
30-round magazine marked “SPW GL C-153427”, three U.S.G.I. M1
Carbine 15-round magazines with two marked “U” and one “IU”, one
steel M14/M1A 20-round magazine containing three rounds of 7.62
NATO blanks with “LC / 69” headstamps, one Mauser Gewehr 88
5-round stripper clip and one Savage Model 340 30-30 Win 3-round
magazine. Magazines rate perhaps very good with strong springs and
retain most of their original blue with scattered spots of light oxidation,
which is more prominent on the M3 and M14 magazines, with the M14
magazine also showing light pitting overall. The Gewehr 88 clip displays
a straw finish with some more moderate oxidation. (238531-3A)

1579 AR-15 Magazines
Five sealed-in-original-packaging 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 30-round gray
aluminum magazines for AR-15/M16/M4 style rifles and others that
accept STANAG magazines. Two have Okay Industries-marked
floorplates while the others are marked Parsons Precision Products and
all have black followers. (238838-3A)

1580 AR-15 Magazines
Three sealed-in-original-packaging 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 30-round gray
aluminum magazines for AR-15/M16/M4 style rifles and others that
accept STANAG magazines. One has an Okay Industries-marked
floorplate while the others are marked Parsons Precision Products and
all have black followers. (238838-3B)

1581 AR-15 Magazines
Five Colt-marked 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 20-round aluminum magazines
for AR-15/M16/M4 style rifles and others that accept STANAG
magazines. Magazines rate about excellent showing very light high
edge wear and retain strong springs and have gray followers.
(238838-2C)

1582 AR-15 Magazines
Four Colt-marked 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 30-round gray aluminum
magazines for AR-15/M16/M4 style rifles and others that accept
STANAG magazines. Magazines rate excellent showing some slight
storage wear and feature strong springs and green anti-tilt followers.
(238838-2B)

1583 AR-15 Magazines
Five sealed-in-original-foil Colt 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 20-round aluminum
magazines for AR-15/M16/M4 style rifles and others that accept
STANAG magazines. Three feature labels marked “1005-00-056-2237 /
MAGAZINE ASS’Y / 1 EA / A-3/83 / LOT NO. UNK / DAAF
03-69-C-0007 / MFG: COLT’S PT. F.A. MFG. CO. / MFD: UNK CC-A”.
(238838-2A)

1584 Smith & Wesson Model 59 Magazines
Seven stainless steel 9mm 15-round magazines for the S&W Model 59,
459, 659, 910, 915 and 5900 series of pistols in excellent condition. All
have orange followers showing very light signs of use and bumper-style
baseplates with four marked “CLASSIC PISTOL” and three “O.P.
BULLETS”. (238838-4)

1585 Browning Hi-Power Magazines
Three blue steel 9mm 13-round magazines for the Browning Hi-Power
pistol. Two are manufactured by Mec-Gar in Italy and are marked
MG-BRHP on the lower left side while the third is unmarked. Magazines
rate very good plus to near excellent with some light operational wear on
the unmarked magazine and a few scattered speckles of light oxidation
overall. (238838-6)

1586 CZ-75 Magazines
Seven blue steel 9mm magazines for the CZ-75 series of pistols. One of
the magazines has a polymer floorplate and is limited to nine rounds
while the rest hold 15 rounds. All the 15-round magazines appear to be
Czech with four new-in-box while the other two and the 9-round
magazine rate near excellent showing very light operational wear. The
boxes are marked “BRNO” along with “Action Arms Ltd” with a couple
showing light storage wear. (238838-7)

1587 Uzi Magazines
Six original Israeli IMI-production 9mm 32-round magazines for the Uzi
series of submachine guns, carbines and pistols. Magazines rate near
excellent retaining about 99% original Parkerized finish with a few
showing very slight operational wear and all having a two-digit number
on their spines near the floorplates. (238838-1)

1588 Uzi Magazines
Seven original Israeli IMI-production 9mm magazines for the Uzi series
of submachine guns, carbines and pistols. Six hold 32 rounds and rate
near excellent retaining about 99% original Parkerized finish with some
very slight signs of use while the seventh holds 25 rounds and retains
perhaps 95% original black enamel finish with a few areas of loss
showing the Parkerized finish beneath. The 32-round magazines are
unmarked beyond a two-digit number on their spines above the
floorplates while the 25-round magazine is marked “IMI” on the front and
with a star on the left side. (238838-1B)

1589 Uzi Magazines
Seven original Israeli IMI-production 9mm 32-round magazines for the
Uzi series of submachine guns, carbines and pistols. Magazines rate
near excellent with six retaining about 99% original Parkerized finish
while the seventh retains a similar amount of original black enamel with
all displaying some minor signs of use and two showing a couple small
spots of light oxidation. The black enamel magazine is marked “IMI” on
the spine and all display a two-digit number on the spine above the
floorplate. (238838-1A)

1590 Ruger 10/22 Magazines
This lot consists of four factory 10 round magazines for the Ruger 10/22
semi-auto and similar firearms.  All are used but in excellent condition. 
(49047-61C)

1591 1911 Magazines
This lot contains five 1911 magazines, detailed as follows: (1) unmarked
7-round steel magazine in very good condition showing moderate wear
and scattered light oxidation; (1) Risdon-made 7-round magazine in
about very good condition with light to moderate wear and scattered
light oxidation; (1) Metalform 8-round magazine in excellent condition
with a few light operational wear marks; (2) Cobramag HV likely 7-round
magazines in near excellent condition showing a few light handling
marks. (148899-119Q)

1592 1911 Magazines
This lot contains five 1911 magazines, detailed as follows: (2) unmarked
7-round steel magazines in about very good condition showing light
wear, scattered light oxidation, and some very light pitting on one mag;
(1) unmarked 7-round steel magazine in very good condition with light
wear, and a black bumper; (1) Metalform 8-round magazine in near
excellent condition with a few light wear marks; (1) modern Remington
8-round magazine in excellent condition. (148899-119P)

1593 1911 Magazines
This lot contains five 1911 magazines, detailed as follows: (1) Mec-Gar
8-round magazine in excellent condition; (1) 10-round magazine marked
“MADE IN ITALY” in near excellent condition with a few light handling
marks and specks of light oxidation; (1) 10-round Metalform magazine in
excellent condition showing a few light handling marks; (1) unmarked
7-round magazine labeled “Llama 45” on masking tape, in very good
condition with some light wear and light oxidation; (1) 8-round Metalform
magazine in very good condition with light oxidation and featuring a
bumper. (148899-119R)

1594 SKS High Capacity Magazines
This lot contains (6) Chinese 30-round SKS magazines in very good
plus condition with scattered light handling marks and a few spots of
light oxidation.  Five of the magazines are unmarked, and the sixth is
marked “MADE IN CHINA” on the baseplate. (149732-14)

1595 AR-15 Magazines
This lot contains (2) Brownells marked 20-round 5.56/.223 aluminum
magazines for the AR-15 family of rifles.  Magazines are in near
excellent condition with scattered light handling marks. (149535-1)
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1596 1911 Magazine
This lot includes a single Risdon 7-round 1911 magazine in very good
condition retaining about 92% original blue finish with light operational
wear marks and light oxidation.  The magazine is unmarked except for
the clear “R” stamped on the toe of the baseplate, and features a
welded base. (149519-2A)

1597 Colt 1911 Magazine
This lot includes a single 9-round Colt 1911 9mm magazine in very good
plus condition retaining about 97% original matte blue finish with a few
light wear marks and spots of light oxidation. The underside of the
baseplate is crisply marked “COLT / CAL. 9MM LUGER”. (149519-2B)

1598 Colt Ace Magazine
This lot includes a single 10-round Colt Ace magazine in very good plus
condition retaining about 98% original blue finish with scattered light
wear marks and traces of oxidation staining.  The baseplate shows light
wear and is crisply stamped “COLT / CAL. 22 L.R.”.  (14A9519-3A)

1599 Colt 38 Special Wadcutter Magazine
This lot contains a single magazine for the Colt 38 Special Mid Range
pistol in very good condition retaining about 95% original blue finish with
light operational wear marks and scattered light oxidation.  The
underside of the baseplate is crisply marked “COLT .38 SPEC”, and the
spine of the magazine is hand-marked with a circled “17”. (149519-3B)

1600 Star DKL and Unmarked Magazines
This lot contains two magazine, detailed as follows: (1) unmarked
approximately 7-round single stack 25 Auto magazine, designed for a
heel release, in very good plus condition with a few spots of light
oxidation and scattered light handling marks; (1) unmarked 380 Auto
magazine appearing to be for the Star DKL pistol, modified with a
square “COLT” marked baseplate and hand scratched “IV” on the right
side, in very good plus condition with light wear marks at the feed lips
and scattered light handling marks. (149519-4)

1601 Sig Sauer P220 .45 ACP Magazine
One matte blue steel 8-round magazine in excellent condition, retaining
about 99% original finish with minimal signs of previous use.
(128302-4K)

1602 Ak-47 Magazines
This lot includes five unmarked, blued finish, 30 round, steel bodied
magazines in excellent condition.  (109316-10I)

1603 Wilson Combat Magazines
This lot includes four bright-body with plastic base, 45 ACP single stack
magazines for a 1911 or similar style pistol in excellent condition.
(109316-10J)

1604 M1A Magazines
This lot includes eight unmarked 20 round magazines for the M1A rifle. 
There are four grey parkerized, three black parkerized and one blued all
showing light handling marks and remain in excellent condition. 
(109316-10K)

1605 AK-47 Drum Magazine
This lot includes a Triangle 36 (Norinco) marked 75 round drum
magazine with lacquered coated ball cartridge follower.  The magazine
has a few light handling marks and comes with a green canvas military
style carrier with simple wooden peg closures. Item is in excellent
condition.  (109316-10L)

1606 AK-47 Drum Magazine
This lot includes a Triangle 36 (Norinco) marked 75 round drum
magazine with lacquered coated ball cartridge follower.  The magazine
has a few light handling marks and comes with a green canvas military
style carrier with simple wooden peg closures and a photocopied
instruction manual. Item is in excellent condition.  (109316-10M)

1607 AR-15 Magazines
This lot includes seven 30 round 5.56mm magazines manufactured by
Parsons Precision Products.  The magazines retain near all of their
phosphate finish with expected light handling marks and come housed
in a brown colored munitions can.  (109316-6A)

1608 AR-15 Magazines
This lot includes seven 30 round 5.56mm magazines manufactured by
Cooper Industries.  The magazines retain near all of their phosphate
finish with expected light handling marks and come housed in a brown
colored munitions can.  (109316-6B)

1609 AR-15 Magazines
This lot includes six 30 round 5.56mm magazines.  There are two La
Bell Industries, three Cooper Industries, and one Defense Procurement
Manufacturing Services Inc.  They show expected light handling marks
and come housed in a brown colored munitions can.  (109316-6C)

1610 Ak-47 Magazines
This lot includes nine 30 round steel body magazines that are unmarked
in overall excellent condition.  (109316-8A)

1611 Ak-47 Magazines
This lot includes nine 30 round steel body magazines that are unmarked
in overall excellent condition.  (109316-8B)

1612 Wilson Combat Magazines
This lot includes three bright bodied, 8 round, 1911 style 45 ACP
magazines with plastic bases in overall excellent condition. 
(109316-8C)

1613 1911 Magazines
This lot includes three commercial style 1911 45 ACP magazines.  First
is a bright body 8 round Wilson Combat magazine with plastic floor
base. Second are two unmarked blued magazines with very light
handling marks all in excellent condition.  (109316-8D)

1614 Glock Magazines
This lot includes three 15 round factory Glock 22 magazines with a
loading tool.  One of the magazines is cracked along the back plate and
the other two remain in excellent condition.  (109316-8E)

1615 AR-15 Magazines
This lot includes ten 20 round aluminum body 5.56mm magazines. 
There are eight Colt marked and two Simmons Precision Ind., all with
light handling marks and they remain in excellent condition. 
(109316-8F)

1616 AR-15 Magazines
This lot includes ten 30 round aluminum body magazines some with
green plastic followers and some orange.  There are two Okay industries
and eight Center Industries marked all with light handling marks
associated with use remaining in excellent condition.  (109316-8G)

1617 AR-15 Magazines
This lot includes a full seven count box of Simmons Precision Ind., 20
round aluminum magazines.  The magazines show light handling marks
and otherwise remain in excellent condition.  They come in a natural
color cardboard box labeled “1005-056-2237 / Magazine Assembly / 7
EACH / DAAF03-70-0049 / A-10/70”.  (109316-8H)

1618 M14 Magazines
This lot includes eight 20 round magazines manufactured by
Westinghouse Electric who was sub contracted by H&R to produce
these war-time magazines.  The magazines come in sealed four packs
and are in presumed excellent condition.  (109316-8I)

1619 M14 Magazines
This Lot includes seven magazines.  There are four Westinghouse
Electric still sealed in their original packaging, two unmarked five round,
and one unmarked 20 round.  The unmarked magazines show light
handling marks and all remain in excellent condition. (109316-8J)

1620 M14 Magazines
This lot includes ten magazines.  There are two unmarked five round
magazines and eight Springfield Armory marked.  The Springfield
magazines are GI-issue and come in one sealed package and one
opened package and all remain in excellent condition.  (109316-8K)

1621 M14 Magazines
This lot includes ten magazines.  There are two unmarked five round
steel body magazines and two sealed four packs of GI-issue 20 round
magazines by H&R Inc.  All magazines are in excellent condition. 
(109316-8L)

1622 M14 Magazines
This lot includes ten magazines.  First are two five round unmarked steel
body magazines with minor handling marks.  Second is a sealed four
pack of GI-issue 20 round Springfield Armory magazines in excellent
condition.  Third is a sealed four pack of GI-issue 20 round Union
Hardware Co., magazines also in excellent condition.  (109316-8M)

1623 M14 Magazines
This lot includes ten magazines.  First are two unmarked five round steel
body magazines with light handling marks in overall excellent condition. 
Second are two sealed four packs of Westinghouse Electric 20 round
GI-issue magazines in excellent condition.  (109316-8N)

1624 M1 Carbine Magazines
This lot includes six magazines.  First are four unmarked 30 round
magazines with overall light handling marks and some with old price
stickers and spots of oxidation or light pitting.  Second are two 15 round
magazines one LU marked the other UU marked both have light
handling marks and all magazines remain in about very good to
excellent condition.  (109316-8P)

1625 Thompson Drum Magazine
This type “L” drum magazine retains nearly all of its original evenly
fading blue finish with some scattered light scratches and has silvering
along the right side top edge.  The magazine is marked with the
“Thompson Bullet” trademark and “wind 9 to 11 times” on the front and
has the Auto Ordnance Corp marking on the backside.  The spring
remains strong and this 50 round drum remains in excellent condition.
(109316-8Q)

1626 Ruger 22/45 Magazines
This lot includes two factory Mark IV 22/45, 10 round blued finish
magazines.  The magazines are in sealed factory packaging and are
as-new, dealer-stock items that remain in excellent condition. 
(109413-80RA)
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1627 AR-15 Magazines
This lot includes three ten-round Pro Mag 223 magazines still sealed in
their original factory packaging.  These are as-new, dealer-stock items in
excellent condition.  (109413-80RB)

1628 Trailside 22 LR Magazines
This lot includes two after-market ten round polymer 22 LR magazines
for the Sig / Hammerli Trailside pistol.  These are unmarked dealer stock
items with molded finger rest bases in excellent condition. 
(109413-80RC)

1629 Trailside 22 LR Magazines
This lot includes two after-market ten round polymer 22 LR magazines
for the Sig / Hammerli Trailside pistol.  These are unmarked dealer stock
items with molded finger rest bases in excellent condition. 
(109413-80RD)

1630 AK-47 Magazines
Eight metal 7.62x39 30-round magazines of both Chinese, Russian and
undetermined make with some spots of scattered light oxidation and
minor handling marks in overall near excellent condition. (228925-41B)

1631 AK-47 Magazines
10 metal 7.62x39 30-round magazines of both Chinese, Russian and
undetermined make with some spots of scattered light oxidation and
minor handling marks in overall near excellent condition. (228925-41C)

1632 AK-47 Magazines
10 metal 7.62x39 30-round magazines of both Chinese, Russian and
undetermined make with some spots of scattered light oxidation and
minor handling marks in overall near excellent condition. (228925-41D)

1633 AK-47 Magazines
10 metal 7.62x39 30-round magazines of both Chinese, Russian and
undetermined make with some spots of scattered light oxidation and
minor handling marks in overall near excellent condition. (228925-41E)

1634 Uzi Magazines
Nine unmarked black 40-round 9mm magazines with a “10” and “40”
next to witness holes on the left-side. The magazines are in overall near
excellent condition some minor freckling and operational wear.
(228925-33I)

1635 Uzi Magazines
14, 9mm magazines total, one 40-round parkerized magazine marked
with an eagle inside a triangle, three black enamel 32-round
“IMI”-marked magazines, six unmarked blued 32-round magazines and
four unmarked parkerized 32-round magazines. All magazines are very
good to near excellent with signs of operational use and small
blemishes. (228925-33J)

1636 Uzi Magazines
12, 9mm magazines total, two IMI-marked 20-round magazines, two
IMI-marked 32-round magazines, two unmarked 32-round magazines
and six unmarked 25-round magazines, some showing blemishes and
signs of operational use and all in near excellent condition.
(228925-33K)

1637 Uzi Magazines
14, 9mm magazines total, two IMI-marked 20-round magazines, two
IMI-marked 32-round magazines and 10 unmarked 25-round
magazines, some showing blemishes and signs of operational use and
all in near excellent condition. (228925-33L)

1638 Uzi Magazines
14, 25-round 9mm magazines total, four IMI-marked and 10 unmarked,
some showing blemishes and signs of operational use and all in near
excellent condition. (228925-33M)

1639 Suomi M31 Magazines
10 original 36-round 9mm stick magazines with Finnish army "SA"
marking and finger loops. The magazines retain most of their original
blue finish with some scattered light freckles, maybe a tiny blemish and
some dried grease. (228925-9)

1640 Suomi M31 Magazines
10 original 36-round 9mm stick magazines with Finnish army "SA"
marking and finger loops. The magazines retain most of their original
blue finish with some scattered light freckles, maybe a tiny blemish and
some dried grease. (228925-9A)

1641 Suomi M31 Magazines
10 original 36-round 9mm stick magazines with Finnish army "SA"
marking and finger loops. The magazines retain most of their original
blue finish with some scattered light freckles, maybe a tiny blemish and
some dried grease. (228925-9B)

1642 Suomi M31 Magazines
10 original 36-round 9mm stick magazines with Finnish army "SA"
marking and finger loops. The magazines retain most of their original
blue finish with some scattered light freckles, maybe a tiny blemish and
some dried grease. (228925-9D)

1643 Suomi M31 Magazines
10 original 36-round 9mm stick magazines with Finnish army "SA"
marking and finger loops. The magazines retain most of their original
blue finish with some scattered light freckles, maybe a tiny blemish and
some dried grease. (228925-9C)

1644 Suomi M31 Magazines
10 original 36-round 9mm stick magazines with Finnish army "SA"
marking and finger loops. The magazines retain most of their original
blue finish with some scattered light freckles, maybe a tiny blemish and
some dried grease. (228925-9E)

1645 Suomi M31 Magazines
10 original 36-round 9mm stick magazines with Finnish army "SA"
marking and finger loops. The magazines retain most of their original
blue finish with some scattered light freckles, maybe a tiny blemish and
some dried grease. (228925-9F)

1646 Suomi M31 Magazines
10 original 36-round 9mm stick magazines with Finnish army "SA"
marking and finger loops. The magazines retain most of their original
blue finish with some scattered light freckles, maybe a tiny blemish and
some dried grease. (228925-9G)

1647 Suomi M31 Magazines
10 original 36-round 9mm stick magazines with Finnish army "SA"
marking without finger loops. The magazines retain most of their original
blue finish with some scattered light freckles, maybe a tiny blemish and
some dried grease. (228925-9H)

1648 Suomi M31 Magazines
10 original 36-round 9mm stick magazines with Finnish army "SA"
marking and finger loops. The magazines retain most of their original
blue finish with some scattered light freckles, maybe a tiny blemish and
some dried grease. (228925-9I)

1649 Suomi M31 Magazines
Nine original 36-round 9mm stick magazines with Finnish army "SA"
marking and finger loops. The magazines retain most of their original
blue finish with some scattered light freckles, maybe a tiny blemish and
some dried grease. (228925-9J)

1650 Suomi M31 Magazines
Nine 36-round 9mm stick magazines with Finnish army "SA" marking
and finger loops. The magazines retain most of their original blue finish
with some scattered light freckles, maybe a tiny blemish and some dried
grease. (228925-9K)

1651 Suomi M31 Magazines
10 original 36-round 9mm stick magazines with Finnish army "SA"
marking and four of the magazines without finger loops. The magazines
retain most of their original blue finish with some scattered light freckles,
maybe a tiny blemish and some dried grease. Included is a green
canvas magazine pouch in very good condition with four magazine
compartments and belt loops. (228925-9L)

1652 Smith & Wesson M&P 40 magazines
This lot includes (4) Smith & Wesson M&P 40 ten-round magazines for
the 40 S&W-cartridge, as new in original individual packaging. 
(89413-8OU)

1653 Smith & Wesson M&P 40 magazines
This lot includes (4) Smith & Wesson M&P 40 ten-round magazines for
the 40 S&W-cartridge, as new in original individual packaging. 
(89413-8OT)

1654 Sig Sauer P938 9mm magazines
This lot includes (3) Sig Sauer P938 six-round 9mm magazines as new
in original individual factory packaging.  (89413-8OS)

1655 SRM Arms 1216 rotary magazine
This black four tube, 16- round, rotary magazine fits an SRM Arms
Model 1216, 12 gauge semi-auto shotgun.  The magazine is as new in
the original sealed bag and has the factory shipping box.  (89413-80BU)

1656 AK-47 Magazines
10 unmarked 7.62x39mm 30-round steel magazines in surplus excellent
condition showing signs of light use, a couple show a small spot or two
of light oxidation and all have strong springs. (238925-41F)

1657 AK-47 Magazines
10, 7.62x39mm 30-round steel magazines in surplus very good to
excellent condition showing signs of light use while a few display some
areas of light oxidation and all have strong springs with a couple still
coated in protective cosmoline. (238925-41G)

1658 AK-47 Magazines
10, 7.62x39mm 30-round steel magazines in surplus very good plus to
excellent condition showing signs of light use with a few have some tiny
spots of light oxidation. All magazines have strong springs.
(238925-41H)

1659 AK-47 Magazines
10, 7.62x39mm 30-round steel magazines in surplus very good plus to
excellent condition showing some signs of light use with a few displaying
some small areas of light oxidation while all retain strong springs.
(238925-41J)

1660 AK-47 Magazines
10, 7.62x39mm 30-round steel magazines in surplus very good to
excellent condition with one magazine having a V-shaped bend in the
floorplate, all showing signs of light use with a couple displaying a few
small spots of light oxidation. All magazines appear to function well and
have strong springs. (238925-41M)
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1661 AK-47 Magazines
10, 7.62x39mm 30-round steel magazines in surplus very good plus to
excellent condition displaying some signs of light use with a few showing
some small spots of light oxidation and a couple having the remnants of
adhesive residue on the floorplates. All have strong springs.
(238925-41N)

1662 AK-47 Magazines
11, 7.62x39mm steel magazines as follows: Seven 30-round and four
5-round in surplus very good plus to excellent condition all showing
some signs of light use with a few showing some small spots of light
oxidation while one of the 30-round magazines has a slightly bent
floorplate which does not impede function. All magazines have strong
springs. (238925-41P)

1663 AK-47 Magazines
10 Chinese “flatback” 7.62x39mm 30-round magazines in surplus very
good plus to excellent condition displaying some signs of light use with a
few having some small spots of light oxidation and a couple have
internals coated in protective cosmoline. One of the magazines has an
elongated follower which reduces its capacity to five rounds but the
follower can easily be replaced. All springs remain strong. (238925-41Q)

1664 5.56 NATO AK Magazines
Three magazines as follows: One desirable Bulgarian Circle 10
translucent polymer 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 30-round magazine, one
unmarked black polymer 5.56 NATO 30-round magazine and one
ProMag black polymer 7.62x39mm 40-round magazine. Magazines rate
about very good plus to excellent with a couple short hairline cracks
around the front locking lug of the Bulgarian magazine. (238925-41R)

1665 MP 38/40 Magazine
One original grooved 9mm 32-round magazine for the German MP
38/40 submachine gun. Magazine retains about 99% arsenal applied
blue with some light high edge silvering. The upper spine is marked “ayf
43” along with two “(eagle) / 280” Waffenamts while the lower left side is
stamped “M.P. 38u40”. (238925-44W)

1666 6.8 SPC AR-15 Magazines
Three steel 6.8 SPC 25-round magazines for the AR-15 series of
firearms in near excellent condition retaining about 98% original black
finish with some light silvering on the high edges and a few light
handling marks. Two are manufactured by Bushmaster and one is PRI.
(239869-9)

1667 FAL Magazines
Six steel 7.62 NATO 30-round magazines for metric pattern FN
FAL/DSA SA58 type rifles. Magazines rate near excellent and show light
signs of use and some display some small speckles of light oxidation.
Magazines are unmarked save for one which has a “dsarms.com”
marked follower and all retain strong springs. (239869-9A)

1668 FN FNAR Magazines
Two factory 7.62 NATO 20-round blue steel magazines for the FN FNAR
rifle in about excellent condition with one showing some very light
operational wear and a couple tiny spots of light oxidation. (239869-9D)

1669 AR-15 Magazine
One Surefire MAG5-60 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 60-round high-capacity
gray aluminum magazine for the M16/M4/AR-15 series of firearms and
any that accept STANAG magazines. Magazine rates excellent with
some light handling marks and features a slim profile that is thinner than
two 30-round magazines clipped-together and fits in most dual
magazine pouches. (239869-9E)

1670 AR-15 Magazines
Three 5.56 NATO/223 Rem magazines total: One Bushmaster
blackened stainless steel 40-round magazine, one unmarked gray
Parkerized steel 40-round magazine and one approximately 50-round
aluminum magazine formed from welding together a 30-round and a
20-round magazine with an Adventure Line MFG. baseplate. Magazines
rates very good plus with some scattered light handling marks and
storage wear and a few small areas of light oxidation on the Parkerized
magazine. (239869-9F)

1671 AR-15 Magazines
Six 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 30-round magazines total: Two Tapco black
polymer magazines, two Thermold black polymer magazines, and one
Thermold black polymer magazine that can extend to accept 45 rounds.
Also included is one Tapco Galil/Golani Sporter black polymer magazine
that is not compatible with the AR-15. Magazines rate excellent with a
few light handling marks. (239869-9G)

1672 Ruger 10/22 Magazines
Two new-in-package Butler Creek Steel Lips Banana Magazine 22 LR
25-round translucent smoke polymer magazines for the Ruger 10/22,
77/22, AMT Lightning and similar. Outer plastic bags show light storage
wear. (239869-9J)

1673 M14/M1A Magazines
Two 7.62 NATO/308 Win 25-round Parkerized steel magazines for the
M14/M1A series of firearms in about excellent condition showing some
minor storage wear. One is marked with a (star) on the spine and comes
in a bag labeled “GIS25 / M14 308 25RD STAR MKD / GI SPEC MAG /
MAGOH M1A” while the other is unmarked and comes in a bag labeled
“FORM1425 / M14 308 25RD GI SPEC BLK / MAGAZINE / MAGOH M1
/ THIS MAG IS MADE TO GI SPECK. I”. Outer bags also show minor
storage wear. (239869-9K)

1674 Israeli Galil Magazines
Two steel 7.62 NATO/308 Win 20-round magazines as follows: One
unmarked, but likely ProMag, Parkerized steel magazine for the Galil
7.62 NATO/308 Win rifle and one unknown and unmarked blue steel
magazine possibly for the Galil 7.62 rifle or similar. Magazines rate near
excellent showing some light handling marks and storage wear.
(239869-9M)

1675 Sig Sauer P226 Magazines
Two factory sealed-in-packaging P226 9mm 20-round magazines.
Magazines rate excellent while the outer plastic bags show minor
storage wear. (239869-9N)

1676 Heckler & Koch P2000/USP Compact Magazines
Two factory 40 S&W 12-round blue steel magazines for the P2000 and
USP 40c pistols. Magazines rate excellent with a few light handling
marks. (239869-9P)

1677 CZ 82/83 Magazines
Two original Czech arsenal-marked 9mm Makarov/380 ACP 12-round
magazines for CZ 82 and 83 pistols in about excellent condition with
some faint signs of use. (239869-9R)

1678 Beretta 92FS Magazines
Two 9mm magazines as follows: One factory 20-round Parkerized
magazine and one aftermarket U.S.A. Magazines 25-round magazine
for the Beretta 92 FS series of pistols and Beretta CX4 Storm 9mm
carbine with 92 magazine adapter. Magazines rate near excellent
showing some light handling marks. (239869-9T)

1679 Assorted Carbine and Pistol Magazines
Five items total: One new-in-package CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 9mm
30-round translucent smoke polymer magazine, one M1 carbine 30
Carbine 15-round magazine marked “IS” on the spine in very good
condition showing some spots of silvering on its added black enamel
finish, one ProMag H&K USP 45 ACP 20-round steel magazine in
excellent condition, one ProMag FN Five-seveN 5.7x28mm 20-round
black polymer magazine in about excellent condition and one
unidentified 9mm 30-round pistol magazine with left side magazine
catch in about  condition with some light storage wear. (239869-9U)

1680 Ruger Scout/Precision Rifle Magazines
Four factory new-in-package magazines for the Ruger Scout rifle and
Precision rifle. Magazines hold five rounds of 308 Win, 6.5 Creedmoor
or 243 Win and will hold four rounds 450 Bushmaster when used in the
Scout rifle platform. (239413-80AW)

1681 AR-15 Magazines
Six new-in-package ProMag 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 10-round blue steel
magazines for the M16/M4/AR-15 series of firearms. (239413-80AU)

1682 AR-15 Magazines
Six new-in-package ProMag 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 10-round blue steel
magazines for the M16/M4/AR-15 series of firearms. (239413-80AT)

1683 AK-47 Drum Magazine
(1) East German 75 rd., 7.62x39 mm flat ribbed steel drum magazine
retaining 98% arsenal applied black finish with light oxidation along the
edges of the throat.  The serial number is matching on the coverplate,
housing and winding plate. (58925-35R)

1684 AK-47 Drum Magazine
(1) East German 75 rd., 7.62x39 mm flat ribbed steel drum magazine
retaining about 90% original blue finish with scattered light oxidation,
handling marks and edge wear.  The serial number is matching on the
coverplate, housing and winding plate.  (58925-35S)

1685 AK-47 Drum Magazine
(1) 75 rd. 7.62x39 mm flat ribbed steel body drum appearing to be East
German in design marked with an inverted "D" next to "K" in square on
front of the throat base and is numbered "AD-444" on the winding plate.
Drum retains about 95-97% arsenal applied parkerizing with light
handling marking and wear along the edges. (58925-355A)

1686 AK-47 Drum Magazine
(1) East German 75 rd., 7.62x39 mm flat ribbed steel body drum
magazine retaining 98-99% arsenal applied black finish with some minor
wear along the edges.  The serial number is matching on the coverplate,
housing and winding plate.  (58925-35T)

1687 AK-47 Drum Magazine
(1) East German 75 rd. 7.62x39 mm flat ribbed steel body drum
magazine retaining about 98% arsenal applied black finish with some
minor edge wear.  The serial number is matching on the coverplate,
housing and winding plate.  (58925-35U)
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1688 AK-47 Drum Magazine
(1) East German 75 rd. 7.62x39 mm flat ribbed steel body drum
magazine retaining 98-99% arsenal applied black finish with the slightest
amount of edge wear.  The serial number is matching on the coverplate,
housing and winding plate. (58925-35V)

1689 AK-47 Drum Magazine
(1) East German 75 rd. 7.62x39 mm flat ribbed steel body drum
magazine retaining 98-99% arsenal applied black finish with the slightest
amount of edge wear.  The serial number is matching on the coverplate,
housing and winding plate. (58925-35W)

1690 AK-47 Drum Magazine
(1) East German 75 rd., 7.62x39 mm flat ribbed steel drum magazine
retaining about 80% original parkerized finish with scattered light
oxidation, handling marks and edge wear.  The serial number is
matching on the coverplate, housing and winding plate, additional there
is a different number on the right side of the cover plate stamped over
four light "X's".  (58925-35X)

1691 AK-47 Drum Magazine
(1) unmarked 75 rd., 7.62x39 mm flat ribbed steel body drum magazine
appearing to be East German in design retaining about 90% original
parkerized finish with scattered light oxidation and handling marks, loss
due to wear along the edges.  (58925-35Y)

1692 AK-47 Drum Magazine
(1) Chinese manufactured 75 rd., 7.62x39 mm steel body drum with
intact carry ring on side of housing.  Drum remains in excellent condition
retaining 98% arsenal applied blue over light grind marks on the throat.
Crisp Norinco 36 in triangle mark on center of coverplate above the
winding lever.  (58925-35Z)

1693 AK-47 Drum Magazine
(1) Chinese manufactured 75 rd., 7.62x39 mm steel body drum with
intact carry ring on side of housing.  Drum remains in excellent condition
retaining 98% arsenal applied blue over light grind marks on the throat.
Crisp Norinco 36 in triangle mark on center of coverplate above the
winding lever.  (58925-35AA)

1694 AK-47 Drum Magazine
(1) Chinese manufactured 75 rd., 7.62x39 mm steel body drum with
intact carry ring on side of housing.  Drum remains in excellent condition
retaining 98% arsenal applied blue over light grind marks on the throat.
Crisp Norinco 36 in triangle mark on center of coverplate above the
winding lever.  (58925-35AB)

1695 AK-47 Drum Magazine
(1) Chinese manufactured 75 rd., 7.62x39 mm steel body drum with
intact carry ring on side of housing and vented winding lever.  Drum
remains in excellent condition retaining 98% arsenal applied blue over
light grind marks on the throat. (58925-35AC)

1696 Remington R-15 VTR Magazines
Three total: (2) 5 rd., 223 Rem., blue steel body magazines; (1) 5 rd.,
204 Ruger/ 223 Rem., steel body magazine in Advantage MAX-1 HD
Camo.  Magazines remain as-new in original factory packaging.
(59413-80BJ)

1697 Pro Mag AR-15 Magazines
Four total: (3) COL 19, 5 rd., 223 Rem. blue steel body magazines; (1)
COL 22, 10 rd. 223 Rem., flush-fit blue steel body magazine.  In
excellent condition in original factory packaging.  (59413-80BK)

1698 Sig Sauer Magazines
Two total: (1) MAG-226-9-10, 10 rd. magazine for a 9mm P226; (1)
MAG-365-9-10, 10 rd. magazine for a 9 mm P365 subcompact pistol.  In
excellent condition in original factory packaging.  (59413-80BL)

1699 Sig Sauer Magazines
(2) MAG-MOD-C-9-10, 10 rd. magazines for 9mm P250 & P320
compact pistols.  In excellent condition in original factory packaging.
(59413-80BM)

1700 Sig Sauer Magazines
(2) MAG-MOD-C-9-10, 10 rd. magazines for 9mm P250 & P320
compact pistols.  In excellent condition in original factory packaging.
(59413-80BN)

1701 Sig Sauer Magazines
(3) MAG-MOD-F-9-10, 10 rd. magazines for 9mm P250 & P320 full size
pistols.  In excellent condition in original factory packaging.
(59413-80BP)

1702 Smith & Wesson M&P 9 Shield Magazines
(5) 8 rd. steel body magazines with finger rests for Smith & Wesson
M&P 9 Shield pistols.  In as-new condition sealed in original factory
packaging.  (59413-80BQ)

1703 Smith & Wesson M&P 9 Shield Magazines
(5) 8 rd. steel body magazines with finger rests for Smith & Wesson
M&P 9 Shield pistols.  In as-new condition sealed in original factory
packaging.  (59413-80BR)

1704 Smith & Wesson M&P 9 Shield Magazines
(5) 8 rd. steel body magazines with finger rests for Smith & Wesson
M&P 9 Shield pistols.  In as-new condition sealed in original factory
packaging.  (59413-80BS)

1705 Smith & Wesson M&P 9 Shield Magazines
(5) 8 rd. steel body magazines with finger rests for Smith & Wesson
M&P 9 Shield pistols.  In as-new condition sealed in original factory
packaging.  (59413-80BT)

1706 Smith & Wesson M&P 9 Shield Magazines
(4) 8 rd. steel body magazines with finger rests for Smith & Wesson
M&P 9 Shield pistols.  In as-new condition sealed in original factory
packaging.  (59413-80BV)

1707 Smith & Wesson M&P 9 Shield Magazines
(4) 8 rd. steel body magazines with finger rests for Smith & Wesson
M&P 9 Shield pistols.  In as-new condition sealed in original factory
packaging.  (59413-80BW)

1708 Smith & Wesson M&P 9 Shield Magazines
Four total: (3) 7 rd. steel body magazines with flat floorplates; (1) 8 rd.
steel body magazine with finger rest for Smith & Wesson M&P 9 Shield
pistols. In excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging,
labels show light staining. (59413-80BX)

1709 Smith & Wesson M&P 40 Shield Magazines
(3) 7 rd. steel body magazines with finger rests for Smith & Wesson
M&P 40 Shield pistols.  In as-new condition sealed in original factory
packaging.  (59413-80BY)

1710 Smith & Wesson M&P 40 Shield Magazines
(3) 7 rd. steel body magazines with finger rests for Smith & Wesson
M&P 40 Shield pistols.  In as-new condition in original factory packaging,
one label is of a different vintage and has "Shield" written in gold marker.
 (59413-80BZ)

1711 AUTO ORDNANCE TYPE X DRUM MAGAZINE
(1) newly manufactured 45 ACP. 10 rd. "X" drum magazine
manufactured and marked by Auto Ordnance Corp and originally sold by
Kahr Arms. Manufactured to near exact specifications as the original
high capacity drums, these drums fit modern Thompson guns made in
Worcester, MA only and will not fit guns made in West Hurley, NY or any
others manufactured before 1990. In near excellent to excellent
condition with perhaps a slight packaging mark or two. Included is a
“third hand” tool and factory cardboard box. (59413-80CA)

1712 Ruger SR40C Magazines
(5) 9 rd. blue steel body magazines for Ruger SR40C pistols, includes
optional finger rest plates.  In excellent to as-new condition in original
factory packaging.  (59413-80CB)

1713 Ruger SR40C Magazines
(5) 9 rd. blue steel body magazines for Ruger SR40C pistols, includes
optional finger rest plates.  In excellent to as-new condition in original
factory packaging.  (59413-80CC)

1714 Ruger SR40 Magazines
(4) 10 rd. blue steel body magazines for Ruger SR40 pistols, equipped
with polymer followers and baseplates.  In excellent to as-new condition
in original factory packaging.  (59413-80CD)

1715 Ruger SR40 Magazines
(4) 10 rd. blue steel body magazines for Ruger SR40 pistols, equipped
with polymer followers and baseplates.  In excellent to as-new condition
in original factory packaging.  (59413-80CE)

1716 Ruger SR40 Magazines
(5) 10 rd. blue steel body magazines for Ruger SR40 pistols, equipped
with polymer followers and baseplates.  In excellent to as-new condition
in original factory packaging.  (59413-80CF)

1717 Ruger SR9C Magazines
(4) 10 rd. blue steel body magazines for Ruger SR9C pistols, includes
optional finger rest plates.  In excellent to as-new condition in original
factory packaging.  (59413-80CG)

1718 Ruger SR9 Magazines
(3) 10 rd. blue steel body magazines for Ruger SR9 pistols, equipped
with polymer followers and baseplates.  In excellent to as-new condition
in original factory packaging.  (59413-80CH)

1719 Ruger SR40 Magazines
(4) 10 rd. blue steel body magazines for Ruger SR9 pistols, equipped
with polymer followers and baseplates.  In excellent to as-new condition
in original factory packaging.  (59413-80CI)

1720 Ruger Mini-30 Magazines
(2) 5 rd., 7.62 x 39 mm blue steel body magazines for Ruger Mini-30
carbines.  In excellent condition in original factory packaging. 
(59413-80CJ)

1721 Bakelite RPK-74 Magazines
This lot contains (5) 45-round 5.45x39mm Bakelite magazines. 
Magazines are finished matte black with a few scattered light handling
marks, but appear in otherwise excellent condition, and are compatible
with AK-74 rifles. (148925-46B)

1722 Bakelite RPK-74 Magazines
This lot contains (5) 45-round 5.45x39mm Bakelite magazines. 
Magazines are finished matte black with a few scattered light handling
marks, but appear in otherwise excellent condition, and are compatible
with AK-74 rifles. (148925-46C)
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1723 Bakelite RPK-74 Magazines
This lot contains (5) 45-round 5.45x39mm Bakelite magazines. 
Magazines are finished matte black with a few scattered light handling
marks, but appear in otherwise excellent condition, and are compatible
with AK-74 rifles.  (148925-46D)

1724 Bakelite RPK-74 Magazines
This lot contains (5) 45-round 5.45x39mm Bakelite magazines. 
Magazines are finished matte black with a few scattered light handling
marks, but appear in otherwise excellent condition, and are compatible
with AK-74 rifles. (148925-46E)

1725 Bakelite RPK-74 Magazines
This lot contains (5) 45-round 5.45x39mm Bakelite magazines. 
Magazines retain their original orange color and are in excellent
condition with a few light handling marks.  Magazines are marked at the
base with mould number “25” on the left side and a blank disc on the
right. Included with the magazines is an unmarked green canvas military
surplus magazine pouch, with attached shoulder strap.  Four of the five
magazines are contained within the canvas pouch; the fifth magazine
remains sealed in plastic. (148925-46F)

1726 Bakelite RPK-74 Magazines
This lot contains (5) 45-round 5.45x39mm Bakelite magazines.  The
magazines retain their original orange color an are in excellent condition
with a few light handling marks.  Magazines are marked at the base with
mould numbers “25” and “11” on the left sides and a blank disc on the
right.  Included with the magazines is a unmarked green canvas military
surplus magazine pouch, with attached shoulder strap.  Four of the five
magazines are contained within the canvas pouch; the fifth magazine
remains sealed in plastic. (148925-46G)

1727 Bakelite RPK-74 Magazines
This lot contains (5) 45-round 5.45x39mm Bakelite magazines.  The
magazines are finished matte black with a few scattered light handling
marks, but appear in otherwise excellent condition, and are compatible
with AK-74 rifles. (148925-46H)

1728 AK-74 Magazines
This lot contains (5) 30-round 5.45x39mm magazines.  Four are Bakelite
magazines in excellent condition with a few light handling marks, and
appear unmarked except for mould numbers “03”, “06”, “24”.  The fifth
magazine is a steel 30-round 5.45x39mm magazine showing a few light
handling marks but in otherwise excellent condition. (148925-46J)

1729 AK-47 Magazines
This lot contains (10) 30-round steel 7.62x39mm surplus magazines. 
Magazines are finished black and show general light handling marks
and scattered light oxidation, but are in otherwise excellent condition. 
Magazines are of indeterminant manufacture. (148925-41K)

1730 AK-47 Magazines
This lot contains (10) 30-round steel 7.62x39mm surplus magazines. 
Magazines are finished black and show general light handling marks
and scattered light oxidation, but are in otherwise excellent condition. 
Magazines are of indeterminant manufacture. (148925-41L)

1731 Bakelite RPK-74 Magazines
This lot contains (4) 45-round 5.45x39mm Bakelite magazines.  The
magazines are finished matte black with a few scattered light handling
marks, but appear in otherwise excellent condition, and are compatible
with AK-74 rifles. (148925-46K)

1732 AK-47 Magazines
This lot contains (5) 40-round 7.62x39mm steel surplus magazines in
very good plus condition with light operational wear, scattered light
handling marks, and some fine oxidation.  Magazines are of
indeterminant manufacture. (148925-47D)

1733 AK-47 Magazines
This lot contains (5) 40-round 7.62x39mm steel surplus magazines in
excellent condition with a few light handling marks and light traces of
cosmoline. Magazines are of indeterminant manufacture. (148925-47E)

1734 Bakelite AK-74 Magazines
This lot contains (5) 30-round 5.45x39mm Bakelite magazines in
excellent condition with a few light handling marks.  The magazines are
unmarked except for mould numbers, “20”, “12”, “44”, “17”, “43”.
(148925-46M)

1735 AK-74 Magazines
This lot contains five 5.45x39mm magazines, detailed as follows: (2)
orange Bakelite AK-74 30-round magazines, in excellent condition with
a  few light handling marks; (1) brown Bulgarian Circle 21 polymer
AK-74 magazine, in excellent condition with a few light handling marks;
(1) unmarked black polymer 30-round AK-74 magazine in very good
plus condition with a light wear on the baseplate and a few light handling
marks; (1) 40-round polymer ProMag AK-74 magazine, in excellent
condition. (148925-46N)

1736 Assorted Military Rifle Magazines
This lot contains four magazines, detailed as follows: (1) steel 10-round
magazine for the Zastava M76 in 8mm Mauser, with scattered light
handling marks but otherwise excellent condition; (1) unmarked
20-round 7.62 NATO magazine for the HK91 pattern of rifles, in
excellent condition with a few light handling marks; (1) unmarked
converted 30-round 7.62 NATO steel magazine for the HK91 pattern of
rifles, in excellent condition with a few light handling marks; (1)
unmarked 30-round 7.62 NATO stamped steel magazine for the HK091
pattern of rifles, in excellent condition with a few light handling marks.
(148925-1A)

1737 USAS-12 Shotgun Magazines
This lot contains three polymer USAS-12 10-round 12 ga magazines
showing scattered light handling marks but in otherwise excellent
condition. (149869-9B)

1738 12 ga Magazines for Saiga and Vepr Shotguns
This lot contains six magazines, detailed as follows: (1) unmarked
5-round polymer magazine for the Vepr 12 shotgun, in excellent
condition; (1) SGM Tactical 10-round polymer magazine for the Vepr 12
shotgun, in excellent condition; (1) AGP Arms 10-round polymer
magazine for the Saiga 12 shotgun, in excellent condition; (3) Surefire
Gun Mags 12-round polymer magazines for the Saiga 12 shotgun, with
one magazine still sealed in plastic, in excellent condition. (149869-9C)

1739 Ruger Mini-14 and Mini-30 Magazines
This lot contains nine magazines, detailed as follows: (2) unmarked
black polymer 30-round Mini-14 magazines, showing light handling
marks but in otherwise excellent condition; (4) unmarked steel 30-round
Mini-14 magazines showing a few light handling marks, and one light
flaking of the black finish, but otherwise in excellent condition; (3)
Thermold 26/39-round polymer magazines for the Mini-30, in near
excellent condition with light handling marks. (149869-9H)

1740 Suomi and Swedish K Magazines
This lot contains five magazines, detailed as follows: (2) 36-round steel
9mm Suomi magazines with finger loop and crisp Finnish markings, in
excellent condition with expected light handling marks; (2) 36-round
steel 9mm Swedish K magazines with crisp Swedish markings, one in
excellent condition with expected light handling marks and a few specks
of oxidation, and the other in very good plus condition with light handling
marks, crazing of the matte black finish, and light pitting on the
baseplate; (1) 36-round steel 9mm Suomi magazine with Persian
numbers, in very good condition with scattered light handling marks,
some light pitting beneath the matte black finish, and some flaking of the
matte black finish. (149869-9L)

1741 Assorted Uzi Magazines
This lot contains seven magazines, detailed as follows: (3) unmarked
25-round parkerized steel 9mm magazines in very good condition with
light high edge wear and scattered light handling marks, two of the
magazines marked with a star on the left side above the baseplate; (1)
unmarked 25-round steel 9mm magazine in excellent condition, finished
black, with a few light handling marks and specks of oxidation; (2)
unmarked 40-round steel 9mm magazines in very good plus condition
with light oxidation on the feed lips of one, scattered light handling
marks, and an added cut to the other about 1” below the feed lips on the
left side; (1) unmarked 50-round steel 9mm magazine showing light
handling marks but otherwise in excellent condition; (1) 36-round steel
9mm likely MAC 10 magazine in very good plus condition with scattered
light handling marks, and marked “MADE IN / USA”.  (149869-9Q)

1742 VZ 26 Submachinegun Magazines
This lot contains (2) 32-round steel 7.62x25mm VZ 26 submachinegun
magazines in very good condition with a gunmetal gray patina, light tool
marks, and light oxidation staining. Spines of both magazines are
marked with a small “x” above the baseplate. (149869-9S)

1743 Assorted Pistol Caliber Magazines
This lot contains seven magazines, detailed as follows: (2) M3 Grease
Gun magazines, one with a gray patina, light wear marks, a small
modification below the throat reinforcement, and light oxidation staining,
and the other blued with a few light handling marks; (1) M3 Grease
Gun-style, likely 9mm, magazine in very good condition with light
handling marks, marked “MB1”, and a magazine throat protector of
about 2 1/2”; (1) unmarked steel likely 25-round, possibly MAC 10
magazine in very good plus condition, with a few light handling marks
and spots of light oxidation; (1) blued steel M1 Thompson 30-round 45
ACP magazine in near excellent condition with scattered light handling
marks and specks of oxidation, marked “U.S. 30 CARTRIDGE-CAL. 45”;
(2) steel, likely 380 ACP, likely MAC 11 magazines, in very good
condition with light wear marks and scattered light oxidation, one likely
10 rounds and the other likely 30 rounds. (149869-9V)

1744 Walther P22 Magazines
This lot includes three, factory 10 round, bright body, molded floorplate
magazines.  There are two used with one showing some minor oxidation
staining and one as-new sealed in its original factory packaging, all
remain in excellent condition.  (109413-80RF)
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1745 GSG-5/522 Magazines
Description Update 1/20/2021: Both magazines hold 10 rounds, not
22This lot includes two, 10round polymer magazines for the GSG-5 22
caliber series rifle. The magazines appear as-new, one with its original
packaging and both remain in excellent condition. (109413-80RG)

1746 S&W M&P 15-22 Magazines
This lot includes two factory magazines.  First is a polymer 25 round
magazine that appears gently used and second is an as-new 10 round
polymer magazine sealed in its original factory packaging, both in
excellent condition.  (109413-80RH)

1747 Ruger Mini-14 Magazine
This lot includes a factory blued steel 20 round magazine for a Mini-14
chambered in 300 AAC Blackout.  The magazine is marked accordingly
along the right side and has a few scattered light scratches but remains
in excellent condition.  (109413-80RI)

1748 Smith & Wesson MP Series Magazines
This lot includes three ten round factory magazines.  There are two 40
S&W / 357 Sig magazines and one 9mm all in excellent condition.
(109413-80RJ)

1749 HK USP 45 Magazine
This lot includes a single factory 12 round blued finish with plastic
floorplate magazine that shows some light wear marks and remains in
excellent overall condition.  (109413-80RK)

1750 Smith & Wesson 41/442 Magazine
This lot includes an as-new still sealed in its original factory packaging
blued finish ten round magazine in excellent condition.  (109413-80RL)

1751 Glock Magazines
This lot includes four, two factory and two aftermarket magazines.  First
is a ten round Glock marked 40 caliber magazine with some minor light
handling marks.  Second is a nine round model 30 magazine still sealed
in its original factory packaging.  Third are two Magpul 9mm magazines
one marked Pmag 17 GL 9 and the other Pmag 15 GL9, both showing
minor wear and light handling marks.  All remain in very good to
excellent condition.  (109413-80RM)

1752 BAR Magazine
This lot includes a single grey phosphate finish 20 round BAR magazine
that has overall scattered light handling marks and small patches of light
oxidation staining but remains in about excellent condition.  (108808-9H)

1753 1911 Magazines
This lot includes three Colt-marked stainless steel 8 round magazines
for the Government and Commander series pistols.  The floorplates are
marked “Colt / 45 Auto / 8 RND” and all show light handling marks
associated with use and remain in excellent condition.  (109413-80RN)

1754 1911 Magazines
This lot includes three stainless steel 10 round Metalform magazines
with overall light scratches and robust springs in overall excellent
condition.  (109413-80RP)

1755 AR-10 Magazines
This lot includes five magazines. (3) ArmaLite marked black phosphate
finish magazines.  There is a 5 round, 10, round and 20 round magazine
all showing very light handling marks in excellent condition.  A 20 round
black phosphate finish DPMS marked magazine with overall light
scratches and remains in excellent condition. An as-new 20 round,
Pmag 20LR polymer magazine with dust cover still in its original factory
packaging in excellent condition.  (109413-80RQ)

1756 1911 Magazines
This lot includes three stainless steel Chip McCormick magazines. 
There are two 10 round and one 6 round.  There is a sticker on the 6
round that reads “1911 6 round / compact SS” aside from that they all
remain in excellent condition.  (109413-80RR)

1757 Wilson Combat Magazines
This lot includes two stainless steel 6 round magazines for a variety of
compact 1911 style pistols.  The magazines show light handling marks
and remain in excellent condition.  (109413-80RS)

1758 Walther GSP Expert Magazines
This lot includes two, five round Walther-marked factory magazines for
the GSP Expert pistol.  They are blued finish with a blue colored plastic
floorplate and remain in excellent condition.  (109413-80RT)

1759 Walther GSP Expert Magazines
This lot includes two, five round Walther-marked factory magazines for
the GSP Expert pistol.  They are blued finish with a blue colored plastic
floorplate and remain in excellent condition.  (109413-80RU)

1760 Walther GSP Expert Magazines
This lot includes two, five round Walther-marked factory magazines for
the GSP Expert pistol.  They are blued finish with a blue colored plastic
floorplate and remains in excellent condition.  (109413-80RV)

1761 Miscellaneous Magazine Lot
A total of five assorted magazines.  First are two AR-15 magazines; one
grey phosphate finish Colt 5.56-marked 20 round magazine with overall
light handling marks and one blued finish Pro Mag 5.56 / 223-marked
with light handling marks.  Second is an unmarked 15 round M1 Carbine
magazine with bright blue finish that has a few very light superficial
scratches.  Fourth is an unmarked 30 round Tommy Gun stick magazine
that has been refinished with some spots of oxidation staining and light
scratches.  Fifth is a grey parkerized five round M-14 magazine that
shows overall light handling marks and all remain in very good to
excellent condition.  (109413-80RW)

1762 M22 Magazine
This lot includes a single steel body, blued finish 10 round magazine for
the ISSC M22 Target Pistol.  The magazine retains nearly all of its
original blue finish and has a robust spring and remains in excellent
condition.  (109413-80RX)

1763 Mustang Magazine
This lot includes one six round blued finish Colt-marked factory
magazine for the 380 ACP Mustang Pistol.  It has overall light handling
marks and light oxidation staining around the base but remains in very
good to near excellent condition.  (109413-80RY)

1764 Sig P238 9mm Magazine
One six round stainless steel Sig marked magazine with a couple of light
scratches remaining in excellent condition.  (109413-80RZ)

1765 Para Ordnance Magazines
This lot includes three: (2) aftermarket 10 round P10 grips with Pearce
grip extenders, one is blue the other stainless both in very good
condition.  (1) Para-marked 14 round P14 magazine with overall light
handling and some wear marks associated with use that remains in
about very good condition.  (109413-80RAA)

1766 Smith & Wesson Magazines
This lot includes three magazines.  First is a Mec Gar 15 round blued
finish 9mm magazine for the 5900 series pistol.  Second is a S&W
marked SD40 10 round stainless steel magazine in 40 S&W.  Third is
S&W marked stainless 6 round 45 ACP magazine likely for the model
457 pistol with a retailer’s sticker along the right face.  All magazines are
in very good to excellent condition.  (109413-80RAC)

1767 Miscellaneous Magazine Lot
This lot includes three magazines.  First is an unmarked 6 round 45 ACP
magazine likely for a Government Model style pistol with plastic
floorplate and bears a retailer’s sticker along the left side flat.  Second is
an unmarked full size 10mm Government Model style magazine with
some light handling marks and remnants of a rubber bumper along the
floor plate.  Third is a Walther PPK  32 ACP magazine that has a couple
spots of flaking in the finish with scattered light handling marks.  These
items range in condition from good to very good.  (109413-80RAD)

1768 Smith & Wesson SD40VE Magazines
This lot includes three, factory 10 round stainless steel magazines
marked 40 S&W along the front flat, both showing minor handling marks
in overall excellent condition.  (109413-80RAE)

1769 Smith & Wesson Model 5900 Magazines
This lot includes two 10 round, 9mm, stainless magazines with overall
light handling marks in overall excellent condition.  (109413-80RAF)

1770 Smith & Wesson Model 5900 Magazines
This lot includes three 10 round, 9mm, stainless magazines with overall
light handling marks in overall excellent condition.  (109413-80RAG)

1771 Hi-Point Magazines
This lot includes three magazines.  (2) 10 round blued finish magazines
for the CP and CF380 pistol.  Both magazines remain in their original
factory packaging.  (1) 10 round blued finish magazine for the 995TS
Carbine that remains in its original factory packaging.  These are as-new
dealer stock items in overall excellent condition.  (109413-80RAH)

1772 Winchester Model 52 Magazines
This lot includes three 5 round magazines.  The magazines retain nearly
all of their original blue finish and are marked with an underlined “W”
along the floorplate.  (109413-80RAI)

1773 1911 Magazines
This lot includes four nickel-plated steel 8 round magazines.  There are
two unmarked with black plastic floorplates and two Pro Mag magazines
that remain sealed in their original factory packaging.  All items are in
excellent condition.  (109413-80RAJ)

1774 Smith & Wesson Magazines
This lot includes three 15 round stainless steel magazines for the 59
Series pistols in 9mm.  Two are marked “S&W Restricted Law
Enforcement” along the front flat and all remain in excellent condition. 
(109413-80RAK)

1775 Smith & Wesson Magazines
This lot includes four 15 round stainless steel magazines for the 59
Series pistols in 9mm.  Two are marked “S&W Restricted Law
Enforcement” along the front flat and all remain in excellent condition. 
(109413-80RAL)
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1776 Beretta Magazines
This lot includes two as-new dealer stock M85/86 magazines.  These
are blued finish, 8 round, 380 ACP magazines sealed in their original
factory packaging in excellent condition.  (109413-80RAM)

1777 Kel-Tec Magazines
This lot includes two 26 round polymer magazines for the PLR pistol or
SU22 carbine.  These are as-new dealer stock and remain sealed in
their original factory packaging in excellent condition.  (109413-80RAN)

1778 GSG-5/522 Magazine
This lot includes one 22 round and one 10 round polymer magazine for
the GSG-5 22 caliber series rifle. One magazine is as-new in its original
packaging and both remain in excellent condition. (109413-80RAP)

1779 AK-47 Magazines
This lot includes five Tapco 30 round polymer magazines.  They show
varying amounts of light handling marks and all remain in excellent
condition.  (109413-80RAQ)

1780 AK-47 Magazines
This lot includes six Tapco 30 round polymer magazines.  They show
varying light handling marks and remain in excellent condition.
(109413-80RAR)

1781 Five-Seven Magazines
This lot includes two 20 round magazines.  One is not maker marked
and the other is from Pro Mag and both show very minor handling marks
and remain in excellent condition.  (109413-80RAS)

1782 Sig Pro Series Magazines
This lot includes two, factory 15 round 9mm magazines to fit the
following models SP2022, 2340, and 2009 pistols.  The magazines have
a grey phosphate finish and are maker marked with a few minor
handling marks and remain in excellent condition. (109413-80RAT)

1783 Ruger Mini-14 Magazines
This lot includes three magazines. (2) factory 5 round magazines, one is
gently used with light handling marks and the other is as-new sealed in
its original factory packaging.  (1) Eagle Inc., smoke colored plastic 30
round magazine with light handling marks and all are in excellent
condition.  (109413-80RAU)

1784 Glock Magazines
This lot includes two, factory 40 S&W magazines.  There is one 13
round and one 15 round both with very minor handling marks in
excellent condition. (109413-80RAV)

1785 Trijicon ACOG Optical Sight
Trijicon ACOG 1.5x24mm scope with Midwest Industries mount, serial
#71944.  Scope is in excellent condition retaining 99% original matte
black anodized finish with a few very light handling marks.  The chevron
reticle is brightly light via the fiber optic, and the glass is exceptionally
clear; the tritium in the optic appears to glow dimly.  The Midwest
Industries mount is marked “MI-OD-TAM” on the underside, features a
QD lever, and appears compatible with the standard picatinny rail.  The
serial number of the scope has been checked with Trijicon, and verifies
its authenticity. Included with the optic is a black fabric scope cover
marked “Trijicon”. (14A9775-1) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

1786 Zeiss Rifle Scope
Zeiss Terra 3-9x42 scope in excellent condition with 98-99% original
matte black finish with a very light handling mark or two, primarily on the
objective bell.  The scope features 1/4 MOA hand adjustable windage
and elevation turrets with screw-on covers, clear glass, and a duplex
reticle. (149775-2)

1787 Leupold Scope
Leupold VX-II 3-9x40mm scope in very good plus to near excellent
condition with 98% original matte silver finish with light ring marks on the
scope body, and a few light handling marks on the objective bell.  The
scope features 1/4 MOA windage and elevation adjustments, which
require the use of a tool such as a coin or flat-head screwdriver, clear
glass, and a duplex reticle.  Included with the scope is black fabric
scope cover, box, manual, and papers. (149419-1)

1788 Lyman Super Targetspot Scope
Scope retains about 98% original blue finish with a few scattered light
handling marks, and the parallax adjustment retains about 95% original
finish with light thinning of the anodized finish, measures 24 1/4” long
with a 1 3/8” objective.  Ocular tube is crisply marked “15 POWER”, and
the Lyman marking on the scope body remain crisp.  The glass remains
clear and the scope features a fine crosshair reticle with a bold center
dot.  Mounts with adjustments are included, as are screw-in lens covers.
(14A9775-3)

1789 NcStar 8-32x50mm Scope
Scope measures 16 1/4” overall, 19 5/8” with the sunshade attached,
and retains about 98% original black finish with a small ding on the right
side of the tube and scattered light handling marks.  The scope features
clear glass with a mil-dot reticle, parallax adjustment from 25 yards to
“infinity”, 1/8” hand adjustable turrets with audible and tactile clicks, a
functioning illuminated reticle with 11 brightness settings, mounted rings,
and a removable sunshade. (149094-1A)

1790 J. Unertl Ultra Varmint Scope
serial #58350, 15 Power, 24 1/8” overall with a 2” diameter adjustable
objective.  The scope retains about 95% original blue with thinning and
light oxidation staining on the body, scattered light handling and ring
marks, and a few specks of oxidation on the objective bell.  The scope
comes with standard target mounts, stop, and spring, and features clear
glass and a fine crosshair reticle.  A great optic for a vintage target or
varmint rifle. (14A9094-1C) (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

1791 Lyman Super Targetspot Scope
serial #25523, 15 Power, 24” overall with a removable rubber eye piece
and an about 1 3/8” objective.  The scope is in near excellent condition,
retaining about 97-98% original blue and anodized finishes with specks
of light oxidation on the ocular bell, some light oxidation on the mounts
and turrets, some light ring marks, and a few light handling marks.  The
Lyman markings remain crisp, the glass remains clear with a fine
crosshair reticle, and the scope includes standard target mounts, stop,
and spring. (14A9094-1B)

1792 U.S. M1910A Artillery Spotting Scope
Intended for use with a tripod (not included), this large brass U.S.
military optic measures 25 1/2” in length and features crisp
near-excellent optics with a few small specks of dust on the interior
which do little to detract from the image. The ocular lens features an
integral lever-toggled yellow filter and the adjustable sight post functions
well mechanically. The OD green paint finish shows some expected
flaking and slight handling wear at the contact points, otherwise the optic
shows few blemishes and rates excellent. Also included is a leather
storage case in very good condition, showing areas of dark patina and
flecks of staining but no deterioration and little damage, save for a few
cracks on the inner lining of the lid. (129721-22)

1793 Weaver G4 Scope
11” in length, this Weaver scope features clear excellent optics with a
fine crosshair reticle adjustable for windage and elevation. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue with some light handling scuffs
from previous use. (128302-4S)

1794 Leupold VX-1 Scope
One new-in-box Leupold VX-1 3-9x40mm matte black gold ring duplex
reticle riflescope still sealed in the factory shrink wrap. (229412-18BA)

1795 Leupold VX-1 Scope
One new-in-box Leupold VX-1 2-7x33mm matte black gold ring LR
duplex reticle riflescope still sealed in the factory shrink wrap.
(229412-18BB)

1796 Leupold VX-1 Scope
One new-in-box Leupold VX-1 4-12x40mm matte black gold ring duplex
reticle riflescope still sealed in the factory shrink wrap. (229412-18BC)

1797 Leupold VX-1 Scope
One new-in-box Leupold VX-1 1-4x20mm matte black gold ring Turkey
Plex shotgun/muzzleloader scope still sealed in the factory shrink wrap.
(229412-18BD)

1798 Simmons Master Series Scope
One as-new Simmons Master Series 6-18x50 AO matte black Truplex
reticle riflescope in the original factory box. (229412-18BE)

1799 Burris Scope and Garmin GPS Set
One as-new Burris Fullfield II 3-9x40mm matte black ballistic plex reticle
riflescope and Garmin eTrex GPS combo still in the original factory box.
(229412-18BF)

1800 Laser Genetics Designator
One as-new-in-box ND3x40 Subzero green laser designator. The factory
box indicates that the designator can illuminate targets up to 400 yards
away, is nitrogen charged and o-ring sealed and will provide up to seven
hours of continuous use on two CR123 batteries.  Included in the box
are a tripod mount, 1” scope mount, Weaver mounts, a pressure switch
and batteries, all housed in a zippered carry case. (229412-18BG)

1801 Alpen Binoculars
One set of as-new-in-box Alpen Magnaview Model 259 10x42
waterproof binoculars in the original factory box with neck strap and
flap-closure carrying case. (229412-18BH)

1802 Alpen Binoculars
One set of as-new-in-box Alpen Magnaview Model 259 10x42
waterproof binoculars in the original factory box with neck strap and
flap-closure carrying case. (229412-18BI)

1803 Burris Scope and Binocular Set
One as-new-in-box factory sealed Burris Fullfield II 3-9x40mm ballistic
plex reticle riflescope and Burris Landmark 10x32mm binoculars. Both
items feature fully-coated optics and a neck strap for the binoculars is
included. (229412-18BJ)

1804 Burris Scope and Binocular Set
One as-new-in-box factory sealed Burris Fullfield II 3-9x40mm ballistic
plex reticle riflescope and Burris Landmark 10x32mm binoculars. Both
items feature fully-coated optics and a neck strap for the binoculars is
included. (229412-18BK)
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1805 Simmons ProHunter Handgun Scope
One as-new-in-box Simmons ProHunter 4x32 matte black triplex reticle
handgun scope. (229412-18BL)

1806 Simmons ProHunter Handgun Scope
One as-new-in-box Simmons ProHunter 4x32 matte black triplex reticle
handgun scope. (229412-18BM)

1807 Bushnell Banner Scope
One as-new-in-box Bushnell Banner Dusk & Dawn 6-24x40mm mil-dot
reticle matte black riflescope. (229412-18BN)

1808 Bushnell Banner Scope
One as-new-in-box Bushnell Banner Dusk & Dawn 6-18x50mm mil-dot
reticle matte black riflescope. (229412-18BP)

1809 TruGlo Crossbow Red Dot Sights
Two new-in-package TruGlo Tru Brite crossbow open red dot sights
(item #TG8380B4). Sights feature selectable red or green reticles, four
reticle patterns, 24x34mm windows, and integrated Weaver-style
mounts. Packages include manuals and batteries. (239413-82B)

1810 TruGlo Red Dot Sights
Two new-in-package TruGlo Triton Open Red Dot Series sights (item
#TG8365B). Sights feature three reticle colors and four reticle patterns,
28mm objective lens, detachable sunshades, and integrated
Weaver-style mounts. These sights are ideal for shotguns, handguns,
rifles, muzzleloaders, paintball and crossbows and include manuals and
batteries. (239413-82A)

1811 Bushnell Binoculars and NcStar Spotting Scope
This lot contains a Bushnell binocular in about excellent condition with a
few light handling marks, and clear glass.  Included with the binoculars
are ocular and objective lens covers, neck strap, and faux leather carry
bag in very good plus condition with a few light handling marks.  Also in
this lot is a NcStar 20-60x60mm spotting scope in very good condition
with scattered loss of finish, primarily located below the ocular lens, with
spots of adhesive residue; glass remains clear.  Included with the
spotting scope is an objective lens cover and tripod. (149094-10B)

1812 Weaver K3 60-B 3xScope
This 10 1/2” scope features clear excellent optics with a post and
crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue
finish with some negligible marks from previous mounting. An excellent
scope overall. (129094-8A)

1813 Burris Fullfield 3.5-10x Scope
This 13 3/4” scope features clear excellent optics with a duplex reticle.
The surfaces retain about 99% original matte black finish with no
discernible blemishes. Includes the original factory fold-out display box,
a pair of Weaver-style scope mounts in matching matte black finish,
cloth sleeve and a pair of Burris bikini-style rubber lens covers. An
excellent scope overall. (127331-5A) (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

1814 Bushnell Phantom 1.3x Scope
This 7 3/4” scope features clear excellent optics with a crosshair reticle.
The surfaces retain about 99% original matte black finish with the
negligible hints of previous use. Includes a pair of Bushnell mounts. An
excellent scope overall. (127331-5B)

1815 Mossberg No. M4(b) 4x Scope
This 14 1/2” scope features fair to good optics with a crosshair reticle.
The crosshairs are damaged and will require replacement. The lenses
are somewhat foggy from what appears to be accumulations on the
inner surfaces; still, the focus remains fairly crisp. The metal surfaces
retain a neat 98% original blue with only very light handling marks visible
under light. A good vintage scope and a suitable candidate for a
restoration project. (127331-5C)

1816 Redfield ESD Red Dot Sight
This 5 3/4” illuminated sight features clear excellent optics and an
illuminated red dot with 11 levels of brightness and four dot size
settings. The illumination is fully functional and the device is in excellent
condition with few if any discernible blemishes. Includes a pair of
Weaver-style rings and a pair of bikini-style lens covers. An excellent
optic overall. (127331-5D)

1817 CenterPoint AO RGB Illuminated Mil-Dot 6x Scope
This 8 1/2” scope features clear excellent optics with an adjustable
objective lens and a duplex mil-dot reticle. The reticle features
dial-adjustable variable gradient illumination in both red and green. The
illumination is fully functional. The surfaces retain about 99% original
matte black finish with tiny instances of silvering hardly worth mention.
Includes a pair of Weaver-style rings which show flecks of silvering at
the corners but otherwise rate excellent. An excellent scope overall.
(127331-5E)

1818 Center Point Scope
(1) 3-9x40mm AO scope with Mil-Dot reticle and crisp clear optics. This
matte black scope measures 12 1/2” overall with faint ring marks along
the 1” diameter tube. It features 1/4 MOA windage and elevation
adjustments and remains in excellent condition. (1X109755-2A)

1819 Tasco AccuDot Sight
(1) Red Dot sight has Weaver style quick detach rings and shows overall
light handling marks along its entire length. The optic lenses are cloudy
and it is uncertain if the item functions properly. (3X109506-28)

1820 Center Point Scope
(1) 3-9x40mm scope retaining 99% original blue. Equipped with
red/green illuminated Mil-dot reticle, clear optics and rings. 
(1X57704-11A)

1821 Lovely Engraved Colt Single Action Army Sampler Cylinder
This beautiful Second Generation cylinder is part of the John Williams
collection.  He was a 30-year employee of Colt and head of the Model
shop.  This cylinder is chambered in 38 Special, utilizes a removable
base pin bushing (not present) and measures 1.772" from the face of
the cylinder to the rachet.  The rear of the cylinder is stamped with a
Rampant Colt but no other markings are present.  The cylinder retains
about 99% plus original Royal Blue finish and features inlaid gold wire
continuously running around the edges of each flute and across the front
of the cylinder to connect it to the next flute.  There are two double
wedding bands around the circumference of the rear of the cylinder with
scroll engraving between them.  The rear of each flute has a small
engraved fleur-de-lis and each space between the cylinder has a
different engraving pattern ranging from oak leaves with acorns to grape
vines and several variations of foliate scroll all masterfully executed and
highlighted with punch dot shadowing. An unusual addition for the
dedicated Colt Single Action collector.  (8A9519-5C) {NON-GUN} [John
Williams Collection]

1822 Colt Civil War Centennial Pistol Barrel
This lot includes a single 6" barrel with near excellent bore showing a
small ring of minor pitting about 1 1/2" from the breech end.  The barrel
is for the 1961 issued Colt Civil War Centennial single shot pistol in 22
Short.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% original black finish with
scattered very light scratches.  (8A9519-6A) [John Williams Collection]

1823 Colt Civil War Centennial Pistol Barrel
This lot includes a single 6" barrel with near excellent bore showing a
small ring with a few minor pits about 1 1/2" from the breech end.  The
barrel is for the 1961-issued Colt Civil War Centennial single shot pistol
in 22 Short.  The metal surfaces retain about 98% original black finish
with scattered light handling marks and minor flaking on the right side of
the breech end of the barrel.  (8A9519-6B) [John Williams Collection]

1824 Colt Civil War Centennial Pistol Barrel
This lot includes a single 6" barrel with near excellent bore showing a
small ring of minor pitting about 1 1/2" from the breech end.  The barrel
is for the 1961-issued Colt Civil War Centennial single shot pistol in 22
Short.  The metal surfaces retain about 98% original black finish with
scattered handling marks and flaking finish.  (8A9519-6C) [John
Williams Collection]

1825 Vintage Brass Magazine Tube
This is a 19” long brass magazine tube that is most likely the Mossberg
51 series and similar rifles.  The tube features a t-shaped end and
yellow plastic plunger-style follower and is in excellent overall condition
with some light tarnish to the brass.  (48873-740F)

1826 Ruger Revolver Parts
Two sets of Ruger Blackhawk old-model post-conversion original parts
and one Millet Series 100 Ruger revolver rear sight in original opened
packaging. The parts are in about excellent condition with some minimal
signs of use prior to their removal for the conversion. Each parts
package includes a warning label from the establishment which
performed the conversion reminding the consumer that the parts have
not been officially inspected to determine their suitability for use. The
rear sight is windage and elevation-adjustable and rates excellent.
(128302-4P)

1827 1911 Parts
This lot includes 13 new-in-package Wilson Combat parts for the
Government and Gold Cup Series Pistols.  There are ten heavy duty
recoil springs (Wilson part No. 10G18), two packs of six Shok-Buff
replacement buffers (Wilson part No. 2B), and one Beavertail safety
(Wilson part No. 429SG.  These parts are as-new in factory packing in
excellent condition.  (109316-6)

1828 Flash Suppressor
This lot includes a Troy Industries Inc., 5.56 Medieval Flash Suppressor.
 This item is as-new dealer-stock measuring overall 2 1/8” and remains
sealed in its original factory packaging.  (109413-103RC)

1829 Shrewd Muzzle Break
This Model 1 stainless steel 22 caliber muzzle break has 1/2-28 threads
and 42 ports. This item will require a gunsmith to install as it needs the
bore opened .020 over the bullet diameter, measuring overall 2 5/8” and
remains sealed in its original packaging from Brownells. 
(109413-103RD)
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1830 Winchester Model 50 Pigeon Grade Semi-Auto Shotgun Parts
12 ga. 26” ventilated rib barrel choked WS-1 with a bright excellent bore.
The receiver with receiver extension tube and magazine tube are not
present and it is possible a few small parts may be missing. The
remaining metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with some
minor silvering at the muzzle, a few scattered light handling marks and
tiny spots of light oxidation on the barrel while the engine-turned bolt
remains bright. The checkered deluxe walnut capped pistolgrip stock
and forend rate very good with a handful of scattered light handling
marks with much of the original finish worn on the forend and almost all
remaining on the stock, with both displaying beautiful grain figuring. The
ventilated rubber recoil pad remains in very good condition with a tiny
crack in the black and white spacer and light toe and heel wear. The
barrel is sighted with an ivory bead and a silver bead mid rib with the
breech end of the ventilated rib showing a slight amount of vertical play.
A great opportunity to have some high-quality parts for your beloved
Winchester Model 50. (239438-209) {NON-GUN}

1831 Trench Art Vase
This is a roughly 13 3/4” expended 75 mm shell that has been made into
a commemorative vase.  The shell is pinched and crimped for roughly
4”, then stippled for about 5 1/2” with a raised medial and
“Château-Thierry/1918” at its center.  Above this is another roughly 1/2”
medial and decorative grooving or jigging to the slightly flared mouth. 
The shell casing appears to be French and there is a small 1/4” hole just
up from the base that would need to be plugged were the vase used for
its intended purpose; it is an ochre patina overall and pleasing. 
(3A9869-6)

1832 Pair of Trench Art Vases
These matching vases were made from expended 75 mm shell casings. 
Each has a crimped and swirled base for about 3 1/2”, then the body is
impressed with some manner of circular star-shaped tool leaving a very
attractive geometric matted finish beneath, the decorative portion of the
vase raised in relief in an oakleaf and acorn motif, with an upside down
heart on the base of each.  The mouth of each is flared slightly, both
with some minor dings and dents around their periphery which could
easily be removed in short order.  The headstamps are not readily
discernible but are likely French.  They appear to have been painted
gold, now showing scattered flaking across the surface, the flaked areas
showing a dull ochre brass patina beneath.  (3A9869-6A)

1833 MEC 600 Junior Reloading Press
This is a MEC 600 Jr which appears to be set up for 20 ga. shotshells. 
The press is overall good to about very good, is rather dirty, shows
some oxidation and appears to be complete, the left threaded base for
the shot/powder container atop the charge bar has come un-soldered
from its steel base.  Again, appears complete but certainly could be
missing a small part or two.  (37285-46)

1834 Manson Precision Wall Thickness Gauge
This is a “tuning fork” style wall thickness gauge from Dave Manson
Precision Reamers, as marketed by Brownells.  Designed to help you
find barrel concentricity and to determine if the barrel has adequate wall
thickness before machining or doing any work to the tubes, or even the
gun proper. Square aluminum base design allows the gunsmith to
mount the instrument (not the barrel) in a bench-top vise for ease of use
and fast, accurate measurements. Aluminum block with steel probe and
gauge arm provide excellent stability and consistency. High-grade,
PrOcheck brand, dial indicator measures to .001".  Appears to be very
nearly as-new showing light wear to the Brownells stickers which are still
attached to the base (3A9700-2) (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75

1835 Lot of Bullet Moulds
This lot consists of three tong-style bullet molds, one brass, two steel. 
The brass mould casts a bullet vertically from the nose, providing a
hollow base, having a diameter of about .450”, the projectile itself about
.850” long.  The mould is constructed completely of brass and is
unmarked, the cavity is clean.  The second mould is machined steel and
casts a round ball about .355” diameter.  There is a sprue cutter at the
forward section of the tong handle and a nicely turned machined screw
at the joint.  It is a bright pewter color with scattered light oxidation about
its surface and would look very nice in a pepperbox casing or perhaps
revolver; the cavity is clean.  Last is an iron tong style mould which casts
a picket style bullet of roughly .470” diameter at the base.  The mould
appears to have an adjustable nose as the base is drilled and tapped for
a plug which perhaps would adjust the length of the bullet being cast. 
There appear to be maple handles attached and this example is rather
oxidized overall.  Also included is a small steel Lyman Ideal round ball
mould numbered “266” which casts a .465” round ball, it rates very fine
to excellent.  (3A9869-7)

1836 Antique Shotshell Reloading Lot
This lot consists of a capper-decapper and about 65+/-mixed brass
shotshells of 10, 12 and 16 ga.  All of the shells show moderate or
heavy oxidation, some have primers, some do not.  Capper-decapper is
made of steel and is painted a battleship gray and has a central stud
with pivoting arm flanked on left and right by the decapper and capper
studs.  It features a plastic handle and the paint is moderately chipping. 
(38433-102)

1837 Lot of Reloading Tools-Gauges
This lot consists of a belted cartridge case bar thickness gauge, marked
“Purdey” and an unmarked blued steel swiveling capper-decapper.  The
gauge is made of steel left in-the-white and is primarily a pewter patina
with some scattered light oxidation staining and a few light pits.  There is
a base with two pillars which support a top cross piece which holds a
depth-style micrometer.  The base arbor, which would hold the shell
being measured, pivots from the gauge’s base proper, allowing a
cartridge case to be inserted, pivoted then upward beneath the
micrometer dial, which can then be lowered to measure the thickness,
one would assume, of the web of brass at the cartridge head.  The
pivoting arbor base reads “55 Belted Cartridge/Case-45-170/Bar
Thickness Gauge/Purdey/8681”, the micrometer seems to work
as-designed.  The next item is a blued steel frame with pivoting
dual-ended interior arbor which appears as though it would fit the interior
of different makes of brass shotshell.  The frame itself is milled for
clearance for the rim and body of a 12 ga. shotshell.  One end has
merely a groove, the other has a groove with plunger that one would no
doubt use for capping.  The interior of the center arbor is hollow its
full-length and it doubtless once had a full-length pin that you would use
for decapping at the opposite end of the tool, which does not have the
plunger, but is grooved to allow the primers to fall free.  It shows
perhaps 75% of its original blue, the balance showing wear to pewter
and some a very minor oxidation staining.  It is quality made. 
(3A8433-98A)

1838 Rare Winchester Model 1875 Loading Tool
This is a very seldom-seen cast steel reloading tool for the Winchester
Model 1873 rifle in 44 WCF.  These early tools are cast steel with sizing
die in the lower half of the tool and studs for capping and decapping on
the upper arm of the tool; the die does have some light pitting within its
cavity.  As is so-often the case, the decapping pin is not present (any
talented machinist could fabricate a new pin if one wished).  There are
no vestiges of the original gold paint, the steel is now an overall gray
and brown patina with the patent date legible on the front of the top arm
as well as “44 WCF” along its right side.  Interestingly this example has
had a piece of sheet steel added during the period of use, it has been
very professionally fitted and riveted to the tool, the reason why is not
known, as the arm exhibits no cracks or other flaws, perhaps some
heavy-handed pioneer was concerned he would bend the arm. 
Nonetheless this is a very good example of these very
seldom-encountered tools.  (3A8433-98K) (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

1839 Rare Winchester Model 1875 Loading Tool
This is a rare early cast steel reloading tool for the Winchester Model
1873 rifle in 44 WCF.  This example shows no traces of its original gold
paint at all and appears as though it was actually blued at some point
over the last 140 years.  It shows the expected overall rough casting
marks and remnants of light oxidation or pinprick pitting here and there. 
The patent date remains legible as does “44 WCF” crisply marked on
the right side of the upper arm.  As-usual there is no decapping pin
present but again any talented machinist could make one in short order. 
The cavity of the die shows mild pitting throughout.  A very good
example overall, the bluing actually gives the tool a very presentable
and pleasing appearance.  (3A8433-98E) (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

1840 Rare Springfield Arms Co Brass Bullet Mould
This is a dual cavity all brass bullet mould of about .31 caliber.  It
remains very fine with the expected light dings here and there one would
expect from a used mould, the cavities remain clean showing a bit of
lead oxide only.  The right leg is marked “Springfield Arms Co” and the
brass is a dull goldenrod patina overall.  This would be a super mould for
a cased Springfield Arms Co Belt Model revolver.  (3A8433-98B)
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1841 Large Bore Philadelphia Bullet Mould
This is a brass body single cavity bullet mould with a large iron sprue
cutter which casts a conical bullet with a flat nose with a base diameter
of .870” (perhaps a 7 or 8 bore paradox slug?).  The cavity remains
clean and the body has a number of very light dings, handling marks or
tool marks on it, its base is maker stamped “Henry
Troemner/Maker/Philadelphia”.  The iron sprue is a brown and pewter
patina and shows overall light pitting, the number “378” is stamped on
the handle of the cutter.  Affixed to the mould proper is a maple handle
with a brass ferrule, the mould face where the handle screws-in is also
stamped with a “3”.  A very heavy-duty mould overall, Troemner was
known for high quality balances and scales, the mould seems to be very
well-made.  (3A8433-98)

1842 Lot of Colt Bullet Molds
This lot consists of two iron dual cavity bullet molds both marked “Colts
Patent” on the sprue cutter.  One is unmarked, the other is stamped on
its right leg “31 PKT”. the marked mould is a plum brown and pewter
patina showing a bit of light oxidation here and there and a bit of trace
original blue with the minor dings and handling marks that come from a
used mould.  The interior cavities remain mostly clean showing a bit of
very light oxidation.  The other mould shows overall light pitting and
oxidation, a few spots a bit more moderate on the left leg, the interior
cavities show oxidation and light pitting and are for a conical bullet and
round ball of .35 diameter (.36 cal).  The sprue cutter screw head has
broken off and the mould overall is showing its age.  (3A8433-98C)

1843 Lot of Bullet Molds
This lot consists of two iron dual cavity bullet molds, one unmarked, one
marked “Colts Patent”.  The marked mould is an overall pewter and
oxidized brown patina with “44B” at the top of the right arm of the mould.
 It also shows overall light and moderate pitting, the interior cavities with
light oxidation and far cleaner than of the exterior surfaces.  The mould
casts a .445” diameter conical bullet and round ball and the sprue cutter
screw is broken off flush.  The other mould is a pewter and plum brown
patina and is completely on un-marked and casts a conical projectile
with single grease groove of roughly 44 caliber, the base is slightly
rebated from the diameter of the bullet itself; the other cavity is round
ball.  The interior cavities are mostly clean, there is some scattered light
surface rust on the exterior but the mould overall rates very fine. 
(3A8433-98D)

1844 Lot of Bullet Molds
This lot consists of three brass cavity bullet molds, two picket-ball style
and one gang mould.  The gang mould is scissors-style and has pour
reservoirs top and bottom.  It will cast a single large round ball of roughly
.55 caliber, a single round ball of about .34 caliber, eight round balls of
about .23 caliber and 11 pieces of shot about .165” in diameter.  The
body is a dull ochre patina and mould has to hardwood handles, likely
maple.  The hinge screw is in need of replacement.  The next mould
casts a base-poured conical bullet of roughly .435” diameter and has an
insert for making a convex base.  It is an overall dull patina and stamped
only “100”, it features hardwood handles with overall light dings and
handling marks the sprue cutter him lightly oxidized.  The interior of the
cavity remains excellent.  The final mould casts a conical bullet from the
base of about .40 caliber with a clean interior cavity and an iron sprue
cutter.  It is completely unmarked, the brass is a dull patina, the sprue
cutter lightly oxidized and the turned maple handle has a brass ferrule. 
(3A8433-98F)

1845 Lot of Moulds
This lot consists of three bullet moulds and virgin mould with uncut
cavity.  First is a large iron scissors-type mould with sprue cutter of
about .80 caliber.  It is unmarked and is an overall oxidized brown patina
with light and moderate pitting but with a mostly clean cavity showing
light oxidation and an overall length of 10”.  The next mould is dual
cavity brass, missing its handles.  It casts a round ball and conical
projectile with a deep grease groove of about .355” diameter (36 cal).  It
is an overall ochre patina with light dings and marks from being tapped
during use, the cavities are clean and one handle is slightly bent.  The
next mould is a diminutive single cavity round ball mould of 45 caliber
with sprue cutter and a square protrusion on the right handle for
tightening and loosening the barrel of a screw-barrel Deringer pistol.  It
is a dull gray-blue and lightly oxidized patina and is unmarked.  The last
mould is copper and has a sprue cutter, it is scissors-style and no doubt
would cast a round ball.  It is virgin with no cavity cut.  (3A8433-98G)

1846 Lot of Dippers and Cappers
This lot consists of four shot-powder dippers and three iron shotshell
cappers.  Two of the cappers are unmarked, one is BGI, two are a dull
pewter gray patina with some sparse very light oxidation and remnants
of black lacquer, the BGI tool is pewter with light oxidation; all three are
12 ga.  Three of the powder-shot dippers are unmarked, one is James
Dixon & Sons and numbered “1104”.  Three have turned ebony handles,
one appears to be maple.  They are adjustable as follows: 3 1/2 dram-5
dram ; 1 1/4 oz.-2 oz. (shot) (this example has a soldered repair at the
handle) ; 3 dram-5 dram (also with a soldered repair) ; 1 oz.-1 1/2 oz.
(shot) (Dixon & Sons). The lot is overall very good.  (38433-98J)

1847 Lot of Dippers and Cappers
This lot consists of four shot-powder dippers and three iron shotshell
cappers.  The cappers are unmarked and are primarily a pewter gray
patina, showing some sparse oxidation, and perhaps a bit of original
black lacquer paint; all are 12 ga.  Three of the powder-shot dippers are
Parker Bros-marked, numbered in turn “No. 1114”, “No. 1115”, the last
un-numbered; the fourth is James Dixon & Sons and numbered “1103”. 
The Parker tools are nickel plated brass and feature both powder and
shot graduations, one has a turned mahogany handle, and two are
walnut.  The Dixon has a simple turned maple handle and is adjustable
for 1 oz.-1 1/2 oz. of shot.  The Parker tools are adjustable from 2 1/2
drams-5 drams powder and 1 oz.-1 7/8 oz. shot.  The nickel shows a bit
of flaking here and there and one of the handles is a bit loose but
otherwise they remain very fine.  (3A8433-98H)

1848 German P.08 Luger Magazine & Reproduction Holster
The reproduction brown leather holster remains in near excellent
condition showing a few light handling marks and contains a
reproduction Luger tool. The magazine is original and rates about
poor-fair, the front pin hole for the base is not present and instead is
crimped into the wooden base, which shows a moderate chip and crack
through the front. The body has toned to gunmetal and shows a few
shallow dings, the spring still seems to be strong. (13A9802-45A)

1849 Colt 22/45 Conversion Kit
This conversion kit includes a slide assembly, (2) slide stops, modified
barrel bushing, Colt barrel with floating chamber, factory magazine,
aftermarket bushing wrench, recoil spring plunger, a pair of different
recoil springs, spare firing pin spring, ejector and (5) shock buffers.  The
slide retains about 90% original blue showing high edge wear, cleaned
oxidized pitting and handling marks.  It features a smooth ramp front
sight, improved Stevens rear sight and extractor.  The 5" Colt barrel with
floating chamber has a bright excellent bore.  The recoil spring plunger
is the hollow variety designed for full length guide rod, one slide stop
has the later serrated thumbpiece and the other is the earlier checkered
thumbpiece, and the barrel bushing has added metal with tool marks for
a custom tight fit to the slide.  The firing pin assembly is included but
removed from the slide;  it is broken with several pieces present but not
safe to use as is.  The firing pin stop has a small "U" shaped section on
the top that fractured and the broken piece is no longer present.  The
recoil springs are of two different sizes and strengths.  The original
four-compartment hinged purple box is included but rates fair showing
heavy tape repair to the exterior.  A kit with a lot of potential. 
(8A9720-40) {NON-GUN}

1850 Colt Gold Cup Slide Assembly
This lot includes a single Colt Gold Cup National Match slide assembly
featuring a Patridge front sight, Colt Elliason rear sight, firing pin
assembly and extractor, and is from the collection of long time Colt
employee John Williams.  It also includes a Colt Series 70, 5" barrel in
45 ACP with an excellent bore, link and link pin.  Also included are a
Series 70 collet style barrel bushing and a recoil spring plug.  The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original factory blue with scattered light
handling marks.  (8A9519-11) {NON-GUN} [John Williams Collection]

1851 German Hebel Model 1894 Single Shot Flare Pistol by Bohling &
Eschrich
serial #2421, 26mm Flare/Signal, 9" part round part octagon barrel with
light oxidation in the bore. The metal surfaces of this May, 1916-dated
pistol (also shows an April, 1919 date possibly a rework date) have
toned to brown with a few spots of original blue in the protected areas of
the frame for about 5-10% retained finish. There are scattered light
handling marks with oxidation stains. The smooth walnut grips are
replacements with later added penciled serial numbers. The grips are
proud of the frame in frontstrap but the frame is proud of the grips in a
number of areas and show a repair to a chip on the top of the left panel,
and there is another unrepaired chip on the butt of the right. Barrel to
frame fit has slight play and the mechanism still functions crisply. The
pistol features a rebounding hammer with the maker mark next to the
serial number and the inspection, proof, bore dimensions and the dates
mentioned earlier are on the right-side barrel flat. The markings are soft
but visible. (8A9721-18) {NON-GUN} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
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1852 Period Presentation Case
This is a period wooden presentation case for a Remington New Model
Police revolver with 4 1/2" barrel. (An in-house specimen fit perfectly).
The case measures 10 1/2" x 5 5/16" x 1 7/8" with five green felt line
compartments and padded interior cover. It features an operational
flush-mounted brass lock with a single "skeleton" key provided. The four
auxiliary compartments allow for the addition of a brass flask, mold, balls
and cap tin (none are included). The box shows light wear on the inside,
strong seams, hinges are secure and it rates about excellent as lightly
cleaned and re-varnished. There are four filled holes on the cover where
the name plate was originally screwed in. A beautiful example of a
period presentation case. (8A9857-50)

1853 Browning Model S9C Bushmaster Compound Bow
This bow is the "Camo Deluxe" version of the S9C, although it refers to
the coloring of the laminated wood handle as opposed to being hydro
dipped for total camouflage coloration.  This older style right hand bow
has a draw weight is 50 pounds and features a peep sight with four pins
and plastic arrow rest.  The bow remains in excellent condition and
includes a Browning seven-arrow bow quiver mounted on the right side
of the bow.  The quiver contains seven Easton Model 2213 Superlite
XX75, 32" Camo Hunter arrows with four-bladed broad heads.  Also
included are a three-fingered glove and canvas bow case.  A great
starter-bow for the aspiring bow hunter / archer.  (89771-34)

1854 Vintage Shooters Lot
This lot includes a small unmarked bag shaped brass powder flask
fashioned after the Dixon "ball" design that may be a Birmingham copy
in excellent condition.  The flask measures 3 7/16" long by 1 3/4" wide
featuring a thumbpiece and common charger.  A picture of this style
flask appears in The Powder Flask Book by Ray Riling on page 304
photos #464.  Also included is a canvas belt with buckle purported to
have been handed out to New York State shooters.  There is no
information on which organization distributed them or for which shooting
discipline.  The belt is 2" wide x 36" long with brass buckle featuring a
sterling silver medallion with circular olive branches, crossed rifles and
the center has half a Federal Shield and the other half has symbols
representing probably the State organization.  The belt remains in
excellent condition.  (8A9857-52,53}

1855 Period U.S. Navy Holster
This holster started life as a U.S. Navy Model 1870 Remington Single
Shot Pistol frog later modified for Naval cartridge-converted Colt and
Remington revolvers by adding the cartridge pouch and rear finial.  The
addition of the cartridge pouch covered the U.S. Navy markings on the
original holsters.  The black bridle leather shows light crazing on the
surfaces with strong stitching on the seams and leather straps.  U.S.
Military Holster's and Pistol Cartridge Boxes by Edward Scott Meadows
has a great picture and description of this style holster on page 345.  A
fine example of a modified frog.  (8B9857-51)

1856 Turkish Flintlock “Tourist Pistol”
.60 cal., 10" octagon barrel with a heavily oxidized and pitted bore.  The
metal surfaces of this non-firing replica pistol have been cleaned to
mostly pewter with scattered moderate to heavy pitting and staining from
oxidation.  The brass parts show tool marks with rough as-cast texturing.
 The one-piece walnut stock is ornately adorned with diamond shaped
Maltese cross abalone inlays with brass wire heart-shaped inlays around
them.  The inlays cover perhaps 90% of the stocks surfaces but remain
in excellent condition.  The pistol remains functional and features a wire
loop lanyard, hinged steel ramrod that is not captivated to the hinge and
non-functioning flint jaws.  (8A9836-8) {NON-GUN} (150/350)
Est. 150 - 350

1857 Indian Swivel Barrel “Tourist Pistol”
.35 cal., 4 3/4" part round part octagon barrels bored only 1 3/8" deep
with excellent bores.  The metal surfaces are toned to brown with
oxidation blemishes.  The smooth bag shaped hardwood grips have
round and tear drop-shaped faux mother-of-pearl inserts highlighted with
silver colored wire inserts.  The mechanism still functions and the barrels
rotate.  It should make a nice display piece.  (8A9836-9) {NON-GUN}
(100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

1858 Webley & Scott Ltd. Superpremier Hurricane Model Single Shot Air
Pistol
.22 cal., 8" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
about 98% original blue finish and black enamel paint with light thinning
on the left side of the receiver behind the barrel catch.  The checkered
synthetic factory grips with thumb rest rate excellent.  This air pistol
features a trigger adjustment, thumb safety (only functions when piston
is cocked), fully adjustable rear sight, post front sight with generous sight
hood and pre-1981 features (address on forend and numbers on sight
knobs).  The elevation knob is cracked but still functions and the
mechanism, including the safety, still functions.  (8A9738-31)
{NON-GUN}

1859 Simunition Conversion Kit
This lot consist of a single Glock 22 Simunition Conversion Kit for the
use of 9mm FX, Simunition or CQT ammunition only.  The slide retains
about 99% original blue colored anodizing with a few handling marks. 
The unit features a two-piece 4 3/8" Simunition barrel with an excellent
bore.  The slide has a fixed white dot front sight and white outline drift
adjustable rear sight.  The barrel wrench is not present.  (8A9797-18A)

1860 Winchester Wall Clock
This includes a single Winchester Horse and Rider wall clock by
Hanover.  The clock is a total of 11 1/2" x 18 3/16" x 1 7/8" featuring a
wood frame with glass front.  The upper portion has a clock and the
lower has printed image of the famed Winchester Horse and Rider.  The
clock has "In Memory of Daddy Bill My Favorite Hunting Buddy" printed
on the face.  (8A6292-8)

1861 Rare Beeman Aircane by Harper Classic Guns
.22 cal. pneumatic, 21 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore.  Beeman only
imported ten of these Aircanes as they were deemed illegal in Great
Britain under the anti-airgun-cartridge law, rounded up and destroyed by
the police, the ten in-transit to the U.S. escaping this fate.  The 31 5/16"
cane is wood covered and conceals the 2/3rd length barrel within, and
they rate excellent.  The firing mechanism is enclosed in a carved wood
duck's head with 1 7/16" brass octagon collar that conceals the folding
trigger.  In use, the air cartridge is slipped into the chamber area and the
head/firing mechanism screwed in.  There is a small removable brass
collar fitted to the outside of the cane with a tiny hole that acts as a rear
sight used in conjunction with a small pin on the end of the cane.  This
Aircane includes a Saxby and Palmer Portable Air Charger that retains
about 95% original blue with scattered oxidation stains and handling
marks.  The air charger has the appropriate fitting for charging the air
cartridges.  The cane and accessories are housed in a leather covered
hard case that rates very good to excellent with light handling marks and
light scattered oxidation on the brass hardware.  Also included are a set
of spare seals, (3) brass cartridges, container of Crossman .22 caliber
pellets, instructions and other paperwork.  The "pellet caps" for each
cartridge are missing.  A rare opportunity for the airgun collector. 
(8A6020-439) {NON-GUN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

1862 Mixed Lot of Vintage Bullets, Primers and Targets
This lot includes (1) box of 100 count National Rifle Association
"Bustible, Self-Hanging, Sure Breaking Bullseye Targets" by National
Target Company Inc. in excellent condition; (1) pair of Weaver standard
style 1" detachable top rings, item #49030 as new in the box; (1) box of
50 E. Remington & Sons 32 caliber (measure .310") 150 grain
"cannelured" and lubricated lead round nose flat point slightly hollow
base cast lead bullets of 20-1 mixture in excellent condition, the box has
three torn corners on the cover; (1) unopened box of Herter's .224", 55
grain, "Wasp-Waist Sonic" bullets, the box rates about excellent with
tears along the sealed label but it remains intact; (1) box of 50 cast .430"
Lyman / Keith #429422, 235 grain hollow base Keith bullet; (1) cut-away
Winchester Leader 12 gauge shot shell in good condition with soiling,
tarnish and oxidation stains; (1000) Western No. 1 1/2 improved small
pistol primers in ten unopened sleeves of 100 each, the sleeves rate
excellent the original brick has one end flap removed; (600) Winchester
No. 116 small rifle primers in six unopened sleeves of 100 each, the
sleeves rate excellent but the original brick's end flap is torn off but
provided; (800) Winchester No. 120 large rifle primers in eight unopened
sleeves of 100 each, the sleeves rate about excellent but the original
brick's end flap is torn off,  the partial flap provided and; approximately
(450) Winchester No. 116 small rifle primers in four unopened sleeves of
100 each and one partial sleeve, the sleeves rate excellent. 
(88179-2EY) [David Whipple Collection]

1863 Smith & Wesson Advertising Print
This lovely print is the company's promotional motif "The Last
Cartridge", showing a cowboy fighting a grizzly bear, his arm and face
bloodied, gun hand reared back about to fire the last remaining cartridge
in his cylinder at the bruin.  "SMITH & WESSON" is boldly printed along
the top of the view with "REVOLVERS" along the bottom, the Smith &
Wesson trademark is in the lower left edge of the depiction.  The poster
rates excellent and is mounted in a black wood frame and measures 18
3/4" x 22 3/4" as framed.  A must-have for the dedicated Smith &
Wesson collector.  (8A8334-5B)

1864 Smith & Wesson Advertising Print
This lovely print is the company's promotional motif "The Hostile",
showing a frontier cowboy on his trusty steed, exiting a large body of
water they just crossed, the cowboy turned to the rear preparing to fire
another shot at the three pursuing Native Americans still crossing the
expanse of water.  "SMITH & WESSON" is boldly printed along the top
of the view with "REVOLVERS" along the bottom, the Smith & Wesson
trademark is in the lower left edge of the depiction.  The poster rates
excellent and is mounted in a black wood frame and measures 18 3/4" x
22 3/4" as framed.  A must-have for the dedicated Smith & Wesson or
Western collector.  (8A8334-5A)
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1865 Collectible and Contemporary Wooden Crates
This lot includes (1) contemporary wood Hoppes No. 9 Powder Solvent
crate that measures 9 1/2" X 10" x 16" with hinged cover in excellent
condition.  It has the Hoppe's No. 9 Powder Solvent logo on the cover,
front and rear, and both sides of the box have finger grooves cut for
carrying.  Also included is (1) collectible wood Remington "Express"
crate that measures 9" X 9 3/8" X 14 3/4" with no cover that rates about
good to very good.  The empty crate was marked for Remington
"Express" 12 gauge 2 3/4", 3 3/4-dram equivalent, 1 1/4 oz., #6 shot and
500 shotshells per crate. The crate shows light-to-moderate handling
and storage wear, strong printing with light soiling.  The last crate is
single collectible wood Remington "Shur Shot" crate that measures 9
3/8" X 9 1/4" X 14 3/8" with a hinged cover that rates poor.  The empty
crate was marked for Remington "Shur Shot" 12 gauge 2 3/4", 3-dram
equivalent, 1 oz., #5 shot and 500 shotshells per crate. The crate shows
moderate handling and storage wear, strong printing with
moderate-to-heavy soiling.  The bottom is missing a 1" X 9 1/2" wedge
shaped piece, the front hasp is not present, a 1/2" wide strip of wood the
length of the cover has been removed, there is turquois paint stains on
one end and old tape on the cover extending over the sides.  Great
additions for the cartridge collector or for your "gun room". 
(8A8179-2EZ) [David Whipple Collection]

1866 Assorted Advertising Prints
The first print is the famous Colt advertisement utilizing Frank E.
Schoonover famous 1926 painting of "Tex and Patches".  The lawman
"Tex" is seated on his ewe-necked cayuse "Patches", with his foot in the
stirrup and turned slightly in the saddle as he surveys the countryside
with his favored "Frontier" Colt revolver prominently displayed in his
Mexican loop holster.  This colorful print is mounted in a thin black wood
frame measuring 10" X 16" and remains in excellent condition.  "Colt's /
The Arm of Law and Order" is at the top with Colt's address across the
bottom.  The second print is a Smith & Wesson "Japanese Navy"
advertising poster showing two naval officers examining a revolver while
standing on the deck of a "steamer".  The top of the depiction reads "A
Smith & Wesson Revolver is the choice of the Japanese Navy", the
S&W logo is in the upper left of the print and the bottom view reads
"Catalogue of Latest Model for a Stamp" with the company address
below it.  This black and white print is mounted in a thin black wooden
frame measuring 11 3/4" X 14 1/2" and remains in excellent condition. 
The last print is a Field and Stream advertising motif soliciting
advertisers and a Union Metallic Cartridge and Winchester Repeating
Arms Co. ammunition advertisements below it.  The print is mounted in
a wide light-colored wood frame measuring 13 7/8" X 18 3/8" in excellent
condition.  The print is two-piece with a seam running the width of the
frame.

1867 Reloading Dies
This lot includes: (1) Lyman three-die set for the 40-70 Sharps Straight
Wall cartridge that includes a full-length resizing / decapping die, two
step neck expanding die and bullet seat / crimping die with round nose
and spire point bullet seating stems, all in as new condition; (1) RCBS
two-die set for 8X57mm Mauser cartridge that includes a full-length
resizing / decapping die, bullet seat / crimping die and Lyman X2 shell
holder in used but excellent condition; (1) RCBS two-die set for 30-30
W.C.F. cartridge that includes a full-length resize / decapping die and
bullet seat / crimping die in used but excellent condition and; (1) RCBS
three-die set for the 444 Marlin cartridge that includes a full-length
resizing / decapping die, two step neck expanding die and bullet seat /
crimping die with round nose and flat point bullet seating stems in used
but excellent condition.  (89869-8A)

1868 Reloading Dies
This lot includes: (1) Hornady Durachrome three-die set for the 9mm
Luger cartridge that includes a full-length steel resizing / decapping die,
two step neck expanding die and bullet seat / crimping die with round
nose bullet seating stem, in used but excellent condition; (1) RCBS
three-die set for the 32 ACP cartridge that includes a full-length steel
resizing / decapping die, two step neck expanding die and bullet seat /
crimping die with round nose bullet seating stem, all in as new condition;
(1) RCBS three-die set for the 45 ACP cartridge that includes a
full-length steel resizing die, two step neck expanding / decapping die
(the decapping pin is missing but easily replaced) and bullet seat /
crimping die with round nose and wadcutter bullet seating stems, in
used but excellent condition and; (1) RCBS three-die carbide set for the
38 Special cartridge that includes a full-length carbide resizing die, two
step neck expanding / decapping die and bullet seat / crimping die with
round nose and semi-wadcutter bullet seating stem, in used but
excellent condition.  (89869-8B)

1869 Reloading Dies
This lot includes: (1) Hornady New Dimension two-die set for the 32-20
W.C.F. cartridge that includes a full-length resizing / decapping die,
bullet seat / crimping die and a No. 7 shellholder as new in the box (still
has most of the factory cellophane wrap); (1) Hornady New Dimension
two-die set for the 32 Winchester Special cartridge that includes a
full-length resizing / decapping die, bullet seat / crimping die and a No. 2
shellholder as new in the box (still has most of the factory cellophane
wrap); (1) Hornady New Dimension two-die set for the 257 Roberts
cartridge that includes a full-length resizing / decapping die, bullet seat /
crimping die and a No. 1 shellholder in used but excellent condition and;
(1) RCBS two-die set with spare die for the 30-06 Springfield cartridge
that includes (2) full-length resizing / decapping dies and bullet seat /
crimping die in used but excellent condition.  (89869-8C)

1870 Reloading Dies
This lot includes: (1) RCBS two-die set for the 6.5X54mm Mannlicher
cartridge that includes a full-length resizing / decapping die and bullet
seat / crimping die in as new condition; (1) Pacific two-die set for the 7.7
Arisaka (marked 7.7 Jap) cartridge that includes a full-length resizing /
decapping die and bullet seat / crimping die, the decapping pin is broken
off but is otherwise excellent; (1) RCBS two-die set for the wildcat
6.5-257 Roberts cartridge that includes a full-length resizing / decapping
die and bullet seat / crimping die in used excellent condition and; (1)
Bonanza two-die set for the 9.3X62mm Mauser cartridge that includes a
full-length resizing / decapping dies and bullet seat / crimping die in as
new condition.  (89869-8D)

1871 Dangerous Game Cartridge Reloading Dies
This lot includes: (1) C-H Tool & Die custom three-die set for the .500
Nitro Express 3" cartridge that includes a full-length resizing / decapping
die, two step neck expanding die and bullet seat / crimping die with
round nose bullet seating stem, all in as new condition; (1) RCBS
three-die set for the 450/400 Nitro Express (Jeffery) 3" cartridge that
includes a full-length resizing / decapping die (decapping pin is missing
but easily replaced), two step neck expanding die and bullet seat /
crimping die with round nose bullet seating stem in used but excellent
condition and; (1) RCBS three-die set for the 450/400 Nitro Express
(Jeffery) 2 3/8" cartridge that includes a full-length resizing / decapping
die, two step neck expanding die and bullet seat / crimping die with
round nose bullet seating stem in used but excellent condition, there are
no locking rings on any of the dies.  Also included is an unmarked L.E.
Wilson "Special" cartridge check gauge that is probably for the 450/400
NE and a Lyman #18 shell holder with a primer seat. (89869-8E)

1872 Reloading Dies
This lot includes: (1) Lyman All American two-die set for the 223
Remington cartridge that includes a full-length resizing / decapping die,
bullet seat / crimping die and a wrench for the dies in used but excellent
condition; (1) partial Lachmiller three-die set for the 44-40 W.C.F.
cartridge that includes a full length sizing die, bullet seat / crimping die,
two-step neck expanding assembly with decapping pin but the die body
is missing all are in as new condition; (1) RCBS two-die set for the 300
Weatherby Magnum cartridge that includes a full-length resizing /
decapping die and bullet seat / crimping die in used but excellent
condition; (1) C-H Die Company two-die set for the 300 Savage
cartridge that includes a full-length resizing / decapping die and bullet
seat / crimping die in used but excellent condition; (1) C-H Die Company
two-die set for the 33 W.C.F. cartridge that includes a full-length resizing
/ decapping die and bullet seat / crimping die in used but excellent
condition; (1) Herter's two-die set for the 6.5X55 Swedish Mauser
cartridge that includes a full-length resizing / decapping die (decapping
pin is missing) and bullet seat / crimping die in used but excellent
condition; (1) partial Herter's three-die set for the 44 Magnum cartridge
that includes a full-length resizing die and decapping / two-step neck
expanding die, the bullet seat and crimp die is missing; the remaining
dies are in used but excellent condition; (1) RCBS two-die set for the
7.5X55 Swiss (aka Schmidt-Rubin) cartridge that includes a full-length
resizing / decapping die and bullet seat / crimping die in used but very
good to excellent condition and; (1) RCBS two-die set for the 280 Ross
cartridge that includes a full-length resizing / decapping die and bullet
seat / crimping die in used but excellent condition.  (89869-8F)

1873 Smith & Wesson Advertising Print
This print has the company's promotional motif "Because There is No
Room for Error…", showing a pair of black clad, dark faced Special
Tactics law enforcement officers preparing to maneuver around an
outside corner of a building, S&W semi-auto pistols drawn and in the
high ready position.  "SMITH & WESSON / SEMIAUTOMATICS" is
boldly printed along the bottom of the view.  The poster rates excellent
and is mounted on foam core board and measures 23 7/16" X 39".  A
dramatic poster for a Smith & Wesson or a law enforcement
memorabilia collector.  (8A8334-6C)
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1874 Assorted Reproduction Photochrome Advertising Signs
The first sign is a 1991 copyrighted reproduction photochrome of Philip
R. Goodwin's Marlin chromolithograph "The Gun For The Man Who
Knows" showing a cowboy in sheep skin chaps hidden behind a boulder
holding his trusty Marlin lever action rifle while stalking a group of Elk in
foreground.  The bottom of the photo has "The Marlin Firearms Co." with
the address below it and Mr. Goodwin's signature in the lower right
corner.  The second photochrome is of F.E. Getty's 1901 copyrighted
Remington "Rifles and Shotguns" showing a period-clad woman with
cartridge belt holding a single shot long gun with an empty box of
U.M.C. cartridges littering the ground in front of her.  The top of the sign
has "Remington" and the bottom "Rifles and Shotguns".  (8A8334-7)

1875 Line Engraved Portrait of Daniel Wesson
This lot includes a single framed line engraved portrait of younger Daniel
Baird Wesson, business partner and inventor of the famed firearms
company Smith & Wesson and eventual sole owner of the company
when Horace Smith sold his share upon retirement.  The portrait is
mounted on a 11" X 14" gold wood frame with a white mat board
background highlighted with a 1/4" black mat board border, the portrait
measuring approximately 4 3/8" X 6 5/8" and rates about excellent. 
(8A8334-6A)

1876 Line Engraved Portrait of Daniel Wesson
This lot includes a single framed line engraved portrait of older Daniel
Baird Wesson, business partner and inventor of the famed firearms
company Smith & Wesson and eventual sole owner of the company
when Horace Smith sold his share upon retirement.  The portrait is
mounted on a 12 7/8" X 15 7/8" gray-bronze colored steel frame with a
white mat board background, the portrait measuring approximately 6" X
7 7/8" and rates about excellent.  (8A8334-6B)

1877 Parker Buck-Buster 175 Compound Crossbow
serial #X2000-13570, 175 lb. pull with 25.375" width limbs and 12 1/4"
power stroke.  The synthetic one-piece thumbhole stock has "Next
microprint camouflage" covered surfaces that rate near excellent
showing a few handling marks.  It has a flat buttplate that shows light
edge wear.  This crossbow features a manual safety, foot stirrup,
detachable quiver and bolt retention clip.  There is a scope rail on the
rear of the cross bow but no scope is provided.  Included with the
crossbow are (1) string setter and (4) Gold Tip Laser II 20" carbon fiber
bolts with screw-in broadheads featuring three cutting edges.  The bow
and accessories rate excellent.  (8A9047-60B)

1878 Parker BushWacker 150 Compound Crossbow
serial #X3051-11040, 150 lb. pull with 25.375" width limbs and 12 1/2"
power stroke.  The synthetic one-piece black thumbhole stock rates
excellent showing a few handling marks.  It has a molded-in serrated flat
buttplate that rates excellent.  This crossbow features a manual safety,
foot stirrup, detachable quiver and bolt retention clip.  There is a scope
rail on the rear with an Excaliber Crossbow scope with duplex reticle,
three ranging marks and "Tact Zone" velocity adjustment.  The scope
has clear optics with light handling marks.  It features a 32mm objective
lens but there is no indication of the magnification but appears low,
perhaps 2-3 power.  Included with the crossbow are (4) Carbon Express
Red Hot 19 1/4" carbon fiber bolts with screw-in broadheads featuring
three cutting edges.  The bow and accessories rate excellent. 
(8A9047-60A)

1879 45 Auto Rim Dies, Ammo and Brass
This lot includes (1) RCBS group N carbide three-die set for the 45 Auto
Rim cartridge that includes a carbide full-length resizing / decapping die,
two step neck expanding die  and bullet seat / roll crimping die with
round nose bullet seating stem, in as new condition; (90) rounds of
Winchester 45 Auto Rim ammunition with 230 grain round nose lead
bullets in good condition with about half showing light to moderate
oxidation stains, headstamped "WRA / 45 AR"; (5) green mismatched
factory boxes of Remington "Targetmaster" 45 ACP ammunition each
contains 50 rounds of fired Winchester Repeating Arms 45 Auto Rim
brass, the brass rates about very good the boxes the same.  (89918-3,2)

1880 Colt Dragoon Accessories
This lot includes a single Dragoon style brass powder flask that features
an adjustable plunger charger and ball storage.  The sliding gate for the
ball storage is marked "COLTS PATENT" and the sides are embossed
with a cannon and mortar scene featuring flags in the background over
crossed rifles and a banner marked "COLTS PATENT".  The sides are
equipped with a pair of triangular hangers.  The next item is a single
blue finish iron .44 caliber round and conical ball mold also marked
"COLTS PATENT" on the sprue cutter.  The final two items are a
Dragoon "L" shaped combination screwdriver and nipple wrench and an
Eley Brothers / Colt marked cap tin.  All of these items rate excellent
with a few very small oxidation blemishes on the bullet mold.  These
accessories were used by Colt in presentation cases or
commemoratives of their Second and Third generation Dragoon
percussion revolvers and obtained by long time Colt employee John
Williams.  (8A9519-8) [John Williams Collection]

1881 Reproduction Powder Flask Lot
Included is an Italian-made Dragoon style brass flask with plunger
charger and ball storage.  The second flask is a Taiwan-made copper
flask for a percussion revolver or small-bore rifle.  Both have their
original boxes the flasks appear unused and rate excellent.  The boxes
show handling wear.  (89519-9) [John Williams Collection]

1882 Colt Single Action Army Buttstock
This lot includes a single nickel plate skeleton buttstock obtained from
the collection of 30-year Colt employee John Williams.  Mr. Williams was
in charge of the Model Shop at Colt and obtained many rarities during
his tenure.  This modern-era buttstock measures 14 1/2" overall length
with a pair of "ears" designed to fit a special oversized hammer screw on
the corresponding revolver, the left side is larger for the screw head and
the right cut smaller for the shaft.  The comb of the stock is connected to
the bottom of the pistolgrip with a threaded rod, adjusted using a round
knurled ball.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% original nickel plate
with light handling marks.  An interesting addition for the collector. 
(8A9519-10B) [John Williams Collection]

1883 Colt Single Action Army Buttstock
This lot includes a single nickel plate skeleton buttstock obtained from
the collection of 30-year Colt employee John Williams.  Mr. Williams was
in charge of the Model Shop at Colt and obtained many rarities during
his tenure.  This modern-era buttstock measures 14 1/2" overall length
with a pair of "ears" designed to fit a special oversized hammer screw on
the corresponding revolver, the left side is larger for the screw head and
the right cut smaller for the shaft.  The comb of the stock is connected to
the bottom of the pistolgrip with a threaded rod, adjusted using a round
knurled ball.  The metal surfaces retain about 97% original nickel plate
with light handling marks and lightly cleaned areas of pitting on the
bottom of the stock.  These are likely casting defects as the stock is a
non-ferrous material.  (8A9519-10C) [John Williams Collection]

1884 Rare and Desirable BSA Model H The “Lincoln” Air Rifle
serial #5469, .177 cal., 19” barrel. The metal surfaces of this interesting
“third batch” underlever air rifle are toning to a dark gray patina with
speckles of old oxidation staining and fine pitting overall which is slightly
more pronounced on the triggerguard. The buttplate has aged to a
brown patina showing some light pitting overall with some light oxidation
on the heel. The checkering on the lever handle remains crisp, the left
side of the frame is marked “No 5469” and the other markings are
slightly softened from time including the BSA logo behind the front sight,
“LOAD” ahead of the loading port and “H. THE ‘LINCOLN’ AIR RIFLE
PATENT.” on the top of the barrel. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock
rates very good plus to perhaps fine with a few drying cracks around the
buttplate and some light handling marks from the years while the
checkering remains mostly sharp. The stock markings on the right side
are slightly softened and included a picture of a sportsman shooting
offhand over “REGd / TRADEMARK” along with “REGISTERED /
LINCOLN JEFFRIES / INVENTOR & PATENTEE” with the “I” in Lincoln
mostly worn away while the “14 1/4” behind the pistolgrip remains crisp
and indicates the length of pull. The original sights are intact, and the
loading port and action appear to function well mechanically. These
high-quality British air rifles were very popular with Scouts in the early
1900s. (23A9840-18) {NON-GUN} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500

1885 Sheridan H Series Pneumatic Air Pistol
serial #387765, .20 cal., 8 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 98% original matte black anodized finish
with a light handling mark or two and a couple tiny spots of loss
exposing the natural alloy on both sights along with two tiny spots of red
enamel on the front sight blade. The trigger retains all its silver coloring
while the hardwood pneumatic pump handle rates excellent with a faint
handling mark or two. The checkered polymer faux wood grips with “S”
medallions rate excellent. The pistol is equipped with an elevation
adjustable square notch rear sight and the previously mentioned blade
front sight and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9863-3) {NON-GUN}

1886 Vintage Benjamin Model 117 Pneumatic Air Pistol
.177 cal., 7” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The alloy grip frame has
worn to gray while the remaining metal surfaces retain perhaps 50%
original black enamel with areas of loss toning to gray and some
scattered small spots toning to a yellow patina, along with a few small
freckles and light handling marks. The smooth hardwood grip panels
and ribbed lever grip rate fine with some slight signs of use. The left side
of the body is marked “BENJAMIN FRANKLIN” while the make and
model is stamped on the rear of the body. The original sights are intact
and the action of this pre-WWII air pistol appears to function well
mechanically. (23A9863-4) {NON-GUN}
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1887 Daisy Powerline Model 1700 Repeating Air Pistol
serial #0997 59990, BB/.177 cal., about 6 1/2” barrel. The black polymer
surfaces of this Glock-style air pistol rate excellent with checkering on
the front and back straps and realistic rear slide serrations. The
CO2-powered pistol holds 60 BBs, the original Glock-style sights are
intact and the original factory box showing some minor storage wear is
included. The air pistol has not been tested for function as no CO2
cylinder is provided. (23A9863-5) {NON-GUN}

1888 Excellent Crosman 150 Medalist Air Pistol
serial #442139, .22 cal., 6” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this CO2-powered pellet pistol retain 99% plus original
chrome plate with perhaps a faint handling mark or two. The alloy grip
frame retains 99% plus original black enamel and the checkered
polymer grip with right hand thumb rest rate excellent with a couple faint
signs of light use. The pistol features a rotating adjustable power
cocking knob, dust cover, crossbolt safety, and the original target-style
sights are intact. Included with this attractive air pistol is the original
cherry-stained hardwood presentation case with French fit red velvet
lining and decorative purple ribbon marked “Crosman Medalist /
Pellgun® Pistol”, manual and paperwork. (23A9855-6) {NON-GUN}
(150/250)
Est. 150 - 250

1889 Assorted Handgun Holsters
Eight items total including seven right-hand holsters and one handcuff
holder as follows: One Canadian Pattern 37 khaki canvas flap holster for
a Webley .455 cal. Mk. VI revolver in excellent condition with the
underside of the flap ink-stamped “Z. LAT. L 1943” with the Canadian
broad arrow. One black leather belt holster with adjustable retention
strap stamped with the Smith & Wesson logo on the back along with
“B34 34” in excellent condition. One vintage brown leather holster for the
Mattel Fanner 50 cap gun marked “FANNER / (star) 50” in very good
plus condition with intact retention buckle and missing the original
rawhide belt laces showing some light handling marks. One black nylon
holster for a short-barreled large frame auto pistol with removable
retention strap and magazine pouch in excellent condition. One black
leather “JAY-PEE” marked belt holster with thumb break for a Colt D
frame revolver or similar in very good plus condition showing some light
wear. One oxblood leather suede-lined Slim Jim-style pocket holster for
a Colt 1849 pocket revolver or similar in very good plus condition with
strong stitching and a few light handling marks. One brown leather flap
holster for a 4” barreled Colt Police Positive or similar revolver in very
good condition with some light wear and some minor creases in the
leather. Finally, there is a black nylon open top handcuff holder with belt
loop in like-new condition. (239814-1)

1890 French Tank Periscope
One post-war French military surplus periscope for tanks and armored
vehicles marked “APX / L794D” from Ateliers du Puteaux arsenal.
Similar in design to WWII German tank periscopes, the brown Bakelite
body remains in fine condition with some light handling marks and the
optics are bright with a few tiny and unobtrusive bubbles in the picture.
An interesting and collectible tank accessory. (239737-1)

1891 French Tank Periscope
One post-war French military surplus periscope for tanks and armored
vehicles marked “APX / L794D” from Ateliers du Puteaux arsenal.
Modeled after WWII German tank periscopes, the brown Bakelite body
rates about very good plus with some expected light handling marks and
some remnants of olive drab and tan paint. The optics are bright with
some small imperfections and areas of cloudiness around the edges
from use. Included is the original black rubber gasket marked with a
military stock number. An interesting and collectible tank accessory.
(239737-1A)

1892 French Tank Periscope
One post-war French military surplus periscope for tanks and armored
vehicles marked “APX / L794D” from Ateliers du Puteaux arsenal. Based
on WWII German tank periscopes, the brown Bakelite body rates fine
with some expected minor signs of military use. The optics are bright
with a few faint and unobtrusive scratches on the glass. An interesting
and collectible tank accessory. (239737-1B)

1893 French Tank Periscope
One post-war French military surplus periscope for tanks and armored
vehicles marked “APX / L794D” from Ateliers du Puteaux arsenal.
Similar in design to WWII German tank periscopes, the brown Bakelite
body rates military surplus fine with some minor signs of use. The optics
are bright with a few tiny specks and slightly cloudy spots around the
edges. Included is the original black rubber gasket. An interesting and
collectible tank accessory. (239737-1C)

1894 Large Pistol Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of Winchester Large Pistol Primers
for Standard or Magnum Pistol Loads. Each box has ten 100-count
packs and is as-new dealer stock in excellent condition (item # WLP).
(239582-2)

1895 Large Pistol Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of Winchester Large Pistol Primers
for Standard or Magnum Pistol Loads. Each box has ten 100-count
packs and is as-new dealer stock in excellent condition (item # WLP).
(239582-2A)

1896 Large Pistol Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of Winchester Large Pistol Primers
for Standard or Magnum Pistol Loads. Each box has ten 100-count
packs and is as-new dealer stock in excellent condition (item # WLP).
(239582-2B)

1897 Large Pistol Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of Winchester Large Pistol Primers
for Standard or Magnum Pistol Loads. Each box has ten 100-count
packs and is as-new dealer stock in excellent condition (item # WLP).
(239582-2C)

1898 Large Pistol Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of Winchester Large Pistol Primers
for Standard or Magnum Pistol Loads. Each box has ten 100-count
packs and is as-new dealer stock in excellent condition (item # WLP).
(239582-2D)

1899 Large Pistol Magnum Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of CCI 350 Large Pistol Magnum
Primers. Each box has ten 100-count packs and is as-new dealer stock
in excellent condition. (239582-2E)

1900 Large Pistol Magnum Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of CCI 350 Large Pistol Magnum
Primers. Each box has ten 100-count packs and is as-new dealer stock
in excellent condition. (239582-2F)

1901 Large Pistol Magnum Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of CCI 350 Large Pistol Magnum
Primers. Each box has ten 100-count packs and is as-new dealer stock
in excellent condition. (239582-2G)

1902 Large Pistol Magnum Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of CCI 350 Large Pistol Magnum
Primers. Each box has ten 100-count packs and is as-new dealer stock
in excellent condition. (239582-2H)

1903 Large Pistol Magnum Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of CCI 350 Large Pistol Magnum
Primers. Each box has ten 100-count packs and is as-new dealer stock
in excellent condition. (239582-2J)

1904 Small Pistol Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of Winchester Small Pistol Primers
for Standard Pistol Loads. Each box has ten 100-count packs and is
as-new dealer stock in excellent condition (item # WSP). (239582-2K)

1905 Small Pistol Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) as follows: One box of Winchester
Small Pistol Primers for Standard Pistol Loads (item # WSP) and one
box of Federal Champion No. 100 small pistol primers. Each box has ten
100-count packs and is as-new dealer stock in excellent condition.
(239582-2L)

1906 Large Pistol Primers
Two 1000-count boxes, two 100-count packs and one partial 29-count
pack (2229 total) of Federal Champion No. 150 large pistol primers.
Each of the two boxes has ten 100-count packs and all are in as-new
dealer stock condition save for the partial pack which has “INC” written
on its labels. (239582-2M)

1907 Small Pistol Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of Federal Champion No. 100 small
pistol primers. Each box has ten 100-count packs and is as-new dealer
stock in excellent condition. (239582-2N)

1908 Small Pistol Primers
Five items total: Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of Federal
Champion No. 100 small pistol primers and two full 100-count packs and
one partial 8-count pack (208 total) of CCI 500 small pistol primers.
Each box has ten 100-count packs and is as-new dealer stock in
excellent condition while the CCI packs rate about excellent with “INC”
written on the packing of the partial pack. (239582-2P)

1909 Small Pistol Primers
Three items total: Two 1000-count boxes and one partial 80-count pack
(2080 total) of Federal Champion No. 100 small pistol primers. Each box
has ten 100-count packs and is as-new dealer stock in excellent
condition while the partial pack has “INC” written on the packaging.
(239582-2Q)

1910 Large Pistol Magnum Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of CCI 350 Large Pistol Magnum
Primers. Each box has ten 100-count packs and is as-new dealer stock
in excellent condition. (239582-2R)

1911 Large Pistol Magnum Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of CCI 350 Large Pistol Magnum
Primers. Each box has ten 100-count packs and is as-new dealer stock
in excellent condition. (239582-2S)
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1912 Small Pistol Magnum Primers
Five items total: Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of Winchester Small
Pistol Primers for Magnum Pistol Loads (item # WSPM) and three
100-count packs (300 total) of CCI 550 Small Pistol Magnum Primers.
Each box has ten 100-count packs and is as-new dealer stock in
excellent condition while the CCI packs rate about excellent.
(239582-2T)

1913 Small Pistol Magnum Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of Winchester Small Pistol Primers
for Magnum Pistol Loads (item # WSPM). Each box has ten 100-count
packs and is as-new dealer stock in excellent condition. (239582-2U)

1914 Large Pistol Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of Winchester Large Pistol Primers
for Standard or Magnum Pistol Loads. Each box has ten 100-count
packs and is as-new dealer stock in excellent condition (item # WLP).
(239582-2V)

1915 Small Pistol Magnum Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of CCI 550 Small Pistol Magnum
Primers. Each box has ten 100-count packs and is in about excellent
condition with some light staining on the outer white box. (239582-2W)

1916 Small Pistol Magnum Primers
Three items total: One full 1000-count box of Winchester Small Pistol
Primers for Magnum Pistol Loads (item # WSPM) in as-new dealer stock
condition. Also included is one full 1000-count box, four 100-count packs
and one partial 33-count pack and one partial 70-count pack (1503 total)
of CCI 550 Small Pistol Magnum Primers in about excellent condition
contained within an outer white box which is showing some light
staining. The partial packs have “INC” written on their packaging.
(239582-2X)

1917 Large Pistol Primers
Eight items total: One full 1000-count box and five 100-count packs
(1500 total) of Federal Champion No. 150 large pistol primers, and one
100-count pack and one partial 58-count pack (158 total) of CCI 300
large pistol primers. The box comprises ten 100-count packs with all the
Federal primers in as-new dealer stock condition while the CCI primers
rate about excellent with tape keeping them closed and “INC” written on
the packing of the partial pack. (239582-2Y)

1918 Large Pistol Magnum Primers
Five items total: One full 1000-count box of Federal Champion No. 155
large pistol magnum primers, one full 1000-count box and one full
100-count pack and one partial 97-count pack (1197 total) of CCI 350
large pistol magnum primers, and one 100-count pack of Federal Gold
Medal Match GM155M large pistol magnum primers. Each box
comprises ten 100-count packs with all items in excellent condition with
“INC” written on the packaging of the partial pack. (239582-2Z)

1919 Percussion Caps
Five items total: Two sealed-in-packaging 100-count tins (200 total) of
Remington No. 10 black powder percussion caps and three
sealed-in-packaging 100-count tins (300 total) of CCI No. 10 percussion
caps all in excellent condition. (239582-2AA)

1920 Shotgun Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of NobelSport 686 209 shotgun
primers. Each box has ten 100-count packs and is as-new dealer stock
in excellent condition. (239582-2AB)

1921 Shotgun Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) of NobelSport 686 209 shotgun
primers. Each box has ten 100-count packs and is as-new dealer stock
in excellent condition. (239582-2AC)

1922 Shotgun Primers
Three items total: One 1000-count box of NobelSport 686 209 shotgun
primers and two 100-count packs (200 total) of CCI No. 209 Trap &
Skeet shotshell primers. The box has ten 100-count packs and all items
are in excellent condition. (239582-2AD)

1923 Shotgun Primers
Two 1000-count boxes (2000 total) as follows: One box of Federal
Champion No. 209A shotshell primers and one box of Winchester No.
W209 shotshell primers. Each box comprises 10 100-count packs and is
as-new dealer stock in excellent condition. (239582-2AE)

1924 Small Rifle Benchrest and Small Rifle Magnum Primers
Three items total: One box containing nine 100-count packs (900 total)
of CCI BR.4 small rifle benchrest primers, one box of seven 100-count
packs (700 total) of CCI 450 small rifle magnum primers and one box of
eight full 100-count packs and one partial 10-count pack (810 total) of
Cascade CCI No. 450 small rifle magnum primers. Primers are in
excellent condition while the boxes show minor storage wear.
(239582-2AF)

1925 Large Rifle Primers
Two items total: One full 1000-count box of Winchester Large Rifle
Primers for Standard Rifle Loads (item # WLR) and one partial
900-count box of Federal No. 210 large rifle primers. The Winchester
primers are as-new dealer stock in excellent condition while the Federal
primers rate about excellent and the box shows storage wear and is
missing pieces of its side flaps. (239582-2AG)

1926 Large Rifle Primers
Four items total: One full 1000-count box and two full 100-count packs
and one partial 74-count pack (1274 total) of Remington No. 9 1/2
Kleanbore large rifle primers in about excellent condition with the
packaging showing minor storage wear, some cellophane tape on the
end flaps and some spots of torn labeling. (239582-2AH)

1927 Large Rifle Magnum Primers
Six items total: One full 100-count pack of Winchester Large Rifle
Primers for Standard or Magnum Rifle Loads (item # WLR), two full
100-count packs and one partial 83-count pack (283 total) of Federal
No. 215 large rifle magnum primers, and one full 100-count pack and
one partial 70-count pack (170 total) of Remington No. 9 1/2M Magnum
Rifle Primers. Primers are in excellent condition while the packing shows
minor storage wear including taped side flaps. (239582-2AJ)

1928 222 Rem & 250 Savage Brass Cases
183 222 Rem unprimed brass cases stored in four Midway 505
translucent smoke plastic boxes along with five 20-count boxes (100
total) of Winchester Western 250 Savage primed brass cases. Cases
rate about excellent with some scattered tiny spots of tarnish on the 222
Rem brass. (239573-10BB)

1929 M1 Garand Enbloc Clips & Manual
Included are 20 8-round enbloc clips in surplus very good plus to near
excellent condition and one copy of U.S. Rifle, Caliber .30, M1 by The
Civilian Marksman Program, Xanagraf L.L.C. 1997, softcover manual,
37 pages, in very good condition with a small tear in the lower edge of
the front cover along with some slight soiling. (239316-11A, 8)

1930 M1 Garand Enbloc Clips & Manual
Included are 20 8-round enbloc clips in surplus very good plus to near
excellent condition and one copy of U.S. Rifle, Caliber .30, M1 by The
Civilian Marksman Program, Xanagraf L.L.C. 1997, softcover manual,
37 pages, in about excellent condition with a faint crease in the front
cover. (239316-11B, 8A)

1931 M1 Garand Enbloc Clips & Manual
Included are 20 8-round enbloc clips in surplus very good plus to near
excellent condition and one copy of U.S. Rifle, Caliber .30, M1 by The
Civilian Marksman Program, Xanagraf L.L.C. 1997, softcover manual,
37 pages, in about excellent condition with some slight wear to the front
and rear covers. (239316-11C, 8B)

1932 M1 Garand Enbloc Clips & Manual
Included are 20 8-round enbloc clips in surplus very good plus to near
excellent condition and one copy of U.S. Rifle, Caliber .30, M1 by The
Civilian Marksman Program, Xanagraf L.L.C. 1997, softcover manual,
37 pages, in about excellent condition with some slight wear to the front
and rear covers. (239316-11D, 8C)

1933 M1 Garand Enbloc Clips
37 8-round enbloc clips in surplus very good plus to about excellent
condition. (239316-9C)

1934 M1 Garand Enbloc Clips
37 8-round enbloc clips in surplus very good plus to about excellent
condition. (239316-9A)

1935 M1A/M14 Stock
One Boyds’ Gunstock Ind. black walnut stock for the Springfield Armory
Inc. M1A series of rifles and other M14-style clones complete with
Parkerized sling swivels, trap buttplate with swing-up outer buttplate,
magazine well and forend cap. Stock appears as-new retaining all its
original oil-finish while the buttplate assembly rates surplus very good
plus with a few small scuffs at the heel. Included is the original factory
box showing some minor storage wear including a tear in the front flap.
(23A9316-14)

1936 Assorted Shooting-Related Tin Sign Advertisements
Three modern reproduction US-manufactured vintage-style full-color tin
signs. One sign depicts an unmounted U.S. Cavalry trooper poised for
action with revolver in one hand and scabbarded sword in the other
against a cream background with light blue border. The bottom left of
the sign is marked in red vintage font “Use Laflin & Rand Smokeless
Powder for Revolvers. The second sign is a US Ammunition ad painted
by R. Farrington Elwell depicting a grizzly bear coming to the rescue of
her two cubs which have been tied up and placed inside wooden ammo
crates by a man whose horses are panicked. The sign features the US
Ammunition logo in the lower left corner along with “Hits where you aim.”
The third sign depicts a cowboy riding a bucking horse in the center with
his comrades looking on with “BLASTING CAPS & EXPLOSIVES”
written across the top and “California Cap Company / Oakland,
California, U.S.A.” along the bottom. All signs rate about excellent and
will look wonderful on the wall of any sportsman’s home. (23A8334-7A)
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1937 Collectible Federal Hi-Power Shotshell Box
(1) empty one piece multi-color 12 ga. flying mallard shotshell box.  The
box remains in near excellent condition showing minor age staining and
slightly rounded and compressed corners.  (58179-2DL) [David Whipple
Collection]

1938 Collectible Colonial Ammunition CAC Clay Load Shotshell Box
(1) empty one piece 12 ga. New Zealand CAC 2 1/2" No. 7 Clay Load
shotshell box with multi-color trap shooter wrap-over label.  The label
remains about 95% intact with overall minor staining from the years and
light tears along the edges and corners.  The box remains very good
plus with similar staining, rounded edges and compressions. 
(58179-2DM) [David Whipple Collection]

1939 Collectible Peters Victor Field Loads Shotshell Box
(1) empty one piece 12 ga. red, white and blue Peters Victors Field
Loads shotshell box with oval DuPont logo in center.  The box remains
very good plus to about near excellent with light scuffs, rounded edges
and corners and minor age staining from the years.  (58179-2DN) [David
Whipple Collection]

1940 Collectible Peters High Velocity Rustless Shotshell Box
(1) empty two piece 12 ga. box with multi-color flying Red Head duck
wrap-over label.  The label remains about 98% intact with light staining,
scuffs and tears along the edges of separation.  The box remains very
good plus with light staining, rounded corners and a piece of old
cellophane tape on the left front edge. (58179-2DP) [David Whipple
Collection]

1941 Collectible Peters High Velocity Rustless Magnum Shotshell Box
(1) empty one piece 16 ga. multi-color box with familiar mallard taking
flight and large red and white "STANDARD-LENGTH / MAGNUM"
callout on front of box. The box remains very good with overall minor
age staining, scuffed rounded edges and corners and remnants of an
old price label on the bottom flap.  (58179-2DQ) [David Whipple
Collection]

1942 Collectible Peters High Velocity New Peters Crimp Shotshell Box
(1) empty one piece 12 ga. multi-color box with familiar mallard taking
flight and "New Peters Crimp" callout on front of box.  The box remains
about near excellent with minor age staining and light rounded corners
and staining along the edges.  (58179-2DR) [David Whipple Collection]

1943 Shooters Lot
This lot includes two items. First is a 60’s-80’s era sight adjustment tool
(screwdriver) from Smith & Wesson. The all metal tool has a black
anodized shank and 8 ribbed handle and remains in excellent condition.
Second is an Apache 2800 travel case. This composite case measures
roughly 14”x11”x6” with metal reinforced locking loops. There are two
heavy duty latches and the interior has a good portion of the pull away
foam insert missing. Replacement centers are still available and this
case is in excellent condition. (1X109809-4,5)

1944 Parts Lot
This lot consists of five items.  First is a single detachable magazine for
the Winchester Model 70 DBM series rifles.  The silver bodied magazine
features a blued base and is marked “DC” on the side, for use with rifles
that have bolts with the claw extractors.  Next is an unmarked blued
steel percussion revolver cylinder.  The cylinder has a few Italian proofs
and some light oxidation and is .44 caliber.  Third is a cleaning kit for the
AK and SKS type rifles.  Lastly are two unmarked steel stripper clips for
the 5.45x39 rifles.  The clips are presumably Bulgarian manufacture and
are still wrapped in their original paper wrap.  (49047-61A)

1945 M1 Parts Lot
This lot consists of items for the M1 Garand, M1 Carbine and M1A (M1)
rifles.  Included are an M1 Garand bolt that is electric pencil numbered
across its top, one M1 Garand grenade launcher adapter, one unmarked
M1 Carbine trigger housing, one M1A/M14 operating rod, and two 15
round M1 Carbine blued steel magazines marked “U” and “OI-S’G’”. 
Also included are 9 en-bloc stripper clips for the M1 Garand rifles, one
complete with eight rounds of surplus ammunition.  All are in very good
condition, most have varying amounts of light-to-minor surface oxidation.
 (49047-61B)

1946 Collectible Colt Lot
This lot consists of two collectible tear gas cartridges that are Colt
marked.  These cartridges were made for the Colt tear gas pen and are
from the 1960’s – 1970’s.  The two are in excellent condition and would
make a great addition to a Colt collection.  (49720-42)

1947 Rare Antique Powder Flask
This is a small brass bodied powder flask with a raised design that
features an eagle in flight over a Federal shield and carrying a banner
that reads “E. PLUIBUS. UNUM.”.  The flask measures about 3 3/4" tall,
not including the pour spout, and has a rich dark mottled patina.  The
pour spout is included and the cut-off functions correctly.  An overall
excellent example of a fine pistol-sized powder flask.  (4A6229-65D)
[Elliot Riggs Collection]

1948 Antique Powder Flask
This is a small antique brass powder flask measuring about 4” in height,
not including the spout.  The brass body has a mild ochre patina and
some very small handling marks.  The body depicts a raised image of a
Federal U.S. eagle with shield, olive branch, arrows and crossed pistols
over a banner that reads “E. PLURIBUS. UNUM.”.  One of the tiny set
screws which holds the cap to the body is missing.  The spring latch that
controls the cut-off is functioning.  An overall very good example of
these smaller pistol-sized powder flasks.  (4A6229-65B) [Elliot Riggs
Collection]

1949 Antique Powder Flask
This is a small, pistol-sized brass powder flask that measures about 3
1/2" tall not including the spout.  The brass has a mild ochre patina and
the body features a raised image of a majestic eagle.  The spout is
included, the spring which controls the cut-off is missing.  An about very
good example overall.  (4A6229-65C) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

1950 Antique Manhattan Revolver Box
This lot is an antique wood hinge-top case that appears to be made of
walnut or a similar hardwood.  The box measures 13” long by about 5
1/2" deep and 2 1/4" high.  The lid features a brass shield-shaped insert,
there is no maker’s mark visible.  The interior is fit for a Manhattan Navy
model percussion revolver with a 6” barrel and has a restored purple
velvet lining and compartments for a powder flask, caps and tools. 
Included are a partial tin of vintage UMC percussion caps, a combination
turn-screw and nipple wrench and a small iron key which will sometimes
operate the lock which may require some mechanical attention.  The
percussion cap tin has some minor flaking to the exterior labels, they are
mostly still visible.  Overall this is a very nice vintage case which would
make the ideal accessory for your fine Manhattan revolver.  (4A6229-73)
[Elliot Riggs Collection]

1951 Antique Midwest Hunting Pouch
This lot consists of a vintage two-pocket hunting pouch or possibles bag
with antique powder horn.  The bag is fashioned from heavy cotton
pillow ticking fabric that features a blue striped pattern.  The bag
features a flap closure that is secured via a button and has some overall
minor staining.  The horn measures about 12” long and has a thick wood
base and no stopper.  The horn has some minor cracking and flaking
throughout and is held to the straps of the bag with leather cords.  Inside
the bag are a few vintage accessories including some flannel patches, a
partial whetstone, a cleaning rope made from twine of hair and some
assorted shot pellets.  An interesting vintage muzzle loading accessory. 
(4A6229-65E) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

1952 Antique Leather Hunting Pouch
This is a vintage leather hunting pouch with powder horn and bullet mold
that is in fair condition overall.  The single pocket pouch has an open top
design and the shoulder strap has become separated from the bag
portion.  The leather has moderate to heavy crazing and cracking and is
mostly stiff.  The simple horn measures about 9 1/2" long overall and is
held to the bag with leather straps.  The horn is missing its stopper but is
in very good overall condition with some minor flaking to its wood base. 
The included iron bullet mold features a single round ball cavity that
measures about .41 caliber and is stamped “410” on the side of one
stem.  The mold features a sprue cutter at the hinge and is in very good
overall condition.  It is held to the pouch via a simple string.  An
interesting accessory of a bygone time.  (4A6229-65F) [Elliot Riggs
Collection]

1953 Antique Leather Holster and Belt
This lot consists of an antique black leather adjustable belt with
rectangular brass buckle and a flap style holster for a Manhattan pocket
model or similar style percussion revolver with about 5 1/2” barrel.  The
leather is moderately flaking to brown and has some areas of light
cracking.  The holster has some small tears around its corners and
edges and is missing its muzzle billet where the revolver’s muzzle would
rest; some of the stitching is becoming separated as well.  The
U.S.-regulation officer’s buckle measures about 3 1/2" x 2” and features
a Federal Eagle design in center with banner that reads
“E.PLURIBUS.UNUM.”.  The brass has some mild patina but otherwise
raters excellent.  An about very good example, likely from the mid to late
1800’s.  (4A6229-65G) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

1954 Browning Pistol Rugs
This lot consists three Browning-marked black zippered pistol rugs. 
Each measures about 13” long and has the shearling lining and the
Browning logo in gold on the exterior.  All are in excellent condition. 
(48955-13A)

1955 Ruger Grip Lot
This lot consists of four sets of grip for Ruger single action revolvers. 
First are three sets of factory walnut grips for the Blackhawk and Single
Six series revolvers.  The remaining set is by Sports Inc and are a pair
of faux stag grips for similar revolvers, the inside is marked “SR-22”.  All
are in excellent condition, the wood grips have some light handling
marks but the retain their factory black and silver phoenix emblems.  All
retain their mounting screws.  (47421-49A)
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1956 S&W Grip Lot
This lot consists of four sets of grips for Smith & Wesson revolvers.  First
is a set of factory checkered walnut grips for the K-frame round butt
series revolvers that are faded and have a few small handling marks. 
The second are a set of factory checkered diamond walnut grips for the
1905 series revolvers.  These grips are not marked and have some
minor handling marks, but are pencil-numbered on the underside.  Lastly
are two sets of replacement grips for the K-frame square butt revolvers. 
One is a set of faux stag grips by Fitwell, the others are mother of pearl
with wood liners and are unmarked.  Both are in excellent condition.  All
four sets retain their mounting screws.  (47421-49B)

1957 Colt Grip Lot
This lot consists of three sets of grips for Colt revolvers.  First are two
sets of vintage black hard rubber grips for the Colt Model 1878 Frontier
Double Action revolvers.  Both are checkered and feature the Rampant
Colt logo and are in very good to excellent condition.  One set has some
small nicks or tiny casting flaws.  The remaining set are a pair of older
smooth walnut grips for a Colt Bisley revolver.  The wood has a few
small handling marks and the grips are unmarked but are in overall
excellent condition.  All three sets retain their mounting screws. 
(47421-49C)

1958 Hopkins & Allen Grip Set
This is a set of black hard rubber checkered Dog’s head grips for a
Hopkins & Allen or similar pistol.  The grips feature the dog’s head logo
in a circular border and have starbursts around the screw escutcheons. 
They are in near excellent overall condition with some light handling
marks, the right panel has a tiny crack near its upper right corner. 
(47421-49D)

1959 Shooters Lot
This lot consists of five sealed tins of Crosman Super Pells .22 caliber
pellets.  Each tin contains 250 pellets and all are in excellent condition.
Also included are two Lyman Ideal  round ball bullet mould blocks.  Each
is in their original box and sealed in their original wax paper.  One box is
marked “375 R.B.” the other is “465 R.B.”.  (48989-8A,9)

1960 Reloading Lot
This lot consists of a reloading dies and a box of projectiles for 8mm
Mauser cartridges.  First is a Herter’s set of dies in their original box and
includes a sizing and seating die.  The second item is a partial box of
Sierra 8mm (.323) 150 grain Spitzer soft point bullets with about 80
projectiles remaining.  All are in excellent condition. Next are four boxes
of assorted bullets for reloading.  First is a partial box of vintage Hornady
30 caliber 150 grain Round nose with about 19 round nose bullets and
nine smaller spire points.  Second is a partial box of sierra 30-30 150
grain flat nose soft points with about 75 bullets remaining.  Third is a
partial box of Sierra 303 caliber 150 grain Spitzer bullets with 23
remaining.  Lastly is a partial box of Hornady 303 caliber 150 grain spire
points with about 60 bullets remaining.  Most are in excellent condition,
some of the projectiles have some minor to more moderate oxidation. 
Lastly are two boxes of assorted projectiles for reloading.  First is a full
sealed box of 100 Speer 45 caliber 260 grain hollow points.  Next is a
partial box of Hornady 44 caliber 240 grain HP/XTP with about 65
remaining.  All are in excellent condition.  (48989-8B,C,D)

1961 Vintage Smith & Wesson Box
This is a blue and silver, two-piece Bangor Punta box for a Smith &
Wesson Model 36 revolver.  The box is in excellent overall condition and
has a hand scribed white label for a 2” model 36 revolver.  There are no
accessories or paperwork included.  (48989-6)

1962 Galco Shoulder Holster
This is a tan leather, right hand Galco Miami Classic shoulder holster for
a 1911 or similar pistol.  This shoulder rig rates in excellent condition
and features a horizontal carry holster and dual magazine pouch. 
(48703-11)

1963 G-Lox Gun Rack
This is a G-Lox A-4 metal gun rack by the “G”ee Manufacturing
Company. This rack is designed for use in passenger vehicles and is its
original box. The brown colored racks are rubber coated and in excellent
condition, and are designed to hold four long guns. (49691-2)

1964 Colt Shares Certificates
This lot consists of two collectible Colt shares certificates.  The first is a
green and white document that is dated “June 7 1945” and is for 25
shares that were cashed in in 1947 according to the notations on the
reverse.  The document is in very good overall condition with some light
foxing and staining and is numbered “C7134”.  The second is a brown
and white certificate that is for 100 shares and dated “Dec -1 1954” and
appears to have been cashed a short time later that month.  The
document is numbered “7134” and is in near excellent condition with
some light to minor foxing.  (48433-110A)

1965 Colt Documents
This lot consists of documents dated “1922” and “1925” between the
Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Company and the country of
Uruguay.  The documents include a patent for the Pocket Positive and
trademark registrations and are drafted in the language of the intended
country.  All are in very good condition and have some small tears and
areas of minor foxing and staining.  (48433-110B)

1966 Colt Documents
This lot consists of license and trademark documents for Colt Firearms
products registered in the countries of Peru, Paraguay, Nicaragua,
Argentina and Guatemala.  The documents date between 1914 and
1931 and are in very good condition overall, some having small tears
and minor foxing and staining.  (48433-110C)

1967 Colt Documents
This lot consists of an assortment of documents from the Colt Firearms
Company in regard to Colt patents and licensing in Italy and Yugoslavia.
 The Italian referenced documents are dated 1924 and 1925.  The
Yugoslavian dossier (marked “Jugo-Slavian” on its cover) is written in
Cyrillic and is dated 1938.  Also included is an empty  trademark license
envelope for the Police Positive issued for the Philippine Islands. All are
in excellent condition with area of light foxing and staining present. 
(48433-110D)

1968 Colt Documents
This lot consists of a larger assortment of patent and license documents
for Colt-produced Browning-designed machine guns.  An interesting
dossier of legal documents regarding the Browning designed machine
gun along with patent images and drafts.  Many of the documents refer
to German licensing of said products.  The documents are in overall very
good condition, some of the more delicate pages have tears and are
missing small portions, the majority have light staining and foxing. 
(48433-110E)

1969 Colt Advertising Documents
This lot consists of several advertising and informational documents
involving Colt firearms and other licensed products.  Included are a
post-1940 vintage Colt product catalog, a packet of 15 pages of vintage
Colt product flyers, what appears to be an early Colt Woodsman
instruction pamphlet, and invoice for a Match Target Woodsman dated
“4/17/39”, a Woodsman repair correspondence from Colt dated
“November 19, 1943”, patent documents and advertising for the Colt
dish washing machine and dish drying rack, documents for the Colt
Autosan dish washer, ad for the Colt “Ball-Pressure” contacts, a Colt
No-Fuse circuit breaker poster, a letter from the John-Pratt Company to
Colt Firearms dated “March 23 rd, 1923” referencing product expansion
in their stores, a binder with specs and inventory lists for Colt cleaning
brushes and a few other assorted pages and booklets.  Most are in very
good to near excellent condition with some having small-to-minor tears
around their edges and areas of light-to-minor foxing and staining
throughout.  (48433-110F)

1970 Important Civil War Documents
This lot consists of a large assortment of Civil War era letters and
documents composed by and related to Lieutenant Anthony G Graves
Jr. The approximately 60 letters are mostly written to members of his
family from 1862 thru 1865. The letters are separated by year and
include typed transcriptions of each. The letters detail conditions of army
life, troop movements, battles and interactions through Graves times in
the Army of the Potomac. Little is held back in his descriptions, which
provide insight to life of the soldier during the Civil War. Also included
are copies of Lt. Graves’ muster rolls and deposition from the retirement
board. Additionally is Anthony G Graves Jr’s certificate of citizenship that
is dated “May 25 1867” and is signed by then U.S. Secretary of State
William Seward. This document is numbered “32554” and gives a rough
physical description of the fellow in the left column. It is in fair condition
with tears across its midsection from folding along with some areas of
foxing and minor staining. Lt Graves served in both the 44th NY
Volunteers and the 11th NY Artillery. An interesting grouping of
documents from one of the most important times in our nation’s history.
(48669-5,6)
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1971 Douglas Bader Photo
This lot is a vintage photograph of Sir Douglas Bader, a WWII flying Ace
and legendary disabled pilot and POW who rose above his physical
limitations to become a decorated Royal Air Force pilot.  Known for his
reckless stunts and daring aeronautics, Bader was injured in a crash in
1931, losing both of his legs.  After years of reconditioning and training
rejoined the RAF ranks flying dozens of missions in his career, and
advancing to several leadership positions with the RAF.  He was
eventually shot down in August of 1941 over enemy lines and was held
as a POW until he was liberated by the First US Infantry in 1945.  After
the war Bader considered serving as a member of Parliament but
eventually got involved with in Shell Aircraft and became managing
director.  Sir Bader was Knighted as a Knight Bachelor in 1956 for his
services to the disabled, he passed in 1982 at the age of 72.  The photo
depicts Bader accepting an ordnance shaped award, the included jacket
is marked “To Betsy Graves / Douglas Bader & Mr. H.C. Galustian /
Oxford June 1979”.  The black and white photo is in excellent condition
and the jacket has some minor staining.  (4A8669-4)

1972 18 Pounder Artillery Shell
This is a de-milled 18 Pounder artillery shell that is marked “18 PR / II”
“ALCO” and is dated “10/15” the lot number is not stamped.  The
projectile includes its fuse, the primer and housing have been removed
from the base of the casing.  The projectile has much of a chrome or
nickel type finish that is moderately flaking, the brass components have
a mild ochre patina with some darker spots along with minor handling
marks throughout.  ALCO is the American Locomotive Company and
overall this WWI vintage artillery shell is in very good condition. 
(4A8669-2A)

1973 18 Pounder Artillery Shell
This is a de-milled 18 Pounder artillery shell that is marked “18 PR / II”
“ALCO” and is dated “10/15” the lot number is not stamped.  The
projectile includes its fuse, the primer and housing have been removed
from the base of the casing.  The projectile has much of a chrome or
nickel type finish that is moderately flaking, the brass components have
a mild ochre patina with some darker spots along with minor handling
marks throughout.  The casing also has a small dent on one side and
some light abrasions.  ALCO stands for the American Locomotive
Company and overall this WWI vintage artillery shell is in very good
condition.  (4A8669-2B)

1974 High Standard Pistol Boxes
This lot consists of one brown two-piece box for High Standard 22
semi-auto pistols.  The box features the yellow lettering and logos and is
numbered “490558”, the model information has been taped over.  Inside
the box is a liner, instruction sheet and empty accessory box.  The box
has some minor flaking throughout and fraying that is mostly visible on
the edges and corners.  There are a few tears at the corners. Next is a
vintage High Standard hinge-top box for the H-D military series pistols. 
The black box is in about good condition with some areas of moderate
flaking and fraying and some tears at all four corners.  The original
orange labels are intact on the end flaps and indicate the box was for a
6 3/4" barrel pistol with walnut grips.  Inside the box are a steel Military
series magazine, an instruction sheet and a small straight brush. 
(48873-740A,C)

1975 High Standard Pistol Box
This is a vintage High Standard hinge-top pistol box for the Model B
series pistols.  The black box is in about good overall condition with
moderate flaking throughout and some minor tears at the corners and
edges.  The box has the original red label on its cover that has some
light flaking and tears, commercial labels for “N.F. Strebe, Gunworks”
have been added.  Inside the box are a magazine for the Model B pistol,
an original cleaning brush, red factory instruction card, a receipt from
N.F. Strebe Gunworks dated 1955 and a had written note indicating that
a pistol with serial number 107468 was sold by USAR Capt Richard
Light to Capt Earl Gore in 1968.  A great accessory for your boxless
Model B pistol.  (48873-740B)

1976 Colt Pistol Box
This is a vintage black hinge-top factory box for a Colt Woodsman Match
Target series pistol.  The box is in about very good condition and has
some minor-to-moderate flaking along the edges and corners along with
a few small tears.  The end label indicating that the box is for the heavy
barrel Match Target series pistol with Patridge sights is intact.  The box
is scratch numbered “MT7285” on the underside.  Inside the box are an
instruction pamphlet and wax paper wrap.  A fine accessory for your
vintage Colt 22 Match Target Woodsman.  (48873-740D)

1977 U.S. M2 Flash Hider By Hart
This is a Hart heavy pattern M2 flash hider for the M1 Garand series
rifles.  The flash hider is marked with the “(diamond)H” Hart logo and is
stamped “HIDER, FLASH, M2” and is in excellent overall condition with
all of its black finish.  There is no rust, pitting or any significant wear
visible.  A great opportunity to obtain one of these desirable heavy
pattern M2 flash hiders.  (48873-740E)

1978 Chinese M79 Airsoft Grenade Launcher
One replica M79 single-barrel 40mm grenade launcher, capable of firing
40mm airsoft “grenade” canisters filled with 6mm plastic bb, .43 and .68
cal paintballs, as well as a Nerf Vortex rocket; canisters are gas
powered.  The aluminum barrel and frame retain 98% black anodized
finish, and the hardwood stock and forend are in near excellent
condition with a few light handling marks.  The underside of the forend is
marked “MADE IN HONG KONG”, but is otherwise unmarked.  The rear
sight is a little loose on the barrel, but the launcher appears to function
well mechanically.  No canisters are included with the launcher.
(14A9544-326) {NON-GUN} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

1979 Tru-Flite 37mm Super Long Range Gas Gun by The Lake Erie Chemical
Co.
serial #6643, 37mm, 14” barrel with a very good bore with scattered
spots of light oxidation.  The barrel retains about 90% original blue with
scattered specks of oxidation, light oxidation staining, light wear at the
muzzle, and scattered light handling marks, and the frame has toned to
plum with light surface oxidation on the underside, a small abrasion on
the left edge, and scattered light handling marks.  The pistolgrip walnut
stock is in very good condition as lightly cleaned with a repaired chip to
the toe, a small ding on the comb, and a few light handling marks; the
“White Line” ventilated recoil pad is slightly proud on the right. The left
side of the barrel is marked “Tru-Flite” within the image of a finned bomb
above the barrel address, the characters in the middle partially
obscured.  The rear sight is absent but the bead front sight is present. 
The gun appears to function well mechanically. An interesting piece of
law enforcement history. (14A9544-323) {NON-GUN} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

1980 Def-Tec Corporation 37mm Gas Gun
serial #D09444, 37mm, 14” barrel with an oxidized bore.  The metal
surfaces retain about 97% original matte black finish with light wear on
the high edges and scattered light handling marks.  The thumbhole
pistolgrip synthetic stock is in excellent condition with a few light
handling marks, and a white sticker has been added to the toe line
reading “102833” vertically, with the “0” section of the sticker partially
torn.  The right side of the barrel is crisply marked with the manufacturer
information, and the left side is marked “37mm GAS GUN”.  The original
open sights are intact, and the gun appears to function well
mechanically.  (14A9544-324) {NON-GUN} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250

1981 Small Rifle Primers
This lot contains one 1000-count brick of CCI 400 Small Rifle primers,
divided into ten 100-count boxes. Primers appear to be in excellent
condition. (149178-12Z)

1982 “U.S.” Marked Wooden Trunk and Assorted Accessories
This lot contains one green, “U.S.” marked wood trunk measuring
approximately 32” x 16” x 13”, showing light chipping and wear on the
edges, marked “PIGGLY WIGGLY CORPORATION / C.Q.D. NO 61B /
1943” on the underside of the lid and “K. S. Co / NEW YORK / No.
0600” on the rear of the trunk; three hinges are spaced in even intervals
at the rear of the lid, and a latch compatible with a padlock is present at
the center of the forward edge.  Included with the trunk is approximately
35 rounds of loose mixed FMJ and M2 AP 30-06 ammunition, showing
light tarnishing on the brass consistent with age, a partial Winchester
Super-Speed box of 9 mixed rounds of Winchester Silvertip and Peters
RNSP ammunition, some rounds showing light verdigris, a partial
12-round box of Western 38 Short Colt 130 gr lubaloy ammunition, and
four assorted leather holsters in excellent condition; three holsters
appear to be for large frame revolvers, one appearing to be for an
automatic, and only one marked “HUNTER”. (144390-4,1B,5A,5C)

1983 Two Powder Horns
The first horn measures approximately 13 1/2” and is in about very good
plus condition with six of the brass heads missing from the tacks
securing the walnut plug, a few light flaking chips (none appearing to
penetrate the body of the horn, and some scattered light handling
marks; brass spout shows light tarnishing and no stopper is present. 
The horn is hand inscribed in a spiraling pattern descending from the tip,
“A MAN OF WORDS AND NOT OF DEEDS IS LIKE A GARDEN FULL
OF WEEDS”, the side of the horn is similarly marked “GILES
HAMMOND / HIS HORN MADE AT / TICONDEROGA Nov. 27 / 1776”,
and below the markings on the side are rudimentary illustrations of the
sun, moon, and two fantastical beasts, one appearing to be a lion with a
serpent tail and wearing a crown, the other some variant of mer-person. 
Very likely a Victorian-era commemoration horn. The second horn
measures approximately 17” and is in near excellent condition with a few
scattered light handling marks consistent with age; the walnut plug
displays neatly cut grooves matching the scalloping at the wide end of
the horn.  The horn features a Dixon measure spout showing overall
light tarnishing, appears to function well mechanically, and is loosely fit
to the horn and missing 2 pins on the collar. (14B6900-41,42)
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1984 Surplus Ammo Cans
This lot contains four ammo cans, detailed as follows: (3) ammo cans
measuring approximately 11 1/2” x 7 1/4” x 5 1/2”, one unmarked and
the others marked “420 CARTRIDGES / 7.62 MM” and “1000 CAL .45
CARTRIDGES / BALL M1911”, and showing scattered light oxidation
and general light tarnishing easily removed via cleaning; (1) ammo can
measuring approximately 10”x 3 1/2” x 7”, marked “200 CARTRIDGES /
7.62MM”, and showing scattered light handling marks. All cans are dark
green in color, with markings in yellow. [Extra Shipping Due to Bulk]
(149283-5)

1985 Vintage 257 Roberts Brass
This lot contains (3) sealed 20-piece boxes of Winchester 257 Roberts
unprimed brass.  Boxes are in near excellent condition with slight folding
at the corners and edges of the flaps, a few light scuff marks, and both
box and label are beige colored with crisp black font.  The rear of the
label is stamped “A116 15”, and the right side and top of the lid has
been marked “257” and “3.00” in pen. (149136-6)

1986 257 Roberts Brass
This lot contains (4) full 20-piece boxes of Remington 257 Roberts
unprimed brass, in excellent condition.  Boxes are in excellent condition
with colors remaining vibrant, a few spots of light rub marks, and tiny
fraying marks in the corners. (149316-6A)

1987 6.2mm/.264 cal Projectiles
This lot contains twelve boxes of projectiles, detailed as follows: (2) full
100-piece boxes of Winchester Western 100 gr 6.5mm PSP projectiles,
in excellent condition; (1) partial approximately 38-piece box of
Winchester Western 100 gr 6.5mm PSP projectiles, in excellent
condition; (3) sealed 100-piece boxes of Winchester Western 85 gr
6.5mm HP projectiles; (1) approximately 100-piece box of Winchester
Western 140 gr P.P. projectiles, in excellent condition; (1) full 100-piece
box of Winchester Western 100 gr PSP projectiles; (1) full 100-piece box
of Sierra 100 gr 6.5mm HP projectiles; (2) full 100-piece boxes of Sierra
85 gr 6.5mm HP projectiles; (1) partial box containing 18 .348 cal HP
projectiles, showing light tarnishing. (149316-6B)

1988 Assorted Projectiles
This lot contains four boxes of projectiles, detailed as follows: (1) partial
5-piece box of Hornady .264 cal 140 gr PSP projectiles (#2630), in
excellent condition; (1) partial 24-piece box of Hornady .321 cal 170 gr
FP projectiles (#3210), in near excellent condition showing a few light
specks of tarnish; (1) mixed box of 11 .429 cal LFP projectiles and 5
.429 cal SJHP projectiles; (1) partial 18-piece box of Montana Gold
Bullet Co. .45 cal 200 gr SWC projectiles. (149230-7)

1989 Surplus Ammo Cans
This lot contains (5) ammo cans total.  Three .50 cal ammo cans in near
excellent condition with expected light handling marks, and two .30 cal
ammo cans in excellent condition showing expected light handling
marks. [Extra Shipping Due to Bulk] (149313-9)

1990 Ammo Cans
This lot contains (3) ammo cans total. Two surplus .30 cal ammo cans in
near excellent condition with expected scattered light handling marks,
and one Winchester Field/Utility Box with removeable tray in near
excellent condition with a few light handling marks and small tears on
the original label. (149793-25)

1991 Assorted Arrows and Bolts
This lot contains approximately 39 assorted arrows and bolt including
but not limited to 28 1/2” red safety glass arrows rated up to 29 lbs, 20
1/4” Red Hot carbon fiber bolts, 31 1/4” Easton aluminum arrows, and
27 1/2” aluminum XX75 “GAMEGETTER II” arrows.  Majority of arrows
and bolt are fitted with field points, with 9 shafts having no points affixed.
 Fletching appears to intact and good order. (149047-60C)

1992 Thomson / Center Encore Barrel and Forend
30 TC, 28” T/C Encore ProHunter barrel with bright excellent bore. 
Barrel retains 97-98% original stainless finish with light handling marks
about 6” from the muzzle, features flutes traveling up to 16” rearward of
the muzzle, and the barrel address and markings remain crisp. The
black polymer forend with grey rubberized grip sections are in excellent
condition, with perhaps a few light handling marks.  Included is a 4 3/4”
rail with 1” Weaver rings mounted. (14A9419-1A)

1993 RCBS Die Sets
This lot contains two die sets, detailed as follows: (1) 45 Auto 3-Die
carbide set including a sizing and decapping die, expander die, and
seater and crimping die. Two bullet seating stems for round-nose and
wadcutter projectiles. Dies show scattered specks of light oxidation, and
are contained within original plastic case. (1) 6.5x55 Swedish Full
Length Die set including a full-length sizing and decapping die and a
seating die.  Dies show scattered light oxidation, and the dies are stored
in the original plastic case. (149230-6)

1994 MGM Studios Hollywood Western Holster Rig by J.A. Bishop
One decorated Hollywood belt and holster set, marked “Property of /
M.G.M. Studio / Culver City CA” on a brass plaque beneath the tongue
of the belt and engraved with the logo of J.A. Bishop on the front face of
the holster. The holster and belt are each lined with plain steel studs and
engraved steel conchos showing southwestern floral patterns. 25 leather
cartridge loops are attached to the rear of the belt they will
accommodate a 45 caliber cartridge. The silvered alloy buckle is
intricately engraved with elegant floral and foliate designs. The leather
surfaces of both holster and belt are in very fine condition, showing
wrinkling and light crazing from previous use but no deterioration or
wear of note. The holster fits revolvers with barrels up to 7” and appears
to be only slightly used for that purpose. Rear billet is size marked
“42-48” and will accommodate a 50” waist in a pinch. Overall a very nice
piece of Hollywood costuming. Observant afficionados of classic
Western film may be able to spot a rig like this in their favorite MGM
picture. (129746-77) (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

1995 Fantasy Japanese Tanto Hand Cannon
This is an imaginative craftsman’s rendition of a muzzle-loading hand
cannon disguised as a Japanese tanto. The 11” scabbard and 6” handle
are wood bound in black pebble-grain leather with soft metal mounts,
likely lead or a similar alloy. Unsheathing the item reveals a 6 3/4” barrel
of the same metal with a pebble-grain exterior and a brass triangle front
sight. A touch hole is present, still the piece is clearly not a functioning
arm and serves as a speculative design only. The barrel shows only light
handling marks and hints of verdigris. The hilt and scabbard mounts are
loose and may be removed and the leather binding is loosening at the
seam but no material has been lost. The piece is in very good condition
overall. A fascinating curio and conversation piece. (128433-85D)

1996 Vintage Crossbow Gaffle
One gaffle/“Goat’s Foot” lever device for spanning-cocking a crossbow.
The device is 24” unfolded with a 15” handle, measuring 9” from the
hinge to the end of the string catch. The stag grip is lightly softened from
handling but otherwise excellent. The metal surfaces are an overall
textured pewter tone with occasional hints of ocher staining. The device
functions well mechanically and appears fully serviceable. (128433-85P)

1997 U.S. WW1 M1917 Trench Art Helmet and M1 Helmet Liner
One U.S. M1917 “Doughboy” steel helmet of First World War vintage
and one later M1 helmet liner. Both pieces of headgear are labeled to
men by the name of Swalec, the helmet reading “Pvt. … Swalec” (the
first initial is illegible) beneath the rim and the M1 liner reading “Swalec /
7 Div” on the front face. The steel helmet is an overall textured brown
with a slight ocher tint. Worn paint is still visible on the surface, showing
black, red and olive green panels around the dome with an arched ocher
panel (perhaps once tan or off-white) at the front depicting a “Y” in a
circle and a geometric emblem of a sunburst over a green horizon. The
original canvas and felt lining is present, dry and stiff with age but with
little overall loss. The canvas lining and stitching have separated from
the wool felt padding and remain secured to the inside of the dome by a
leather strap. The helmet is in fair to good condition overall. The M1 liner
is a cloth & plastic composite, OD green on the outer surfaces and
overlapping brown on the interior. The webbing is cotton with brass
fixtures. A 2” vertical crack is present just behind the left corner of the
visor lip, otherwise the piece shows only negligible expected storage
and handling scuffs. The webbing is near excellent, showing no
blemishes except appropriate light staining and fraying at the edges of
the cloth from normal service use. Overall the liner rates very good. A
nice pair of U.S. military headgear constituting one family’s legacy of
service. (129316-2)

1998 U.S. Civil War Battlefield Relic Shoulder Scale
One two-piece brass shoulder scale from a U.S. Civil War-era enlisted
man’s uniform. Information from the New Britain Youth Museum
attributes the artifact to the battlefield of Fredericksburg, VA and a
museum label to that effect is attached to the underside of the scale. No
padding or other non-metal parts have survived the elements, leaving
only the brass plates and the steel fastening rivets. Several of the small
overlapping upper plates have been lost, as has the device which would
secure the two pieces together. The brass is toned to an overall dark
tobacco shade with ocher staining around the oxidized iron surfaces.
Non-flaking accumulations of light tan clay, presumably from the
battlefield itself, can be seen across the protected areas. A very nice
battlefield-condition uniform piece, this museum-owned relic will be a
fine addition to any Civil War collection. [Deaccessioned New Britain
Youth Museum] (129718-18)

1999 Brownells Premium Handgun Storage Bags 12-Pack
One Brownells 12-pack of long-term handgun storage bags complete
with instructions, set of Brownell storage label stickers and one roll of 2”
polyethylene tape. All items are unused in excellent condition.
(129316-8BR)
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2000 Brownells Premium Handgun Storage Bags 12-Pack
One Brownells 12-pack of long-term handgun storage bags complete
with instructions, set of Brownell storage label stickers and one roll of 2”
polyethylene tape. All items are unused in excellent condition.
(129316-8BS)

2001 Brownells Premium Handgun Storage Backs 15-Pack
One Brownells 12-pack of long-term storage bags with three extra bags
(total 15 bags). The pack comes complete with instructions, set of
Brownell storage label stickers and one roll of 2” polyethylene tape. All
items are unused in excellent condition. (129316-8BT)

2002 Shooter’s Lot
Six items: One KleenBore 33” brass rifle cleaning rod, model no.
DR-102B, for .22 to .45 cal; one KleenBore phosphor bronze bore
brush, model no. A-180, for 30/7.62mm cal; one light tan leather
cheekpad for an M1D Garand rifle or similar arm with an offset scope,
the leather marked “MRT / 5-52” on the top fold; one Bianchi #5BH small
revolver holster; one Uncle Mike’s nylon web utility sling, 48” by 1”, in
original previously opened packaging; one U.S.-marked mess kit knife, 7
1/2” overall, 3 1/4” single-edged spear point stainless blade with a cast
aluminum handle. All items are excellent or near excellent with little to
no wear. (129316-8BU)

2003 Miscellaneous Shooters Lot
Three H.K.S.-brand six-cartridge speedloaders for .357 Mag or .38 Spl
cartridges. Each speedloader includes an H.K.S. leather snap-button
belt pouch (one black, two tan). Also included are an H.K.S.
speedloader for .22 RF cartridges and an MTM Case-Gard 6 ammo
wallet for .357 Mag or .38 Spl. All items are in excellent condition. (2)
Uncle Mike’s Sidekick holsters, sizes 5 and 9; Bianchi holster #5BHL for
.38/.357 Colt revolvers with barrels up to 5”; (1) George Lawrence
Company 25 / RBH holster for medium-frame revolvers with 5” barrels;
(1) high-quality russet leather modern cartridge pouch with capacity for
10 large rifle rounds; (1) Mershon slip-on rubber recoil pad, size
medium; (1) pair Uncle Mike’s quick detachable scope covers, Set No.
43722. All items are in excellent condition showing minimal signs of use.
A varied assortment of snap caps for handguns and shotguns. includes:
(5) Pachmayr .45 ACP, plastic with brass base, spring buffered brass
false primer; (6) Armsport .38 Spl/.357 Mag, plastic, spring buffered
brass false primer; (2) each of Armsport 20 ga. and 12 ga., plastic,
spring buffered brass false primer; unmarked steel with plastic false
primer, (2) each of 12 ga., 16 ga. and 20 ga. All items are in excellent
condition with minimal or no signs of use. (128302-4F,G,H)

2004 Browning Auto 5 Shotgun Accessories
Various accessories for the Browning Auto 5 shotgun. Includes: (2)
magazine caps, one of which seems to be 16-20ga, the other perhaps
12ga; (2) 16ga Browning Invector choke tubes, one full and one
improved cylinder, and (1) matching Invector choke wrench; (1)
camouflage nylon belt pouch of appropriate size for a set of chokes or
similarly sized field accessories; (1) plastic magazine plug; (1) Browning
Auto 5 instruction manual. All items are in excellent condition.
(128302-4J)

2005 DMT Diamond Sharpening Stone Kit
Four DMT 6” diamond sharpening stones comprising one each of
color-coded grit levels Extra Coarse (Black), Coarse (Blue), Fine (Red)
and Extra-Fine (Green). Each is contained within a two-piece wooden
box. The boxes are in good condition with some light handling marks
and one side missing from the box for the red stone. The stones
themselves rate excellent showing little to no wear from previous use.
(128302-4M)

2006 Shooters Lot
Two Harris Series 1A2 commercial collapsible bipods, the first a Model L
(9”-13”) in original packaging with paperwork, the second a Model H
(13”-23”). According to factory packaging, the bipods will “fit practically
all bolt action rifles”. Both are in excellent condition with no signs of
previous use. One Bushnell Banner bore sighting kit including a bore
sighter optic, three adjustable arbors (.22 to .270 cal, 7mm to .35 cal,
.35 to .45 cal) and pebble grain leather carrying case, all in original
factory packaging with manual. The kit is in excellent condition and
appears unused. (128302-4N,Q)

2007 Niff-T-Seat Folding Takedown Hunting Stool
This portable steel-framed single-leg stool features a padded 8” by 12”
folding seat in camouflage nylon web. The seat is configurable to four
height levels, up to 18” from the ground, by varying combinations of the
two stakes, 12” and 6”, and the ground spike. Components are stored in
an integral pocket and two snap-button straps on the underside of the
seat. A black nylon web snap-button belt strap is included for carrying
the device on the belt.  The seat and all components are in excellent
condition. A nice portable seat for the field. (128302-4T)

2008 Munition Cans
This lot includes two U.S. OD green military munitions cans measuring
32”x12 1/2”x7” each.  They were intended for storing and transporting
two 120mm mortar rounds per can.  They are marked accordingly with
white stenciled lettering along one long flat with several other markings
along the remaining sides.  These items show light handling marks and
would make great dry storage bins.  [Extra Shipping Will Apply]
(109316-5AAV)

2009 Munition Cans
This lot includes two U.S. OD green military munitions cans measuring
32”x12 1/2”x7” each.  They were intended for storing and transporting
two 120mm mortar rounds per can.  They are marked accordingly with
white stenciled lettering along one long flat with several other markings
along the remaining sides.  These items show light handling marks and
would make great dry storage bins. [Extra Shipping Will Apply]
(109316-5AAW)

2010 Munition Cans
This lot includes two U.S. OD green military munitions cans measuring
32”x12 1/2”x7” each.  They were intended for storing and transporting
two 120mm mortar rounds per can.  They are marked accordingly with
white stenciled lettering along one long flat with several other markings
along the remaining sides.  These items show light handling marks and
would make great dry storage bins. [Extra Shipping Will Apply]
(109316-5AAX)

2011 Munition Cans
This lot includes two U.S. OD green military munitions cans measuring
32”x12 1/2”x7” each.  They were intended for storing and transporting
two 120mm mortar rounds per can.  They are marked accordingly with
white stenciled lettering along one long flat with several other markings
along the remaining sides.  These items show light handling marks with
some spots of oxidation and would make great dry storage bins. [Extra
Shipping Will Apply] (109316-5AAY)

2012 Munition Cans
This lot includes two U.S. OD green military munitions cans measuring
32”x12 1/2”x7” each.  They were intended for storing and transporting
two 120mm mortar rounds per can.  They are marked accordingly with
white stenciled lettering along one long flat with several other markings
along the remaining sides.  These items show light handling marks and
would make great dry storage bins.  [Extra Shipping Will Apply]
(109316-5AAZ)

2013 Munition Cans
This lot includes two U.S. OD green military munitions cans measuring
32”x12 1/2”x7” each.  They were intended for storing and transporting
two 120mm mortar rounds per can.  They are marked accordingly with
white stenciled lettering along one long flat with several other markings
along the remaining sides.  These items show light handling marks and
would make great dry storage bins. [Extra Shipping Will Apply]
(109316-5AAAA)

2014 26.5mm Smoke Flares
This lot includes two sealed boxes of ten Czech manufactured blue
colored smoke flares. The flares come in a wax sealed box with blue
zig-zag line indicating color and are coded 4/77 in the upper right corner
of the label. The stenciled label reads “10 / 26,5-Sig-m D / nabojnice
hlinikova (aluminum cartridge)” and remain in excellent condition.
(109316-10)

2015 Munition Cans
This lot includes two U.S. OD green military munitions cans measuring
32”x12 1/2”x7” each.  They were intended for storing and transporting
two 120mm mortar rounds per can.  They are marked accordingly with
white stenciled lettering along one long flat with several other markings
along the remaining sides.  These items show light handling marks and
would make great dry storage bins. [Extra Shipping Will Apply] 
(109316-5AAAB)

2016 26.5mm Smoke Flares
This lot includes two sealed boxes of ten Czech manufactured blue
colored smoke flares. The flares come in a wax sealed box with blue
zig-zag line indicating color and are coded 5/77. The stenciled label
reads “10 / 26,5-Sig-m D / nabojnice hlinikova (aluminum cartridge)” and
remain in excellent condition. (109316-10A)

2017 26.5mm Smoke Flares
This lot includes two boxes of ten Czech manufactured blue colored
smoke flares. The flares come in a wax sealed box with blue zig-zag line
indicating color and are coded 4/77 and 5/77 in the upper right hand
corner of the label. The stenciled label reads “10 / 26,5-Sig-m D /
nabojnice hlinikova (aluminum cartridge)”. One box remains sealed the
other has been opened, it does contain all ten cartridges and both
remain in excellent condition. (109316-10B)
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2018 26.5mm Smoke Flares
This lot includes two sealed boxes of ten Czech manufactured orange
colored smoke flares. The flares come in a wax sealed box with orange
zig-zag line indicating color and are coded 9/85 and 15/85 in the upper
right hand corner of the label. The stenciled label reads “10 / 26,5-Sig-or
D / nabojnice hlinikova (aluminum cartridge)” and remain in excellent
condition. (109316-10C)

2019 26.5mm Smoke Flares
This lot includes two sealed boxes of ten Czech manufactured orange
colored smoke flares. The flares come in a wax sealed box with orange
zig-zag line indicating color and are coded 9/85 and 15/85 in the upper
right corner of the label. The stenciled label reads “10 / 26,5-Sig-or D /
nabojnice hlinikova (aluminum cartridge)” and remain in excellent
condition. (109316-10D)

2020 26.5mm Smoke Flares
This lot includes two sealed boxes of ten Czech manufactured orange
colored smoke flares. The flares come in a wax sealed box with orange
zig-zag line indicating color and are coded 9/85 and 15/85 at the upper
right hand corner of the label. The stenciled label reads “10 / 26,5-Sig-or
D / nabojnice hlinikova (aluminum cartridge)” and remain in excellent
condition. (109316-10E)

2021 26.5mm Smoke Flares
This lot includes two boxes of ten Czech manufactured smoke flares.
The flares come in a wax coated box with green straight line indicating
color and are coded 5/70 on the right corner of the label. The stenciled
label reads “10 / 26,5-Sig-zl1 / nabojnice hlinikova (aluminum cartridge)”.
 One box is sealed the other open containing seven cartridges and all
remain in excellent condition. (109316-10F)

2022 26.5mm Smoke Flares
This lot includes two sealed boxes of ten Czech manufactured orange
colored smoke flares. The flares come in a wax sealed box with three
orange thin lines indicating color and are coded 11/76 in the right hand
corner of the label.  The stenciled label reads “10 / 26,5-Sig-cvds/a /
nabojnice hlinikova (aluminum cartridge)” and remain in excellent
condition. (109316-10G)

2023 26.5mm Smoke Flares
This lot includes two boxes of Czech manufactured white smoke flares. 
The flares come in wax sealed boxes with stenciled label that reads “10 /
26,5-Sig-b1/a / nabojnice hlinikova (aluminum cartridge)”.  They are
coded 3/77 in the upper right hand corner and one box remains sealed
the other contains eight cartridges (18 total)  and all remain in excellent
condition.  (109316-10H)

2024 Military Storage Lot
This lot includes two metal containers.  First is an A & S Tribal Industries
field box measuring 30”x18”x6”.  The box has 10 closure clasps and a
rubber seal for the lid to make it air tight and remains in excellent
condition.  Second is a M81 mortar munitions can measuring 23”x14
1/2”x6” and is marked accordingly with yellow stenciled letters and is in
excellent condition.  (109316-7X)

2025 Shooters Lot
This lot includes a variety of targets and a metal field container.  First
are 45 +/- wild boar targets measuring 28”x18” with image of a wild boar
from the front shoulder forward.  Second are 50 poker targets sealed in
their original plastic wrap measuring 24”x18” with images of assorted
playing cards stacked in five rows of five in excellent condition.  Third is
an A & S Tribal Industries field box measuring 30”x18”x6”.  The box has
10 closure clasps and a rubber seal for the lid to make it air tight and
remains in excellent condition.  (109316-7Y)

2026 Winchester 1200 Stock
This lot includes a black synthetic checkered buttstock with Winchester
ventilated recoil pad. The stock has a few light handling marks and is
missing the stock attaching bolt and screw for the buttpad but otherwise
remains in excellent condition. (109316-9B)

2027 Mossberg 500 Stock
This lot includes an unmarked black composite stock with stippled
pistolgrip that has a few very minor handling marks with a solid rubber
recoil pad and remains in excellent condition. Stock bolt is included.
(109316-9)

2028 Shooters Lot
This lot includes a variety of items.  First are two munition cans, one
small arms can and one 120mm mortar can both in excellent condition.
There are two leather North American Arms revolver holsters and a
Smith & Wesson 1911 magazine holster.  All in excellent condition. 
There are eight rounds of military head-stamped 45 ACP ball cartridges
in good overall condition showing varying light oxidation and or verdigris
staining.  Last are four cleaning kits: there is a complete Hoppe’s Pistol
cleaning kit, two partial Hoppe’s cleaning kits and a partial Brite Bore all
items in good overall condition.  (109316-6D)

2029 Geco Flare Gun
serial #42794, 26.5mm, is military marked and retains nearly all of its
grey phosphate finish. There are few light scattered handling marks and
the checkered brown synthetic grips rate excellent. (109316-1)
{NON-GUN}

2030 CF 111 Mini Crossbow
This lot includes one as-new pistol crossbow still sealed in its original
factory packaging with three additional packages of bolts.  The
crossbow remains in excellent condition and each package of bolts
contains 12 metal field-tipped projectiles in excellent condition. 
(109316-3)

2031 Geco Flare Gun
serial #39032, 26.5mm, is military marked and retains nearly all of its
grey phosphate finish. There are few light scattered handling marks and
the checkered brown synthetic grips rate excellent. (109316-8)
{NON-GUN}

2032 Caldwell AR-15 Mag Charger
This lot includes a speed loader for .223 / 5.56mm, with 50 round
staging area and will work with AR platform magazines.  This speed
loader is as-new-dealer-stock and remains sealed in its original factory
packaging.  (109413-105C)

2033 Liberty Safe Door Panel
This lot includes an as-new-dealer-stock, product #10588, black colored
multi-pocket door panel measuring 30”x60” still sealed in its original
factory packaging.  (109413-108G)

2034 Liberty Safe Door Panel
This lot includes an as-new-dealer-stock, product #10587, black colored,
multi-pocket door panel measuring 30”x49” that is still sealed in its
original factory packaging. (109413-108E)

2035 Liberty Safe Door Panel
This lot includes an as-new-dealer-stock, product #10586, black colored,
multi-pocket door panel measuring 24”x49” and is sealed in its original
factory packaging.  (109413-108F)

2036 M1 Garand Stock
This stock has been lightly cleaned and is numbered 2549024 along the
toe line and the D.O.D. acceptance stamp is no longer visible.  There
are a few scattered light handling marks and the stock is void of all
hardware with the exception of the front sling swivel.  There is a thin
coat of added varnish which shows some light orange-peel texture near
the receiver opening and the stock remains in overall fine condition. 
(109316-14)

2037 Sig Arms Accessories
This lot includes two as-new-dealer stock bridge mounts for the
Mosquito series pistols.  The mounts come with mounting hardware and
product card and are in their original factory boxes.  (109413-80RE)

2038 7x61 Super Brass
This lot consists of (120) pieces of scarce unfired factory Norma brass
for the 7.61 Super or 7.61 Sharpe & Hart. This boxer primed belted
magnum brass is in as new condition. (259283-5G)

2039 7x61 Super Brass
This lot consists of (120) pieces of scarce unfired factory Norma brass
for the 7.61 Super or 7.61 Sharpe & Hart. This boxer primed belted
magnum brass is in as new condition. (259283-5H)

2040 9.3x74R Brass
This lot consists of (120) pieces of mixed 9.3x74R cases which include
once fired DWM, possible virgin unfired Norma, displaying clean primer
pockets in once fired RWS. The cases are in very good condition.
(259283-5AD)

2041 Berry’s 9mm Bullets
This lot includes one brand new sealed 1000-count box of Berry’s 9mm
(.356”) 147 grain plated bullets (Item #47636). The box indicates these
plated bullets can be loaded up to 1250 FPS. (139962-1)

2042 Paper Targets
Nine sealed packages total, 10 Champion Visicolor 8”x11” targets, 20
Hoppe’s competition 50’ small bore rifle targets, 40 Hoppe’s competition
25 yard pistol targets, 25 Champion Bug Slug targets, 50 Champion
peel-and-stick deer vitals sight-in targets and 50 Champion
peel-and-stick life-size turkey sight-in targets. (229413-70A)

2043 Paper Targets
Eight sealed packages total, 10 Champion Visicolor 8”x11” targets, 20
Hoppe’s competition 50’ small bore rifle targets, 20 Hoppe’s competition
slow fire pistol targets, 25 Champion Bug Slug targets, 50 Champion
peel-and-stick deer vitals sight-in targets and 50 Champion
peel-and-stick life-size turkey sight-in targets. (229413-70B)
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2044 Paper Targets
12 sealed packages total, 10 Champion Visicolor 8”x11” targets, 20
Hoppe’s competition 50’ small bore rifle targets, 20 Hoppe’s competition
50’ rifle targets, 20 Hoppe’s competition slow fire pistol targets, 25
Champion Buf Slug targets, 25 Champion 5 bull blue and orange
peel-and-stick targets, 50 Champion peel-and-stick deer vitals sight-in
targets, 50 Champion peel-and-stick Redfield-style sight-in targets and
648 Birchwood Casey Shoot-N-C self-adhesive 1” black target dots.
(229413-70C)

2045 Paper Targets
12 sealed packages total, 10 Champion Visicolor 8”x11” targets, 12
Champion 5 bull Shotkeeper targets, 20 Hoppe’s 50-yard small bore rifle
targets, 25 Champion peel-and-stick 50 slow fire pistol targets, 120
Hoppe’s 100-yard crosshair sighting targets and 648 Birchwood Casey
Shoot-N-C self-adhesive 1” black target dots. (229413-70D)

2046 Assorted Holsters
14 right-hand holsters total, all in excellent as-new condition with most
still in factory packaging: one Uncle Mike’s size 36 #81361 for S&W
J-frame or similar, one Fobus GL2E2 for Glock 17 or similar, one Uncle
Mike’s size 15 #76151 for S&W M&P compact or similar, one Fobus
PPSRB for Walther PPS or similar, one Fobus SWMP for use with a
full-size S&W M&P pistol or similar, one Fobus SWCH for use with
full-size and compact S&W M&P pistols or similar, one Uncle Mike’s
Tactical size 10 #74101 for S&W M&P Shield or similar, One Fobus
RUGP for use with a Ruger GP100 revolver, one Fobus BR2 for use
with a standard Beretta 92 or similar, one Fobus C21BA ankle holster for
use with a 1911 or similar, one Fobus WA99RP for use with a Walther
P99 or similar and three Andre D’Andrea leather holsters for a Beretta
Cheetah, M&P Shield and and an M&P Shield with laser. (229413-93L)

2047 Assorted Holsters
15 right-hand holsters total, all in excellent as-new condition with most
still in factory packaging: one Uncle Mike’s size 2 #89021 for Colt
Diamondback or similar, one Blackhawk Size 10 for use with S&W
Model 5900 or similar, one SigTac HOL-238-IWB for use with a P238
pistol, one Fobus SWMP for use with a full-size S&W M&P pistol or
similar, one Fobus PPSRB for use with a S&W M&P Shield or similar,
one Fobus RU3BH for use with a Ruger Mark II or similar, one Fobus
RU101A for use with a Ruger SP101 revolver or similar, one Blackhawk!
Size 4 inside-the-pocket holster for Glock 27 or similar, one Fobus
J357A ankle holster for use with an S&W J-frame revolver or similar,
one Fobus SWMPA ankle holster for use with a full-size M&P pistol or
similar and four Andre D’Andrea leather holsters, twor for an S&W
Bodyguard, one for a S&W bodyguard with laser, one for a
Commander-style pistol and one for a full-size S&W M&P pistol.
(229413-93M)

2048 Crimson Trace Grips
A set of excellent as-new-in-box Crimson Trace Model LG-401 P1 grips
for a full-size 1911, “Fits 1911 and 1911A1 full-size frames with grip
screws measuring 3 1/16” apart”. The grips are double diamond
checkered with burlwood finish, have a left-side ON/OFF switch and a
front pressure pad, they come with two batteries, paperwork and
adjustment tools. (229413-82M)

2049 Crimson Trace Rail Master
One excellent as-new-in-box Crimson Trace Rail Master Model
CMR-201 red laser sight “Fits most M1913/Picatinny and Weaver style
accessory rails”. Included are a battery, adjustment tools, spacers and
paperwork. (229413-82L)

2050 Crimson Trace Master Series Grips
A set of excellent as-new-in-box Crimson Trace Model LG-908 grips for
a full-size 1911, “Fits 1911 and 1911A1 full-size frames with grip screws
measuring 3 1/16” apart”. The grips are partially-checkered with
walnut-finish, have a left-side ON/OFF switch and a front pressure pad,
they come with two batteries, paperwork and adjustment tools.
(229413-82I)

2051 Crimson Trace Grips
A set of excellent as-new-in-box Crimson Trace Model LG-401 P16 grips
for a full-size 1911, “Fits 1911 and 1911A1 full-size frames with grip
screws measuring 3 1/16” apart”. The grips are double diamond
checkered with walnut-finish, have a left-side ON/OFF switch and a front
pressure pad, they come with two batteries, paperwork and adjustment
tools. (229413-82K)

2052 Crimson Trace Grips
One excellent as-new-in-box Crimson Trace Model LG-661 grip
attachment “Fits Smith & Wesson compact 9mm, .40 S&W, .357 SIG
models. Except .45 compact”. Included are adjustment tools, two
batteries and factory paperwork. (229413-82G)

2053 Cleaning Implements
A large assortment of brand-new in package cleaning implements
including but not limited to: Hoppe’s, Otis Kleenbore and Thompson
Center mops, various caliber brushes from .22 to shotgun guages,
slotted ends, adapters, phosphor bronze brushes, various size patches
and utility brushes. (229413-65E)

2054 Butler Creek Scope Covers
A large assortment of approximately 60 brand-new in package Butler
Creek flip-open scope covers varying in sizes for both objective and
ocular lenses. Fit-charge booklet included. (229413-66)

2055 Ruger Super Blackhawk Grips
Nine complete sets and one extra right panel, all are smooth walnut with
silver Phoenix medallions. Overall the panels are in very good condition
with handling marks, some darker than others and some of the
medallions showing varying degrees of light tarnish. (9313-7A)

2056 Walther Target Grips
Two sets of as-new right-hand target grips for Walther GSP and SSP
pistols with both having adjustable palm rests, palm swell and
“WALTHER” in a banner under an “F” inside a crown. These appear to
be Gehmann “3D” grips, however they are not maker-marked. The GSP
set is blue and maple wood laminate with rough textured grip, the SSP
set are black composite with the same rough texture. (229413-98B)

2057 Colt M-16 Blank Firing Adapter
This lot consist of a total of (5) red colored blank adapters obtained from
long time Colt employee John Williams.  These are different from the
standard square Colt blank adapters with screw-in piston.  They are
round with four exhaust holes, solid front and use a wire bail to lock it to
the flash suppressor on the rifle.  Three of the adapters are in sealed
packages and two are in used but excellent condition with light handling
marks.  The adapter is marked on the side "BLANK FIRING
ATTACHMENT FOR / M-16 ~ USE M-200 AMMO OR EQUIV. / COLT,
HARTFORD, CONN., U.S.A. – PAT. PEND".  (8A9519-7A) [John
Williams Collection]

2058 Colt M-16 Blank Firing Adapter
This lot consist of a total of (6) red colored blank adapters obtained from
long time Colt employee John Williams.  These are different from the
standard square Colt blank adapters with screw-in piston.  They are
round with four exhaust holes, solid front and use a wire bail to lock it to
the flash suppressor on the rifle.  Four of the adapters are in sealed
packages and two are in used but excellent condition with light handling
marks.  The adapter is marked on the side "BLANK FIRING
ATTACHMENT FOR / M-16 ~ USE M-200 AMMO OR EQUIV. / COLT,
HARTFORD, CONN., U.S.A. – PAT. PEND".  (8A9519-7B) [John
Williams Collection]

2059 Colt M-16 Blank Firing Adapter
This lot consist of a total of (6) red colored blank adapters obtained from
long time Colt employee John Williams.  These are different from the
standard square Colt blank adapters with screw-in piston.  They are
round with four exhaust holes, solid front and use a wire bail to lock it to
the flash suppressor on the rifle.  Three of the adapters are in sealed
packages, two are in used but excellent condition with light handling
marks and the last one is used in about good to very good condition with
moderate handling marks. The adapter is marked on the side "BLANK
FIRING ATTACHMENT FOR / M-16 ~ USE M-200 AMMO OR EQUIV. /
COLT, HARTFORD, CONN., U.S.A. – PAT. PEND".  The last or sixth
used adapter lacks any markings and the front is beveled whereas the
others are completely flat.  (8A9519-7C) [John Williams Collection]

2060 San Angelo Portable Shooting Rest
This is a single San Angelo "Mantis" "Accu-Rest Plus" portable shooting
bench by Rio Brands.  The shooting bench disassembles into seven
separate parts that store in a green duffle bag for easy transport.  The
rest is made of black powder coat metal tubing with plastic seat,
ammunition / accessories tray, cup holder, spotting scope holder and
rotating column.  It can be set up for right or left-hand use. The rest
shows light use with a bit of very light oxidation staining but appears
very nearly as-new.  All parts, the assembly instructions, storage bag
and original box are included.  A great shooting aid for impromptu
ranges and certain styles of hunting.  (8A9094-10C)

2061 Little Big Horn Replica Single Action Army revolver
This is a non-gun facsimile of a Colt Single Action Army presented as a
Little Bighorn commemorative revolver.  The grips have a depiction of
the Seventh Cavalry engaging Crazy Horse's forces at the Little Big
Horn.  The top of the grips on both sides read "LITTLE BIG HORN / 25
JUNE 1876".  The rest of the gun is adorned with cast-in scroll and
cross-hatch simulated engraving.  Most of the metal parts have a black
chrome-like finish with the cylinder simulating gold plate and gold
background on the relief style faux engraving on the frame.  It appears
someone tried to remove the fixed base pin with pliers but other than
that it rates about excellent.  The loading gate spring no longer functions
and the mechanical functioning is in need of attention.  (8A9094-2)
{NON-GUN}
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2062 Shooters Lot
This lot includes (1) Outers Shotgun cleaning kit in a red metal case
showing light to moderate handling marks.  It contains a three-piece
aluminum cleaning rod, 12 gauge bronze bore brush, slotted tip, Outers
gun oil, Gunslick patches, Gunslick solvent and Gunslick grease all
appear unused.  Also included are (1) box of approximately 100
Hornady .454 lead round balls and one tin of approximately 100 #11 CCI
percussion caps.  Both of these have been opened and appear full but
several pieces could be missing.  Lastly, there is 8 oz unopened tube of
Lyman Minie Lubricant by Blue and Gray Products and an unopened
bag of 100 Blue and Gray Products .458 pre-conditioned cushion wads. 
(89094-7A)

2063 Reloaders Lot
This lot includes (1) Redding two-die set for the 338 Winchester
Magnum that includes a full-length sizing / decapping die, a bullet seat /
crimping die, manual, Allen wrench and spare decapping pin in used but
excellent condition; (1) RCBS two-die set for the 6.5 Remington
Magnum that includes a full-length sizing / decapping die and a bullet
seat / crimping die in used but very good condition showing scattered
oxidation blemishes on the exterior, the insides remain bright; (1)
unopened box of 100 Nosler Ballistic Tip 6.5mm, .264", 120 grain boat
tail ballistic tip bullets; (1) opened box of 100 Speer 6.5mm, .263", 120
grain spitzer in excellent condition; (4) boxes of 20 cases each unprimed
as new Remington 6.5mm Remington Magnum brass in excellent
condition; (3) boxes of 20 cases each factory primed new Remington
6.5mm Remington Magnum brass, a small percentage of the cases
have light to moderate oxidation on the case head; (1) partial box of 18
cases fired Remington 6.5mm Remington Magnum brass showing
scattered light tarnish and oxidation stains; (1) box of 20 cases fired
Remington 32 Winchester Special brass showing moderate tarnish; (1)
box of 20 cases unprimed fired Remington 280 Remington brass; (1)
box of 20 cases primed fired Remington 280 Remington brass and; (1)
full box and (1) partial box of 20 and 19 cases each respectively fired
Remington 280 Remington brass.  (88134-1,2,3,4,5)

2064 Pelican IM300 Storm Case
This lot includes (1) Pelican IM3100 storm case in near excellent
condition showing light to moderate storage marks and scuffs on the
exterior but as new otherwise.  The case measures 39 3/4" x 16 1/2" x 6
3/4" and features six press and pull latches, two handles and wheels on
one end.  (89413-67A)

2065 RCBS Explorer Plus Reloading Kit
This RCBS Explorer Plus kit includes: RCBS Reloader Special-5 press,
Uniflow powder measure kit with stand, 1500 grain capacity digital
mini-scale, dial calipers, Powder Trickler-2, Hand priming tool, powder
funnel, universal loading tray, (6) Die Lock rings, Shell holders #'s
2,3,4,10 and 43; Kinetic bullet puller, manual, chamfer tool and powder
funnel.  The original box shows handling damage and all items are
as-new in box, but the powder funnel shows a bit of handling damage
but remains functional and the original bottle of case lubricant is missing.
 A nice kit for the upstart reloader.  No dies included.  (89413-64D)

2066 RCBS Auto Index Pro-2000 Press
This RCBS Pro-2000 Auto Index Progressive Reloading Press is new in
the box.  It includes the press, powder measure, APS priming system,
bullet tray and other necessary accessories.  No dies or shell plate
included.  (89413-64E)

2067 RCBS Rock Chucker Supreme Reloading Press
This lot includes a single RCBS Rock Chucker Supreme reloading press
that is new in the box.  Kit includes the press, primer catcher, priming
arm, handle and handle nut.  No dies included.  (89413-64F)

2068 RCBS Rock Chucker Supreme Master Reloading Press Kit
This kit is factory sealed in the original shipping container and is new in
the box.  This kit will contain: RCBS Rock Chucker Supreme press,
scale, powder measure, reloading manual, priming tool and other
accessories.  No dies included.  Great starter kit for the new reloader. 
(89413-64G)

2069 Hornady A.P. Loader Progressive Reloading Press
This Hornady "Lock-N-Load" A.P. Loader is new in the box.  It includes
the Lock-N-Load A.P. Loader press assembly and powder measure
assembly.  No dies included.  (89413-64H)

2070 RCBS Deluxe Scale Weight Check Set
This lot contains (2) RCBS Deluxe Scale Weight Check sets that are
new in the box.  Each kit contains (12) assorted weights ranging from as
light as .5 grains up to 200 grains, tweezers for handling the smaller
weights and instructions.  They are housed in an RCBS green plastic
box with snap closure.  A must have reloading tool to verify your scales
accuracy.  (89413-49)

2071 Assorted RCBS Reloading Dies
These die sets are new in the box.  Includes: (1) RCBS .223 Remington
full length two-die set with paperwork; (1) RCBS .22-250 Remington full
length two-die set with paperwork; (1) RCBS .243 Winchester full length
two-die set with paperwork; (1) RCBS 270 Winchester full length two-die
set with paperwork; (1) RCBS 7mm Remington Magnum full length
two-die set with paperwork and; (1) RCBS .308 Winchester full length
two-die set with paperwork.  (89413-48A)

2072 Assorted Reloading Dies
These die sets are new in the box.  Includes: (1) RCBS 6.5mm Hornady
PRC full length two-die set with paperwork; (1) RCBS .270 Winchester
Short Magnum full length two-die set with paperwork; (1) Redding
7mm-08 Remington full length two-die set with paperwork; (1) RCBS
30-06 Springfield full length two-die set with paperwork (this is the old
style lighter green box but the dies are as new in the box); (1) RCBS
300 Winchester Short Magnum full length two-die set with paperwork
and; (1) Hornady 45-70 Government full length three-die set in factory
sealed cellophane.  (89413-48B, 51, 52)

2073 Assorted RCBS Reloading Dies
These die sets are new in the box.  Includes: (1) RCBS 22-250
Remington full length two-die set with paperwork; (1) RCBS 25-06
Remington full length two-die set with paperwork; (1) RCBS 7mm
Remington Magnum full length two-die set with paperwork; (1) RCBS
.308 Winchester full length two-die set with paperwork; (1) RCBS .300
Remington Ultra Magnum full length two-die set with paperwork and; (1)
RCBS .338 Winchester Magnum full length two-die set with paperwork. 
(89413-48C)

2074 Assorted RCBS Reloading Dies
These die sets are as new in the box.  It includes: (1) RCBS .223
Remington full length two-die set with paperwork; (1) RCBS .270
Winchester full length two-die set with paperwork; (1) RCBS .308
Winchester full length two-die set with paperwork; (1) RCBS 30-06
Springfield full length two-die set with paperwork and; (1) RCBS 300
Winchester Magnum full length two-die set with paperwork. 
(89413-48D)

2075 Assorted RCBS Reloading Dies
These die sets are new in the box.  Includes: (1) RCBS .223 Remington
full length two-die set with paperwork; (1) RCBS .270 Winchester full
length two-die set with paperwork; (1) RCBS .308 Winchester full length
two-die set with paperwork; (1) RCBS 30-06 Springfield full length
two-die set with paperwork and; (1) RCBS 300 Winchester Magnum full
length two-die set with paperwork.  (89413-48E)

2076 Assorted RCBS and Lee Carbide Reloading Dies
These die sets are new in the box.  Included are: (1) Lee Deluxe 9mm
Luger four-die set consisting of carbide resize / de-prime, powder
through expander, bullet seat , carbide factory crimp, shell holder,
powder scoop and paperwork; (1) RCBS 9mm Luger (also does 9x21 &
9x23) three die carbide set with two bullet seating stems and paperwork;
(1) RCBS 45 ACP ( also does 45AR & 45 GAP) three die carbide set
(factory sealed with end label); (1) RCBS 45 Colt three die carbide set
with two bullet seating stems and paperwork and; (1) RCBS 454 Casull
three die carbide set and paperwork.  (89413-48E,50)

2077 RCBS Reloading Die Lot
These dies are new in the box.  The lot includes; (1) RCBS .22-.25
caliber decapping die with paperwork, (1) RCBS .27-.45 caliber heavy
duty decapping die with paperwork and (1) RCBS bullet puller die
without collet and paperwork is included.  (89413-48F)

2078 RCBS Reloading Die Lot
These dies are new in the box.  The lot includes; (1) RCBS .22-.25
caliber decapping die with paperwork, (1) RCBS .27-.45 caliber heavy
duty decapping die with paperwork and (1) RCBS bullet puller die
without collet and paperwork is included.  (89413-48G)

2079 RCBS Reloading Die Lot
These dies are new in the box.  The lot includes; (1) RCBS .22-.25
caliber decapping die with paperwork, (1) RCBS powder checker die
#87590 (factory sealed with end label) and (1) RCBS primer pocket
swager tool with paperwork.  (89413-48H)

2080 Hornady Shell Plates
This consist of (3) size 10 Hornady Lock-N-Load A.P. shell plates in new
condition.  They are individually packaged in a plastic wall hanger pack
and are for 40 S&W, 357 Sig and 10 mm auto.  (89413-77A)

2081 Hornady Shell Plates
This consist of (2) size 10 Hornady Lock-N-Load A.P. shell plates in new
condition.  They are individually packaged in a plastic wall hanger pack
and are for 40 S&W, 357 Sig and 10 mm auto.  (89413-77B)

2082 RCBS Press Mounting and Maintenance Lot
These are new in the box.  Included are: (2) RCBS Press maintenance
kits and (2) RCBS Accessory Base -2 plates.  (89413-55A,90A)

2083 RCBS Dry Media
This lot includes (1) four-pound box of RCBS Corn Cob Dry Media and
(1) five-pound box of RCBS walnut shell dry media.  (89413-56)
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2084 RCBS Scale and Trickler
These items are new in the box.  This lot includes (1) RCBS 10-10
Reloading scale and (1) RCBS Powder Trickler-2.  (89413-57A, 58A)

2085 RCBS Trim Mate Prep Center
This is new in the box.  This is an electrically operated RCBS Trim Mate
Case Prep Center #90375 with accessories.  (89413-58B)

2086 RCBS Powder Measure and Trickler
These are new in the box.  Included are (1) RCBS Quick Change
Powder Measure that includes the measure, small and large metering
assemblies, drain attachment and two drop tubes.  Also included is a
single RCBS Powder Trickler-2.  (89413-57B,58C)

2087 RCBS Powder Measure
This is new in the box.  Included are (1) RCBS Uniflow Powder Measure
that includes the measure, small and large metering assemblies, and
two drop tubes.  The box and measure show storage marks and wear. 
(89413-57C)

2088 RCBS Case Trimmer and Dial Caliper
These are new in the box.  Included are: (1) RCBS Trim Pro Manual
Case trimmer #90355 with four shell holders of various sizes covering
the most popular cartridges and nine of the most popular size pilots. 
Also included is a single RCBS stainless steel Dial Caliper with 0-6"
range and +/- .001" accuracy.  A must have for all reloaders. 
(89413-59A, 60A)

2089 RCBS Electronic Micrometer
This is new in the box.  This lot features a single RCBS Electronic Digital
Micrometer #87320 with hard plastic case and factory box.  (89413-60B)

2090 RCBS Case Trimmer
This is new in the box.  This lot includes a single RCBS High Capacity
Case Trimmer #90352, the collet is designed to hold large cartridges
including 50 BMG, 416 Barrett and 408 Chey with pilots in .408, .416
and .50 caliber.  There is slight oxidation on the rotating cutter bar.
(89413-59B)

2091 RCBS Neck Turner
This is new in the box.  This lot includes a single RCBS Hand Case
Neck Turner #90401.  The kit includes the quick-change case holder
and hand held micro adjustable cutter.  (89413-58D)

2092 Shooters’ Lot
One four pocket black nylon Caesar’s Palace-branded tote bag
measuring approximately 18” L x 10” W x 9” H containing numerous
firearms cleaning supplies, binoculars and more. Included is one vintage
Fujica Meibo Featherweight 7x50 binoculars in very good plus condition
for its age with clear about excellent optics and some minor silvering and
some tiny impact marks on the high edges. Binoculars features coated
optics, center and right-eye focus wheels, a faux leather texture on the
barrels and a leather neck strap. There are six new-in-package Hoppe’s
bore brushes including one .30 cal. rifle, two .22 cal. rifle, .38/357 cal.
pistol, one 10mm/.40 cal. pistol and one .44/.45 cal. pistol and two
new-in-package Hoppe’s cotton bore swabs including one .35/.38 cal.
and one .40/.45 cal. There is one new-in-package Otis Ripcord
pull-through for .38 cal. handguns along with a lightly-used .30 cal. Otis
Ripcord, as well as one Hoppe’s Rifle/Handgun cleaning kit and one
KleenBore shotgun cleaning kit. There is a 500-count bag of Cabela’s
cotton flannel patches for .38-.45 cal. along with other cotton squares
and patches for cleaning and a KleenBore Lead Away cloth. There is a
Tapco black polymer pistol magazine loading tool, an assortment of
black powder cleaning tools including but not limited to a ball starter,
various brass ramrod attachments and a new-in-package musket nipple
for a Remington 700 ML conversion kit. There is a lightly-soiled Hoppe’s
36” long green felt bench mat. There is also a handful of used bore
brushes and mops. No further description or pictures of this lot is
available so please bid accordingly. (239094-10)

2093 Ammunition Containers
Two military surplus ammunition containers as follows: One Danish olive
drab-painted 30-06 wooden crate in about very good plus condition with
a crack in one slat of the removable lid along with some scattered small
scuffs and spots of wear on the edges and lid. The lid is faintly stamped
in red “ORM-D” in a few places while the left side is stenciled in yellow
paint “1305-22-117-6712 / 624 ST (crown) / HMAK / 7,62 MM PATRON /
(NATO symbol for ball) M/48 / (NATO symbol for clipped) 8 (NATO
symbol for carton)” along with the lot number while the front and back
are stenciled “624 ST / 7,62 MM SKPT M/48 / (PAKKET 1 (NATO
symbol for clipped) 8 (NATO symbol for carton))”. Also included is one
U.S. .30 cal. olive drab ammunition can in surplus very good condition
showing some spots of light oxidation along the edges and some
scattered minor scratches. The side of the can is stenciled in yellow “460
CATRIDGES / (NATO symbol) 7.62MM / (NATO symbol for ball) M80 /
CARTONS / LOT WRA 22420”. (239094-4G)

2094 Assorted DVDs and VHS Tapes about Firearms, Hunting and the
Outdoors
This lot contains seven videos. Navy Seals: The Untold Stories,
Timeless Media Group 2007, two DVD set, 200 mins. DVDs are sealed
in their original boxes and stored within a full-color tin outer box showing
faint storage wear. Marine Sniper Legend Carlos Hathcock: His Own
Words, LOTI Group Productions 2009, DVD, excellent condition.
Extreme Accuracy: Long Range Rifle Shooting Techniques by G. David
Tubb, Lenny Magill Productions, 1998, DVD, 80 mins., excellent
condition. Fearless Planet: Extreme Adventures in Extreme Places,
Discovery Channel 2008, two DVD set, 256 mins., excellent condition.
Modern Muzzleloading Featuring Toby Bridges and Tony Knight,
Stoney-Wolf Productions 1985, VHS, 80 mins., about excellent
condition. George Klucky’s Hunting Videos: African Safari with Irvin
Barnhart, Klucky’s Films 1985, VHS, 95 mins., near excellent with some
light wear to the outer sleeve. George Klucky’s Hunting Videos: Johnny
Johnson’s Big 4 Safari, Klucky’s Films 1987, VHS, 70 mins., near
excellent with some light wear to the outer sleeve. Video content has not
been viewed and conditions are based upon exterior appearance of
DVDs and VHSs only. (239094-9D)

2095 Crimson Trace Lasergrips
One new-in-box Crimson Trace Lasergrips for Glock subcompact pistols
including G26, G27, G28, G33, G39 (item #LG-626). Includes batteries,
adjustment tools, manual and paperwork. (239413-82H)

2096 Firearms Cleaning Supplies
This lot includes 70 new-in-package items primarily of Hoppe’s, Otis and
KleenBore brands including: (5) nylon and (1) phosphor bronze brushes,
(3) lubricating gun oil field wipes, (1) rifle to shotgun adapter, (4) .22-.45
cal. brass patch holders and (1) plastic .30-.45 ca. patch holder, (1) T/C
in-line muzzleloader breech brush, (9) assorted bore swabs for rifles,
handguns and shotguns, (19) assorted packages of cleaning patches for
shotguns, rifles and handguns, and (26) phosphor bronze bore brushes
for shotguns, rifles and handguns. (239413-65F)

2097 Digital Predator Call
One new-in-package Johnny Stewart PM-4 Wireless PreyMaster Digital
Caller consisting of a remote control, receiver and loudspeaker which
features a 100 yard wireless range and can transmit up to 250 yards in
optimal conditions. The caller features 12 digitally-mastered predator
sounds including: rodent distress, squealing bird, meadowlark, bobcat in
heat, high pitched cottontail, canine puppies, yellowhammer
woodpecker, coyote pup distress, canine pups, kid goat distress,
pleading chicken and whitetail fawn distress and 40 more sounds are
available on digital memory cards (not included). Unit can play two
sounds at once and predator sounds play continuously until stopped.
(239413-91)

2098 Assorted Handguns Grips
10 items total: One set of Ruger factory checkered black polymer grips
with silver Ruger phoenix medallions with red background for Ruger
Mark II/III pistols complete with grip screws, one Sig Sauer SP2022
black polymer medium grip, one large and one small Smith & Wesson
M&P pistol backstraps, two Charter Arms factory combat full black
rubber grips with screws, two Charter Arms factory compact black
rubber grips with screws, one set of Hammerli Xesse Standard textured
back polymer grips without screw and one set of Hammerli Xesse Sport
red and black swirl pattern grips with intact nut and bolt for the
adjustable palm rest but no grip screw. All items rate excellent to new.
(239413-98C)

2099 Thompson Center Encore Barrel
(1) No. 1702, 308 Win., 15" barrel for T/C Encore and Pro Hunter
frames.  Equipped with adjustable sights, this smooth blue barrel
remains sealed in its original factory packaging. (59412-19A)

2100 Thompson Center Encore Barrel
(1) No. 1702, 308 Win., 15" barrel for T/C Encore and Pro Hunter
frames.  Equipped with adjustable sights, this smooth blue barrel
remains sealed in its original factory packaging. (59412-19B)

2101 Thompson Center Encore Barrel
(1) No. 1927, 308 Win., 15" barrel for T/C Encore and Pro Hunter frame.
 Equipped adjustable with sights, this fluted matte stainless steel barrel
remains sealed in its original factory packaging.  (59412-19C)

2102 Thompson Center G2 Contender Barrel
(1) No. 4203, 223 Rem., 14" barrel for the T/C Contender and G2
Contender frame.  Equipped with adjustable sights, this non-tapered
matte stainless steel barrel remains sealed in its original factory
packaging. (59412-19D)

2103 Thompson Center Encore Barrel
(1) No. 1691, 17 HMR, 15" barrel for T/C Encore frame.  Equipped with
adjustable sights, this matte stainless steel barrel remains sealed in its
original factory packaging.  (59412-19E)

2104 Thompson Center Encore Barrel
(1) No. 4944, 460 S&W, 15" barrel for T/C Encore and Pro Hunter
frame.  Equipped with adjustable sights, this matte stainless steel barrel
remains sealed in its original factory packaging.  (59412-19F)
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2105 Thompson Center Encore Barrel
(1) No. 1702, 308 Win., 15" barrel for T/C Encore and Pro Hunter
frames.  Equipped with adjustable sights, this smooth blue barrel
remains sealed in its original factory packaging. (59412-19G)

2106 Thompson Center G2 Contender Barrel
(1) No. 4203, 223 Rem., 14" barrel for the T/C Contender and G2
Contender frame.  Equipped with adjustable sights, this non-tapered
matte stainless steel barrel remains sealed in its original factory
packaging. (59412-19H)

2107 Thompson Center Encore Barrel
(1) No. 1907, 223 Rem., 15" barrel for T/C Encore and Pro Hunter
frame.  Equipped with adjustable sights, this fluted matte stainless steel
barrel remains sealed in its original factory packaging.  (59412-19I)

2108 Bond Arms Deringer Barrel
(1) stainless steel 3", 45 Colt/410 barrel with bright excellent bores.
Equipped with extractor, barrel remains in virtually as-new condition with
perhaps a minor storage mark or two.  (59413-94A)

2109 Bond Arms Deringer Barrel
(1) stainless steel 3", 45 Colt/410 barrel with bright excellent bores.
Equipped with extractor, barrel remains in otherwise as-new condition
with perhaps a minor storage mark or two.  (59413-94B)

2110 Bond Arms Deringer Barrel
(1) stainless steel 3", 45 Colt/410 barrel with bright excellent bores.
Equipped with extractor, barrel remains in virtually as-new condition with
perhaps a minor storage mark or two.  (59413-94C)

2111 Bond Arms Deringer Barrel
(1) stainless steel 3", 45 Colt/410 barrel with bright excellent bores.
Equipped with extractor, barrel remains in otherwise as-new condition
with perhaps a minor storage mark or two.  (59413-94D)

2112 Bond Arms Deringer Barrel
(1) stainless steel 3", 45 Colt/410 barrel with bright excellent bores.
Equipped with extractor, barrel remains in virtually as-new condition with
perhaps a minor storage mark or two.  (59413-94E)

2113 Bond Arms Deringer Barrel
(1) L-BABL-3OO-22LR, 3" stainless steel 22 LR barrel.  The barrel
remains in as-new condition sealed in its original factory packaging,
Allen wrench included.  (59413-94F)

2114 Bond Arms Deringer Barrel
(1) L-BABL-3OO-22MAG, 3" stainless steel 22 Mag. barrel.  The barrel
remains in as-new condition sealed in its original factory packaging,
Allen wrench included.  (59413-94G)

2115 Bond Arms Deringer Barrel
(1) L-BABL-3OO-45/410, 3" stainless steel 45 Colt/410 barrel with 2 1/2"
chambers.  The barrel remains in as-new condition sealed in its original
factory packaging, Allen wrench included.  (59413-94H)

2116 Bond Arms Deringer Barrel
(1) L-BABL-3OO-357/38, 3" stainless steel 357 Mag./38 Spl. barrel.  The
barrel remains in as-new condition sealed in its original factory
packaging, Allen wrench included.  (59413-94I)

2117 Bond Arms Deringer Barrel
(1) L-BABL-3OO-9MM, 3" stainless steel 9MM barrel.  The barrel
remains in as-new condition sealed in its original factory packaging. The
bag is stamped "NO EXTRACTOR / RIMLESS CARTRIDGE", Allen
wrench included.  (59413-94J)

2118 Reloading Dies
This lot consists of a two die set for the 33 Winchester cartridge by C-H
Tool & Die.  The dies feature a sizing/decapper and a seater and
included are two #7 shell holders for a single stage press.  All are in
excellent condition.  (49060-37)

2119 Colt Grips
This is a set of checkered walnut grips for the Colt Police Positive
revolvers.  These non-diamond grips rate excellent and feature silver
Rampant Colt medallions.  There are a few small handling marks and
some areas of light verdigris visible.  A lovely set of vintage grips for
your classic Colt.  (4A9060-24)

2120 Decorative Cannon Ball Display
This is a cast iron grape shot canister consisting of 12 - 2 1/2" diameter
cannon balls that are held in place within the canister’s plates by two
iron rings.  The pieces appear to be fused together and have black finish
added.  The weighing in at 32.5 lbs this canister measures about 7 1/2"
high and has a diameter of about 6 1/4" (6.4"), and has a simple iron
handle on top.  Canisters like these were used in the early Brookes type
6.4” Naval guns during the Civil War.  The Confederate Monitor ships
used Brookes rifles almost exclusively.  An interesting Civil War era
display.  **Please note that due to its weight extra shipping will apply** 
(4A8669-3)

2121 M60 Accessories
This lot consists of a night vision mounting bracket for the M60 rifle.  The
bracket has a gray parkerized finish and includes the adjustable clamps.
 Also included is an OD green stamped metal feed plate that is arched
and unmarked.  Both are in near excellent condition and have some light
handling marks.  (49060-73A)

2122 Forend Lot
This lot consists of eight assorted forearms for rifles and shotguns.  First
are three unfinished walnut forearms for the Remington Model 8 rifles. 
Next is a semi-finished deluxe checkered beavertail style walnut forearm
with schnabel forend for the Winchester 1885 series rifles.  Next are two
finished forearms for the Winchester 1892 series rifles.  Fourth is an
unfinished walnut forearm for the Winchester 1894 and similar rifles. 
Lastly is an unfinished walnut forearm for a semi-auto shotgun, most
likely for the earlier Browning or Remington style arms.  The unfinished
pieces may need minor fitting and sanding for proper fit.  The finished
items have some minor handling marks and a few small dings and chips
but are still serviceable.  (49060-20)

2123 Contemporary Wildlife Carvings
This lot consists of two items.  First is a miniature mallard Drake that is
set on driftwood.  This miniature mallard drake posed on an old piece of
driftwood that measures about 12” long and is about 5” wide.   The
carver’s name is inked on the bottom, but the exact wording cannot be
read.  It is also numbered or dated "56" and is marked "Ellsworth,
Maine."  There is some wear and missing paint to the coloring on the
webbed feet and some very minor wear marks to the top of the head. 
The mini drake is overall 6" in length, and stands about 4 1/2” high, the
overall height of the piece is about 7 1/2".  A nice miniature piece with
aged appeal.  The second item is a decorative carving of an old
yellowlegs shorebird stand-up decoy by “White.”  The shorebird is
marked by the maker and has a stand hole in the center bottom.  Hand
painted feather finish, a split tail with relief carved wings and glass eyes
present.  There is some very minor storage wear and staining that add
to the antiqued patina.  The overall length is about 12".  There is no
stand present with this bird.   (4A9060-14)

2124 Lot of Brass Powder Flasks
This lot consists of two unmarked brass powder flasks.  One unmarked
clamshell style flask measuring 3 3/4", 4 1/4” overall, with common top
that has an outside spring and a fixed charger.  This flask appears to be
more contemporary and is rather bright with some light tarnish and few
tiny dings.  The lever is missing and the spring has some minor
oxidation.  One unmarked fluted floral pattern motif measuring 3 1/2", 4
1/2" overall with common top and outside spring and fixed charger.  The
top appears to have two small solder repairs and the body has a rich
tobacco tone and a few small handling marks, the top functions
correctly.  (4A9060-26A)

2125 Colt Patent Flask
This flask measures 7” overall with common top, outside spring and
sloped charging spout 1851-navy style.  There are no visible inspectors
or patent markings and the flask shows a faded honey brown color that
has areas toning to richer tobacco hues.  The mechanism appears to
function correctly and overall the flask is in near excellent condition with
a few light handling marks and small dents.  This flask is identical to No.
816 on page 353 in Riling's book.  (4A9060-26B)

2126 Lot of Brass Powder Flasks
This lot consists of two items.  First is an unmarked English bag style
powder flask with common top, outside spring and a fixed spout.  The
flask body measures about 4” long and has some minor abrasions and a
few small dents, there is a small hang ring at the base.  The brass is
mostly a mild ochre patina and the pour spout has some minor damage. 
The second is a small “oil can” style flask by Dixon and Sons that
measures 3 1/8” long overall.  The top has an outside spring and fixed
spout, the brass has some light ochre patina and a few very small dings.
 The base features dual traps with two chambers.  Two very good
condition examples overall.  (4A9060-26C)

2127 Muzzleloader Accessories
This lot contains assorted .45 caliber projectiles, primers, and caps,
detailed as follows: (1) unopened 20-piece box of Powerbelt .45 caliber
195 gr copper plated HP projectiles; (1) partial 3-piece box of Powerbelt
.45 caliber 275 gr copper plated Aero Tip projectiles; (1) partial 6-piece
box of Powerbelt .45 caliber 195 gr copper plated HP projectiles; (1)
partial 11-piece box of Thompson/Center .45 caliber 240 gr Maxi-Ball
cast lead projectiles; (1) partial 14-piece box of Thompson/Center .45
caliber 200 gr Shockwave ballistic tip projectiles and accompanying
sabots; (1) MTM Case-Gard configured for holding black powder pellets;
(1) partial 60-piece box of Remington Black Powder 209 primers; (1)
partial approximately 99-piece tin of CCI musket caps. (149094-7B)

2128 Crimson Trace Pistol Laser
Crimson Trace Master Series lasergrip for the compact frame 1911
pistol.  Included within are the walnut grip panels with laser and pressure
switch, two CR2025 batteries, box, and manual; no grip screws are
present. Manufacturer model code “LG-909”.  (149413-82C)
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2129 Crimson Trace Pistol Light
Crimson Trace Rail Master 100 lumen tactical light compatible with
pistols, rifles, and shotguns with M1913 Picatinny or Weaver-style rails. 
Light features three illumination modes: constant on, momentary, and
strobe.  Included with the light is the manual, one CR2 battery, three rail
adapter pieces, and box.  Manufacturer model code “CMR-202”.
(149413-82J)

2130 Crimson Trace Pistol Laser
Crimson Trace Rail Master laser sight compatible with pistols, rifles, and
shotguns with M1913 Picatinny or Weaver-style rails.  Laser is instantly
turned on by tapping one of two activation tabs on the side of the
emitter, and features a five-minute auto-shut off to preserve battery life
in the case of accidental activation. Included with the laser are four rail
adapter pieces, two Allen wrenches, one CR 1/3N battery, manual, and
box. Manufacturer model code “CMR-201”. (149413-82F)

2131 Crimson Trace Pistol Laser
Crimson Trace Rail Master laser sight compatible with pistols, rifles, and
shotguns with M1913 Picatinny or Weaver-style rails.  Laser is instantly
turned on by tapping one of two activation tabs on the side of the
emitter, and features a five-minute auto-shut off to preserve battery life
in the case of accidental activation. Included with the laser are four rail
adapter pieces, two Allen wrenches, one CR 1/3N battery, manual, and
box. Manufacturer model code “CMR-201”. (149413-82E)

2132 Crimson Trace Laser for Sig Sauer P238/P938
Crimson Trace Laserguard for Sig Sauer P238 and P938 pistols.  The
laserguard attaches to the triggerguard of the pistol, and is activated by
pressure switch.  Included with the laserguard is a CR 1/3N battery, two
Allen wrenches, two mounting screws, compatible blade-tech IWB
holster, manual, and box. (149413-82D)

2133 Hearing Protection Accessories
This lot contains (1) approximately 100-pair box of Champion foam ear
plugs, in individual packets; (1) sealed 6 pack box of Howard Leight
airsoft earplugs; (1) sealed package of banded foam earplugs, 28 NRR
rated, with three sets of foam plugs; (1) set of Peltor Tactical 6S
behind-the-head electronic ear muffs, 19 NRR rated, made for cap and
hat wearers.  (149413-92)

2134 Cleaning Implements
A large assortment of new-in-package, firearm cleaning implements
included but not limited to various caliber brass bore brushes, bore
mops, Hoppe’s lubricating oil wipes, utility brushes, bore snakes, jags,
various size patches, and Dill’s premium pipe cleaners. (149413-65G)

2135 Assorted Ruger Blackhawk Grips
Lot includes (10) pairs of Ruger Blackhawk wood grips.  Three pairs are
checkered target grips, three pairs are smooth target grips, and four
pairs are checkered grip panels.  All grips are fitted with escutcheons
and all but three pairs of grips include grips screws.  Grips are in very
good plus to excellent condition, and all are finished.  One pair of
checkered target grips feature a 1/2” square removed from the front of
the grip. (149313-7B)

2136 Vintage Winchester Model 60 Advertisement Prints
Two framed color prints depicting vintage advertisements for the
Winchester Model 60 bolt-action rifle. The first frame is 16” x 19”, the
second 11 1/2” x 14 1/2”. Each print features an illustration of the gun
presented with descriptions of the numerous virtues of the Model 60 as
a single shot .22 rifle. A small section of each print is also devoted to a
recommended Winchester .22 cartridge (Winchester Staynless
Kopperklad and Winchester Super Speed, respectively) to pair with the
customer’s imminent firearm purchase. Meticulous inspection shows a
small tear near the top edge of each print which are hardly worth
mention, otherwise the prints are crisp and pristine. The frames are also
in very fine condition with only very light expected handling scuffs from
the years. (129447-1)

2137 Paper Shooting Targets
11 unopened packages of paper targets: (2) 324-pack Birchwood Casey
Shoot-N-C self-adhesive 1” targets; (1) 10-pack Champion Visicolor 50
yard color coded sight-in targets; (1) 20-pack Hoppe’s Competition 50
Ft. Rifle Target, item #A5; (1) 20-pack Hoppe’s Competition 25 Yard
Slow-Fire Pistol Target, item #B16; (1) 20-pack Hoppe’s Competition 50
Ft. Small Bore Rifle Target, item #A17; (1) 25- pack Champion Bug Slug
Insect Target Shooting sheets; (2) 25-sheet pads Champion Deer Vitals
Sight-In Re-Stick Targets; (2) 25-sheet pads Champion Turkey Life-Size
Sight-In Re-Stick Targets. All items are as-new dealer stock in
unopened original packaging. (129413-70)

2138 Paper Shooting Targets
11 unopened packages of paper targets: (2) 324-pack Birchwood Casey
Shoot-N-C self-adhesive 1” targets; (1) 10-pack Champion Visicolor 50
Yard color coded sight-in targets; (1) 12-pack Champion Shotkeeper
Targets, 5-bulls, 50-100 yards, pistol/rifle; (3) 20-pack Hoppe’s 100
yards sighting target, item #S5; (3) 20-pack Hoppe’s 100 yard
“Crosshair” sighting target, item #S10; (1) 25-sheet pad Champion 50
foot Pistol Slowfire Re-Stick targets. All items are as-new dealer stock in
unopened original packaging. (129413-70E)

2139 Paper Shooting Targets
12 unopened packages of paper targets: (2) 324-pack Birchwood Casey
Shoot-N-C self-adhesive 1” targets; (1) 10-pack Champion Visicolor 100
Yard sight-in targets; (5) 20-pack Hoppe’s Competition 50-Ft. Rifle
Targets, item #A1; (4) 20-pack Hoppe’s 100 Yards sighting target, item
#S5; (1) 20-pack Hoppe’s 100 Yard “Crosshair” sighting targets, item
#S10. All items are as-new dealer stock in unopened original packaging.
(129413-70F)

2140 Paper Shooting Targets
9 unopened packages of paper targets: (1) pack Birchwood Casey
Shoot-N-C self-adhesive targets containing a count of (72) 1”, (36) 2”
and (24) 3” targets; (2) 20-pack Hoppe’s Competition 50 Ft. Rifle targets,
item #A5; (2) 10-pack Champion Visicolor 50 yard color coded sight-in
targets; (1) 25-sheet pad Champion 5 Bull Blue and Orange Re-Stick
targets; (2) 25-pack Champion Bug Slug Insect Target Shooting sheets;
(1) 25-sheet pad Champion Redfield-Style Sight-In Re-Stick targets. All
items are as-new dealer stock in unopened original packaging.
(129413-70G)

2141 Paper Shooting Targets
8 unopened packages of paper targets: (1) 10-pack Champion Visicolor
50 Yard color coded sight-in targets; (1) 100-pack NRA Official 25 ft.
Rapid Fire Pistol targets; (2) 20-pack Hoppe’s Competition 10 Meter Air
Pistol targets, item #B32; (2) 25-pack Champion Bug Slug Insect Target
Shooting sheets; (1) 12-pack NRA Official 100-yard Small Bore Rifle
target; (1) 25-sheet pad Champion Redfield-Style Sight-In Re-Stick
targets. All items are as-new dealer stock in unopened original
packaging. (129413-70J)

2142 Paper Shooting Targets
13 unopened packages of paper targets: (1) 324-pack Birchwood Casey
Shoot-N-C 1” self-adhesive targets; (1) pack Shoot-N-C self-adhesive
targets containing (36) 3” targets and (108) pasters; (4) 20-pack Hoppes
Competition 50 ft. Rifle targets, item #A5; (1) 10-pack Champion
Visicolor 100 Yard Sight-in target; (1) 20-pack Hoppe’s Competition 50
yd. Small Bore Rifle target, item #A9; (5) 20-pack Hoppe’s 100 Yard
“Crosshair” Sighting target. All items are as-new dealer stock in
unopened original packaging. (129413-70H)

2143 Paper Shooting Targets
12 unopened packages of paper targets: (2) 10-pack Champion
Visicolor 50 Yard color coded sight-in target; (2) 12-pack Champion
Shotkeeper Target, 5 bulls, 50-100 yards, pistol/rifle; (1) 20-pack
Hoppe’s Competition 10 Meter Air Pistol target, item #B32; (1) pack
Shoot-N-C self-adhesive targets containing a count of (72) 1” targets,
(36) 2” targets and (24) 3” targets; (2) 25-sheet pads Champion 5 Bull
Blue and Orange Re-Stick targets; (2) 20-pack Hoppe’s Competition 50
ft. Rifle target, item #A5; (1) 25-pack Champion Bug Slug Insect Target
Shooting sheets; (1) 25-sheet pad Champion Redfield-Style Sight-In
Re-Stick targets. All items are as-new dealer stock in unopened original
packaging. (129413-70I)

2144 Holster Lot
(12) commercial holsters in an assortment of configurations for various
frame sizes and barrel lengths. All are right-handed. Includes: Fobus
USA SW4 paddle holster, for 4” barrel K- and L-frame revolvers; (4)
Uncle Mike’s Sidekick Hip Holsters, one each of sizes 0, 1, 5, 6; Uncle
Mike’s Inside the Pant holster, size 15; Fobus SR22RP roto paddle
holster for the Ruger SR22; Fobus SWMPRP roto paddle holster for the
Smith & Wesson M&P and SD; Fobus PPSRB roto belt holster for the
Walther PPS and similarly sized pistols; Uncle Mike’s Law Enforcement
Paddle Holster, size 36;  Blackhawk nylon hip holster with thumb break,
size 02 for 4” barrel medium & intermediate frame double-action
revolvers; Myholster Handmade #13 leather shoulder holster for the
M1911 pistol. All holsters are as-new in original packaging, some
packages opened for examination purposes only. (129413-93S)

2145 Holster Lot
(15) commercial holsters in an assortment of configurations for various
sizes and barrel lengths. All are right-handed unless otherwise specified.
Includes: (2) Uncle Mike’s Sidekick hip holsters, size 1; (5) Uncle Mike’s
Sidekick Ambidextrous hip holsters, size 1; (1) Uncle Mike’s Sidekick hip
holster, size 36; (3) Uncle Mike’s Inside the Pant holsters, one each in
sizes 0, 15, 36; (3) Uncle Mike’s Law Enforcement paddle holsters, one
each in sizes 0, 1, 5; (1) Fobus PPSRB ambidextrous roto belt holster
for the Walther PPS and similar pistols. All items are as-new in original
packaging, some packages opened for examination purposes only.
(129413-93R)
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2146 Holster Lot
(12) commercial holsters in an assortment of configurations for various
sizes and barrel lengths. All are right-handed. Includes: (1) Blade-Tech
paddle holster for an H&K USP Expert; (3) Uncle Mike’s Sidekick hip
holsters, one each in sizes 0, 3, 6; (2) Uncle Mike’s Law Enforcement
paddle holsters, one each in sizes 1, 36; (2) Uncle Mike’s Side Bet
holsters; (1) SigTac 238 IWB holster; (1) Galco Double Time OWB/IWB
holster for the S&W M&P9/40; (1) Blackhawk nylon hip holster with
thumb break, size 0; (1) Fobus RUGP paddle holster for the Ruger
GP100. All items are as-new in original packaging, some packages
opened for examination purposes only. (129413-93P)

2147 Holster Lot
(15) commercial holsters and accessories in an assortment of
configurations for various sizes and barrel lengths. Includes: (2) Fobus
PPSRB roto belt holsters for Walther PPS and similar; (1) Blackhawk
Serpa Sportster paddle holster, size 10; (1) Fobus SG21 paddle holster
for Sig Sauer 220 series and similar; Fobus GL26 paddle holster for
Glock 26, 26, 33; Fobus GL2E2 paddle holster for Glock 17, 19, 22 and
similar; Fobus SWMP paddle holster for S&W M&P and SD; Galco
Tuck-N-Go Inside the Pant holster for Sig-Sauer P938; Uncle Mike’s
Law Enforcement Double Kodra .38/.357 speedloader pouch (2
pockets); Fobus SHR2 shoulder holster double attachment for use with
Fobus roto holsters; (5) D’Andrea leather OWB holsters, one each for
Sig Sauer P938, S&W Bodyguard (with laser), Ruger SR22, Beretta
Cheetah, Colt Commander. All items are as-new in factory packaging
save the leather holsters which are slightly used but remain excellent.
(129413-93N)

2148 Gun Cleaning Supplies
Assorted firearm cleaning supplies in a variety of configurations from
such brands as Hoppe’s, Otis and Kleenbore. Examples include utility
brushes, field wipes, cleaning patches, swabs, mops, and bore brushes
in various sizes including 10, 12, 16 and 20 ga., calibers .177, .270, .30,
.38, .40 and more. All items are as-new in original unopened packaging.
(129413-65C)

2149 Trigger Locks and Safety Devices
(19) locks and safety devices in an assortment of configurations.
Includes: (6) Bellock #B300-8”KA keyed cable locks for lever action
rifles; (4) Remington trigger blocks, part #18491; (6) Bulldog Vaults
combination trigger locks; (1) Weatherby keyed cable lock; (1) GunVault
shotgun BreechVault; (1) GunVault AR/Carbine MagVault; (1)
Marlin/H&R clamp & padlock. All items are as-new dealer stock in
original packaging. (129413-84)

2150 Duffel Bag and Shooting Accessories
One large black nylon duffel bag and assorted shooting accessories.
Includes: (1) Past brand recoil protection shoulder pad; (3) headsets,
one of which is electronic and remains functional, though the foam
microphone windscreen has deteriorated; (1) stuffed leather barrel rest;
(1) Shooters Ridge Tri-Stance adjustable barrel rest stand with
height-adjustable tripod and stuffed leather pad; (3) pairs of shooting
glasses; a number of unused paper and adhesive shooting targets; (1)
Arrow Fastener Co. Model T50PBN 3/8”/10mm staple gun. All items are
in very good plus to excellent condition with light unobtrusive wear from
previous use. (129094-10A)

2151 Holster Lot
Includes (6) holsters (3 leather, 3 nylon) in a variety of sizes and
configurations, (1) Neet arrow quiver of nylon canvas web with
snap-button belt loop and integral accessory pouch, (1) leather 3-pocket
rifle cartridge pouch of WWII German pattern, unmarked and likely a
reproduction. The cartridge pouch rates very good, shows light crazing
and handling wear mostly at the corners and folds, instances of faded
writing here and there, and a black ink-stamped Parteiadler on the inner
lid of the center pocket. The stitching remains tight and complete. The
holsters and quiver are in excellent condition showing little to no wear.
(129094-8)

2152 Henry Rifle Lot
This lot includes three new-in-box Grove Tech GTHM-283 hammer
extension for Henry Big Boy rifles from 2010 to present and one
Spee-D-Loader for .22 and .17 cal tube fed Henry rifles allowing quick
loading from 22 short to 22 magnum.  These are as-new dealer stock
and are in excellent condition.  (109413-80RAB)

2153 LaserLyte Pistol Bayonet
This 5 3/4” overall tactical attachment will fit most medium and large
framed pistols with a lower rail system. LaserLyte paired with K-Bar to
create this quick detachable “Fighting Knife” style bayonet that has a 2
3/4” medium carbon stainless blade with Black Oxide Teflon finish and
glass filled nylon handle that looks like a miniature version of the iconic
K-Bar fighting knife. Item remains sealed in its original factory packaging
with polymer sheath included. (109413-87RA)

2154 Lot of Holsters
This is a lot of 13 assorted holsters including 9 in the original retail
packaging from manufacturers Fobus, Uncle Mike's, Galco, D’Andrea
Gun Leather and Sigtac. Includes PPS, RU3BH, 238IWB, 74101,
ST0662B, SWCH and others. The conditions range from excellent to
as-new. (79413-93J)

2155 Lot of Holsters
This lot consists of 13 assorted hosters rating as-new in the original
packaging: (9) by Uncle Mike's; (2) by Fobus; (1) by Galco; (1) by
Blackhawk.  Examples include a paddle holster that fits most 3-4" barrel
medium autos, a size 10 ankle holster; Uncle Mikes 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6;
PPSRB, and a Galco PRO626 among others.  (79413-93Q)

2156 Lot of Holsters
This lot consists of 11 assorted holsters rating as-new in the original
packaging: (7) by Fobus; (2) by Uncle Mike's; (2) by Blackhawk. 
Examples include a size 0 cross-harness horizontal shoulder, a Serpa
concealment sportster, PPS, WP22BH, J3H7A, GL2E2, SWMP, GL3BH
and others. (79413-93K)

2157 Lot of Cleaning Supplies
This lot consists of nearly 60 assorted  items, all in factory sealed
packaging.  Examples include (in varying quantities): Hoppes nylon
utility brush, various size patches, gun oil field wipes, various caliber
brass bore brushes and swabs, a few items by Kleen Bore and Otis and
a 250 pc. bulk package of cotton patches by Gunslick. The lot rates
as-new.  (79413-65D)

2158 Lot of Grips
This is a lot of 13 sets and one left panel of Ruger Blackhawk wood
grips. 12 sets are smooth with most including the Ruger factory
medallions and most also including screw. The overall condition is near
excellent with minor handling marks. The last set is an excellent
condition set of fleur-de-lis checkered rosewood grips with screw.
(79313-7)

2159 M1A/M-14 Stock and Handguards
One synthetic pistolgrip stock with added cheekrest and handguard,
painted olive drab with a homemade tan, brown, black and gray tiger
stripe camouflage pattern. Stock rates very good with the paint cracked
on the right side of the grip and threatening to flake off in that area. A
short section of tan painted M1913 rail has been added to the bottom of
the forend, the sling swivels are intact as are the handguard clip and
GI-style buttplate with swing-up outer flap. Also included is a spare
brown fiberglass handguard in excellent condition. (23A9830-35A)

2160 Lot of Vintage Cap Guns
This lot consists of three vintage and seemingly rare cast iron cap guns
by National. The first two are the 1925 vintage, one is nickel the other
black and both have areas of moderate wear, light handling marks and
some light surface oxidation. The third is the smaller and earlier 1920
design and is a mottled gray with some areas of light surface oxidation
overall. All three are designed to resemble the early Colt Pocket
Hammerless auto pistols and appear to be functional. All are in very
good condition and have “MADE IN U.S.A.” cast on their right sides.
(2X4A9276-4F) {NON-GUN}

2161 Signal Flag Kit
This likely WWI-era U.S. Army-marked signal flag kit is labeled with
black stenciled letters and comes in a khaki colored canvas case. The
red and white flags are identical, each with three tie straps, and both
show minor staining but remain in excellent condition. The tan canvas
case shows overall light dirt staining, with crisp legible lettering however
there is no longer a retailer mark visible. Also included are three metal
pole sections that when screwed together extend approximately 5 1/2’.
A neat old pairing for the martial collector. (1X109833-106)

2162 WW2-Era Canadian Military Beret
One OD green wool felt beret by the Grand’Mere Knitting Company,
dated 1946, size 7 1/8. The beret is in excellent condition with little to no
wear except negligible thread fraying at the end of the silk tightening
strap. Included is a pewter pin of a knight’s head and halberd behind an
enameled shield in post-war German national colors, reading
“Deutschland”, possibly acquired during the original owner’s time of
service. (1X129503-3D)

2163 Remington Hand Trap
This is a vintage Remington Automatic Hand Trap hand-held clay bird
thrower. The thrower measures about 18” overall and appears to
function correctly. The blued metal surfaces have some areas of light
surface oxidation throughout, the wood handle has some light dings and
other handling marks from use. An overall very good condition example.
(1X47538-29)

2164 Warsaw Pact Military Caps
Two military uniform garrison caps. The first is East German, gray wool
with an embroidered Compass & Hammer; the second is a standard tan
canvas Soviet Army cap with a Hammer & Sickle on Red Star pin. Both
are in excellent condition with minimal wear. (129503-1)
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2165 Colt 22 LR Frontier Scout Cylinder
This cylinder is chambered for the 22 LR cartridge and is for a Colt 22
Scout Single Action revolver in excellent condition with about 99%
original blue finish.  This cylinder is fluted, not serial numbered, the rear
face is recessed and the caliber is not marked on the side.  There is not
enough information to determine if it was originally fitted to a P, K or GS
series Scout revolver although it is purported that all the cylinders were
interchangeable between the different series.  It is packaged in a
mismatched yellow and white (G series) box marked "Colt's / 22
Magnum / Cylinder for / Single Action / Revolvers", the box rates
excellent.  (8A9519-5A)

2166 Colt U.S. Model 1917 Revolver Cylinder
This cylinder is chambered for the 45 ACP / AR cartridges and will fit
U.S. Model 1917 revolver by Colt or the Colt New Service.  The cylinder
has been professionally refinished to a bright deep blue-black finish with
minor pinprick pitting showing under the new finish on the face and back
plus a few handling marks.  The cylinder includes an extractor, ejection
rod, unfinished knurled ejection rod head and has the later style
chambers cut with a shoulder.  Frank Hosmer's initial inspection mark is
still visible on the back of the cylinder.  (8A9519-5B)

2167 West German Military Caps
Two post-war German military caps of West German pattern. First, a
light gray cotton mountain cap with aluminum buttons, size 58. The peak
of the cap is fitted with the West German State Colors button in black
and red enamel and gilt brass; the left side is pinned with a pewter
edelweiss flower with gilt pistils. The cap is in near excellent condition
with no signs of wear and a few negligible stains scattered here or there
across the fabric. The second cap is a peaked officer’s cap, dark
feldgrau, size 56. The peak is adorned with the West German State
Colors button in black and red enamel and gilt brass. The lining is
stitched with the maker’s label of Bamberger Mützen-Industrie. The cap
is in excellent condition with no discernible blemishes.
(1X128051-15C,16)

2168 Restored WWII German M-35 Beaded Stahlhelm
This is an authentic Second World War M35 beaded police or
Luftschutz-pattern stahlhelm with embossed vent holes, rivet holes at
the sides and rear and a raised “bead” around the base of the dome.
The rivets are not present and no lining is included. The surfaces of the
shell have been sand-blasted and restored with an expertly applied
battleship-gray paint finish. The inside of the skirt is stamped “SE66” on
the left side; the number code at the rear has been slightly obscured by
the new paint layer and appears to read “8860”. Aside from a few barely
perceptible storage scuffs, the helmet is fully unblemished and rates
excellent as refinished. (1X128051-11B) (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

2169 Leather Holster
(1) unmarked open top russet colored leather holster with a simple
geometric and floral pattern. The leather is crazed with areas of flaking,
scratches and has several rudimentary carvings with the majority along
the backside. The liner is missing in areas and the stitching appears to
be tight, the hanger strap is a replacement and there is added
contemporary bead work to the keeper strap and what used to be the
leg tie strap. (3X109476-25)

2170 Browning Scope Bases
Three Browning scope mount bases: (2) Model 8817 bases for the High
Power Browning Bolt Rifle (BBR); (1) unidentified mount base
measuring 5 1/4” overall; the two pairs of screw-holes are spaced 4 1/4”
front to rear and 3 1/4” between sets, measured center-to-center. All
mounts are in excellent condition with few if any signs of previous use or
wear and all include the original factory box and manual.
(3X128673-10C)

2171 Redfield Scope Bases
Two Redfield bases for scope mounts: (1) JR R77 base for a Ruger
Model 77, item #47164/511162; (1) JR 94 AE base for a Winchester 94
Angle Eject, New Receiver Configuration, item #511293. Both are
as-new in opened factory boxes with sealed factory packing and
manual. (2X128673-10D)

2172 Bausch & Lomb Scope Mount for Winchester Model 70
(1) two-piece scope mount for a Winchester Model 70 rifle complete with
accompanying scope rings. All parts retain about 99% original blue with
some silvering at the edges and screw holes from previous mounting.
The attachment screws are not included. (3X126019-10L)

2173 Vintage Leslie-Henry/Halco Young Buffalo Bill Cap Gun
(1) 1955-1960 vintage Young Buffalo Bill cast metal cap gun by the
Leslie-Henry Company that were distributed by Halco. The cap gun
appears to be in near excellent condition with a nickel finish and faux
ivory horsehead grips. The metal surfaces have some areas of light
tarnish and feature cast engraved patterns with foliate and pony designs
and the Young Buffalo Bill logo on either side. The right grip panel has a
small crack near its upper edge. Included is a vintage brown suede
leather holster in excellent condition. (2X4A9276-4B) {NON-GUN}

2174 Vintage Big Horn Cap Gun By Kilgore
This is a 1940’s vintage die cast metal Big Horn revolving cylinder cap
gun by Kilgore. The cast metal has a mottled gray patina and full
coverage foliate pattern designs with some big horn sheep images. The
frame has the Big Horn logo on either side, the right side of the crane is
marked “MADE IN U.S.A.”. The barrel and cylinder portion sits a little
loose but the mechanisms appear to function correctly. A fine example
of these vintage cap guns. (2X4A9276-4E) {NON-GUN}

2175 Texan JR Cap Gun By Hubley
This is a vintage 1940’s era cast metal Texan Jr cap gun by Hubley. The
nickel finished metal has cast engraved foliate patterns and the Texan Jr
logos on each side. There are synthetic faux ivory steer-head grips that
show areas of light wear and some fading to the black painted surfaces.
The left side has a release which opens the cap storage area, there is a
slight separation to both halves of the top which makes the catch sit a
little loose. The mechanisms still appear to function, there is some minor
corrosion on the hammer and working parts due to cap residue. A very
good example overall. (2X4A9276-4D) {NON-GUN}

2176 Reloading Items
Assorted reloading items; one nickeled sheet brass 12 ga. shell holder;
one unmarked wooden cylinder container with several unidentified
copper-brass primers; (1) vintage yellow-labeled U.S. Primer 250-count
box of No. 4 primers for “Climax and Ajax Paper Shot Shells”, partial,
about (200) count; (1) vintage red-labeled Winchester 100-count box of
No. 2 Improved primers, partial, about (90) count; a small number of 3/4”
diameter paper shotgun wads in a repurposed cardboard Winchester air
rifle shot box. (1X129619-3)

2177 Shooters Lot
This lot includes a variety of items. First are three Hoppe’s 9 bore
snakes, one Viper .44, .45 cal., one Viper 6mm-.244 cal., and one
.270-.280 cal. Three pairs of safety glasses, one clear Walker’s, one
yellow tinted Peltor, and one dark tinted Silencio. Lastly is one 3M
M2RX7A AM / FM radio headset. These items are as-new and remain in
their respective original factory packaging. (1X109413-65,73D)

2178 Vintage U.S. Army Air Corps Military Uniform and Accessory Items
Belonging to WWII Veteran Lt. William Collins Nugent
Assorted Second World War U.S. military accoutrements identified to Lt.
William Collins Nugent, including: (4) U.S. military shirts in assorted
shades of khaki; (1) dark green wool service uniform, with Air Corps
shoulder patches; (1) khaki summer service jacket with Air Force
shoulder patches, matching service shorts; (1) light OD green wool
service cap. All uniform items are in excellent condition except for some
light mothing at the top of the cap. (1) haversack stamped with the
lieutenant’s name, the canvas lightly faded with some light verdigris on
the fittings, overall lightly used but undamaged with little wear; (2)
toiletries kits, each including toothbrush, dental powder, shaving
powder, safety razor, nail file, styptic pencil, mirror and comb. The first is
in an OD green canvas snap-button case and rates fine to near
excellent, showing no more than minimal age-appropriate storage wear
and signs of light previous use. The second case is light brown leather
in near-identical configuration. The interior has suffered a spill of an
unidentified substance, congealed to a thin delicate film of flaking dark
brown. Most or all items are partially stuck to the container but otherwise
largely unblemished; the residue is not unduly strong but even gentle
removal may risk further damage to the leather. If not for the spill, the
second kit would be in much the same condition as the first. Also
includes assorted personal correspondence, mostly letters to home
penned by Lt. Nugent; 1935 General Electric manual; The Officer’s
Guide, 9th Edition, The Military Service Publishing Company 1942,
Hardcover, pencil-inscribed to Lt. W.C. Nugent; a 1936 U.S. Army
Manual for Courts-Martial; the books are near excellent to excellent with
only minimal handling wear, the Courts-Martial manual showing some
folding at the corners of some of the pages. Overall an excellent suite of
Second World War militaria compiled from this veteran’s service.
(1X129831-3) [Dr. William C. Nugent Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

2179 Firearms Related Books and Manuals
This lot contains two books: The Book of Colt Firearms by R.L. Wilson,
Blue Book Publications, Inc. 1993, hardcover with jacket, excellent
condition. German Automatic Weapons of World War II by Robert Bruce,
The Crowood Press 2000, hardcover with jacket, excellent condition with
book containing wonderful full-color photos. (239316-11)

2180 Vintage Quackenbush Price List Catalog
One Quackenbush price list booklet listing prices for Quackenbush air
guns and firearms such as the “Safety Cartridge” and “Pocket/Bicycle”
rifles, as well as targets, ammunition, parts and accessories for the
same. The center sheet (pages 15-18) has come loose from the binding,
still all pages are present and the booklet is in excellent condition with
only very light handling wear and one or two negligible stains at the
upper corners of the cover. (128302-4L)
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2181 Assorted Books about Sniping
This lot contains five books. Death from Afar Vol. V: Marine Corps
Sniping by Norman A. and Roy F. Chandler, Iron Brigade Armory 1998,
hardcover with jacket, 296 pages, excellent condition. U.S. Marine
Corps Scout-Sniper: World War II and Korea by Peter R. Senich,
Paladin Press 1993, hardcover with jacket, 230 pages, excellent
condition. The Long-Range War: Sniping in Vietnam by Peter R. Senich,
Paladin Press 1994, hardcover with jacket, 268 pages, excellent
condition with a couple tiny pencil notations. The 21st-Century Sniper: A
Complete Practical Guide by Brandon Webb and Glen Doherty,
Skyhorse Publishing 2011, softcover, 243 pages, about excellent
condition with some short highlighted portions. Fry the Brain: The Art of
Urban Sniping and its Role in Modern Guerrilla Warfare by John West,
SSI 2208, softcover, 447 pages, excellent condition with a few instances
of highlighted text. (239094-9)

2182 Assorted Books about Ballistics and Accurate Shooting
This lot contains five books. Applied Ballistics for Long Range Shooting
by Bryan Litz, Applied Ballistics 2009, hardcover, 536 pages, excellent
condition with a few instances of highlighted text. The Hunter’s Guide to
Accurate Shooting by Wayne Van Zwoll, The Lyon Press 2002,
softcover, 332 pages, about excellent condition with a few faint creases
to the spine and a few instances of highlighted text. Mental Mechanics
of Shooting: How to Stay Calm at the Center by Vishnu Karmakar and
Thomas Whitney, Center Vision Inc. 2002, softcover, 144 pages, very
good plus condition with some light creases to the covers and a few
instances of highlighted text. Dead On: The Long-Range Marksman’s
Guide to Extreme Accuracy by Tony M. Noblitt and Warren Gabrilska,
Paladin Press 1998, softcover, 172 pages, about excellent condition
with a few instances of highlighted text. Understanding Firearm
Ballistics: Basic to Advanced Ballistics Simplified, Illustrated & Explained
Sixth Edition by Robert A. Rinker, Mulberry House Publishing 2010,
softcover, 427 pages, very good plus condition with some light creases
to the spine and numerous instances of highlighted text. (239094-9A)

2183 Assorted Books about Sniping and Elite Military Units
Assorted Books about Sniping and Elite Military Units This lot contains
five books. The Ultimate Sniper: An Advanced Training Manual for
Military and Police Snipers by Maj. John L. Plaster, USAR (Ret.),
Paladin Press 2006, softcover, 573 pages, near excellent with numerous
instances of pencil annotations and calculations. Special Forces: History
- Roles and Missions - Training - Weapons and Equipment - Combat
Scenarios by Chris Chant, Parragon 2012, hardcover with jacket, 240
pages, like-new condition. Shooter: The Autobiography of the
Top-Ranked Marine Sniper by Gunnery Sgt. Jack Coughlin, USMC and
Capt. Casey Kuhlman, USMCR, with Donald A. Davis, St. Martin’s Press
2006, softcover, 304 pages, very good plus condition with some faint
creases to the covers and a small water stain affecting the first 75
pages. Lone Survivor: The Eyewitness Account of Operation Redwing
and the Lost Heroes of Seal Team 10 by Marcus Luttrell with Patrick
Robinson, Back Bay Books 2007, softcover, 392 pages, very good plus
condition with some light wear and a couple small creases to the covers.
Sniper One: On Scope and Under Siege with a Sniper Team in Iraq by
Sgt. Dan Mills, St. Martin’s Griffin 2007, softcover, 350 pages, as-new
condition. (239094-9B)

2184 Assorted Reference Books and Manuals about Firearms
This lot contains six books. The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Firearms by
Ian V. Hogg, New Burlington Books 1984, hardcover with jacket, 320
pages, very good plus condition with the first page missing, some faint
speckles of foxing on the edges of the pages and some minor wear to
the jacket including a few small missing pieces. The Complete
Encyclopedia of Pistols and Revolvers by A.E. Hartink, Chartwell Books
2008, hardcover with jacket, 448 pages, excellent condition with slight
wear to the edges of the jacket. Steel Canvas: The Art of American
Arms by R.L. Wilson, Chartwell Books 2005, hardcover, 384 pages,
about excellent condition with some slight wear to the edges of the
hardcover. The Gun Digest Blackpowder Loading Manual 4th Edition by
Sam Fadala, Krause Publications 2004, softcover, 351 pages, about
excellent condition with a couple dog eared pages. The Gun Digest
Book of Shotgunning by Marty Fischer, Gun Digest Books 2010,
softcover, 239 pages, excellent condition. Gun A Visual History edited
by Dr. Chris McNab, Metro Books 2009, hardcover with jacket, 360
pages, excellent condition. (239094-9C)

2185 Done in The Open
Drawings by Frederic Remington, with an introduction and verses by
Owen Wister and others, C. 1903, 43-page hardcover book. Book opens
with a two-page introduction, then following pages show single or double
page black-and-white drawings of late 19th American soldiers in war and
conflict on the western frontier, including drawings of the indigenous
Native Americans of the area. Paired with each drawing is a short poem
of varying length. Book is in very good to very good plus condition,
showing light fraying at the corners and wear at the edges of the
hardcover with some light staining, the interior spine shows some
separation, but the interior pages remain in near excellent condition,
showing a few scattered spots of discoloration and overall general
yellowing. An attractive collection of drawings by Frederic Remington.
(14B9869-3)
Est. 100 - 200

2186 Four Books Related to Knives
Levine’s Guide to Knives and their Values, by Bernard Levine; this
fourth edition c. 1997 Krause Publications Inc. 512 pages softcover.
Sargent’s American Premium Guide to Pocket Knives & Razors
Identification and Values, by Jim Sargent; this second edition c. Jim
Sargent 1989. 482 pages softcover. The American Blade Collectors
Association Price Guide to: Antique Knives, by J. Bruce Voyles; c. 1990
J. Bruce Voyles. 480 pages softcover focusing on pocketknives made
from 1800-1970. The last book in this lot shows no publishing
information, a 744 page softcover catalog presenting a multitude of knife
manufacturers’ products. The lot rates very good to excellent with no
major blemishes. (1X79276-1AW)

2187 Six Softcover Reference Guides
Standard Catalog of Firearms, by Ned Schwing; seventh and 14th
edition c. Krause Publications Inc. (2) Gun Trader’s Guide, by Paul
Wahl; ninth edition and 34th ed. The Gun Collector’s Handbook of
Values, by Charles Edward Chapel. Thirteenth edition c. 1979 Dorothy
M. Chapel. 464 pages softcover. The Firearms Price Guide, by David
Byron; second edition c. 1980 David Byron. 402 pages. The lot rates
very good plus with no major blemishes. (1X79276-1AAA)

2188 Lot of Four Books on Firearms Accessories
Blue Steel & Gunleather, by John Bianchi; c. 1978 Beinfeld Publishing,
Inc. 213 pages hardcover with jacket showing tears and a small section
that is missing. The Gun Digest Book of Holsters & other Gun Leather,
by Roger Combs; c. 1983 DBI Books, Inc. 256 pages softcover. Gun
Digest Book of Gun Accessories & Services, edited by Joseph J.
Schroeder; c. 1979 DBI Books Inc. 320 pages softcover. Police Relics,
by George E. Virgines; c. 1982 George E. Virgines. 80 pages softcover.
The lot rates very good to excellent overall with instances of mild wear
and soiling. (1X79276-1AP)

2189 Lot of Books for the Outdoorsman
The Outdoorsman’s Guide to Government Surplus, by David LeRoy; c.
1978 Greatlakes Living Press. 225 pages hardcover with jacket and with
library stamps and stickers applied; there are moderate brown stains on
the text body. The Outdoor Cook’s Bible, by Joseph D. Bates, Jr. c.
1963 Joseph D. Bates. 212 pages softcover. The Complete Fisherman’s
Catalog, by Harmon Henkin; c. 1977 Harmon Henkin. 463 pages
hardcover with jacket. Evaluation of tackle and accessories for fresh and
salt water. Next is a Summer/1969 edition of The American Sportsman.
128 pages hardcover with jacket; a handwritten note in ink marker is
evident on the front end paper. The last item in this lot is a small, 24
page staple-bound, 1918 dated Field and Stream booklet covering
“Game, Transportation, Bag Limit and License Laws for the U.S. and
Canada”. The overall condition of the lot is near excellent with minor
incidents of scuffing and/or soiling. (1X79276-1AS)

2190 Lot of Military Related Hardcovers
Eight total: The first seven are from the Time-Life Books World War II
Series of 39 volumes. Each 208 page offering features a full coverage
wrap-around cover image and pictorial essays on specific topics. The
titles are: Partisans and Guerrillas, The Italian Campaign, Island
Fighting, The Battle of Britain, Prelude to War, Return to the Philippines
and The Resistance. The volumes in this illustration-based series were
published individually from 1976 through 1983. The last book in this lot
is Illustrated World War II Encyclopedia, volume 1 of 28, based on the
original text of Lt. Col. Eddy Bauer; c. 1978 Orbis Publishing Limited.
140 pages chronicling events in Europe during the early period of the
war. The books in this lot show little indication of use and remain in
excellent condition. (1X79276-1Y)


